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PLUS
Borland’s C+ + and Turbo Pﬁscal/Windows
HP’s PA Unix Workstation V
ATM, FaceLift, and lntelliforfat
Mac and PC 24-bit Paint Software
NCR WaveLAN
Nextstation

$3.50 U.S.A./$4.50 IN CANADA
0360-5280
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TEN TIMES BEnEI

THE EISA-BASED
DELL SYSTEM"' 433TE.

THE EISA-BASED
DELL SYSTEM 433E.

THE NEW
DELL SYSTEM 433P.

THE
DELL SYSTEM J33D.

THE NEW
DELL SYSTEM 325P.

ONLY$9,649

ONLY$8,199

ONLY$4,999

ONLY$4,199

ONLY$2,599

Uru. 5384/month..

Lw.!< 5296/monlh..

l..etuSIBl!mmuh"

i..a.., Sl52Jmmuh-

• i486 m icnJpnx:e~s(lr ru n ni~ at JJ MH:
with 128 KB external cxhe.
3JO MB VOA
$9, 649

• i486 microprocessor running at H MHz.

Price lis1cd inchlcs 4 MB of RAM."80,
100. 190 and 650 MB hanl d ri'~ config-

• i486 micropmccssor runninJ.; ;n 33 MH z.
190MB SupcrVGA
$8,199
Color si.. cm (800 x 600)
Price listed includes 4 MB of RA M.•
80, 100, 330 nnd 650 MB h;ml dri'~
configurations also J\~ila bJe .

uratioru abo available.
z; MH: S)'ltems alsu ;w;1ilahle !lta rting

25 MH: s-r remsalso a.,.ailable sraning
ar $5, 149.

Monochrome System

IOOMBVGA Colo rPh~Si>tcm

$4, 999

Price li ~ c-d includes 2 MB of RAM.• 190
and 320 MB hanl drive confib•urati<Jm
ill.so a\~.ti l;,i b lc.

• Imd 80386 mkropn.:c ~sso r
runnini.: at 33 MH i with

64 Kil external each<.
100 MB Super VG\ c;.,lor
Plu.s System (800 x 600)
$4, 199
Price li>tcd includes 4 MB of RAM.•
40, 80, I ~ . 3 JO a nd650 MB ha nldri'~
conhb'll rations also ava ilable.

Uru. 597/mmuh•Intel 80386 micropmCf."SSOr running ;,tt

25Ml-b.
40 MB VGA Color Plus Si>tcm $2, 599
Price listed includes 2 MB of RAM .•
80, 100, 190 and 320 Mil honl drive
configurat ions ~ lso <M•ila l~e.

33 MH: systems also available srarrim:
a< $2,649.

25 MHz S)<stcm~ al!.O available st:ming
"$2, 749.

a< $6,649.

If we've said it once, we've said it ten times. You can get a

Then we run a configured systems check, and ship it to you

custom-configured Dell®computer with better service for up to

via two-day air standard. With a 30-day money back guarantee

thousands less than a simi larly configured Compaq system!

and a one-year limited warranty.

Everything from the award-winning 386SX laptop PCs to

Support that tvins awards, and your confidence.

workgroup-sized i486'" network servers.

The Dell service and support package

With a virtually limitless number of

has won PC ~ek's Corporate Satisfaction

choices of monitors, hard drives, RAM

Poll for PCs, laptops and servers an

sizes and peripherals.

unprecedented 8 times. Maybe because the

But if you're still not convinced, go
to a Compaq dealer and compare what's
there with what's here.

company that supports Dell computers is
W'ich Dell sc~vice, )'Oii get the company
char designed the comfnitl'r.

You make the call, then we make the computer.

the same one that designs Dell computers.
Which means you get a technical support

staff that can solve 90% of all problems over the phone. Usually

And because we actually manufacture the desktop computers

in 6 minutes or less. You also get an electronic bulletin board that

we sell, each one is custom configured to your exact specifications

lets you see other users' questions about Dell systems. And more

when you order.

importantly, Dell's answers.

The Dell System 433TE is a Closs A device sold for use in commercial en\l ironments only. "Perl0tmonce Ellhoric emcn~ : Wirilin 11ie fo ll megobyte of ~m ory. 128 KB (316SX , Jl6LT ond 21 0) 96 KB (3330, 325Pond 320N) and 384 KB (320lX. 43.JE a
fOf etror.. n r.,.pogtcphy 0t phologop'ty t Souu::e C~ (Qmf.>.Jk!f CorporotO" pr<:e k1 ~ 1rve .J /1 6''91 • •Pu-,-men1bc-...cd °" 36- monlh.QPC" -crd I~ OI 00\11"9 orrOl"<)«I by LetWhQ G roup, k'IC 11'1 Cmoda and tkuco,conhgvrat>oosond r
1t,e,, pt"oducl~ Deb Compo.1tcf (OfPQfaflOn disc.\aim~ ony piopnelO"f 1ntcrc-:.11n Trodcmori.:s ond rrode no~ olhet thon 11~ owri~Service pr<Mded by Xcro~ ( QlJXl1aT:or• On-s11e setv<:e may r'IOI be ovok.iblc '" certOll'l remote kxollOn~ . Shipping. handling and af)Pl!(_abk
~ 1 991 Del Compvrl!l'f (Ol l)OI Ol()n All ugh1srcseNed

cont'ICl bcre!>po~bk

l THAN COMPAQ.

THE
DELL SYSTEM JZOLX .

THE
DELL SYSTEM Ji6SX.

DELL SYSTEM 316LT

THE
DELL SYSTEM JZON.

ONLY$2,599

ONLY$2,099

ONLY$2,899

ONLY$3,399

t..as. $97/month..

t..as. S791month..

• lnu:l 80386SX microprocessorrunning
•ZOM ~

40MBVGAColorP1us5)"<cm SZ.599
Price listed includes ZMB of RAM.•
80. 100.190, 330and650MBhanldri"<
confil."Uratioru also 3\-ailab&e.

THE

t..as.SU71month..

•I mel 80386SX micropn.xes.~ r
running m 16 MH:.

•I mel 80386SX micmrroc.oillr running
• ~M~
40 MB VGAColorl~usS1'><<m

SZ.Cl99
Price listed included Mil of RAM .• ZO.
80, IOO and 190Mllhanldriw
configuratiom also available.

You even have anytime, any day access

to

ZO MB. I MBRAM" SZ.899
40 and 120 MB hanl driw
CtK'lfiJ...,_irarioru aOO a\"a1lahk.

• lmd 8J386SX micmprocosor runnins,:

ZO MH:.
JO MB, IMBRA.>,,t•
at

$3.399

OOM ll confibl\1ratiuru::thoa\-ailahle.

the Ddl ZIZN IZ MH: Z86 a bu.-~ibbk

20 MH: srstt."01S a6o :rvailahlc ){anhig
at Sl.499.

Dell's innovative

THE
DELL SYSTEM ZIO.

El

ONLY$1,499
l..<as<S56/monlh..

• 80186 mKroprocessor running

at IU MH:.
ZOMBVGAMonochromc
S)~rcm
$1,499
Price list«! include> I MB of RAM.•
40. 80 and 100 MB hanl dri'"' config
llt"

Which makes Dell computers look even better these days. And,

automated toll-free, 24-hour TechFax line. Just dial-up, and get

to loosen those tight budgets even more, you can take advantage

detailed information from the Dell technical library faxed back

of a wide variety of credit, lease and lease-to-buy programs.

to you. On the spot.
And if your problem can't be solved over the phone, a trained

For instance, you can lease Dell computers for as little as
$56 a month. Or use the lease -to-buy plans and own the computer

service technician will come to you with a solution. Usually by

at the end of the lease term. There's even a Dell Direct Advantage

the next business day.

MasterCard with up to a $15,000 credit limit and a way to earn

And best ofall, you don't have to worry about budgeting for all
of this. Because the system price includes on-site service for a
year, and phone support forever.
But you don't need to worry too much about that. Those

points toward Dell products with everything you buy. Either way,
you'll get all the credit you deserve.

So if you were planning to buy a Compaq PC, take a deep
breath, count to ten and call Dell.

Customer Satisfaction Polls consistently rank Dell tops in
reliability as well.

The rig ht hardware for hard times.
A down economy is not the time for Compaq dealer mark-ups.

m ORDER, CALL. PLEASE REFERENCE #llEFI

800 -- 365--9977
HOURS, 7AM -9PM CT MON- Fl\I

8AM·4PM CT SAT

INCANADA 800-387-5752. IN MEXIC095-800-0I0-0664.

DELL

-------

COMPUTER
CORf'ORATION

-------

id 433TE) of memory i:i. re-;.e~ for use by the ''filem lo enhance perfonnancc. Con be optioooUydisabled on 3330. 315P, 310N, 316SX o nd 210. Al ~'(.>rems ore nhotCXJHlpN-d with ophoool e•tro' Al pt c~ond ~ic:otiom rnc ~biccl to chongc without notc:c Del
rices moy \'Ory. M ond Dell SysJem ore reQiSleted trodemwb cJ Dell Compu!Cf Corp0ru1ion ln1t.-I 1so 1 eog~1t.'ft.-d lrodcmrn l.,ond ..:86 !5 o 11odt.'f1u1l ol lnl~ Cotpom1on ~ t·odcmorl.:i. or.d trade oome. ore u!.ed ro dentify !he eti l ~IC'\ claim •ng !he moA:i. and na~ or
-;oles kl ~ not included., 1he pl'ICC. FOt •nfOl'moTl()n on ondo copyol Delr:i. :x:l·doy lotol SarrJoct'°" Gvoron!t.-c, brno11...od W01HJflt'f. and Xc::ioi s St.'fVIC.oControc: t,pleoo""' wrnc to Dell UY\ Corporot:on, 95QSA-boietvm Bovlcvord,Av..tin, fe, os 78759-Tm. AnN Yvorrooty

ROAD WARRIOR.
There you are, doing battle far from home. Armed
with your powerful new notebook computer. As you
prep for the next day's conquest, something unexpected
happens.
Suddenly you find yourself stranded in some strange
hotel room, with your computer down. And no one
will come service it.

With next day on-site
service in SO states
nothing's going to
stop you.

You wake up in a pool of sweat.
Dreams like this make it very easy to choose Dell's

20 MHz 386SX notebook computer over the remarkably
overpriced and underserviced Compaq LTE 386s/20.
Because when you buy the Compaq system, this
lOORDER,CALL PLEASE REFERENCE i'llEFI .

800,365,9977
HOURS: 7AM-9PM CT M-F BAM -4PM CT SAT

IN CANADA, CAU. 800-387·5752.
IN MEXIC095·800-010-0664.

isn't just a bad dream.
Ir's a re::il possihility.
Can '.)'OU afford
not to buy the

De11®320N? At a time when everybody is cutting
budgets, can anyone afford to spend extra money ?

DELLSYSTEM" 320N 386'"SX 20 MHz
SYSTIM INCLUDES \CA LCD. 30 MB HARD DRIVE.1 Mfi RAM .

More importantly, can you afford to go on the road
counting on service from a Compaq dealer you've never
heard of?
Especially when every Dell system comes with a full gamut
of road services. Like a toll-free technical support line that
helps users solve 90% of their problems over the phone.
And if you need help in the middle of the night, just
call Dell's innovative TechFax line. It automatically faxes
back detailed information on your Dell computer. Even to
your hotel.
If that doesn't solve it, call for road service. A trained

THE DELL SYSTEM 320N 20 MHz 386SX
ANDTHE DELL SYSTEM 212N 12 MHz286.
•I mel®80386SX microprocessor
runni ng at 20 MHz (320N) and the
Intel80C286 mien1processor running
at 12 MHz (212 N).
• Standard I MBufRAM,* cxp.1ndable
co 5 MB (nn the system board using
I MB or Z MB memory modules) .

• 640 x 480 VGA LCD with edgelight.
• One expansion slot for Dell D;11a/ FAX
modem.
• 6.4 lbs. with b<tttcry, dimensions arc
8.5"0 x ll"W x Z" H.

• 3.5" 1. 44 MB di>kcrtc drive.
• 85-kcy keyboard with embedded
numeric kc')'bo.ird .

• I serial port and external VGA monitor
pore.
• Selecr;1ble parJllcl printer or external
5.25" disk drivdtaJ><! back-up pore.
• Connector for numeric kevP<1d or IOI-key
keyboard.
• Mouse pon .
• Removable and rechargeable battery pack
utilizinj! Dell's "Conrinuous Power Bancry
s1~rem"

(parent pending).
Zl2N: 20MB, I MB RAM*
52.399
320N: 30 MB. I MB RAM*
$3.399
40 MB hard dri\'c configuration also
available for rhe 212N.
40 MB and 60 MB hard drive configurations
also available for rhc 320N.

'

\

The display is a high quality VGA LCD. There's an
optional, built-in Data/FAX modem. And a sliding door
that lets you easily insert a math coprocessor, RAM
modules or the modem without major surgery. (Dell also

..Just prey yqu dan~t
nalld any •llf"vlCll
whle ymu're m'l 1:1111

has the 212N, 12 MHz 286 with a 20 or 40 MB hard drive.)
Even the keyboard shows touches of brilliance. It's a

raad ar yau aauld
ba dead maat:.

complete 85-key layout. Including the special screen
navigation keys (Home, End, Page Up, Page Down and
separate Cursor keys in the familiar inverted "T" layout)
that let you easily navigate even the most spread-out
spreadsheet. And every key is engineered for extended
travel, to provide the familiar touch of a top-of-the-line
desktop system.

Don't worry. Be happy. One more thing to consider.
When you buy from Dell, you're dealing directly with a
company that has won PC Week's Corporate Satisfaction
Poll for PCs, servers and laptops. Not just once. An
unprecedented eight times.

COMPAQ LTE 386s/20 3B6SX 20 MHz
SYSIBM INQ.UDES 'NA LCD, 30 MB HARD DRIVE, 2 MB RAM. ACTUAL DEALER PRICES MAY VARY

A company that will custom configure any system

technician will come to your hotel room, or officef' the next

to ·meet your needs. And then work with you to custom

business day with a replacement system if necessary. And if

configure a finance or leasing plan.0

possible, your hard drive contents will be transferred to the
replacement system on the spot. All at no additional cost

And we back it all with a 30-day no questions asked
satisfaction guarantee.
Call today for either of our new notebook computers.

for the first year you own your computer.
It's light weight. But it's no lightweight. Dell's notebook
11

weights just 6.4 pounds. It measures a trim 81/2 x 11" x 2'.' But

And hit the road, equipped with
a Dell.
That'll really give the guys with the

technically, this is heavy artillery.
The Dell 320N features a built-in 3.5" diskette drive with

Compaqs something to worry about.

your choice of high-speed 30, 40 or 60 MB hard drives.

------

DE LL

------

COM f' UT f R
- -- - - CORl'ORAT ION

- -- - - -
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"Now all of my customers can
afford to put a 486ASX on every
desk."
Richard D. Darrell. President. Direct Computer Corporation

PowerFlex

BusinessStation

486ASX

486ASX

Upgrade 2 ways
usingALR's
SuperCharged
486 CPU / Math
_ Coprocessor
Chip.
Increase
perfor
mance u p to 25%
instantly or
simply add a math
coprocessor.
ALR VEJSI. 25·MJ-lz 1486 CPU Module

ALR's modu lar system architecture
allows you to inexpensively Just Upgrade
the CPU! whenever you need more
processing power.

a486.

"' ~ ·

CfJWINDOWSWlRLD'91
TNm:.Ccmr-. . . ~tr-.,.~

Boo1 h 3034

...,,._zi.,.,~,m

Come by lhc ALR booth, #3034, and
cnlcr lo win giveaways of N!nlcndo•
Gameboys™, our ALR Vcnlurc/ 16
Notebook and the grand prize of one

new ALR BusinessVEJSA 4 8 6ASX
with Microsoft• MS-OOS-4.01 &
Wtndows™3.0

TM

ALR BusinessVEISA 486ASX
You've got that insatiable craving
for performance that only the
power of an i486rn can satisfy.
Now. with ALR's complete family of
advanced i486SX™ systems, you
can get the full strength of a
20-MHz 1486SX processor at a
price that will revolutionize the way
you view i486 technology 

Suppose a year or two down the
road you need more processing
power. The BusinessVEISA
486ASX gives you 1:\vo ways to
upgrade. The first. and most
inexpensive method. utilizes ALR's
SuperCharged 486'1.1 CPU/Math
Coprocessor Socket. Just plug
a n ALR SuperCharged 486,,.M
CPU/Math Chip into the socket

$191)!

found on your system's 486ASX
CPU module. You'll instantly get
al l the performance (and the
integrated math coprocessor) of a
true 25-MHz Intel i486 processor.
That's enough power to take on
advanced database and statistical
applications. even CAD/CAM.

The flagship of this family is the
powerful new BusinessVElSA
486AS)(Th1 • . With its i486SX
processor. this system is truly "32
bit ready·· - it's completely compat
ible with 32-bit versions of UNJ)(Th1.
OS/2TM. and 386 mode of
WindowsTM 3.0. And as a m ember
of ALR's award -winning VEISAThl
family. the BusinessVEISA 486ASX
surrounds this innovative proces
sor with a full assortment of
cutting-edge technology.

MIPS Benchmarks

26% lncreasa In performance
Bu11nnaVEISA 486ASX wilh SupcrCharge 486 CPU/Malh Ch ip

Ill

940 1 J eronimo
Irvine . CA 927 18
®TEL: 1714) 58 1· 6770
~-Advunced Logic Reoearcb. Inc. FAX: 171 4 ) 58 1-9240

1-800-444-4ALR
Available at these selected resellers:
Conneding~~- . . . ~
~ J'i'l' I..._.,.._~,-..,_

ALR Power Partner

Resellers

FREE
Microsoft® MS-DOS®
4.01 & Microsoft

Windows™ 3.0 with all
ALR 486ASX Models.

While supplies last.

• BusmessVEISA 486ASX p11ces start al $2795.
Prices and conUgurations subjeci 10 change without
MOiiee. PrlCOS basecl on U.S. dollars. ALA ts a
regis1e1ed tradomm1t ot Advanced Logic Research . Inc.
AH other brand and Pfoduct names are trademarks or
registered uodemarks ol theu respective owners. ()
1991 by AdvoncOO Logic Research. Inc.

ALR
Powerflex
486ASX
CPU
20-MHzi486SX
Bus Architecture ISA
1-MB
RAM Standard
Floppy Standard 1.44-MB
Storage Boys
4
Total Slots
6
Starting List Price $1995
ALR Supercharged
Upgrade Poth
Model

486 CPU/Math Chip,
25-MHz 1486 Module

11.1

And when you need even more
processing power you can add
64-KB of optional cache memory or
replace the 486ASX CPU module
with one of ALR's 33-MHz (or
faster) i486 modules.
There's no reason to deny your
craving for power any longer. Call:

From its true 32-bit EISA bus to its
trail-blazing "Just Upgrade the
CPU!™" processor upgrade tech
nology. the BuslnessVEISA
486ASX is designed to take you
comfortably into the future .

ALR

8.8

B u11nesaVEISA 486ASX

ALR
BusinessVEISA
486ASX
20-MHz i486SX
EISA
1-MB
1.2-MB
4
9

~

ALR
BusinessStation
486ASX
20-MHz i486SX
EISA
1-MB
1.2-MB

3
5

'-~'-

ALR
MPS
486ASX
20-MHz i486SX
Micro Channel
1-MB
1.44-MB
4
8

$2795

$3295

$2995

ALR Superc harged
486 CPU/Malh Chip .
25-MHz 1486 MOdule
33-MHz 1486 MOdule

ALR Supercharged
486 CPU/Malh Chip ,
25-MHz 1486 MOdule
33-MHz 1486 MOdule

ALR SuperCharged
486 CPU/Moth Chip .
25-MHz 1486 MOdule
33-MHz 1486 MOdule

Circle 15 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 16).
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COVER STORY
FIRST IMPRESSIONS

The486SX
Falls Short
PAGE36

•a•1
25

FEATURES

124 Window Wars

MICROBYTES
Is the Advanced Computing
Environment the next coming
of the PC?

The leading graphical user interfaces go head to head.

139 Tools for Window Workers
Development systems make it easier to create GUI programs.

36
42

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Seven's a Success

151

A long-awaited Mac OS offers
compatibility, new features ,
and a future growth path.

153

r ormat

Resource Guide: Graphical User Interfaces
Embedded Systems in Control
The proliferation of, and new trends in, embedded systems.

Font Documei
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'1.on

D L:J L:J

G>l"1!0X

f
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171

Advanced Spreadsheets

Tt

STATE OF THE ART

52

196 MULTIPROCESSING
HP/Apollo 9000 Series 700,
the fastest Unix system
we' ve tested

Introduction

199 Multiprocessor Surf's Up
A parallel technology that's gone
from Real Soon Now to Here Now!

Zenith's MastersPort 386SL
and SupersPort 486,
the first 386SL-based low-power
notebook and a loaded 486 portable

209

Cache coherency is a critical
element of shared-memory
multiprocessor systems.

Turbo Pascal for Windows,
finally, an easy way to develop
Windows applications

219

software that takes away some
of the pain of developing
PM applications

231

WHAT'S NEW

245

Desktop power for use on the
road, working in DOS on your
Mac, and more .
4
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Popular and Parallel
Various approaches to creating
truly scalable shared-memory architectures.

GUI Programming Facility,

66

Catch as Cache Can

Scaling Up: Get the Message?
Message-passing multicomputers bypass shared memory.

Symmetry, Thy Name Is Unix
Unix SVR4/MP: A new standard for multiprocessing with Unix?

255

Resource Guide: Multiprocessing Systems
CCNEA PHOTOGRAPHY:

scan PARKER I AVIS

PHOTOGRAPHY, INC. ® 1991

REVIEWS

258

OPINIONS

89 USER'S COLUMN

PRODUCT FOCUS
Paint for the Pros

DOS Decisions

The BYTE Lab tests eight
professional-level paint
programs for Macs and PCs.

282

by Jerry Poumelle
Jerry works with the Arche
Legacy 486/33 and Digital
Research ' s DOS 5 .0.

No-Compromise
Notebooks with
386SXPower

107

From a torrent of SX
notebook introductions,
one clear winner emerges.

294

by Wayne Rash Jr.
Your LAN: You can
take it with you.

WaveLAN: A Network
with No Strings Attached

117 ROUNDTABLE

NCR's product does away
with LAN cabling-for a price.

297

Who Needs GUis?

The Nextstation:
A High-Performance Graphical Workstation
with a PC Price Tag
Can Next take on both Sun and Apple?

301

The pros and cons
of graphical
user interfaces.

414

Borland C++ 2.0 Moves into Windows Territory
What-If CAD: Parametric Math Migrates to Windows

416

Design View and Cedar offer CAD designers what-if analysis tools .

311

HANDS

STOPBIT
Windows of Vulnerability
What will the coming of
the GUI mean to the blind
and the learning-disabled?

Windows Display Managers File Rough Edges from Text
How's your face? Windows font managers finally make true
WYSIWYG a reality.

PRINT QUEUE
A Passage from India
An intriguing biography
of an Indian genius .

Borland's latest compiler produces DOS and Windows applications .

305

BUSINESS
CONNECTION
ALAN Away
from Home

10

EDITORIAL
Here We Go Again ...

ON

18 LETTERS

317

SOME ASSEMBLY
REQUIRED
The Big Index

343

by Barry Nance
The search for the right
network-support software.

Create an efficient keyword
index for all the files
on your disk.

325

UNDER THE HOOD
The Evolution of PCL

351

341

SOFTWARE CORNER
Just for Checking Up

357

Three free utilities for DOS ,
Mac, and Unix systems.

369

MACINATIONS
System 7 .0-Apple
Defines Its Future

READER SERVICE

402
404

406

Edilorial Index by Company
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers
I ndcx to Advertisers
by Product Category
Inquiry Reply Cards: after 408

PROGRAM LISTINGS
From BIX: Call (800) 227-2983
From Dcmolink: See ad on page 373
On disk: See card after 392

by Don Crabb
The Mac moves into the 1990s
with a new operating system.

ASK BYTE
Floppy disk drives , drivers,
photography , and more.

BEYOND DOS:
Windows Meets AI
by Martin Heller
AI applications come
to Windows.

Version 5 of HewlettPackard's PCL beefs up
the standard office printer.

Unreliable software continues
to strike a nerve.

NETWORKS
The AIX Alternative,
Part2

363

THE UNIX /bin
Networking Unix
by David Fiedler
Networking on LANs
and the Internet.

BYTE (ISSN 0360-5280191) ispubished monthly Yllth an addittonal issue lfl0ctober by McGraw-Hill.Ire U.S. subscf\ber rateS29.95 per year. In
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3579, and fulfillment questions 10 BYTE Subscriptions, P.O. Box 551, Hightstown, NJ 08520.
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414
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294

325
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40-MHZ CHIPS

PRESENTATION MANAGER
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SPREADSHEETS

25,36
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139,258

18,282

52,117,124,139,151,416

52,66,245,297,363

18

52,66,124,139,305,351,416

EHMI

WORKSTATIONS

42,66,124,258,357
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Udell, Jon 117
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"Tri-Star is king ot the '33MHz 486 Mountain."
PC WEEK
Analyst's Choice, February 18,1991

T ri-Star Computer continues to
outdistance the pack as America's
prefered supplier ef high-end 486
Workstations. Read the reviews and
you will understand why Tri-Star is
the undisputed 486 champ.

"Tri-Star's 486/25 rates honorable
mention for its thoughtful design
touches, two year warranrr and
excellent sefV/ce program. '
PC Magazine
Editor's Choice Honorable Mention,
September 11, 1990

"Tri-Star's edge is its good documenta
tion and excellent service policy."
PC Sources
486/33 Lead Review, February 1991

FLASH CACHE 486
COMPUTERS

FC425t

$3755

FEATURES INCUJDE:

Intel 80486 Processor
8M8 RAM (Expangable to 16MB On Board)
64K High Speed Static RAM Cache
21 OMB 1Sms Hard Disk Drive
1.2MB 5.25-inch Floppy Drive
1.44MB 3.5-inch Floppy Drive
1024 x 768 SVGA Adapter w/1 MB RAM
14" Non-interlaced SVGA Color Display
Mic::rosoft DOS.4.01 lit Windows 3.p
High Res 400 DPI Three Button Mo~se
Quality 101-l<ey Tactile Keyboard
Two Serial Ports and 1 Parallel Port
Fully DOS, UNIX lit Novell Compatible
Clrcle 332 on Inquiry Card.

ALL FLASH CACl-E COMPUTC:R
SYSTEMS INcLUDE:
• 2 Year Pam & Labor Warranty
• 60 Day Money Bae~ Guarantee • 12 Month
On-Site Service • Overnight P<1rtt Replacement
• Lifetime Toll-Free Techniaal S.t.1pport

FC433t

$3995
UPGRADES:
16" COLOR DISPLAY $695
20" Cob.QR DISPl!.AY $1695
Flash Ca_che 33MHz 386 as above with
4MB RAM & 125MB Hard Drive
-OnlyS2655

TFH,.._STAPI
COMPUTER CORPORATION

1.800.678-2799
707 West Geneva, Tempe, Arizona 85282
Tech Support l .800.688-TECH
Telepl;lone 602.829-0584
Fax 602.345-0110
Mo ·day  •Fl'iday 7:00am-7:'00'pm MST
Saturday 9:00am-4:00pm MSl'
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Whenyou build abetter mous
Microsoft.Mouse devotees num
ber over 6 million, and counting.
Just what kind ofmouse inspires
people this way?
Well, the kind with a patented
ergonomic design and high resolution,
400-points-per-inch tracking.

The kind ofmouse that wins the
PC Magazine Editors' Choice Award
and Technical Excellence Award.
Not to mention the !J•. ..;:.~l~:.;
Innovation in America -- · A
DesignAward from Busi- ~::ii~.~· W
ness ~ek, the Industrial ~=~ ~=i:::

IOO'T~E •~

Customers in Canada, call (416) 568-3503. OutsUJe North Ameni:a, call (206) 936·8661. © 1991 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reseroed. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo aro

e, you build abigger following.
Design Award from Industrie Forum ber one mouse, call (800) 541-1261,
and others.
Department P98.
We'll be happy to point you in
And incidentally, no mouse works
better with another innovation ofours, the right direction.
MicrosoftWindowsNgraphical environ
ment version 3.0.
Making it all make sense·
To track down America's num

Micmsolf·

'egistered trademarks and Making it all make sense and Windows are trademarks ofMicrosoft Corporation. 171e Microsoft Mouse design is patented. (Design Patent #302,426.J

EDITORIAL
FRED

LANGA

.

HERE WE Go AGAIN. ..

I

admire Intel. The company does a spectacular job
of advancing technologies and delivering success
ful products based on those technologies . No mat
ter where you stand in any of the CPU religious
wars-segmented versus flat, big-endian versus
little-enctian-one undeniable fact remains: More peo
ple use Intel-based PCs than any other type. There's
not even a close second. Time after time, Intel has set
the de facto standard for what
Intel delivers
is acceptable on the desktop.
When Intel competes on
the i486SX chip,
technological grounds, I'm
one of the company's biggest
and the CPU waters
fans. Anytime Intel rolls out
new
computing technology,
get murkier still
our options increase, we can
do more with our computers,
and the prices of older technologies go down. More
computing horsepower gets into the hands of more
people.
But sometimes, Intel competes by creating artificial
distinctions among chips-distinctions not based on
technological advances. In fact, the 386SX was techno
logically backward: a 32-bit chip stuffed into a 16-bit
package. Intel could have served the low end by letting
prices of true 32-bit 386DX chips fall, but instead it
chose to prop up DX pricing and tried to kill off low
end competition from non-Intel 286 chips. When Intel
ran ads that said "No 286," it really meant " No Ad
vanced Micro Devices," and "No Fujitsu," and "No
Harris." The ads also really meant "No competition ."
Well, the competition struck back anyway, and
AMO is now shipping a very nice, perfectly legal clone
386 chip. Other companies have clone 386 chips in the
works, and Intel is feeling threatened.
Enter the i486SX. While the original i486 was a gen
uine technological advance, the i486SX is retro: a
slowed-down i486 with its built-in FPU deliberately
disabled. While the rest of the industry differentiates
products through value added, Intel has chosen to dif
ferentiate this product through value subtracted. It's
like an auto maker taking a perfectly good V-8 engine,
disabling two cylinders, and selling it as a V-8SX.
So, like the 386SX before it, the i486SX is another
chip with no technological reason for existence, but one
that will have a huge market impact because of massive
ad campaigns (watch for them soon) and knee-jerk re
sponses from tub-thumping publications.
This kind of marketing game might be amusing if it
10
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didn't hit us in our wallets. Consider: Iflntel can take a
fully functional i486, perform extra work on it to turn
off some of the functions, and sell it to you at a low
price, Intel could sell you the fully functional i486 at
that same price-or less, because the original chip
doesn't require the extra step of disabling functions.
Once you get past the marketing games, what's left is
the issue ofprice/performance. It's not a question of the
i486SX being nonfunctional: Of course it works. With
out the FPU and with a slower clock, what's left of the
chip (which still does have the i486's improved instruc
tion set and on-board cache memory) falls between gar
den-variety 386 chips and fully functional i486 chips.
And that's what Intel wanted .
The first systems we've seen that are built around the
i486SX perform about as you'd expect, but they cost
much more than alternative systems that deliver equiva
lent performance.
This price/performance gap is much wider than I'd
expected. I'd thought that-CPU pricing aside-the
other parts for a 40-MHz 386 system would be substan
tially more expensive than the parts for a 20-MHz
486SX system. We'd gone into this 486SX versus AMO
386/40 expecting price/performance parity. But the
system designers we've talked to said the parts-pricing
differences aren't significant, and the fruits of their la
bors seem to bear this out.
In this month's cover story, you'll see how a Club
American Technologies system built around AMD ' s
new 40-MHz 386 clone chip easily matches and/or ex
ceeds the CPU performance of i486SX-based systems
from ALR and AST. But the Club system costs one
third to one-halfless than the ALR and AST systems.
Other manufacturers have signed up for the AMO
chip or for some of the other 386 clone chips that are in
the works. Some of these will offer performance boosts
and extra features that will leave the i486SX in the dust.
The price/performance gap will widen .
The i486SX will have its day , and systems with good
price/performance will emerge. But for now , if you
feel yourself succumbing to 486SX fever, consider the
alternatives before you reach for your wallet.
I'm waiting for Intel to return to technological lead
ership, with this summer's expected announcement of
the 586 and higher-clock-speed i486 chips-real ad
vances that are worth getting excited about.

-Fred/Anga
Editor in Chief

(BIX name ''flanga")

Conoofidoted Statement of Caoh Flow
Increase (Decrease) in Cash ond ~
Coeh Equivalents (Jn thousand•)
Ye<Jf Ended Morch 31 ,
Caah llcwa from operatrig actlvltlu:
Net Income (lou)
Operatrig sctfvltle& Adjuatmenta:
Depreciation and Amonlzatlon
Changes In a&aeta and Uobllltlea:
AccOl.rltB Receivable
Inventories
Mlacelaneous asaets
A"Olria payable
Income taxes payable
Other

1993

19112

19111

902

676

453

1,456

1,356

1,289

(359)

254

(452)

265

201

220

(326)
789
126
512

252
(654)
(75)
384

(97)
342
124
(256)

With Quattro Pro 's WYSIWYG, what you see 01tseree11 is what yo11 gel 011 paper.

Borland's New Quattro Pro 3.0
WYSIWYG and WYSI
Quattro8 Pro is the hottest spreadsheet on the
market. Consistently delivering the best power fea
tures: Multiple worksheet consolidation, advanced
publishing and l-2-3ecompatibility.
Now QuattroePro 3.0
adds WYSIWYG, plus
Choose from a sjJeclacular
library offonts, colors, 1{1'UPhics
and clip art lo create wm11i11g
presentatio11s. There's even
slide-show so1111d and tra11si
tio11 effects!

3-0graphs (ribbon, step, bar, area, pie)
Worksheet zoom
Draw package built in
Clipart library

Quattro Pro
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

~

1-2-3Users!
Upgrade now for only $12995

Quattro Pro 3.0 beats 1-2-3. Again.
Feature
"Live" editableWYSIWYG spreadsheet
WYSIWYG page preview
Banner (sideways-oriented) printing
Print-To-Fit' automatically on apage
Backsolver technology builtin

atheatre full ofgraphics, publishing and presentation
features that will dazzle even the most demanding
audience. And, unlike 1-2-3
··· ··· ··
r3.l, all of Quattro Pro'sfea
=~~==
tures, including WYSIWYG,
-==
are seamlessly integrated
~ ~·;-...:·~=- '.
into one set of menus, greatly
enhancing ease-of-use.Just
··· ·········· ·
. ................. .. ..
another example of how
Quattro Pro's advanced techno
-------------logy is built in ... not tacked on.

1-2-3 r3.1

1-2-3 r2.2

Yes
No

No
No

No
Yes
No

No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No

No

New Banner and Prin t-To-Fit
printing options let yo11 print
reports your way.

Join the more than 3/4million
people who have already
switched! And for an addi
tional $4995, you can get
ProView,* the ultimate pre
sentation toolkit.
60-day, money-back guarantee.

1r

I

QUATTRO PRO 

Order today! See your dealer or

CALL NOW 1-800-331-0877

BORLAND
Makers of Paradox: QtlaNro• Pro, ObjectV'zsion; Borland• C++, 1l1rbo C++, 1iirbo Pascal• a11d Sidekick.'

I CODE:MB73 I

'°"""'·

'l'n>Vlew Includes 100 1dd111onal CGM clip ltl Images, 20 prolesslonally designed chltl slyles, a lu ll color "how to" presentallon guide, 1ddlllonal lonll 1nd
plus $100 wor1h ol 35mm
sJlclo 11Mc:e flrllCtulng hum llllllilnl lmllle." Upgrade pricing In U.S. dolllB and good In U.S. Ind Clllldl only. Outer f"l<es may nry. Copyright 0 1991 Borland. Bl 1401A
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All the monitors you'll need for
What you see is the remarkable MultiSync'" 3D color monitor from
NEC. What you don't see is how this one 14" monitor can accommodate
not only the broadest range of current mainstream standards, but also
the next standards to become
mainstream-8514/A and
XGA, with brilliant color
resolution of 1024 x 768.
Built around our awardwinning multiple fre
quency technology, this
one monitor automatically adjusts to frequencies from CGA all the
way up to 8514/A and XGA. Which means even if you haven't moved
up to 8514/A or XGA yet, you have the opportunity to purchase a
monitor through foresight, rather than hindsight.
Compu1ers and Cornrnunrc~lto n s

· 01101 voo

.... ~1110

n•otlll>•ted bv 111....

all the resolutions you'll need.
Especially since the MultiSync 3D also has a microprocessor-based
digital control system that provides automatic screen configuration,
lets you select the ideal resolution for your software, and even has a
memory that recalls your
preferred screen settings.
And it's also compatible
with the IBM PC/XT I AT,
PS/2 and the Macintosh
computer systems.
Now, since NEC is ready
to accommodate even the newest graphics standards to emerge,
maybe the real question is: Are you?
For literature call NEC at 1-800-826-2255. For details, call 1-800
FONE-NEC. And in Canada, call 1-800-268-3997.
Of5190NC. C f~.anc..

Circle 212 on Inquiry Card.
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We'll help you keep your business rolling. With our 4 megabyte diskettes
and 3M Magnus 1.35 data cartridges you have a whole new generation
of data storage media for high capacity systems. So, whatever format or
capacity your data is stored in, we're ready when you are.
That's why more business protects important information on
3M brand diskettes and data cartridges than any other brand in the
world. Call 1-800888-1889 ext.4 to find out more.

Innovation working for you"'
Diskettes and d:ita cartri<ls<es require oompo tible drh"5. 0 3 M 1991.
Magnus is D trademark of-:! M.
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TheIBM RISC System/
The power you've been seeking
0

@

It's a never-ending quest for power seekers.
You're always looking for ways to run your favor
ite applications faster. Well, search no more. The
RISC System/6000N family of POWERstations
and POWERservers gives you power that soars
as high as 23 MFLOPS.
MFLOPS

MIPS

SPECmarkN

POWERstation 320

8.5

29.5

24.6

DECstation 5000-200

3.7

24.2

18.5

already has more than 2,500 of the most popular
technical and commercial applications up, run
ning and running fa t. And if you think you
know a good thing when you see it, so do soft
ware vendors. That's why you'll also be seeing
more and more applications coming on board
the RISC System/6000 platform all the time.
And if you like to build your own solutions,
there's a full arsenal of enablers and relational
data bases from leading vendors, as well as
CASE tools and a host of popular programming
languages.

When it comes to porting, your ship
has come in. Of course, all the speed in the

A smorgasbord of solutions. Applications

world wouldn' t mean much without the applica
tions you need. So the RISC System/6000 family

already announced include the IBM engineering
design packages CA DAM; CAEDS; CBDS;

MflOPS..., the reslits of !he~ al FORTRAN Ur1J8C1< test 100X100 ""W>f sUte. The Olwyslene 1.1 lost ......... Bill used ID c:ompu!e .AJSC Sysll!m/6000 ln"egef MIPS valJe whore 1]57 Dtwyslooes/second is
1 ""'5 (Vltx 11{780). SPECmar1< is a gecmeuic
ol ten bench11al1< lostS. Al perio<mance dafa are baSed on published bench11al1< inlcnnaoon.

"'°""

IBM is a rogislored lrademallt. and RISC Syslllm/6000 and CAEOS ani lrnclCrn3ll<S ol lrccmational Bosiness Machnes Co<pomtoon. SPECmorl< is a lrademal1< ol Slandatd Pertormance Evaluation Corporalion. UNIX Is a~
=~~~~~~K=•~=:.~~~l,~,;.-:s.=_1sa lrademal1<clBelNorthemResearchCorporalion.OECstationisalr>demal1tcl · ·

6000famil);

for all your applications.
II

Looks
l<IGt-IT /

CAT IA~ and AES. Also available are a broad
spectrum of solution from vendors Like Va lid
Logic, MacNeal Schwendler, Swanson Analy ·is,
SAS In titute, SPSS, Wavefront., lias, Polygen,
Cadence Flujd Dynamics International, We tern
t.la , ECL Petro and creare.X. cient.ific and
te 'hnical applications are available in area like
physics, structural analysis, chemistry, securities
trading, mathematic , earth resources, operat.ion research, vi ualization , graphic , technical
publi hLng and more. Theres al o accounting
software like FourGen and support for leading
lJ NIX"'- based office automation packages. And
there are key industry applications for bu sinesse
in medi c~ ] groups, retail stores, new papers,
pharmac1e and many more.

Command enormous processing clout.
The RISC System/6000 family is built to boost
the performance of the soft.wa re power seekers
use mo t.. It' got the be t floating point processor
in the bu ines for numerically intensive
application " plus a new superscalar processor
and incredible 30
graphics capabi lities.
To find out more, call
your IBM marketing
representative or IBM
Busines Partner. For
literature, cal l
1 800 I 13M-6676,I
.
ext. 990.
'
•
·""-i~IJ.:!!:::::;;i+"
·

For the Power Seeker.
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LETTERS
The Roundtable Continues
hen I got my March issue , I turned
straight to the new BYTE Roundtable
W
discussion on why software doesn't work .
A programmer by profession , I was very
curious to read what you had to say on the
subject.
Many in the forum completely missed
the boat as to the real reason why software
doesn't work these days . They pointed to
tight schedules, poor testing, and a lack of
user uproar over bugs. These factors are important, but
the real problem is software maintenance. Software
maintenance encompasses a lot, including bug fixes ,
user-requested enhancements , enhancements designed to
keep current with the market, and the like.
The degree of maintainability of a software package
has a direct bearing on how quickly , and how correctly, a
package can be upgraded or debugged and brought to
market. If poor programming practices are put in place
when the package is first written or if poor maintenance
practices are used , an upgrade is bound to have
problems.
Here ' s an example: Almost every major textbook on
software maintenance stipulates that the key is to write
software in the highest-level language possible. What
are most packages written in today? C. My experience
with C is that debugging and validating chores are
orders of magnitude greater than with such languages as
Pascal or dBASE. This means that the chance a bug will
slip through even rigorous testing is much higher. I be
lieve this is why Windows 3.0 has so many problem's
even though it is called the most thoroughly tested piece
of software to date.
In all fairness, the Roundtable participants ' points
are valid. However, because of its ripple effect on the
next update of the product , maintenance cannot be over
looked . And I also believe that the world's fascination
with C is a step in the wrong direction toward solving
the software crisis .
Bill Jurasz Jr.
Applications Engineer
Texas Instruments
Dallas, TX
s the owner of two AST Premium 386SX/16 boxes,
A
one fitted with a Conner 40-megabyte CP344 drive
and the other with a Conner 10-MB CP3104 drive, I've
been trying to figure out for over a year how to tell in ad
vance whether software I need has any chance of sur
viving in this temperamental environment. My shelves
are littered with highly rated software products that
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Please double-space your
letter on one side of the page and include your name and address.
Letters two pages in length or under have a better chance of being
published in their entirety. Address correspondence to Letters Edi
tor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. You
can also send letters via BIXmail c/o "editors. "
Your letter will be read, but because ofthe large volume ofmail
we receive, we cannot guarantee publication. We also reserve the
right to edit letters. It takes about four months f rom the time we
receive a letter until we publish it.
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weren 't worth the trouble created by system
compatibility quirks.
Perhaps the problem is lack of testing
and quality controls in the software, as was
suggested in your March Roundtable. I
suspect, however, that it's not that simple.
In my case, the problems stem in suhstan
tial part from the way the Intelligent Drive
Electronics (IDE) drives work and the
drive vendor's failure to provide software
purveyors with information about quirks
that the software must accommodate.
Every time I have experienced a problem-and I have
had a lot of them-it ends up being traced either to the
IDE hard disk drive or to incompatibilities with the
memory manager I am using (currently , Desqview 386
with QEMM) . At this point , I must confess that , having
been burned so many times by so ·called state-of-the-art
software and hardware, I am very reluctant to purchase
anything that hasn' t been out on the market for at least
two years.
Susan A. Henderson
Chicago, IL

Two Views of DR DOS
our review of DR DOS 5.0 by Lamont Wood ("DR
DOS Offers Hope for the RAM-Crammed ," De
Y
cember 1990) was at the very least enthusiastic-so
much so that I ran right out and bought the product. I felt
fairly safe because the article implied that this was a
very DOS-compatible product with some nice enhance
ments.
DR DOS 5.0 has major compatibility problems. I am
writing to you because I think you must be more careful
with these product reviews. I trusted the information I
read in your magazine . For the time being, at least, it's
200 bucks down the drain. No major deficit here; how
ever, the money could have been spent on a product that
works.
I hope that your reviews will be more thorough and
more accurate in the future . They are a big responsi
bility.
J. Morton Stong
Potrero, CA
Problems are looked for and reported in reviews. On my
system I encountered a problem only with the DR DOS
COPY command, as I mentioned in the review. Further
use (up to and including the writing ofthis Letter) has re
vealed no other bugs.
In other correspondence, Mr. Stong has complained
ofXerox Ventura Publisher (among other packages) crash
ing on him. I have used both the GEM and Windows ver
sions of Ventura Publisher under DR DOS for some time
now with no hint ofdifficulty.
Our different experiences just serve to underscore the
fact that the PC world is a wilderness ofpartially compat
ible hardware and software where tiny things like the
setting ofan interrupt jumper on an add-in board can
play havoc.
What 's remarkable is that horror tales like Mr.
Stong 's are not (as far as I can tell) the norm. But, alas,
they certainly happen. -Lamont Wood

All this was generated
byWord forWindows.
'Wordfor Windows sets the standard among Windows word pro
cessors...remains the product to beat in the Windows environment. "
-InfoWorld, January 7, 1991

''A. session with Microsoft Word for Windows can make you rethink

the whole category ofword processing software."
-PC Magazine, December 11, 1990

'Wordfor Windows is
the leader ofthe pack."

lnfoWorld Report Card

-InfoWorld, February 4, 1991

January 7, 1991

Professional
Word Processors

Ami Pro®
1.2b

Wordstaf'!l
6.0

Word for
Windows

WordPerfect®

Basic editing

Very good

Very good

Excellent

Very good

"Companie,s·would be
Ease of learning
Very good
Good
Excellent
Ease of use
Very good
Excellent
Good
wise to choose Word for
Overall score
7.8
6.6
8.3
Windows, which most
likely will become the standardfor Windows word processing."

5.1
Very good
Very good

8.0

- PC Week, December 24, 1990

"Words collapsible outlining and easy-to-manage fonnatting via style
sheets should now have been emulated by every other word processor,
but nothing else come,s close. "
-PC Magazine, December 11, 1990
'~ ..it is amazingly easy to

learn and use. "

-InfoWorld, January 7, 1991

Why not~ us a aill at (a)))
4269400, and ~forthe name of the
dealer nearyou.You'll quickly ~ why
Micrcmft®WordforWmdows""' is the

Wmdows environment Not to

best-selling wordprocessorfurthe

Making it all make sensev

mention the most talked about

MiclOsoft®

For m<1rt in/1Jrmatilm ;,. th., 50 Uniu d Slain, catl (800) .J26· 9 100. /11 CAJtwda. call (<l l fi) 568-.150.1. Oulsil.lt the U.S and Canada, call (206) 936-IJ66J, () 1991 MirMO{l Cmporu1tmr. All ,-Who n::wnrd. MicrostJ{I a111I tltt ~rtemJO/I l«o aw ~.f.slrml
lrod'!'"OtkJ and t..faki ng it all make sense and WindOW$ an tradrmarb of Mirrosoft Cor/JOratiott. All IJ/.hcr bra11d anJ/ producl m1m.r.s an: l rad rmarki am/ rl){islcrf'd t1w hmui1ks of th1•ir rr.spcrriu· mm en. 7hr infimnaliort in thll ·1n{oWorld Rf!(lerl Ctmr is
n:/J'1lltl'dfrom JM. ptod11rl <D~ mi /Jfn/r.ss.iotuJ/ u.ord procason ill IM 117191iuJt,.. lf JnCu\bid. 111< lab/' s}wu, a parliol /iv of calrtorirs tmluaJrd. and rnn1ai11.1 m1ly tM top/mu 11/ dghJ prrJl[ronu/mm lht' rn.W:-Mt
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LETTERS
Compression Compatibility

n "Getting Your Byte's Worth" (November 1990),
Iportant
Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols attempted to cover the im
topic of hardware-based data-compression solu
tions. The article began nicely and was proceeding
without flaw, when lo and behold, Vaughan-Nichols
penned a whopper. "Advanced Hardware Architectures,
InfoChip Systems, and Hewlett-Packard have also
thrown their hats into the ring . Unfortunately, their chips
are completely incompatible with each other."
I have difficulty believing this statement because
AHA 's and HP's data-compression chip technologies
were jointly developed and , in fact , are exactly the same
chip. If only the rest of the industry could tout such com
patibility. The specially designed chip was based on the
" lossless" Data Compression Lempel-Ziv adaptive algo
rithm, which was pioneered by HP. AHA and HP then
customized a version of the DCLZ algorithm, which now
offers a better than 2-to- l average compression ratio and
an average compression rate of2.5 megabytes per second.
That makes it the fastest data-compression product on
the market today .
John C . Overby
President and CEO
Advanced Hardware Architectures
Moscow, ID
My face is red. My information, gathered in August
1990, was clearly incorrect. My notes indicate that I was
told by HP engineers that their chips were purely HP
creations. Clearly, I should have checked further. My
apologies. -Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols

IDE Reliability
oger C. Alford' s article
R
on Intelligent Drive Elec
tronics disk drives (Under the
Hood , " The IDE Hard Disk
Drive Interface," March)
was very informative but left
one key issue unresolved. He
states, "IDE drives are low
Jevel-formatted at the fac
tory, and you cannot employ
any low-level-format utility to reformat the drive." This
apparent fact has caused me to avoid IDE disk drives and
recommend against using them.
Alford describes logic internal to the IDE disk drive
that should improve reliability. Are there field surveys
that can be used to compare the actual rate of replace
ment of the IDE relative to other types of disk drives? It
simply does not make sense to buy a drive when you
think there's a fifty-fifty chance of having to replace it
within two years .
A final question : Table 3 shows Format Track as an
IDE command and says it is not optional. Does this mean
that there really are low-level-format capabilities in IDE
drives? Are there utilities available for performing a low
level format on IDE drives? If so, it would make a big
difference in my attitude toward these drives .
David Dunthorn
Oak Ridge, TN

A number ofreaders have expressed concern over the in
ability to perform low-Level formats on IDE drives. Many
users have encountered the infamous Sector Not Found
error message and have taken the reformatting approach
to solving the problem. Se veral available hard disk util
ities also encourage periodic Low-level formatting to "re
fresh" the magnetic sector JD information on the drive
platters to avoid such errors.
Contrary to common belief, the primary cause ofun
reliable sector reads (often manifested through the Sector
Not Found error message) is not the weakening ofthe
magnetic sector ID information, but rather the misalign
ment ofthe drive read/write heads to the sector data.
That is , the heads move slightly of/the dead center ofthe
track. This can happen because ofthermal expansion or
contraction ofthe drive platters orfrom mechanical
changes that may occur as a drive ages.
Since the only functional purpose for a Low-Level for
mat is to establish the sector interleave (which is always 1
to-J for IDE drives) and to map out bad sectors, vendors
perform this operation at the factory, and it should never
need to be done again. As I mentioned in the article ,
most IDE drives include bad-sector remapping , so that if
additional sectors are determined to be defective during
the Life ofthe drive , the sector data is recovered using the
drive 's error-correction algorithm, and the sector is Log
ically remapped to another spare sector on the drive, dis
abling the defective sector.
IDE drives use the Latest technology to achieve the
greatest possible reliability. They have been around long
enough that a substantial amoum ofreliability data is
now available, and many drive manufacturers will pro
vide reliability summaries oftheir products 011 request.
The IDE manufacturers insist that the reliability oftheir
drives is now proven a11d that low-Leve/formatting ofthe
drives by the customer is no longer 11ecessary; no degra
dation in the Long-term reliability will result from the in
ability to perform a /ow-level format.
One ofthe mandatory IDE commands I Listed in the
article is the Formal Track command. This command is
mandatory because it is used by standard ST506 drive
subsystems, so the IDE drive must implement the com
mand. Essentially, this means the drive must respond to
the command to indicate whe11 the command operation is
complete. Originally, most IDE drives simply ignored
the Format Track command and responded immediately
with a command-complete indication. Some drives, such
as those from Quantum, now zero out the data fields of
the affected sectors (the sectors on the logical track be
ing formatted), since some systems use the low-level for
mat operatio11 to remove drive partitioning information.
The sector ID fields, however, are not touched when the
sectors are ?P.roed.-Roger C. Alford

A Matter of Inches
y company manufactures geographic and geodetic
M
products, including some software. Our work
makes it necessary to calculate the lengths of various
arcs of the earth's surface.
In " More Mathematical People" (March), Hugh
Kenner made the statement, "If we' re calculating the cir
cumference of the earth, the difference between a 5
place pi and a 6-place is about ha! fan inch. "
co111i11ued
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Objects AtYour Fingertips.

Now, if you want to develop applications
for Windows 3.0, there's a fast and easier
way to do it with the premiere object
oriented programming language.
Smalltalk/Y."
With Smalltalk/V Windows,you
can explore, prototype, build finished
applications and ship them runtime free.
You can tap into applications using
DDE so effortlessly you don't have to be
a Windows expert to do it.
And with one of the worlds most
comprehensive class libraries, you can

choose our objects or easily build your own.
But whatever you develop, it will
be portable between the Windows, OS/2
and Mac versions of Smalltalk/Y.
With so much at their fingertips,
more people are solving more problems
with Smalltalk/V than any other object
oriented programming system.
At only $499.95 and no runtime
charges, you can solve them, too.
Just call us at (800) 922-8255.
And see why programming Windows has
never been easier.

Smalltalk/VWindows
DIGITALK
9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045 (800) 922-8255 (213) 645-1082 FAX (213) 645-1306
Smalltalk/Vis a registered trademark of Digitalk, Inc. Other product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of I.heir respective holders.
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Everyone wants more productivity
out of their computers.
But not everybody is willing to
spend a fortune to get it. That's why
Quarterdeck productivity software
is outselling everyone elses
including Microsoft's.

DESQview Multitasks
and Windows
on Your PC
As early as 1982, computer
enthusiasts found our products
helped them set up their ideal working
environment. Since then, step-by-step,
we've improved DESQview into what
some very knowledgeable people call
"the best alternative to OS/2".
Today's DESQview
allows you to multitask
multiple programs in
windows side by side
text programs; graphic
programs. But best of all,
you don't have to buy a lot of new
hardware and software to use it.
DESQview works with the PC and the
programs you now own.

Over 1,000,000 users 11111/titask their programs
witlr DESQview.

QEMMBreaks
the 640K Barrier
Break the 640K barrier in DOS--or in
Windows 3.0-and give your DOS pro
grams up to 130K more room within the
first megabyte of memory, plus another
96K of video memory, in some instances.
QEMM takes buffers, network
drivers, TSRs and other memory-using
utilities and moves them into idle areas
between 640K and one megabyte.
It's not complicated. It's easy. You

can just type
Optimizeand
QEMM will do
the rest.
QEMM386is
incorporated into
DESQview 386 to
Number 011e.
provide the
optimum operating environment for
productivity oriented users of 386,
386SX and i486 PCs.
QEMM 50/60 is designed to
work in IBM®PS/2'" Model 50 and 60
PCs with specific IBM adapter boards.
QEMM is the #1 selling utility
accord
ing to
distri
bution
sources.
In fact,
it was
the
number
one
Before
After
selling
sofware package in the PC industry in
April, May and Jw1e 1990.

These are some of DESQview's most recent awards
Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. IBM and PS/ 2are trademarks of IBM Corporation. PC Tools Deluxe is a trademark of Central Point Software.80286. 386, 386SX and i486 are trademarks of Intel Corporation.
©19'.11Quarterdeck Office Systems.

Manifest Gives You
in-Depth Knowlege
oIYourPC
OA:r.lt.o.i
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Our newest utility is Quarterdeck
Manifest, thebest way to discover every
thing you ever wanted to know about
your PC. Manifest shows you around
'under the hood', pointing out how
memory is used, comparing memory
speeds, and indicating how you can gain
more room for your programs to work.
It can point you to as much as 130K
of additional RAM your programs can
use. It shows you which memory areas
are faster. It even helps you compare
add-in memory board performance.
Manifest does
for memory what
PC Tools Deluxe
does for disks. And

QRAM Optimizes the
Memory of 8088 and
80286 PCs

AGlimpse of the Future:
DESQview/X

We're also looking al1ead to the next
Once you know where you can move wave of computer development:
those memory-hogging utilities, QRAM
enterprise computing. Our new
lets you do it. It even v.rorks on
8088, 8086 and 80286 PCs with 1'111~
EMS 4.0 or EEMS memory
boards.
QRAM and Manifest help
you get every last 'K' out of the
hardware you own.
In fact, all our products are
designed to give you more pro
ductivity out of the system you
already have, whether i~s an
8088,8086,286,386SX,386,or i486.

Quarterdeck.
Products for
Everyday Heroes
Our mission is to protect your
investment. Whether your PC is 8 years
old or fresh out of the box, our products
make it more versatile, more flexible;
and help deliver performance dividends
from your computer investment. Our
products help fine-tune your PC which
helps you do your work better, which
makes you look good.

DESQview/X allows different
computers with different operating
systems to work together. Using the
advanced X-windows environment, it
lets users run programs on remote
computers and watch them run in their
PC's windows. DESQview/X will be
avalable later this year.
Quarterdeck products.The best way
to get the most out of your PC today.
And tomorrow.

----- -150 Pico Blvd., Santa Monica, CA 90405 (213) 392-9851 Fax (213) 399-3802
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LETTERS
This appeared suspect to me, as our calculations for
arc lengths, using Taylor-series approximations of elliptic
integrals, require at least IO significant digits to achieve
National Geodetic Survey standards of accuracy of l mil
limeter. I typically program using the IEEE 80-bit
floating-point format of Turbo Pascal() 9 significant
digits).
When I calculate pi to 5 decimal places, the circum
ference is 1,577, 755,230 inches; calculated to 6 decimal
places, the circumference is I. 577,756,736 inches. The
difference is 1506 inches, or about 125 feet. While in rel
ative terms this is a small error (about 1 second of lon
gitude), in our field it would be disastrously large.
I enjoyed Kenner's article nonetheless. Doubtless he
could find numerous deficiencies in the sentence struc
ture of this letter! I just could not resist pointing out his
mistake, remembering all the Cs I received in English.
Brad Neff, President
Neff Scientific
Lebanon, TN
You are quite right. So was my calculation. Two days
later, though , I somehow misread my notes.
-Hugh Kenner

LANtastic Tale
Pournelle likes LANtastic, and so do I. We use
Jfer,erry
the network mainly for printer sharing and file trans
and it had not given us any trouble in the two years
it's been running, until last week. We installed a Tecmar
QT60e tape streamer for backup. With a QMS JetScript
driver using Interrupt Request 7 addressed as LPT2,
printers on LPTI and LPT3 , LANtastic using IRQ5,
and DOS-reserved interrupts , I expected problems using
the Tecmar default interrupt IRQ3 . But everything
worked fine .
Trouble came later that day . I had to install the LAN
tastic server on the local machines so the Tecmar station
could see their hard disk drives . Suddenly, my local ma
chine could log onto the server and read the server's hard
disks but couldn't find any of the attached printers. Other
local machines were OK. I didn't solve the problem that
night, and when I came in the next morning , nothing was
wrong. Temporary amnesia, silicon variety.
Then a day or so later someone else reported prob
lems . He could log onto the server, write to the server's
disks, and print on the shared printers, but not read
from the server's hard disk. I removed the Tecmar card
from the server, but the problem didn't go away. I
moved the local machine physically , and the problem
moved with it-the cabling wasn't at fault. I tried set
ting up another machine as server and logging onto that
exactly the same problem. I switched LANtastic cards ,
and the problem didn 't move with the card .
Finally , I noticed by chance that the problem ma
chine was running an earlier version (1.91) ofLANbios
than another machine known to work ( 1.95). I installed
a homogeneous LANbios version throughout the network ,
and the problem hasn't been seen since. The Tecmar
station still works perfectly , too .
I phoned the Swedish LANtastic supplier, who hadn 't
heard that problem variant before but warned me that
there are at least two LANbios versions available later
24
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than 1.95 which are not compatible either with earlier
versions or with each other. In all your justified praise
of an excellent LAN, you might find room to warn those
who expand their LANtastic network and find them
selves with a mixed bag of LANbios versions.
Francis Markey
Uppsala , Sweden
Thank you for the story. As I 've noted before, LANtastic
does have problems dealing with some devices, including
my WORM drive. I have never had real problems with it.
Artisoft recently got a lot ofnew capital and is putting
new people on the job, and I suspect you 'II soon see
some big improvements in what has always been a very
good product. -Jerry Pournelle

Stimulating C
or years , I've liked Jerry Pournelle's columns in
F
BYTE because of their lively, thought-stimulating
style. But I disagree with some of his remarks about C.
In "The BYTE Summit" (September 1990) he says
that C is one of the biggest obstacles to the future of
programming as it is "the last attempt of the high
priesthood to control the computing business." I know
many people who after years of using other languages
have started programming in
C, while I have not yet met a
single person who was a good C
programmer and then stopped
using it. What sinister plot in a
free society could possibly
brainwash so many intelligent
people into switching to a new
programming language devoid
of any redeeming features?
C is not a perfect language, and maybe much better
ones will be coming. But I believe that one of the biggest
obstacles to the future of programming could be a frame
of mind that looks at the language instead of the ideas
expressed in it, and a priori considers as unreadable any
listing printed in an unfamiliar language , instead of feel
ing the desire to learn enough to understand it.
Dr. Gerd Blaesser
Ispra (Varese), Italy
You may be right , ofcourse. Once again I can only go by
experience. At the annual Hackers conference, I can get a
good fight going by discussing C, which is interesting
given that I get about as much support as opposition, and
this among some ofthe best programmers in the world.
-Jerry Pournelle

FIX

•

In the article " Oberon" (March), the word CASE was
inadvertently expanded to the acronym "computer-aided
software engineering" on page 138. The correct sen
tence should read " a failing guard is fatal, like an array
bound violation or a failing CASE selector." •

INTRODUCING THE NEW C

EWMI IDESKTOP 286 A D386SXMODELS ARE BIG
0 PERFORMA CE!
Sometime. the best thing come in :mall package.. Thi. :aying
definitely applies 10 Gmcway 2000's spunky li nle _86 and 386SX
rnmpulcrs. These sys1cms now come inaspace-saving mini desktop model
!hat's siali 1.1gwi1h powerfu l new features.
The motherboard in the 286 and 386SX systems was cu·tom-designed
and manu facwrcd forGa1cway WOO usingASICs (ApplicalionSpeci fic
l111egr:ucd Circuils) 10creme acleaner. more rel iable board. We integrated
the floppy drive controller. 1he11idco chi psci and1hc 1/0 card on1hc
motherboard. to ka11c fi11c 16-bit slots open in the :tandard configuration.
TI1c Gateway 20001 6sy.1cm opcrales at 16 MHz. ra1her 1han 12 MHz.
for bellL'r pcrfonnance. Our 386SX is available a. a 16 MHzor a _() !Hz
~ys1cm. ll1c .~86 X-20 include! a 32 Kcache. which makes this sys1em
ano1her lnily ouL~tanding Gateway price/pcrfonner.

HOT-PERFOR 1ANCE 3 6A D486 SYSTEMSARE I ICY
GRA)~ CURVILI EARMODELS
AlthoughGa1cway's 386 and ~86 systems look entirely new. we limited
·hangcs on1hc i1t~idc 10 linc-nmin!! pcrfonnancc and reliability. In!he

Midwest. we lim1ly believe in !he adage. "If it ain't broke. don't lix it''
And these a1 ard-winning. pricc/pcrfomrnnce systems did not need fixing.
All 386 and ~86 . ysiems include a fast and reliable IDE(l ntegra1ed
Drive Elcc1ronics) hard drive wi1hbuilt-incache. For added reliabilityand
lower RFemissions. we've incorponued AS ICs inthe de ignof our
molhcrboards whenever 1hcchange improved co:t/perfonnancc. Because
our 386 and486 computers already include the fastest. most reliable video
cardon!he market. the only way we could improve 1•ideo perfonnancr
was to increase the size of video RAM. So we did. All Gateway
2000 386 and4 6 syslcms comestandard with I MBvideo RAM .
We al. o made our new Cry tal Scan 1m.:i Icolor monitorstandard
wilh the.esysiems. ll1e I0241 Ii. non-interlaced. giving you a Oicker
l'ree video display with up 10 I024 x 768 re.olulion.

I TROD ClNGTHE AWESOME A YKEY1~ 1
W~ call our new I~+key programmable keyboard 1hc Any Key because
any ~ey can be programmed 10 perfonn any fu nction - anything youtan
imagine. quick lyandeasily. Or youcan remap the keys to create your own
keyboard layou1. h's a revolu1ionary new conccp1designed10 let youtalk
10 your personal rompulcr ina very personal way.

iATEWAY 2000 COMPUTERS

TheAnyKey includes a numeric pad and aseparate. fu ll-function cursor
pad with diagonal keys, plus twosets of function key. located along
the top and left side.
The Anykey·'
versatility is

rivaled only
by its simplicity. You
can learn to program it in just
a few minutes. If yougoof. youcan
easily reset the keyboard to a normalconfig
uration. And if youhate the idea of progrmnming
anything. you'II still love the reeland extra keys on theAny Key. The
Any Key keyboard i. an option with ;ill Gateway 2000 computer systems.

BETTER-THAN-EVER VALUE
Possiblythe most drama1ic newsabout our new product line is price.
When a manufacturer introduces a new product line. youexpect to sec an
eru ption of price hikes. But then you \ re come to know Gateway is not like
most manufacturers. Prices on systems in our nc11 line arc betterthan ever.
And that goes for qualityand service too. maki ng the honest value in the
industryeven hotter.

LOOKINGAHEAD
The introduction or our llC\\' product line reprc,cnt> almost a year of
design and engi neering. But it's just one phase in a process or continuous
improvement that we employ at Gateway. Each day. Gateway 2000
employees come to work with one primarygoal in mind: to provide you
with belier prices. pcrfomrnncc. qual ity and service. We're committed to
making Gateway 2000 the only logical choi c in microcomputers.

EXPANDED SERVICE HOURS
We've also expanded our telephone technical support hours to provide
you with even more nex ibilityand better service. We' re here to help you
from 6 a.111. to midnight ll'eekday> :incl 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturdays.
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GATEWAY 2000 SYSTEMS
l6MHZ 286 VGA

16MHZ 386SX VGA

20MHZ 386SX CACHE

2SMHZ 386 VGA

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Intel1M 80286 Proce sor
2MB RAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
40 MB 17ms IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
16-Bit VGA with 5 l2K
14" Crystal Scan 1024
Color VGA Monitor
1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
I PS/2 Mouse Port
101 Key Keyboard
MS DOSTM 3.3 or 4.0 I

$1395

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80386SX Processor
2MBRAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
40 MB 17m. IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
16-Bit VGA with 51 2K
14" Crystal Scan 1024
Color VGA Monitor
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports
1PS/2 Mouse Port
101 Key Keyboard
MicrosoftTM Mouse
MS DOS 3.3 or4.0l
MS Windowsrn 3.0

$1595
2SMHZ 386 CACHE

33MHZ 386 CACHE

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80386 Processor
64K Cache RAM
4MBRAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
80 MB 17m IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
16-Bit VGA with 1MB
14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports
101 Key Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.0 I
MS Windows 3.0

$2595

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80386 Processor
64K Cache RAM
4 MB RAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5'' Drive
200 MB 15m IDE Drive with
64K Mu lti-Segmented Cache
16-Bit VGA with 1MB
14" Crystal Scan 1024N I
Color VGA Monitor
1Parallel/2 Serial Ports
101 Key Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01
MS Windows 3.0

$2995

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Intel 80386SX Processor
32K Cache RAM
4MBRAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
80 MB l7ms IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
16-BitVGAwith512K
14" Crystal Scan 1024
Color VGA Monitor
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports
I PS{l Mouse Port
IOI Key Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse
MS DOS 3.3 or4.0I
MS Window 3.0

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80386 Processor
4MBRAM
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
80 MB I7ms IDE Drive
with 32K Cache
16-Bit VGA with I MB
14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
I Parallel/2 Serial Ports
IOI Key Keyboard
Microsoft Mou. e
MS DOS 3.3 or 4.0 I
MS Windows 3.0

$2295

$1995
2SMHZ 486 CACHE
• Intel 80486 Proces or with
Co-Pro and SK Internal Cache
• 64K Cache RAM
• 4MBRAM
• 1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
• 1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
• 200 MB I5ms IDE Drive with
64KMulti-Segmented Cache
• 16-Bit VGA with I MB
• 14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
• I Parallel/2 Serial Ports
• IOI Key Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.0 I
MS Window 3.0

33MHZ 486 CACHE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80486 Processor with
Co-Pro and SK Internal Cache
64K Cache RAM
8 MB RAM. Expands to 64 MB
1.2 MB 5.25" Drive
1.44 MB 3.5" Drive
200 MB 17ms IDE Drive with
64K Multi-Segmented Cache
16-Bit VGA with I MB
14" Crystal Scan 1024NI
Color VGA Monitor
I Parallel/2 Serial Pon
I0 I Key Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse
MS DOS 3.3 or4.0I
MS Windows 3.0

$3995

$3495
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STANDARD SERVICES
• 30-day money-back guarantee
• One-year warranty on pans and labor
• Free bulletin board technical support
•Toll-free technical support for tf1e life of the machine

• Free on-site service to most locations in the nation
• Replacement pans sent via overnight shipping
free of charge
• Leasing options for commerical customers

IVe rn.nom-build earh Gateway2000 computer ta customer specijicarions. We' II gladly proi•ideyou with aquote 011 your co11jigura1im1.
Dueto the l'o/atility of the DRAM market. all prices are s11hject to change. Prices do 11ot i11clude shipping.

Sales hours: 7am- IOpm Weekdays, 9am-4pm Saturdays (CST)
Extended Service hours: 6am-Midnight Weekdays, 9am-2pm Saturdays (CST)

5 2
3 2 0 0 0
8610 Gateway
0 Drive
0 • N. SiouxCity,
SD 57049 •605-232-2000 • Fax 605-232-2023
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Will ACE Become King of the Workstations?

NANOBYTES

A

group of 21 major computer and software companies-led by Compaq,
Microsoft, Mips Computer Systems, DEC, and The Santa Cruz Opera
tion-has publicly revealed its intention to develop a set of specifications meant
to define an " advanced computing environment" for the 1990s and beyond. De
spite the big names , it's too early to determine what ACE will really mean to
computer users and buyers . The group is still working on its technical specifica
tions, and resultant products are 12 to 18 months away. Besides the headlining
quintet, the other ACE members are Acer, Control Data, Kobuta , NEC , NKK ,
Olivetti , Prime, Pyramid, Siemens Nixdorf Informationssystemes , Silicon
Graphics, Sony , Sumitomo, Tandem, Wang , and Zenith Data Systems .
The ACE group proposes that computer systems be based on the Intel
386/i486 architecture and the upcoming Mips R4000 64-bit RISC CPU. ACE
machines will run either OS/2 3.0 (the "New Technology" version being devel
oped by Microsoft) or SCO Unix (with the Open Desktop interface).
So far , the group has divulged only two relevant technical developments: a
definition of a standard implementation for the Mips RISC CPU, which will be
used by Compaq and others in new uniprocessing and multiprocessing systems
(no sooner than 1992), and the first announced port of OS/2 to a non-Intel plat
form.
The ACE group has released few details about its Advanced RISC Computing
specification, the part of ACE that defines binary compatibility for Mips ma
chines. And none of the companies has said what kinds of capabilities or fea
tures might be typical of ACE machines-not even what size and shape they
might take; nor have they ventured even approximate pricing.
The only major detail revealed was , however, of huge importance, especially
in political terms: ACE will specify that compliant systems use a "little-en
dian " byte order, which is the one Intel chips use . Microsoft chairman Bill
Gates said that adhering to the same byte order would simplify the interchange
of data between Intel- and Mips-based machines and would make it easier to
port applications from one machine to another .
Only DEC currently uses Mips chips in their little-endian mode; all the other
Mips users use big-endian byte ordering, which means that their systems will
not comply with ACE. This , plus some Mips customers ' desire to support Unix
System V release 4 rather than SCO Unix , has already resulted in the emergence
of a dissenting faction within ACE. This "Apache Group ," which includes
seven ACE members , has something going for it: On the same day as the ACE
announcement, Unix Systems Laboratory (USL) revealed its effort to standard
ize Mips-based systems operating under SVR4.
Systems companies, including DEC, Silicon Graphics , NEC , Prime, and
Tandem, have used Mips processors (R2000 and R3000) in incompatible de
signs. The different Mips-based systems lack a standard-applications binary in
terface, which would let software run unmodified across them . ACE and USL
(like 88open and SPARC International) are both now proposing to supply the
means by bringing " shrink-wrapped " compatibility to RISC workstations . The
ACE environment would do that job for Mips chips .
Here 's one angle of the ACE plan that holds the greatest promise for users and
developers alike. Since OS/2 3.0 and SCO Unix will run on both the Intel and
Mips chips , the ACE group says that it will be easier to construct mixed net
works of DOS, Windows, OS/2, and Unix machines than by using competing
choices. Software developers (and end users) will gain the benefits of binary
compatibility across multiple implementations of the Mips processor within a

Releasing sales figures for the
first time, Steve Jobs gave an up
beat appraisal of Next' s first
quarter of 1991 and forecast a fab
ulous year. Next shipped 8000
units for the period ending March
31 , Jobs told reporters recently;
according to Next estimates, that's
the same number DEC shipped
in the fourth
quarter of 1990.
Jobs predicted
Next will sell
40,000 systems
this year . Next
now concedes the
scientific and
engineering work
station market to Sun , Hewlett
Packard , IBM , and DEC. Instead,
Next is targeting the professional
work station market, made up of
publishing , database, legal, and
financial applications. " I think
that Next's estimate of 40,000
units is realistic , and perhaps
somewhat conservative," sa id
Bruce Webster, author of The Next
Book. " My personal guess is that
Next will ship at least 50,000 units
this year. " Nick Baran, editor of
Baran 's Tech l etter, a newsletter
for Next users, said , " Those pro
jections are definitely optimistic,
but the Nextstation is better suit
ed for the market than the original
Cube." o
A veritable who 's who of com
puting in Japan has joined a group
that IBM Japan formed to pro
mote IBM computing standards
there. Members of the new Per
sonal Computer Open Architec
ture Developers Group include
the following : Toshiba, Hitachi,
Fuj itsu, Sony, Sanyo, Sharp,
Canon, Ricoh, Matsushita , Mitsu
bishi, and Oki Electric. Observ
ers say the objective is to form a
united front against their com
mon competitor, NEC , the IBM
of Japan. D
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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given operating system.
ACE says that it will offer near-com
patibil ity across different hardware plat
forms within a given operating system.
This means that Windows and OS/2 ap
plications will be able to run with a sim
ple recompilation by the developer on
either the Intel- or Mips-based systems,
and the same will hold true for Unix ap
plications on either hardware platform.
Thus, the promise goes, customers may
be able to buy a single box of shrink
wrapped software that contains two
ready-to-go versions of the same applica
tion.
However , users and developers will
still face incompatibilities between OS/2
and Unix , even on the same hardware .
The ACE group did not announce any

plans to release tools or libraries to facili
tate porting applications between the two
operating systems .
At this point , ACE is primarily a polit
ical action : the establishment of a new
group of companies, many of them com
petitors, banding together to challenge
the power of Sun Microsystems and, to a
lesser degree, Intel, IBM, and Hewlett
Packard. For Compaq, it's also a busi
ness strategy for moving beyond com
modity PCs into RISC workstations . The
ultimate deciding factor in ACE's for
tunes will be user acceptance and per
ception of the new systems, based on
their price/performance, the features
they include, and adherence to whatever
standards are prevalent in 1992.
-Andy Reinhardt

Intel Cuts Cost, Capabilities of i486;
Will Offer Companion Math Chip

A

fter a year of rumor and specula
tion, not to mention the arrival of
a real alternative to the profitable 386,
Intel last month announced its cut-down
version of the i486 processor. Like the
386SX, it is a less powerful version of its
parent, but this time the drop in power
comes from leaving off the math copro
cessor rather than from reducing the bus
width. (Despite the SX notation, the
i486SX is a full 32-bit chip.)
Besides not having a math coproces
sor, the i486SX differs from the i486 in
one way : It's slower. The chip is avail
able only at 20 MHz (the i486 comes in
20-, 25-, and 33-MHz speeds, with 50
MHz in the wings) . Significantly, the
i486SX retains the SK-byte on-chip
cache of the i486; as a result, it should
offer respectable integer performance.
The i486SX retains other features of
the i486, including the 32-bit burst-mode
bus and the full 32-bit integer core. Intel
claims that the new chip can achieve 16.5
MIPS, compared with 11.4 MIPS for the
386 at 33 MHz and 20 MIPS for the i486
at 25 MHz. The i486SX costs about the
same as the chip it's most comparable to
in real-life system performance: the 33
MHz 386. In 1000-unit quantities for
OEMs, the i486SX costs $258, com
pared to $214 for the 33-MHz 386 (and
$671 for the 25-MHz i486) .
The i486SX will be available in much
less expensive plastic quad flat-pack
packaging (as is AMD's 386) rather than
the more traditional ceramic pin-grid ar
ray, Intel says. This should result in an
even lower cost once it is in full produc
26
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tion . Like Intel's other chips, the i486SX
is implemented in I-micron CMOS, but
faster versions could appear when Intel
gets its 0.8-micron facility on-line.
For those users who want the floating
point functions, Intel has plans to offer
a companion math coprocessor, the
487SX. Having a separate coprocessor
would normally slow down operation,
but Intel says that it gets around that be
cause the 487SX is really a full -blown
i486DX , with all processing capabilities
built into one chip. The coprocessor will
take over for the main processor, thereby
avoiding the bottleneck of CPU talking
toFPU .
Intel officials say they expect manu
facturers to build two sockets onto their
i486SX-based motherboards; one for the
CPU and one for the FPU. The 487SX
will not be offered to OEMs; it will be
sold only to end users, who are expected
to plug the chip into that second socket.
They will have to really want those math
capabilities, because the chip's sug
gested retail price is $799. As some ob
servers point out, if you think you ' ll need
the math, buy a regular i486 .
Intel says that for the 1992 time frame
it plans other products that could plug
into the second socket and upgrade the
i486SX functionality in other ways .
Company officials refused to speculate
on the sorts of things they might come up
with to fit in this spare slot, but it's not
too hard to imagine an intelligent sec
ondary cache and controller that could
pop in there .
-Owen Linderholm

NANOBYTES
The DOS Protected Mode In
terface Committee has started
shipping DPMI 1.0, an expanded
version of the interface specifica
tion for protected-mode DOS ap
plications. DPMI defines a stan
dard interface that lets protected
mode DOS applications multitask
on Intel-based PCs. DPMI-com
pliant operating environments in
clude Microsoft Windows 3.0,
Desqview, OS/2 , Unisys CTOS,
Merge, VP/ix on Unix 386, and
Ergo DOS . The DPMI Commit
tee-Borland, Ergo Computing,
IBM , IGC , Intel, Locus Comput
ing, Lotus Development, Micro
soft , Phar Lap, Phoenix Technol
ogies , Quarterdeck Office
Systems, and Rational Systems
said that it has added enhanced
memory management support to
version 1.0 to take advantage of
the paging and protection features
of the Intel 386/i486. o
Apple Computer has again low
ered the U.S. prices of certain
Macintosh models- as much as
31 percent on some. The high-end
Mac Ilfx shed $1800 on a model
with an 80-MB hard disk drive; it
now costs $8069 . A similarly
equipped Ilci fell $700 to $6669 .
And an SE/30 with a similar
drive dropped by $1700 to $3869.
Such cuts usually signify new
systems coming soon. Apple ' s next
big launch is likely to be its
68040-based Macs. D
NCR , one of the developers of
the SCSI connection, is now offer
ing an assortment of SCSI-based
disk-array products that should
help boost the acceptance of Re
dundant Array of Inexpensive
Drives. Two of the products are
controller chips that, with NCR ' s
SCSI chip set , will let system de
signers implement SCSI RAID
disk arrays. The third is a RAID
controller board for OEMs that at
taches to a SCSI port and pro
vides transparent control of a disk
array using RAID 3, RAID 5, or
RAID I (conventional mirroring) .
A disk array uses small , inexpen
sive drives and distributes data
among them . D

Presenting H1.dlywood".ItS where
your idea can become a star.
1

Some
presentation
packages don' t
take your ideas
very fa r. And
even if they

:li~------~ do, chances

are pretty good it won't be exactly
where you want to go.

PRESENTATIONS
MADE SIMPLE.
But now there's Holly wood~
A whole different kind of presen
tation tool that makes it easy for
anybody to create complete pre
sentations with real star quality.
The steps are quick, simple- even

fun. First, Hollywood has an
integrated outliner to help
you orga nize your thoughts.
Next, you select a
look from a
variety of
exciting
templates
designed by
profoss ional
graphic artists.
Then Hollywood
gives you an over
view feature and lets you
view and edit your entire presen
tation as a whole, not just page by
page, o even sweeping changes
aren' t a big deal. And finally, you

\

/'

can produce your award-winning
output in any combination of
slides, overheads or hard copy. Or
for some real show biz, present it
in a lively screen-show format.
Hollywood runs in the
Windows"' 3.0 environment
and gives you a support
ing cast of fully scalable
fonts, dynamic special
effects, a comprehensive
spellchecker and more. And
because it's compatible
with most popular
graphics and spread
sheet software,
importing and chang
ing data is easy, too.

Take the first step. Try Hollywood
and give your ideas the big break
they deserve.

_
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String of 486SX Systems Begins

I

s the i486SX this year's sliced bread?
Or is it more a marketing move by
Intel, hoping to generate a mass delusion
that the 386 is deader than Intel wishes
AMDwere?
The truth, near as it can be approxi
mated, will lie in the computers based on
the i486SX . Several companies have an
nounced systems based on the new chip,
several told BYTE that they plan to do so
in the next few months, and others said
that they'll make their decisions based on
chip availability and user interest. Offi
cials at those companies said that they
like the new Intel chip because its low
price lets them build low-cost systems
that have the i486 tag.
Besides the Advanced Logic Research
and AST Research machines that are
covered in this month's First Impres
sions, early 486SX systems will come
from IBM , Everex, and Acer. Sources
close to Everex said that the company
was readying two new 486SX machines :

Acer 's new AcerPower 486SX is one of
the first systems to use lllfel's new chip.
one in the Step line and one in the Tempo
line. The Step model would be designed
for upgrading to a full i486 or adding a
487SX, sources said. Prices weren't set
tled at press time , but one source said
that the machines would sell for about the
same as a 33-MHz 386 PC . This was the

NANOBYTES

price point mentioned most often by
companies that said they're working on
486SX systems.
Acer introduced its AcerPower 486SX
the day after Intel announced the chip.
The desktop system comes with Micro
soft Windows, 2 MB of RAM, a VGA
chip set on the motherboard, and the
usual assortment of interfaces. There are
two coprocessor sockets: one for Intel 's
new 487SX and one for Weitek' s WTL
4167. Prices start at $27 45.
IBM has already started selling its
486SX-based PS/2 Model 90s. The sys
tems are a good bit more expensive than
the other 486SX machines announced so
far, but IBM says that they ' re about 25
percent less expensive than the com
pany's 486-based counterparts . The
486SX Model 90s start at $8345.
Twinhead has "some sample systems
using the i486SX " and plans to introduce
a machine later th is year, a product
marketing manager said. The company
planned to show a desktop system at
Spring Comdex. A color laptop is slated
for Fall Comdex, he said. Northgate is
currently running the new chip in test
systems. "We' ll certainly offer it as part
of our line," said company president Art
Lazere. CompuAdd has a product uuder
development but is waiting "to see if the
customer demand is there," a spokesper
son said.
Expect new arrivals from Dell (which
staged a " technology demonstration" of
a 486SX system the day after the chip's
debut), Compaq, NEC, Texas Instru
ments , and Toshiba, with other makers
following the pack.
As preliminary BYTE Lab tests in
dicate, in most ordinary operations, us
ers will not be able to tell if their PC's
engine is a 40-MHz Am386 or a 20-MHz
Intel i486SX. But some vendors say the
i486SX lets them design systems that can
be easily upgraded to an i486. These sys
tems will show whether the i486SX is a
price/performance leader or just a num
bers game with a little SX appeal added.

VC and C-Cube have demonstrated
what could be the first Moving Pic
tures Experts Group video decoder/pro
cessor chip . MPEG is an emerging tech
nique and proposed ISO standard for
28
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Slowly but surely , the CD ROM
industry continues to grow. Ac
cording to the research group In
fotech, the installed base of CD
ROM drives grew to 1.25 million
in 1990 and 2250 titles (up from
1500 in 1989). Industry sales
more than doubled, reaching more
than $1.5 billion in 1990, accord
ing to Infotech. o

-D.Barker

JVC and C-Cube Show Video Decompressor
that Goe!I Beyond MPEG

J

It's the information system you
can wear. Designed by PC innova
tor Lee " Osborne l" Felsen
stein, Red is an
assemblage of
small components
that make up a
mobile informa
tion system. The
$2500 package
consists of a
slim CD
ROM/CD audio
drive; a propri
etary 16-bit
computer; a
Smart Card
drive; a pressure-sensitive mouse
like device; and Reflection Tech
nology's Private Eye, a tiny screen
that attaches to headgear and
hangs a few inches in front of the
eye, creating the illusion of a
high-resolution computer screen
floating in front of you . The idea
is to provide an image that you can
look back and forth at while con
centrating on something else. For
example, a mechanic might have
a page from a repair manual on the
screen while working on an en
gine. The repair manual would be
stored on CD-ROM . Red will run
for about 3 hours on its recharge
able nickel-cadmium batteries ,
Felsenstein said. Red is being sold
by Reddy Information
Systems. o

compressing motion video at rates of up
to 50 to 1. The prototype processor can
decompress full-motion digital video in
real time , said Mauro Bonomi , C-Cube 's
manager of product marketing . C-Cube

Based on a survey taken at the
recent Federal Office Systems
Expo, Datapro Research esti
mates that CD-ROM use in gov
ernment installations will take
a giant leap in the next year. Only
26 percent of those polled said
they now use CD-ROM products,
but 82 percent said they plan to
use them in the coming year. D

If you want the ultimate VGA graphics standard, and you've resigned yourself to paying a premium of hundreds of
dollars to get it, you'll find our newest monitor pleasant viewing indeed.
The PanaSync Cl381gives you a sharp 1024 x 768 pixels, with 0.28 dot pitch. And virtually infinite color resolution.
It's compatible with the most popular VGA boards, as well as analog RGB, MCGA, SuperVGA, and - of course-8514/ A
standards:
It's comfortable in virtually any IBM-compatible or Mac II environment.**
And it's a masterpiece of ergonomics. With front-mounted controls, tilt/ swivel stand, plus a non-glare tinted black
matrix screen.
Peripherals, Computers, Printers,
All this at a suggested retail price comparable to many
Copiers,
'f)pewn'ters and Facsimiles
of the ordinary VGA monitors on the market right now. For
more information, simplycall toll -free 1-800-742-8086.

Panasonic
Automation~
Office

PanaSync"' Multiscanning C.Olor Monitors.

(Mac SE)
M.l ·B

(Mac ll )

(IBMXTI AT & PS/2 Model 30)
Circle 230 on Inquiry Card.

• VG4. MCWI anti 8514/A are trade
marks ofInternational Business
Machines Corp.
• • IBM XT. tfT and PS/2 are reg/stem/
tratietruJrlls oflnlentalional Business
Machines Corp. Macinrosb is a reg
iJ/eretl trademar/z ofApple wmputer
Inc. An optlom1/ cable is req11 /ml
.for Macintosh.
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demonstrated the technology at the
recent Microsoft Multimedia and CD
ROM conference.
The chip is not a compression device.
It is strictly for decompressing and play
ing back video that has been generated
and compressed by other means . Com
pression will be handled primarily by the
content provider; for example , the com
pany that wants to squeeze moving pic
tures onto a CD-ROM will have to have
the compression, or encoding , equip
ment. Users will need only the decoding
device .
The C-Cube/JVC decoder will also
implement the JVC Extended algorithm ,
which does MPEG one better with a
transfer rate, after decompression, of 4
to 6 Mbps. MPEG's specified data rate
is 1.2 Mbps. JVC Extended can handle
four times the number of pixels specified
by MPEG , Bonomi said. MPEG " is good
for windowed broadcast-quality video "
but is not fast enough for full-screen ,
broadcast-quality video, said Richard
Young, JVC director of marketing . JVC
says that its approach speeds up transfer
of digital video to the point where it's
fast enough and sharp enough to look like

broadcast-quality images.
JVC and C-Cube are working together
on the decoder chip. They ' ve essentially
added JVC Extended mode to the MPEG
chip that C-Cube has been working on.
The demonstration at the Multimedia
and CD-ROM Conference was just that:
a demonstration; the chip won't be a
product until late this year, C-Cube offi
cials said . Most observers at the confer
ence said that they thought C-Cube was
prematurely making an MPEG-related
announcement, since the specifications
are not finished yet. "Being early to
market always involves some risk," Bon
omi said .
While the demonstration of the MPEG
circuitry was impressive , C-Cube's de
livery dates, like the images in the de
compressed video clip, are known to
move. The company has delayed its Joint
Photographic Experts Group compres
sion chip several times .
Sony and Philips are working on an
MPEG decoder, and according to ru
mors in Silicon Valley, Apple is working
on its own technology for compressing
images.
-D.Barker

Client/Server Architecture Seen as
Not Catching On

W

hy isn'tclient/server architecture
being more readily accepted?"
When product managers raise that kind
of question-as an Oracle product man
ager did at the recent DB/Expo confer
ence-there must indeed be a problem.
Of some 1700 people at one Expo confer
ence session , only about 100 said they
had implemented a successful client/
server database application.
Despite a steady release of new client/
server products, industry consultants in
terviewed at the Expo were downbeat
about the future of the architecture. Ac
cording to consultant Jeff Tash, "The
tools are not there . The experience is not
there." Structured Query Language
standards are still an issue. The architec

ture requires that the buyer deal with
multiple vendors for a single application.
And then there are the problems with
LANs . " Client/server computing is just
dressed-up LAN , and people don't have
enough LAN experience," said consul
tant Shaku Atre.
Presentations at DB/Expo by Oracle
and Microsoft featured corporate testi
monials for client/server solutions. This
indicated that real , live companies are
really using real , live client/server appli
cations. But not everyone is sold . When
asked for his view on client/server archi
tecture, database expert and con sultant
Richard Finkelstein said, 'Tm not sure
I'm ready to recommend it to clients."
-Ellen Ullman

Quantum's Write Caching Offers Speed,
but Is It Risky?

Q

uantum is incorporating write
caching technology in its new line
of 3 'h-inch hard disk drives . Used in
high-capacity drives for minicomputer
and mainframe systems , write caching
30
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speeds up performance and frees the
CPU to do other th ings. Critics, how
ever, say that it entails certain dangers.
Write caching is similar to read cach
ing in that data recently read from the

NANOBYTES
Just as the chrome bulldog guar
antees it 's a Mack truck, this new
logo will certify it's a Multime
dia PC. A system that meets the
MPC standard
(prime movers:
Microsoft and
Multimedia PC. Tandy) of at
least a 286
processor, 2 MB of RAM, a 30
MB hard disk drive, a CD-ROM
player with audio capability, and a
VGA card and monitor, will
qualify to wear the MPC brand. D

_'}_PC

With so many 386s and 486s out
there, how can a company distin
guish its PCs? Amkly Systems,
headed by AST Research co
fou nder Albert Wong, is trying
to sell serviceability. Amkly ' s
new 386s and 486s are based on
a modular architecture that fea
tures a removable CPU complex
with on-card single in-line memory
modules, an EISA bus backplane,
and a " peripheral platform," or
removable mass-storage cage.
The design simplifies making up
grades, from the quick-release
thumbscrews that secure the
cover, to the snap-in disk drive
cage, to the programmable system
ROM .o
Five vendors are forming a co
operative agreement to develop
compatible applications based on
Sun's Network File System proto
cols for letting different types of
computers read each other's data .
These applications will address
areas not covered by existing pro
tocols and applications. The ven
dors are Beame & Whiteside, for
DOS; FTP Software, for OS/2;
InterCon, for the Mac; Interlink,
for IBM mainframes; and TGV ,
for DEC VAX minicomputers run
ning VMS. The companies said
that they will release specifications
for the protocols to other vendors
and develop "reference implemen
tations" in Unix that others could
use to develop similar applications
for their systems. The new appli
cations could provide functions
such as letting a remote user re
trieve E-mail, said David Kashlan,
president of TGV . o

We slash interface
development time.
(and we can prove it!)
C-PROGRAMMERS:

See for yourself how
Vermont Views
can help you create
user 1nterfaces
the easy way.
TM

If you want to start saving a tre

mendous amount of time and
effort, call for your free Vermont
Views demo
kit and put us
to the test.
VermontViews
is a powerful,
menu - driven
screen design
er that comes
with a C li
brary of over
550 functions. Which means you
can create user interfaces in just
a fraction of the time it takes to
write the code yourself!
Why try to reinvent the
wheel when Vermont Views lets
you interactively create pull-down
menus, window-based data-entry
forms (with tickertape and memo
fields), scrollable form regions,
choice lists, context sensitive
help, and a host of other interface
objects.
Vermont Views combines the
convenience of a fourth genera
tion language with the power,
flexibility, and blinding execution
speed of native C code.

Turn your prototype
into the application.
Let's face it. With most systems,
you have to throw away your proto
type when coding begins. Which
means you waste precious time

and effort. With Vermont Views,
things are a lot different. In fact,
the prototype actually becomes
the application. So menus and
data-entry forms are usable in the
final application without change.
Names of functions for retrieving,
processing, and storing data
can all be specified as the proto
type is created. And that's just
for starters.

Here's a truly
universal solution.
When you create an inter
face with Vermont Views,
you can port it among
PC-DOS, OS/2, UNIX,
XENIX, and VMS.
Vermonl Views can be
used with any database
that has a C-language in
terface (most do), and will create
interfaces for any roman-based
language. Our form-locking ver
sion lets you develop quickly and
safely on networks and multi
user operating systems, too.
If you need DOS graphics in
your applications, we also have
the answer. Vermont Views r ..
GraphEx allows all Vermont
Views' windows, menus, and
forms to work in CGA, EGA, VGA,
and Hercules graphics modes.
So you can use your
favorite graphics package
to create charts, graphs,
and other images to enhance
text displays.

II

******
***
*** WE GUARANTEE
*
SATISFACTION. **
FOREVER
so sure you'll *
Vermont Views that *
** welove We're
make this iron-clad, *
** money-back
guarantee.
*
YOUR

***
*
**
**

If

**
*
*
**
*

you're ever dissatisfied
with Vermont Views, for
any reason, return it for a
prompt, no-questions
asked refund. (All you
have to do is certify that
you haven't incorporated
our code in to any application.)
$

*************
Call for your FREE
demo kit!

800-848-1248
(Please mention "Offer 128")
Don't take our word for it. Put
Vermont Views to the test by
calling for your personal, free
demonstration kit. Or fax us at
(802) 848-3502.

Vermont
Crea tive
Software

Pinnacle Meadows.
Richford, Vf 05476
Phone: (802) 848-7731
FAX: (802) 848-3502

Circle 348 on Inquiry Card.
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hard disk is put into a memory buffer,
where it can be accessed quickly, signifi
cantly reducing the overall access time .
With write caching , however, data is
written to a memory buffer instead of di
rectly to disk. This frees up the processor
to move on to other tasks more quickly.
Then the data gets copied from the mem
ory buffer to the hard disk separately ,
while the processor does something else.
Some companies have found this tech
nique too risky. If something interrupts
the process after the processor writes the
data and before the data gets to the disk,
the processor thinks the data is safe
when, in fact, it is not. If a drive fails
completely during a write operation, the
processor will have written data to the
cache that hasn't yet made it to the disk
surface-but as far as the processor
knows, the write has been successful.
Quantum officials acknowledge this

problem but say that the state of hard disk
drive technology is good enough now
that such an event is unlikely .
Quantum is offering a version of write
caching, called WriteCache, on certain
models of its ProDrive (200 MB or high
er). Quantum claims that the technology
can achieve improvements of between 50
percent and 200 percent in data through
put on write operations. WriteCache lets
the drives finish a random write opera
tion completely after it is issued in about
23 ms ; the processor, however , com
pletes the write to the data buffer in 3 or
4 ms, Quantum says.
WriteCache can simultaneously write
data to disk from the buffer and write
data to the buffer from the processor,
Quantum says. This allows for a continu
ous data flow in a similar manner to the
way a streaming tape drive operates.
-Owen Underholm

Diamond Transistors and Coolers Come Closer

D

iamond is coming closer to being a
practical material for use in elec
tronic applications. Scientists at Varian
Research Center (Palo Alto, CA) have
fabricated diamond transistors , and a
company called Diamonex (Allentown,
PA) is nearing commercialization of dia
mond heat sinks to help keep high-speed
electronics cool.
Diamond transistors are potentially
faster and can take more heat and radia
tion than even gallium arsenide devices.
A diamond's hardness , high-insulation
value, and superior heat-transfer proper
ties make it important as a substrate and
heat sink for electronics.
Varian researchers are now working
on their second generation of diamond
transistors. The first, which was an
nounced last fall, was the first diamond
transistor that could be turned off. The
new transistor is similarly built by dop
ing a natural diamond crystal with bo
ron , but it's small enough to fall within
the range of current ICs .
Varian is building metal semiconduc
tor field-effect transistors. The transis
tors are three gold-titanium contacts ap
plied to the surface of the boron-doped
region of the diamond . The outer con
tacts, the source and drain, are annealed
to make ohmic contact with the doped
diamond . The central gate contact is
not annealed . When a reverse voltage is
applied to the gate, the current flow
through the device can be reduced to
zero . According to Varian officials, this
is the first time that this has been done in
32
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a diamond transistor.
Varian' s work is still experimental.
The company hasn't built a commercial
diamond semiconductor, and neither has
anyone else, although both the Japanese
and the Soviets have similar projects.
Meanwhile, artificial diamond could
show up in electronic equipment in a few
months in the form of thin-film heat
sinks. (Natural diamonds are al ready
used in some electronic applications , but
they are very expensive.) Diamond's
thermal conductivity is more than four
times higher than the best presently used
material , beryllium oxide. The chips are
bonded to a small piece of diamond that
spreads the heat from the chips to a larger
conventional heat sink.
Diamonex has distributed samples of a
diamond-coated heat sink to potential
customers. According to David S. Hoov
er, vice president of technology , prod
ucts built on the company's diamond heat
sink could be in production by the end of
the year. The first market, Hoover says ,
is " things like laser diodes and high
power FETs [field effect transistors] ."
Next, there would probably be multichip
modules and eventually very dense cir
cuits such as microprocessors using emit
ter-coupled logic.
The company grows its diamond films
by passing a heated mixture of hydrocar
bon gases (e.g., methane, ethane, and
acetylene) over a substrate. If the process
is properly controlled , diamond forms
instead of graphite. •
-Rick Cook

NANOBYTES
Three-dimensional graphics
like those seen on workstations
will be coming to personal com
puter users as a result of a new
pact between Microsoft and Sili
con Graphics, the companies say.
Microsoft has licensed Silicon
Graphics' Iris Graphics Library
technology to incorporate it into
its own systems and applications
software. The Iris Graphics Li
brary provides tools for developing
applications that let users manip
ulate high-resolution, 3-D color
images. "Silicon Graphics and
Microsoft intend to integrate tech
nology from the Iris Graphics Li
brary with appropriate future
Microsoft software products ," a
Silicon Graphics spokesperson
said . o
With Sun ' s optimizing compilers
priced at around $2000, Lucid
should attract attention by offer
ing its new ANSI C optimizing
compiler at $495. Lucid C for
Sun Sparcstations and compatibles
offers ANSI C conformance and
a Kernighan & Ritchie mode . A
transition mode is also available,
letting you write ANSI C code and
link it with most K&R files. Lu
cid plans to release a C++ com
piler later this year, as well as a
CIC++ integrated applications
environment. o
One of the most talked-about new
titles at the Multimedia and CD
ROM Conference was Desert
Storm, Warner New Media' s au
diovisual CD
covering the war
with Iraq. As
sembled in con
junction with
Time , the CD includes the text of
unedited dispatches from Time
correspondents and the resulting
stories as they appeared in print ;
audio segments , such as news re
ports and presidential sound
bites; and about 300 photos. You
can search the material using
either an index or a time line . The
$39.95 CD is out fii-st for the
Macintosh; a Windows version will
be released later, a spokesperson
said. •
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People are always looking for
affordable ways to make abetterimpression.

Soon a lot more people will
be looking their best. Because
now the best features of the
HP LaserJet III printer are
more affordable.
The new LaserJet IIIP printer
features HP's exclusive Reso
lution Enhancement tech
nology. An innovation that
provides 300 dpi print quality
superior to that ofordinary
laser printers. The PCL5
printer language, with font
scaling and HP-GL/2, brings
even more to your documents.

Fourteen bit-mapped and
eight internal scalable type
faces give you thousands of
options. And, to make things
even more interesting, the
LaserJet IIIP produces pat
terns, shading, spirals, and
mirror images. In portrait or
landscape.
HP has picked up the through
put speed ofthis 4 ppm printer.
Due to a considerably faster
I/Orate, the LaserJet IIIP
accepts data as quickly as your
PC can transfer it. So you not

Call 1·800·752-0900, Ext 2255 for your nearesLauthorized HP dealer.
Adobe mid PostScript are regisle"-'ll tr.1clcmarks of Adobe Systems Inc. in the U.S. and oth er countries.
'Suggested U.S. list price. 0 19!! 1 llcwlt!ll · l'ackarrl Cornpa ny PE 12!0!)

only get your output faster, you
get your screen back faster.
The LaserJet IlIP also has
a new 16 MHz processor and
PCL5 for on-the-fly typeface
scaling and fast vector
graphics.These advancements
mean this compact printer

IDE.MZGIS

Tull them about
the newLaserJetIIIP.

requires less time to print than
many laser printers with
higher ppm rates.
For versatility, the LaserJet
IIIP has a multisized paper
tray that accepts various sizes
of paper and envelopes. An
optional Adobe• Postscript~
cartridge is available. And, of
course, the LaserJet IIIP is com
patible with all major software
and HP LaserJet accessories.
The good looks you get with
the newest HP LaserJet look

even better when you con
sider the price.Just $1,595~
For a faxed data sheet, dial
(208) 344-4809 from your FAX
machine and enter document
I.D. number 9600. Now every
one can add a little polish to
their work.
HP Peripherals
When it's important to you.
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The 486SX

Falls Short
MICHAEL NADEAU AND ALAN JOCH

the surging popularity of Windows 3.0 ac
celerated the demand for more powerful ,
inexpensive systems. But the case of the
i486SX versus the Am386 will be differ
ent. BYTE has made preliminary tests on
two prototype 486SX systems , from Ad
vanced Logic Research (ALR) and AST
Research, and a prototype Am386 system
from Club American Technologies. Per
formanc-.: differences are minimal. All
will run most business applications under
DOS or Windows without working up a
sweat. This battle will be won primarily
on price and availability.
These machines also create a new per
formance niche between standard Intel
33-MHz 386 systems and 25-MHz 486
systems. The price range varies signifi
cantly , with the 486SX systems on the
higher end. All three systems should be
available by the time you read this .

ALRandAST:
Similar Design, Different Prices

Hold onto your hats . The PC industry is in for
another CPU war. After Intel effectively bur
AMD 386 system
ied the 286 in favor of the 386SX, the PC CPU
king appears to be positioning the new 20
offers better
MHz i486SX to do the same to its 386DX chip.
Perhaps not coincidentally , this move comes
price/performance
at the expense of Advanced Micro Devices
than either of two
(AMD) , as it did with the 386SX .
AMD is a licensed second source for the
new 486SX systems
286 , which generated a great deal of revenue
for the company in the 286 ' s heyday . To coun
ter the declining 286 market , AMD has cloned the 386DX-so well , in fact, that
it can reliably boost the clock rate to 40 MHz; the best Intel offers is 33 MHz (see
"The 386 Gets a Competitor, " March BYTE) .
Intel ' s i486SX is simply your garden-variety i486 sans working FPU functions
(they are disabled) and running at 20 MHz . To add an FPU , you must buy an
80487SX , which is really an i486 CPU with its math coprocessing capabilities
intact. An 80487SX retails for $799. An Intel 33-MHz 80387 math coprocessor
(a 40-MHz version is not yet available) retails for $994.
The 386SX took sales away from the 286 because it let system vendors build
more powerful PCs at a price competitive with those of286-based machines. And

Surprise! A 40-MHz
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Comparing the ALR BusinessVEISA
486ASX and the AST Premium II 486SX/
20 is interesting as much for their similar
ities as for their differences. Both feature
expandable CPUs, offer a similar range of
options and base configurations, and have
roughly equal performance.
The main differences are in price and
in the way the CPU and FPU upgrades are
implemented. The ALR uses EISA archi
tecture , while the AST has ISA slots ;
ALR also offers ISA and Micro Channel
architecture versions of the Business
VEISA 486ASX. Both companies were
among the first to offer an expandable ar
chitecture. (For a comparison of the com
panies' architectures , see " Two to Grow
On, " June 1990BYTE.)
The BusinessVEISA 486ASX came
with 5 megabytes of RAM , a 150-MB
hard disk drive, 5 'A- and 3 1/:z -inch floppy
disk drives , a Super VGA adapter and
monitor , and an UltraStor Ultra 22C
EISA caching ESDI hard disk drive con
troller. As configured here, the ALR unit
sells for about $7800 (pricing on the con
troller was not set at press time). As an in
troductory offer, ALR is bundling Win
dows 3.0 and DOS 4 .01 with the system.
We also had ALR' s SuperCharged 486
CPU/Math Chip (retailing for $1095). It
is actually a fully functional i486/25
CPU that plugs into an empty socket on
the CPU module. You can use a 20-MHz
80487SX in the same slot as the i486/25
(the module has both 20- and 25-MHz osPHOTOGRAPHY.

scan
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cillators), but for about $300 more than
the price ofthe 80487SX, ALR is offering
what amounts to a CPU upgrade.
We clocked the upgraded system's
CPU index at 6.28- a respectable score
for a 486/25 system. Doing the upgrade is
not quite as simple as pulling one board
and inserting another: The CPU module
is actually two boards plugged into two
proprietary slots and held together by one
screw that threads into the floppy disk
drive support. We had to remove the cach
ing hard disk drive controller to gain ac
cess to that screw .
AST sent us the Model 213V, equipped
with a 210-MB Intelligent Drive Elec
tronics (IDE) hard disk dri ve, a 3 1h-inch
floppy disk drive, 4 MB of RAM, and an
integrated Super VGA adapter and moni
tor. This system will sell for $5090 with a
monitor. Although ALR' s base unit is sig
nificantly cheaper than AST' s, there is
little price difference between fully con
figured versions .
The unit will make use of AST' s Cupid
CPU boards , which lets you upgrade the
system by swapping boards. The Pre
mium II 486SX/20 uses a slightly differ
ent design than previous models. Prices
for upgrade modules are not set, but AST
expects them to be somewhat lower than
earlier versions.
The AST machine edged out the ALR
machine on the CPU index: 5.14 to 5.02.
Both scored lower than the Club's 5.41 ,
although mere mortals aren 't likely to no
tice the differences in their applications
among these systems. The AST and ALR

IMPRESSIONS

systems showed better hard disk drive and
video performance, which reflects more
on the quality of the components used
than on the CPU.
The ALR machine was ruggedly built.
Its metal cover and frame make for a rigid
construction. It is, essentially, the basic
desktop BusinessVEISA design that ALR
has been using for some months now . The
AST machine is not as rugged as either the
ALR or the Club. Its plastic base flexed
considerably with the cover off, and it did
not sit evenly on a flat surface.
The AST machine offers a few advan
tages that the ALR machine doesn 't. It
comes standard with a set ofexcel lent sys
tem utilities , as do all AST systems, in
cluding a software disk cache and system
diagnostics. The Premium !I' s integrated

THE

FACTS

Club American Eagle
Series 3/40
Without hard disk drive or
monitor, $1895 (desktop)
and $1995 (tower); with
100-MB IDE hard disk drive
and Super VGA monitor
and adapter, $2895 (desktop)
and $2995 (tower)
Club American
Technologies, Inc .
3401 West Warren Ave .
Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 683-6600
fax : (415) 490-2687
Circle 1174 on Inquiry Card.

Club American Eaale

ALR BusinessVEISA

486ASX
Model 101 (no hard disk
drive or monitor), $2795;
Model 80 (80-MB IDE
hard disk drive) , $3495;
Model 150HP (150-MB
ESDI hard disk drive,
Super VGA controller, and
5 MB of RAM), $6195
Advanced Logic Research,
Inc.
9401 Jeronimo
Irvine, CA 92718
(800) 444-4257
(714) 581-6770
fax : (714) 458-0532

AST Premium II

Circle 1172 on Inquiry Card.

AST Premium II
486SX/20

ALR

BuslnessVEISA

Model 3V (no hard disk
drive or monitor) , $2995 ;
Model 83V (80-MB IDE
hard disk drive), $3695;
Model 213V (210-MB IDE
hard disk drive), $4395
AST Research, Inc .
16215 Alton Pkwy.
P.O. Box 19658
Irvine , CA 92713
(714) 727-4141
fax : (714) 727-9363
Circle 1173 on Inquiry Card.
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PRELIMINARY BYTE BENCHMARK SCORES

While the Club 's AMD Am386 CPU was a little faster than the i486SX in
either the ALR or AST, the latter two systems outperformed the Club in both
the disk and video tests. We 've included the CPU and FPU scores for the
ALR with the SuperCharged 486 CPU/Math Chip installed. Note that the ALR
had an optional caching hard disk drive controller, which inflated its disk
index. For each index, an 8-MHz IBM AT= I .

ALR BusinessVEISA 486ASX
ALR BusinessVEISA 486ASX
(with Supercharged Chip)
AST Prem ium II 486SX/20
Club American Eagle Serles 3/40
Tandy 4033LX (33·MHz 386) *
Compaq Deskpro 486/25 •

CPU

FPU

Olsk l/O

Video

5.02

NIA

8.69

13.70

6.28
5.14
5.41
3.10
6.40

24.71
N/A
N/A
N/A
24.80

2.91
2.76
2.49
3.80

11.12
8.04
5.41
16.20

• For comparison only.

VGA frees an expansion slot and allows
for pass-through 8514/ A graphics , should
you want to use it for , say, CAD applica
tions. A graphics controller is an extra
cost option from ALR.

Clone Afterlife
Club's new Eagle Series 3/40 systems
preach a gospel oflife after the 286 for PC
clones. The 40-MHz Am386 DXL CPU
controls Club' s new tower system and a
sleek desktop model. Based on our look at
the desktop system, this CPU may offer
enough performance and price difference
to make potential customers think twice
before committing to low-end 486s.
Out of the box, the Club does a yeo
man' s job as a midrange PC. A full con
figuration, at $2895 (well under similarly
configu red 486SX systems from ALR
and AST) , includes 4 MB of RAM, 64K
bytes of cache memory, a 100-MB IDE
hard disk drive and controller, a 1.2- or
1.44-MB floppy disk drive, one parallel
port and two serial ports, a Super VGA
monitor and graphics adapter, on-site ser
vice, keyboard, mouse, DOS 4.01 , and
Windows 3.0. Club also offers a stripped
down version without a hard disk drive,
graphics hardware, or on-site service for
$1895 . The tower version costs $100
more in either configuration.
In our evaluation unit, Club matched
the CPU with Cyri x's FasMath 83D87
coprocessor, a price and performance al
ternative to another Intel product (for a
detailed comparison of math coproces
sors, see "FPU Face-Off," November
1990 BYTE). The Eagle motherboard
also accepts Weitek' s 3167 coprocessor.
Club's Rainbow 4000 Super VGA
adapter uses the Tseng ET4000AX chip
for 800- by 600-pixel and 256-color reso
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lution. This brings a welcome clarity to
text and graphics applications. You can
expand the standard 4 MB of system
memory to 32 MB on the motherboard
and a maximum of 64 MB using add-in
cards. The standard power supply is a ser
viceable 200 watts . The motherboard pro
vides one 32-bit slot (for memory up
grade) and seven 16-bit expansion slots.

Test Results
The alternative CPU/FPU team posted
respectable results in the BYTE bench
marks (see the table) . For starters , the
Club machine posted a CPU index score
twice as fast as the Tandy 4033LX's , a
386/33 machine. Disk index scores for
the Club were marginally higher than the
33-MHz system, while the Club video in
dex ranged about one-third faster.
The marketplace will also make com
parisons to the new 486SX challengers ,
and in this competition, the Club faired
well . It shined in the CPU tests and al most
matched the AST in disk tests. But the
ALR's optional caching hard disk drive
controller made it a clear winner in the lat
ter category. Video test results placed the
Club behind the two challengers, particu
larly in the text display component. Over
all, performance is not an overriding fac
tor segmenting the systems.
Frugal Stability
Aside from a slight dark patch on the dis
play screen and a lightweight chassis that
borders on flimsy , the Club Eagle was
clean and weU designed . The company
will use it to stake out low-range and mid
range CAD , animation, solids modeling ,
and flu id dynamics applications, where
high-end performance isn 't mandatory
but economical pricing is important.

Club says that 40-MHz 386 chips plug
into the same basic system as its slower
33- and 25-MHz 386 computers without
any added costs for cooling or RFI shield
ing . Thus , the lower initial cost of the
386/40 chip compared to the i486 is not
mitigated in the manufacturing process.

Confusing the Marketplace?
New CPU versions always seem to tempo
rarily confuse the marketplace. Now , we
have two new CPUs that offer roughly the
same level of performance from two dif
ferent companies. On top of that , one ap
pears to have a significant price advantage
to both system vendors and end users .
By comparing the three systems here,
we can begin to predict where systems
using either the i486SX or the Am386 wil I
fall in the PC hierarchy . Performance
wise , there is no secret. All three fall be
tween 386/33 and 486/25 systems at the
CPU level. Advantages inherent to the
i486SX (e .g., its built-in SK-byte cache)
will give it the edge in some applications .
The AMD's faster clock speed will do
likewise in others .
If you absolutely , positively must have
the Intel logo on your CPU , you ' ll be sat
isfied with the performance of both the
ALR and AST systems. (In fact, both ma
chines had higher CPU scores than some
486/25 PCs we've tested .) Both also offer
better-performing subystems (e.g ., video
and mass storage) than the Club. How
ever, prices on 486/25 systems are fall
ing , and you can find some with prices as
good as, if not better than, the ALR and
AST systems' full retail price.
The Club Eagle will appea l to those
hungry for more processing power but on
a tight budget. The fact that its CPU is a
386 type and not an i486 should not be a
big drawback. If you really need every
thing an i486 has to offer, you are better
off buying a 486/25 or 486/33 in terms of
price/performance.
These three systems will all appeal to
the same kind ofuser: the businessperson
or professional who wants the power to
run today's demanding applications and
operating environments without paying
top-of-the-l ine prices. Whether the mar
ket goes toward the i486SX or the Am386
matters mostly to Intel and AMD . For end
users, the competition between the two
will mean more power at lower prices. In
our book, that' s a win. •
Michael Nadeau is managing editor of
the BYTE Lab, and Alan Joch is a techni
cal editor f or the BYTE Lab. They can
be contacted on BIX as "miken " and
"ajoch , " respectively.
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POPULAR PRAISE FOR
THE PORTABLE DESl<TOP
"Every once in a while a PC
This new generation
product comes along in
PC is remarkable for the
which the performance,
performance and practi
design and concept are so
cality it provides. Carry
uncommon that a little
voice inside you says you
it from the office, to
really want to have one."
home, to multi-site
Jon Pepper,
locations so all your
PC Sources, 11 / 90
programs and files travel
conveniently with you.
"Engineered with the way

Customers and critics
alike are praising the
Brick for its portability,
elegant design, whisper
quiet operation and
screamingly fast power.
This diminutive PC with
the unforgettable name is
designed for the way
you always wanted to
do computing.
Here 's a sampling
from recent articles on
the Brick.
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people actually work in
mind. It answers the
question of how to trans
port an entire envi ronm ent
to and from several work
sites, something no other
product handles elegantly."
PC/Computing, I 2/ 90

"Overall the Brick repre
sents a clever counter to
conventional notebook
designs. It solves the
fundamental problem of
two-location computing.
You get to keep your home
and away files in sync
because they are the same. "

Tracy LicMider

ecs

UPDATE, 7/ 90

"Ergo's Brick maintains the
function ali ty of a desktop
PC within a small form
factor. ..the Brick is a real
performer, consistently
outperforming both
Compaq's and IBM's 16 MHz
SXs on PC Labs computer
benchmark tests."

Mall Ross,
PC Magazine, 9/25/90

"The Ergo Brick-that
delightfully small, full
featured 386SXrn machine.
It's almost silent, it's fast...
a great personal computer
in every other respect too."

Bill Machrone,
PC Magazine, 1/ 15/ 91

'The Brick is the first real
innovation in DOS based
computers in a long, long
time."
Computer Shopper,

1/ 91
"The philosophy behind the
Brick is so obvious that I'm
surprised that no one has
thought of it before...you
can keep a monitor and a
keyboard at each work
location, carrying only the
computer guts (and your
own data) between loca
tions ...in a world of boring
and utilitarian PCs, the
Brick stands out for both its
elegance and its technologi
cal sophistication ."

•

. .. .

Stan Miastkowsl?i,
BYTE, 6/ 90

THE
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3" x 8" x ,, ..
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"The
Brick is a
simple idea that is beauti
fully executed, resulting in a
machine whose time has
clearly come . You get the
convenience of a laptop
with the uncompromising
performance of
a desktop."

"The Brick is first
class all the way. Its
appearance and feel
suggest even higher
quality than that of
the Toshiba and
Compaq... This system
provides an amazi ng
amount of features and
support for the price."

Peter Varhol,
Personal Workstation
/// 90

"Using the Brick is a
pleasure. In fact, several
things about the Brick are
terrific. By any standard
it's a well eq uipped and
competitively priced 386SX
desktop; when you add the
appeal of its diminutive
size, it becomes adorable."

Eric Grevstad,
Portable Office, 12/ 90

Jon Pepper,
PC Sources,
11/ 90

"The beauty of this
arrangement is that
you never have to
worry about the
consistency of your
data fil es... you just
take it all with you."

"An ideal
Henry 1-ersko-Weiss,
system for
PC Magazine, 3/ 91
those who split
their workin g
"Only slightly larger
time between
Hi-res video drivers are included for over 25 major applications
and heavier than a
including Windows 3.0. WordPerfect, Ventura, Autocad, Cadkey,
home and
and Lotus. The Docking Terminal f$349J permits instant hook
college dictionary, the
office ...The
up of all cables and adds another 16-bit 3/4 length slot.
·
Brick
is a faux-granite
stylish "black
finished
portable
CPU that
granite' and beige cases
"...everyone who sees it
explores the middle ground
look as if they came straight
falls in love with it...
between desktop PCs and
from the pages of a Sharper
Recommended."
portable
computers ."
Image catalog."

PC Week, 9/24/ 90

Jerry Pournelle,
BYTE, 1/91

Fred Paul,
PC/Computing,
8/ 90
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Plus Your Choice of:
Windows 3.0 w1lh
Adobe ATM, Mouse
or:
.& DESQview/386 with QEMM,
Manifest, Tree86, Cache86
.& Ali software completely set up.
Ready to go

Options:
.& 104 MB 24ms HO
.& 212 MB 16ms HD
.& 20MHzBrick
.& 8 MB total RAM

•

add 5395
add $995
add $250
add $396

387SX Coprocessor
16MHz
add $395
20MHz
add $445
4 12" 640 x 480 mono
VGA monitor & IOI
keyboard-beige
add $2 18
14" 640 x 480 color
VGA monitor & 101
keyboard-beige
add $464
.& Color coordinated VGA
monitor · keyboard,
add $195
as shown
Docking Terminal add $349

•

•
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For further Information
or to request our FREI! Catafog

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-633·19.ZS ·

One Intercontinental Way
Peabody MA 01960
TEL: (508) 535-7510
FAX: (508) 535 -7512

.&
.&

16 MHz Intel 386SX
4 MB RAM (exp to 8 MB)
44 MB 28ms hard disk
2,400 bps modem
1024 x 768 VGA adapter
with I MB video RAM
3.5" floppy/1.44 MB
!&-bit half card exp. slot
DOS 3.3 or 4.01
I year warranty
30 day money back guarantee
Freight Prepaid

Or to receive Information vl11 P'AX, 24 hours,

C OM PUTIN G

Circle 105 on Inquiry Card.
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Seven's a Success
TOM THOMPSON AND OWEN LINDERHOLM

System 7 .O offers

Back in 1984, the Mac was the first microcom
puter to make a windowing operating system
compatibility,
available to a large audience . Over time, the
new features, and a
Mac OS was enhanced with features such as
hierarchical menus and 24-bit color. However,
future growth path
certain parts of the interface began to show
signs of age, and by the late 1980s, some ex
pert computer users were al ready running into the operating system's 8-megabyte
memory limit.
In 1989 , Apple announced its successor to the then-current version 6 software :
System 7 .0. It would fix the limitations while providing new capabilities. System
7 .0 was supposed to be available in about a year, but some delays pushed back the
launch date. However, Apple was making preparations for System 7.0's arrival:
The base hardware configuration of the Mac LC and Mac IIsi made these ma
chines ready for System 7 .0 .
System 7 .0 has finally arrived, and the wait has been well worth it. System
7 .O's new features make it an upgrade that is as significant for Mac users as Win
dows 3.0 was for Intel-based microcomputer users . What does System 7 .0 offer,
and why should you switch to it? Here are a few reasons :
• A more consistent interface that makes the Mac even easier to use .
• Compatibility with existing software. Since System 7 .0 is a revision of the
tried-but-true System 6.0 .x, many existing Mac applications, desk accessories
(DAs), and cdevs continue to work . You can immediately take advantage of its
high-resolution TrueType outline fonts or peer-to-peer file sharing with no modi
fication to the software. New interface features will completely change your Mac
working habits .
• Old limitations removed . Suitably equipped Macs can run System 7.0 as a 32
bit operating system, expanding the program address space from 8 MB to l giga
byte. Virtual memory support-where the contents of inactive portions of RAM
are swapped out to a hard disk and copied back into RAM as needed-lets you run
applications that are larger than the computer's physical RAM.
• Future extensions. While System 7.0 preserves all existing OS calls for com
patibility, it also augments its capabilities by supplying numerous new calls that
Jet applications share data and communicate to
other applications or computers . You '11 be able
THE FACTS
to use off-the-shelf applications that dynami
cally
exchange data with each other and pro
System 7.0
vide seamless access to remote databases.
Personal Upgrade Kit, $99 ;
Group Upgrade Kit, $349
The System 7 .0 beta 4 software we saw oc
Apple Computer, Inc.
cupies
eight 800K-byte floppy disks. Its hard
20525 Mariani Ave .
ware requirements are simple: a Mac Plus or
Cupertino, CA 95014
better with 2 MB of RAM and a hard disk
(408) 996-1010
drive. The Installer application is an enhanced
Circle 1167 on Inquiry Card.
version of the one used since System 6 .0 .4. It
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automatically identifies the Mac it's run
ning on and offers to install the complete
set of System software, utilities, and
printing services. Installation is just a
matter of feeding in the Mac disks until
the job is done. A Network Install appli
cation lets you install System 7.0 over a
network .
Not Just Another Pretty Interface
After you restart a color Mac, you ' re in
for a surprise. The Desktop icons are in
color. We're not talking about the seven
color shades that you could use to tint
icons using System 6.0.x. These icons
sport many different hues, which imparts
a dramatic three-dimensional effect to
Desktop objects.
Similarly, the scroll and title bars on
windows exhibit 3-D fe.itures, much like
Windows 3.0 or Motif (see the screen
shot) . Naturally , Macs with black-and
white screens use the old bit-mapped
icons and window dressing .
An application icon located on the right
side of the menu bar hints that you're run
ning MultiFinder. You have cooperative
background tasking at all times now (see
Don Crabb 's Macinations column for
further details). This new Finder has
taken on additional interface duties be
sides managing the screen and files,
while all the tasking sw itching code has
been moved into a hidden Process Man
ager (more on this later) . Clicking on the
application icon presents a pull-down
menu that lets you pick from a list of run
ning applications .
Returning to the menu bar, a new icon
next to the application icon resembles a
balloon. Clicking on this icon gives you
access to Balloon Help, a built-in context
sensitive help mechanism. When Bal loon
Help is enabled, cartoon-style voice bal
loons appear as you move the mouse over
the screen . The balloon ' s tip points to the
object selected by the mouse, and inside
the balloon is a brief descriptive explana
tion of the object's function.
Consistency Is the Key
Apple has rediscovered the value of the
keyboard: The cursor keys let you navi
gate around the Desktop, an icon at a time .
Or, you can type the first character of a
filename or folder name to select an item.
This closely copies the behavior of the
ubiquitous Standard File dialog box , and
it provides a consistent way to select files
whether you're in an application or at the

PCSystems
Microstreamer•
v.ilh Cafli/Cab/e/Softwaro
SCSI and Cipher

I !!! I
~

The Complete Solution
For 9-Track &3480 Tapes
OnYourPC

~

GCRCacheTspe •
v.ilh CaldCab/elSottware
SCSI and Cipher

I !!!! I
~

~

TapeXpress ""'
v.ilh CilldCabla!Sottware
SCSI and Cipher

3()()()/
v.ilh CilrdCabl&'Sottware
SCSlandlPI

M

~

~

9-Track
Microstreamer"
SCSI and Cipher

(16000200 /JP)

I !!!I
CacheTape·•
Cipher

I 16000200 tp)

I !!!I
GCRCscheTspe•
SCSI and Cipher
(161XJ-6250t;p)

l•I
3480
TspeXpress ™
SCSI and Cipher

!E

• Transport data between locations
regardless of system type
• Saves the high cost of data
conversion
• Flexible, easy to use software
• Doubles as a high perfonnance,
high capacity backup device
• Superior service and support.
Cipher offers field service and
a 1 year factory repair warranty
• Cipherproductconnecffvity
includes: SUN, APOLLO, DEC,
NCR, AS/400, RISC/6000,
ALTOS, Motorola

3000;

• Accessories and media

30001 with Autoloader

Cipher Data Products, headquat1ered in
San Diego, California, is a subsidiary of
Archive Corporation, the largest independ
ent tape drive manufacturer in the world.
Cipher has been a leader in the computer
tape drive andsubsystem business for the
past 22 years with over 60 distributors
worldwide.
With one ofthe broadestproductlinesin the
industry, Cipheris theleadingsupplierto the
largest computer companies in the world.
For the solution to your interchange and
backup needs, call Anita or Kim now at

1-800-4-CIPHER
(1-800-424-7437) for US Sales,
Spares & Repairs information,
for Europe, ca/144-734-775757 (UK)

for Technical Suppot1 information,
call 1-619-693-7700

SCSiandfPI
5. 7 Gigabytes! 54 MB/min.

The choice of the world's leading computer companies
Circle 66 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 67).
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Desktop. A new Desktop button in the
Standard File dialog box gives you an
overview of all the Mac 's mounted vol
umes (i.e., disk drives, floppy disks , and
servers), and, like the new application
icon menu, it lets you choose from the list.
When you view a crowded folder 's con
tents as text, new visual indicators help
you sort through the blizzard of names.
Folder names are prefaced by a right
pointing arrowhead. Clicking on the ar
rowhead opens the folder , showing its
contents as text names indented slightly
to the right. The arrowhead then points
downward , indicating that the folder is
open. This gives you a useful visual hier
archy of folder directories.
System 7 .0 handles DAs and cdevs in a
consistent manner. DAs were formerly
invoked from the Apple menu, and cdevs
hid out within the Control Panel DA ' s
window. This made for a confusing inter
face for novices. DAs and cdevs now be
have like miniapplications: Double-click
ing on them launches them. The Apple
menu can still be used to start DAs, even
though they aren't part of the System file
now . Instead, they live in a special Apple
Menu Item folder. Cdevs are no longer ac
cessed from the Control Panel DA, but
from the Finder within their own Control
Panel folder . This normalizes the Mac in
terface so that you can access files , launch
applications, or modify system features
the same way.
Easy Changes
System 7.0 also simplifies how you cus
tomize your system. Adding new fonts or
DAs to a System 6.0.x file required the
use ofa Font/DA Mover application. Add
ing new sounds meant using either Res
Edit, a developer's tool, or third-party
INITs. Now you simply drag DAs, fonts,
or sound resource files into the System
Folder to install them.
New folders within the System Folder
organize the population explosion of spe
cialized files. The previously mentioned
Apple Menu Item folder places objects on
the Apple menu and is where DAs are cop
ied by default.
The Control Panel folder is where
cdevs go, and an Extensions folder holds
the system extensions (e.g., AppleShare,
printer drivers, and INITs). A Prefer
ences folder contains al I those preference
files that applications create to store user
settings. A Startup folder holds those ap
plications and DA s that you want
launched when the Mac starts.
The System file now lets you add or re
move certain items easily. Double-click
ing on it opens a window, displaying all
44
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the fonts and sounds. You can add sounds
and fonts by dragging the files to this Sys
tem window, or you can remove them by
dragging the selected objects out of the
window. However, the System file still
does its old job of packing essential re
sources that the Mac OS needs to operate.
A peek inside the System file with Res
Edit 2.1 shows dozens of different re
sources . The System file window lets you
view and manipulate resources (i.e.,
sounds and fonts) you're likely to change.

The

System file

now lets you add
or remove certain
items easily.

New on the Menu
If you go mousing around through the
Finder menus , you'll discover some new
items on the File menu : Sharing, Make
Alias , and Find. The Sharing item lets
you make a volume or folder available to
any user on an AppleShare network on a
peer-to-peer basis. You selectthe object's
access rights in a window that appears.
For folders and applications , the icon
changes to indicate that it's shared. Users
access these shared objects by connecting
to them through the Chooser, exactly like
file servers.
The Make Alias item lets you create
and manage your information through the
use of alias files. An alias file points to
another Desktop object (e.g., a volume,
folder, or file). Alias files are treated ex
actly as if they were the original files, but
their names are italicized so you can tell
them apart from the real files.
The Apple menu is hard-wired to
launch DAs inside the Apple Menu Items
folder . The exception is the Control Panel
"DA," which is actually an alias to the
Control Panels folder. This implementa
tion of the Apple menu thus provides you
with a way to access your most frequently
used documents , folders , and applica
tions. Drag any document or application
(or its alias) to the Apple Menu Items fold
er, and it immediately appears in the
Apple menu . Now anything you need is
only a menu choice away.

The Find item does just what it says: It
finds files. It has Boolean search opera
tions for multiple files and can be set to
locate files on a particular volume by
name, kind , or date.
New Changes Inside
The changes to System 7.0's graphical
user interface (GUI) are obvious. How
ever, there are numerous modifications to
the Mac OS internally that, while not as
obvious , are just as significant. First, the
Desktop file, with all its size and speed
problems, is gone. All of a file 's bundle
information (the icon to display and the
file's creator and type) is collected into a
Desktop database.
Unlike the old Desktop file, which re
tained the icon of every file copied to the
disk, the Finder updates the database as
files are added or removed. Files and fold
ers dragged to the Desktop are stored in a
hidden Desktop folder , and Trash itself is
now a folder.
There are a number of enhancements
to existing Mac OS managers. The File
Manager now assigns a file a unique ID
number . Applications use this ID number
to locate a file, even when it is moved to a
new folder or renamed . New File Man
ager calls perform special file saves (so as
not to alter the ID number) , handle cata
log searches, and control file access rights
on foreign file systems, such as Unix vol
umes .
The Event Manager's role has been ex
panded beyond simply dealing with low
level events such as keystrokes or mouse
clicks . It helps to handle a new class of
events called high-level events, which
transmit commands to other applications.
Another new event class , OS events, is
used by the Process Manager and coordi
nates application switching (suspend/re
sume events) .
The Resource Manager has new calls
that enable it to read portions ofa resource
into memory , edit it, and write it back to
disk. Formerly , the Resource Manager
had to read anentire resource-regardless
of its size-into RAM.
The new Memory Manager supports
both 24-and 32-bit addressing modes . All
applications that are "32-bit clean" (i.e. ,
that use all 32 bits ofthe address and don't
manipulate a memory block's character
istics directly) will run in the 32-bit mode
without modification. Only Macs with
32-bit-clean ROMs (i.e., the llci , Ilsi,
and Ilfx) can operate in the 32-bit mode .
System 7 .0 operates in a 24-bit compati
bility mode to support older Macs. The
Memory Manager also supports virtual
memory on 68030-based Macs or 68020

Free i860™ Processor and i860/APX Software!
By now,you've probably heard about our industry-first
4860™ MotherBoard that packs the power of the Intel
80486 CPU with the Intel 80860 RISC processor
(i486™ + i860=4860).
What you haven't heard is that,
for a limited time,when you buy
a 4860 MotherBoard with 8MB of RAM,
Hauppauge will give youan i860 RISC
processor and the i860/APX operating
system at no additional cost.
Why give you this capability? Because
you'll enjoy a level of processor perform
ance never before seen in a PC. Our bet
is that you'll be so impressed,you'll
come back for more!
APC Revolution: In the PC environment,
the 4860 is a486- based MotherBoard with the new
EISA 1/0 bus. It runs over 2times faster than 386 com
puters and delivers mainframe power for applications
including CAD, LAN and desktop publishing. This board
is fullycompatible with DOS,IBM 's OS/2, Novell
\letware and SCO UNIX. What's more, Hauppauge's
4860 supports up to 64 MBytes of memory withouta
RAM expansion board.

By adapting Intel's APX (Attached Processor Executive)
software to our 4860 MotherBoard,we've created
away to exploit the power of the i860 to give
you practical multiprocessing.In fact ,i860/APX
provides a base for entirely new appli 
cations made possible by the advent
of the i860 RISC processor.
Technical Features: 25 or 33MHZ
486/ 860· 4 Mbytes of high speed
RAM expandable to 64 Mbytes shared
betweeni486 and i860 processors
· Socket for optional Intel Turbo Cache
485™and Weitek 4167·7EISA1/0
slots· 64-bit expansion slot for
optional high-speed graphic frame
buffer· 1 parallel, 2 serial ports and
a built-in PS/2 -style mouse port.
Enjoy a RISC- free investment. Our 4860 MotherBoard
is designed with the world's highest performing
microprocessors. So you can have the world's highest
performing PCs and workstations.
For more information,call 1-800-443-6284.

Haupp auge Computer Works, Inc.
91Cabot Court
Hauppauge, NewYork 11788
Ha~'npau:e/
RISC-Y Business: The i860 processor is ideal in com
'lelephone: Sl6-4 34- l600
~t''
plex applications,performing up to 25 million floatingfa\: 516-434-3198
point operations per second. It adds to the power
In Europe (49) 2161-17063 _.
Al'ailahlc at your localcomputer dealer.
of the 486, so you can run rings around ordinary PCs.
In Australia: (7) 262-3122
See us at PC Expo, Booth 1628
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Trademarks: OS/2 : IBM· Intel 386, i486, i860 and "l\Jrbo Cache 485™: Intel Corp.· DOS and Xenix: Microsoft Corp. · 4860, 4860 MotherBoard: Hauppauge
Circle 133 on Inquiry Card.
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based Macs equipped with a paged mem
ory management unit.
The AppleTalk Manager now has
AppleTalk Phase 2 network addressing
and AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (a
full-duplex communications data stream)
support built in . It also has enhanced pro
tocol drivers and an Ethernet driver for
Apple's EtherTalk NB board. System
6.0.x users need special INITs or cdevs
to enjoy any of these network features.
The Font Manager now uses TrueType
font technology to produce high-quality
text up to 32,768 points in size on both the
Mac's screen and any output device, re
gardless of the device's output resolution .
The Font Manager achieves this by using
special outline fonts that are similar in
function to (but not compatible with)
Postscript Type 1 outline fonts. Since the
Font Manager is an integral part of how
the Mac displays text, all applications im
mediately gain TrueType's benefits .

New System Additions
As you might expect, System 7.0 requires
some new managers to implement many
of its new features . Here's a quick run-
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down on some of them.
The Alias Manager creates and uses
special alias records that store a file's di
rectory and volume information. A file ' s
ID number is unique only on the volume
the file resides on; the Alias Manager
keeps track of files across volumes or
from backup devices by using an exten
sive set of search algorithms.
A Data Access Manager lets a Mac ap
plication access data sources on remote
computers . Applications that have no con
cept of using a database (database-naive)
can access database information by using
a query document and DAM . This query
document contains commands and data
that organize an application 's information
request into a format suitable for the data
base. DAM establishes contact with a re
mote server, opens a query document,
sends the query , and receives the returned
data . Certain applications can also send
data to the remote server.
An application can access different
databases simply by using different query
documents, and a Data Access Language
(formerly called CL/I) supplies a Struc
tured Query Language interface for com-

Last Year A Patchwork Document
Imaging System Might Have
Cost You $250,000.
Now There's A Powerful
Turn-Key Solution For
Less Than $35,000.

EEF
Elex Electronic Filing
Get the full picture on page 53.
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municating with database applications.
The long-range potential of this manager
can't be overestimated: DAM provides
the basis for any Mac application to access
databases or other data sources , whether
it's located beyond a network gateway or
on a distant mainframe.
A Process Manager handles the Mac's
cooperative background-tasking environ
ment, a job formerly accomplished by
MultiFinder. It's responsible for building
a partition in memory for an application,
loading the code, launching it, and sched
uling CPU time for it. It also manages ac
cess to shared resources. DAs , now con
sidered applications, are launched into
their own memory partition. The Process
Manager assigns a 64-bit process serial
number for each process and maintains
context information on the process. Ap
plications can use Process Manager calls
to launch other applications and to obtain
information on other processes.

Can We Talk?
One ofthe most promising features ofSys
tem 7.0 is its support oflnter-Application
Communications. IAC lets applications
exchange " live " (continually updated)
information , unlike the static data snap
shots taken during existing copy-and
paste operations. System 7.0 provides this
IAC facility on several levels.
A Publish/Subscribe feature will see
immediate use in office work. An appli
cation that is System 7.0-aware lets you
" publish " (make available) all or a por
tion of your document. Other users "sub
scribe" to your document, and as you
make changes to your work, they are re
layed to the subscribers. Data flow is not
two-way: It always progresses from the
publisher to the subscriber.
The Event Manager description men
tioned a new class ofhigh-level events that
are used for handling application commu
nications. These are AppleEvents, and
they're used by applications to request
services from another application, re
spond to requests , or send messages. IAC
is organized as a client-server relation
ship, where the requesting application is
the client, and the application processing
the request is the server. The Edition
Manager uses other AppleEvents to sup
port Publish/Subscribe operations.
A Program-to-Program Communica
tions Toolbox lets applications communi
cate at a low level for tightly coupled con
trol or to obtain services the Event Man
ager can't provide.. Two applications use
the PPC Toolbox to open communications
ports and then establish a session.
Apple has provided a solid foundation

"My Dolch 486™
is awesome. . ."
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May 2G-23, 1991 ·Atlanta. Georgia

"Hey, I now own the peifect
portable that lets me get my work
done anywhere. Not just a few files ..
.eve1ything I had on my desktop!"
" PowerfuP You bet! After I
downloaded all my desktop stuft~ on
it's 200 MB HD, I stiU had plenty of
room left and it screamed through
everything at 11 MIPS!''
"My Dolch P.A.C. is setting new
'rules'. It's portable, fast and I still can
add 4fttll-size int:ernal expansion
cants. Wow!"
"You have to see the b1illiant display
- I mean reaUy see it. TFI'is the lat:est
color t:echnology, that's folly VGA
compatible."
"Hey! Don't take my word
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P.A.C. to' ... outclass all
other portables' and picked
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286TM, 386sxrM, 386DXrM or a 486TM
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can buy today, and it happens to have
a handle. Get a lot more work done
- where and when you want."
Why Wait?. . .Call today.
(800)538-7506 US; (800 ) 233-2077 CA
Jn Canada call Laptech 1-800-561 -4527

Dolch.
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The two folders with cable icons indicate that their co11te11ts are shared across th e
network. A11 icon shows that someone is accessing the Shared docume11ts folder .
of Mac OS- supported tools where appli
cations can seamlessly exchange infor
mation or access data sources . It will be
up to third-party vendors to lay the bricks
of new applications on this foundation.
Road Test
Our tests of System 7. 0 included four
Macs: a Mac Ilci with 8 MB of RAM and
equipped with a SuperMac Technology
19-inch monitor and a Spectrum/24 PDQ
board , a Mac Ilfx with 8 MB ofRAM and
equipped with an AppleColor 13-inch
monitor and an 8•24 GC board, a Mac
SE/30 with 2 MB ofRAM , and a Mac SE
with 4 MB of RAM. We found that you ' re
going to need at least 4 MB of RAM to
reap the benefits of System 7. 0 . On the
Mac SE/30, the Mac OS used about 1.5
MB , leaving only 500K to SOOK bytes of
RAM free .
Many ofour favorite applications (e.g .,
PageMaker 4.0, FreeHand 3.0, Illustra
tor 3.0, and MacWrite II) worked fine.
Lots of DAs worked , including Zedcor's
DeskPaint 3.03 and CE Software's Disk
Top 3.0.1. QuicKeys 2.0 works , but some
features (e.g ., a utility for mounting file
servers) signaled an error and quit. INITs
and cdevs were a mixed lot: Some per
formed fine in the Extensions folder , but
others , such as Shiva 's configuration
!NIT and Adobe Type Manager (ATM)
2.0 , look for auxiliary files and must be
placed in the System Folder.
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System 7.0 ' s Sharing feature worked
reliably , and even System 6 .0 . x users
were able to access shared folders and vol
umes. Our networking link s to Unix via
a Cayman GatorBox and to DOSdom via
NetWare still worked . A beta copy ofFar
allon Computing's Timbuktu 4.0 worked
fine , relaying color screens across a Lo
calTalk network . In fact , users running
System 6 .0.x can attach , view , and con
trol System 7.0 Macs, getting a color pre
view of the situation . We use Shiva's
networked NetModem to dial remote
sites, and it operated fine , once we sorted
out where the cdev had to go.
The TrueType fonts produced excel
lent output on both an Apple StyleWriter
and black-and-white laser printers using
the Adobe PostScript interpreter, and you
can actually mix both font types in a word
processing document. The new Laser
Writer 7 .0 driver no longer uses a Laser
Prep dictionary file, and it remembers
whether your last print job required color
or just black and white. Bitstream gener
ously provided us with a number ofdiffer
ent TrueType fonts that produced gor
geous results, proving that the TrueType
technology works.
ATM 2.0 still operates, so you have ac
cess to both Postscript fonts on top of the
TrueType fonts. Adobe ' s Illustrator 3.0
also works, but ifyou useaTrueType font
with its text tool , the text fails to appear.
Adobe is working on a fix . FreeHand 3.0

works with both Postscript and True Type
fonts , down to setting the text' s fill and
stroke colors . However, printing color
TrueType text from FreeHand 3.0 to a
Tektronix Phaser IT color printer (which
uses a PostScript clone interpreter) gave
the printer fits. We could print the file to
an NEC Colormate PS , which uses Adobe
PostScript 51. 9. Both Illustrator 3.0 and
FreeHand 3 .0 printed color text and
graphics fine on the Phaser II using Post
script fonts .
The upshot of these results is that, for
most applications, TrueType does well.
People who use graphics-intensive appli
cations with text should check for poten
tial problems, although the FreeHand 3 .0
results hint that the situation isn 't as bad
as it seems . A bigger question mark for
TrueType is ifyou have to send your work
to a typesetting service, but for now the
solution is to stick with Postscript fonts .
Should You Switch?
What does it cost to switch? Final pricing
wasn't set when we went to press, but the
latest figures provided by Apple indicate
that the Personal Upgrade Kit , which in
cludes eight floppy disks , manuals, and
telephone support , is available for $99. A
Group Upgrade Kit includes the Personal
Upgrade Kit , plus software on a CD-ROM
and the NetWork InstaII application. It
costs $349.
It ' s crucial in these days ofblazing pro
cessors and more powerful microcom
puters to understand that hardware alone
doesn ' t provide you with a working solu
tion . Equally important is the software
that makes the system go. Apple' s System
7 .0 solves the immediate problem of soft
ware compatibility while providing new
interface and networking features that
you can use immediately. Apple is to be
commended for pushing the envelope for
making its tried-and-true GUI more con
sistent and easier to use.
Over time, you can expect System 7 .0
aware application s that will cooperate
with one another in a powerful synergy.
These applications will have transparent
access to databases and exchange infor
mation with other applications, all while
letting you work cooperatively with
others in the office. Apple has taken the
lead in showing that the office computer
can still be a productivity solution- and
not a problem. •
Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior editor at
large, a11d Owen li11derholm is a BYTE
senior news editor. They can be con
tacted on BIX as "tom_thompson " and
"owenl, " respectively.

If You Have Windows 3.0...

You Should Have Core/DRAW!
CorelDRAW 2.0. It's the award winning PC
graphics package that's easy to learn and
use. If you're artistic, you can create your
own graphics from scratch with CorelDRAW's
powerful drawing tools. In a hurry? Choose
from CorelDRAW's collection of over 4000
clipart images and symbols, or use
CorelTRACE to automatically trace scanned
images and bitmaps. You can even import
graphics from other packages and jazz them
up in CorelDRAW.
And the CD-ROM version of CorelDRAW
comes with over 3500 extra clipart images
from ArtRight - a $2000 value.
Thanks to the large storage capacity of the
CD-ROM, we are able to offer top quality
images and symbols in uncompressed
format, for easy and instant access.

If you don't already have a CD-ROM drive,
Corel offers a package that includes
CorelDRAW, a high-performance CD-ROM
drive and an easy to use CorelDRIVER SCSI
interface kit. Corel offers you powerful plug
and play solutions for all your CD-ROM
needs, as well as access to the hundreds of
exciting CDs available.

Ride the CD-ROM and multimedia wave today!
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FAX: (613) 728-9790
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Dimensions: 7.5 x 9.75 x .2 5 '~

$2.49

No leasing plan available.

Multiple, non-glare,
paper-white screens
Speed: 20 wpm
~

200 pages of - - - - 
non-expandable memory

THAN THE NEW 20 lV

VVE'RE STILL LOOKING FOR c
As you can see, there are few notebooks more affordable
company' larger compute rs.
than the new 20 MHz landon NB/386sx. That's b ecause our
And while the Tand on notebook may be extre mely small,
new notebook's only $3,495, a price thousands of --------~ its extra large 9 inch, non-glare VGA display makes
IMMEDIA'.I'E
dolla rs less tha n most other compute rs in its class.
even the most complex graphics easy to read. The
DELIVERY
paper-white screen, specially designed to reduce
And in addition lo great saving , yo u get a superi
o r, full-functioning compute r with standard
eye strain, p rovides a sharp, bright image using
AVAILABLE.
features that are options on mo t othe r notebooks.
triple supe r twist LCD technology.
Of course, with any rfhnd on Compute r you also get the
The read y-to-go Tandon NB/386sx boa ls the 20 MHz
Intel® 80386SX processor, the highest level of powe r you
support you expect from a $400 million corporatio n. Prompt
deli ve ry, a one year limited wa rra nty, a nd helpful toll-free
can get in a balle ry-powered notebook today. But that's just
for sta rter . You al o get a 30MB ID E hard drive and a 3.5"
tech support We eve n offe r a special leasing program. And iJ
for any rea on you're not pleased, yo u get a full refund with
inte rnal floppy drive, 2 1Bs of me mory expand able to a
whopping 16 MBs, a nd three hour of battery li fe. ot bad
in th e first 30 days.
So if yo u"re inte rested in a great little portable compute r
fo r a 6.5 lb. machine small e nough Lo fit o n thi page.
with desktop perfo rm ance. call u today about the new
The NB/386sx i extremely versatile, too. It has o ne par
Tando n N B/386-x o r the 'fand o n NB/386 x, fodel 60 with
allel port a nd two serial po rts. So you ca n plug into a large
combination of devices like a printe r. mou e. g raphic ta blet.
a 601\'IB hard dri ve, fo r o nl y $3,995.
T he re a re other ways to save thousa nd s of dolla r- on a note
o r modem. At the office, you ca n connect up to a n exte rnal
monitor a nd keyboard , or even co mmunicate with yo ur
book, but just none quite as practica l.

- $3,495
Lease: As low as $123/month

No n-glare, paper-white
VG creen

2 MB of memory
ex1Ja ndable to 16 1Bs

K WITH A BETTER PRICE

Hz TANDON NB/386sx.
~

WITH BETrl ER FEATURES.
1

' 'Tandon moves to the head of the class
when you compare Notebook features you
get for the dollars spent. ' '
By1e. March 1991
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Price
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$5,499.00 *
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To ORDER DIRE~
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* List prices published by JDC, and Hard Facts, April 1991.
Actual dealer prices mny vary.
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A New Workstation Standard

N

ot since the introduction of the IBM
RISC System/6000 has there been
such an impressive introduction in the
RISC workstation market as the HP/
Apollo 9000 Series 700. But, unlike the
RISC System/6000, the Hewlett-Packard
Precision Architecture (PA) RISC pro
cessor is not completely revolutionary ;
earlier versions have been used in HP
minicomputers since 1986.
In the Series 700, the CPU board con
tains three fin-cooled large-scale CMOS
chips: the FPU, the CPU, and the mem
ory and 1/0 controller chip . High-speed
graphics-related operations are integral
to the design of the CPU board rather than
being implemented as a separate unit. The
FPU has special instructions for three
dimensional graphics , including inverse
square root. The CPU includes the integer
processing unit and the memory manage
ment unit. The memory and 1/0 control
ler chip is specially designed for high
speed graphics, including z-buffering.
The 256K bytes of data cache and 128K
bytes of instruction cache (256K bytes on
the Model 750) are separate chips.
The CPU board can hold 64 megabytes
of RAM (128 MB with a daughterboard
on the Model 750) . Because of the large
amount of memory involved, HP/ Apollo

uses error-checking and correcting
RAM. Any multibit memory errors can
be diagnosed , and any single-bit errors
are both diagnosed and corrected .
A few elements ofthe new PA-RISC de
sign have migrated from Apollo's PRISM
design: the multiply/add and multiply/
subtract compound instructions (the
RISC System/6000 has similar instruc
tions) and graphics operations that are
closely integrated with the CPU instruc
tion set. The PA-RISC design does not in
clude innate multiprocessing, a feature of
Apollo's PRISM RISC . Unfortunately,
the use of PA-RISC in the Series 700 sig
nals the death of the PRISM.
Software designed for older versions of
PA-RISC can run on the newer versions
without recompilation . Therefore, more
than 3500 applications are immediately
available for the Series 700 workstations.
The HP/Apollo 9000 Series 700 con
sists of three models: the 720, a desktop
design running at 50 MHz; the 730, a
desktop design running at 66 MHz; and
the 750 , a desk side design also running at
66 MHz , but with an internal capacity of
192 MB ofRAM and 2.6 gigabytes ofdisk
storage. The system box for desktop de
signs is 20 inches wide by 17 1h inches
deep by 4'h inches high . All systems are
highly modular: The separate ele
ments (i.e., disk, CPU , power,
communications , and video) are
built as drawers that slide out of the
back of the units . The SCSI-2 link
between the disk drive module and
the communications module is

created with a short external cable rather
than through an internal communications
bus.
Besides the SCSI-2 port, the communi
cations module includes two serial ports,
a Centronics parallel port, thin and thick
Ethernet ports, an audio speaker jack,
and the HP interface loop jack for the key
board, mouse, and user input devices .
The high-end models include from one
to four EISA slots. Besides the array of
existing third-party EISA boards , you can
order a Series 700 with an optional fast
SCSI-2 bus that delivers 10 MB per sec
ond.
When we designed the Unix bench
marks (see "The BYTE Unix Bench
marks," March 1990), the DECsystem
3100 was the fastest machine in the desk
top workstation class. Our benchmarks
seemed to have plenty of headroom for
higher performance. Less than a year
later, however, we found that the RISC
System/6000 (with more than 50,000
Dhrystones) had driven the benchmarks
to the limit, so we began developing a new
set of benchmarks .
The HP/ Apollo 720 exceeded many of
our original tests . Unofficial tests show
that it was giving more than 80 ,000
Dhrystones. Unfortunately, our new
benchmarks are not yet released, so we
can give only rough numbers on perfor
mance . But there is no question that these
machines outperform not only all the Sun
machines in their price range , but also the
RISC System/6000, MIPS machines , and
others . The HP/Apollo machine showed
even higher floating-point performance
over the RISC System/6000. We will pub
lish actual figures along with our new
Unix benchmarks. For the time being ,
there is no reason to doubt HP/Apollo's
claims of from 57 to 76 million integer in
structions per second (depending on the
model) and from 17 to 22 miJlion float
ing-point operations per second .
The Model 720 CRX with two 210-MB
hard disk drives and 32 MB of RAM is the
fastest workstation BYTE has looked at to
date. Even with the low-end color display
board, the Motif displays are instanta
neous . Because the display processing is
integral to the CPU design, the display
speed is nothing less than phenomenal .

The User's Perspective
Despite IBM ' s effort to capture the lead in
the RISC workstation market, Sun Micro
systems still has a firm grip on the posi
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EEF
ELEX ELECTRONIC FIUNG
The ELEX Electronic Filing System
(EEF) is a hardware/software sys
tem designed to reduce the fright
ening volumes of paperwork that
burden businesses on a daily basis.
As paper is eliminated, transactions
are made in a fraction of the time
required by traditional means, costly
storage facilities are reduced, data
security and integrity is enhanced,
and work quality and quantity is
increased. These factors all give
companies and individuals the com
petitive advantage they need to ex
cel in the business environment of
the 90's.

Filing vs. Archiving

filin g functionality. These blocks are
not bound to specific hardware/
software limitations. As such, they
can be combined in a variety of
forms on each of the following op
erating platforms, to achieve opti
mal satisfaction of an application's
specific demands:
• A single user workstation under
the DOS or the OS/2 operating
system.
• A local area network - Novell
NetWare 286 and higher or any
DOS 3.1 compatible network.
• A host computer under the
UNIX, V AXNMS or IBM AS/
400 system with a PC connection.
Input

Document image processing is a
new technology which has just be
gun to evolve. The myriad of hard
ware devices on the market, and the
lack of an industry standard proto
col for communicating between
them, make the integration of an
electronic filing system a formidable
task. And without intelligent soft
ware to control all aspects of the
storage, management, and retrieval
of documents, the filing system will
be nothing more than a micro-fiche
machine in disguise.
With these considerations in mind,
EEF was designed as a turn-key so
lution which relieves the clients of
all the intricacies involved in inte
grating a truly functional electronic
filing system. Yet its flexible design
allows continuous and smooth up
grade as the users needs grow and
change.

Open Architecture
EEF is designed as a totally open
architecture system. Rather than
being a closed package, EEF is com
posed of individual building blocks
defined by their area of electronic

Scanner, Fax, Word Processing,
Host Computer, Etc.
Processing
Document Manager, Retrieval
Engine, Hyper-Mtajia, Database
Application Ge11e!lator, Turn-key

Solution.

!?

Medical Uses
The kind of visual information
which is so essential for medical ap
plications is handled by EEF in a
natural, straightforward manner.

Art Catalogs
Making multi/media presentations
of art works, for example at auc
tions, can provide an exciting new
display method.

Real Estate I Travel Agency
EEF can be used to take the custom
ers on an on-site electronic tour
without ever leaving the office, thus
shortening the process of selection.

EEF Pilot System
For prospective clients wishing to
enter the field, we have prepared a
pilot system, enclosing in one pack
age the full range of functions nec
essary for electronic filing. The sys
tem components are:

Hardware

Output
Printer,_Plotter,
Fax, Hosti

sketches, etc.

Res. Qisplay,.
puter

EEF Applications
The EEF system opens a vast new
world of opportunities for you. The
possible applications are limitless,
and to name a few:

Management Systems
Any application which requires
original documents and forms (e.g.
verification of signatures and L/C
in the banking area).

386 base micro-computer at 33MHz
with 64K cache, 8 MB RAM, 1.2GB
with access time of 0.8MS (disk cach
ing), proprietary scanner and printer
interfaces, high resolution (1660 x
1200) CRT display, laser printer 300
dpi at 8 ppm, scanner 300 dpi with
100 page feeder.

Software
The EEF software package, includ
ing the document manager, the
retrieval engine, the hypermedia
interface, and 20 hours of customi
zation services.

Scientific and Engineering Data

Total cost for the pilot system is
30,000 US$.

Any application in these fields
that requires maps, charts, logs,

For further details and literature,
please contact:

EUROPE: ELEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS SA
65, Rue de Lausanne 1202 Geneva Switzerland Tel. + 41 22 738 11 88 Fax. + 41 22 738 11 90

USA: ELEX INFORMATION SYSTEMS INC.
125-127 North 4th Street Philadelpltia, PA 19106 USA Tel. + 1 215 627 7202 Fax.= 1 215 627 2342.
Trademarks: DOS, OS/2 , Microsoft Corp; Net Ware, Novell, In c.; UNIX, SCO Corp; AS/400, IBM Corp; VA X/VM S, Digital Equip. Corp.
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tion . Motorola-based workstations from
HP and Apollo are commonplace, but
they ' re certainly no match for the RISC
market, which is dominated by SPARC
and MIPS-based machines. Sun View and
OpenWindows have attracted many de
velopers and purchasers . Motif may be
pretty , but it leaves much to be desired
when compared to the Sun interfaces.
Motif requires additional software for file
management and session control.
HP 's VUE has everything that is miss
ing from Motif, including an excellent file
manager that not only looks better than
Looking Glass (Visix Software) and
X.Desktop (IXI), but uses windows in an
economica l way . An outstanding (for Mo
tif) feature ofthe VUE file manager is the
drag-and-drop action associated with the
file icons: Drag a text file to the printer
icon , and the file prints. Drag it to root
(background), and you are editing it.
The Workspace Manager is completely
configurable, but only with some editing
of two quite technical description files (a
trait found with most Motif applications).
But the default design and two other sam
ples will cover the taste range of most
users . The default VUE Workspace Man
ager control bar includes a clock, date,
ystem load plot, mail , hpterm, printer,
file manager, application manager, trash
bin directory, help, terminal lock, re
sources control (Style Manager), and vir
tual screen menu .
The system administration and docu
mentation interfaces aren't nearly as im
pressive as VUE, but they're still the best

IMPRESSIONS

you will find on
any system .
The version of
HP-UX (HP's li
cense of Unix)
seems particularly
robust. Unlike
Apollo's Domain,
this is a real Unix
kernel and operat
ing system, with
HP ' s own mix of
Berkeley Standard
Distribution and
System V utilities
and system calls.
HP is very much
part of the Open
Software Founda
tion camp and,
along with DEC, is
promoting the move to OSF/ l. HP-UX 8
complies with more elements of more
standards than I care to list here. I'll just
say that this system will fit into any Unix
environment. The speed of the display
and X Window System implementation is
so fast that applications running on re
mote machines are at least as fast as on the
host , and in most cases faster.
The only criticism that I have as a user is
focused on an inexpensive, although im
portant, component: the keyboard . The
keys feel loose, the tactile feedback is
minimal, and the Escape key is combined
with the Delete key (shifted) and placed in
an unconventional position in the lower
left.

Potent Portables for Power Purchasers

Prices start at $11,990 for a diskless
version of the Model 720 with 16 MB of
RAM . The unit I saw lists at $34,490.

-Ben Smith
THE FACTS
HP/Apollo 9000 Series 700
$11 ,990 to $1 18. 190
Hewlett-Packard Co. Inquiries
19310 Pruneridge Ave .
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 752-0900
Circle 1168 on Inquiry Card .

S

ince its acq uisition last year by
Groupe Bull, Zenith Data Systems
has been unusually quiet. Once known for
regularly rolling out innovative computer
products , the company's appa rent lack of
activity led some pundits to assume that
ZDS's aggressive days were over. Wrong.
It has come blasting back with a raft of
new computers . I had a chance to take an
early look at two trailblazing products:
the first shipping notebook computer
based on Intel's cutting-edge 386SL chip
set, and a top-of-the-line i486-based
portable .
The MastersPort 386SL is an example
of the first truly innovative technology
for PCs in years. It ' s based on Intel 's
386SL, a two-chip set that lets computer
makers build portable PCs with a mini
mum of parts. Although this means less
54
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When you think about it, a one-size
fits-all mouse makes as much sense
as a one-size-fits-all shoe. Thafs why
Logitech"' created MouseMan'"-the first
line of mice designed to fit different
kinds of hands.All MouseMan prod
ucts are ergonomically shaped for
comfort and ease of use. They're
also totally plug compatible with the
Microsoft• mouse. Of course, all come
with Logitech 's legenda ry quality and
lifetime warranty.

MouseMan for

theRightH~

I

.

f(

MouseMan for
the Leh Hand

MouseMan
Cordless
Radio Mouse
For more information, coll:

800-231-7717 ext. 2606
In CA: 800-552-8885 ext. 2617.

Tools That Power The Desktop.

Pretty
A PC that looks good in
your office won't look good
for long out in the plant.
Heat murders micropro
cessors. Oust decimates
disk drives. Vibration
victimizes video cards .
Mission Critical Workstation
Any or all can wreck your
1448: Combines a CRT and

CPU into one n1gged NEMA-4
entire Operation.
system with 9option siors mul
The Tex:as Micro line of
2 dri11e bays. A complete 386SX
rugged, reliable ISA Bus
system fro m 57395.
products and systems are specifically engineered
for those brutal industrial environments that eat
pretty PCs for breakfast.
Durablllty bullt In from scratch
To ensure maximum durability we design and
manufacture from scratch practically everything
that goes into our systems, like passive backplanes
which we pioneered for microcomputers in 1983.
These backplanes accommodate a full complement
of convenient, plug-in components, all compat
ible with Compaq DeskPro ~ They 're why our
Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) is a phenomenal
10 minutes.
You won 't find passive backplanes - or lower
MTTR- in any of the leading office PCs.

More options mean more choices
We also build industrial-strength option cards to
handle myriad functions, in addition to our 286,
386SX,rn 3860Xrn and 486 "' CPU cards in a full
range of processor speeds. Our CPU card designs
use Very Large Scale Integrated circuits and pro
grammable array logic devices to reduce compo
nent counts by 50-60% which enhances reliability
and resistance to physical stress. Ultimately, the
design contributes to our remarkably long Mean
Time Between Failures (MTBF): 70,000-100,000
hours, calculated against the MIL Standard
Handbook 217E.
You won't find that kind of card selection - or
MTBF - among the leading PC makers.
We pretest, test, and then retest
You won't find them tor
turing their systems like we
torture ours either. Not
only do we perform exten
sive
"shake, rattle and roll"
Mission Critical Rackmount
tests on each new design,
3014 & 8014 {tibo11e) eaclr lras
14 oprio11 slots, 3 drive bays. For
we pretest all our systems
comp11ri11g wlrere desktops die.
before they leave our dock.
A complete 386SX 3014 system
from $43 95. A complete 386SX
We
burn them in at SSC/
8014 system fro m $4675.
131Ffor48 hours straight
\<Vi1ho11t monirors.

Tough.
just to make sure they can take the heat.
What's more, we shock mount our disk drives to
stand up to vibrations surpassing Richter scale pro
portions and we use only high-reliability power
supplies that can go for 100,000 hours MTBF.
Our guarantee is your guarantee
With all this reliability designed into our prod
ucts, is it any wonder that we guarantee better
support than any of the other leading PC makers?
Every system comes with a full one-year, on-site
warrant y. Theirs don't. We also offer a toll-free
number for technical and sales information, a
regional network of sales engineers and engineering
support for system integration.

Tough systems at gentle prices
The leading office PCs may
look prettier than ours. But
our industrial-strength sys
tems are designed to be more
reliable, and to do it for no
more money than it costs for
the fancy office system.
Which makes a Texas
Micro PC look a whole lot
Mission Critical Bcnchtop
better in two places where it 2003
: IV.tit I 0 optio11 slots a11d
really counts:
2 drive bays the 2003 makes
desktop computing possible
Your production line and
in e:xt.,eme enviromnenlS. A
your bottom line.
complete 386SX sysrem from

Why the competition Is no competition

For technical or sales information, call:

Backplane
architecture

Compaq
386SX

Shock
mounted
drives

4BHr

Yes

Yes

Total
ISA

100,000
MTBF

slots

Built
likean
Ml Al

Manu·
facturers

Yes

$3950

SRP

$3950 without monitor.

1-800-627-8700

No

Model84
Texas
Micro

Yes

10

Yes

2003
Both sy~ t ems si milarly co nfi gured with 2M B RAM , Texas Micro- 104MB hard drive,
COMl'AQ -84MB hard drive, l .2MB fl oppy, VGA graphics, keyboa rd , monitor not
included, purchase price di sco unts may vary by qu antit y and reselle r.

TEXAS
MICRO

.10618 Rockley Road, Houston, TX 77099 • Tel 713-933-8050, Fax 713-933-1029
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power, there's a Jot more than meets the
eye in the 386SL. The 20-MHz processor
and its associated I/O subsystem control
ler have quite a few power-saving tricks
up their sleeves.
ZDS engineers have al ways specialized
in designing systems with pioneering
power-saving technology. They've taken
the 386SL chip set, pushed it to the limit,
and then added their own bells and whis
tles. The end result is a system that you es
sentially never need to turn off. There are
standby and rest modes that will save your
work for what the company claims is up to
three weeks. This is done using a variety of
interesting tricks.
For example, the system state is stored
in two places. First, ZDS uses slow-re
fresh (128-ms) RAM that's one-eighth
the speed of conventional RAM (and uses
less power). Also, the system state is
saved in a special secure area of the built
in Conner Peripherals 60-megabyte Intel
ligent Drive Electronics hard disk drive.
The SL chip set can also dynamically turn
ports on and off as they're needed.
Admittedly , few of us would leave a
machine unused and turned on for three
weeks. What the design of the Master
sPort 386SL really means is that it ' s the
first notebook that you can use battery
powered for a full day of note taking and
other work. It's important to note that
there ' s nothing particularly special about
the battery system; it' s all done through
power management. When the system is

IMPRESSIONS

THE FACTS
MastersPort 386SL
about $5800
SupersPort 486SX
about$9000
SupersPort 486
about $11 ,000
Zenith Data Systems
2150 East Lake Cook Rd .
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
(800) 553-0331
(708) 808-4300
Circle 1169 on Inquiry Card .

resting, it draws a paltry 40 milliamperes
of power. This sort of thing just wasn't
possible before.
Physically, the system is a little wider
than the now-standard 11 Vi inches of
most notebooks . Its 12\li-inch width
leaves room for an almost-full-size key
board. And it still fit easily into my brief
case. The MastersPort 386SL weighs in at
6 :i4 pounds and comes standard with 2
MB of RAM , a 1.44-MB floppy disk
drive, and a 32-shade gray-scale VGA
backlit supertwist display. There's also
room inside for an optional 2400-bps
MNP level 5 modem .
Innovation isn't inexpensive. Although
the exact price of the MastersPort 386SL
hadn't been set at press time, it's expected

to retail for about $5800.
ZDS also introduced a top-of-the-line
portable: the SupersPort 486 . It ' s avail
able in two incarnations: one based on the
new 25-MHz i486SX chip (sans math co
processor) , and the other with a full 
fledged 25-MHz i486chip. If you remem
ber the TurbosPort 386 (the first 386
portable) , you won't be surprised by the
design . The new machine is similar , with
a detachable keyboard. The keyboard has
a built-in IsoPoint , the interesting "roll
and-slide " substitute for a mouse .
The SupersPort 486 is loaded: 4 MB of
RAM, a 120-MB hard disk drive , and a
64-level VGA display are standard . There
is even room inside the case fora :i4-length
ISA add-in card . The unit-complete with
a magnesium case-weighs 15 pounds
with its standard battery pack . Detach the
pack, and it weighs 10 pounds . Most users
are likely to use this behemoth near an AC
plug, and there' s an optional docking unit
(with ports and power supply) for the
deskbound Supers Port user. Its price
hasn 't been set yet.
Systems like these show that ZDS
hasn't been sitting still whi le the rest of
the industry moves ahead. With the Mas
tersPort 386SL, it has leapfrogged the
competition in one fell swoop . Certainly ,
many other manufacturers will soon in
troduce SL-based systems, but if you want
one now (and I sure do) , ZDS is the only
game in town.
-Sta11 Miastlwwski

Turbo Pascal Makes Windows Programming a Breeze

A

t last someone did it-brought out a
relatively mainstream compiler
that runs in the Microsoft Windows envi
ronment and produces Windows pro
grams . The surprise is not just the com
pany that did it, Borland, but also the
language , a Borland mainstay-Turbo
Pascal. Many people considered it a sur
prise that Microsoft didn't have a Quick
BASIC for Windows included as part of
Windows 3.0. It left a programming gap
that couldn't quite be closed by the likes of
The Whitewater Group 's Actor or Micro
soft C 6 .0 and the Windows Software De
velopment Kit. Fortunately , Turbo Pas
cal for Windows goes a long way toward
closing that gap.
The program operates completely
within the Windows environment. How
ever, one major part , the debugger , is still
a character-based application running
58
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Tom Adams
President

(
Brian Chu
Executive V P.

r-

Joe Hayes
Dept. Manager

workstations. At the same time. And,like all our other
Tektronix introduces the fi rst color printer that's
printers, it's upgradeable so you'll never outgrow it.
software-based Postscript-compatible for less than
$5000. Our new Phaser II SX is great for individuals or
So give us acall at 1-800-835-6100, Dept. 14J for
small groups. It works with Windows 3.0 or Macintosh more information. Because no other color printer looks
QuickDraw using brilliant 300 dpi thermal-wax color.
'~
'
this good on paper.
For bigger businesses, we have the Phaser II PX.
It's Postscript-compatible with HP-GL and licensed
ll!ktron~
t :
The best and the brightest.
by Pantone. It works with Macs, PCs,and UNIX

-

PostScrip1 is:i. regisrcred tr:ide:m:1rk of Adobe Systems, Inc. Phiscr is .i 1radcm:irk of Tckcronix , Inc. Copyright ©: 1991 Tekt ronix, Inc. All rights rcsen-cd
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under Windows, rather than a fully Win
dows-based program. In terms of the lan
guage, little has been changed. Many reg
ular Turbo Pascal for DOS programs that
stay in character mode wil I run right away
with one tiny change-renaming the Crt
unit as the WinCrt unit. These programs
run in a default window under Windows
that acts like a view onto a text screen but
which can be moved , resized , scrolled ,
and so forth.
Programs that use the Borland Graph
ics Interface are out of luck, as are those
that try to play lots of tricks with DOS or
directly access machine hardware. They
will have to be completely rewritten to use
Windows calls instead . It also isn't possi
ble to write applications that are intended
to run just under DOS . Turbo Pascal for
Windows will write programs to run only
under Microsoft Windows .
Fortunately, Borland goes a long way
toward making this an easy task . Only one
tool, The Whitewater Group's Resource
Toolkit , is required . It is included and
also runs under Windows . Best of all,
Borland has included a powerful and

IMPRESSIONS

easy-to-use object library for Windows
programming called ObjectWindows .
ObjectWindows abstracts the develop
ment of Windows interface code so that it
is much easier for the Turbo Pascal pro
grammer to deal with. For example, a
Hello World program written using
Turbo Pascal and straight Windows calls
takes about JOO lines of code. An identi
cal ObjectWindows program takes only
16 lines of code. I found ObjectWindows
a great benefit, especially for the user
new to Windows programming .
Turbo Pascal for Windows can also
write and use Windows dynamic link li
braries . This lets you make use ofexisting
code from other languages or write sec
tions of another program in different lan
guages , as appropriate. An in-line assem
bler is included, as is a command-line
version of the compiler for use with make
files . Full context-sensitive help is
included.
All in all, Turbo Pascal for Windows is
a powerful and straightforward way to do
Windows programming , especially for
the Pascal enthusiast. It offers a great deal

of power and a good dea I of help in deal
ing with the complexities of Windows .
While it's not as powerful for program
ming Windows in depth as Borland 's
C++ or Microsoft C , it does make Win
dows programming more approachable .
-Owen Linderholm
THE FACTS

Turbo Pascal for Windows
$249.95

Requiremems:
A 286 or better with Windows
3.0, 2 MB ofRAM , and a hard
disk drive.
Borland International , Inc .
1800 Green Hills Rd .
P.O . Box 660001
Scotts Valley , CA 95067
(408) 438-8400
fax : (408) 438-8696
Circle 1170 on Inqui ry Ca rd.

GPF Shortcuts Presentation Manager Development

W

hen I think of France, I think of build. Using embedded Structured Query source code you need : not only the re
the cathedrals at Chartres and Language slows down the process even source files, but also the C code (with
Mont-Saint-Michel , of the wines, and of more by adding SQLPrep and SQLBind comments and embedded SQL) , a skele
bicycles and racing cars. I didn't think of steps to the already time-consuming com
ton help file for the Information Presenta
software in connection with France, until pile, link, and resource compile steps.
tion Facility, and a make file.
now . From Microformatic in Montreuil
GPF shortcuts the PM development
Second, you don ' t have to go through
Sous-Bois comes the GUI Programming process in several ways . First , you don't the code-generation, compile, and link
Facility (GPF), one of the more complete have to write any user-interface code. You steps very often. GPF has an "animator"
design the menus and dialog boxes in that interprets your interface definitions
application generators for OS/2 Presenta
tion Manager (PM) I've seen.
GPF, and it generates all the UI and SQL to simulate an actual running program.
It's more than a little work
And finally , you don 't have to
to write an OS/2 PM applica
~~~~~~~11-~--~---=~S==~p.~ do
as much bookkeep
tion , especially one that
ing nearly
and debugging
with GPF
S-plcO.t...U.CS...•n<1sa.n
.:.8
as you would writing the code
queries databases . You have to
• M ~~ '"'~ " ,.... rt !"'MdtMc""' L&cfp ~u
~
copy the code skeleton from a
by hand . GPF keeps track of
-r-s_1c:-u-..aiit.111
_.,.
all the information in one cen
sample application, edit your
own menu structure, design
trali zed database , and it al 
28 "
"
Solet;
all your dialog boxes, and fi 
ways generates the correct
:w~wq
na 11 y write the code to tie
code for the interface you ' ve
IS IA!I'
menu actions and dialog box
designed .
31 Sales
controls to actua l operations.
Quite a feat , actually. GPF
Once you get to the point of
combines a design facility
Jut
writing code, the edit-com
with a design interpreter and a
None
pile-link test for a PM applica
code generator. Add to that a
tion of any size can be tedious.
large assortment of prede
~c ~
On a fast machine , even a
fined actions, and you have a
sma ll PM program can take
tool that can really save you
ewx• !le"
several minutes to build ; on a
time.
not-so-fast machine , a sizable
The version I'm working
PM program can take hours to
with has about 45 predefined

1

---;;;:;.... I
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RECENT STUDIES SHOWTHAT50%
OF THE PEOPLE WHO STORE VITAL DATA
ON DISKSARE GOINGTO LOSE 11

It's no jok-e. Asurvey conducted
among computer users recently revealed
that lia!f of them have lost time and
money because of accidentnl data loss.
Perhaps that explains why so
many people have felt compelled to
make the jump.
F'rom other disks to ve rbatim~
After all, no other disks in the
world guard against accidentnl data
loss better than ours.

Thke our DataLifePlus®disks, for laser technology, it's virtually incapa.·
blc of losing data. Verbatim also offers
example. They're the only disks on
earth protected by an exclusiveTefion® high performance data cartridges,
coating. Which means you can actually color disks and more.
wipe fingerprints, dus~ even pencil
And all of our products are certi·
shavings off the recording surface.
tied 100%error-free and backed by a
Without wiping out your valuabledata. lifetime wammty.
Even mo1-e remarkable is our
So next time, insist on verbatim.
5Y.l·inch Rew1itable Optical Disk. It has
Because trusting your data to any
the capacity to store twelve file drawers body else would defini tely be a step in
full of paperwork. Yet because it uses the wrong direction.

l COon• is a D1 1lh 11t n..'gistcn."'d tradc1nark.
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THE FACTS

GUI Programming Facility
$3500

Requirements:
OS/2 Extended Edition 1.2 or
higher, 6 MB ofRAM , IBM or
Microsoft C compiler, and OS/2
toolkit.
Microformatic U .S.A. , Inc.
26 Plains Rd.
P.O. Box571
Moodus , CT 06469
(203) 873-1950
fax : (203) 873-2171
Microformatic , S.A.
2 Rue Navoiseau
Montreuil-Sous-Bois
93100 France
01 1-33-1-4870-1900
Circle 11 71 on Inquiry Card .

LUNCH BOX
PLASMA VGA

286-l2MHz ......._....$1,645
386SX-16MHz ,,,_,,,,.$1,895
386-25MHz.........-.....$2,195
386-33MHz....,,,,,_,,,..$2,445
l MB RAM
I .2MB or 1.44MB FD
42M B hard disk
Plasma VGA 640x480 screen
Plasma VGA card
Serial and parallel
86-key detachable keyboard
200W power supply
Fortune 1000 companies,
Universities and
Governments purchase
orders welcome

action objects, which are pieces ofcode to
do a specific task-in other words , afunc
tion. I'm told that list is about to double,
and it will continue to grow as the product
evolves. Buyers of GPF get automatic up
dates for one year from date of purchase.
I should also mention GPF's support of
the IBM OS/2 Database Manager. GPF
knows all about making SQL database
queries and automatically includes the
SQLPrep and SQ LB ind steps when gener
ating code for the DBM . That's a big plus
for the product. The GPF Animator can
run the SQL queries interpretively-an
other big plus.
On the negative side, the Animator re
quires you to have IBM's SQL dynamic
link library on your machine, whether or
not you want to develop database code.
So, if you want the benefits ofthe Anima
tor , you must have Extended Edition. You
can use GPF without the Animator on
Standard Edition , but you will waste a lot
of time waiting for the C compiler. (A
spokesperson for Microformatic says
there will soon be a full-fledged version

VGA LAPTOP $1,595
286-12MHz CPU
l MB RAM
I.44MB floppy drive
42 MB hard disk
LCD VGA 640x480 Paper
white LCD
Extern al monitor
connector
86-key keyboard
One 16-bit expansion slot
One 2400 Baud modem
expansion slot
Serial and parallel
Removable, rechargeable
battery Run 150 min.
3"(H) x 14 "(D) x 12.5 "(W)
Notebook 286·12 ........ $1 ,595
Notebook 386SX ........$1 ,895

OFFICE HOURS: MON·SAT 8:30AM·5:30PM PST

IMPRESSIONS

CRT 286-UMHz ............$995
386SX·l~fllz ......Sl,295
386-251\'lHz ...........Sl,595
386-33MHz ...........$1,845
lMBRAM
l.2MB or l.441VIB FD
42MB hard disk 28ms
9"TIL monitor
Mono display card
Seri al and parallel
84-key keyboard
200W power supply
Color VGA display ...+$!000
Ca rrying Bag .................. +$55
Larger hard drive is avail able
All systems come with 2
years labor + 1 year
parts warranty.
Free lifetime toll free
technical support.

BYTE• JUNE 1991

PCI VGA System
286-12MHz.............$1,045
386SX·16MHz..........$lJ45
386-25MHz ...............$1.645
386-33MHz ...............$1 ,895
lMBRAM
l.2MB and L44MB FD
42MB hard disk
16 bit VGA card
14 ' VG A color monitor
Seri al and parallel and
game ports
IOI -key keyboa rd
200W power supply
65MB, lOOMB , 150MB ,
200MB and 320MB
HD option
Mono System is ava ilable

-Martin Heller

LUNCH BOX
LCD VGA

286-UMHz...............$1,275
386SX-16MHz ............$1,525
386·25MHz..................$1,825
386-33MHz..................$2,075
l MB RAM
J.2MB or 1.44MB FD
42MB hard disk
LCD 640x480 screen
LCD VGA display
Serial and parallel
86-key detachable keyboard
200W power supply
9.4S "(H) x 7.9"(D) x 15.7 "(W)

==~~~======~~=====~Pr~ic~e~S~u:bject To Change Without Notice
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that will run on Standard Edition .)
GPF is similar to the less expensive
CASE:PM from Caseworks , but it does
more. GPF has its own window and dialog
box editor; CASE: PM doesn 't. GPF gives
you more control over presentation ob
jects, supports SQL, lets you place con
trol in client windows (not just in dialog
boxes) , and animates your design. GPF's
predefined action objects save you writ
ing a lot ofUI code that you would have to
write with CASE:PM. And GPF links
your custom code to the design at the de
sign level, so you never have to edit the
generated code; CASE: PM forces you to
fiddle with the generated code, although
it can usually recognize and preserve
your custom code when it regenerates.
If you care at all about developing ordi
nary PM applications, GPF is a tool worth
considering, assuming you can deal with
the prerequisites. But if you want to de
velop small , fast PM applications that ac
cess IBM's DBM, GPF is likely to save
you a lot of ti me and money. •

9945 LOWER AZUSA, TEMPLE CITY, CA. 91780
TOLL FREE 800/346-7207 • FAX: 818/442-9112
Circle 229 on Inquiry Card.

...and Windows™programming easier!
Actor is an interactive develop
ment system for both beginning
and advanced Microsoft Win
dows programmers. Relying on
the most modern object-ori
ented programming techniques,
Actor boils down the complexi
ties of the Windows API to afew
simple, but powerful, principles
called ObjectWindows1 .i. Actor
delivers ObjectWindowsrn in
an easy-to-use programming
environment ideal for learning
Windows while writing your
programs one step at a time.
Add to this support for C librar
ies and DOE, and you 've got the
fastest route to Windows.

i1

Acto r3.1
with Object
Windows'"

Everything you need to start devel
oping Windows applications. The
quickest way to learn about Windows
programming. Runtime generation
system not included.
List $249 Ours: S99*
1-•.n •. ,

t ,.,

1

'lll•llll

"Actor is a key tool for ushering in the next generation of graphical applications."

-Technical Excellence Awards, PC Magazine, 1/91.
"The Actor programming environment fo r Windo ws is exceptional... Using Actor,
you can do most of the things you do with C in Windows in a lot less time."

-Gary Entsminger, Computer Language, 3/91.
"If you need to do Windo ws programming, I believe that [with
Actor] there has never been a better time or better way."
-Joe Borkoles, .EXE Magazine, 11190.
"Using Actor has cul our development time by at least 75%."
-Michael Fannin, Chairman, Open+ Voice Inc., 12/90.
"Actor is the only way to develop applications fo r Microsoft®
Windows that is wo rth the trouble il takes. Period."
-Jeff Duntemann, Dr. Dobb's Journal, 12/89.

Actor is an award winning product:
Finali st, Technical Excellence Award, 1988 , 1990

PC Magazine

LANGlJ<lGE Winner, Programm.er'.1· Producti vity Award,
j1![.1i:"'"'- Computer Language Magazine

1990

Best in its Class, 1989

Info World

Actor3.1
Professional with
Object-Windows'"

Includes Actor 3.1, The Wh itewater
Resource Toolkit". Obiect-Graph·
ics,.., class library, and runtime gen
eration system. Everything you need
to develop and distribute unlimited
copies of your Windows applications.
List:: $495 Ours: S399

e

TheWhitewater Group s

Circle 257 on Inquiry Card.

1-800-445-7899
Corporate: 800-422-6507
International: 908-389-9228
Customer Service: 908-389-9229
Canada: 800-445-7899

Phone Orders
Mon·Fri 8:30 AM-7 PM EST. Sat 9:30-2:30
EST. We accept MC.Visa, AMEX. Domestic
shipments, please add SS per item for
shipping/handling by UPS ground. For
domestic COD shipments, please add SJ.
Rush service available.

Fax: 908-389-9227
f ..\..Xwu.1 908-389-8173

Mail or FAX / International I POs
Phone number required with order.

(CORSOFT Division

A Division of Voyager Software Corp
1163 Shrewsbury Ave., Shrewsbury, NJ 07702

POLICIES

l'AXcmm (9081389-8173
Call from your FAX telephone, and follow the
instructions to receive more information on
the products featured above !

CorporateAccounts
Call CORSOFT, our corporate sales division.
Ask about volume purchase agreements.
Returns
Subject to S25 processing charge.
•All prices subject to chang ewithout notice.
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386 Development Tools
295
495
695
1390
995
695
1295
1790
895
1095
995

265
439
489
1115
919
625
969
1399
719

295
150
170
199
150

279
105
139
169
105

495
495
200
100
249
200
300
200
300
450

325
419
179
69
225
179
269
165
255
399

975

499

329
359
249

259

495
495
749
699
199
495
395

415
339
539
539
139
419
335

929
B49

Assembly Language
Advantage Disass em bler
MS MacroASM
Sourcer w/ Pre -Proce ssor
SpontaneousAssembly
Turbo Debugger & Tools

C++
Borla nd C++
C++/Views
Rogue Wave Tools.h++
Turbo C++
Win++
Zinc for DOS
Zinc for DOS & Windows
Zortech C++
Zortech C++ Databa se
Zortech C++ Developer's Ed .

C++ Bundle
Borland C++ and 3 in 1 C++

·c·

279
215

C-Compilers
Instant C5.0
Microsoft C6.0
w/ MS Software Dev. Toolkit
w/ Objective-C
MS Qu ickCw/ OuickAssembler
WATCOM C 8.0 Professional
WATCOM C8.0 Standard

Bar Code Librarv
C-DOC
Clear for C
INTERWORK
Label Master
MKS LEX & YACC

389
189
200
189
479
249

319
169
169
165
399
197

1800
900
995

1699
629
B49

79
845
295
795
150
249
50
99
249

72
549
265
495
129
219
39
89
209

CALL
200

CALL
179

249
149
99
179
295
185
199

CAU

COBOL
COBOU2 Compiler &Toolset
Microsoft COB OL
Realia COB OL

Database Development
Clarion Personal Developer
Clarion Prof. Developer 2.1
Database GraphicsToolkit
dBASE IV
R&R Code Generator
R&R Report Writer
Say What?I
Si lverCom m'C' Interface
SilverComm Librarv 2.0

Debuggers (DOS)
Periscope Debuggers
Trapper

Editors
BR IEF 3.1
MKS Vi
Multi-edit Stand ard
Multi-edit Professiona l
Sage Professional Editor
VEDIT PLUS
Wylbur

C6toPROM
Link & Locate++
Link & locate++ Extended
Pharl ap 286/DO SExt-SOK

149
395
479
495

FORWARN
399
FORTRAN Dev. Tools
149
Graphoria
CALL
Lahey F77l
595
Lahey Persona l FORTRAN 77
99
MS FORTRAN
450
SALFORD FT N77
CALL

295
595
500
198
1095
695

219

Graphics Libraries

475

99
t49
249
229
299
149

79
109
199
179
239
109

399
395
495
395
149

CALL

Essential Graphi cs
Graf/Drive Plus Developer's
GrafPrint Develope r's
GrafPrint for Graphoria
GrafPrint Personal
Gra fPrint Plus
graphics-MENU
graphics-M ENU Data Entrv
GX Graphics
HALO
HALOProfessional
HALOWindow Toolkit
Icon-Tools/Plus
PCX Effects
PCX Programmer's Toolkit
PCX Text
Super Pro-Pak
Turbo Geometrv Librarv
Z- PHIGS Lite
Z-PHIGS Professiona l

439
149
799
509

C-General Libraries
CFunction Librarv
CTOOLS PLUS/6.0
CUtility Librarv
Greenleaf Functions
Greenleaf SuperFunctions
Turbo CTO OLS/2.0

C-Sc reens
C-Worthy
Gre en leaf DataWindows
Vermont Views
Vitamin C
VC Screen

315
415
289
125

119
329
389
439

FORTRAN Language

C-File Management
Codebase IV
c-tree Pl us
dBC lll Plus
Essential B-Tree w/ source
The Toolbo x - Prof. Ed ition
The Toolbox  Special

129
89
159
249
115
179

Embedde d Systems

C-Communications
Essentia l Com munications
Greenleaf Commlib
SilverComm Async Librarv

OURS

C-Utilities/Other

DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE
386 VMM
386/DOS Extender SOK
Intel 386 CCode Builder
Lahey F77l-EM/32 (w/ OS/3861
MetaWare High C386
OS/386 Developer's Kit
WATCOM C8.01386 Prof.
w/ 386/D OS Extender
WATCOM C8.0/386 Standard
WATCOM FORTRAN 771386
Zortech C++ Devel. Ed .386

LIST

399
299
300
95
75
150
179
99
149
395
595
595
150
99
195
149
899
200
199
799

379
139

CAU
479
89
299

CAU
339

269
265
85
69
129
159
89
135
279
419
419
119
89
175
135
81)9
179
179
699

LIST

OURS

Blinker
Plink86+
.RTLink/Plus

249
395
495

229
335
359

CASE:PM for Cor Ctt
1995
MS OS/2 Pres. Manager Tlkt. 5-00
Smalltalk/V PM
495

1799

OS/2 Tools
349

369

189
99
149
199
150
300
250
149

149
89
t35

179
105
2ll!i

t69
t09

Prototyping
Oan Bricklin's Demo II

249

CAU

Version Control Sys.
Sourcerer's Apprentice
Professional PVCS

Tlib

OURS

Communications
BLAST II
Crosstalk Communicator
Crosstalk for Windows
Crosstalk MK.4
Cro sstalk XVI
Paranet

250
99
195
245
195

225
CAU

145

80

t45
115
72

250
695

219
625

DR DOS 5.0
199
MS DOS 5.0
CALL
OS/286 Developer's Kit
695
OS/286 DPMI Developer's Kit 995
OS/386 Developer's Kit
695
OS/386 DPMI Developer's Kit 995
VM/386
245

129
CAU

Ma1hematics

PASCAL Language
Object Professional
Topaz
Topaz Multi-user
TurboMAGIC
Turbo Pascal 6.0
Turbo Pascal 6.0 Professional
Turbo Pascal for Windows
Turbo Vision Toolkit

LIST

APPL/CAnoN SOFTWARE

Linkers/Librarians

Derive
Mathematica 386

Op. Sys./Environments
629

895
629
895

209

Spreadsheets
499
495
99

399
4t9

90

Windows (MS) Tools
3-ln-1 C
99
3-ln-1 Ctt
159
Actor 3.1
249
Actor Professional
495
Asymetrix ToolBook
395
CASE:W
495
495
dBFast Windows
DbxSHIELD
595
DemoSHIELD
495
DialogCoder
499
Drover's ToolBox
295
lnstallSHIELD
395
KnowledgePro
695
LogSHIELD
395
Magic Fields
295
MemSHIELD
395
MS Windows Development Kit 5-00
w/ Whitewater Resource Tlkt 695
Ob jectVision for Windows
100
Paradox Engine 2.0
CALL
ProtoView
695
Sage Control Pak
595
Sitback for Windows
140
Smalltalk/V Windows
5-00
Spinnaker Plus
495
TbxSHIELD
295
WindowsMAKER
795
Profoss1onal
995
WinTrieve
395

Lotus 1-2-3 3.1
Mic rosoft Excel
Quattro Pro

595
495
495

399
349

130
155
99
249
80
349
199
199
249
129
149
179
149
149
96
100
100
CALL
99
90
269

114
t35

72
CAU
139
159
199
99
99
t29
119
95
79
69
75
CAU
90
69
239

495
495
495

CAU
349
CAU

329

Utilities
89
t39
199

399
349

435
409
549

459
479
239
369
629
369
235
369
349

469
95
CAU
625
535
t15
395
349
275
635
795
339

386MAX5.0
BlueMAX
Central Point Backup
DIS DOC Professional
Dynamic Memory Control
Grasp 4.0
HiJaak 2.0
Hold Everything
MKS Toolkit
Norton Anti-Virus
Norton Commander
Norton Utilities 5.0
Opt-Tech Sort/Merge
PC Tools Deluxe 6.0
Pre Cursor
SideKick 2.0
Squish Plus
SunShow ED SUN CEG
Switch· It
Tree 86
Zeno

Word Processing
Ami Professional
Microsoft Word for Windows
WordPerfect

...Thousands more products
available! Call or fax today
for your FREE catalog.

1-800-445-7899
Corporate: 800-422-6507

ADivision of Voyager Software Corp
11 63 Shrewsbury Ave .. Shrewsbury, NJ 07702

69
225

(CORSOFT Division)
International: 908-389-9228
Customer Service: 908-389-9229
Canada: 800-445-7899
Fax: 908-389-9227
F:\,'\\ awu · 908-389-8173

POLICIES
Phone Orders
Mon-Fri 8:30AM·7 PM EST, Sat 9:J0..2:30
EST. We accept MC, Visa, AMEX. Domestic
shipments, please add SS per item for
shipping/handling by UPS ground. For
domestic COD shipments, please add S3.
Rush service available.
Meil or FAX/ International/ POs
Phone number required with order.

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card.

389·8173
Call from your FAX telephone and follow the
instructions to receive more information on
the products fealUred above I
FA ..'Xrtttra (908)

Corporete Accounts
Call CORSOFT, our corporate sales division.
Ask about volume purchase agreements.
Returns
Subject to S25 processing charge.
•All prices subject to change without notice.
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Power in a
PeeWee Package

--

•

SYSTEMS
Inc. , 1601 48th St. , West Des
Moines, IA 50265, (515)
225-6744; fax (515) 225
7183 .

--·

T

he PeeWee, a system
that measures 1~ by 10
by 8 inches and weighs just
over 4 1/2 pounds with a 40
MB hard disk drive , is de
signed to be transported
without a monitor and key
board. The manufacturer
says the PeeWee is not a
portable PC but a powerful
system for office and home.
Each 12-MHz 286 unit
includes 1 MB of on-board
memory (expandable to 2
MB), a 40-MB Intelligent
Drive Electronics hard disk
drive (expandable to 200
MB) , a 9- or 14-inch mono
chrome monitor, and a key
board. Its zero wait states
include dual speeds, and it
has a built-in 110-/220-V
switching power supply , two
serial ports, a parallel port,
and a 3 Yi-inch floppy disk
drive. Color and mono
chrome VGA monitors and a
LAN adapter for E-Net are
also available.
Price: $1095.
Contact: SAi Systems Lab
oratories , Inc ., 911 Bridge
port Ave ., Shelton, CT
06484 , (800) 331-0488 or
(203) 929-0790; fax (203)
929-6948 .
Circl• 1287 on Inquiry Card.

Hand-Held with a
Switchable Axis

W

eighing less than 1!4
pounds with batteries
and measuring 7!4 by 4 by
lo/. 0 inches, the CTIOOO

Circle 1290 on Inquiry Card.

Desktop
Features
on a Laptop
- -
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T

A

as its disk drive.

-·~---

A

12-MHz 80C286 lap
top with 1 MB of single
in-line memory module
memory (expandable to 4
MB) , the 9000LT uses a
Chips & Technologies NEAT
chip set and a 40-MB hard
disk drive. The 640- by
The lightweight PeeWee is geared for home and of/ice.
480-pixel VGA page-white,
backlit screen includes
ning at 12 MHz, the system
hand-held computer oper
16 gray sca les .
ates at 10 or 4. 77 MHz . The
has 1 MB of RAM (expand
The 9000LT's internal
IBM XT -compatible device
able to 5 MB) and a 3 Yi
rechargeable nickel-cadmium
inch floppy disk drive.
has 640K bytes of static
battery runs for more than
RAM and uses memory
Its sidelit supertwist LCD
3 hours on a single charge,
cards in place of a disk drive .
has a 640- by 400-pixel
according to the company.
The 16~-pound unit comes
The CTIOOO includes a
resolution.
Price: $3799.
serial and a parallel port , a
with a battery-status report ,
Contact: Toshiba America
math coprocessor slot, and
a low-battery alarm, auto
Information Systems, Inc.,
a clear resistive matrix
matic shutdown of the hard
9740 Irvine Blvd., Irvine,
disk drives and screen, and a
touchpad over a 240- by
110-/240-V auto-switching
128-dot supertwist LCD.
CA 92718, (800) 334-3445;
in Canada, (800) 387-5645;
power supply.
The display is software
switchable for vertical or
fax (714) 583-3437 .
The unit 's full-size key
horizontal use. Current
Circle 1289 on Inquiry Card.
board features 80 keys, 12
function keys, and an em
run-time libraries support
bedded numeric keypad . Its
only C, but you can develop
an application in any lan
serial and one parallel
Travel Light with one
guage on your PC. Custom
port let you attach an exter
a Touchscreen
options are available.
nal keyboard or monitor so
Price: $2495; development
you can create a Docking
kit, $4995.
Station or use the laptop as
he 4 1h-pound Trav
eLite 286 menu-driven
Contact: CogiTech, Inc. ,
a desktop computer.
10 Birch Court, Goffstown ,
touchscreen computer has a
Price: $1699 .
NH 03045, (603) 497
full -size backlit display with
Contact: Leading Technol
8898; fax (603) 497-8899.
touch overlay and internal
ogy , Inc. , 10430 Southwest
Circle 1288 on Inquiry Card.
nickel-cadmium batteries. It
Fifth St. , Beaverton, OR
has bar code, serial, paral
97005 , (800) 999-5323 or
lel , keyboard, and docking
(503) 646-3424; fax (503)
626-7845 .
connectors . Other features
More Power
include integrated mouse em
Circle 1291 on Inquiry Card.
for the T1200XE ulation , zero wait states,
l MB of RAM , and a
512K-byte EPROM . Options
40-MB hard disk drive
include digitized voice, a
version of the Tl200XE
docking unit, and an inte
286 notebook computer is
grated keyboard and case.
available from Toshiba. Run
Price: $2495 .
Contact: DFM Systems,
'.) A l

•
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PERIPHERALS

Personal
Printing
on the Mac

source is PC graphics or a
Mac . Using its backl it key
pad menu , you can overscan
or underscan, freeze a frame ,
sharpen the picture, align
the graphics , and select the
output.
Price: $2995.
Contact: VideoLogic,
Inc. , 245 First St. , Cam
bridge , MA02142, (6 17)
494-0530; fax (617) 494
0534.

L

ow-cost, high-quality
laser printing for the
Mac is what GCC Technol
ogies says you get from its
$999, 4-ppm Personal La
serPrinter II. The PLP II fea
tures six Bitstream outline
font families that let you re
duce and enlarge text from
25 percent to 400 percent in
1 percent increments and
rotate characters to any
angle.
The print engine in the
PLP II includes a patented
toner recycling system ,
edge-to-edge printing , and a
user-defined sleep mode . It
also has an interactive LCD
panel. An 8-ppm PLP JIS
and a 4-ppm Business Laser
Printer II (BLP II) are also
available .
Price: $999; PLP US,
$1499; BLP II, $1999.
Contact: GCC Technol
ogies , 580 Winter St. , Wal
tham, MA 02154, (800)
422-7777 or (617) 890-0880;
fax (617) 890-0822.

Circle 1295 on Inquiry Card.

Tire /ow-cost Personal LaserPrinter II is for Mac users.
grated Systems, 1000 She
lard Pkwy., Suite 270,
Minneapolis, MN 55426,
(800) 325-6582 or (612)
544-4445 ; fax (612) 544
4347.
Circle 1293 on Inquiry Card.

A Graphics
Display in Three
Frequencies

Clrcle 1292 on Inquiry Card.

CD-ROM Drive
Comes Outfitted

A

n external CD-ROM
drive for less than $500
is available from Genesis.
The GenStar 2000 drive
comes with Microsoft DOS
compact disc extensions,
audio software, device
driver software, a caddy ,
computer cable, audio
cables for stereo hookup , and
an interface card.
Price: $499; bundled with
CD-ROM software, $699 .
Contact: Genesis Inte-

T

he Model RE9514
Super VGA color moni
tor for the PC offers three
horizontal scanning frequen
cies (31.5, 35 .2, and 35.5
kHz) and vertical frequencies
of from 50 to 90 Hz. Com
patible with VGA , Super
VGA , and 8514/A cards, it
has interlaced and noninter
Jaced resolutions: 1024 by
768 interlaced and 800 by
600 or 640 by 480 non
interlaced.
The monitor's 0.28-mm
dot pitch of unl imited colors
is combined on a nonglare
screen with 90 degrees of de
flection . Geometric distor
tion is held to Jess than 1.5
percent. Additionally , the
Model RE9514 's casing has a
tilt-and-swivel base and a
shallow si I houette .
Price: $695 .
Contact: Relisys, 320

South Milpitas Blvd. , Milpi
tas, CA 95035 , (408) 945
9000; fax (408) 945-0587.
Circle 1294 on Inquiry Card.

A Desktop Video
Publisher
That's Portable

M

ediator, from Video
Logic, converts com
puter graphics to NTSC or
PAL video output. Able to
change most PC or Macin
tosh display output signals
into a composite or S-video
signal, Mediator lets you
record the output to VHS ,
S-VHS , Hi-8 , and Video 8
tapes or display it on color
or LCD video projectors ,
video monitors , or TVs.
The lightweight plug
and-play converter is easily
transportable and automati
cally determines ifthe input

Feed Your Data
to a Panther

B

ased on Tandberg's
TDC 3800 and TDC
3600 quarter-inch tape
drives, the Panther Tape
Backup Systems have ca
pacities ranging from 60 to
525 MB. Backup/restore
rates range from 5 MB per
minute to 12 MB per min
ute. The high-end Panther
model can back up 525 MB
of data in less than 45 min
utes, according to Tand
berg .
For the PC, the Panther
systems are available in inter
nal and external configura
tions. Panther software is
compatible with DOS ,
OS/2, Novell, Unix/Xenix,
Pick, and LAN Manager.
Price: 60-MB internal sys
tem, $995; 525-MB external
system, $2695.
Contact: Tandberg Data ,
Inc ., 2649 Townsgate Rd .,
Suite 600, Westlake Vil
lage, CA 91361 , (805) 495
8384; fax (805) 495-4186.
Circle 1296 on Inquiry Card.

Tandberg 's Panther
quickly backs 11p
your data to tape.
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ADD-INS

Motherboard
Convertibility

Work in DOS
on Your Mac

A

T

two-in-one mother
board lets you have a
386 or 486 machine at the
snap of a CPU . The board is
based on the 386/i486 AT
chip set from United Micro
electronics. You can up
grade the board from a 386 to
a 486 by changing the CPU
and some jumpers.
The board includes se
lectable cache memory from
64 to 256K bytes and eight
single in-line memory mod
ule sockets for up to 64 MB
of RAM . It supports shadow
RAM and the 80387 .
Price: $635, without a
CPU .
Contact: Zeny Computer
Systems, Inc. , 4033 Clipper
Court, Fremont, CA
94538, (415) 659-0386; fax
(415) 659-0468.
Circle 1297 on Inquiry Card .

This Digitizer
Captures in Color

T

he VIP 640C video
digitizer board captures
resolutions of 640 by 480
pixels with a color resolution
of up to 24 bits . Designed
for AT compatibles, the
board lets you capture, ma
nipulate , and store images
from a source such as a
video camera.
The color-enhancement
hardware on the VIP 640C
simulates more than
125 ,000 colors and produces
real-time display of the
video image on any standard
VGA monitor. The com
pany bundles the board with
Fotofiler image-database
management software and
Picture Publisher Plus .
Price: $449 .

68
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Snap out a 386 CPU to make way for an i486 CPU on Zeny 's
new motherboard.

Contact: Ventek Corp .,
31336 Via Colinas , Suite
102 , Westlake Village, CA
91362 , (818) 991-3688; fax
(818) 991-4097.

Refresh Quickly
on a Super VGA
Board

P

l 1h- by 43,4-inch cache
card for the Mac Ilci ,
Cache-In uses only nine ac
tive components, increasing
its reliability while decreas
ing power consumption . The
company says that perfor
mance gains should be most
noticeable when you use ap
plications such as CAD ,
desktop publishing, and
programs requiring re
calculation.
Price: $299.
Contact: Applied Engi
neering , 3210 Belt.line Rd .,
Dallas, TX 75234, (214)
241-6060.

H6 Technologies has
released the PH6 Super
VGA board. The 16-bit
board, with 1 MB ofon
board memory , has a re
fresh rate of70 Hz, which is
said to be easier on the eyes
than the standard 60-Hz rate.
Designed to provide up
to 1024- by 768-pixel resolu
tion in 256 colors, the board
has a palette of 16.7 million
colors. Features include
automatic backup of the Set
up program and built-in
password protection. It sup
ports CAD, desktop pub
lishing , and word processing
applications .
Price: $245 to $395 .
Contact: PH6 Technol
ogies Corp., 5819 Uplander
Way , Culver, CA 90230 ,
(213) 216-0055; fax (213)
216-4931.

Circle 1299 on Inquiry Cord.

Circle 1300 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1298 on Inquiry Card.

A Cache Card
for the Mac llci

A

he Orange386 , a DOS
coprocessor for the Mac,
is a single-slot card that
works in any Mac II , includ
ing the Ilsi. The card,
which features a 16-MHz
386SX processor and 1 MB
of expandable RAM , lets you
run DOS in a Macintosh
window as if it were a Mac
application .
Two AT slots on the card
Jet you attach any half-size or
three-quarter-size (depend
ing on your style of Mac)
IBM add-on card , accord
ing to the company. You can
also add an optional 80387
math coprocessor. The ex
pandability of the RAM
allows fully independent pro
cessing, according to
Orange Micro, letting the
Mac and the Orange386
work simultaneously on dif

ferent applications .
An optional peripherals
kit includes PC interface
hardware.
Price: Starts at $2299; pe
ripherals kit, $199.
Contact: Orange Micro ,
Inc ., 1400 North Lakeview
Ave., Anaheim , CA 92807 ,
(714) 779-2772; fax (714)
779-9332.
Circle 1301 on Inquiry Cord.

The VIP 640C's
color-enhancement
hardware produces
real-time display
ofa video image
on any standard
VGA monitor.
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Learn more
about db_ VISTA Ill

The Raima
Technologies
Conference
August 4-7, 1991
Seattle, WA
Call Hl00-336-1247
lor more details.

11:1 Get High Performance
~

Under Microsoft
Windows 3.0ni With
db VISTA ill DBMS.

Develop Windows applications
that are better, faster, and more
profitable. db_VISTA ill
combines speed, flexibility, and
productivity into one DBMS tool
for C and Windows programmers.
Add db_VISTA ill's high-speed
SQL retrieval to your application
and watch your users enjoy power
they've never experienced before.

Built For Windows.
db_VISTA ID for Windows 3.0
follows all of the Microsoft

db VISTA'ill
DatabaSe Management System

guidelines for memory use.
Dynamic linked libraries (DLL),
multi-tasking, and multi-user
environments are all supported.
For even faster development, use
db_VISTA ID with products like
ToolBook®, Windowcraft©, or
Acto .

No Other DBMS Opens
Windows Like db VISTA ill!
• Speed. Benchmarks show
db_VISTA ill significantly
outperforms any DBMS under
Windows.
• No Royalties. Increase your
profits; decrease your overhead.
• C Source Code Available.
For total programming flexibility.
• Portability. db_VISTA ill
supports most environments.

Specifications: Single & multi·uscr. Automalic recovery. Automaiic referential integrity. Relational and network
data modi;ls supponed. Relational SQL query nnd repon writer. Complete revision,capability. C ~rec code ~ available.
No royalaes. Supports: MS \V'mdows, MS-DOS, OS/l, VMS, IX. BSD, QNX. SunOS. Macintosh.
Raima Corporation

3245 146lh Place S.E.,

Bellevue, WA 98007 USA

(206)747-5570

,---------
' Special $195 Developer's Edition

I
I
I
I
I

Fora limited time only,you can get
our db_VISTA database engine for
Windows for only $195. Call today
and ask about our Developer's Edition
and experience how db_VISTA III
can open Windows for you.
Developer license only: nol for disuibution.

Call 1-800-db-RAIMA
(1-800-327-2462)
In Washington State call: (206) 747-5570

Ask for extension 143.

Full Raima Support Services 
Including Training. Develop
your applications even faster with
Raima Training Classes:
June 10-14, 1991
June 12- 14, 1991
June 18-20, 1991
June 19-20, 199 1
June 24-28, 1991

-
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Circle 270 on Inquiry Card.
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HARDWARE

Add Hand-Drawn
Data to a
Computer Image

Vacuuming
Tools Fit for Your
Computer

C

I

olor Writer, a color
electronic cha lkboard ,
lets you add hand-drawn
comments to a projected
computer image . The board
combines your hand-drawn
information with the com
puter image. It then simulta
neously sends the combined
image to a projector and to a
local computer monitor.
With Color Writer, you
can combine eight colors and
four line sizes as well as
highlight , hide, or reveal
portions of the computer
image. You can also use the
product as a remote mouse .
Color Writer is compat
ible with VGA , MCGA,
EGA, CGA , MDA , and
Hercules graphics monitors.
It works independently of
your operating system and
application.
Price: $2995.
Contact: Chisholm Corp. ,
910 Campisi Way, Camp
bell, CA 95008, (800) 888
4210 or (408) 559-1111 ; fax
(408) 559-0444.
Circle 1302 on Inquiry Card.

Create
Multipart Forms
on Your Printer

A

n alternative to stan
dard cut-sheet paper,
carbonless paper for laser
printers lets you quickly
create multiple-part forms.
You load the cut laser sheets
as you would conventional
paper. The paper is available
in two sizes: 81/2 by 11
inches and 8'h by 14 inches.
Price: Starts at $20.85 per

Color Writer merges your handwritten input with a projected
computer image.
500-sheet package of 8 'h- by
11-inch paper; starts at
$26.50 per 500-sheet pack
age of8 'h - by 14-inch
paper.
Contact: Great Lakes Busi
ness Forms , 2480 Walker

BYTE• JUNE 1991

Circle 1303 on Inquiry Card.

Data Linkage in the Palm of Your Hand
Data transfer and storage are
now possible between systems
normally regarded as incom
patible, according to Cadent
Technology. A hand-held
data-transport device with
64K bytes of RAM, Data
lync is designed to transfer
data between systems and
devices with fixed-media
storage or between sys
tems with incompatible
disk formats.
Completely self-con
tained in a palm-size
case with a replace
able 9-V battery, Da
talync uses an RS-232
interface. It captures,
stores, and transmits data by emu
lating a file server or bulletin
board. The unit's embedded soft
ware supports standard modem transfer protocols .
Price: $379 .
Contact: Cadent Technology, 2021 West Commonwealth
Ave., Fullerton, CA 92633, (714) 738-7756; fax (714) 738
7992 .
Circle 1306 on Inquiry Card.
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Ave. NW, P.O. Box 1157,
Grand Rapids , MI 49501,
(800) 950-9530 or (616)
791-0100; fax (616) 791
1131.

fyou're wondering how
to easily and safely rid
your computer of accumu
lated dust, you may find the
answer in a set of minitools
from Eureka. The mini vacu
um attachments are avail
able in a kit.
The minitools fit onto a
36-inch clear flexible tube
that attaches to your vacu
um cleaner. The specialized
tools include an oval brush
for screens, a round brush for
keyboards , a straight exten
sion pipe, a curved extension
pipe, and a crevice tool for
hard-to-reach areas.
Price: $10.87 .
Contact: Eureka Co., 1201
East Bell St., Bloomington,
IL 61701, (800) 525-9991
or (309) 828-2367.
Circle 1304 on Inquiry Card.

An Oscilloscope
on a Bus Card

C

ompuScope Lite is a
single-slot bus card that
adds full digitizing oscillo
scope functions to your PC.
It lets you store, analyze,
print, and communicate the
data you acquire. The
CompuScope Lite also can
digitize 40 million samples
per second on one channel
and 20 million samples per
second on two channels, as
well as provide auto-cali
brated AID conversion.
Price: $595 .
Contact: Gage Applied Sci
ences, Inc.,5465 Vanden
Abeele, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada H4S lSl , (514) 337
6893; fax(514)337-8411.
Circle 1305 on Inquiry Card .
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INSTANT WORKSTATION.
JUST ADD OPEi DESKTOP.

ake a look at the vast majority of graphical workstations
developed over the past decade and you'll see something
they all have in common:
An integrated UNIX®System environment.
Now take a look at the vast majority of businesses that have put
computing power directly onto their office desktops over the
past decade, and you'll see something they all have in common:
Industry-standard personal computers.
t doesn't take a computer to forecast the platform that's going
to put graphical workstations on the vast majority of business
and engineering desktops in the next decade:
An integrated UNIX System environment for industry-standard
personal computers.
And that's what Open Desktop®is all about.
pen Desktop is the complete graphical operating system
that's built on the most popular UN IX System platform of
all time- SCO ®. And it lets you create your own networked,
icon-driven workstation environment using the industry
standard 386 or 486 computers and peripherals of your choice.

I

0

a single, easy-to-use, fullysupported-and completely
Inintegratedpackage, Open Desktop delivers:
• the full 32-bit, multitasking computing power of SCO UNIX
System V/386, designed to meet CZ-levelsecurity
• compliance with POSIX '" and X/Open®standards
• an OSF/Motif'"-based, Presentation Manager
compatiblc, graphical user interface
• distributed SQL database management services
• compatibility with existing DOS, XENIX®, and UNIXSystem
applications and data files
• NFS '", TCP/IP, and LAN Manager networking facilities
And all at an unbelievablyaffordable price.
iscover the complete graphical operating system that
D
leadingcompanies worldwide are choosing as their devel
opment platform for the '90s-and using to turn their 386 and
486 PCs into instant workstations today.
Open Desktop from SCO.

Call sco loday

and ask for
ext. 8400

Tbe Complele Graphical Opemli11K~)·slem

(800) SCO-UNIX (726-8649)

(4 08) 425-7222 FAX: (·108) 458-4227 E-MAii.: ... !uunet!sco! info info(cvsco.COM

SC0.1hc SCO logo, Oprn l)()ktop and 1hr Orrn Dtsktop logo art rt•btrml tri dtmirksofTheSantJ. Cruz Optral lon, Inc., In 1ht U.S. A. a11d othrr rt1u11trks. UNIX b a u~ 1U1rrrd tndrmark of UN IXSy, itm h bon1orks, Inc. Jn 1hr US.A. :and o1hrrcoun1 rlrs POS IXls a
1r.adrmark of Tht lns1l1utr of Eltcuical aod F.k<1ronk:s Enitlnttrs. X/Optn b a rt'ghicnd tridrmarkolXIOptn Company lJd. OSF/ Motlf is t tndemu k of The Open SYJ ltm Founcb1 lon. Inc. XENIXIs t tttls1tttd 1ndemtril ot MkrosohCotpofttlon. NFS Is a 1niderurk ol
Sun Mlrnnptrm s, Inc.
c '991Tbe S.UIU Crw.OpcnOol. Inc.. All Rlabu Rtscn·td. The S..w Ctu1 Opcrai too. IDC ' -too Uxlnal Sttttl . PO BOI t900, S1nu Crui, Ca llfoml:t 9S061USATbt Sa.nu Crill O~t1Lloca. Inc., Ffden l S)1itmJGroup. l 100 Rts1oa hrt-q~ Sulit IOI. Rtston. \1rginla ZZ091
US.\ . (;O}) i fS. 8700. r.u.. (iOJ) 71)-SXO SCO Cam.di. Inc.. 1JO Bloor Srrttt ..est, IOdt Floor. Tbronlo. Oaurk>MSS IM Cu.ad.a, (-416) 911·1937. f.U: ftl6) 9?1·8397 The Ssnu Cruz C¥rsuoa, 1Jd , CtmkyCtntrr. lbntn Lane-. Talford 1'DI SYN. G~1 1 Britain, +- 44 (0)
913816}4'. FAX HH0)9!3811781 TU£ll 911mscotosc
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The newMicrosoft Bal1Poinf mouse
represents one giant step for you and your
,
laptop computer.
ThatS because new [ Microsoft
c BallPoint
BallPoint is the first and
~ Mouse
"'~
only mouse specifically de I:1~-· ' -.;;::tf
veloped for laptops. It's
'-_. ; _' c,;;;;•r
. · ~
compact, yet includes all • •
- :if_
the features that made the ~~

~

I

/,'

I

©1991 Microsoft Corporation.All rights rescroed. Microsoft a11d the Microsoft logo are regislere
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Microsoft Mouse the industry leader
Simply attach it to either side of vir
tually any laptop keyboard, and adjust it to
the most comfortable angle. Then thumb
your way through Microsoft Windows·
graphical environment version 3.0 and all
your favorite mouse-driven applications.
And for a limited time, you can get a
free BallPoint mouse when you purchase a

COMPAQ notebook or laptop PC.
Just call (800) 541-1261, and ask for
Dept. P40.They'll send you everything you
need to know about the mouse designed to
go where no mouse has gone before.
Anywhere.

Miclosoff

Making it all make sense·

ademarks and Ba//Poi11/, Making it all make sense a11d Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporalio11. COMPAQ is a registered trademark ofCompaq Computer Corporation.
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Replaceable
RIMs for Token
Ring Adapter

can use the respective soft
ware version to send and re
ceive faxes via the server.
Price: Stand-alone, $750;
with hardware, server soft
ware, and four workstation
licenses, $995 .
Contact: Pacific Image
Communications, Inc., 1111
South Arroyo Pkwy., Suite
430, Pasadena, CA 91105,
(818) 441 -0104; fax (818)
441 -2370.

A

4-Mbps Irmatrac
Token Ring Adapter
that's convertible to 16
Mbps is available from
Digital Communications
Associates. The interface
card uses the company's
Ring Interface Module tech
nology, which lets you
switch between 4 and 16
Mbps by removing one
RIM and replacing it with
the other.
The Irmatrac 4-Mbps
provides dual ISA and Micro
Channel architecture bus
support, bus-master support,
on-board processing of logi
cal link control, Token Ring
industry-standard support,
IBM software interface com
patibility, and 128K bytes
of on-board memory. The
board also supports lONet
Plus, PC LAN, LAN Man
ager 2.0, 3 + Open , and
NetWare 286 and 386.
Price: $795; 16-Mbps
RIM , $99 with coupon; $195
without coupon.
Contact: Digital Commu
nications Associates , Inc.,
1000 Alderman Dr., Al
pharetta, GA 30202, (800)
348-3221 or (404) 442
4000 .
Circle 1307 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1309 on Inquiry Card.

Transparent
Printer Language
Switching
You can convert the lrmarrac 4-Mbps Token Ring adaprer to 16
Mbps by changing the Ring Imerface Module.

Faxes Change
Direction
in Windows

L

anFax Redirector for
Windows uses print redi
rection to convert Windows
files into fax format and
transmit them to any fax
machine worldwide. LAN
users send the WYSIWYF
(what you see is what you
fax) messages peer-to-peer.
Available for 8, 25, or
unlimited users, LanFax Re
director for Windows is
compatible with Novell,

3Com, Banyan, and IBM
systems and the NetBIOS in
terface. It supports intelli
gent fax cards such as Spec
traFax, Satisfaxtion, and
Connection Coprocessor.
Price: Starts at $995.
Contact: Alcorn Corp.,
2464 Embarcadero Way ,
Palo Alto , CA 94303, (415)
493-3800; fax (415) 493
6185.
Circle 1308 on Inquiry Card.

A Micro Channel
Architecture and
05/2 Fax Team

S

uperFax for OS/2 is a
complete Micro Channel
bus-master fax communica
tions package, according to
its manufacturer. The com
bination of Micro Channel
architecture and OS/2 lets
you easily use such applica
tions as Lotus 1-2-3/G ,
WordPerfect, and PageMaker
while SuperFax works in
the background.
On a network, SuperFax
works in a variety of config
urations. With SuperFax on
the server, any workstation
running in OS/2 or running
Windows within a DOS shell

SuperFax for OS/2 views faxes locally before sending rhem our.
74
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T

wo connected PCs and
an AppleTalk network
can share the Hewlett-Pack
ard LaserJet IIISi printer via
the BridgePort 2674 intel
ligent switching device. Once
the device is connected, you
can send files to the printer
without designating
whether you're using Post
script or Printer Command
Language.
On a printer equipped
with the Adobe PostScript
upgrade kit from HP, the
BridgePort 2674's automatic
language switching trans
parently senses and analyzes
the data stream to deter
mine the language of the in
coming data. It then config
ures the printer for the
appropriate Language.
The BridgePort 2674
plugs into the modular 1/0
slot of the HP LaserJet
III Si. Its three input ports are
a mini-DIN-8 AppleTalk
port , a 36-pin Centronics
port, and a port that incor
porates Extended Link.
Price: $595.
Contact: Extended Sys
tems , 6123 North Meeker
Ave. , Boise, ID 83704,
(208) 322-7575 ; fax (208)
377-1906.
Circle 1310 on Inquiry Card.
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Interactive source
level debugger
Generates high
perfonnance code for
32-bit protected mode
Microsoft source and
library compatible

~ Fast, tight code

~ Profiler
~ Protected-mode

version of compiler

Experts Agree on WATCOM C:
''When Novell went looking for a 32-bit compiler for use with the NetWare 386 developer's kit, the
company selected WATCOM's .. . lt's clear that Novell chose wisely; this product is a winner!'
Fred Hommel, BYTE, December 1989
"WATCOM C/386 is a fantastic new ANSI C compatible compiler for 386-based PC's ... If you have
written your application in Microsoft C, you will love this compiler."
J. Richard Hines, Electronic Test, December 1989
"Microsoft library- and source-compatibility makes WATCOM C7.0/386 ideal for porting DOS
applications to 32-bit native mode. This compiler enables full 386 performance without 640K
limitations!'
Richard M. Smith, President, Phar La/1 Software, Inc.
"WATCOM is definitely the leader in object-level optimiza '
WATCOM C showed shining performance!'
Computer Language, FebniOI)' 1989

~ Graphics library

WATCOM CS.0/386 Professional

~

100% ANSI C and
SAA compatible

~

Run-time compatible
with WATCOM
FORTRAN 77/386

• 100% ANS I C op timizing compiler • Protectcd
modc version of compiler • 386 run-time li brary
object code • \Vindowed so urce level debu gger
• Profiler • Editor • 386 graphics library
• MAKE • Linker • Object-code librarian
• Object-code di assembler • Supports Phar La
and ERGO DOS extenders

1-800-265-4555
W~]' ~=~E~;
~

~

=



-115 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Onwrio, anada N2L :~X~
Tel. (5 19) 886-:1700 fox (5 19) 7'17-4971
W r\TCO~ I <: i' : 11 1 ~ ull' 111 ark 111'\Vft.TCOM Sys1c111., Inc.
Tr.1dt:111.ll'kcd nam es arc cli c properties of1 h c ir rc ~ p(: c:1ivt' OWll t'l'S.
Wr\TCO~I P roducL~ Inc.

Ct C:llp)'right 1990

Enables 32-bit Windows 3.0 GUI applications
Interactive debugger for 32-bit Windows
GUI applications
Ideal for porting 32-bit Unix applications.__ ";'
to Windows
32-bit flat model simplifies
Windows memory management
00 Royalty-free run-time license
00 Requires Windows 3.0 SDK,
does not require DOS extende

Redefi'1i11g the price-pe1forn1m1ce
ratio 111 high-resolutio11 color monitors

For the whole sweep of adva nced,
demanding applications: CAD/CAM ,
graphic design, desktop publishing.
medical and sciemific imaging, and
Windowing.
flat square technology and inno
vative focus system virtually eliminate
distortion and flick er and reduce eye

stra in. Both 17" and 21" monitors offer
brilliant color and automatic sca nning
over wide frequency range (30-65KHz).
VGA·, 8514A- and Mac II-compatible
with resolution up to 1280 pixels x 1024
lines. Smart, compact design with handy
controls and easy adjustments.
All this at undeniably realistic prices.

Toshiba PS. Recreating Reality, Affordably.
Al 3499 Ii t the 21" is 1000 less 1han
the competition. Al 2100 list !he 17''
delivers far more monitor than anything

21" $3499 list

17" $2100 list

else in iis price range . eeing is bel ie,·ing.
Try a Toshiba al your dealer's. F r more

In Touch With Tomorrow

information phone or fax 1oday:

1-800-253-5429
b:1e11sio11 321

TOSHIBA

708- 541-1927fax

Toshiba America Consumer Products. Inc.

1010 Johnson Drive, Buffalo Grove. IL 60089

11:1 1991 Toshiba Amo11ca. Inc

Circle 318 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 319).
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Let Your Laptop
Take the Bus
to the LAN

Integrated
Motherboard
for Workstations

E

T

xternal Ethernet and
Token Ring LAN adapt
ers from Megahertz con
nect to the I00-pin bus con
nector on Toshiba lOOOSE,
XE, and LE, 1200XE, and
2000SX notebook com
puters. The adapters are
completely compatible with
existing software packages,
according to the company.
The 10-MB Ethernet
adapter supports thick and
thin Ethernet cabling via a
I OBase-5 15-pin female con
nector and a lOBase-2 BNC
connector. It uses Western
Digital 's Ethernet chip set.
Systems supported include
NetWare, 3 + Open , Vines ,
OS/2 LAN Manager, and
Unix.
The 4-MB Token Ring
adapter includes software
drivers for PC LAN and
NetWare version 2. lx. It also
supports the NetBIOS
interface.
Price: Ethernet version,
$599; Token Ring version,
$999.
Contact: Megahertz Corp. ,
4505 South Wasatch Blvd.,
Salt Lake City, UT 84124,
(800) 527-8677 or (801) 272
6000; fax (801) 272-6077.
Circle 1311 on Inquiry Card.

The external laptop Ethernet adapter connects to the Toshiba's
100-pin bus-expansion connector.

Full Fax
Features on a
Modem Board

T

he Twincom 24/96
modem/fax board with
Rockwell International's
RC9624 chip set combines a
Hayes-compatible 2400-bps
data modem with a 9600-bps
Group 3 send/receive fax
modem . Bundled with Quick
Link II Fax , Twincom
24/96 features true back
ground fax operation , pull
down menus, mouse support,
full call-progress monitor
ing, macros , and automatic
answer/dial and log-on
scripting.
Price: $149.
Contact: Image
Communications,
6 Caesar Place ,
Moonachie, NJ
07074, (800)
666-2496 or (201)
935-8880; fax
(201) 935-6548 .
Circle 1312
on Inquiry Card.

The Twin com 24196 uses the Rockwell
RC9624 chip set.
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Protect
Your LAN Line

T

wo LAN data-line
surge protectors avail
able from Patton are the
Model 531 for Ethernet and
the Model 533 for ARCnet.
Both surge protectors are for
thin coaxial cable and can
handle l .8K watts of energy

per wire.
Key to the design of the
protectors are silicon ava
lanche diodes in the pas
sive, high-speed hybrid cir
cuitry. These SADs allow
the devices to respond in less
than 5 ns. The devices , en
cased in ABS plastic, do not
require additional cables for
hookup . Configurations
available are in-line and
T-spl itter.
Price: Starts at $50.
Contact: Patton Electronics
Co., 7958 Cessna Ave .,
Gaithersburg , MD 20879 ,
(301) 975-1000; fax (301 )
869-9293 .
Circle 1313 on Inquiry Card.

wo new 16-MHz Tri
umph 386SX worksta
tions are available for use
on Novell NetWare LANs.
The Triumph SX-Lite and
Triumph SX-Tra feature a
motherboard with an inte
grated Intelligent Drive Elec
tronics hard disk drive con
troller; a floppy disk drive
controller; a VGA chip set;
and serial, parallel , and
mouse ports.
Each workstation comes
with 1 MB of RAM (expand
able to 8 MB) and 40 MB of
hard disk storage (expandable
to 135 MB). Each includes
a Phoenix BIOS , math copro
cessor support , and a 14
inch monochrome VGA
monitor.
The Triumph SX-Lite,
measuring 2 112 by 14 1/z by 15
inches , has two half-height
disk drives (one floppy and
one hard) and one expan
sion slot. The Triumph SX
Tra, which measures 51/z by
141/z by 16 112 inches has one
full-height 5 ~-inch and
one half-height 3 112-inch
floppy disk drive or three
half-height 31/2-inch floppy
disk drives, plus four ex
pansion slots.
Price: Basic configuration
of l MB ofRAM, 40-MB
hard disk storage , and a
floppy disk drive, $1395;
with VGA color monitor,
$1625.
Contact: The Network
Connection , 1324 Union Hill
Rd., Alpharetta, GA
30201, (800) 327-4853 or
(404) 751-0889; fax (404)
751-1884.
Circle 1314 on Inquiry Card.

CRARY-I
The Cany-19 000 series comes co mplete l/lilh 80386SX/80286- l 6/
80286- 12 microprocesso r (Co-Processor optional). 1024 x 768
VGA/MCA & CGA display inte1face, 11214 MB RAM, one 3. 5 "
1.44 MB FDD or o ne FDD plus on e 40180 f\!IB HDD, one 8 bit
expansion SLOT, one parallel and tu 10 serial 110 p o rts, and one
30W auto range switching power adapter. all in the traditional
240mm x 185mm x 45;nm (9.4" x 7.3" x 1.8 ") casing of Carry
/. Each package includes two mini-tower stands and a carry bag
The 8 1 key mini key board witb 101 fun ctions and 9 incb color
or monocbrome VGA m onitor are optio nal.
Otber Carry-I products include the 8000 se1·ies XT & AT book-size
personal computers and the 6000 series XT and AT book-size
LANstations. All Cany-1product lines a r e bundled witb DR DOS

5.0

I liii!Y!ilFLYTECH GROUP INTERNATIONAL
Germany
Hong Kong
Taiwan

U.S.A.

TEL#
TEL#
TEL#
TEL#

69-746081 , 746453
305-1268
2-7852556, 7827538
408-7277373. 7277374

FAX#
FAX#
FAX#
FAX#

COMPUTEX-TAIPEI
JUNE 4- 10, 1991
TWfC EXHIBITION Hill
5HS!NYI ROAD, SEC. 5
TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R.O.C.
BOOTH: C714, C8 l3

69-749375
796-8427
2-7852371 , 7837970
408-7277375

See us at
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Control
for Controls

D

ialogCoder, the Win
dows 3.0 programming
tool for managing how dia
log controls should interact
with the end user, now lets
you test and simulate your di
alog without compiling or
linking . Using Dialog
Coder ' s point-and-click in
terface, you can design and
then generate the source
code for dialog controls
ranging from simple
WYSIWYG dialogs to those
with stacked, overlapped ,
hidden , and disabled control s
with multiple triggers.
DialogCoder 2.0A inte
grates with Caseworks'
Case:W and Blue Sky's
WindowsMaker application
builders . It generates code
for Microsoft C and Borland
c++ 2.0.
Price: $499.
Contact: The Software Or
ganization , Inc. , 56 Kirkland
St. , Suite 3, Cambridge,
MA 02138 , (617) 354-2012;
fax (617) 354-0667 .
Circle 1271 on Inquiry Card.

Create 32-bit
Applications
for Windows

W

ith Objectworks \
Smalltalk release 4 for
Windows 3.0, you can de
velop true-color graphical in
teractive applications for
Windows, the Mac, and Unix
without needing intimate
knowledge of the low-level
windowing application pro-

DialogCoder 2.0A adds enhanced edit-control validation ,
optional generation ofdynamic link libraries, and trigger/link
relationships involving bit maps.

gramming interface for each
platform. Applications
created for Windows will run
unchanged on a Mac or a
Unix workstation running the
X. Window System, Parc
Place says.
The environment is the
first to exploit the 32-bit lin
ear mode of Windows 3.0,
the company says. While you
could previously write ap
plications to take advantage
of 32-bit capabilities by
using the Winmem32 .DLL
dynamic link library in the
Windows Software Develop
ment Kit, Objectworks \
Smalltalk has the tools to
make the job much easier.
The environment also pro
vides a migration path to
future 32-bit versions of
Windows.
Object works \ Smalltalk
provides more than 350 types
of Portable Objects and
7400 reusable methods. It

also has third-party tools
from Tigre Object Systems
and for creating graphical
user interfaces , and Synergis
tic Solutions' SQLTalk/80,
which provides a link be
tween SQL Server and the
Objectworks environment.
An Objectkit \Smalltalk ad
vanced programming kit has
analysis and programming
tools, additional browsers
and classes, and terminal
emulation capabilities.
Price: Objectworks \
Smalltalk release 4,
$3500; Objectkit \ Small
talk, $500.
Contact: ParcPlace Sys
tems, 1550 Plymouth St. ,
Mountain View, CA 94043,
(415) 691-6700; fax (415)
691-6715.
Circle 1272 on Inquiry Card.

WindowsMaker
Turns Pro

W

Windows Maker
Pro's embedded
dialog box editor
lets you interactively
move, size, and
align controls in
a dialog box.

80
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indowsMaker, the
application C code
generator for Windows 3.0,
now includes an animation
test mode and the ability to
work interactively. With the
animation test mode , you
can simulate your designs

without wading through the
traditional compile/link pro
cess , Blue Sky says.
WindowsMaker Pro lets
you attach functionality to
your buttons, custom con
trols , bit maps , and icons. It
supports almost unlimited
nesting for menus. Blue Sky
also lets you collapse all the
nested menus with one key
click.
WindowsMaker Pro re
quires Borland C++ , the
Microsoft Software Devel
opment Kit 3.0 with Micro
soft C 5. 1 or higher, or
Zortech C+ + 2. 1.
Price: $995 .
Contact: Blue Sky Soft
ware Corp. , 2375 East Tropi
cana Ave. , Suite 320, Las
Vegas , NV 89119, (702) 456
6365; fax (702) 434-0580.
Circle 1273 on Inquiry Card.

CASE for
Real-Time Mac
Applications

E

xcel's new CASE pack
age for the Mac provides
real-time analysis, object
analysis , and a requirements
database.
By generating state-tran
sition diagrams , decision
tables , process-activation
tables , state-transition matri
ces, and state-transition
tables , MacAnalyst/Expert
lets you more quickly de
velop time-critical real-time
applications for embedded
control systems , avionics , de
fense , and manufacturing ,
the company says. With the
database, you can identify ,
specify , and trace require
ments throughout the devel
opment cycle.
The program supports
C++ , Object Pascal , and
other object languages on
a Mac .
Price: $1595 .
Contact: Excel Software,
P.O . Box 1414, Marshall
town, IA 50158 , (515) 752
5359; fax (515) 752-2435 .
Circle 1274 on Inquiry Card.
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The Relaxing
Legacy of No
More Downtime

New R:base
Acts as a
Control Center

A

M

!though top-quality
disk drives experience
an approximate failure rate
ofonly 6 percent per year,
even this relatively high re
liability is unacceptable to
many businesses with in
stalled networks . Mirroring
is one solution , but it re
quires you to invest in twice
as much storage to hold
your data and programs.
RAID (redundant arrays
of inexpensive disks) offers
another solution to this
problem. RAID provides im
proved performance and
the ability to withstand the
failure of a single disk drive
by means of check bytes,
which reconstruct the failed
drive' s data from the remain
ing drives.
Tense Lectronix says that
its Legacy Array Software
I .0 achieves Level 5, the
highest level of RAID. LAS
1.0 lets you rebuild a re
placement drive in the back
ground while reads and
writes continue, making it
suitable for transaction pro
cessing, financial institu
tions, and other businesses.
The system supports
DOS , Novell NetWare, Unix,
SunOS, and OS/2 . For
RAID Level 5, LAS runs on
the Legacy Hot Fix Device
(HFD) SCSI-based storage
subsystem that connects di
rectly to file servers and
workstations.
Price: $1495 to $1595.
Contact: Tense Lectronix

With the Legacy HFD storage subsystem and complementary
RAID software, you can store up to eight backup devices and
replace a failed drive without downtime.
Corp. , 200 Butterfield Dr. ,
Unit B, Ashland, MA
01721, (508) 881-6442 ; fax
(508) 881-4116 .
Circle 1275 on Inquiry Card.

SQLAdded
to Windows
Database

P

recision adds an em
bedded Structured
Query Language command
set to the new version of its
Superbase 4 Windows data
base. The SQL command set,
along with the new Super
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S11perbase 4
Windows 1.3 lets
you build custom
dialogs and connect
to several SQL
database servers.

base SQL Library , lets ver
sion 1.3 of the database link
to and operate on popular
SQL database servers.
Precision says that the
new SQL support , along with
support for Windows Dy
namic Data Exchange and
dynamic link libraries, lets
Superbase act as a graphical
database center for busi
nesses. A revised networking
scheme is based on stan
dard DOS locks.
The library now supports
Microsoft SQL Server on
OS/2; Sybase; and Gupta
SQLBase on DOS , OS/2, and
Novell NetWare's NLM . A
future release will support
other servers.
Price: SQL Library , $495 ;
Superbase 4 Windows, $695 ;
network extension, $995 .
Contact: Precision Soft
ware, 8404 Sterling St. , Suite
A, Irving, TX 75063 , (214)
929-4888; fax (214) 929
1655.
Circle 1276 on Inquiry Card.

icrorim's Express
3. IA R:base upgrade
lets you run any dBASE,
word processing, spread
sheet , or graphics applica
tion from within a database.
For network administra
tors, the company developed
R:scope, a database, diag
nostic , and network utilities
package that uses Dynamic
Application Integration to
bind itself to R:base.
Price: R:base, $795; Up
grade Express subscription
(three a year), $129; indi
vidual upgrades, $99 each;
LAN Pack users, $149 per
subscription, $99 for run
time; R:scope, $129.
Contact: Microrim , 15395
Southeast 30th Place, Belle
vue, WA 98007, (206) 649
9500; fax (206) 746-9350.
Circle 1277 on Inquiry Card.

Link the Wizard
and B.O.S.S. to
Windows PIMs

W

ith IntelliLink/DDE,
you can link the Sharp
Wizard or Casio B.O.S.S.
with a Windows 3.0-based
personal information man
ager and upload and down
load information between
the two. You can use lntelli
Link/DDE to upload and
download from the hand-held
PC either through an Asy
metrix Toolbook application
or via Dynamic Data Ex
change to applications such
as Excel and Microsoft
Word for Windows.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: IntelliLink, 7
Parker St. , Acton , MA
01720 , (508) 264-9943 ; fax
(508) 369-6900.
Circle 1278 on Inquiry Card.

First off,let's get one thing straight.
We totally agree with Apple
A truly powerful computer is meas
ured in how often its used.

IF YOU LISTEN
TO APPLE,THIS
ISTHE MOST
POWERFUL
COMPUTER IN
THE WORLD.

The T2000SX has

Uklcome to the next
generation in
personal computing.

a 40MBhard
disk with 19 msec
access time.

But more im
portant than the
specs themselves,
is the way the
T2000SX lets you
use them. Which is more often.

Because the T2000SX can fit easily
into a briefcase (it weighs a scant 6.9
pounds) , you can take it anywhere
you go and use it in more ways than
you can imagine.
Need to make revisions to a

Our fluorescent side-litscreen provides even
distribution
oflight.
(Actual
size.)

T?J©@®SX

But while Apple has taken great
strides in making the personal com
puter more useful, we've gone sub
stantially farther.

Introducing the T2000SX
notebook computer.
Quite simply, theT2000 SX is a more
useful personal computer because
it allows you to work how you want
to work. When you want to work.
And where you want to work.
Painstakingly engineered with
you dearly in mind, the T2000SX
will help you work more efficiently
than ever before.
Virtually every feature you can
find on a desktop computer, you will
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Our technologically superior battery can be
fully recharged in a mere ninety minutes.

find on the T2000SX: An 80386™
SX
processor with a math coprocessor
socket, VGA compatible display, 1
MB (expandable to 9MB) of 80 nsec
RAM, a 40 MB hard disk with 19
msec access time and 1.5 MB/sec
data transfer rate.
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Our internal AutoResume back up battery
automatically saves your work ifyour main
battery runs out.

business proposal? TheT2000SX
gives you the freedom to do it from
a train.The client wants an estimate
on costs? You can give it to him right
then and there-wherever there is.
No more wasting time running

back to the office. Because the office
is always with you.
But just in case there's something

Our user-installed memory card allows you
to add up to 8 MB ofmemory yourself

f,

back at the office you still
need,you can get back to it
with our optional buik-in
modem.Which supports
industry standard error cor
rections and data compres
sion (CCITTV42,V42bis,
MNP"' 5). It even supports
cellular data communica
tions via our optional smart
cable adapter.
The T2000SX also has a
unique feature you won't
find on any other computer
in the world. It is called

AutoResume automatically
saves whatever you're work
ing on whenever you tum
the computer off. And it lets
you go directly to the pro
gram you were using last
when you're ready to start
,,, up again. So you don't
have to reboot, restart
your application and
reload your files.
AutoResume

~

The T2000SX has
an optional modem
that allows data
communications via
a cellular phone.

Circle 321 on Inquiry Card.

also helps save
on battery life
and it allows you m-'J.lll..l=u.u.wJJ...- •
to change bat
teries without
losing an ounce
of information. TheT2000SX
comes complete with
As for batter Hypertext on-line
ies, the T2000SX documentation.
touts the latest in battery technology
-Nickel Hydride. Nickel Hydride
delivers 22% more watt-hours per
pound than NiCad and it doesn't
suffer from memory effect.
In keeping with theToshiba tra
dition, the T2000SX also offers
superior ergonomics. Like full-size,
standard-spaced keys on a key
board which has a full set of 12 dedi
cated function and 8 cursor con
trol keys. And a VGA compatible,
reversible black on white or white
on black high resolution display.

These are just a few of the reasons
why we believe the T2000SX is
the most useful, and therefore, most
powerful computer in the world.
And why P.C. Week" Labs said, "the

T2000SX offers performance
comparable to the LTE .38&/2J, pl.us
many ofthe design features that
have made Toshiba a market leader

~~~;whle

IUHWEEK

We invite you to learn more
about the T2000SX and Toshibas
best-selling line of portable comput
ers by calling us at 1-800-457-7777
for a complete information kit.
In closing, wea like to thank you
for reading our ad.
Wea also like to thank our friends
at Apple for giving us such a wonder
ful endorsement.
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
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SOFTWARE

Grabert Blitzes
theAutoCAD
Stair-Step Effect

Hit the Road,
Mac

V

T

he AutoPack Blitz
combines software
drivers for AutoCAD and
Edsun Laboratories' Contin
uous Edge Graphics tech
nology to let you display
photo-realistic graphics on
VGA-type displays . The com
bination of drivers and a
single-slot board eliminates
the stair-step effect in
AutoCAD drawings by mix
ing more than 750,000
colors and shades at a virtual
resolution of2048 by 2048
pixels.
AutoPack Blitz also pro
vides BirdsEye View capabil
ities; its display-list capabil
ities let you pan , zoom , and
generate images as much as
10 times faster than with
AutoCAD alone, the com
pany claims.
Price: $595 .
Contact: Grabert Systems,
Inc., 4330 North Civic Cen
ter Plaza , Suite 203, Scotts
dale, AZ 85251, (800) 521
0240 or (602) 949-9722;
fax (602) 949-9937.
Circle 1279 on Inquiry Card.

AEC Products
for Generic CADD

S

oftdesk, developer of
AutoCAD add-ins for
civil engineering, survey
ing , and other architectural ,
engineering, and construc
tion disciplines , now offers
similar add-ins for Generic
CADD 5.0 for the PC.
The GenCADD architec
tural program performs such
tasks as layouts, drawing of
walls and footings , addition
of doors and windows, and
the creation of building

On a normal VGA display, this CAD drawing would appear
jagged. But AutoPack Blitz, which uses Edsun Labs ' technology,
displays the drawing at a virtual 2048- by 2048-pixel resolution .

elevations. The GenCADD
FF&E module provides fur
niture, fixtures, equip
ment, and other symbols.
GenCADD CoGo per
forms coordinate-geometry
tasks, such as setting
points , drawing lines , per
forming closures, and la
beling metes and bounds.
Other products will in
clude Landscape, Structural,
HVAC (heating , ventilation ,
air conditioning), Electric ,
Plumbing , Data Collection,
Input Reduction , Site De
sign, and DTM (digital ter
rain modeling) .
GenCADD programs in
clude the Generic CAD 5.0
engine. If you already have
Generic CADD 5.0 or an
other GenCADD program ,
modules without the CAD
engine are available at a
reduced price.
Price: GenCADD pack
ages , less than $1000 each ;
GenCADD modules, less
than $500 each.
Contact: Softdesk, Inc.
(formerly DCA Software) , 7
Liberty Hill Rd ., Hen
niker, NH 03242 , (603) 428
3199; fax (603) 428-7901.
Circle 1280 on Inquiry Card.

"Hydrate" Your
CAD Applications

N

th Graphics' Hydra
View/AC visualization
software lets you view ,
shade , and rotate images
from within AutoCAD 386
release 11 . You can render
the model , check it for de
sign flaws, and hot-key back
to AutoCAD for quick
editing.
A stand-alone version
called Hydra View works
outside AutoCAD and
works with VersaCAD ,
MicroStation 3-D, and
AutoCAD release 10 and
11 models .
Price: $595 ; Hydra View,
$495 .
Contact: Nth Graphics ,
1807-S West Braker Lane,
Suite S, Austin , TX 78758 ,
(800) 624-7552 or (512) 832
1944; fax (512) 832-5954.
Circle 1281 on Inquiry Card.

ector Systems ' latest
version of the Mac Road
interactive road-design
package lets you lay out
multiple roadbeds on a sin
gle contour map. The pro
gram can now save draw
ings in the DXF format for
use in AutoCAD . For log
ging companies , Vector has
added support for survey
data entry in standard
forestry survey formats .
MacRoad 3.6 supports
digital terrain modeling, pro
filing, cross-section views,
plan drawings, and the ability
to calculate earthworks
quantities.
Price: $4000.
Contact: Vector Systems,
Inc., 3700 Vanguard Dr.,
Fort Wayne, IN 46809 ,
(219) 478-8088; fax (219)
747-5894.
Circle 1282 on Inquiry Card.

NewASG
Applications

A

SG's new surveying,
terrain modeling , and
road construction modules
now support AutoCAD 386
release 11. ASG CoGo
(surveying) features multiple
traverse and sideshot capa
bilities. ASG Topo (terrain
modeling) incorporates 3-D
digital terrain modeling tech
niques for cross-section
modeling and slope analysis .
ASG Roads features pro
grammable design templates
for earthworks calculations
and multilane highway de
sign. The programs require
the ASG Core program .
Price: CoGo or Topo,
$1250; Roads, $2900; Core,
$750.
Contact: ASG , 4000
Bridgeway , Suite 309,
Sausalito, CA 94965, (415)
332-2123; fax (415) 332
2146.
Circle 1283 on Inquiry Card.
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Everything\Ou Ever Wanted In UNIX.
And Less. $99.95.* ·
OK. We know it's hard to
believe. So just consider this.
CoherentN is a virtual clone of UNIX.
But it was developed independently
by Mark Williams Company. Which
means we don't pay hundreds of dol
lars per copy in licensing fees.
What's more, Coherent embod
ies the original tenet of UNIX: small is
beautiful. This simple fact leads to a
whole host of both cost and perform
ance advantages for Coherent. So
read on, because there's a lot more to
Coherent than its price.

SMALLER, FASTER...BEITER.
Everybo<ly appreciates a good
deal. But what is it that makes small
so great?
For one thing, Coherent gives
you UNIX capabilities on a machine
you can actually afford. Requiring
only 10 megabytes of disk space,
Coherent can reside with DOS. So
you can keep all your DOS applica
tions and move up to Coherent. You
can also have it running faster, learn it
faster and get faster overall perform
ance. All because Coherent is small.
Sounds beautiful, doesn't it?
But small wouldn't be so great if
it didn't do the job it was meant to do.
LESS
IS MORE!

Coherent For
the IBM-PC/AT
and compatible
286 or 386

Santa Cruz
Operation's
XENIX 286,
Version 231

~machines.

No. of Manuals

1

8

No. of Disks

4

21

Kernel Size

64K

198K

Install Time

20-JOmin. 3-4hour.;

Suggested Disk Space

lOmeg

30meg

Min. Memory Required

640K

1-2 meg

38.7 sec

1003 sec

Perfonnance•
Price

S99.95 $1495.00

'Byte Execl benchmark,1000 iterations on 20 MHZ 386.
Hardware rcquiremcnls: t2 mcg SW or 1.4 m.cg 31'.!' floppy, and
hard disk. Does not run on M1croch:mnel machine$.

EVERYfHING UNIX
WAS MEANT TO DO.
Like the original UNIX,
Coherent is a powerful multi-user,
multi-tasking development system.
With a complete UNIX-compatible
kernel which makes a vast world of
UNIX software available including
over a gigabyte of public domain
software.
Coherent also comes with Lex
and Yacc, a complete Ccompiler and a
full set of nearly 200 UNIX commands
including text processing, program
development, administrative and
maintenance commands plus UUCP.
CRITICS AGREE: IT'S
AN INCREDIBLE VALUE!
"Mark Williams Co. seems to have
mastered the art of illusion; Coherent
comes so fully qualified as a UNIX
clone, you find yourself thinking 'I
can't believe it's not UNIX.' "
- Sean Fulton, UNIX Today!,
November 26, 1990

" ... (Coherent) may be the best thing
that has happened to UNIX yet."
-William Zachmann, PC Week,
November 5, 1990

"If you want to come as dose as you
can to real UNIX for a low price,
COHERENT can't be beat."
- Warren Keuffel, Computer Language
Magazine, November 1990

"If you want a UNIX-like develop
ment and learning system for less
than $100.. .I don't see how you can
go wrong with Coherent."
-David Fiedler, BYI'E Magazine,
November 1990

EXPERIENCE, SUPPORT
ANDA60-DAY
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Wondering how something as
good as Coherent could come from

NEW COHERENT RELEASE 3.1
NOW WITH ...
-elvis: vi editor clone
- SCSI (Adapt~ AHA 154x series
and more on the way.) and
ESDI support
-UUCP Bulletin Board System
-RAM disk support
-And much, much more!
OVER 20,000 SATISFIED USERS!

nowhere? Well it didn't. It came from
Mark Williams Company, people
who've developed Ccompilers for
DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of
professional programmers.
We make all this experience avail
able to users through complete techni
cal support via telephone. And from
the original system developers, too!
Yes, we know $99.95 may still
be hard to believe. But we've made it
fool-proof to find out for yourself.
With a 60-day money-back no-hassles
guarantee.
You have to be more than just a
little curious about Coherent by now.
So why not just do it? Pick up that
phone and order today.
You'll be on your way to having
everything you ever wanted in UNIX.
And for a lot less than you ever
expected.

1-800-MARK WMS
(1-800-627-5967or1-708-291-6700)
FAX: 1-708-291-6750
60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANI'EE!

llJ

Mark Williams
Company
(,() Revere Drive
Nonhbrook, IL 60062

'Plus shipping and handlin~ . Coherent is a trademark of Mark
William.< Company. UNIX IS a trademark of AT&T. XENIX IS a
trademark of Microsofi.
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I ENGINEERING SOFTWARE

Travel
to the Planets
on Your Mac

platforms.

Price: $12,500 to $25,000,
depending on configu ration.
Contact: Kinesix, 10333
Richmond Ave., Suite 1100,
Houston, TX 77042 , (713)
953-8300; fax (713) 784
4 159.

C

D-ROM Voyage to the
Planets, a collection of
three CD-ROMs full of
images from Mars , Jupiter,
Neptune, and other planets,
is now available for the Mac.
Each di sc has more than
500 images. Volume I con
tains images of Jupiter, Sat
urn , Uranus, and its moons;
Volume 2, Mars ; and Vol
ume 3, Neptune and its
moons. Each disc (also
available for the PC with a
VGA , SVGA, or EGA dis
play) provides 3-D displays,
zoom, and histogram
analysis .
Price: For the PC: $ 120
each volume, all three for
$300; for the Mac: $180
each, all three for $400.
Contact: Astronomical Re
search Network , 206 Bell
wood Ave., Maplewood ,
MN 55117 , (61 2)488-5178.
Circle 1284 on Inquiry Card.

Unix GUE
for Real·Time
Engineering

A

new graphical user en
vironment (GUE) for
the aerospace and manufac
turing community lets you
develop front-end displays
of rea l-time or database-re
siding data in a distributed
computing environment over
several platforms and oper
ating systems .
The Sammi GUE lets you
modify the display without
requiring complex pro
gramming and source code
modification . Unlike tradi
tional graphical user inter
faces, the Sammi GUE is
not embedded into the code
of applications software
programs , Kinesix says.
Sammi consists of a run
time environment, a format
editor, and an application
programming interface

88
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Circle 1285 on Inquiry Card.

Labtech
Expands to Unix
and Windows
Th e CD-ROM Voyage to the Planets, for Macs and PCs, displays
an image ofDione, a satellite ofSaturn.

(API) . With Sammi , you
can create a graphical inter
face in front of application
data in a client/server com
puting environment. It does
this through the X Window
System version 11 and re
mote procedure call s.
The system lets you ac
cess and modify a series of
color-coded meters and
gauges, bars and graphs ,
push buttons , and other
widget objects. The system
also supports data plotting
and alarm handling . Through
windowed displays , you can
view data in a format tai lored
for the operator or industry .
Building an interface
with the included format edi

tor first involves defining
the background , using either
your drawing created with
Sammi 's tools or a scanned
X bit-map, GIFF , or CGM
file . Without programming,
you can define dynamic
fields usi ng the library of ob
jects that are tied to data .
If you need complex rela
tionships with the data
source, the included API
utilities let a C programmer
create a customized inter
face between the data-source
application and Sammi .
Sammi acts as a stand-alone
task.
Sammi will run on a va
riety of IBM , Sun , DEC , and
Hewlett-Packard/Apollo
Th e Sammi
graphical user
environment lets
you create
applications
such as this
pipeline-control
system without
prog ramming.

SPREAD THE WORD
Your new product is important to us. Please address information
to New Products Editors, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough, NH 03458. Better yet, use your modem and mail new
product information to the microbytes.Jnv or microbytes.sw
conferences on BIX. Please send the product description, price ,
ship date , and an address anti telephone number where readers
can get more information.

L

abtech Notebook, for
data acquisition, analy
sis, and control, and Lab
tech Control , for industrial
process monitoring and
control, are now available
for Windows 3.0. The new
versions support virtual
memory and flexible multi
tasking , Laboratory Technol
ogies says.
The company has also re
leased Chrom/RT, a program
for gas , high-pressure liq
uid , and ion chromatography.
Chrom/RT supports the X
Window System, Windows
3.0, and Presentation Man
ager under OS/2.
Another new program ,
Notebook/XE for DOS , X
Window, Windows 3.0, or
OS/2 , supports multiple real
time screen displays , re
mote instrumentation sup
port , and real-time data
transfer to foreground
programs.
Price: Notebook for Win
dows , $1495 before July 31;
Control for Windows, un
determined at press time;
Chrom/RT: DOS/Windows
or OS/2 version, $2495 be
fore July 31 , $2995 after;
Unix version, $7000; Note
book/XE: $2495 and up.
Contact: Laboratory Tech
nologies Corp., 400 Research
Dr., Wilmington, MA
01887 , (508) 657-5400; fax
(508) 658-9972 .
Circle 1286 on Inquiry Card.

Here's What We

486-33 64K
CacheTom!r

PROMISE

125 MB caching IDE,
4 MB 70 nano RAM,
l.2 AND l.44 MB
floppies, 14" SVGA
1024 x 7fi3 color, 16
Bit SVGA w/l MB,
3.3 or 4.01 DOS, 101
keyboard, & more!

How?

$3888

More Quality, Value and Throughput for your dollar.

By assembling our systems with the best components possible. You want
mimes? How about genuine Intel 386® and 468® processors? How about
TEAC floppy drives and Trident 8900-based SVGA controllers?
And our hard drives? They're all caching versions from either Maxtor or
Imprimis.

486-25 Cache Tom!r s

3488
NEW 386-40 Cache Tom!r
A .386 SCREAMER,
$2988
Equipped as above, just . . .... . .
Equipped as above, just ... . .. . ·

The truth is, we really do want to give you the very best system for your
money; so we don't just stop at using the best components. \Y/e also bum
every St. Croix in for at least 48 hours and give you a Full 2 Year Pares
and Labor Warranty o n the Entire System.

386-33 64K Cache
89 MB caching IDE, 14"
color VGA monitor, 2MB
70 nano RAM, l.2 &
l.44 MB floppies, 33 or
4.01 DOS, 101
keyboard, and more!

A t St. Croix the facts of business life are reall y quite simple. We figure it's
better to spend our time building better PCs, not bigger repair shops.

Here's What We

DELIVER

Satisfaction! Bue please do n't cake our word for it .. . listen co some of
our customer .

"Th e 386 you configured for me is addicrive! Its speed and poiver are
quite out ofrhe ordinary."
"/ have multiple comm unicacions programs with m y main frame, and
this (St. Croix) unit has cut the transfer tim e down tremendously."
"very few companies extend the level ofcourtesy, knowledge and service
I've received from Sr. Croix."

s

"/ run acceptance diagnostics on all systems . . . the Sr. Croix out
performed a similar 386-SX we purchased from a local outlet. Ir
functioned twice as fasr in the math funcrionaliry rest and in video
response rime. The mother board tested faster too."
Our letter fi le is always open, so you're welcome to
read our mail. But noching's going co happen until
you pick up chat phone. If you're erious about
gerting the best performance and value for your
money, ca ll us today!

$2348
$
Systems starting from just . . . . . . . 1688
386-25 Cache

386-SX-16
43 MB IDE, 14 " VGA
color monitor, !MB RAM,
1.2 or I.44 MB floppy, ZOO
Watt power supply, 3.3 or
4.01DOS,101 keyboard, I
and more!
•"

$1488
~kr!~ems from just ....... .$958

A I N T

1-800-950-0174

For Technical Support call: 1-800-950-0182

cac EE

COMPUTERS

Of cou.-se you !;l"t 3()..Jay retu rn pri\ilegcs, no qucsdo1u nskcd.
Spccifkacions & prices subject to change Y.i rhout notice.
© 1991. St. C roix Computer Corporation

6640 Shady Oak Road; Eden Prairie, MN 55344; FAX: 6 12 -943-3854; TEL: 6 12- 943-86 18
JB6® and ·186'3 nrc rcgis[ercd tradcmnrks of anot l1cr great name in the computer indusrry, Imel Corpor:i tinn.

Circle 569 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 570).
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FRONT

ENDS I GROUPWARE

Join the 1990s
with Electronic
Click-It Notes

A Familiar Look
for Your Desktop

A

new front end for Win
dows takes desktop fa
miliarity to the extreme
with the goal of expediting
the learning curve for new
Windows 3.0 users . The
deskMinder program pro
vides the ability to launch ap
plications , managers, and
utilities from what appears to
be an actual office desk.
You can place up to four
applications on the desk
Minder bookshelf and con
figure four shelves so that
you can launch up to 16
Windows and non-Windows
applications from your hard
disk. On top of the desk, you
have access to a notepad,
time manager, help file , and
clock. By clicking on the
pencil cup, you activate a
paint program, and by
clicking on the PC that re
sides on the deskMindcr
desktop, you open a link to
your file server, minicom
puter, or mainframe . When
you click on the phone, you
can take phone messages or
activate the modem.
In the file drawer, you
can create folders to hold
your files and projects ,
indicate which application to

I

With the deskMinder front end, developed with Asymetrix's
Too/Book software construction set, file drawers are
file drawers, a notepad is a notepad, a11d a clock is a clock.
launch from each file, and
search and sort through files.
Clicking on the out basket
activates E-mail .
Of course , when you' re
done working in the desk
Minder environment, the
way that you quit is by turn
ing out the lights.
Price: $199 .
Contact: TechSoft Sys
tems, Inc. , 1375 Kemper
Meadow Dr. , Suite 11,
Cincinnati, OH 45240, (800)
825-8386 or (513) 825
8386; fax (513) 825-9726 .
Circle 1002 on Inquiry Card.

The Visual User Environment for Unix now supports Su11
Sparcstations. The fi ve basic VUE tools are show11 here.
88MW-2
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f the personal computer
was supposed to automate
the office environment ,
why do you still put sticky
notes all over your desk and
computer?
A new groupware pro
gram , called Pinboard , lets
you create on-screen notes
for pinning to the Windows
desktop or sending over the
network.
On a network, each Pin
board user can password-pro
tect a private board, while
shared boards are accessible
to several people simulta-

Pinboard comes
with more tha11 40
styles ofnotes,
such as pho11e
messages, to-do
lists, a11d urgent
memos.

A New VUE
for Sun

H

ewlett-Packard will
soon have a version of
its Visual User Environ
ment that will support Open
Look and Motif applica
tions running on Sun Sparc
stations.
HP VUE, previously
available only for HP com
puters , offers multiple
workspaces, a front panel
that holds frequently used
applications , and systemwide
help . Five main compo
nents include a log-in
manager, file manager ,
workspace manager, style
manager, and help manager.
Price: $550.
Contact: Hewlett-Packard
Co. Inquiries, 19310 Prune
ridge Ave ., Cupertino, CA
95014 , (800) 752-0900.
Circle 1004 on Inquiry Card.

neously. Pinboard supports
all disk-sharing networks ,
including LAN Manager and
Novell NetWare. For power
users , Pinboard supports Dy
namic Data Exchange . You
can also attach programs and
documents to a note.
Perhaps the best thing
about Pinboard is the way it
lets you dispose of mes
sages: When you receive a
nasty note from your boss
or colleague , after you read it
and place it in the wastepa
per basket, you can watch it
burst into flames .
Price: $129.95; 25-user
extension, $1495.
Contact: Raindrop Soft
ware Corp., 845 Arapaho,
Suite 105 , Richardson , TX
75081 , (214) 234-2611 ; fax
(214) 234-2674.
Circle 1003 on Inquiry Card .

40MB HD, lMB RAM, Monochrome

$1295. 00
386SX 20MHz System
40MB, lMB, Monochrome

$1145. 00
286 12MHz System
40MB, lMB, Monochrome

Our Best Value!:

$795. 00

$1995~00

Qu~ty $ervice ahd Shppott Since 1984
L.ocations · ~itiQn~de ·
i_'ti
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NEWS
WHAT'S NEW

•

PROGRAMMING TOOLS

Software Tester
for Character
Applications

Contact: Rational Systems,
Inc ., 220 North Main St.,
Natick , MA 01760, (508)
653-6006; fax (508) 655
2753.

A

utomator QA , the
CASE-like tool for test
ing software , is now avai l
able in the U.S. The program
provides software testing
that will improve your ap
plication, increase your
productivity , reduce develop
ment time, and cut valida
tion and quality-assurance
costs, Direct Technology
says.
The program offers a
full range of test services:
Regression , which ensures
that features of a previous
release are still present;
Performance, which checks
minimum, average, and
maximum acceptance crite
ria; Response , which
check s interference , error
handling , and math and
system functions for adher
ence to specification; and
Volume , which provides the
benefits of beta testing at an
earlier stage by testing over
a wide range of tasks with
random or sequential input.
The product resides in a PC
work station , which is typi
cally attached to the host
as a terminal.
Automator QA was de
signed for testing complex
character-based applica
tions . You can test any appli
cation that is accessible
from a PC workstation in ter
minal-emulation mode, in
cluding MYS, VM , VMS ,
and Unix . Test-system re
quirements include a 286- or
386-based system with
640K bytes of RAM , DOS
3.0 , and an 80-MB hard
disk drive.
Price: $5495 .
Contact: Direct Technol
ogy, IO East 21st St ., Suite
1204, New York, NY
10010, (800) 992-9979 or
(212) 475-2747; fax (2 12)
529-4941.
Circle 1008 on Inquiry Card .
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Circle 1007 on Inquiry Card.

Brief Gets
Expanded,
Redone

S
With Quinn -Curtis 's real-time graphics tools, you can simulate
real-world applications, such as this dashboard.

Real-Time Graphics, Control
for C and Pascal
The Real-Time Graphics and Measurement/Control Tools
for Microsoft C, Turbo C , Borland C + + 2.0, and Turbo
Pascal combine real-time graphics routines with measure
ment and control algorithms . Quinn-Curtis says you can use
the tools to create graphics-based programs that perform
process-control , data-logging , and instrument-interface op
erations.
Price: $200 each version.
Contact: Quinn-Curtis, 21 Highland Cir., Needham, MA
02194 , (617) 449-6155 ; fax (617) 449-6109.
Circle 1005 on Inquiry Card .

Add Breathing
Space for Your
Applications

R

ational 's new utility,
called Oxygen, binds
the company 's DOS extend
er technology to Microsoft 's
C compiler and linker.
The utility lets you com
pile and link large applica
tions from Windows , your
editor, or the Programmer's
WorkBench without having
to remove network drivers,
TSR programs , and other

tools from your environment.
With Oxygen installed , the
Microsoft compiler and link
er consume less than SOK
bytes of the first 640K bytes
of RAM, with the remain
ing portion running in ex
tended memory.
Oxygen conforms to the
Virtual Control Program In
terface , DOS Protected
Mode Interface, and EMS in
terface standards. It oper
ates alone or with Windows
3.0, QEMM , 386Max, and
other extended memory man
agers with Microsoft C 6.0 .
Price: $199.

olution Systems adds
mouse support , EMS
caching, a Redo command,
enhanced window capabili
ties, and support for Micro
soft's C 6.0 Advisor in the
new Brief text editor for
the PC.
By supporting EMS ,
Brief 3.1 lets you edit larger
files and hold macros in
memory throughout the edit
ing session. Mouse support
provides faster cursor place
ment and the ability to con
trol where and how your win
dows appear on the screen.
A new Redo command
complements the Undo com
mand . Other features in
clude support for more than
40 compilers, smart indent
ing, and template editing.
With template editing, you
can type in an abbreviation,
and Brief will expand it into
a programming construct.
The company has also re
leased Charge , a profiler
with a direct interface to
Brief. You can use Charge to
identify often-used routines
and optimize them for a
faster-executing appli
cation.
Price: $249; Charge , $99.
Contact: Solution Systems,
a division of Software Devel
oper's Co., Inc ., 372 Wash
ington St. , Wellesley , MA
02181, (800) 821 -2492 or
(617) 431-2313 ; fax (617)
740-0089.
Circle 1006 on Inquiry Card.

If You Like Our Prices...
You'll Love Our Guarantee!
If for Any Reason You're Not Satisfied with Our Product, Return It •.. Anytime, for a Full Refund!

BUSINESS/HOME
D Am-Tax 1990(39911)-Prepara&prlntyour1990taxes! 1040
& all schedules A-SE!
0 AmortlDtlon Tabla 3.5 (1115)-Handles all types.
D Elpraa Check 4.07 (2 dlsb) (1110)-A great program to
manage your checking accounts! Even prints checlisl
D FormGen4.1atForrnFlll 1.5(2dlsks)(3240)-Averyversa
tile form generator and form filler. Create and/or fill out any
kind of form for home or business on any printer. Includes
numerous sample forms to get you started!
D Homa Inventory4.0 (3137)- Helps you keep trackof every·
thing you awn. Great for Insurance.
0 Homa Legal Advisor 8.1 (3 dlaq) (3290)-0ver 150 legal
f9rms for.almost ewrythrng includingwills and IMng trusts.
D Names &Dalal 4.D1 (2 disks) P140)-.Great personal infor
mattoo manager! Keeps track of anything and everything.
D Takln' care ol Bualnea (8 disks) (1230)- Easy to use and
loaded With features. General Ledger, Accounts Receivable/
Payable. l11Wiclng, check printing and much more. Profes
sional accounting for non·accountants. (HD)
D flC.Wrilll 3.D3 (3 dlsb) (3820)-Easy1o u word proces
sor lhal Is loaded Wllh features including spell checker.

CLIP ART (PCX)
Note: These distcs contalncHp art In PCX (PC-Paintbrush) for
mat. They can be used wilh WordPerfect 5.1115.1, Pagemaker,
VenturaPubllsller. WlndowsorprogramsthatcanreailPCXfiles.
D AccenUDlngblll (2617) o Holldap (2611)
D Birds (2 disks) (2620)
D Hou111 (3 dlslll) (2680)
o Blllln111 (2 dlsa) (2630) p Kldl/ClrtOOna (2 dlslll) (2820)
o Biltliirflles (2695)
o Ladles (2 dlllll)
0 ChUn:h (4 dlslll) (2550) 0 Men l2 dis.kl) (2750)
o Edueillon (2 dlsa) (2840) o _Mlic. (4 dlla) (2760)
D Family (3 disks) (2850) 0 Sports (2 dlslll) (2790i
D FoOd (2 dlsb) (2660)
D Teddy Bean (2 dllb) (2830)
0 Headllnes(2dlskl)(26111) o Wedding (3 disks) (2850)

•>

EDUCATION
D Amy'sRlltPrlmer(1717)-Slxdlfferentleamlngprograms
for children ages 4-8. (CGA)
D Thi DOS Leaming System (1417)-Learn how to use DOS
With this great program.Covers all versions of DOS 2.0-4.01.
D Funnell & Bucbll (1727)-Teach children baslc math skills!
0 Lolul Leaming System (2 disks) (1420)-Learn Lotus 2.0
easily anil quickly.
o Plar'n'Leam2.50(1735)-Acollectionotsixprogramsror
children 18 months to 4 years. (CGA)
D Typing Teacher (1425)-Ave great programs designed to
lmirrove the speed and accuracy of your typing!
D World 2.99 (1849)-The ultlmate globe! Learn about cities,
colfntr1es With this computerized globe. (CGA)
D 1iltllrDOS(4dlsb)(1450)-TheultlmateDOStutoriaJ.Ewry
thlng you wanted to know about DOS and more! (HD)

Unconditional
Money-Back Guarantee!

$1.75 2 2s
r

per disk

10 diso

more

•

per disk

GAMES
o Arcada Gamel 1 (1811)-Pac-man (3 verslonsQ, Hoppe~
Space Invaders. Fusion (Tetr1s variatloll), etc. (CGA)
D ArcadeGlmas2(1812)-DoObleBlocks(anotherTetrlsvar
tatfon), 0-Bert, Breakout, Beast and others. (CGA)
D Ed's Chess 1.99 (2425)-The best chess game available any.
Where. (It beat Chessmaster 2000.)
0 Kida' Games (2317)-.fun for the under-12 set.
0 Strategy G'mes (2461)-Rlsk, Othello, Chess, Nyet (Tetr1s
clone), and others. (C(;A)

MISCELLANEOUS

o Alitornanu 4.7 @515)-Lalest version of the most popular

menulng program of all time!
0 Banner &Sign Ma~rs (3216)-Mal<ebannersor signs for
any occasion. Works with ~ny printer.
D Best DOS UUllUes (2 disks) (3520)-E$se(\tial utilities for
DOS. Screen blankers, file finders, numerous other handy
utitities that Wiii save you 1lme. Very easy to use!
O Brolher's Keeper 4.5 (3 disks) (3120)-Excellent, full
fe.atured genealogy program thafs easy to use.
O Milalmastar 6.14 (2 dlsb) (3160)-A complete recipe filer.
Comes With over 450 recipes to start you off.
D Mt Label 5.0 (32;t5)-Powerful & versatile label maker.
0 Online Blble5.0 (14 disks) (3170)-Complete KN Bible.
Includes Greek/Hebrew Lexicon &Cross Reference. (HD)
D f'C.K8y-Draw3.75(4dlsks)(2780)-Anexceptionallypower
ful graphics program. l;omes With alarge collection of ready
made g13phics. (CGA) (HD)
O Planoman.4.0 (3147)-Create and play music 011 your PC!
0 Vilcclnes and Vl1111 Kiiiers Vet 75 (2 di.ks) (3510)-Protect
ypur sys)em from viruses! ThJs set wlll11nd (and destroyO
oyer 200 viruses and 400+ virus strains.

WORDPERFECT 5.0/5.1

o WonlPertect 5.0/5.1 Art &Graphics Vol. 1(2 disks) (3710)
0ver'100 graphics for WordPerfect 5.0/5.a.
o Wan1Pertect5.D/5.1 Art &GraphicsVol. 2(2 disks) (3770)

0ver 100 addltlonal graphics for WordPerfect 5.0/5.1.
D Won1Perfectlill/5.1ArtHrapblcsVol.3(2dlsb)(3780)
0ver 100 more graphics for WordPerfect 5.0/5.1.
O Won1Perfecr5.0l5'.1Tools(2dlsks)(3750)-17+ greatutll
lties for WordPerfect 5.D/5.1.
O WonfPerflct 5.1 Leaming System (3 dlaks) (4230)-Leam
h<mto useWordPerfect5.1 easily and quickly wlthlhlsgreat
tutorial (WordPerfect 5.1 is NOf required.)
o WonlPerfect 5.1 Macroa (2 disks) (4220)-0ver 100 help
ful macros for WordPerfect 5.1.
O flC.Drallll&lll(2dlsb)(37&0)-Createolipart&graphics
for WordPerfect 5.0/5.1. (CGA) (HD)

___.._ .....

Free catalog of over 200 programs
with every order or by request.

_. ..-, ......

...,~ .

WINDOWS 3.0
Not~:

These disks require Windows 3.0.
0 Al:Uve Lffitlll1111nlz8 .(4536)-Two "Personal Information
Managers" thatwill keep track of lmportam information.
D Almanac_ (4535)-The ultimate calendar for WiodOWS!
D ATMFontsforWlndoWIVol.1(4dlaks)(4710)-20+ fonfs
tor Adobe Type Manager.Will work with all Windows appll·
cations. (Requires Adobe Type Manager.)
D ATMFontsforWlndbwsVol,2(4dlsks)(472oj-20+ addl·
tional fonts for Adobe Type Manager.
D CbeckbookManagarsforWlndows(4559)-lYIOgreatpro
grams to manage your checkbook.
D Cfiasa for Windows (4639)- Play the great game of chess.
0 Command Post7.0M (4537)-Great1lle manager and menu
~em that is customlzabJe to your needs &preferences.
O Fractals & Mandelbrub for Windows (2 dlab) (4680)
Fascinating visu.al effects and startling graphics.
o Games forWindows 1(4591)-GreatgamesIncluding Klotz
(Tetiis Clone),Worm War(Centipede clone), Almoids, Lunar
Lander. Checkers, Backgammon and more!
0 Games (Or Windows 2 (4592)-$pace \Yalls, HextriS. Mines,
Tic Tac Toe and more!
D Games.lilr Windows 3 (4593)-Tetris. Concentration. Tai·
pei, Arachnid (sorrtaire variation), Alien Force & more.
O Hypenllsk 4.1J (4539)-'Make Windows run 2to10 times
laster! (Will also help other programs run faster.)
O lcons&rcon.Edl1Drl(4dlsb)(4560)-0ver2500lconsand
3lcon·edilors, so you Gan create your own! Also includes
2 icon viewers and an icon manager.

o PCProject3.0lorWlndows(~5)-Averynlceprojectman
ager for WifldOWS.

O OuotailorWlndows(4596)-3greatprogramsthatwillgive
y,ou quotes tor the day.
D Screen savers for Windows l4i15)-Ave different sc1een
savers for Windows!
D Ttiolbook Programs Vol, 1(2 disks) (4540)-Applicallons
anll utilities for the Windows Toolbook.
D Toolbook Programs Veil. 2 (2 disks) (4670)-More aRPllCa·
tlons & utilities for the Windows Toolbook.
D ToolbookGames (4675)-A collection ofgames lorthe Win
dows Toolbook.
O ToolbookTutDr (2disks) (4610)-Leam howto use the Win
dows Toolllook.
o UUl!Ues flitWlndon(4 disks) (4510)-40+ utilities that
will help you getthemostoutofWindows, as well as making
Windows easier to use!
O WallpaperfilrW(ndowsVol.1 (4dlsks)(4520)-lfyouwant
adifferent background with Windows, tlJls set offers over
75 different backgrounds.
O WlllpaperforWlndowsVol.2(4dlsb)(4620)-75+ addi·
Donal backgrounds for Windows.
O WlllpaperforWlndowsVol.3(4dlsb)(4630)-75+ addi
tional backgrounds for Windows.
O XVT Draw (4549)-Great drawing program.
(CGA) ReguiresColorGraphic Adapter(HO) Requires Hald Disk

, . . , - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - Disksize: D 5'/• • D 3'h" (add $1 per disk if yQu require 3'12 ")
Name
No. Disks
x$
= S_ __
!iJ'Shipping
$ $4.00
Business/Company (if applicable)
D Federal Express, Overnight (add $7) $
Address
~~~Y D Federal 2nd Day (add $5)
$,_ __
{
D COD (add $5)
s___
City/State/Zip
D Canada (add $2)
$,_ __
Phone
D Foreign outside U.S./Canada(add S4) S_ __
Method of Payment: O Check/Money Order D Visa/MasterCard O COD
TOTAL ORDER: s,===
All checks must be payable in US funds. We cannot accept Eurocheques.

1-9 disks

Order Toll Free
1-800-876-34 75
Information : 503-776-5777
Fax : 503-773-7803
Circle 568 on Inquiry Card.
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WHAT ' S NEW

•

PUBLISHING I WORD

DESKTOP

PROCESSING

E-Mail in
Windows Word
Processor

Prepare
Documents
in Unix GUls

A

I

fter composing your
document with Profes
sional Write Plus for Win
dows, you can activate an in
tegrated E-mail function to
send the file anywhere in a
network without exiting the
word processor. The pro
gram from Software Pub
lishing uses technology li
censed from Samna in a
one-time deal to let you
retain the file's formatting
and graphics .
You can paste graphics or
text on frames that you can
drop anywhere on the page,
with surrounding text wrap
ping around the frame.
Software Publishing added
document- and image-file
filters to support its own
applications, including Har
vard Graphics and First Pub
lisher. The E-mail front
end supports any Message
Handling Service-based
system.
Price: $249.
Contact: Software Publish
ing Corp., I90I Landings
Dr., P.O. Box 7210, Moun
tain View, CA 94039, (415)
962-89IO; fax (408) 980
0729.
Circle 1009 on Inquiry Card.

Check Your
Government
Style

T

he new version of
Grammatik Windows
2.0, Government Edition,
for Windows works within
Microsoft Word for Win
dows and Ami Pro from
Lotus, letting you check
your spelling, grammar, and
style without quitting your
word processor. The spelling
checker includes more than
1000 government-specific
spellings and acronyms and
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Professional Write Plus 's E-mail front end lets you send and
receive a portion ofa working document without exiting your
word processor.
a proposal proofreading style
for government contractors,
Reference Software says. The
new version also locates
thousands of additional
errors, including redundant
phrases, cliches, and syntac
tic mistakes.
The Windows version
and the standard Grammatik
IV 2 .0 Government Edi
tion, which are available for
DOS, the Mac, and Unix,
let you access the user spell
ing dictionary of most word
processors, allowing the
checkers to recognize
words , acronyms , and other
special words that you've
already added.
Price: Single-user version,
$99; Government Pack for
five users , $245; standard
version, $99 and $245 .
Contact: Reference Soft
ware International , 330
Townsend, Suite 123, San
Francisco, CA 94107, (4I5)
54I-0222; fax (415) 54I 
0509.
Circle 1012 on Inquiry Card.

Correct
Your Grammar
in Windows

K

eeping track of the
players in the word pro
cessing market is like rid
ing a merry-go-round. Lotus
acquired Sarona, but not
before Sarona licensed tech
nology to Software Publish
ing. Now WordStar has
bought Lifetree, maker of
the Correct Grammar check
er. Lifetree will become
part of WordStar's new Writ
ing Tools Division.
That division's first
product is Correct Grammar
for Windows, which was al
ready available in DOS and
Mac versions. By using Dy
namic Data Exchange, Cor
rect Grammar lets you
check any text, in any appli
cation, on the Windows
Clipboard, WordStar says.
You can select and check
just a portion of a document,
such as a sidebar.
Price: $99.
Contact: WordStar Interna
tional , Inc. , Writing Tools
Division, One Harbor Dr.,
Suite 11 I, Sausalito, CA
94965 , (415) 332-8692; fax
(4I5) 332-8780.
Circle 1010 on Inquiry Card.
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ntended for technical and
business users, Asterix I. I
offers low-cost but power
ful document processing,
with capabilities falling
somewhere between those of
a high-end word processor
and a full-blown desktop
publishing system. The sys
tem for Unix workstations
runs under Motif and Open
Look on SPARC-based and
DEC RISC systems, the
Sun-3 , the Hewlett-Packard
9000 series 300, and Mips
RISC System workstations.
Asterix Words is a
WYSIWYG word processor,
with style guides , X Clip
board cut and paste, ad
vanced formatting , and
book production capability.
Asterix Graphics lets you
create, edit, and modify
graphics . You can create
drawings in the graphics
module or capture Hewlett
Packard Graphics Language,
TIFF, or Encapsulated
PostScript screen images.
An optional spreadsheet
module supports inter
spreadsheet data links, pro
jected tables, goal seeking,
and multiple views.
The Asterix application
set has a common group of
macro tools and a program
ming language. Other fea
tures include audio for
voice annotations, color
images, fax support via
macros, and interprocess
communications. The com
pany is also developing E
mail capabilities.
Price: $695; with optional
spreadsheet, $995.
Contact: Applix , Inc ., 112
Turnpike Rd., Westborough ,
MA 01581, (800) 827-7549
or (508) 870-0300; fax (508)
366-9313.
Circle 1011 on Inquiry Card.

NEWBORN OPPORTUNITIES

There is a new arrival in personal computing. Fujikama, a leader in the design and
manufacture of high quality motherboards for major O.E.Ms, has given birth to a new
line of upgradeable modular computers. Now, you can have exceptional performance
at affordable prices. Never before has an opportunity existed for so much power and
compatibility in a modular design.
Our 386SX and 386DX CPU modules utilize the Intel smart cache design to provide
10%more power over conventional cache memory design. The result is pure speed.
Fujikama personal computers are available with Industry Standard Architecture (ISA)
or Extended Industry Standard Architecture (E!SA). Each features a modular design
that is upgradeable so what you purchase today will not be obsolete tomorrow. When
you are ready to upgrade or expand you replace only the CPU. There are no switches
to set and your data remains intact. In less than five minutes you can increase your
computer power from 286 to 486 with the snap of a new board. The cost for upgrading
is just as easy. You pay only for the upgradeable board, not the whole computer.
Fujikama modular computers come in a desktop, midd le or large tower model.
They feature full technical support and service. Call now for more infom1ation on how
we can fulfill your opportunity to own the new modular family of personal computers
from Fujikama.
SEE US AT COMDEX/SPRING '91 ! Booth 3843
FUJIKAMA is a registered trademark of FUJIKAMA 0 .A. Distribution. All other Registered
Trademarks and other Trademarks are of their respective companies.

865 N. Ellsworth Ave., Villa Park, IL, 60181
Tel: (708) 832-1166 Fax: (708) 832-8060
Headquarters
150 Ormont Drive , Weston Ontario M9L 1N7
Tel : (416) 748-1668 Fax: (416) 748-0447

Distributor Inquiries Welcome

Circle 558 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 559).
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DATABASE

PROGRAMMING

New Clipper
Library Supports
Vector Objects

bly. You can move the com
mands from one version of
dBASE to another without
modifying them, Sparkle
says.
Price: $195.
Contact: Sparkle Software,
610 East Bell Rd., Suite
2136, Phoenix, AZ 85022,
(602) 780-2208.

F

lipper 5.0, the graphics
library for Clipper de
velopers, now lets you in
clude vector objects (e.g .,
circles, polylines, and
boxes) and text in a drawing.
The library lets you create
maps, facility layouts, and
other CAD drawings to bet
ter display data in your ap
plication, ProWorks says.
The company improved
Flipper's printing capability
by adding a Postscript
driver and a virtual print
driver that lets you print at
the resolution of the printer,
instead of at the lower reso
lution of the traditional print
screen, the company says.
You can also place PCX files
anywhere on the screen.
Other Flipper features
include 2-D and 3-D graph
types, auto-scale axis and
log scales, and unlimited
points on a graph .
Price: $295.
Contact: ProWorks, P.O.
Box 1635, Hermiston, OR
97838, (503) 567-1459; fax
(503) 567-8820.
Circle 1013 on Inquiry Card.

Analyze Paradox
Scripts

S

criptView 2.01 pro
vides Paradox users with
an advanced tool for ana
lyzing and documenting
scripts, Farpoint says. The
utility generates graphical
diagrams and comprehen
sive reports, including action
diagrams, hierarchical-tree
flowcharts, procedure rela
tionship reports, and exten
sive variable cross-references
and tables.
The new version supports
the new language extensions
of Paradox 3.5, including
the Structured Query Lan
guage commands .
Price: $149.95.
BBMW-8
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Circle 1014 on Inquiry Card.

More Than 1000
dBASE Utilities
Flipper 5. 0 lets you put a CAD-like interface on your database
application. By clicking on a green on the golfcourse, you can
access watering and maintenance data.

Contact: Farpoint Systems
Corp., 335 Grove, Suite 260,
Jersey City, NJ 07302,
(201) 659-7613.
Circle 1015 on Inquiry Card.

Communications
Library
for Clipper

S

ilverClip SPCS (Silver
ware Professional Com
munications Series), Silver
ware's newest communi
cations library, brings
interrupt-driven control of
asynchronous communica
tions to Clipper applications.
SilverClip SPCS lets you
access an unlimited number
of communication ports and
comes with source code.
Features include support
for a 115,000-bps baud rate.
Supported hardware in
cludes DigiBoard's 4-, 8-,
and 16-port boards, the
AST 4 Port, and the IBM
Dual Async Adapter. Ter
minal emulation includes
ANSI, TIY, VTlOO, and
VT52. The library also sup
ports XMODEM, YMO
DEM, YMODEM batch, and

ASCII. Other features in
clude interrupt 14 re
direction, for LAN com
patibility.
Price: $299.
Contact: Silverware, Inc.,
30 I 0 LBJ Freeway, Suite
740, Dallas, TX 75234,
(214) 247-0131; fax (214)
406-9999.
Circle 1115 on Inquiry Card.

More Than
90Commands
forxBASE

T

he xBASELIB com
mand library enables
you to perform low-level
DOS and BIOS commands
from the dot prompt, the
Fox Pro command window,
and programs like FoxBase +, dBASE III Pius, and
dBASE IV version 1. 1.
Sparkle developed the li
brary to help you support and
install your application and
to help your application com
municate with the printer.
If you include the GETPC
ENV .PRG program in the
application, for example, you
can quickly obtain informa
tion about your client's PC
environment.
The xBASELIB com
mands are written in assem

E

MS Professional
Shareware Libraries'
dBUtility Library has more
than 1400 public domain and
shareware utilities designed
specifically for dBASE lan
guage developers, including
dBASE III/IV, FoxBase,
FoxPro, Clipper, Quicksil
ver, and others.
The product includes a
database and search program
for these and 800 additional
commercial dBASE-related
utility programs. With the
database, you can search by
name, type, vendor, or any
text string when you need to
find a particular type of ·
utility or code routine. This
way, if you can't find the
utility you need in the
shareware library, you can
find it in the database of
commercial vendors. The
dBUtility Directory also lists
dBASE BBSes, journals,
and other information
sources.
Price: $99.50.
Contact: EMS Professional
Shareware Libraries, 4505
Buckhurst Court, Olney,
MD 20832, (301) 924-3594;
fax (301) 963-2708.
Circle 1016 on Inquiry Card.

Vindows 3.0 demands memory. STB's PowerMEG
Windows 3.0 deserves spectacular graphics and
vibrant colors. STB's PowerGraph ERGO-VGA
elivers. You get 32 megabytes with virtua)ly any
ombination of expanded, extended or backfill
delivers 256 brilliant colors in resolutions up to
iemory configurations. For 80286 and 80386SX
1024 x 768. Plus, the adapter fully supports VESA
vstems with limited RAM capability, STB's
72Hz refresh for 640 x 480 and 800 x 600 resolutions,
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . and 70Hz refresh for 1024 x 768.
owerMEG is the ideal solution.
You get maximum memory
STB Systems, Inc.
That's power performance VGA.
erformance, too. PowerMEG
PowerGraph ERGO-VGA
STB Systems, Inc. manufactures
also provides 256 color support
rovides 0-wait-state operation
Power Peripherals for all of today's
for OS/2 Presentation Manager,
ad high speed, 16-bit memory
ccess within the EMS window.
demanding system needs: Video,
XII windows, AutoCAD,
Memory, 1/0, Drive Controllers and
PC Paintbrush and many more
lus, when you use PowerMEG's
x:tra RAM for Windows
Combination Adapters.
powerful programs. And the VESA
martDrive TM, disk cacheing and
With every STB product, you
SuperVGA BIOS Interface is
get exceptional performance with
included completely in ROM
vindows 3.0 multitasking,
for transparent operation.
exceptional value. That's quality.
owerMeg significantly improves
And STB backs its products with a
STB is an authorized Microsoft
verall system performance with
two year warranty plus the service
Developer, and PowerGraph
vindows 3.0.
and support you expect &om an
ERGO-VGA receives full support
More memory better
industry leader.
of VESA. Choose STB's
erformance and compatibility
PowerGraph ERGO-VGA.
rith LIM 4.0 in both hardware
ad software ... only from STB's
For more information about STB's
owerMEG. Make the most of
other Power Peripherals, contact:
Circle 571 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 572).
vindows 3.0. Choose STB's
owerMeg.

STB Systems, Inc.
1-800-234-4334
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NEW

•

GRAPHICS

Make Your
Graphs Leap
off the Page

Y

ou 'II gain perspective
on your graphical data
when you use Bloc Publish
ing's chart maker to plot it.
3-D Charts To Go! is com
patible with Windows 3.0
and lets you create pie, bar,
ribbon, and area charts. Each
chart can exhibit a value
range of up to 15 by 150
units, and you can merge up
to 10 charts into a single dis
play. A split-screen func
tion lets you see your data as
you produce a chart.
3-D Charts Jets you
transfer data from Windows
software (e.g., Excel and
Wingz) without leaving the
program. You can also im
port directly from Lotus
worksheet files.
The program offers 17
chart-drawing patterns, as
well as eight foreground
and eight background colors.
It supports Windows Meta
File, PCX, and Windows Bit
Map formats, so you can
add clip art to your charts.
You can rotate, size, or
move the charts in different
dimensions and use differ
ent colors , sizes, and fonts
for all text.
3-D Charts To Go! re
quires Microsoft Windows
2.0 or higher, a display
adapter that supports Win
dows, 640K bytes of RAM ,
and a mouse or tablet.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: Bloc Publishing ,
800 Douglas Entrance, Exec
utive Tower Penthouse,
Coral Gables, FL 33134,
(305) 445-0903 ; fax (305)
444-5010.
Circle 1017 on Inquiry Card.

3-D Charts To Go! gives your data depth and individuality with
a wide range ofcolor a'!d art options.

An Eyeful
of Imagery
for the Mac

N

ew clip-art collections
from Newton Technol
ogy and SoftAge Publish
ing bring finesse to your pro
fessional presentations.
Newton Technology 's
GEOvista creates color or
black-and-white maps that
display information geo
graphically on the Mac.
You can import data from
text files, spreadsheets, or
databases and assign it to the
maps that are included in
the program. GEOvista fea
tures pull-down menus, cut
and-paste editing, and inter
faces with most Mac word
processors and desktop pub
lishing applications. The
program is CD-ROM-com
patible.
Price: $249.
Contact: Newton Technol
ogy, Inc., 70 Walnut St.,
Wellesley , MA 02181,
(617) 239-8202.
Circle 1018 on Inquiry Card.

P

rofessional Clip Art
Gallery , from SoftAge,
features 1000 images for
either Mac or DOS systems.
88MW·10
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The program features 18
categories of images, includ
ing business, sports, and
holidays. Clip Art Gallery
will support any program
that imports DOS PCX or
Mac TIFF files, including
WordPerfect 5.0 and Page
Maker. SoftAge also offers
a 77-image sampler of Clip
Art Gallery's artwork.
Price: $299; Sampler Pack,
$24.99.
Contact: SoftAge Publish
ing, 1753-C East Palmdale
Blvd., Suite 433 , Palmdale,
CA 93550, (800) 736-7103 or
(805) 945-0051; fax (800)
869-1434 or (805) 723-7156.
Circle 1019 on Inquiry Card.

Presentation
Team Makes
an Impact

P

resentation Team 2.0
offers slick improve
ments to its predecessor,
thanks to Novell NetWare
support and integrated text
charting , drawing, and
graphing . The program in
cludes hundreds of clip-art
images that can be im
ported to and exported from
many applications, includ
ing GEM and Windows Meta

Files.
Presentation Team Jets
you create, edit, and store
images in a single file, let
ting you page through a series
of visuals as you would a
document. You can use Pre
sentation Team to create
overhead transparencies,
35mm slides, printed copy,
and on-screen presentations.
The package offers direct
software linkup via modem
with MAGICorp, a com
pany that will create presen
tation materials from your
visual files .
Price: $495 ; each network
site, $395.
Contact: Digital Research,
Box DRI, 70 Garden Court,
Monterey , CA 93942, (408)
649-3896; fax (408) 646
6248 .
Circle 1020 on Inquiry Card.

ANIMaxx Brings
Graphics to Life

A

NIMaxx brings Jow
cost animation to your
PC. The program runs
under Windows 3.0 and is
compatible with Autodesk
Animator .FLI format. The
program comes with eight
animations, or you can de
sign your own.
ANIMaxx features frame
flipping, single frame step
ping, and continuous cycle
functions, and it will animate
images at rates of up to 15
frames per second. The pro
gram supports up to 256
colors and works with 2-D
graphics tools or 3-D
shapes and volumes.
ANIMaxx will run on a
286, but a 386 is recom
mended . The program re
quires a VGA, Super VGA,
EGA, or 8514A video
board.
Price: $33 .95.
Contact: North Coast Soft
ware, P.O. Box 343, Bar
rington, NH 03825, (603)
332-9363; fax (603) 332
2137.
Circle 1021 on Inquiry Card.
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MYODA
1053 Shore Road, Naperville, IL 60563

1-800-562·1071
Tech Support: (708) 369· 5331

Please see us at

w ~om~~)~r't1

• One year warranty on parts and labor
• Positive tectmlcal support
• Custom configuration
• All sys1ems tested and approved
• 100% Corrpalability: DOS, OS/2, Novel. UNIX. XENIX. & UM 4.0
• 15 Day money bad< guaran1ee
• AMA required
• Price and availability subject 10 cllange W111lou1 notice

Booth # 4452

Circle 563 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 564).
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OTHER

Sync Sound
to Autodesk
Animations

Two Disk·
Duplicating
Programs

T

F

he MediaSync multi
media system for the PC
lets you attach trigger
points to spoken words and
phrases or to other events in
a soundtrack, synchronizing
animations and images to
sound. The trigger points can
actuate an audio response
from a video event or vice
versa, Genesis says.
The program's Frame
Accurate Audio Scheduling
feature lets you synchronize
soundtracks , audio effects,
and volume changes from
one or more frames in an
Autodesk Animator or Au
todesk 3D Studio animation.
With the system, you can
assign voice annotations to
key frames during a build
ing walk-through and syn
chronize footsteps and
other sound effects right in
the PC , eliminating the
need to manually dub audio
to the video portion after
you record it to tape.
The MediaSync system
includes a digital audio cap
ture and playback board
that samples at 16 kHz, of
fers 10-bit resolution, and
uses SOOK bytes of hard disk
space for 1 minute of digital
audio. A professional version
of the program lets you or
ganize presentations into in
teractive, hypermedia ap
plications. If you don 't
require full-fidelity audio,
the company offers Media
Sync: Sound Blaster for
owners of the 8-bit Sound
Blaster audio card who
want to play . voe files.
Price: $695; professional
version, $895; Sound Blaster
software, $199.
Contact: Genesis Develop
ment Corp. , 15850 West
Bluemound Rd. , Suite 307,
Brookfield, WI 53005 , (414)
796-1005; fax (414) 797
0727.
Circle 1022 on Inquiry Card.
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The MediaSync Recording Studio lets you vary the volume of
a sound effect for Autodesk 's Animator and 3D Studio.

A Librarian
for Your
Floppy Disks

F

or that moment when
you need a file but can't
determine on which floppy
disk the file resides, Stuart
Matlock developed Floppie
Librarian V.
The utility helps you
manage your floppy disks by
letting you locate any file
on any disk sorted by disk
number, category , user
code, and disk description
title. The company claims
you can categorize a disk in
3 seconds, or about 500
disks in 2 hours. When you
put the floppy disk in its
drive, the program seeks out
and identifies executable ,
data, and other files to create
the database. A memo pad
lets you attach a description
of up to 65 ,000 characters
for each disk.
Floppie Librarian V gen
erates five reports, including
disk directory , evaluation ,
capacity , category, and
comprehensive media in
formation .
Price: $59.95.
Contact: Stuart-Matlock

Corp. , P.O. Box 541, Mt.
Laurel , NJ 08054, (609)
866-7699 ; fax (609) 866
7598.
Circle 1023 on Inquiry Card.

BYTE-Article
Database
ona Disk

A

new program for the
PC lets you search for
BYTE articles by selecting
from over 5000 keywords.
You choose a keyword from
the list or begin typing, and
Bindex will jump to the
closest keyword. Then Bin
dex lists the volume, num
ber, date , page number, au
thor, title, and description
of each article in a given
BYTE year that relates to
the keyword you have chosen.
Every article is indexed,
as are Letters, Ask BYTE,
Chaos Manor Mail , Micro
bytes, Nanobytes , What's
New, and more. Bindex for
1990 includes references to
more than 1700 separate
articles.
Price: 1990 and 1991 edi
tions, $49.95 each.
Contact: Esc, 6197 High
way E, Abrams , WI 54101 ,
(414) 826-5362 (" ecolan
tonio" on BIX) .
Circle 1024 on Inquiry Card.

ormGen's disk-copying
utility offers companies ,
services , and publishers a
way to quickly format and
duplicate disks. The pro
gram manages the entire pro
cess, including formatting,
serialization, duplication
of program masters, and
statistics gathering.
ProCopy requires a PC
with an automatic disk
loading device. FormGen
claims the program can re
duce disk-duplication time
to less than 10 seconds per
disk.
Price: $295.
Contact: FormGen Corp.,
13 Holland Dr. , Bolton,
Ontario , Canada L7E 1G4,
(416) 857-4141; fax (416)
857-4531.
Circle 1025 on Inquiry Card.

M

icro System Designs
says its DiskDupe Pro
can duplicate 62 disks per
hour, and up to 200 disks per
hour if they have been for
matted . The company says
the utility reads the master
disk into memory and onto
the hard disk drive, making
as many copies as necessary
without having to re-read
the disk. DiskDupe uses the
hard disk as a buffer
without slowing down the
copying speed , according
toMSD.
Price: $179.
Contact: Micro System De
signs, Inc., 4962 El Camino,
Suite 204, Los Altos, CA
94022 , (415) 964-2844; fax
(415) 964-4529 .
Circle 1026 on Inquiry Card.
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A Big Cursor
and Two
Whisker Ticklers

NEW

•

WINDOWS

N

Magic Cursor!, $49.95 .
Contact: Fanfare Software,
9420 Reseda Blvd., Suite
828, Northridge, CA
91324, (818) 886-8787.

umbers' enhanced
version 3.01 of Whis
kers for Windows 3. 0 lets
you reprogram the middle
and right buttons of the
mouse and simulate a middle
button on a two-button
mouse. You can assign a left
double-click to either the
right or the middle button.
You can also assign com
mands to the mouse, as well
as instruct Whiskers to auto
matically tum itself off in ap
plications that already use
the right or middle button.
Developed for the two- or
three-button mouse, Whis
kers 3.01 works with any
Windows 3.0 application.
You can toggle Whiskers on
and off.
Price: $24.95 .
Contact: Numbers & Co.,
Route l , P.O. Box 59A,
Oroville, WA 98844, (509)
476-2216.

Circle 1027 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1028 on Inquiry Card.
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T

wo companies, Fanfare
and Numbers, have re
leased utilities that can re
duce the time you spend
mouse-clicking. Fanfare's
Magic Cursor! also
diminishes squinting.
Fanfare's Right On!, a
mouse utility for Windows
3.0, lets you make better
use of the right and middle
mouse buttons. You can set
the right or middle button to
simulate a left-button dou
ble-click, send any keystroke,
or run any program . By
simulating a left-button dou
ble-click with a single click,
you can save time, Fanfare
says. You can program up
to eight different actions for
the two buttons, for a total
of 16 possible settings, Fan-

UTILITIES

0 llllnk lhe CuJ< or
DllnkBele
1::1
~·I
Slow

6

O c111

]Jit l
Fast

IEJ f nhugc all o1 he r 11an dnr d cursors
IEJ ,Stnrt nutomallca lly with Wlnd owo
IBl Save 1vluln nl curc oro In me mory'
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Magic Cursor! lets you enlarge a Windows arrow cursor by five
times or choose from 40 differellt cursor shapes.

fare says.
With the Magic Cursor!,
you can enlarge and custom
ize a standard Windows ar
row, making it easier to see.
Price: Right On!, $49.95;

AUTOMATED SOFTWARE TESTING

Automated Software Testing with the Elverex Evaluator
The Ewluator is a sonware test system which automates the hand testing and
retesting of sonware. Sonware can now be testing unattended, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
The Evaluator has a powerful, built in test generator that eaees I.he task of
test development and execution.
The Evaluator Test Control Language and C Test Library allows
comprehensive tests to be developed from software specifications. Evaluator
automatically generates a report for each test conducted, providing all the
information neceeaary to maintain comprehensive test standards. Because
Evaluator can test graphics and text mode applications using keyboard and
mouse input, there are few applications Evaluator cannot work with. DOS, OSl2,
Unix, Windows and Presentation Manager applicatioDB can all be tested. Using a
PC in terminal emulation mode, Evaluator can test minicomputer and mainframe
software just as well.
Evaluator is a non intrusive, hardware assisted sol\ware test system. No code
is loaded with the soil.ware being tested, therefore Evaluator will not affect the
behavior oft.he software being tested. You can rest 888Ured I.hat tests carried out
using Evaluator are as valid as hand testing.
Testing with Evaluator means higher quality software, it meeDB shorter
development times, it means higher profits and greater market share.

Circle 557 on Inquiry Card.

HIGHER QUALITY SOFTWARE
SHORTER DEVELOPMENT TIME
HIGHER PROFIT MARGIN
GREATER MARKET SHARE

C LANGUAGE LIBRARY
A library of C functions is available which can be used in
conjunction with the Learn Mode and TCL facility for
complete flexibility in test development.
Large scale test programs can be developed in C. Examples
of applications ore benchmarking, data retrieval from
external databases and testing numerical software.

Supports Microsoft C, Turbo C, and C + +

EASTERN SYSTEMS INC.
P .O. Box 310, 117 South St., Hopkinton, MA 01748

508-435-2151

FAX 508-435-2517
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COL R VGA PORTABLE

VGA SERIES

PORTABLE DESKTOP COMPUTER
THE ONE STOP P ORTABLE COMPUTER SPECIALIST
Bi-Link has designed and
built a wide range of afford
able portable computers for
all fields of professionals.
Check us out.

A fast processor equipped
with a fast internal hard disk
drive and a 1.44 MB floppy
disk drive. The winning
combination, the executive
companion.

VGA Series - Color Portable
Imagine a 486 or 386 por
table with a true and unlimit
ed color display. Introducing
the only desktop portable
that offers a built-in color
super VGA monitor, 5 expan
sion slots, 3 drive bays and
plenty of processing power
packed into a suitcase. The
lightest and smallest VGA
portable series - a truly
professional computer. (Call
for the Mono CRT Series).

The computer was designed
with configuration of 3 free
full slots, 2 floppy disk drives
and up to 300 MB hard disk
drive! The only computer that
can claim the portable office
for the serious professionals.
(Call for the LCD Series
portable).

PLV Series 
The Flat Display Portable
A 486 to 386 based lunchbox
style high contrast crisp and
clear gas plasma portable
with all the features of the
VGA series.

NBV Series - Note Book
The perfect computer for the
executives on the road or
students. A battery powered
computer that will fit nicely
into your briefcase yet weight
less than 5.8 pounds!

-~~j1'f:::::~-:
'

'
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NBV Serles

To Order:

Call 1-800-888-5369
Ordering Information:
Hours : Mon - Fri 8 :30 am - 5:30 p.m. Pacific
VISA, MasterCard, COD and PO
One year direct factory limited warranty
All brandnames are trademarks of
respectives companies.

--- -- .- --
---- --- -- ----- ---------------- ------------ - -- - P
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Bl-LINK Computers, Inc.
11606 E. Washington Blvd., Suite A & B, Whittier, CA 90606 •Tel: (213) 692-5345 Fax: (213) 695-9623 Tech: (213) 695-5166
Circle 553 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 554).
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A Tool for
Manipulation

Facelift Gets
a Face-Lift

A

B

dobe' s TypeAlign for
Windows lets you cre
atively control type by ro
tating and shaping words
with type. You can also add
color or gray-scale effects.
You can paste the typo
graphic effect into a Win
dows word processor or
desktop publishing package
via the Clipboard or save it
as an Encapsulated Post
script file. You can take a
"snapshot" of the target
document and use that as a
template in TypeAlign. The
type object you create will
fit perfectly into the docu
ment.
From the tool palette,
you can draw straight, oval,
or curved freehand lines for
entering text. The software
calculates the path and puts

'

~,..

Inc.,1585 Charleston Rd.,
P.O. Box 7900, Mountain
View , CA 94039, (800) 833
6687 or (415) 961-4400;
fax (800) 235-0078.

itstream has answered
the wishes of WordPer
fect users who've been
waiting for a version of Face
Lift that supports on-the
fly font generation for dot
matrix and ink-jet printers.
FaceLift 1.5 for WordPerfect
supports the Hewlett-Pack
ard LaserJet series of printers
plus the HP DeskJet, Canon
BubbleJet, and other printers.
FaceLift 1.5 for Word
Perfect ships with three Sym
bol typefaces plus the 13
typeface outlines provided in
the original package.
Price: $99.
Contact: Bitstream, Inc.,
215 First St., Cambridge,
MA 02142, (800) 522-3668
or (617) 497-6222; fax (617)
868-4732.

Circle 1029 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1030 on Inquiry Card.

.

TypeAlign for Windows lets you conform text to fit a line or
curve around a sphere and create other typographical effeers.
the text on the line .
TypeAlign requires
Adobe Type Manager for
Windows (ATM).
Price: $99; ATM , $99.
Contact: Adobe Systems,

CIJ)001 Comp- ~

Call Toll Free
1-800-334- 1OFM

for al your compuler needs

Computer Systems, Inc.

And a
solution
includes
more than
just a machine.

ALR

/£/111 PP.vmx

"PO"W et'F\ex
'Business V'E.\SA.

From award-winning
top quality computers
by Everex Systems and

°Yo"Wet"Pto

Advanced Logic Research

to a full range of software and
peripherals. OFM has everything
you need to design the right system
for your home or business.

20Mhz SX Notebook, 60MB Hard Disk
> 80386 SX

> 3 Hour Battery, Quick Charge

20 MHz

> 60MB 19ms IDE Hard Drive
> lMB RAM (up to S MB avail.I
> 10' VGA Backlit LCD Display

> 3.5' 1.44 MB Aoppy Drive

$2,799

But a complete solution doesn't end there.
Our expert technical staff Integrates each system,
installs all software and tests each component for
up to 72 hours. When your system arrives, it's ready
to go - right out of the boxl

>M500S4.0l
> MS Windows & Serial Mouse
> Padded Cose
>UNDER 7.0 POUNDS!

Includes UPS Shipping & Handling.
DOS & Windows Pre-Installed.
Call for 3MB &SMB Systems.
Fully Tested & Guaranteed.

And with our competitive prices, you can't go wrong.
Where else will you find one company that meets all your needs?
As a preferred dealer and Authorized Service Center for both ALR
and Everex, OFM offers a level of service unequaled in the Industry.

Call OFM Toll Free l -800-334- 1636
Circle 565 on Inquiry Card.
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Computer

Svstems. 1ne.

2300 Commonwealth Drive. Charlottesville, VA
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A Window to the
World of DDE

T

he Dynamic Data Ex
change method of pass
ing information to and from
Windows applications is a
powerful, yet somewhat
mysterious , communication
technique. A tool for Win
dows 3.0 called DDEWatch
lets you monitor DDE mes
sages and validate DDE
macros and programs.
DDEWatch lets you view
any detail of a DDE message .
It displays the message
type , the name of the appli
cation, the topic, the item,
and the symbolic name for
each bit flag , TechSmith
says.
DDEWatch also provides
a list of all active sessions.
You can use the utility to
verify flag settings, memory
allocation, atoms, and data.

NEW

•

WINDOWS

TechSmith has also re
leased Snaglt, a screen-and
capture program for Win
dows that can capture a
partial or whole screen.
Price: DDEWatch, $85;
Snaglt, $79.
Contact: TechSmith
Corp., 1745 Hamilton Rd.,
Suite 300, Okemos , MI
48864, (517) 347-0800; fax
(517) 347-0230.
Circle 1 031 on Inquiry Card.

Windows Search
Utility

S

earcher lets you check
multiple disks using a
variety of techniques to
find files or text.
You can search for a file
created before or after a cer
tain date, for a file larger or
smaller than a given size, or
for a specific text string.

UTILITIES

Files that match your criteria
are displayed in scrollable
list boxes, which include file
name, path , size , date, file
attributes, and location of the
text string in the file.
When you find the file,
Searcher lets you execute the
file's application by double
clicking on the data file.
Price: $14.95; site license,
$29.95 .
Contact: Cognitronix,
10750 Rickert Rd., Suite 5,
San Diego, CA 92126,
(619) 549-8955.
Circle 1033 on Inquiry Card.

Four Utilities
for Windows 3.0

T

he Gedys Windows
Tool File Management
package offers four Win
dows utilities.
TextSearch locates spe

International: 612·937· 1107 · Fax: 612·937·5615
6321 Bury Drive, Eden Prairie, MN 55346
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cific occurrences of text
within files , directories,
and networks. It supports
wild-card and regular ex
pressions.
MultiCopy lets you copy
disks without swapping. The
utility lets you copy a large
application onto your hard
disk, and it will split files
when copying onto floppy
disks. MultiCopy can also
copy disks in different
formats.
Systernlnfo graphically
depicts the amount of space
occupied by programs,
data, and directories. Hex
Edit lets you view and edit
files in hexadecimal or
ASCII format.
Price: $98.
Contact: Oxko Corp.,
P.O. Box 6674, Annapolis ,
MD 21401, (301) 266
1671 ; fax (301) 266-6572 .
Circle 1032 on Inquiry Card.

Exclusive North American Distributor
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MICROCOM'S NEW 386SX/16 VGA NOTEBOOK {W/2 MB RAMJ
·Parallel, Serial, VGA Display & Keyboard Ports
· NiCad battery & AC power/auto recharging adaptor
• Weighs Only 6.3 pounds

· Intel 80386SX/16 CPU w/2 MB RAM Standard (Expandable to 6 MB)
· Backlit supertwist LCD Display wNGA Resolution (640 x 480 in 16 Gray Shades)
· Ruqqed 20 MB Hard Disk & 3.5" 1.44 MB Flooov Drive

SPECIAL: Non-Interlaced 1024 x 768 14" Hires Monitor w/1024 x 768·256 Color Graphics Card (1 MB)
Non-Interlaced 1024 x 768 14 • Hires Monitor Features:
· Flawless & Flicker-free Non-Interlaced Graphics at up to 1024 x 768 Resolution

Nooobool. sx

®· w

$599

· Non-glare etched Screen w/0.28mm dot pitch

Tseng Labs 1024 x 768·256 Color Video Card w/1 MB RAM Features:
· Utilizes Tseng Labs revolutionary ET-4000 Chip & 1MB of Video RAM
· Up to 1024 x 768 Resolution in 256 Astounding Colors

'°"""''..IACED

·Adv. Drivers included for Windows 3.0, Autocad, WordPert::ctf~y others
•Upgrade from Hires System Psckaaes for $200

Standard Systems include:
1MB RAM · Choice of Teac 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB Floppy Drive · 1:1 Interleave Hard Disk/Floppy Controller· Enhanced 101key Keyboard · 2 Serial Ports
1Parallel Port · Real-time Clock/Calendar w!Battery Backup · Smill Footprint Case (286·386SX·386125) or Tower Case (386133C·A386140C·486125C·486133C,
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Microcom Tower Systems fCacheJ

Microcom Tower Package soecials

386/33C w/64K Cache . A386/40C w/12BK Cache
486s w/External 256K Cache & Internal BK Cache

Standard Desktop System Features plus:
105 MB Hard Disk · 16-bit 1024x768 Graphics card . 14· Hires Monitor

Standard System · Full-size Tower Case · Hard Drive · Monitor & Video Card
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Introducing Microcom's A386/40C Tower System

Introducing Microcom's 486E EISA Workstations

A386/40C Tower System/128K Cache
Utilizing AMD's New Am386DX/40 CPU

486/25E EISA Workstationl256K Cache
486/33E EISA Workstationl256K Cache

· Fast 40 MHz Operating Speed using AMD's New Am386DX-40 CPU

·Standard System Features w!Full-size Tower Case
· 4 MB RAM (Expandable to 64 MB) wl256K Cache for Super Performance
· Advanced 32-bit £/SA Bus Architecture
· Hi-Perfirmance 676 MB ESDJ Hard Disk
· £/SA Bus Master ESDI Disk Controller (33 MBytes/Sec. Burst Transfer)
· Hires Tseng Labs 1024x768-256 Color VGA Graphics Card w/1 MB
· Non-interlaced 1024 x 768 14" Hires Monitor w/0.2Bmm dot Ditch

· Over 9 MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) Throughput
· Over 20% Faster Than 33 MHz 80386 Systems
· Standard System Features w!Fu/1-size Tower Case
· 1MB RAM Standard (Expandable to 32 MB)
· 128K Cache Standard for Optimal Performance (Expandable to 256K Cache)
· Please see Tower Systems Price Matrix for Pricing

$6,499
$6,999

Microcom Computers' Customers Include:
Xerox, GTE, Motorola, Raychem, General Electric, Hewlett-Packard, Eastman Kodak, SEGA of America. Toshba, Genentech, Bechtel, Siemens AG.. Holiday Inn, Pacifrc Gas & Electric,
Pacifrc Bell, Adobe Systems. Seiko Instruments, Wells Fargo Bank, Johnson & Johnson, WaJ.Mart Stores, Koret of California, Miller Freeman Publications, Stanford Telecommunicstions
Applied Materials, Spectrum Holobyte (Sphere), Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe, City & County of San Francisco, NASA, U.S. Navy, U.S. Army. U.S. Dept of Health & Human Services,
U.S. Dept of Agriculture, U.S. Dept of Energy, U.S. Court of Appeals, U.C. Berkeley. U.C. San Francisco, U.C. Los Angeles, U.C. Davis, Stanford University, Princeton University, Oxford
University, Washington University, University of Pittsburg, University of Vermont Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, John Muir Mecfical Center & thousands of other customers.

~

To Order - Call Toll Free 1-800-248-3398

~
Open from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. PST,-Monday-Friday
48890 Milmont Drive, Suite 1030, Fremont, CA 94537 · 3650·18th Street, San Francisco, CA 94114 ·Fax: (415)623-3628
Prices are subject to change without notice. Nol responsible for typographical errors. CA Residents. please add 7.00% sales lax. No surcharge on credit card purchases. Personal and company checks require 14
days to clear. All trademarks acknowledged. Micrncom Computers reserves theright to subslhute any and all hems with equivalent or better parts. Prices oo not includes shipping &handling.
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images in your drawing .
For example, if you need to
map a large wireframe
model of a building wall with
brick, the technology would
merge four brick swatches so
that it would appear seam
lessly as one large brick
surface.
On floppy disk, the com
pany offers a people mod
ule ($99) and two modules of
160 textures ($149 each),
each in DOS TGA 16-bit or
PICT2 24-bit formats. The
company has also released
three modules of evergreen,
deciduous, and indoor plant
libraries for DOS TIFF and
TGA 16-, 24-, and 32-bit
files ($249 each).
Price: ImageCELs CD
ROM, $395.
Contact: ImageTects, 7200
Bollinger Rd., Suite 802, San
Jose, CA 95129, (408) 252
5487; fax (408) 252-7409.

Background
Images for All

I

mageTects has released a
CD-ROM disc with texture
maps, images, and bac)c
grounds for Amiga, D,QS ,
Mac, and Unix graphic.s
and desktop publishing
applications.
The ImageCELs di in
eludes images and tex - res
stored in subdirectori fo r
the following file formats :
TGA 16-, 24-, and 32-bit;
TIFF 8- and 24-bit; CEL
16- and 32-bit; Apple PI<:;T2
24-bit; Amiga I.F F; GIF;
PCX; 116 (for Intel DVI) ; and
DIB 8-bit (Windows). The
disc offers more than 1150
texture maps aqd images.
One of the benefi ts of the
1disc is that ImageTects has
1
included a proprietary
' matching technology for
the seamless integration of
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Mo' Better
System 7.0
Graphics

0

fall software catego
ries, painting programs
usually have a philosophy
of more is better. Super Mac
Software's PixelPaint Pro
fessional 2.0 holds true to
this dictum while compen
sating with logical and intu
itive design. The company
says it rewrote the product to
take advantage of System
7.0. The program is the first
from SuperMac Technol
ogy's spun-off software com
pany, formed in March .
The program sets out to
provide approximations of
real-world artist's tools, such
as brush and paper types,
while supplementing these
with capabilities only
achievable on computers.
Artists can duplicate the ef
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fects of watercolors, pas
tels, and charcoal sticks, for
example. A PixelPaper fea
ture lets you mimic painting
on different mediums (e.g.,
linen, concrete, rice paper,
and user-defined paper) .
PixelPaint Pro includes stan
dard image-processing ca
pabilities, like color correc
tion and contrast controls .
The program supports
the Wacom digitizer tablet
and can use its pressure in
formation to control the
flow of ink on some of the
tools. PixelPaint Profes
sional supports type kerning
and CMYK (cyan, magen
ta, yellow, black) color sep
aration .
Price: $799.
Contact: SuperMac Tech
nology, 485 Potrero Ave.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086,
(408) 245-2202 ; fax (408)
735-7520.
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Two for the Road...
VDS International has done it's homework again!
Providing you with one of the best 38651 Notebooks
on the market today-the Everex Tempo LX!
"The best notebook PC yet...
looks like other SX notebooks,
EXCEPT this one deserves the
sward for best notebook PC yeti...
even such famous names
(Toshiba, Epson, IBM) will be hard
pressed to top the TEMPO LX"

Value
Delivery
S ervice
Competitive Pricing on

- PORTABLE OFFICE, May, 1991

Natlonal Brands
V[i)S provides the highest quality national brand
computers andi>roducts to our customers for real
computing VALUE!

"...Sharpest, crispest LCD
monochrome VGA Image
we've seen.•• "

Free Sam Day S pplng
within th Contlnen al US
All in-,stock products are shipped the same day
when the order is received before 3:00PM EST.
100% on time-GUARANTEED DELIVERY!

32 bit lnteP' 80386SX with 16Mhz,
1 MB RAM, 21 MB Hard Drive and 1O" VGA Display

NoHard.S.11

• 1.44MB internal disk drive

our knowledgeable staff assures you of prompt,
helpful assistance with no hard-selling tactics to
confuse the issue.

• RAM expandable up to SMB
• Hard Drive expandable up to 40MB
• Lightweight, only 7 lbs. including NiCad battery
• IBM" AT" compatible, with 82 keyboard
• Small foot print, only 2" x 1O" x 12"

Not only have we carefully selected the Tempo LX as
the perfect solution to your computing needs,
we've added the CannoneBJ-1 Oe Bubble Jer
printer for apowerful two-for-the-road combination.
Extremely quite 64 nozzle Bubble Jet print head

One Great Package Price 82750
The "Two-for-the-Road" Package Includes:

"Two-for-the-Road" Options:

• Tempo LX 386SX Notebook & carrying Case

• 24196 Modem· the size of s pocket calculator

• Cannon BJ10E Printer and Carrying Case

• 30 Page Auto Sheet Feeder· Adds no weight

• MS-DOS 4.01 and Printer connector cable

• Combo Carrying Case

Free Wananty Shipping
If your VOS purchase should fail anytime during the
warranty period, we'll pick up the shipping and
handling-ask your sales advisor for details.

Ufetlme Technlcal Support
VOS provides all customer purchase with free, uir
to.elate technical support, simply call 3131335-0202.
Your own RMA# is pre-assigned for speedy service.

30 Day Money Back

GUARANTEE
Your satisfaction is Guaranteed at VOS,
no hassles, no justification required (valid
30 days from invoice date, only products
with original materials apply).

VDS INTERNATIONAL. .. where our success is measured by your satisfaction.

Order Toll Free 800-321-8565 VdS iii

INTERNATIONAL

fAiiiiiiil
l!!!!!!J

I VfSA

) • We accept MasterCard" and VISA'" and Other Major Credit Cards
Same as Cash.

•We except Company P.O.'s and offer special Educational Programs. We
All Trademarl<s isled are the propef1ies ol lheir respective companies.

can export.

24 Hour FAX Orders - 3131335-0226
"'onday through Friday 9:00em--6:00pm EST
Saturday 9:00a~2:00pin EST
Circle 573 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 574).

USER'S COLUMN
JERRY
POURNELLE

DOS DECISIONS

I

have major deadlines, so the phone is ringing . It
never fails: whenever I have tight deadlines and try
to write in the daytime, the phone rings . This time
it was the Los Angeles Times wanting me to sub
scribe. The fact that I have been a subscriber for 25
years at this address means nothing to them. Their so
licitor has a computer doing the calling, and apparently
there is no one at the Times smart enough to have their
computers cross-check with the subscriber list, thus
saving me time and them the money they pay for both
the phone calls and the solicitor. The solicitor isn't al
lowed to cancel subscriptions; apparently, quite a few
people get angry enough to try that. I've recently been
getting two Times calls a week, and I've begun to fanta
size about guerrilla warfare.
As it happens, I was the keynote speaker at CASE
World yesterday, and while there I went through the ex
hibits . It looks to me as if there are plenty of companies
who could sell the Times , at fairly low cost , computer
aided software engineering tools that would generate
programs that could take the Times solicitor list and
eliminate numbers corresponding to subscriber ad
dresses. It wouldn't even cost all that much . I wonder
how I can get their attention so they 'll do that?

Arche and Friends
Years ago I was involved in studies of thinking; I be
lieve that has since become known as cognitive psy
chology. An early giant in the field was Sir Frederic
Bartlett of Cambridge, whose book Thinking (Basic
Books, 1958) has an experimental study of strategies
on how people approached intellectual problems. The
studies involved various games in which you try to de
duce rules from card layouts (a very simple rule might
be one red , two black, and so forth; a more complex one
might be one heart, two black, one diamond , one
spade). The idea was to guess the rule at the earliest
possible moment, and one of the studies was the effect
on strategy caused by changing the cost of incorrect
guesses .
When we get new machines here, we tend to fill
them up with boards and use them as test-beds; this cor
responds to the strategy of wild guessing, since, if
something doesn't work, it's hard to know just why
when you' re trying seven new things at once. On the
other hand, it's a lot of fun if things do go right.
When we got the Arche Legacy 486/33, we opened it
up . The machine I have is the tower configuration. Get
ting it open required the removal of several obvious
ILLUSTRATION: STEVE TURK 11:> 199 1

screws and digging around to find two more hidden
screws. There's nothing particularly wrong with this
arrangement, but it does slow things down a mite when
you want to make hardware changes.
The internal layout of the Arche 486 is logical and
quite solid. The VGA card has 5 l 2K bytes of memory;
it will hold more, but we didn't have any handy , so I left
it as is. There is one fan in the case, but all the hardware
for a second fan has been in
cluded. I'm thinking of get- Jerry gets yet another
ting another fan because we
stuffed the machine full of new computer, the
boards.
We installed a Corel Opti Arche Legacy 486/33,
cal Disk Interface Board , and ponders
which connects to a Pioneer
DE-S7001 external optical which DOS to use
disk drive; a Sound Blaster;
an Artisoft LANtastic board;
Intel's Satisfaxtion copro
cessor board; and a Microsoft
Mouse on the COM2 serial
port. I wanted to put in a CD
ROM board as well, but I
didn't have one handy. What I
really want is to daisy chain
the Pioneer six-pack CD
ROM drive to the DE-S7001;
Corel says that' s possible, and
they'll send the drivers. More
next column.

DOS Hang-Ups
When PC-/MS-OOS 1.0 was
first developed from the Seat
tle Engineering rewrite of
CP/M , it bad major limits.
One was the 640K-byte mem
ory boundary : since existing
machines could use only 64K
bytes, surely going up a whole
order of magnitude would be enough for decades,
right? Another was the 32-megabyte disk partition size.
In those days , hard disk drives were rare, and a 10-MB
drive was a big one. Even so, they should have known
better than to limit logical disk size to 32 MB. They
didn't, though, and we were stuck with the result.
The Arche 486 came with MS-DOS 3.3, so that the
348-MB hard disk drive was partitioned into logical
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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Finally, a fast, powerful text
editor that integrates your
favorite
programming
tools and uses
no memory!

• Mouse support
Pull-down menus
~
Columnar blocks
~~
1000 Level Undo
~
Regular Expressions
• Small 70K, super fast
• DOS, UNIX/XENIX, FlexOS
• Also VEDIT $69, VEDIT Jr. $29

~

FREE Evaluation Copy
Call 1-800-45-VEDIT
The new VEDIT PLUS is the productivity
breakthrough programmers have been
looking for. Run not only popular com
pilers, but all of your favorite tools from
within the editor. When shelling to DOS,
VEDIT swaps itself and any desired TSRs
out of memory to give you more memory
than when you entered VEDIT.
Only VEDIT gives you the advantages of
a powerful and flexible editor without
giving up the convenience of an integrated
environment.
VEDIT offers stunning performance, ver
satility and ease of use. Completely writ
ten in assembly language, it's small and
lightning fast. Edit text and binary files of
any size , even 100+ megabytes. Installa
tion is trivial; VEDIT.EXE and an optional
help file are all you need - no overlays, no
configuration files.
Other features include multiple file editing,
windows, unlimited keystroke macros,
"hot keys", context sensitive help, word
processing, automatic indenting and total
configurability . VEDIT has been the
choice of 100,000 programmers, writers
and engineers since 1980.
VEDIT PLUS adds a powerful "off the cuff"
macro programming language, complete
with source level debugging.
VEDIT PLUS - $185 for DOS, $285 for
UNIX/XENIX. Call for a free demo today.

Greenview
P.O. Box 1586, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106
(313) 996-1299 • Fax (313) 996-1308
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drives C through M. I used to prefer hav
ing a number of logical drives. Partition
ing makes many disk operations faster.
Search programs have fewer files to look
through, and the disk heads have shorter
distances to travel. On the other hand,
partitioning can make finding things dif
ficult. Over the years, I have come to the
conclusion that the advantages of small
partitions are outweighed by the disad
vantages. Therefore, at some point I will
probably reorganize my main machine to
one big disk partition.
The question then becomes, what DOS
will I use when I do that? The candidates
are one of the extended MS-DOS 3.3 ver
. sions, MS-DOS 4.x, MS-DOS 5.0, and
DR DOS 5.0. We can dismiss MS-DOS
4.x immediately. It's big, it's slow, and it
has real problems. I don't recommend it
to anyone.
The extended versions of MS-DOS 3.3
work pretty damed well , but their prob
lem is that they tend to be machine-spe
cific. The Compaq version seems to
work on most other machines, but can
you be sure it will work on yours? Com
paq certainly isn 't going to support its
use on non-Compaq machines . Zenith ' s
MS-DOS 3.3+ works fine on Zenith
equipment, but it just plain doesn 't work
on most non-Zenith machines. Similar
problems apply to every MS-DOS 3.3 ex
tension I know of.
At present, MS-DOS 5.0 exists only in
a beta-test version. That leaves DR DOS
5.0 . Up to now, I had been reluctant to
use DR DOS because it didn't work with
LANtastic. I like LANtastic because it
does about all I need a network to do and
doesn't eat up all my RAM doing it.
However, Digital Research now offers a
" business upgrade" to DR DOS 5.0 that
is supposed to work with LANtastic.
DR DOS has a number of advantages
on a 386 (or 486): in addition to support
ing enormous hard disk partitions, DR
DOS stuffs the command kernel up into
high memory, thus increasing memory
available for programs. It comes with an
EMS manager, so programs that know
how to use that kind of memory can do
so. It has a neat full-screen editor to re
place the execrable EDLIN. There are a
bunch of convenient commands, such as
using up-arrow to go back through the
most recent commands you've issued in
case you want to repeat one. The old Nor
ton Utility Directory Sort works just fine
with DR DOS. And so forth.
I wasn't sure that it would work with
LANtastic , but I won't be able to link to
the Arche 486 with LANtastic for a
while anyway, so th is seemed Iike a good
opportunity to give DR DOS a try.

Lots of Memory
DR DOS installation is simple; just fol
low instructions. Optimizing the system
to get a maximum temporary program
area can be a bit more difficult, depend
ing on what you've installed; in our case,
with all those boards stuffed into the sys
tem, it took a while .
The biggest problem was the Corel
software. For reasons not clear to us , the
automatic installation didn 't work. (It
didn't work with the MS-DOS 3.3 the
Arche 486 came with, either.) When we
tried doing it by hand , we got a whole
bunch of contradictory switches into the
DEVICE= line in the CONFIG .SYS
file . This greatly increased the size of
the Corel driver, which made it impossi
ble for DR DOS to stuff the driver into
high memory.
Taking care of that problem required
phone calls, which gave me a highly fa
vorable impression of Digital Research's
technical support. It's a toll call , but
when you get someone, you get someone
who really knows DR DOS. The Digital
Research people even called Corel for
us , which is how we found out that we
had contradictory switches in the com
mand line.
The result was that after a good bit of
tweaking , I have the Arche 486 running
the Satisfaxtion board, Microsoft Mouse,
and Pioneer optical disk drive, with over
600K bytes of usable memory.

Optical Disk Drive System
The Pioneer drive takes two kinds of car
tridges: read/write and WORM (writ<!
once, read many times). Both hold 330
MB (per side if double-sided) . The drive
appears (on this system) as the N drive,
and so far it seems to work fine . In
read/write mode, I have copied stuff into
it, copied that back off onto the hard disk
drive, and checked that copy against the
original; all's well . I've also reformatted
the read/write cartridge a couple of times
and done the tests again, with the same
result.
It works, both as read/write and as
WORM.
Having said that, Jet me add some cau
tionary notes.
First, when this box is used as a
WORM drive , all's well. WORM tech
nology is well understood, and once a
file is written, the WORM record is as
permanent as anything done electroni
cally can be.
I'm not quite as certain about optical
read/write files. Everything seems to
work, but I want to do a lot more t<!sting
over a much longer period of time before
I'll trust that as the only backup copy of

eease
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Finally, ESIX System V Release 4.0, the UN IX Operating System of
choice is here. Based on AT& r~ System V UNIX~, ESIX Release 4.0
is a stable, fully backward compatible and robust operating system
with enhanced features and functionalities.
For all the current System V Release 3.2 owners, ESIX offers an easy
upgrade path to ESIX Rel ease 4.0. For more information about ESIX
System V Release 4.0 product offerings, please ca ll :
1(800) 821-0806 Ext: 2068 or (415) 683-2068

Fax: (415) 651 -0728
484 31 M ilmont Dr.
Fremont, CA 9453 8, USA
l\i'(C~, W"1~oi~~W
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an important file . It's a newer technol
ogy and requires a great deal more preci
sion than WORM storage.
Incidentally, if you want an introduc
tion and exposition on the whole optical
storage field, A Guide to Optical Storage
Technology by John A. McCormick
(Dow Jones-Irwin, 1990) is as good as
anything I've seen-a good balance of
readability and technical information.
Anyway , we did have one glitch. One
way I test equipment is through visually
intensive games, and one of the best for
that is Wing Commander, which really
flogs both the computing and visual-im
aging capabilities of the machine . When
we got DR DOS up and running, we tried
Wing Commander, which worked (as did
Sound Blaster with its game port). I then
copied Wing Commander onto the N
read/write optical drive and tried run
ning the game from there .
The machine locked up tight, with
hardware reset required. Moreover, the
Pioneer drive was no longer accessible,
and attempts to access it hung the system
again. I had to turn the Pioneer drive off
and back on, as well as reset the com
puter, to get things working properly. It

wasn't the files: I copied the files from
the N drive onto the K partition of the
hard disk and ran the game off that copy;
it worked fine.
Today I had occasion to call Alex Kar
ahalios , Artisoft's technical expert, and
we speculated about what could cause
that to happen, but we couldn't come to
any conclusions. "Timing errors" is one
obvious phrase. "BIOS calls" is another;
but what those mean isn't clear. More
when I know more. Read/write optical is
likely to be the wave of the future, and
I'm glad to have the Pioneer DE-S7001
for testing; I'll let you know how it comes
out. Meanwhile, my advice on read/write
optical is, "Be not the first by whom the
new is tried, nor yet the last to lay the old
aside." Make a WORM copy of impor
tant files.

Fooling Around
Once I had the system working under DR
DOS, it was time to experiment with
Desqview. For a few years, my main ma
chine has been the Cheetah 386/25 with
a Distributed Processing Technology
(DPT) hard disk drive controller. Some
of you may remember that I also have a

Cheetah 486/25 with a Perceptive Solu
tions, Inc. (PSI) controller and wonder
why I don't use that as the main machine
here.
The answer is that I probably will , but
it's not as simple as you think. For some
weeks now, my partner Larry Niven and
I have been working on a pair of novels.
One, Fallen Angels, is finished and ought
to be in bookstores about the time this
column comes out. The other, The Moat
Around Murcheson 's Eye , is about half
done, and we're hard at work on it. Niven
and I are often asked how we collaborate;
we generally answer, in unison, "su
perbly," and let it go at that. But, in fact,
it's a reasonable question: we have prob
ably used every conceivable means, from
talking things out and working alone to
working in the same room with one look
ing over the other' s shouh;ler.
Lately , a modification of that latter
technique has been working very well:
Larry has one machine, I have another. I
write a chapter and put in block notes
where I don't write scenes; he goes over
that to convert notes into text and adds
notes of his own; I go over it again; and
so forth. That technique often produces a

WorldPort compatibility,
Toshiba'" portability.

......
with 2400 bps data or

2400 bps with MNI'® 5.

,

•
• •• •
• •• •• •• •:••.

Touchbase Systems, Inc.
160 Laurel Avenue

•. •• •• • : . : :
: • • • •: · : . :

Northport, NY 11768
(516)261-0423

•• • • • • :. : •

Fax (516) 754·3491

Cal/Now For Details: 800-541-0345
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Rainbow Tuchnologies
Protects Software Better.
In More Places.
For More Developers.
And For More Good Reasons.
For the most solutions, best support and
worldwide availability in PC, MAC and LAN
software protection, there's no reason to
look further than Rainbow Technologies.

Rainbow Technologies features:
•DOS, OS/2, Windows, UNIX, XENIX and
MAC compatibility
•Protection for SPX/I PX and NetBios
networked software
•Algorithm and
memory devices to
suit your application
•The most drivers/interfaces for quick
implementation
•Proprietary ASIC designs for confidentiality
•Proven reliability-more than 1.5 million
keys installed
•Transparent operation for the end user

1-800-852-8569
Protect your revenues. Call toll free
today to plug Rainbow Technologies into
your software plans. Evaluation packages
are available.

Rainbow Technologies provides:
• World class technical assistance
•Custom application engineering
•Toll free Hot Line support
•Delivery in 5 days or less
•In stock availability in 15 countries
•Clear and comprehensive
documentation
•The broadest warranty coverage
available
Copy righ l O l991 Rain bow Te chnolog ies . Inc. All
prod m:I names :i re 1radcm;i.rks of the respcc iivc
hohJcrs.

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
9292 Jeronimo Road , Irvine, CA 92718
TEL : (714) 454-2100 • (800) 852-8569
FAX: (714) 454-8557 •Apple Link : 03058
Rainbow Tec hn o logie s. Lid . . S hirley Lodge
.no Londo n Rd .. Sluugh . Be rk s hire SLJ SQ Y. U. K.
TEL: 075.1-41512 • PAX: 0753-436 10

Rainbow Technologies stock is traded on NASDAQ-RN BO
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More and more business people are making the same connection...

that for affordability, reliability and efficiency,
LANtastic is the networking solution
Doctors, lawyers, accountants, butchers,
bakers and pottery makers... more and more
business people are connecting their PCs with
Artisoft's LANtastic. In fact, our network has
gained such afollowing that it was just awarded
the 1991 LAN Times Reader's Choice for peer-to
peer network operating systems. And we couldn't
be prouder.
After all, we designed LANtastic to make
the productive power of afull-featured LAN
accessible to anyone who wanted to streamline
their computer operations. And whether you're
connecting two PCs or 30 or 200,you can rest
assured that you are buying into aproduct that
will grow as you grow, with acommitment to
developing innovative products that anticipate the
needs of business people like yourself.
Just look at how smart our network is...
While many networks gobble up huge amounts of

your PC's RAM, which usually means that you'll
have to purchase extended memory, LANtastic
leaves you plenty of room for even your most
RAM-hungry applications. In fact, it's the most
RAM-efficient LAN you'll find - taking as little as
amere 12K per workstation and 40K per server.
LANtastic saves you money, too. For as
little as $209* per PC, you'll have everything you
need to get your network up and running. Plus,
you can share all those expensive peripherals 
not buy more of them. Better yet, because
LANtastic is apeer-to-peer network, you won't
have to spend thousands on adedicated server
machine.
But most importan~ it makes networking so
easy that you'll soon be taking it for granted.
You'll be able to edit and proofread your co·
worker's documents without leaving your desk.
Balancing your books will be easier because your

entire accounting department can share the
same data base. Inventory management will be
completely streamlined because everyone on the
network can access inventory records and track
products from when they are received as raw
material, to when they are shipped as finished
products.
In fad, the only regret you may have after
you buy LANtastic is that you didn't install it last
year, last month, even last week. Don't wait any
longer. Call 602-293-6363
or fax 602-293-8065
and put the power of
LANtastic to work
for you.
.,...
t+"..••
~,..,...
,ti;:o;.j

~~~
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TherlllYRAM Netwollt

~ ARTISOFT
RevolutionizingConnectivity
'Based on """"'-eo's ~ 19111pncelol1 lQ.""1'jUll LAH usrogl.AH1asb:2Mbc>sadap!M. C<>s1 o~l>glletloo ...... ...-..
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full chapter a day from absolute scratch.
It will generally be a good chapter, too,
since each of us rewrites as he goes
along, with the result that by the end of
the day, the text is as polished as it's ever
likely to be.
The secret of this technique is two ma
chines connected in some way: in our
case, by "sneaker net," in that we save
off onto floppy disks and hand them back
and forth. (This automatically makes a
backup, it's nearly as fast as any other
network would be, and I don't have to
teach Niven anything new.) As it hap
pens, I can't stand to have anyone look
over my shoulder while I work; while
Larry rather likes an appreciative audi
ence. Thus, he has grown quite fond of
the big 19-inch VGA Hitachi monitor
that goes with the Cheetah 486.
Of course, I could simply attach that
monitor to another computer, but Larry
is also used to the blinding speed of the
Cheetah 486; in particular, the PSI con
troller saves even the largest text files so
quickly that Larry will often save them
twice, since he's convinced it couldn't
have saved it the first time. Even when it
writes the file to a floppy disk, that PSI
controller does it faster than many older
machines save to a hard disk.
The result is that the fastest machine in
the house is, during the day, not much
more than a dedicated word processor.
At night, after Niven goes home, it be
comes the perfect instrument for playing
Railroad Tycoon, Wing Commander,
and War Lords, all of which are spectac
ular on that 19-inch screen. The moral of
this story is that it doesn't matter what
you use your computer for: once you get
used to speed and power, you never want
to give them up.
Which brings me back to the Arche
486. As you'd expect, this thing is spec
tacularly fast; Wing Commander, for in
stance, is simply unplayable unless you
use AT-Slow (shareware available on
BIX), a program that, as the name im
plies, will turn your fast machine into a
slower one when you want to play the
kind of game that's affected by speed.
The hard disk access isn't so spectacular,
but still, it's fast enough. However, when
I'd copy stuff from a floppy disk into the
Arche 486, it seemed to take a lifetime.
Finally, I got curious about that; what I
found is an interesting lesson in personal
psychology.
The Arche 486 doesn't really access
floppy disks slower than most other ma
chines in Chaos Manor; it's just that
when you log onto the floppy disk, or ask
for a floppy disk directory, nothing hap
pens for long enough that you notice it;

!er, which the company swears is as fast
as the PSI controller (I love it when two
good companies compete in technology
rather than lawsuits), so there's an obvi
ous remedy to the situation; indeed, the
DPT controller is a SCSI device, and I'm
told that I can daisy chain the Denon CD
ROM drive to it, thus saving a slot.

then, suddenly, it all happens quickly.
This makes it seem as if it has taken
longer. So it goes. As to copying from
floppy disks, the Arche 486 has about the
same speed as the Arche, Premier, and
Zenith 386s. Alas, that's considerably
slower than my Cheetah 386 with its
DPT controller, and a Lot slower than the
Cheetah 486 with the PSI controller.
Once again, when you get used to speed
and power, you don't want to let go.
However, I have a new DPT control

Tweaking the System
If the Arche 486 ever does replace the
Cheetah 386 as my main system, it will

QWhat do the following three
•
compames
agree on:

ATs.T

•

UNISYS
ZENITH

data systems
Groupe Bull

A ZsTEM Tenninal Emulation
AT&T, Unisys and Zenith agree that KEA:s ZSTEM Is the
best VT emulator for their US government contracts.' KFA's
ZSTEM series of terminal emulation and communication
products has been satisfying strict government contract
requirements for seven years.
ZSTEM 240 offers full Vf241 emulation with VT340
extensions. ZSTEM 240 runs under both MS.DOS and
UNIX 386System V, letting you convert your MS-DOS PCs
to UNIX System Vwithout losing access to your VAX.
ZSTEM 240 supports all standard video adapters: VGA,
EGA, CGA, MCGA, AT&T, Hercules and many extended
adapters. No matter what video adapter/monitor com·
bination you use, ZSTEM 240 displays double-high/double
wide characters, 132 columns, and VT340 ReGIS. sixcl and
Tektronix graphics.

ZSTEM 240 connects to your favorite networks,
including Novell, 3COM, TCP/IP, Ungennann·Bass. Excelan,
Wollongong, FTP, Sun and DEC's CTERM and LAT.
With KEA's top-notch technical support and documen
tation, plus a solid warranty,
you can be assured of quality
Now available:
products backed by quality
people. Call today about KEA's ZSTEM 320/340
and
complete line of VT emulation
KEAterm 420
and network products.
for MS-Windows

KEA Systems Ltd.

Orders: 1-800-663-8702
Phone: (604) 431-0727
Fax: (604) 431-0818

*ZSTEM 240 is available from AT&T on SMSCRC. ZSTEM 220 for MS-DOS and ZSTEM 220 for UNIX are available from
Unisys on Desktop III. ZSTEM 100 and ZSTEM 240 are available from Zenith Data Systems on GSA schedule.
KFA Systems Ltd., 3738 North Fraser Way, Unit IOI, Burnaby. BC, Canada V5J 5G1
Regional Office: 314 East Holly Stree~ Suite 106, Bellingham, WA, USA 98225.
1SfEM ind the KEA

Jaso •tt lradtm11ks ol KEA Systrms Lid. All other braDd and ptoduct nirna art trademarks ot rq1stmd tr.demarks ol lhdr n:speclln holden.
OCopyriJht kf.A Sytt'ms Lid. 1991.. All rights rtwrVed.
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have to run Desqview. I may one day
switch over to Windows , but not just yet.
For now, Desqview seems quite stable
and very useful.
For instance, as I write this, I have the
Norton Commander MCI Mail Manager
off uploading several MCI letters and
downloading any mail I may have, and
all that happens invisibly. In another
Desqview window, I have Samuel But
ler's The Way of All Flesh up on the Li
brary of the Future CD-ROM , and I can
change over to that (or to any CD-ROM I
like) almost instantly. Info Select is wait
ing for notes . Norton Commander is
available ifl want to do file management
and can run in the background to do long
backup copies to the WORM drive; and
switching from one of those windows to
another takes less than a second. I can
open a second Q&A Write window, a
Sidekick window , or whatever I might
want in seconds. This is convenience I
simply will not give up.
The question is, then, does DR DOS
work with Desqview? The.answer is yes,
but a story goes with it.
First, if you use Desqview, you will
probably want to use QEMM-386, Quar

terdeck' s 386 memory manager, rather
than the EMM386 that comes with DR
DOS; even Digital Research ' s technical
support people advise this, since QEMM
and Desqview have some secret hand
shaking that other memory managers
can't use. The easiest way to get that run
ning is to use the Desqview installation
program, which does the job nicely.
Next, you have to edit CONFIG.SYS
to remove all the DR DOS EMM386
speci fic commands and drivers. One
way to do that is to preface each line with
a question mark. DR DOS has the nifty
feature that if it sees a statement in CON
FIG. SYS preceded by a question mark, it
asks you if you want to do that , and if you
say no, it skips it. This feature can be an
extremely handy one when you 're tweak
ing the system, as well as a way to let you
configure the system for special pur
poses.
What I did was to REM-out everything
nonessential and boot up with QEMM ;
after which I put back in the Corel and
Intel drivers, the mouse, and all the other
stuff, and let QEMM ' s Optimize take
over. I was also careful to keep a boot
floppy disk because Optimize is notori

ous for hanging up your system, and,
sure enough, it managed to do that a cou
ple of times . Eventually, though, that
stabilized. Then I used DR DOS's HI
DOS.SYS to stuff the DR DOS kernel up
into high memory. When you do this sort
of thing, make liberal use of the ques
tion-mark preface to CONFIG.SYS
statements, and fool around until you 've
got what you want; and if that doesn't
seem like very precise advice, it's still
about the best I can give.
Eventually, I had a system with over
600K bytes of free memory before load
ing Desqview and 560K-byte Desqview
windows, with the mouse, the Pioneer
optical N drive, and the Satisfaxtion co
processor board accessible to any of
them. This is as large a Desqview win
dow with that many resources as I've
ever achieved with any system. That's
the good news.
The bad news is that sometimes when I
try to quit Desqview, I manage to hang
up the system and have to reset. Now
understand, that' s hardly a fatal prob
lem. After all, if you' re dumping out of
Desqview, you've presumably saved all
your work , since anything ongoing will

Wait a minute.
The long modem wait is over. Announcing the
arrival of our remarkably quick 9600EX modem.
So how quick is quick? With V.42bis, data can be
compressed up to 400 percent, increasing through
put to as much as 38.4Kbps. Which means it keeps
its telephone conversations shon and saves you
money on your phone bills. And while it co mmunicates
C 1990 Intel Corpo ratio n

quickly, it also communicates clearly. The 9600EX
knows whe n data is being garbled and automatically
remrnsmits, so your data arrives error free.
Plus, the 9600EX features full-compliance with
V.32 and is downward-compatible with slower modems.
And, like our entire family of modems, the 9600EX
comes with a full , five-year warranty.
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certainly be lost when you exit. Still, it's
annoying, and I haven't figured out just
what's going on. Something is clearly
overwriting something else, but that's
like saying "timing errors": it's prob
ably true, but it's not a useful diagnosis .
Eventually, I expect I'll figure out what
is happening, and until then I'll just keep
on playing with the system.
What I do know is that if I adapt the
Arche 486 by installing the DPT control
ler and then hang the CD-ROM and Pio
neer optical drives on a remote network
server accessed by LANtastic, I ought to
have enormous Desqview windows as
well as a very fast machine. More on that
next month.
Meanwhile, my tentative conclusion
on DR DOS is that it's quite solid for sin
gle-application users and very likely
solid under Desqview. I had a similar
problem with Desqview hanging up the
Cheetah 386 (under PC-DOS 3.3) until I
put in the statement X=C600-C7FF in
the QEMM CONFIG.SYS line (i.e., ex
clude memory locations C600 to C7FF
from the area managed by QEMM).
Since then, this system has been as solid
as a rock, and I make no doubt that some-

thing similar will do the job with the
Arche 486 under DR DOS.
Next week, I'll test DR DOS and the
Arche 486 with LANtastic. I've been as
sured by Digital Research management
that if this update version of DR DOS
doesn't work with LANtastic , they'll
keep on working until it does; but, in
fact, I've heard from people I trust that
this one does. More as things develop,
but my first impression of DR DOS 5.0
(with the business update revision) is
quite favorable indeed, and I'm likely to
use it on my main machine, whatever that
turns out to be.

ta! Research's technical capability, but
the marketing left a little to be desired; in
past years, its idea of marketing was to
develop good products and wait. If you
deserved to have anything that good,
you'd find out about it and buy it; if you
didn't find out, it served you right.
Digital Research president Dick Wil
liams is changing all that. He's got an ag
gressive marketing strategy that takes
advantage of his company 's small size
and thus quick decision times, as well as
the staff' s high technical abilities. I
think we can look for good things from
them once again.

Digital Research Grows Up

Sound Blaster

I recall my astonishment, back in 1979 or
1980, when a famous columnist said,
"Pournelle in BYTE has pronounced
CP/M the new standard, and that seems
to settle that." It was the first intimation
I'd had that anyone in the industry took
me seriously, and since my first "offi
cial" pronouncement was about Digital
Research, it left me fond of the company.
Lately, though, it hasn't been the leader
it once was.
I've always been impressed with Digi

One of the boards we installed in the
Arche 486 was Sound Blaster. With its
associated software, it has quietly (no
pun intended, but what the heck) become
the standard sound system for advanced
PCs. The Roland board has much higher
sound quality for a higher price, but for
anything short of professional music
quality, Sound Blaster is good enough.
One use, of course, is games. Sound
Blaster comes with a game port, making
it nearly ideal for Wing Commander.

Justaseoon
All of this becomes even more remarkable
when you consider the price of the 9600EX.
Just $799. It's a price, in fact, that rivals high-end
2400 modems. It's also an example of Intel's commit
ment to affordable quality.
For more information, call 800-538-3373. Or for
information faxed to you, call 800-525-3019 and

request Doc. #9998. But l€ on 1t wait, becaus'e with
all the 9600EX offers, it will g0 in a secer.ud.
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Some days you have
all the time in the world.

When the pressure is on, pour
on the speed. With Hewlett
Packard's new LaserJet IIISi
printer. A powerhouse that
delivers at a throughput speed
of 17 pages per minute.
With the LaserJet ITISi, you're
up to speed the moment you
give the "print" command. HP's
RISC-based formatter and the
PCL5 printer language, with
vector graphics and on-the-fly
typeface scaling, yield fast

between PCL5 and optional
results. This printer also rep
Adobe· PostScripe For added
resents a new standard for 1/0
versatility, your options include
performance with optional
Network Printer Interface cards
for either Ethernet orThken Ring.
The LaserJet IIISi is specifically
designed for shared-use environ
ments. Its high-volume paper
handling features include two
500-sheet input trays and a
monthly duty cycle of 50,000
pages. HP offers software
selectable language switching

Adobe and PnstScripl are n..'gii,-iercd tmclcmarks of AdolK! Sysh.!ms Inc:. in the U.S. and 0 1her cou ntries.

And some days you need
the new17ppm LaserJet illSi.

an envelope feeder and two
sided printing.
Beyond speed and efficiency,
the LaserJet IlISi delivers the
sharpest 300 dpi print quality
yet. In fact, HP's revolutionary
combination of Resolution
Enhancement technology and
new rnicrofine t.oner challenges
the print quality of many 600
dpi printers.
The price of the new Lase1~et
llISi,just $5,495: is as impressive
'Su!l!(('8U.• I U.S. list price.

as the work load it handles. If
you're ready to pick up the pace,
call l-800-752-0900, Ext. 2067
for more information on the
fastest LaserJet printer and the
name ofyour nearest authorized
HP dealer.

F//ffa

HEWLETT

~eJll PACKARD

199 1 ll <!wletH'ackartl Company
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Countries of The World
The Ultima te Inte rnational Refere nce
Full text of 106 country study books
including color maps by Hammond,
notional anthems (sound)I, flogs! more...
Topics include h~toricol setting. society.
environment . economy. business slol~ti cs .

6

g;;:m~::;~~~~;~M p~=s
Add lo your CD-ROM collection with
this special Pioneer bundle of discs
• U.S. H~tory on CD-ROM • Countries of the Wortd
• Sherlock Holmes • Shakespeare
• Bird; of America • Software Potpourri

6 of the Bestselling discs oil for only $389
Six Pock a MinichongercSove over SlCOO) $1489

=

U.S. History on CD-ROM
Full text of 107 U.S. History books wtth t,000
images, tables ! mops !
_
~ Window s 3 compatible

$395 ~

CD-ROM BUNDLES !
Get The New Philips CM-50
Drive & Aflj' 5 Of These Discs!

Only $:;,97SAve ovrn 51200

llcloaoft· Bookshelf all time best seller
U.S. History on CD -ROM full text o f107 b ooks
Illustrated Encyclopedia 21 volu mes. VGA
CIA World Foci Book Non c losslfled Info
Golden Immortal multi-media game
Between Heaven & Hell pra c tical/perve rse
Sherlock Holmes on Disc 22 1 Boker SI. fans
Shakespeare on Disc ·co mpleo l works'
Software Potpourri • Bible • Movie Database

CD-ROM Drives (ready to run)

=
=

Denon DRD·253 Drive SCSI . bull ~ IPOOk<• SALE Co'
Hltochl Drives · oil models, PC and Moc From S5W
Chlnon CD·43 I CD·ROM Drive
5749
Pioneer Mlnlchanger CD·ROM Drive
Lowe>• Price Aho:

CDT.Sony.T-.~~~;~:;:•a>Oblt drN.,·CCl1 I

=
=

C library or Ado or Shareware Grab Bag
589
CIA World Fact Book IOI <llemorlonol "bu1mess"
99
Speed Dial enlke US Yolow Page> co oon d»c
3"1
Microsoft Bookshelf be>I setting CD·ROM ct.sc Best Price
Business Usts on Disc ocsklop mMet"'g
795
PC·Slg Ubrary new cdihon. ve<S>On 9
CoD 
Telephone Directory Eosr "' We11
995

=
=
=

• MOREi Over 300 different titles available •
Money bock guarantee Free tech support
CALl - Bureau On-Una CD-ROM Ubrary,
FREE access to 12 dlllerent CD-ROM Discs

~
~ EIDBI~
~

Overnlte

Bureau of Deive<y
Electronic Publishing, Inc.

Satisfaxtion
I've mentioned Intel's Satisfaxtion co
processor board before, so it suffices to
say it works fine under DR DOS. Satis
faxtion will take a file , which can include
PCX graphics, and send it out as a fax .
This means you can send letterheads, di
agrams , scanned images, and the like,
all created on your PC. Moreover, the
board, having its own coprocessor, will
send and receive in the background or
send your messages in the dead of night
(presuming you leave your computer on,
of course).
The manual is extraordinarily com
plete and clear, making it quite easy to
set this system up. I do find it more con
venient to send text-only fax through
MCI Mail (using the Norton Commander
MCI Mail Manager feature), but you can
use the built-in 2400-bps modem on Sat
isfaxtion to do that. All in all, this board
is a great bargain. Recommended.

Language Systems FORTRAN

Libraries and Science
Movie Directory Database/ Sottware Potpourri S49
Between Heaven & Hell II even >lrongor
sore S79
Sherlock Holmes or Shakespeare ·compreor
Coll
Groller' s Encyclopedia 21 velum<» VGAp!C!u1es Co'
McGraw-Hill Ref. Set 100.CXXJ rcrm>. 7.300 011<:"'• 245
Mammals inctudes pic1ures & 1ex1
Coll
OxfOld Textbook of Medicine geoerol 1etereocc 595
OxfOfd English Dlcttonary ove< ?50.CXXJ ""odword•' 889
Compton·s Multt·Medla Encyclopedlo
895

For more serious work , you can get the
MIDI Connector Box from Brown
Waigh Publishing. This is a tiny thing
that plugs into Sound Blaster's game
port. It has a joystick port continuation
(so you can still play Wing Commander),
one MIDI input, and five Thru MIDI
outputs. It also has considerable music
software. The result is that your PC with
Sound Blaster becomes a kind of music
studio. I've had a lot of fun with the in
cluded software, and, no, I haven't at all
given up the idea of writing an opera
someday.
There are lots of other accessories you
can get for Sound Blaster, including mu
sical instrument software and a voice
editor. Sound Blaster has become the
standard sound board, if not for the in
dustry, at least here at Chaos Manor.
Recommended .

=

Dep t. P. 14 1 New Rood , Porslppony. NJ 07054 ~

About a year ago, I was the keynote
speaker for a conference of supercom
puter users. I doubt they learned much
from me, but I sure learned a lot from
them. One thing I learned is that using
supercomputers boils down to writing
FORTRAN programs. Big FORTRAN
programs. As one fluid-dynamics scien
tist put it, "After you've written 60,000
lines of FORTRAN , you no longer care
much about your original problem. "
All of which is probably true, but
FORTRAN remains the Language That
Will Not Die, and I just know that 20
years from now, we'll be programming
the Connections Machine version 22,
with 5 million parallel processors, by
feeding it a half million lines of FOR

TRAN generated with computer assis
tance. Seriously: anyone contemplating
going into science should be familiar
with FORTRAN, because a very great
deal of work is done with it. I'd rather
work with Macsyma or Mathematica, the
symbolic algebra programs, but I don't
have to try to model fluid dynamics or
large weather systems, which strain the
capacity of the largest supercomputers.
I don't say you have to learn FOR
TRAN, but it can't do any harm to have
some familiarity with it; and if you have
any desire to do FORTRAN on your
Mac, whether to learn the language or do
serious work (or both) , there is the Lan
guage Systems FORTRAN compiler,
which , according to Language Systems,
works on any Mac with 2 MB of RAM
and a hard disk drive . The compiler ac
cepts ANSI 77 FORTRAN and most
large computer extensions, including
VAX . It has lots of switches for optimiza
tion. Tools and libraries are included.
If I seem vague , I am: I haven't done
much with FORTRAN since Z80 days,
when MacLean and I experimented with
RATFOR , the Rational FORTRAN pre
compiler. I don' t have anything against
FORTRAN, it's just that I don't have a
great deal of need for it. Others, how
ever, do; and if you have a Mac and want
FORTRAN, this is, so far as I can tell ,
about as good a compiler as you ' ll get. It
comes with lots of tools to access the Mac
interface and about a foot of manuals.
You can also get MPW as an option.

SayWhaaat?
You say you want to do some OS/2 appli
cations programming , but you can ' t
stand C? You say you got the OS/2 Devel
oper's Toolkit but you never get around
to writing the programs you planned? Is
that your trouble , Bucky? Cheer up.
Help is at hand. An Italian company , Ar
te! Informatica, has developed Pronto!
PM, a set of drawing tools for the Micro
soft BASIC 7.0 compiler for OS/2.
Pronto! PM includes dialog boxes ,
radio button status inquiries, and tools
for drawing lines and boxes. You write
your source code in Microsoft BASIC,
include the Pronto! PM library , compile,
link, and then-well , and then you sort of
have to understand the OS/2 and Presen
tation Manager (PM) developer tools
after all , mare's the pity. You aren' t to
tally liberated from C.
Still, this toolkit can go a fair way to
taking the sting out of PM programming.

It's Back ...
The original Sidekick was indispensable
when it first came out. I recall I couldn't

LOOKS LIKE AJOB

FOR MINUTEMAN.

Spikes. Surges. Overvoltage.
Undervoltage. Brownouts.

These things happen. And they
can do irreparable damage to
your equipment and data.
Unless you ' re protected with
Minuteman Uninterruptible
Power Supplies.
Minuteman protects all your
equipment and data. All the
the event
of power
failure, it will safely and
automatically shut down your
network, using your operating
system or our own software.
Even if you ' re not there.
There 's a Minuteman to fit
your needs, large or small.
Including 220-volt international
models. And we ship orders
the same day they ' re received.
So call us. You can 't stop
disaster from striking. But you
can keep it from hurting you .

1·800·238·7272
See Us At

COMDEX
Spring

Booth #576
and

RANDBYUPS MODELS

UNATTENDED SHUTDOWN

AT&T 3B2

300 VA to 2300 VA

Via you r operating
system or our software.
interfacing:

AT&TU IX 386
Version 3.2

Sinewave output: I
msec Transfer

SCO UN IX 386
Version 3.2 & up

OIHJNE UPS MODELS

Nove ll 286 YAP and
386 NLM

500 VA to 10,000 VA

ELS Level II

SCO XEN IX 386
Version 2.3.2 & up

AIX fo r IBM JlS6000
Version 3.1 & lip

SCO XENIX 286
Version 2.2. I & up

AIX for IB M RT
Version 2.2. 1 & up

Sun OS Sun 4 Version
4.03 & 4. 10 & up

3COM

Sun SPARC Version
4.03 & 4. 10 & up

Stati c by-pass siandard
True on-line sincwave
output s

LAN Manage r

SUN OS Sun 3
Version 4.01 & up
DEC VMS Version
5.1 & up

Banyan Vi nes

PC EXPO
~PT~~
-~

MINUTEMAN

International Mode ls: 220v 240v
Novell approved UPS mon itor boards

UNINTERRUPTIBLE FOW ER SUPPLI ES
© P:ira Systems. Inc. 1455 LcMay Dri ve , Carrollton . Texas 75007 Phone: 214-446-7363 FAX : 2 14-446-90 11
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live without it. Then came Desqview.
After that, there was no need to have a
TSR program to give access to a calen
dar, notebook, and address book/tele
phone dialer because you could always
use Desqview task switching to go to a
program tailor-made for the particular
purpose. Tornado, GrandView, Time
Line, and so forth each worked better for
its particular purpose than Sidekick did
at any one of them.
There was an update to Sidekick, but I
had a lot of trouble installing it, and I
never used it; and over the years, I
stopped thinking about Sidekick, al
though Borland says there are still 3 mil
lion people using it.
Now it's back, and this time it's a bit
different. First, Sidekick 2.0 uses the
Paradox engine. Paradox is, in my judg
ment, the relational database of choice
for PC users; that is, if you can manage
with a simple flat file manager, Q&A is
simpler to set up and learn, but if you
really need full DBMS capabilities, get
Paradox.
Sidekick 2.0 will also interact with
Quattro Pro, which is the spreadsheet of
choice, in my book anyway. The new

Sidekick will allow data exchange with
Quattro Pro and Paradox files. It will
also import all your Sidekick 1.0 and
Plus files simply and easily.
So far, of course, there's not all that
much reason to use Sidekick as opposed
to Paradox and Quattro Pro with Desq
view; but Sidekick 2.0 was designed in
part to work with notebook computers,
most of which don't have and can't use
Desqview. The new Sidekick Time Plan
ner is easy to use, what with windowing
and pull-down menus and suchlike, and
about the right thing to put on a Poqet or
other PC palmtop machine. There's also
the Reconciler, a program for reconcil
ing schedules, as, for instance, when
you've got one copy of Sidekick on the
road and another on the base machine
back home. That has always been one of
my major problems with any scheduler,
and I'm very happy to see this.
I was once a Sidekick fanatic; this new
version may convert me again because I
sure need help managing my schedule.

Sim Everything
I expect everyone knows about SimCity.
At the Los Angeles Science Fantasy So

ciety, it got so popular that we had to for
bid people playing it on the club ma
chines on meeting nights; they'd get
involved with their "city" and want to
take it home, which, of course, we can't
allow, and all kinds of arguments would
start.
I now have two more SimCity tem
plates, Ancient Cities and Future Cities,
and I can say instantly they're worth get
ting. SimCity is a lot of fun, provided
that you understand it's a game and not a
lesson in urban planning. (Having been
involved in city management, I assure
you that trash removal, which isn't in
SimCity at all, weighs very heavily on
the mayor's mind .. .. ) The Ancient Cit
ies packages are even less realistic, but
they sure are colorful and just plain fun.
The Moon Colony in Future Cities is also
fascinating.
The versions I have are for the Amiga;
there are versions for the Mac and PC,
but I don' t have them.
I do have SimEarth for the PC; as my
son Alex says, it's the only game pro
gram that ought to come with a one-week
seminar on how to use it. That's actually
meant as a compliment: this program is

ABC Flowcharter for Windows
"Simply the easiest way to documentprocedures."
ABC Flowcharter™ makes drawing and editing
flowcharts easier than ever. It's loaded with
features that help you make and edit charts in
a fraction of the time needed with other
flowcharting or drawing programs.
ABC Flowcharter's advanced link feature lets
you break complicated procedures into smaller,
more manageable steps. just click on a shape to
display a sub-chart or procedure. It 's that easy.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration or call
1-800-227-0847 for more information . See for
yourself why ABC Flowcharter is quickly
becoming the standard flowcharting tool for
the Fortune 1000. Retail price 5295 .

Roykore~
2215 Filbert St.
San Francisco , CA 9 4 123
4 15-563-9175
102
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SMALL IS IN.

Introducing the Falco Infinity Desktop Computer.
The Smallest 386SX Desktop.
If you're sizing up desktop computers,you'll
immediately see the advantage of the fulco lnfinit(
Desktop.It gives you 386. SX power and perform
ance without dominating your deskspace.
Half the size ofastandard PC,the lnfmity Desktop
has everything you need on-board: Peripheral
interfaces like disk controllers.Memory expansion.
Communication ports. And VGA' level graphics up
to 1024 x 768 resolution.Plus,two AT!compatible,
16-bit expansion slots.
It runs Dos· 4.0, UN1X~ OS/2·and Microsoft•

G J9'X) Falrn Dara

Prod ucu. ln<

Windows 3.0. What's more,you can choose from
tour configurations,including adiskless network node
and a full-featured model with l.44MB floppy and
the option of 40, 100 or 200 MB hard drive.
The only thing we left out is the noise.The lnfinity
Desktop runs so quietly, you'll hardly know it's on.
Whether you work in close quarters or spacious sur
roundings,the fulco Infinity Desktop covers all your
needs.Without covering your desk. And that's about
the size of itTo get one for your desk, call us today.
l-800-FALC04U

440 Potrero Avenue,Sunnyvale,CA 94086-4117
Circle 107 on Inquiry Card.
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ITEMS
Arcbe Legacy 486/33
desktop workstation .. .. .. ... . .. $6755
tower server ....... ... ... ......... $6955
Arche Technologies, Inc .
48881 Kato Rd .
Fremont, CA 94539
(800) 422-4674
(415) 623-8100
fax : (415) 623-8171
Circle 1149 on Inquiry Caret
Cheetah 486/25 ....... ... ... .. .... $6871
Cheetah Computer Systems, Inc.
7075 F lying Cloud Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(800) 243-3824
(6 12) 943-8690
Circle 1150 on Inquiry Card .
DE-S7001 .. ..... .... ..... .... ..... . . $4695
Pioneer Communications
of America, Inc.
600 East Crescent Ave.
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
(800) 527-3766
(201 ) 327-6400
fax : (201) 327-9379
Circle 1151 on Inquiry Card .
DR DOS 5.0 ........... . ............ .. $ 199
Digital Research, Inc.
70 Garden Court
Monterey, CA 93942
(800) 443-4200
(408) 649-3896
fax : (408) 649-0750
Circle 1152 on Inquiry Card .

complex. The best way to learn about its
features probably isn't to take classes,
though: just start it up and let it run.
Nothing will be harmed, and as you be
gin fooling around with things-ever
want to make continents drift? send a
monolith down to aid in the development
of intelligent dinosaurs?-you learn what
you can and can't do. At least, that's
what I did.
Once again, it's a game, not a real
simulation; but it's a pretty instructive
game, even so . Just the thing to get bright
youngsters interested in science, as well
as a good way to relax after getting a col
umn written . Recommended .
Winding Down
The final draft of Go Tell the Spartans
(Baen Books, in bookstores as you get
this) is due this weekend: Jim Baen is
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FC>KI'RAN .. .. ... ...... .... .. ....... $400
with MPW .. .. . ... .... ... .. ... ..... . $495
Language Systems Corp.
441 Carlisle Dr.
Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 478-0181
fax : (703) 689-9593
Circle 1153 on Inquiry Card .
Optical Disk Interface Board .... $495
Corel Systems Corp.
1600 Carling Ave., Suite 190
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K lZ 8R7
(6 13) 728-8200
fax : (613) 76 1-9177
Circle 1154 on Inquiry Card .
Pronto! PM........ .... .. .... ..... .... $249
Arte! Informatica Co .
575 Anton Blvd., Third Floor
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 432-6343
fax : (7 14) 557-0371
Circle 1155 on Inquiry Card .
Satisfaxtion
ISA version .. ... . .. . ... . .... ... .....$499
Micro Channel version ... ... .. . .. $549
optional hand scanner .. .. ... .....$399
Intel Corp.
5200 Northeast Elam Young Pkwy.
Mail Stop C03-07
Hillsboro, OR 97124
(800) 538-3373
(503) 696-8080
fax : (800) 525-30 19
Circle 1156 on Inquiry Card.

doing the final editing and typesetting
in-house. The Great Hall is a wreck,
with the Arche 486, and unopened mail,
and software boxes, and cables and
wires , and just general junk filling all
the available space. My desk is a disaster.
I'm going to file this column and run off
to the beach house, where I hope to do
some fiction.
The game of the month is War Lords
from the Strategic Studies Group. This
features up to eight human players, but
the computer will play all but one (or
even all for that matter) part. It's a medi
eval fantasy, and it's strangely fascinat
ing, even when played as one human
against seven computer players. I fiend
ishly gave a copy to the British author
Terry Pratchett (if you haven't read his
Discworld novels, you are in for a treat).
The computer books of the month are

Sidekick 2.0 .. .... . ................ $99 .95
Borland International, Inc.
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 660001
Scotts Valley , CA 95066
(800) 331-0877
(408) 438-8400
fax : (408) 439-9344
Circle 1157 on Inquiry Card .
SimCity ... .... .. .. ....... ....... . .. $49 .95
Ancient Cities .. .. .. . .. ..... .. .. .. $34 .95
Future Cities ...... .... .... ... ... . $34.95
SimEarth ...... . ...... . ......... ... $69 .95
Maxis
1042 Country Club Dr., Suite C
Moraga, CA 94556
(415) 376-1823
Circle 1158 on Inquiry Card.
Sound Blaster .. .. . .......... .... $239.95
MIDI Connector Box and Voyetra
Sequencer M IDI Software ... . $129.95
Brown-Waigh Publishing
130-D Knowles Dr.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(800) 451-0900
(408) 378-3838
fax : (408) 378-3577
Circle 1159 on Inquiry Card .
War Lords ....................... . . $49.95
Strategic Studies Group, Inc.
1747 Orleans Court
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
(415) 932-30 19
fax : (415) 933-4327
Circle 1166 on Inquiry Card .

the Que Quick Reference series: I have
them for AutoCAD, Q&A, and a dozen
other popular programs, and they're bet
ter than the quick reference guides that
the software publishers furnish. It ' s
worth having one for anything you use
a lot.•

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers ' comments and
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due
to the high volume ofletters, Jerry cannot
guaramee a personal reply. You can also
comact him on BIX as "jerryp."

venturaPublisher lowers prices.
Ours.And theirs.
Now you can get the long document power of Ventura Publisher®at substantial savings. We've lowered
the list price of our PC Editions a full $100, from $895 to $795. And for a limited time, we're also giving you a lower
price on extra software that will expand your desktop publishing productivity. Buy any Ventura Publisher
Edition from your local dealer and use the coupon below to save money on another valuable package.
Ventura Publisher's automated features make short work of long documents. Thafs why the more you have
to do, the more you need Ventura. To do even more-for less-act now to take advantage of this Special Offer.

Buy our Windows 3.0 Edition, save $376 on CorelDRAW!

The favorite draw program of PC users. Includes hundreds of type·
faces plus clip art. CorelDRAW! retail value: $695. Your price: $319.

Buy our Macintosh 3.0 Edition, save $618 on the new NEC CDR-36
CD Reader and Type Gallery PS. A new world of image and type

storage plus new fonts. NEC retail: $1097. Your price: $479.

Buy our DOS/GEM 3.0 Edition, save $179 on VP to the Max and
Softkicker. Get spell check, search/replace, thesaurus, and auto

scrolling.VP to the Max/Softkicker retail value: $298. Your price: $119.

Buy our OS/2 3.0 Edition, save $376 on CorelDRAW!

The favorite draw program of PC users. Includes hundreds of type·
faces plus clip art. CorelDRAW! retail value: $695. Your price:$319.

-----------------------------------------------------,

I

Name ,

T itJeo

Comp.any:
Address tno

l~O .

box esl :

ity :

Send us this com pleted
coupon with: ( 1) Dated sales
receipt; (2) One original
Registration Card per product
purchased; and (3) Payment.
We'll send you your Special
Offer package. 30 day
money-back guarantee on all
prod ucts purchased.

Mail to:

Sra1c :
Daytime phone:

Ventura Software Inc.
P.O. Box 289016
San Diego, CA 92128-9016
Attn: Special Offer

Indicate fo rm of payment enclosed: D Check payable to Ventura Software: D Purchase
order from gov't agency: Credit card- D VISA D MasterCard D American Express
, .
Credit Card tt
Expires

Ca rdh OId er Name

Order Form

(Quantity of SpL'Cial Offer packages ordered can not exceed quantity of Ventura unilS purchased.)
l'enlura P14blisher
Edition Purdrasrd

Spu:ial Offtr Prukage
(Sat'JJ' rwsubs t i futitms)

Spmn/Offtr
Qty. Ordtml

Pn"ct

Subtotal
(/'ricuQty.J

Cirde Disk
Type Rtquired

VP Wi ndows 3.0

Corel DRAW!

$319

#

s

5 1/4" 3 1/2"

VP Macintosh 3.0

CDR·36/ Type Gallery PS

$479

#

$

(3 1/2" only I

VP DOS/ GEM 3.0

VP to the Max/ Softkicke r

$11 9

#

$

5 1/4" 31/2"

VPOS/2 3.0

CorelDRAW 1

$319

#

$

51/4" 31/2"

'fotal Price All Special Oller Packages Ordered

$

Add tax' in AZ.CA. CT. DC.FL. GA. IL. MA.Ml. MN. MO.NJ,NY.PA. TX. VA. WA, Canada

$

Shipping/flandling: add $20 per each Special Oller ('25 ;neanadal

$

Please enclose fu ll payment($ U.S. onlyJ. AMOUNT:

$

Good on products purchased April tS·July 31. Coupons must be postmarked by August 15.
/\ !low 2·4 weeks for del ivery. This offer cannot be combined wi th any otht:r promotion and

does not apply to purchases of upgrades or Network Nodes. Good in USA and Canada only.
•Please remi1 sales ta x or there may be a delay in processing you r order.

BYT91

~----------------------------------------------------~
Ven tu ra Publisher"' is a trademark of Ventura Software Inc., a Xerox company. XEROX' is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION.
All other product names and trademarks are the propeny of their respective owner.;. C> 1991, Ventura Software Inc.
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ALABAMA --~
MADISON BOOKS & COMPUTERS
8006 MADISON PIKE
MADISON , AL 35758
205· 772·9250
CALIFORNIA --~
ASUC BOOKSTORE/
UNIV. OF CALIFORNIA · BERKELEY
BANCROFT WAY &
TELEGRAPH AVENUE
BERKELEY. CA 94726
415·642· 7294

MINIX 1.5

OHIO --~

Available At These Locations!

O KLAH O MA --~

OREGON _ __

-

ucso
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
LA JOLLA. CA 92093
619·534·6025

STANFORD BOOKSTORE
PALO ALTO
135 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PALO ALTO . CA 94301
415·329· 121 7
SAN DIEGO TECHN ICAL BOOKS
4698 CONVOY STREE T
SAN DIEGO. CA 92122
619·279·4990
COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS
2590 NORTH lST STREET #108
SAN JOSE. CA 95131
408·435· 1118
STACEY'S
58 1 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94 105
415·421 ·4687
STANFORD BOOKSTORE
STANFORD, CA 94305
415·329·1217
COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS
520 LAWRENCE EXPRESSWAY #310
SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
408·730·9955
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA - -- 
REITER'$ BOOKSTORE
2021 K STREET NORTH WEST
WASHINGTON. DC 20006
202·463·0713
G E ORGIA --~

ENGINEER'S BOOKSTORE
120 NORTH AVENUE , North Wes!
ATLANTA. GA 30313
800·635·5919
OXFORD BOOKSTORE AT
PEACHTREE BAITLE
2345 PEACHTREE ROAD
ATLANTA, GA 30305
404·364·2700

POWELLS TECHNICAL
BOOKSTORE
33 Nor1h West PARK STREET
PORTLAND. OR 97209
800·225·6911

----

IRVINE SCI· TECH BOOKS
4040 BARRANCA PARKWAY
SUITE 140
IRVINE, CA 92714
7 14·733· 1002

STACEY'S
210 UNIVERSITY /\VENUE
PALO ALTO , CA 9430 1
415·326·0681

_

TECHBooks
12600 SOUTH WEST 1ST
BEAVERTON, OR 97005
503-646-8257

COMPUTER LITERACY BOOKSHOPS
20 100 STEVENS CREEK BLVD. #1 90
CUPERTINO, CA 95014
408·973·9955

OP·AMP TECHNICAL BOOKS
1033 NORTH SYCAMORE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90038
2 13·464 -4322

MICRO CENTER
1555 WEST LANE AVENUE
LANE AVENUE SHOPPING CENTER
COLUMBUS. OH 43221
614-481·8041

STUDENT UNION BOOKSTORE
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
STILLWATER. OK 74078
405·744·9848

CODY'S BOOKS
2454 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
BERKELEY, CA 94704
415·845·3097

UCLA BOOKSTORE
308 WESTWOOD PLAZA
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
213·206·0763

NCSU BOOKSTORE
NORTH CAROLINA STATE
UNIVERSITY
RALEIGH, NC 27695
919·737·2161

PENNSYLVANIA --~
QUANTUM BOOKS
138 SOUTH 34TH STREET
STORES AT PENN PLAZA
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
215·222·0611

he new MINIX 1.5 operating system developed
by Andrew Tanenbaun , worJd renowned computer scientist
and author, is system call compatible with Version 7 of the
UNIX operating system. Vers ions of MrNlX 1.5 are avai l
able for the IB M-PC/AT/386, Macintosh, Atari ST, and
Amiga computers. AUversions contain the complete source
code for the operating system (125 ,000 lines ofcode) as well
as: a Kern ighan and Ritchie compatible C compiler, over
175 utilities, more than 225 library procedures, a shell that
is fu nctionally identical to the UNIX Bourne shell, and a
collection ofANSI C li brary procedures for standard l/0 and
string handling. The package is accompanied by a 688-page
documentation manu al with a listing of the source code.
MINIX 1.5 is avail able at the following stores.

TEXAS --~

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
AT ARLINGTON
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
501 MONROE STREET
ARLINGTON , TX 76019
817·273·2785
UN IVERSITY OF TEXAS CO·OP
2246 GUADALUPE STREET
AUSTIN , TX 78705
512·476·7211
MAJOR'S SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
2 137 BUTLER STREET
DALLAS. TX 75235
214-631-4478
TAYLOR'S TECHNICAL BOOKS
PRESTONWOOD CREEK
5455 BELT LINE ROAD
DALLAS. TX 75240
214-239-TECH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS
UNIVERSITY STORE
UNION BUILDING
DENTON. TX 76203
817·565·3194
BROWN BOOK SHOPS
151 7 SAN JACINTO
HOUSTON, TX 77002
7 13·652·3937

MASSACHUSETTS --~
SOFTPRO
VINEBROOK PLAZA
BURLINGTON, MA 01803
617·273·2919

UNIVERSITY BOOK CENTER
STAMP STUDENT UNION
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
COLLEGE PARK. MD 20742
301 ·314·7854

HARVARD COOP
1400 MASSACHUSEITS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE. MA 02238
617-492· 1000

CUCUMBER BOOKSHOP
5611 KRAFT AVENUE
ROCKVILLE. MO 20852
301 ·881 -2722

QUANTUM BOOKS
1 KENDALL SQUARE
CAMBRIDGE. MA 02139
617- 494·5042

NEW Y OR K --~
MCGRAW HILL BOOKSTORE
1221 AVENUE OF THE AMER ICAS
NEW YORK. NY 10020
2 12·512·4100

MAJOR'S SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
6640 SOUTH MAIN STREET
HOUSTON . TX 77030
713·522· 1361

TOTAL INFORMATION INC.
844 DEWE Y AV ENUE
ROCHESTER. NY 14613
800·876·4636

TOWER BOOKS 17·387
10635 North East 8TH STREET
BELLEVUE, WA 98004
206·45 1· 1110

BIGGER BEITER BRAINS BOOKS

WALDE NSOFTWAR E
Al l LOCATIONS

PROGRAMMER'S SHOP
90 INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD
HINGHAM, MA 02043
800·421 ·8006
MICROMUSE INC.
124 BOSTON POST ROAD
SUDBURY, MA 01776
508·443· 1370
MARYLA N D --~

MARYLAND BOOK EXCHANGE
4500 COLLEGE AVENUE
COLLEGE PARK, MO 20740
301 ·927·2510

& OTHER SOFTWARE

2 13 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD. NY 11901
516·369·0310
NORTH CAROLIN A --~
GOTHIC BOOKSHOP
DUKE UNIVERSITY
DURHAM. NC 27706
9 19·684·3986
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COUGAR BYTE
UNIVERSITY CENTER
4800 CALHOUN ROAD
HOUSTON. TX 77024
713·749· 1663

WA S HINGTON --~

if.i

Prentice Hall
Professional Books

BUSINESS CONNECTION .
WAYNE
RAS H J R.

ALAN
AWAY FROM HOME
ne of the biggest problems with business travel
is that you leave your office behind. Of course,
this may also be one of the biggest advantages
of business travel, but that depends on what
your office is like. In any case, in addition to
your office and its telephones, you leave your com
pany's computer system, along with the information
that's stored on the file servers, the notes in E-mail,
and the scheduling information in the groupware pack
age. While it's nice to do without telephones from time
to time, it's hard to do business without the support sys
tem you've become used to having.
A few of the better hotels have started to cater to the
computer user, providing extra phone jacks and power
outlets in rooms . A few places, such as United Air
lines' Red Carpet Clubs, even provide personal com
puters for the use of travelers. These services are help
ful, but without access to information you need, they're
not as useful as they might be otherwise.
The problem is that traveling doesn't go all that well
with a fixed installation such as a LAN. Just what are
you supposed to do when you're on the road with your
laptop computer, or even when you're visiting another
of your company's offices? In the past, you were out of
luck, but now, at least, there's some hope.
Now that portable computers will fit into your brief
case, and facilities exist away from home to support
them, a few products have arrived that are good enough
to cement your relationship with your office, even from
a distance .
You still need to use a modem, of course. But where
once you dialed the company VAX and emulated a VT
100 terminal, now you can log onto your LAN and
work as if you were really attached . The difference is
new software designed specifically for this purpose,
such as DMA' s pcAnywhere IV. While packages that
mirror keystrokes and screen images have been around
for years, only now are they good enough to use in a
serious business setting.
When you arrive at some business locations, you
have exactly the opposite problem. There you are in the
office with your computer, and there' s a LAN in the
office, but because you have a laptop computer, you're
out ofluck. Fortunately, hooking your laptop computer
to a LAN has also gotten easier over the years.

0

Anywhere, Anytime
There was once a time when setting up a remote com
munications facility for a LAN was difficult and expen-

sive. You needed special software from the LAN oper
ating-system manufacturer, and you needed a lot of
dedicated hardware. A typical dial-in installation
would be based on an asynchronous communications
server, which in turn would use something like No
vell's WNIM + card. This card supports four RS-232
ports to which you connect modems.
Then, using a package such as Novell's NetWare
AnyWare, coupled with No
vell's Asynchronous Commu You don't have to
nications Server software,
you could have remote dial-in give up your LAN while
communications. The prob,
th
d
tern with this approach is that you re on
e roa
it required both a dedicated
communications server and a
dedicated workstation for
each user who wanted to call
in . In other words, a user call
ing in with a laptop computer
was using three computers to
run a single LAN session: the
laptop itself, the communica
tions server, and the worksta
tion on the LAN that was
serving as a host to the com
munications session.
As you might imagine, this
hardware-intensive approach
met with some resistance.
Customers who wanted to
dedicate a high-end commu
nications facility needed a
way to do it without tying up a
room full of computers. Low
end users just wanted a gate
way that was simple to set up
and easy to use.
The NetWare Access Serv
er was the first realistic solution to the requirements of
high-end users. Quarterdeck Office Systems teamed
with Novell to create a server that could have up to 16
DOS sessions running at the same time. The multitask
ing Desqview kernel formed the basis for the Access
Server. Each session supported communications soft
ware developed by Novell. The Access Server required
a standard 386-based system with as much as 12 mega
bytes of memory to support its 16 sessions, but it was
(and continues to be) effective.
continued
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The Access Server is a good solution
to dial-in access, but it' s far too expen
sive for small users who just want a one
Line gateway. For these people, DMA's
pcAnywhere IV/LAN is just the answer.
It lets you create an asynchronous com
munications gateway anywhere you've
got a computer and a modem connected
to a network. This means that the net
work users can have access to a PC's mo
dem as a background process, so the
PC ' s user doesn 't have to stop working to

free up the workstation for communica
tions use.
The pcAnywhere IV /LAN solution
allows both dial-out and dial-in use on
the network using the gateway. For a
small company that needs the capability
to access its LAN without spending a lot
of money, this works well. Remote ac
cess to the gateway is via the remote ver
sion of pcA nywhere IV .
With either pcAnywhere IV /LAN or
the Access Server, you can run the same

software remotely that you could run on a
workstation if you were actually there
on-site with the LAN . But there are some
limitations. Because screen updates are
limited to the speed of the modem you 're
using, you might want to avoid complex
user interfaces, simply because of the
time it takes to update the screen at mo
dem speeds. This is less of a problem
with 9600-bps modems , but with slower
speeds, screen updates can be
excruciating.
Unfortunately , virtually all portable
computers give you a choice of a 2400
bps modem or one that's even slower.
Some machines , such as those with PC
style expansion slots , can accept a high
speed modem card.
One final complication is the screens
that are available for most portable com
puters. I used a Toshiba l200XE to test
the items you're reading about here. The
Toshiba has a very nice backlit LCD, but
it's only CGA resolution. While this is
supported by both the Access Server and
pcAnywhere IV, it still looks pretty sad
when trying to deal with screens that
have a high graphics content.

Portable Connections

You bought a file-server to serve your needs. Now protect
that investment with a Sola UPS.
Sola offers power protection equipment that ranges in
size from ?OVA to SOOOVA. That means there's an intelli
gent Sola system that's just right for your LAN operation.
And it also means that you won't have to
experience the cost and frustra
tion of LAN downtime caused
by electrical disturbances.
Try Sola. They're the UPS
people who will lend a hand
to your LAN.

SOLA
N 0 VE LL.

3Com.
Mi:tosofr.

708/439-2800
800/TRY-SOLA

l1wot111I.
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Once you've reached your destination,
few things are more frustrating than be
ing in an office with a perfectly good
computer but being the only person there
who can't get on the LAN. As you 've
probably noticed , once offices begin to
accept the LAN , nearly all the periph
erals become LAN resources. No longer
can you print the results of a spreadsheet
calculation by unplugging someone ' s
printer and attaching it to the back of
your portable. Now that printer belongs
to the LAN, and unplugging it will bring
the wrath of the other LAN users. On
some LANs, the network is the only way
you can print, communicate with the
mainframe, or have access to other pe
ripherals .
Two years ago, a small company in
California, Xircom, invented a network
interface card that would plug into your
parallel port and therefore would support
nearly any laptop computer. The Xircom
pocket LAN adapter has become so pop
ular that I've seen it used in areas far
removed from portable computers. One
popular use is to give LAN connectivity
to computers without expansion slots,
such as the Zenith Z-148 desktop.
The only problem with the Xircom
adapter is speed. The parallel port is
used as the communications channel ,
and it is limited to about 300,000 bps.
For many routine uses , this is entirely
adequate, but if you really have to move a

"If only we could use UNIX·JY for
our realtime applications ... "

Dennis Ritchie, legendary
developer of the UNIX Operating
System, puts it very simply: "The
reason the original UNIX operating
system was so small and elegant was
because we did things that we really
wanted to do."•
Although conventional UNIX has
grown (literally) beyond Ritchie's
original vision, many people still look
to this classic OS to do what they
want to do.
But not if they want realtime
performance. UNIX has unequalled
power as a development tool , but you
can forget about running realtime apps
on conventional UNIX systems. They're
simply too big and too slow.
Until now.
Presenting QNX 4.0. The UNIX
system that's responsive enough for
realtime apps, small enough for PC
platforms, flexible enough for transpar
ent networking, and modular enough
for the most demanding configurations.

At Quantum, we're committed
to the POSIX standard, and we've
rewritten QNX to give developers a
standard OS interface they can
depend on. As a result, QNX is now
a true UNIX operating system- but
not a conventional one.

Performance At Run Time,
Design Time, All The Time
Only QNX combines the perfor
mance of a dedicated realtime
executive with the time-sl:i.ving
benefits of a rich UNIX development
environment-including a host of
utilities, an award-winning C compiler,
and an optional OPEN LOOK™ GUI
package.

QNX is Distributed
The QNX operating system lets
you extend the limits of any one
microprocessor. Whether you're

POSIX Means Portable
UNIX systems come in more
flavors than ice cream . Which is why
IEEE's POSIX standard is now such an
important safeguard of portability.

running a network of four or 400
machines, QNX makes it all feel like a
single computer.
Interprocess communication is
network-wide, so every process can
transparently access every resource
programs, files , devices, even CPUs
anywhere on the network. And you
can set up your network using any mix
of Intel-based PCs.

Responsive Tech Support
Only QNX's support hotline can
put you in direct contact with the
Technical Development team itself.
And you'll have access to our 24-hour
on line conferencing and update
system, where the response time to
your questions is almost like real time.

"If Only ... "
Wherever computers do serious
work for serious people, the UNIX
operating system has made possible a
lot of the "things we wanted to do."
But people who want realtime
solutions have been waiting a
long time to share in the benefits.
The wait is over.

What UNIX was meant to be.
For more information, please phone (613) 591·0931.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd. • 175 Terrence Matthews Crescent • Kanata, Ontario, Canada • K2M 1W8
•-who is the Real Dennis Ritchie?" UNIXWORLD, Ja.nuruy 1991, p. 46.
CNX Is o roglsterod trademark and ONX Windows is a trademark of Quantum Softwaro Systems Ltd. UNIX is a roglsterod t rademark and OPEN LOOK Is a tradomark of AT&T.
Intel is a registered trademark or Intel Corporation. () 1991 Qunnlum Software Systems Lid.
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lot of data, then you'll notice the differ
ence. This is where cards like the Ether
net and Token Ring adapters from Mega
hertz are handy.
Megahertz makes a pair of external
cards for Toshiba laptop computers. Un
like the LAN adapters from Xircom; the
Megahertz devices attach to the Toshiba
expansion bus connector that is accessi
ble from the rear of each Toshiba porta
ble. You do this by removing a metal
plate and simply plugging in the 100-pin
connector on the LAN adapter. The con
nector is made fast by tightening a pair of
thumbscrews. You can remove the adapt
er in seconds when you're ready to go on
the road .
The most important difference be
tween the Megahertz cards and the Xir
com adapters is speed. The Megahertz
adapters operate at the full speed of the
LAN, which is 10 megabits per second
for Ethernet or 4 Mbps for Token Ring .
This is possible because the Megahertz
adapter connects directly to the expan
sion bus and isn't restricted by the speed
of the parallel port. On the other hand ,
the Megahertz adapter works only on To
shiba portable computers, so you lose a

lot of flexibility. In addition, installation
of the Xircom adapter is easier, since on
most networks the shell is already con
figured , so you just have to plug and
play. Installing the Megahertz adapter is
more like installing a standard network
interface card.
Both Ethernet adapters work well . As
, ·"'J might expect, using the Megahertz
adapter isn't any different from using
any other Ethernet card on another com
puter. For most uses, the Xircom adapter
isn't any different either. The speed lim
itation ofthe parallel port isn't obvious in
routine use unless you're moving some
very large files.
Otherwise, the differences between
the Xircom and Megahertz adapters are
mostly in the way they attach and in their
physical size. The Xircom adapter is
hardly larger than the plug on a printer
cable and attaches directly to the printer
port. The Megahertz adapter is some
what larger, about two-thirds the size of a
Hayes modem, and it has a very short
length of stiff ribbon cable permanently
attached to one end.
Unlike the Xircom adapter, which
uses an external power supply similar to

the ones used by calculators, the Mega
hertz adapter draws power directly from
the Toshiba to which it' s attached. Both
approaches have disadvantages. You have
to find an electrical outlet for the Xir
com. You ' ll probably have to find one for
the Megahertz as well, since the extra
power requirements aren 't going to help
the Toshiba's battery life, and the larger
Toshibas don't have batteries anyway.
The Xircom adapter has a very suc
cessful history behind it. When the U.S.
Army went looking for a way to use
Ethernet in the desert, it found that the
Xircom Pocket Ethernet Adapter was one
of the few computer peripherals that
would function in the heat and harsh en
vironment of the Saudi desert. That it
could be changed between computers in
seconds, and would work with every
thing from Zenith laptops to CompuAdd
486 desktop machines , quickly made it a
favorite .
Either way , once you have your porta
ble adapter card, you ' re ready to hook up
to the office LAN at your destination.
There are a few catches, such as convinc
ing the local LAN administrator to let
you in . You're on your own there.

continued

ATYPICAL FAMILY TRAIT:

TEAMING UP, WHEN THE CHIPS ARE UP!
DISTRIBUTORS WELCOME.
Hands up anyone who hasn't heard yet. of the succesful Dual Oise
Mirror and the Multi Oise Mirror. The awesome twosome that changed
the world, by eliminating data loss and system down-time. due to disk fail·
ure. UNIX platforms: DEC. Motorola. Unisys,Sun. Hewlett Packard, 386/486.
Prime. Convergent Technology and MIPS.
For here's your chance to jump onthe bandwagon. Dealerships al
ready includeUSA southeast Japan, Canada. France. Scandinavia and
Hungary. Ourbabies welcome eager distributors.Alter all it's afamily business.
Gall or write InUSA:TwinCom USA, 5220 Hcilywood Ave.Shreveport. LA 71100.
Tel: 800 234 8088 or 318 635 9275. Fax: 318 635 5319.
Call or write In Europe:TwinCom lnternatiOnal. Slotlaan 15.4902 AO Oosterhout.
The Netherlands.Tel: + 311620 23936.Fax: + 311620 35088.
All brands. products and trademarks are property of their respective holders.

Dual· and Multi Oise Mirror: the awesome twosome.
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PRINTER SHARING
ATIT'SB~TI
B~T FEA11JRES,
B~T PRICF.S.
You don't need a LAN co network your
printers! LASERNET's primer sharing family
provides all che feacu res you need for any
requirement, ac che price you wane co pay.

FOR BASIC APPUCATIONS
WTI has low-cost, serial or parallel,
non-buffer~ models, for low primer-shari ng
demand environments. Share from four co six
PCs; perfecc for che small office or school:
PSU-4WAP  4 inpucs; single ourpuc .. $149
QwikSbare" - 6 inputs; single ourpuc; Ifiooli11g
software, cahlu and ro1111ectors i11d11rkd ......... $195

FOR GENERAL APPLICATIONS
WTI has buffered, mulciple outpuc, serial/
parallel models for fasc-access, high-volume
primer sharing needs. User can selecr prinrer of
choice direcdy from PC:
QwikShare II  6 inpucs; 2 oucpurs; buffered
from 256KB co 2MB ................ start at $295
PSU 82.C/SP  8 inputs; 2 oupurs; ploccer,
CAD, h~h-level graphics capabilicy; buffered
from 25 KB co 2 MB ............... start at $595
~.:.___-~

=,

=:::: ,

-

.

FOR IDGH-1..EVEl APPUCATIONS
For cwelve or more users requiring high
speed peripheral sharing and fi le cransfer, WTI
has Mulc i-Link'", the ulcimate serial/parallel
peripheral-sharing device. Expandable through
dedicated high-speed link, up to 384 a11y-to-a11y,
mer selectable ports, over 4,000 feec. Perform
princer/ploccer sharing, modem pooling,
PC-co-PC communication and more:
Multi-link - 12 any-co-any porrs; baud
races co l l 5K; buffered from 256K
co 4 MB ...................................start at $795
All prod~ccs made in U.S.A., backed by a
3-year ltm1 ced warranty wich service and
technical support.
To order* or for More lnfonnacion ,
Call Toll-Free

1-800-854-7226
FAX 714-l83-9ll4

n n n~

D western"'

~ l.S D telematic inc.
5 sterling, irvine, ca 927 18

' Visa , MC Accepted
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The Portable Office
Meanwhile, the communications capa
bilities of portable computers continue to
grow . Worldport now has a pocket-size
fax modem that will support normal
2400-bps Hayes-compatible communica
tions; plus , it will work as a 9600-bps fax
card. AST Research will now install a
similar fax modem inside its Premium
Executive notebook PC .
It used to be that you could wait until
you returned to the office after a trip be
fore you did the paperwork. Now there's
ITEMS

DISCUSSED

External Ethernet Adapter .. .$599
External Token Ring
Adapter .. .. . .. .. ..... .... .. .. ..$999
Megahertz Corp.
4505 South Wasatch Blvd.
Salt Lake City, UT 84124
(801) 272-6000
fax : (801) 272-(:J.)77
Circle 1221 on Inquiry Card .
Mport 325 386/25
40MB .. . ..... .. .... ..... .... . $6299
120 MB .. ... .. .. ....... .. ... .. $7499
Micronics Computers, Inc.
232 East Warren Ave.
Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 651 -2300
fax: (415) 651 -5666
Circle 1222 on Inquiry Card .
NetWare Access Server .. ... . $1 995
WNIM+ .. .. . .. .. ... ........... . .$895
Novell , Inc.
122 East 1700 South
Provo, UT 84606
(801) 379-5900
Circle 1223 on Inquiry Card .
pcAnywhere IV ........ .. .. . .. . .$179
pcAnywhere IV/LAN .. . .. .... . $495
(includes license for two nodes;
additional nodes, $25)
DMA
1776 East Jericho Tpke.
Huntington, NY 11743
(516) 462-0440
fax : (516) 462-6652
Circle 1224 on Inquiry Card .
Pocket Ethernet Adapter . .. .. $695
Pocket Token R ing Adapter ..$895
Xircom, Inc.
26025 Mureau Rd .
Calabasas, CA 91 302
(818) 884-8755
fax : (818) 884-1719
Circle 1225 on Inquiry Card.

no excuse, unless you stay in hotels so
sleazy that there 's no way to plug in your
modem . Tough choice , isn' t it?

The Office Portable
Frank Mara was looking for a different
sort of solution to his portable computing
needs. Frank has headed development of
some SQLWindows applications , and he
needed a machine on which to demon
strate them. Because the machine had to
support both a database engine and the
Windows front end , he didn't think that a
386SX-based computer was adequate .
He also had plans to use OS/2 for some
future applications and wanted the porta
ble computer to support those as well .
For a while, Frank tried shipping his
IBM PS/2 Model 70, but it was develop
ing a disturbing tendency to be inopera
tive when it reached the other end of the
trip , which made running demonstra
tions difficult. Clearly , another solution
was needed. Initial looks at Compaq and
others showed them to be bulky , heavy ,
and expensive . Toshiba portables were
out, due to a heavy government client
list. Finally , on the suggestion of BYTE
editor Rob Mitchell , we looked at the
Micronics Mport 325.
The Mport 325 386/25 weighs only 13
pounds and is a fully functional 386
based machine . While it' s certainly no
notebook-size computer, it's lighter and
slimmer than the competition. Equally
important, it supports a 120-MB hard
disk drive and has VGA graphics and an
~T-compatible expansion slot for things
like LAN cards. We' re going to bring it
up to 12 MB of RAM and load the hard
disk with both DOS and OS/2. It looks
like the perfect machine for traveling
demonstrations. I'll let you know how it
does after we've tried it out under actual
field conditions for a while .
Next month : A look at the real world of
network management. •

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor
for BYTE and a principal and technical
director ofthe Network Integration Group
of American Management Systems, Inc.
(Arlington, ~) . He consults with federal
and private sector clients on microcom
puters a11d communications, and he is co
author oftwo books for business network
users: The Executive Guide to Local
Area Networks and The Novell Connec
tion. You can contact lzim on BJX as
"waynerash , " or in tlze to. wayne con
ference.
Your questions and comments are wel
come . Writ e to : Editor , BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

under
the Sun!
*
"CompuAdd's SS• 1 looks, feels, and, for all intents and
purposes, is the original 12.5-million-instrudion-per
second SPARCstation 1 . .. ,,

Byte, December 1990

Compare the CompuAdd SS• l with the competition and you'll see
why it's the new star among workstations .

•

Why its stellar low

price, brilliant 19" Sony Trinitron® monitor, precise opto-mechanical
mouse and three red hot internal drive bays make a world of differ
ence between the SS• l and other workstations .
•

The SS• l has the same scorching speed,
multitasking, graphics and networking capabili
ties as the original SPARCstation™.

In fact,

·it's 100-percent binary compatible with
Sun® workstations. But the SS• l's
' extra features take it light years
beyond the systems it's modeled after!
Whatever your use -

CAD/CAM, desktop

publishing, mapping, networking or other intensive
computing operations -

the SS• l can take you there .

•

CompuAdd is famous for bringing affordability to PC design and
manufacture. Now we've done the same for workstations.
•

It' s no wonder the SS• l burns brighter than the competition .

* CompuAdd SS• 1 configured w ith 8M8 RAM, 21 OMB herd drive,
3.5 " diskette drive and 19" color monitor.
Image generated by IDL® scientific visualization software package
from Research Systems, Inc., Boulder, CO.
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CompuAdd 55•1
"'Don't feel sheepish if you can't tell the 55• 1 and the

55• 1 Features

SPARCstation apart. Neither can SunOS 4. 1 •.• No smoke
and mirrors here; the 55 • 1 aces all the tests." Byte, December

• SPARC9 20MHz processor
• SMB DRAM expandable to 64MB

1990

• 64KB SRAM cache memory
(write-through)

That's right. There are no tricks with the

• Three 32-bit S.bus expansion slots

CompuAdd SS• l workstation. It's l 00

• Two internal and one external
SCSI ports

percent binary compatible with the Sun®

• Two serial ports

SPARCstation l ™and l +. With the SS• l,

• Ethernet AUi port
• Audio port and speaker

you get proven RISC architecture in the

• High-performance 19" monochrome

box. And big differences all around:
•

monitor with frame buffer
• Sun4<ompatible 107-keyboard

The price. Our SS• l costs

with reduced footprint

thousands less than a comparable Sun workstation.
•

• Three-button opto-mechanical
mouse

The monitor. For more precise control over your graphics , the

SS• l features a 19" screen -

•

instead of the 17" you get elsewhere.

compatible

When you buy our color monitor, you get
a Sony Trinitron® monitor.

•

l 00.wott Sony power supply

• Sun SPARCstation 1 and 1+

• licensed version of SunOS 4 . I,

The mouse.

including SunView graphical

The SS• l's three-button opto-mechanical mouse
is more precise than the optical mouse supplied

interface software

SS• 1 Base Configuration

$5995 (66770)
Lease as low as $208/ mo.

by" other vendors.

The drives. The SS• l has three internal

•

SS• 1 Featured Configuration

$10,095 (66772)

bays that can be configured to hold up to three 3 .5" SCSI devices

Lease as low as $345/mo.

or one 3.5" and one 5 .25" SCSI device. Still another advantage the
competition can't claim .

•

Products bearing the SPARC trademarks ore based
on on architecture developed by Sun Microsystems,
Inc. SPARC is o registered trademark ofSPARC
ln ~ernational. FCC Closs A for use in business
environments only. Not for sole lo home consumer.s.

So whether you're expanding your

network or beginning a new one, the SS• l is the right workstation.
•

Because there's no doubt with CompuAdd .

ComeuAdd.
Customer driven. by design.
~

Call 800-456-6008 1

Keycooesi4

I

Hou": Monday- l'riday 7:00am to 9:00pm CST; Saturday 9:00am to S:OOpm CST

12303 Technology, Austin, Texas 78727

m

800-387-3266

._J

9Hro-010-0401

Ee 0800-373535

013()..(j(J()I)

u

1-40364949

() ComfiuAdd Co t~mlon. 1991. W'f lK1:71 MntnC.r\J.. VISA, l>bCO\"t't money Oflk'D. «lllllr<J <hn-U •mi pn10NI chttb (flfllf 1llow !fn d.a~or plOC't\ ll n~Olh 1$50 minimum onk'• I. COOIJMl1)' and lruutullon.al pure~ o nkn !minimum 1n 11111 purrtwM:'

:n~~1:f~!'~~l1t':!:n':!~~~~:"A11 =.~,:, ~!~~,~~~~:.;~h~~·~v~·~~:tt'n~~i!;!,':~4n:~~ ·n:;:iZ..4:.r~CX.:Z ~~·~~1on.~!:-~1~':n';t~:~~h~~~=~~~~iabt;::~=Fo"~~~~u:;;:in
1

gt1phlriil ttron.. C.tl 800-666-117? lot 1 copy of CompuAid\ comp&tlt w.uumy.
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ROUNDTABLE
B Y T E columnl1t1,
staff, and contributors
debate the l11ues

WHO NEEDS GUls?

R

oundtable is a forum in which BYTE

SHELDON: I got tired of the endless hand-holding, the
prompts , and so on. It was like going to the city with a

editors , columnists , and contributors debate

strong-willed, very opinionated (though well-meaning)
maiden aunt: " Oh, you don 't want to go over there , you
want to go over here . Are you sure you want to do that?"
I suspect that the issue has largely to do with who
will be using the machine. Novices will find that a GUI
makes a computer much easier to use. Those who are
already wedded to a CLI,
however, have fingers that are
conditioned to type in certain
DON CRABB
phrases. (It always amuses me
Contributing
Editor
to hear a Unix whiz say, "Oh,
I can do that. I merely switch
MARTIN HELLER
my root directory to /foo and
Contributing Eclltor
redirect the output to LPTl :
and type Ctrl-Alt-Del while
FREDLANGA
holding my left hand over my
Editor In Chief
head and ... ") And sure
enough , he usually can do it
LARRY LOEB
as fast as I can with a " friend
Consulting Editor
lier" utility , because he has
been doing it so long.

key issues that affect how you purchase and

use hardware and software. The "conversations"

take place on BIX, where you can participate in the
round.table conference.
KEN SHELDON: This month , BYTE has several arti
cles on graphical user interfaces. In the course of pull
ing them together, a question occurred to me: Does a
GUI really make a computer easier to use? Case in
point: I was one of the first people at BYTE to get a
Macintosh (a 128K-byte model) because I was en
thralled by the GUI concept. Do I use a Mac now? Only
occasionally, usually if I have to do something graphi
cally oriented. And I've no great need to move to a
DOS-based GUI like Windows, since all I really need
is access to lots of memory, and task-switching ability.
So the question remains : Who needs a GUI? Do they
make computing any easier?
DON CRABB: Do you need a GUI? Do you need oxy
gen to breathe? Microsoft didn't come out with Win
dows 3.0 because it hadn' t done its market research .
Regardless of what high-power users might think , most
Joe and Mary average computer users work smarter and
faster under a GUI-any GUI-than under a command
line interface (CLI) . Using a GUI to control your com
puter has absolutely nothing to do with the need for
doing " something graphicaJly oriented."
The whole point to a GUI is interface consistency.
Learn one application and you have learned them all .
The other point to a GUI is simple command availabil
ity. Want to delete a file? Drag it to the trashcan. GUis
are proving that graphical computing metaphors aren't
only for graphic artists or desktop publishers.
The bottom line is accessible power. Some people
who grew up with CLis will always find them more pal
atable and programmable, no matter what the GUI. But
that's simply not the majority of people who have to get
real work done each day with a computer. Even some
power users, like me, find that the consistency of the
Mac 's GUI (along with some third-party programma
bility hacks) makes the Finder the interface of choice.

STAN MIASTKOWSKI

FRED LANGA: What a can of
Senior Editor, News
worms, Ken. I wonder ifthere
BOB RYAN
really aren't two separate ele
ments to your question . First,
Technical Editor
I'll admit it: Little frills like
scissors and pastepot icons
KEN SHELDON
drive me nuts . I tried and ulti
Senior Editor, Features
mately abandoned a GUI
based word processor. I like
TOM THOMPSON
to see as much text as possible
Senior Editor at Large
when I'm writing, and any in
terface that starts encroach
JON UDELL
ing on the text display has a
Senior Editor at Large
major strike against it.
But my wife loves her Win
dows-based WYSIWYG word
processor and uses it nearly exclusively in her consult
ing business for everything from simple all-text memos
to complex reports with embedded graphics. But she' s
not a professional writer, and that may be a key dif
ference .
So, maybe there are two separate things going on
here, Ken. A GUI may not be an obvious win when all
you ' re doing is substituting "click-on-an-icon " for
"press-the-function-key." But if clicking on an object
JUNE1991 •BYTE
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Hassle-Free Printer Sharing

ROUNDTABLE

for the HP LaserJet II, IID, III and IIID
saves writing a couple dozen lines of
code , then using a GUI seems a pretty
clear win to me .
LARRY LOEB: GUis help remove what I
refer to as the human-executed code in a
program. That's what you expect the
user to do when you give him or her a
prompt of some sort; but you may count
on them to remember the name of the file
("remember and type" ) as opposed to se
lecting it from a scrolling list (" point and
click").
Less strain on the user to point and
click doesn 't mean that people who wish
to program in assembly should be forced
to use a GUI to do that unless they want
it. Generating the G in GUI takes lots of
code. It's not for everyone. But it seems
to widen the usage base.

lm

still trying to
figure out what
some of those cute
little icons mean.

"The ServerJet is the smoothest and most practical
way I know to share a LaserJet." Frank J. Derfler, Editor
PC Magazine, 1/ 15/ 91

Here's how you and your co
workers can have your own HP
LaserJets without breaking the
corporate budget.
It's called 5implAN Serve1:/et.
Simply plug the Server.Jet into the
'Optional 110' slot of your HP
LaserJet. Stretch phone cable, up
to hundreds of feet, to each
computer. Then, 12 people can
simultaneously whooosshh
documents to the LaserJet at
speeds as fast as 115,200 baud.
No more wandering down the hall
with floppy in hand.
Or borrowing someone else's
LaserJet.
Or wasting time waiting to print.

The Servei:let is available in a
variety of models with up to 4MB of
buffer memory. And because your
office may have printers other than
HP LaserJets, ASP Computer
Products offers a complete line of
printer sharing solutions.
To order your Server.Jet or for more
information call ASP at:

800-445-6190
ASP COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
1026 W. Maude Avenue, Suite 305
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Phone: 408-746-2965 • Fax: 408-746-2803

Sim pl.AN & Scr\'crJc1 are 1rade m arl:~ of ASPCompuler Produc1s. Inc./ HP Lase rJet is a rcg is1ercd 1rademark of Hewlett -Packa rd Co.
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JON UDELL: There's GUiosity within
applications, and GUioi;ity between ap
plications-a distinction that's often lost.
The latter is why Windows makes sense
as an environment, even with a heavy
mix of DOS applications: You can have
that wonderfol Chooser-like interface
to, for example, network printer queues.
The former depends on the applica
tion. I have no use for GUI-type features
while writing. Text is streamlike, not
chunklike. It presents nothing I want to
point at and click on. I type like the wind;
give me EMACS and to hell with menus ,
buttons, and the mouse.
But spreadsheets and databases are
chunky; they create landscapes that (for
me) are much more usefully navigable
with a mouse. So here's the irony: I'm
still waiting for a good EMACS for Win
dows. Meanwhile, I get lots of use out of
the GUiosity of FoxPro running under
Windows, even though it isn't a Windows
application, because even in character
mode (in fact, bit-mapped versus charac
ter has little to do with this aspect of
GUiosity) I can navigate that chunky
landscape (columns , rows, partitions)

3131'£

"PowerWatch is available in the
United Ki ngdom from :"

•
UNISYS

THE WORLDWIDE LEADER
IN DATA PROTECTION
OFFERS THESE
FOUR EXCITING
PRODUCTS
ICELOCK
lcelock is an exclusive soft
ware protection device
which allows any software
reseller-from developers to
distributors to corporate
users-to protect the pro
grams they sell or use from
software piracy. lcelock is a
small "dongle" which plugs
into any serial or parallel port
on the computer-and yet
still leaves the port open for
peripherals. Software can be
used like a book: copies of
programs can be be kept in
many places but only run on
computers that have the
exclusive ICE device.
lcelock encodes existing
EXE and COM files.

POWERWATCH
PowerWatch works with any
UPS to provide guaranteed
software and hardware shut
down during a power failure
before the UPS batteries are
exhaust€d . This eliminates
the possibility of UPS failure
when battery time is ex
ceeded. It saves yourfil~ . exits
your programs and logs out of
the network. Available to MS
DOS. XENIX and UNIX users.
Compatible with all major
networks.

See us in America at

FILELOCK
Filelock is a combination of
hardware and software to
protect sensitive data.
Filelock inserts into any serial
or parallel port to allow se
cured data to be accessed
from within an application.
Filelock maintains a library
of secure files and it
compresses secured files.

@~~M[@)~~~f'91

Booth 705

TRACKER™ FIVE
personal contact management software
Tracker™ Five is an "intelligent· cardfile system which dramatically simplifies the storage. retrieval,
up-dating and access of information on clients, customers, and contacts.
And. bec ause Tracker"' Five can be a TSR (terminate and stay resident) system. it means that no
matter what else you 're working on. one hot-key brings Trackerr" Five to the screen . ready to
help you write a note. schedule an appointment in your calendar. or retrteve a vital piece of
Information in an instant.
Distributorships avoiloble. call or fox :

313 R/E Ltd . 43 Argow Pl. Nanuet N.Y. 10954 Tel. 1 (800) UD 313 RE
Tel. 1-(914) 623-1630. Fax (914) 623-7180

WORLDWIDE SUPPORT
Australia : (62) 310728 Fax (62) 961815
Belgium : (013) 771902 Fax (013) 777372
Denmark·: (042) 804200 Fax (042) 804131
Italy: (02) 6698 1094 Fax (02) 6700 705
Malaysia : (03) 719 8299 Fax (03) 717 6558 Netherlands: (020) 5861 411 Fax (020) 5861568
United Kingdom : (0600) 5829 Fax (0600) 72179
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OCR SOFTWARE, RELEASE 1.1

RECoeNicn1A PLUS

ROUNDTABLE

SPEED, ACCURACY AND FLEXIBILITY!

far more effectively with a mouse than
without.
MARTIN HELLER: I wonder if the issue
isn't GUis per se: It's more the imple
mentation. I've used (and written) both
GUI and character-based programs. I've
used GUI programs that were delightful ,
and GUI programs that were a royal pain
in the butt. Same for character-based
programs.

I

hate being forced

to point and click
endlessly once
I know the score.

The fastest omnifont OCR Software
operating in MS-DOS and Microsoft
Windows environment
Dealers are welcome
Call for your demo diskette today:
(1-800-255-4-0CR)
P.O . Box M , Los Angeles. CA 94087 USA
Tel: (408)749 -9935 Fax: (408)730-11 BO

Distributors:

IRELAND
•Saunders Acquisition

AUSTRALIA
•Oataserv
Tel : 61-21957-2068

AUSTRIA
• Anal<er
Tel: 43-2221588-05-0

Syslems
Tel: 353-11366-522

ITALY
• Vecomp

Tel: 32-21526 9411

•Tritech
Tel: 32-21466-7535
CZEHClSLO\llUQA
·l~cy

JAPAN
Kaisha, Ud.
Tel: 81-52/251-3721

LUXEMBOURG
•Bun:Msion

Tel: 352-470051

MEXICO
•Misetml

Tel: 42-2./840970

Tel: 52-5/207-05-02

DENMARK

NORWAY

•Torsana-dtp data
Tel: 45-43143-35-99

•ICT Oata.bol in
Tel : 47-2179-58-60

POLAND

FINLAND
•Eurogenia Oy
Tel: 358-0-735-0 11

•FX Prteds. In!.
Tel: 43-12156-57-70

SPAIN

FRANCE

tlof Alrlca)
Tel: 44-2931547·788
YUGOSLAVIA
• LJS
Tel: 38-tt/190-572

Tel: 39-45.lsnsoo
•Suehlro Koeki

BELGIUM
•Maxoom

•MSL Dynamics

OEM Partners:
• Pccret

SWEDEN
Tai: 46-7881355-30

•Deutsche Nlchimen
GERMANY
Tel: 49-211/3551 ·202

•EHG
GERMANY
Titl : 49-7451/7051·2

•Future Technology

AUSTRIA
Tel: 43-222/866350

•Getronics

HOLLAND
Toi: 31·20-5881509

• C0mputer2<Xt0

•Apsylog

Toi: 33-1/40 26 22 32

Espana
Toi: 34-3-473-16-60

• Hewtott·Packard

AUSTRIA
Tel: 43-222125-00-0

•CSE I SA

GERMANY
•Computer 2000
Tel : 49-89/780-40-0
• Frank Audiodata
Tel: 49-7254/4091
•Mac:rotron
Tel: 49-89142-08-0

•Aecognita
BUroaulomatisierung

Tel: 37-4117957·256

Tel : 34-31336-33-62

•STI

•Elactel

Tel: 30-1/3607·521

!CELANO
• HOfudlausn
Tel: 354-1/687033

Europe
GERMANY

Tel: 34-1145-869-45

Tel: 49-211152607-0

SWEDEN
• lsogon AB

•Microtek lnlernational

TAIWAN

Tel: 46-8/7JZ-87·37

SWITZERLAND
•ScanSet
Tel : 41·56196-49-83

TURKEY
•EKSPA

GREECE

•Microtok Electronics

Tel: 90-4-1J9.66.11

UNITED
KINGDOM

Tai: 886-3Sf772155
•M itsublshi Electric
Europe

GERMANY

Tel: 49-21021486359
•Pentax Europe

STAN MIASTKOWSKI: I'm getting the
very uneasy feeling that GUis are actu
ally the biggest con job that the computer
industry has ever put over on us . In the
early days of GUis (Windows 2, OS/2
Presentation Manager 1.1), I was a big
proponent. But lately , the more I use
them , the more they infuriate me . Why?
I feel that my screen is treating me like a
six-year-old or a partially literate adult.
After all these years, I'm still trying to
figure out what some of those cute little
icons mean or how to manipulate them.
If the industry wants us to fall into lock
step with its feeble attempt to emulate the
international language of graphical
signs, it's failing miserably.

BELGIUM

Tel : 32·2725 0570
• Ak:oh Europe

• lntac Data Systems
Tel : ~709/S47-1n

GERMANY
Tel: 49-2111528S-O

Mlcroaott Windows •nd MS-DOS are trademarka ot Mlcro101t Corp.
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GU Is aren't exactly intuitive, either.
People have to learn to use icons and
mice-some never can. But the general
structure of good Windows and Mac pro
grams is pretty easy to learn and wears
well: You can explore the menus easily ,
you can learn the accelerator keys as you
go, and so on.
I think the key point is that once you do
learn how to pull down menus , how to
click and double-click and drag, then you
can pick up almost any program that fol
lows the conventions without reading any
manuals.

BYTE • JUNE 1991

BOB RYAN: The point ofGUis is not to
be cute. The point is to make it easier to
get your work done by having all the ap
plications you use work in a similar man

ner. I think the biggest problem with
those of us in the industry is that we're so
familiar with computers that we forget
how intimidating they are to the vast ma
jority of users.
TOM THOMPSON: I can do all the
things on my Mac that other people can
do with Desqview on their PCs: I can
download in the background, print in the
background, and write in a word proces
sor window . My word processor window
has very few icons: These icons manage
text alignment, word wrap, and line
spacing. They're up and out of the way,
and I get a full screen of text to work
with. It works, and it ' s fast. I can grab a
chunk of text from my word processor
and paste it to BIX through the telecomm
application 's window. Or I can grab a
screen of BIX messages and drop it into a
document.
Sure, the screen can get a little compli
cated; that's the equivalent of sorting
through all those DOS commands , but a
lot easier. I like my add-ons. They're
useful , and they augment the Mac 's ca
pabilities much like that DOS add-on ,
Norton Commander, does for a PC. Fi
nally, there's stuff that the mouse makes
easier: drawing graphics and laying out
pages . Computers are used for more than
text. If you want to discuss the capabili
ties of a GUI , you must consider all com
puter users, not just writers or number
crunchers.

UDELL: In the great either/or GUI/CU
debate, the real answer is that we need
both . I love the fact that I can pick up al
most any of the Mac applications (and
many Windows applications) by poking
around, without documentation. I hate
being forced to point and click endlessly
once I know the score. I especially hate
the lack of universa l transapplication
scripting that would make automating
my work easier.
The Mac' s the worst culprit here: no
CLI at all. Unix has a great CLI, but little
integration of that with the GUI. Win
dows isn 't much better yet: weak CLI,
some integration with the GUI possible
(e.g., Bridge Batch) . Give me a good
CLI and a good GUI , and have uses for
them both.
But most of all, give me a universal
script language that spans the two do
mains comprehensively and cleanly. It's
fun to lasso a bunch of files in Windows'
file manager and then delete them. It's
fun once. But after that , give me "de!
*.obj. " More important, give me ways to
say " del *.obj when date< value , every
Thursday night at 11 ." •

Introducing the DBMS
runs like a mainframe.

Admit it.
Don't you get just a twinge of envy when
you see a Mac user having fun while getting
the job done?
You're not alone.
Millions of users who needed the power
of the PC but wanted the ease-of-use of a
Graphic User Interface (GUI) just splurged
on Windows and the expensive hardware
needed to get the most out of it.
But you don't have to do that.
Because now there's FoxPro•2.o.

Why should the rich have all the fun.
FoxPro 2.0 gives you the ease-of-use of a
Graphic User Interface on your character
based DOS PC.
Use pull-down menus to open multiple
windows (in DOS) and see all the data you
need to see at once. Build easy-to-use
screens for entering and viewing data just by
picking-and-clicking to place menus, buttons,
checkboxes and scrolling lists anywhere you
want them. Create sophisticated, elegant
reports without the usual pain. Then assemble

that acts like a Mac and

In DOS.
everything into your own
custom applications.
Without writing a single
line of programming code.

But that's only the tip
of the iceberg.
Beneath its Mac-like
Killer speed. In DOS.
interface, FoxPro delivers
~~-~~~~1 all the power and
technology needed for your database
management systems in the 1990s.
Our new memory man
agement techniques let
you work with the
memory you have now
while speeding up your
applications.
Our new compound
indexes are less than a
quarter the size of those
in competitive products
and far, far faster.
Our new Relational
Query-By-Example
(RQBE) is a simpler, inter
active interface to the
information you need.
Our new Rushmore™ query optimization t
accesses that information two orders of
magnitude or more faster* than ever before.
You'll like being able to seamlessly use the
SQL SELECTs that RQBE creates in any of
your applications. (And the new UPDATE,
INSERT and CREATE TABLE commands, too.)
And you ll love the fact that to the rich
development environment we've always had,
we've added a project manager that keeps
track of all the needed files and any changes,
then automatically builds your application or
.EXE files. An API that lets you dynamically
link to libraries you write in Cor assembler
with a single FoxPro command. ABROWSE
1

FOR that's the basis for an
entire application itself.
Fourth Generation Language
(4GL) tools that make adding event
driven code to fully relational screens,
menus, reports and labels a snap.
And we've made our networking even
better than when NSTL said:* ".. . multiuser
databases fall into two general performance
categories: FoxPro/LAN and all the others ..."
There isn't a DBMS in existence with the
power of FoxPro.

The bigger your business,
the bigger your investment.
So we've maintained downward
compatibility with your existing
systems, and you can use FoxPro 2.0
to run your current dBASE (and Fox)
applications on your present
character-based DOS PCs.
While you develop better, faster
database management systems using
all the advancea power of FoxPro
2.0 to satisfy your future information
processing needs.
To get the most out of your
investments, call and ask about our
Upgrade-Any-DBMS-for-$195 offer.

Call now for your FREE demo disk.
FoxPro 2.0 runs on a 512K XT yet in extended
mode uses every bit of power in a 386 or 486.
To try it yourself, call Fox Software for a free
copy of our fully-featured demo or the name
of your nearest dealer.
You'll be amazed at what FoxPro 2.0 can do
for you. In DOS.
Call l-800-837-FOX2 today.
(Ask for Offer BYT-701)

FoxPro2.0
The complete power trip.™

t Palen! appliedfor. :t APC and FoxPro beaf a mainframe and DB2 with amillion-record, 200 megabytedatabase! ' Quote from Software Digest Ratings Report,Vol. 7, Issue 13 (Oct. 1990)
refersto FoxPro 1.02. Software Digest is aregistered trademark of NSTL, Inc. Upgrade price valid only in U.S.A. and Canada. FoxPro TM FoxHoldings Inc. © Fox Holdings Inc. 1991.
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FEATURE

Window
Wars
Which GUI is for you? We stood the leading contenders side by side
and compared their most important features.
KENNETH M. SHELDON, JANET J. BARRON,
AND BEN SMITH

T

he term graphical user interface seems to be an unlikely candidate for the
Buzzword Hall of Fame. Use the acronym GUI around someone who
doesn ' t already know what you mean , and you ' ll probably get a glazed
look. When discussing such systems, it's easier to resort to what has be
come a standard analogy and simply say they are "like the Macintosh ."
" Like the Macintosh" means , of course, that you use a mouse, point to icons
that represent programs and files, pull down (or pop up) menus of commands,
and do this within separate windows on the display screen. There are variations
on the theme, but these four elements (codified in yet another unappealing abbre
viation , WIMP-for windows, icons, menus , and pointing device) are the basic
tenets.
The history of the GUI doctrine is legend by now: Xerox's Palo Alto Research
Center pioneered the concept. Steve Jobs thought it was "insanely great" and
enshrined it in the Apple Macintosh. Bill Gates agreed, and his vision-though
taking longer to catch on-culminated in the marketing and development jugger
naut, Windows 3 .0. Along the way , the entire computing world went GUI in one
form or another, including such unlikely operating-system converts as Unix.
(IBM-with its Common User Access-is even trying to drag mainframes and
minicomputers, kicking and screaming, into the act.)
All this inevitably leaves the average person with a lot of questions: What 's the
difference between all the GUis now available? Which features do I need, and
which ones can I do without? Which GUI is best?
To help answer these questions, we take a close look at the GUis available for
the major categories of personal computers: IBM PC compatible, Macintosh,
Unix , and Amiga. First, we look at them from a user's perspective, comparing
the features that might make you choose one over the other. Then , we look at
them from a programmer's perspective. (See "Tools for Window Workers " on
page 139.)

Applications: The Chicken and the Egg
You can plan a great party, but if no one attends , it will be a bust. On the other
hand , once people hear about a good party, everyone wants to go to it.
That's the way it is with a GUI: Developers don ' t want to spend time develop
ing programs for an interface that no one uses ; yet, unless a lot of programs run
124
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on it, you ' re not likely to buy it. On the other hand , ifthe inter
face is introduced with enough fanfare, it will convince devel
opers to write software before there ' s a guaranteed market .
That ' s what happened with Windows 3.0. Microsoft was able
to sell developers on Windows 3.0 before its introduction , and
the number of Windows programs released since then, accord
ing to Dataquest, is approaching 1200. This figure includes
some of the nicest applications that run on PCs , such as Word
for Windows, Excel, and Wingz. Compare that situation with
OS/2, Windows' older sibling. According to IBM ' s National
Solutions Center in Austin , Texas , which is compiling an appli
cations guide for it, OS/2 has accumulated only about 100 Pre
sentation Manager (PM) applications .
Ensemble is another PC-compatible GUI that's wrestling
with the chicken-and-egg problem. Because it runs on older
systems (such as the XT) and comes bundled with a number of
applications (such as GeoWrite, GeoDraw, and GeoComm),
Ensemble has been called the "poor man's Windows." How
ever, only two companies other than its publisher, GeoWorks,
have released programs that run under Ensemble. More may
come; and if you ' re happy with the GeoWorks programs, you
may not care that the most popular word processor, spread
sheet , or database program doesn' t run on it.
In the non-DOS world, early Macintosh users can remember
when there were exactly two Macintosh applications: Mac Write
and MacPaint. Today, according to Dataquest, there are over
8000 applications for the Mac . Similarly, there are thousands
of applications for the Amiga's Workbench . Don Hicks of
Amazing Computing estimates that there are over 2100 com
mercial programs , with public domain programs bringing the
total to over 4300. (By the time you read this, Commodore will
have released Amiga OS 2.0, which will provide an all-new
look to the Workbench interface.)
GUis for Unix systems have slowly been adding to their sta
ble of available applica
tions. The leading con
ACTION SUMMARY tenders are Open
Look-developed by
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The easiest way to get a GUI
AT&T , Xerox , and
others-and Motif,
is to buy it already Installed
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tif versus Open Look should include only applications that ex
clusively use the " widget sets" of one or the other. Ideally ,
only applications that conform to the style guide should be
counted. (The Motif Window Manager doesn't do this .) There
are certification checklists, but they are just now being ap
proved by the respective companies.
When it comes to installed base, far more Unix vendors sell
their systems with the Motif Window Manager (and develop
ment tools) than with Open Look. But Sun Microsystems is the
leader in workstation sales , so more RISC-based workstations
will probably be sold with Open Look. Open Look is also the
default GUI with AT&T Unix System V release 4, although sev
eral SVR4 vendors ship Motif (e.g., Commodore' s Unix sys
tem, the Amiga 3000UX, comes with SVR4 with Open Look,
while the Sony Microsystems' News workstation BYTE recent
ly reviewed ran SVR4 with Motif). There has been a great mar
ket for 386 Unix stations, and if these get a GUI , it tends to be
Motif.
OSF claims that there are 200 Motif applications , but a close
look at this list indicates that many of the programs don't use
the Motif toolkit, which means they would run under any X
manager, including Open Look. Sun estimates that there are
currently 30 genuine Open Look applications .
While the Next computer is, technically, a Unix-based sys
tem, the Next user interface, NextStep, is in a class of its own. It
is not X Window-based and does not support X protocols or
applications, and, thus, will not run any X applications.
Still , there are roughly 80 commercial applications available
for Next computers , including some popular applications like
Mathematica, WordPerfect, Wingz, and FrameMaker. This is
probably because prototyping on the Next computer is easy (see
"Tools for Window Workers" on page 139), so the Next is often
the first platform developers choose to evaluate the porting of
an application to Unix .
NextStep is also available for the IBM RISC System/6000,
and Next estimates that approximately 10 percent of those sys
tems are being shipped with NextStep. The rest , if they are run
ning a GUI at all, are running Motif.

Getting Along: Compatibility
Having all the applications in the world won't do you any good
if they don't run well or get along with each other. Sometimes
this has to do with the programming guidelines laid down by
the GUI' s developers: If the guidelines are mandatory , the pro
grams are likely to look alike and be " well behaved" (i.e ., not
likely to crash or interfere with each other's operation) .
Macintosh programs, for example, tend to be very similar in
appearance and quite stable, since Apple maintains strict
guidelines for developers. (You can almost always count on File
and Edit to be the first two options on a Mac menu .) Usually , if
the application isn't built to the specification of the GUI, it
won 't work at all; half-baked applications just won't work .
Like the Macintosh , the Next computer requires strict adher
ence to its guidelines to make an application function. The
Next's excellent software development tools and toolkits (Next
Step) make it almost foolish to " roll your own " user interface
design for a Next application . As a result , Next applications
tend to be stable and robust.
OS/2 PM also has fairly strict developers' guidelines, which
can mean headaches for developers but tends to make OS/2 PM
programs very compatible with each other. They may be slow,
but they are generally robust and stable, and they don' t crash.
Windows applications, on the other hand , can be a mixed
bag. Some run perfectly , while others crash frequently. You'll
generally have more trouble trying to run Windows 2.0 applica

Xfor the Desktop: Desqview/X
Steve Carpenter

s this article was being pre
pared, another GUI contender
entered the ring: Desqview/X,
from Quarterdeck Office Sys
tems (Santa Monica, CA), provides a
full client/server X Window System for
MS-DOS systems.
Quarterdeck's previous product,
Desqview, is a nongraphical environ
ment that lets you multitask MS-DOS
programs. This background gave the
company a running start on Desq
view/X, since the X Window System
requires multitasking . (Without mul
titasking , other X Window System
products running under DOS can only
implement the X Server to handle the
local display. This means that you can
only access X client applications avail
able on the network, much like an intel
ligent terminal. In a sense, the network
provides the "multitasking" capability
that the local system can't.) Desq
view/X also gives you access to the ap
plications available on a multitasking
DOS system-even to local DOS clients
written to use the GUI capabilities of the
toolkits running over the X Window
System.
Besides the X Server and Desqview

A

Window Manager (DWM) software,
Desqview/X includes Desqview and
QEMM software, which means it will
be about as hard (or easy) to install as
those products are in stand-alone mode.
A network can raise the installation
complexity even more, depending on
the type of network you use.
GUI/window systems eat memory
and processor cycles, so Quarterdeck
recommends that you have a minimum
of a 286-based system with 2 megabytes
of memory. Although an 8088/8086 is
sufficient to get Desqview running the
X Server, a 20-MHz 386 system with 4
MB of memory should be a solid plat
form for Desqview/X.
Desqview/X will let you take advan
tage of the X Window System in three
ways. First, on a stand-alone system,
Desqview/X provides a complete GUI
environment. Desqview plus X can sup
port applications written to use buttons,
sliders, menus, and the rest of the GUI
paraphernalia. DWM even gives Desq
view users a bonus of a three-dimen
sional graphical "look and feel" around
windows containing conventional DOS
applications. You can also add window
managers like Open Look and Motif to

tions in Windows 3.0, and some programmers just don't follow
the rules, regardless of the environment they're programming
in. But as developers get used to the environment, Windows ap
plications are getting better, and the majority of them now run
fairly well.
Guidelines for developing programs for Amiga Work
bench-, Open Look-, and Motif-based systems are all option
al. Thus, the compatibility and consistency of applications is
dependent on the design of each application. (In fact, you can
sometimes run a Motif application in an Open Look window, or
vice versa . They just won't look right.) In general , GUI-based
Unix applications are as robust as the underlying implementa
tion of the X server, some of which are a little flaky.

Up and Running
How hard is it to get a GUI up and running? That depends large
ly on the hardware you're using. The easiest way is to buy a
system that comes bundled with a GUI. The Mac and Amiga
each walk you through a simple installation procedure that in
volves putting in floppy disks and pressing the Return key. The
Next computer is even easier: Tum it on, and you're ready to
go. (The first Next systems loaded their operating systems from
an optical disk, a procedure that was easy but took hours.)
Things are more complicated in the DOS and Unix worlds.
You can buy systems from third-party vendors that have prein
stalled Windows, OS/2 PM, Motif, or Open Look on their ma

Desqview if you want a different look
and feel.
Second, on a PC LAN, Desqview/X
lets you transparently access applica
tions running on another MS-DOS sys
tem. Networked users who can't yet
bear to part with their 16-bit 286 sys
tems but want to use a 32-bit application
like Paradox/386 have an economical
solution with Desqview/X. Just one 386
system on the network gives everyone
a window to the applications on that
system.
Third , on a TCP/IP LAN, Desq
view/X lets you share all resources in
the enterprise, from supercomputer to
word processor, and not just other MS
DOS systems. The configuration possi
bilities are endless .
Desqview/X has the potential of be
ing the PC GUI/window system of
choice for networked users . The ques
tion is, can Quarterdeck win a market
ing war with Microsoft?

Steve Carpenter is an independent
consultant specializing in event
driven software and open systems
technology. He can be reached on BIX
as "scarpenter. "

chines. But if you want to install one of these on a machine you
already own, life could get interesting.
Windows has a good setup program that simply requires you
to answer routine questions . If, however, you have an odd clone
or an older AT and a CGA display, or if you have a Jot ofRAM
resident programs running, installing Windows 3.0 may be im
possible. In the best-case scenario, installation is easy and
takes about 20 minutes. In the worst case?-call a consultant.
OS/2 PM ' s installation procedure is similar to that of Win
dows . Although the setup software presents you with some eso
teric questions, the manual helps you with most of them. Tech
nically, you can run OS/2 PM on a 286, but it will be slow .
For older systems, Ensemble may be the GUI of choice. In
stallation takes a while-you have to copy seven 360K-byte
disks-but the process is relatively painless. The installation
progrdm makes it easy to select and test all the appropriate
drivers for the screen, mouse, and printer.
Loading Open Look or Motif is no more difficult than load
ing any other Unix program. For an experienced system admin
istrator, the process might take 5 minutes.

Have It Your Way: Customization
Once you get a GUI running, you can usually adapt it to suit
your own tastes, changing things such as the background color
and pattern. However, the degree of changes and how easy they
are to make vary from system to system.
continued
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The Best of GUis; the Worst of GUis
Every graphical user Interface has Its good and bad points.
Here, In a nutshell, are the pros and cons of the major GUls.

BEITPOINTI

•
•
•
•
•
•

many applications available
runs older DOS applications and new Windows-specific programs
in enhanced mode, can multitask DOS applications
macro and task-automation capabilities included
provides on-line help
relatively inexpensive to buy (but see below)

WORST POINTS

• requires a lot of hardware and memory to take full advantage of features

BEITPOINTI

•
•
•
•

>ystem is integral to machine; easy to install
many applications available
applications are stable and compatible with each other
network capability built in

WORST POINTS

• cooperative multitasking is only as good as worst-written program

BHTPOINTI

• multitasking capabilities built in from the ground up
• network capability built in
• easy to configure for personal preferences
WORST POINTS

• no macro or task-automation feat ures included
• developer guidelines not mandated; applications may not appear
consistent

BEITPOINTI

•
•
•
•

inexpensive, easy-to-use package
runs on older-model 8088 machines
includes a number of basic applications that work well together
multitasking capabil it ies built in from the ground up

WOR&T POINTS

• lack of "power" applications, such as database , spreadsheet, or heavyduty word processor
• no macro or task-automation features included
• no programmer's tools
• no network capabilities included
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BEST POINTS

•
•
•
•
•
•

system is integral to machine ; comes already installed
applications are stable and compatible with each other
multitasking capabilities built in from the ground up
provides on-line help
network capability built in
good support for interprocess communication

WORST POINTS

• only available on the Next computer and the IBM RISC System/6000
• few applications available
• no macro or task-automation features included

BEST POINTS

• multitasking capabilities built in from the ground up
• network capability built in
WORST POINTS

• no macro or task-automation features included
• no file manager included
• developer guidelines not mandated; applications may not
appear consistent

BEST POINTS

•
•
•
•

applications are stable and compatible with each other
multitasking capabilities built in from the ground up
provides on-line help
macro and task-automation capabilities included

WORST POINTS

• sold only through IBM dealers, and many don' t sell it
• few applications available

,..
BESTPOINTI

•
•
•
•
•
•

system is integral to machine; easy to install
many applications available
easy to configure for personal preferences
multitasking capabilities built in from the ground up
macro and task-automation capabilities included
good support for interprocess communication

WORST POINTS

• lack of consistency across applications
• lack of 8- and 24-bit color
• no network capabilities included
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Almost all GUis let you change the background screen-the
"desktop" upon which your files and program icons are lo
cated. Windows comes with a Wallpaper menu option. OS/2
has more-limited color choices, and choosing them is more dif
ficult (e.g., there is no wallpaper).
Some GUis-the Amiga Workbench and Windows 3.0, for
example-let you choose the font the desktop uses. (You can
change Macintosh Desktop fonts , too, but it isn' t easy.) In fact ,
the Amiga could win a "user-configurable award ," with its 13
Preference Editors that let you change such options as font ,
mouse speed, color, and resolution of the Workbench screen.
With Open Look and Motif, everything is customizable, but
you have to be a bit of a hacker to make changes. The menus and
environment variables are described in a text file called
.Xdefaul ts and several initialization, configuration, and
menu files that you can have in your home directory. Open
Look makes things a little easier than Motif: You can change
some configuration parameters, such as background color, direct
ly through the window manager. On some Open Look systems,
you can even customize your menus through menu operations.
Here is where the Next environment falls short of the other
window managers and GUis. Like the Macintosh environment,
you can do little more than show which applications you want to
have immediately available to your user account and how the
icons will stack. The benefit is that the few configurable re
sources are configurable with window manager utilities. All
changes can be made through utilities that are part of a window
manager, and most of these operations can be done with mouse
motions and clicks.
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Make It Easy
You win some and you lose some with a GUI. Some tasks get
easier, while others-like creating macros or scripts to repeat
commonplace procedures-become difficult or impossible.
Longtime PC-DOS users invariably have a host of batch
files , keyboard macros, and other time-savers that depend on
receiving a steady stream of ASCII characters rather than a bit
mapped image. Transferring that capability to Windows means
using a utility like Macro Recorder, an accessory that comes
with Windows and lets you record keystrokes and mouse mo
tions so that you can play them back automatically. The Macin
tosh interface comes with a similar program called Macro
Maker, and you can also purchase Apple's MPW, which offers
good ways to manipulate files .
For more sophisticated users, a couple of GUis provide
scripting languages that let you automate procedures. OS/2 PM
version 1.3 comes with Rexx , a powerful, interpreted-scripting
language, and AmigaDOS provides a version called ARexx.
(See "Rexx in Charge," August 1990 BYTE.) The Unix-based
GUis and PC-compatible Ensemble do not have built-in macros
or scripting facilities.

Doing Double Duty
Multitasking-the ability to run more than one program at a
time-is often a main reason to get a GUI. However, multitask
ing is largely a function of the operating system on which the
GUI is built, and not all systems handle multitasking the same.
Some operating systems use cooperative multitasking: When
the system isn't busy with the application you' re currently run

WINDOW WARS

ning (say , between keystrokes) , it can give attention to back
ground tasks, such as downloading a file . The " gold standard"
for multitasking, however, is called preemptive multitasking.
In this approach, the system divides processing power into time
slices and allocates portions to each application . The advantage
of preemptive multitasking is that it tends to isolate tasks; if one
application crashes, the system won't necessarily come down .
Operating systems like Unix , OS/2 , and the Amiga Exec em
ploy preemptive multitasking , so GUls that run on them have
more-advanced multitasking features . Even the entry-level En
sef!1ble is built on an operating-system layer (PC/GEOS) that
provides preemptive multitasking.
Interestingly, the system that started the GUI revolution-the
Macintosh-uses cooperative multitasking in its MultiFinder (a
multitasking version of the Finder that comes with the system).
The disadvantage of such a system is that it is only as good as
the best-behaved application that you 're running.
Similarly, Windows uses cooperative multitasking, unless
you are running in enhanced mode on a 386 system. If this is so,
you can run multiple programs-including DOS-in "virtual"
386 systems , and the programs are protected from each other's
quirks. Without a 386, you can run only one DOS application at
a time, and you can't run it in the background while running a
Windows-specific application in the foreground.

Talk to One Another
If you 're running more than one application, you might want to
pass information back and forth between them . This could be
something as simple as copying text or graphics into a "clip

board," exiting the application, opening another application ,
and copying the data from the clipboard to the new application.
Almost all GUls allow th is kind of data transfer.
Beyond that is interprocess communications, a more active
kind of data swapping. For example, if you have a communica
tions program that's receiving a constant stream of data about
your stocks, the program passes that data to a spreadsheet,
which alerts you if prices fall below a certain point.
This kind of linkage .is easier for operating systems with pre
emptive multitasking (and GUls built upon them), because the
applications are running as truly separate tasks. Thus , it should
be easier for programmers to write applications that share data
under OS/2 PM , Open Look, Motif, NextStep, and the Amiga
Workbench.
Unfortunately , only a few programs take advantage of in
terprocess communications. Lotus's 1-2-3/G and Freelance
Graphics, which run under OS/2 PM, are notable exceptions.
In fact , the two programs actually load some of the same code
when you start them up . OS/2 PM uses a technique called Dy
namic Data Exchange to pass information between applications
(see "Hot Links to Go," November 1990BYTE). Windows 3.0
uses a slightly different technique for DDE (in part , because its
multitasking model is different) , but the end result is the same:
You can establish "links" between programs to perform tasks
such as automatically updating databases and spreadsheets or
downloading E-mail.
Microsoft recently announced a new technology based on
DDE, called object linking and embedding, which will go be
yond linking and let you combine various types of data in a
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AGEM by Any Other Name
Janet J. Barron

n 1985 , Digital Research, Inc.
(DRI), released a graphical user
interface system software called
GEM . At that time, GEM ran on
top of the operating systems for the
Atari ST and PC-compatible machines.
Since then, Atari has continued its own
development of the software, and GEM
is now built into the ROMs of all Atari
ST computers. The company continues
to upgrade both the base operating sys-

I

tern and the Atari version of the GEM
interface. It releases its new ROMs
through retail outlets.
On the PC-compatible side, GEM has
largely been superseded by Windows
and OS/2. As a result, DRI is leaning
away from the GEM name and original
concept and choosing instead to release
new applications that overlay and use
some of the former GEM functionality .
These include Presentation Team 2.0, a

single document. This is part of a new "document-centric"
world view (as opposed to "application-centric") , in which you
manipulate a document with a variety of tools , rather than
"opening" an application and working with a single type of
document. So far , only two Microsoft products incorporate
OLE-Excel 3.0 and PowerPoint-but the company says that it
expects all future releases to incorporate the technology.
Interestingly, the types of features that OLE offers have been
available for some time from Hewlett-Packard's NewWave, a
sort of " super-GUI" that sits on top of Windows. So far, how
ever, the only applications that run under NewWave have come
from HP. That leaves NewWave users in the same boat as the
lower-end Ensemble users; thanks to preemptive multitasking,
Ensemble has the capability to provide true interprocess com
munications. Until developers create programs to take advan
tage of that capability , though, it won't do you much good.
Another issue is how strong the links are between two appli
cations. Under Windows, DDE links require one document to
remember the location on the hard disk of another document. If
you reorganize your hard disk, change a path name , or delete a
file, the link breaks. That isn't true ofNewWave, which tracks
files more carefully.
On the Amiga Workbench , the ARexx macro language Jets
you share data between two or more Amiga programs equipped
with ARexx message ports . (Such ports have lately become de
rigueur on Amiga applications.) ARexx lets you create "meta
applications" using stand-alone Amiga programs.

Networks and Windows
These days, more and more of our personal computers are con
nected to other systems via LAN s. Another consideration about
GUis is, therefore, how well they work with networks. Ideally,
a GUI should let you attach to a network easily and should
thereafter treat network resources (e.g., hard disk drives and
printers) as if they were peripherals attached to your own ma
chine.
We have to recognize two different approaches here: X Win
dow System and the rest of the world. The X approach is inher
ently network-oriented, so GUis based on it will operate over
networks more easily and efficiently.
In the non-X world, the ease or difficulty of attaching to a
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$495 presentation program available as
a stand-alone package or as a network
server version , and Artline , a graphics
illustration program available only as a
stand-alone package for $595 .
Currently, the only way to obtain the
GEM system software by itself is to pur
chase the GEM programmer's toolkit.
At a cost of$500, this kit is designed for
developers who want to incorporate the
GEM engine into their applications .

network varies. Of course, you first must have the right hard
ware installed. The software can, however, make it easier to
change networks or reconfigure the network you're attached
to. The Macintosh 's Chooser menu lets you select a network ,
enter your passwords, and go on from there. Windows 3.0 pro
vides the same capabilities through its control panel and print
manager. OS/2, on the other hand, doesn't provide those kinds
of user-friendly network reconfiguration tools. (Note that the
only network software currently available for OS/2 is LAN
Manager.)
The Amiga Exec doesn't provide specific support for net
working. Each network implementation and application must
provide its own hooks into the operating system. However,
Commodore is currently developing a layer for Exec called the
Standard Amiga Network Architecture , which will provide a
common application programming interface for networking
functions. SANA will make it much easier to network Amigas.
Ensemble has no network capability at this time, although
Geo Works has indicated that it plans to support networks in the
future. And although NextStep is not X-based, it is heavily de
pendent on networks and servers, and all Next applications
have network capability built in.

Getting Help
GU Is are so easy to use that you don't need manuals or support ,
right? Right. But just in case, you'd better have a manual
handy, and on-line help would be nice . It makes sense to be able
to ask the interface for help, rather than having to look up what
you need to know in a book.
Unfortunately, on-line help seems to be the exception , rather
than the rule, for GUis . Only OS/2 PM, Windows 3 .0 , and
NextStep provide such help. All of them are good, fairly exten
sive on-line help systems . The Windows help facility is a hyper
text system that includes graphics. Vendors can add help infor
mation on their own software for the system. The Next
computer's help system is a separate, launchable documenta
tion application .
Although the Macintosh doesn't currently provide on-line
help, System 7 .0 includes a help facility called Balloon Help.
When you activate this feature, passing the cursor over any item
on the screen will bring up a cartoon balloon-like graphic con

Introducing Borland's ObjectVision.
Now, Anyone Can Build Business
Applications for Windows
There has never been anything like ObjectVision.N For the
first time ever, nontechnical business professionals can
develop and maintain their own software applications
quickly and easily.
Imagine the benefits:
• Get new Wmdows programs up and running quickly
• Build database front ends easily
• Connect to corporate databases and other Windows
applications
• Reduce the time needed for user training
• Eliminate the programming backlog

Visual Programmi1g
With ObjectVision, Borland introduces a revolutionary
concept in software-visual programming. Now, if you can
picture your application, you can create it yourself:

1. Decide what you want your application to look like.
2. Draw the decision tree that controls the logic of
your application.
Add spreadsheet formulas for calculations. Or, link your
program to other Windows applications or databases.
The uses are limitless.

Special, United Tone Offer*
With our introductory price of only $9995 ($495 suggested
retail price) and a 60-day, money-back guarantee, now is the
time to look at ObjectVision.
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cal flJW
1-800-331-0877
ObjectVision is also available in a Run·
time version that allows yoit to distribute
ObjectVision applications to other users.

BORLAND
I CODE:MV26 I

Maken of Paroda%,• Quattro" Pro, Cibfet:/Visi(}lt, Borland> C++, Turbo C++, Turbo Pascal" and SidtJrick"
·oner"'°' .ilft JO. 1991. Oflet good ;n u.s. ano Cwdo my. Tyto P!e·Sd'<>ol Supet Slocb usoo .;~permission ol Tyco ..,.w;es. Inc. Copjrl!lhl ~ 1991 Borlm. ru 1398A
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WINDOW WARS

Introducing a completely
different way to create
business applications:

GIVE

YOUR
COMPUTER
A BRAIN.
The Brain is an incredible new
system that will save you hours
and hours of time and trouble in
the creation of DOS business
applications. Now you can
forget about using high level
languages in development and
execution. With the Brain, you
simply use plain, everyday
English with no need for complex
codes , testing , debugging or
modifying. Programmers and
non-programmers alike will be
amazed at how much more your
computer will do for you once it
has a Brain. Call, write or FAX
lngenio today at (404) 441-1547
(FAX 404 441- 1703)
for a demo disk.

BRAIN
6025 The Corners Parkway, Suite 205 , Norcross, GA 30092
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Circle 148 on Inquiry Card .

taining a brief description of the item. (For more on System 7 .0,
see "Seven's a Success" on page 42.)
Whether or not you can get on-line support, you can some
times get telephone support for GUis. Microsoft has a 900
number (i.e., you're charged for the call) for its phone support.
Commodore provides phone support, but, again , you pay for
the call. Geo Works provides support for Ensemble via Ameri
ca Online, an electronic conferencing service, and a help phone
line (not toll-free) . Sun provides support for Open Look-also
for a fee .

Bottom Line
What does it cost to add a GUI to your system? Some-like
those that come with the Macintosh , Amiga, and Next com
puters-are bundled with the system and don't require you to
add additional hardware. Looked at one way, those GUis are
free; conversely, they cost as much as the whole system.
GUis for PC-compatible systems tend to be sold separately.
OS/2 costs $340, and Windows 3.0 lists for $149, although that
price doesn't take into account the cost of any additional hard
ware you may need . (You can run Windows 3.0 on a 286 ma
chine, but you won't be able to multitask DOS programs. If you
only need to switch tasks easily, though , it should ~ uffice. If
you need true multitasking, you'll need a 386 system.)
In contrast, Ensemble-at $199.95-will run on any PC
compatible machine (even an XT) that has 5 I 2K bytes of RAM ,
a hard disk drive, and a CGA display. Ensemble also comes
with several applications.
Motif and Open Look are usually included when you pur
chase a workstation. You can buy them separately, but most
people don 't. As with DOS-compatible GUis, you may need to
buy additional hardware; the minimum configuration is a 386
system with a VGA display , 8 MB of RAM , and the X Window
System server software (although monochrome workstations
and X terminals will also work) . Then there 's the cost of the
GUI-an insignificant $10 for Motif, but $295 for Open Look.

Who Needs 'Em?
You' ll probably never know if you need a GUI until you try one
out. It' s usually a matter of personal taste; your level of com
puter expertise isn' t necessarily a criterion. At BYTE, some of
the most technically knowledgeable staff members swear by
GUis; others just swear at them.
If you already own a computer and you want to add a GUI,
your choice is essentially a trade-off between performance and
applications-and cost. If you have an older system, and you
can live without the latest and greatest applications , Ensemble
may be the GUI for you. If you want to run more programs and
you need more features , check out Windows or OS/2. You ' ll
probably be interested in Motif or Open Look only if you ' re
already a Unix user.
If you don't own a system and ease of use is a priority , the
Macintosh , Amiga, or Next systems with a built-in GUI may be
a good choice. The Macintosh has more programs available,
but the Amiga has some more advanced features that might
make it attractive for certain applications. The Next interface is
powerful and seamless and has great features, but there aren't
many application programs available for it yet. •
Kenneth M. Sheldon is a senior editor and Janet J. Barron and
Ben Smith are technical editors for BYTE. They can be reached
on BIX as "ksheldon , " "neural, " and "bensmith, " respec
tively.
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor,
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 03458.

WOULDN'T IT BE NICE To RUN WINDOWS A'D NBlffiRLNOurOf~(XM

THE 9ms HARDCARD II XL GIVES You ENOUGH ROOM, SPEED
AND POWER To RUN WINDOWS To THE HILT.
Windows'" 3.0 is a great idea. But it needs the right hard drive to
take it to the limit.
Well, here's a way to really open it up.
Hardcard 11 XL:· a 9ms 1 hard drive for 286/386 computers. XL comes
in 50 or 105 MB capacities, and runs 8 to 9 times faster than your current
hard drive thanks to a staggering 1:4 MB per second sustained transfer rate.2
And it costs about the same as any standard 28ms drive.
It also installs easily. You only need a few minutes to get the XL up
and running.
That's all it takes. The Hardcard II XL will transform your cramped,
crowded PC into a big, powerful Windows machine with a whole lot
more r
o
o
m .
~
For more information, call l 800 624-5545. ~~-~?~
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Your Ethernet LAN is not one of them.
Motorola introduces Altair™wireless network-connectivity for your Ethernet LAN that
gives you all the advantages ofwire, without the wire.
An Ethernet LAN should be flexible, responding to your every movement. But with rapidly
changing office communications needs, you may find your wired network isn't so responsive.
That's the beauty ofAltair wireless Ethernet. It can give your existing wired networks greater
flexibility. Its modular, wireless technology is compatible and expandable with your current
wired LANs. The Altair network moves when you move. So changing, adding to or moving your
® · Motorola and Altair are trademarks of Motorola, Inc. © 1991 Motorola; Inc. .

~ings ""ire is good for.

Ethernet LANs is almost effortless. And unlimited flexibility means you can put LANs where
they couldn't go before.Motorola's patented technology makes Altair wireless Ethernet asecure,
transparent and reliable communications solution.
See for yourself. Call 1-800-233-0877 for more information and the name ofan Altair wireless
LAN representative near you. It's time you
stoppedplayingaroundwithwire.
MOTOROLA

t11\

8

ALTAIR
Circle 202 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 203).

YOUR HARD DISK.

YOUR HARD DISK WITH STACKER.
If you need more megabytes than your hard disk can swallow,
don't buy a new drive. Stretch it with Stacker.
Stacker is the fastest, most economical way to safely
double your hard disk capacity. Without sacrificing DOS com
patibility. It's the new standard in real-time data compression.
• Increase storage 100 %
And it's the only product of its
kind available in both software
·Compatible with DDS 3.x. 4.x
and coprocessor versions.
• Industry's fastest real-time
Stacker is fully compatible
data compression
with Windows 3.0 and all your
• Includes disk caching
• Fastest, easiest installation
favorite disk utilities, too. Plus,
• Toll-free technical support
Stacker includes a powerful disk
• 90-day money-back guarantee caching program for added
~---------~ performance.
And when you add the Stacker coprocessor card you also
get the fastest data compression in the business.
No wonder there are already over a million satisfied users
of Stac's compression technology.

So call today and double your disk capacity tomorrow. You
can purchase the Stacker software-only version-perfect
for laptops-for only ffi149. Or get the entire Stacker high
performance system with software and coprocessor card
for just $229.
Order today. Visa, MasterCard, American
Express cards accepted.

1-800-522-7822



Or see your local computer/so~ware dealer.

STACK:R·
"°

1990 Stac Electronics. Carlsbad. CA
Stacker 1s a Lrademar k. end Stac a r egist ered trademark of St ac Elec tronics
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Tools for
Window Workers
Without appropriate programming tools, building window applications is difficult.
Now there are development systems to help generate the popular graphical user interfaces.
MARTIN HELLER, PETER WAYNER, AND BEN SMITH

M

aking applications more appealing and easier to
use means adding complex structures and func
tions: windows , menus , buttons, scroll bars , icons,
colors, and so forth . What might be five lines of
programming code as a text-based program becomes 105
lines as a window program .
At first, developers had to build their own windows and
menus from scratch . Libraries and toolkits for PC compat
ibles became available, but each was different. Only Macin
tosh applications showed consistency, largely because the
interface was built into the operating system.
Since then , however, some popular and powerful stan
dard window systems for MS-DOS, OS/2 , and Unix have
appeared. None of these window systems is sim
ple. Most of the designs use concepts from ob
ject-oriented programming (OOP) , such as ob
ject classes and inheritance. Building your first
application in any of the major window systems
takes a substantial amount of study and many
lines of code. It has become clear that the accep
tance of any window system takes more than the
demands of users; it requires good tools that
shorten the learning curve and slim down an ex
panding development schedule.
Today there are tools , toolkits, libraries,
graphical user interface- (GUI-) based develop
ment systems, and you-name-it for program
mers developing in any of the now-standard
window systems. There are even tools for devel
oping in all window systems at once. (See the
text box " A GUI for All Systems" on page 144.)

least, there are lots of these products for Windows and OS/2
Presentation Manager, but are they mature? Maybe not-but
they're growing up . Ifyou want to develop software for Win
dows or PM , now you actually can pick and choose your
tools. Microsoft and IBM development kits and compilers
are still good choices, but there are lots of competing
products.
Veteran Windows programmers still use Microsoft C and
the Microsoft Software Development Kit , because that 's
what they've been doing for the last eight years . You really
do not need to do the same thing. One alternative to Micro
soft C that supports Windows (but still requires you to have
the Windows SOK) is Zortech C + +. The major advantage

PRESENTATION MANAGER AND WINDOWS
Martin Heller

One hallmark of a mature technology is that
there are lots of third-party add-on products. At
ILLUSlAATION . OAVIO TILLI NGHAST © 199 1
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of ZTC over Microsoft C is ... well , that it is C + + , so you can
make your code object-oriented. ZTC comes with a few rela
tively simple examples of classes for Windows: The hierarchy
descends from a root class "WBase" to classes for list boxes,
menus , buttons, and file-selection list boxes (descended from
the list box class). Because Windows is highly object-oriented,
it makes sense to program it in an object-oriented language.
Once the class hierarchies are developed, building applications
becomes much simpler.
If you want to build a full-blown class hierarchy for Windows
3.0 starting with the Zortech examples, you may still be work
ing on it when Windows 3. 1 ships. Fortunately, several vendors
have already done the work for you. Glockenspiel of Dublin,
Ireland , has developed CommonView (distributed in the U.S.
by ImageSoft). CommonView now works with ZTC as well as
Glockenspiel 's own implementation of CFRONT.
For those who are unfamiliar with C + + , CFRONT is the
AT&T front end that generates C code from the C++ source.
The C code must then be run through a compiler, such as
Microsoft C. ZTC combines the steps and produces object code
directly from the C + + source.
Another set of class Iibraries for Windows comes from CNS.
Its C-Talk/Views has its proprietary C-Talk language prepro
cessor along with its Views class library and requires a C com
piler; C++/Views implements Views for ZTC.
For those who prefer the Turbo approach to languages, Bor
land will shortly be shipping versions of Turbo Pascal and
Turbo C + + that support Windows. My understanding is that
Borland will ship a resource compiler and #include files that
will enable you to build Windows programs without owning the
Microsoft Windows SDK. You may, however, want to buy the
Microsoft Windows SDK manuals; they're available at most
computer-oriented bookstores and software stores.
Modula-2 enthusiasts will soon be able to write Windows
programs , too: Jensen & Partners International (JPI) currently
has a version of its TopSpeed Modula-2 program that works
with Windows in beta test. Rumors from the beta testers have
been encouraging.

On to Presentation Manager
Strangely , there are actually more language choices for OS/2
PM than there are for Windows. You need the IBM Program
ming Tools and Information (PTI) , the Microsoft Program
ming Tool Kit, or the
Microsoft SoftSet. The
ACTION SUMMARY SoftSet is inexpensive
but lacks manuals and
examples. You can buy
When it comes to writing pro
the manuals at book
stores,
but you might
grams with graphical intermiss having examples
faces, there 's more than one
to copy.
As you 'd expect , the
way to open a window. The
IBM and Microsoft C
methods range from tradicompilers are compat
ible with the tools . So
tional programming Ianare the OS/2 version of
guages with special libraries
ZTC and JPI ' s Top
Speed C.
of graphical functions to deFORTRAN fans can
velopment systems that let
find OS/2-compatible
compilers from Micro
you use a GUI to create a GUI.
soft and Ryan McFar
land; Modula-2 devo
tees will find offerings
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from Logitech , Stony Brook, and JPI. Last but not least, Ryan
McFarland offers a COBOL compiler with PM support.

For the Faint of Heart
Not everyone needs to write programs from scratch. Not every
one wants to . Not everyone can: The learning curve for Win
dows and PM programmers is pretty steep. One shortcut for
beginners is to use an application generator. Many of these pro
grams call themselves computer-aided software engineering
(CASE) tools or even expert systems, but I don't think most of
them qualify in either category.
The limitation of application generators is usually that they
get you only 80 percent to 90 percent of the way toward having a
usable program. You still have to write code to make an appli
cation work properly. In addition , some of the tools will not
preserve your additional code , so be careful and keep lots of
backups. Nevertheless , you may get substantial benefit from
using one of these tools, compared with learning to write Win
dows or PM programs from scratch.
The list of GUI application generators, which seems to grow
more every week, currently includes WindowsMaker and Win
dowsMaker Professional from Candlelight Software, Instant
Windows from WinSoft, CASE:W and CASE:PM from Case
Works , ProtoView and ProtoGen from ProtoView Develop
ment, GUI 3-in-l Prototyper, and GPF from Microformatic .
Application generators can sometimes let you generate code for
several different GUis from a single design . CASE:W and
CASE: PM claim to do this, and many other vendors have this
capability or are working on it. Generators claim to produce
efficient code , too . Caveat emptor: There is more than enough
hype in the Windows market to go around .

Development Systems
You may not need the speed of a compiled language: If you are
building a prototype or an interface to a "workhorse" program,
you might prefer an interpreted system. Of course, ToolBook
(from Asymetrix) has received plenty of media coverage. It's a
nice HyperCard-like system with some definite advantages
over C code in terms of ease of development but marked disad
vantages in terms of execution speed.
ToolBook isn't the only object-oriented environment in
town. WindowCraft by Echelon Development is another Hy
perCard-like "multimedia toolkit. " Spinnaker Plus boasts the
ability to develop and run custom information management sys
tems on Windows 3.0, PM , and Macintosh platforms.
Then there are the object-oriented language systems . The
granddaddy of them all, of course, is Smalltalk, and Digitalk
has versions of Smalltalk V for both PM and Windows. Or, you
can go for Actor (from Whitewater Systems), recently en
hanced with Actor Object Graphics.
If you are more comfortable with C++ syntax than with
Smalltalk, you might prefer Object/I from database vendor
MOBS , also for Windows and PM . Object/ I has the distinction
of coming with a full relational database system (derived from
Knowledgeman) built in; it also has built-in interfaces to SQL
Server and to the vendor's own high-performance transaction
processing database , MOBS IV .

Databases Galore
On the PM side, three more development systems boast data
base interfaces: Easel (from Easel Corp.) , Application Man
ager (from Bower's Development) , and Mozart (from Mozart
Systems). These systems tend to know a lot about IBM ' s OS/2
Extended Edition database module and about DB2, HLLAPI,
EE Communications Manager, and all that Blue stuff. Mozart
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its QuickC compiler. And that's why
you·11 find QuickCASE:W'Min every
package of QuickC for Windows™
Microsoft sells.

..... ;

These are examples of the obtuse
data types, messages and system
calls you need to learn to develop
Microsoft Windows applications.
But with the right tools, the pain
and difficulty of Windows develop
ment can be eased.
So. if you 're thinking about de,vel
oping for Windows, here are some
things you should know .. .

Develop FAST .
- In Standard ·
Languages!
Forget long learning curves.
Forget. unfamiliar langu
ages. CASE:W™ is a devel
opment tool that lets you create
Windows applications fast, using
programming languages you know,
like C , C++, COBOL. and others.
You design the Interface with a
WYSIWYG-level prototyper. Then
CASE:W generates tight. well docu
mented code - in standard lan
guages - like you 'd write yourself.
Since CASE:W builds the code for
your interface, you can concen
trate on the cippllcation logic :
By using a knowledge-base that
experts liken to having a Windows
specialist at your side, CASE:W
cuts Windows development time
as much as 80%. And there are
no run times or royalties to pay.

Develop It for
Windows Today,
Run It On OS/2
Tomorrow
Windows, OS/2 PM . Motlf .. .C , C++.
COBOL. XVT... straight-forward or
·complex GUI developrnent.. .Y.our
development tools need to adapt
to your corporate strategy - tqday

!

The Press
Picks
:
CASE:W ~~~
!
1
and tomorrow. That's why CASE-·
WORKS™'otters a wide variety of
products that provide the platform
and· language Independence
today·s changing computing
envl rqnm~r;it demands.
Interfaces designed using CASE
WORKS products can be rnigrated
am0ng platforms ·and languages,
preserving your development
investment as your environments
change. This interface Interoper
ability makes CASEWORKS the
leader in ·standard language GUI
developmer.it tools.

Say Goodbye
to Development
Restrictions
The role of an applica
tion development tool is
to improve your produc
tivity wit.h out introduc;:lng unneces
sary restrictions ·or !Imitations. That's
why it's easy to merge your' logic
with the CASE:W generated code.
And why yoµ can add code direct
ly to the CASE:W generated code.
and save the changes through our
re-generation facility.

Mk:tosott'
Chose CAS.E:W
CASE:W is a strategic
and easy way to
develop Windows applica tions.
That' s what Microsoft;> discovered
when it se·a rched for a Windows
development tool to market with
Circle 64 on Inquiry Cc:ird (RESELLERS: 65).

IUHYou ·don 't h·a ve to take our word
· (or Microsoft's) that CASE:W is the
best Windows development tool
around. PC Magazine said
" ...every Windows development
group should have a copy." And
PC WEEK lauded "It's hard to
imagine that GUI dev.el9pment
could get any easier."

You Can Learn
More in Our
Free Windows
Development
Guide
Discover how easy Windows ·de
velopment can be by or.dering · .
CASE:W today. Or, ask for our
comprehensive guide on ·· what
You Need To Know To Develop
Windows Applica"' ·
tions Now! " ..It ·
Includes a step
by-step descrip
tion - Including
sample code 
of how an actual
Windows applica
tion was developed.

CASEWORKS· ~
1-800-635-1577
1 Dunwoody Park, Suite 13,0
Atlanta, GA 30338
(404) 399-6236 •Fax (404) 399-9516
CASE:W, CASE:PM and CASEWORKS are trademarks of
CASEWORKS. Inc. All olher prodticls referenced are
trademarks of their respective companies.
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has the distinction of running under DOS (in character mode)
as well as under PM .
Of course , if you're working with a database, you may not
need to look further than your database vendor. Omnis 5 appli
cations can be ported transparently between Macintosh and
Windows and are relatively easy to design. Superbase 4 offers
its own programming environment, and dBFast/Windows is for
dBASE users wanting to move to Windows. dBFast claims also
to offer complete portability to the Macintosh .
If you speak Structured Query Language, you might like
Gupta' s SQL/Windows front end. For performance, db_Vista
(from Raima) and MOBS IV run under Windows and can give
you excellent results as Jong as you understand Codasyl and
Network database models. I've built applications with both
databases , but I write my code in C and use the bare Microsoft
toolkits, too.

AI
One ofthe more striking things about last fall ' s American As
sociation for AI meeting was how many of the exhibitors had
products for Windows, both in the expert-system and neural
network areas. Kappa PC from IntelliCorp combines OOP with
a frame-based expert system; this is a major-league product,
but it also has a major-league price: $3500. For that, you can
buy about five copies of Knowledge Garden's KnowledgePro,
which combines hypertext with an expert system. And I can't
even list all the neural networks that run under Windows.

Bridging Applications
If you want to build a workstation from several Windows appli
cations, you might want to look into the Bridge Tool Kit or
Bridge Batch, both from Softbridge. Or you can use the macro
languages built into Word for Windows , Word for PM, Ami
Pro, or Excel as your starting point and spin a web between
applications with Dynamic Data Exchange.

BUILDING FOR THE MACINTOSH USER INTERFACE
Peter Wayner

When Apple introduced the Macin
tosh, it didn't announce just a com
puter but an entirely new way of pro
gramming. The machine not only had
a CPU and memory, but it also had a
ROM chip filled with routines that
would do much more than access the
disk files. Every Macintosh program
interacted with you through these
standard Toolbox routines for creat
ing windows, menus , radio buttons, and sliders. Apple wrote
guidelines for the user interface that specified the right way for
all Macintosh software to look and operate.
Unfortunately, all the easy life of the user mandated plenty
of work by the programmer. The Toolbox routines for manipu
lating the user interface were well designed and extremely
modular; but at the beginning, programmers found it almost
impossible to start writing software for the Macintosh without
having first learned a large fraction of the Toolbox . That has
changed. There are now several different approaches to pro
gramming with the Macintosh toolkit that blend different
amounts of OOP, graphical programming, and compiler and
interpreter techniques. Each of them makes it easy to build sim
ple Macintosh applications in a day. Doing more complex work,
though , still requires a certain amount of diligence.
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Closet Secret
The skeleton application was the first solution developed by
programmers to handle the complexity of the Macintosh. Many
standard applications contained the same basic code for dis
patching the mouse and keyboard events to the proper proce
dures . Programmers quickly realized that these common rou
tines could be abstracted and stored as a code skeleton. Writing
a Macintosh program was accomplished by making a copy of
the skeleton code and adding the new code for handling the dif
ferent parts.
There may be as many skeletons as there are dedicated Mac
intosh programmers, but some of the most popular ones are in
the public domain and distributed freely . Transkel is one popu
lar skeleton, and it comes in two versions: for picture and text.
It can be found in archives and user-group libraries around the
country. (It is also available on BIX .) Many power program
mers still swear by skeletons, because they can generate the
cleanest code. Of course, only power users can achieve this
nirvana .

Objectify Me
Apple also realized that programming the Macintosh often in
volved many repetitive processes that could be abstracted. They
distilled these standard fragments of code into a set of objects
called MacApp, which run in the MPW. This system is sub
stantially more sophisticated than a skeleton, because the entire
structure is designed in an object-oriented way. Thinking of the
Toolbox and the user interface with the object-oriented meta
phor makes programming much simpler. In this view, the con
trols-like radio buttons, menus, or slide bars-and the win
dows are enchanted objects that accept orders from one
another. MacApp passes these messages around in the back
ground, and the programmer, in theory , needs to worry only
about hooking up the correct button to the correct procedure for
handling it. MacApp does the rest.
Before, a programmer who wanted to add a window would
need to duplicate the code for opening the window, updating it,
and controlling the buttons and gadgets on it. A programmer
using MacApp would just issue the command to create a new
window object and add the objects for the buttons and controls .
The standard code for manipulating a window's drag bar, its
scrollers, and its other features would be automatically bundled
in by the compiler. MacApp would also bundle the code for
handling all the different buttons and controls . The program
mer does not need to even know about skeletons or worry about
doing most of the work .
Symantec has also added a set of objects, called the Think
Class Library, to its popular C and Pascal compilers. These are
quite similar to MacApp, and they provide much of the same
support in the same object-oriented style. Some nuances are
different, but the basic theme and usage are the same. These
libraries are included with the latest versions of the company ' s
compilers (4.0 for C and 3.0 for Pascal) in a reasonably priced
package.
To programmers, the one great advantage of these object-ori
ented systems is that it is easy to add to them and share each
other's code. One company, Lexington Software Design , is
selling by subscription a product called Prepare( ) for extend
ing the Think C Class Libraries. You get six issues as they
emerge from the shop, and each contains a number of different
useful objects. The first issue, for instance, contains a sophisti
cated list-manager object and a directory browser that is mod
eled after ResEdit's structure. Those who subscribe to Pre
pare( ) will find it easy to build these into their own code. At
the present time, three issues have been published, and the
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Here's wh at th e experts are saying
abouL tbe hottest high performan ce
gTaphics board availablc
thc Hercules Graphics Station Card'"!

''At $1,024, the Hercules Graphics
Station Card is state of the art at
an exceptional pdce?'
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Draw Me
Eve n though OOP is a n easy way to th ink about the Macintosh ,
it is still very textua l. The GUI is c reated in MacApp with
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words , not pictures . Ma ny people asked , " Why not write a
graphical progra m that lets a progra mme r draw a n inte rface on
the screen a nd c reate Mac intosh inte rfac es the Macintosh
way?" Several compa nies have done just that. Smethe rs Ba rnes
ma rkets Prototyper , a nd Bowers Associates sell s AppMa ker.
Both let you build me nus, w indows, a nd control objec ts and
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then move, shrink, and grow everything on the screen with the
mouse until it looks just right. Prototyper lets you simulate how
the buttons interact, but this is limited to simple operations like
opening or closing a window. AppMaker and Prototyper can
" compile" these descriptions of the application into either C or
Pascal. The C or Pascal compiler converts these languages into
the basic machine code and Toolbox calls to build the user in
terface on the screen. AppMaker's code generator produces
code for the Think Class Libraries. Smethers Barnes says it
will have a Think Class version available soon.
AppMaker and Prototyper have a basic skeleton inside as
well as little skeletons for each of the possible window , menu ,
or control objects. When compilation begins , Prototyper or
AppMaker customizes the various skeletons and glues them to
gether in the right way. The result, however, is a hollow fa
cade-it can only move the controls on the screen. You must
create all the interior code for manipulating data and doing the
actual work . In many cases, you must also provide the addition
al functionality for making an object work. When I created a
list with Prototyper, the software generated a comment that
sent me poring through Inside Macintosh . AppMaker lets you
solve these problems once and for all , because you can edit the
skeleton fragments it uses. The software is useful for an expert
programmer who wants to save time, or an experienced pro
grammer who doesn 't know anything about the Macintosh
Toolbox. The absolute beginner, though , will quickly get lost
when trying to modify the intermediate C or Pascal code.
Apple' s version of Allegro Common Lisp also comes with
graphical software for creating GUis. This development envi
ronment is a hybrid of object-oriented approaches like MacApp
and graphical techniques. The software has a nice graphical
editor for creating windows and controls, but it spits out ob
jects, not skeleton code. People who use Lisp should find this
perfectly acceptable and expected. These objects are custom
ized for your particular windows. When you attach the rest of
the program for handling the internal logic, you can do it within
the object-oriented metaphor of message passing. The windows
are just additional objects in the structure.

Interpret My Lips
Everything described so far could properly be called com
pilers. The GUI is created by drawing or writing specifica
tions , and the software converts these specifications into ma
chine code directly or via an intermediate compiled language
like C or Pascal. Another class of software tools includes what
are essentially interpreters. These programs, which include the
famous HyperCard (now.distributed by Claris), the newer Ser
ius (from Serius), and Prograph (from The Gunakara Sun Sys
tems) have their own intermediate languages for describing the
user interface. These descriptions are interpreted when the
software is run by another program . The latest version of Pro
graph, 2.0, includes a compiler for creating object code.
HyperCard and the similar Supercard (from Silicon Beach
Software) are software programs that interpret " stacks" of
cards. Each card can contain a number of controls, edit boxes,
and picture windows. The software interprets mouse-clicks by
looking at the instructions for the controls and then calls the
right routines. For some reason , it doesn't seem natural to in
clude HyperCard with the rest of these tools, but this may be
because the system is aimed at every Macintosh user, not just
the programming aficionado. These programs are, though, two
of the fastest ways to get an interface working on the Mac . The
downside is that you need to be running the same program.
Serius and Prograph are two of the more ambitious approach
es to Macintosh programming. Everything, from the creation
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and location of the controls to the instructions that describe
them , is described graphically. Everything is a picture. You
don't type out lists of instructions, but you create icons for op
erations like addition and subtraction and string these icons like
pearls. The data flows out of the windows and controls and
down the lines between these operational icons, which change
the data. Ultimately, it reappears at the other end to be dis
played by a window . These pathways act like variables contain
ing the data.
Serius, however, stresses that its program should not be
thought of as just a graphical language. The software comes
with a wide variety of objects that handle the standard func
tions as well as some of the newer ones. There are objects for
files, numbers, and text as well as CD-audio and network com
munications . This spring , the company plans to introduce a
spreadsheet object that lets naive users put a spreadsheet inter
face to whatever they want. There is also a complete set of func
tions for handling a database of objects and files. The sample
functions contain a mail program with a few simple specifica
tions. The tricky details of communicating with AppleTalk and
passing data are handled behind the simple facade of icons and
pathways . If the wide range of standard functions and objects is
not sophisticated enough, you can create your own in Pascal if
you follow the proper interface specifications. To do this, you
need the special developer's version of Serius.
When the program performs as you want , Serius creates a
stand-alone application containing an interpreter and the in
structions distilled from your icons. This production adds an
additional overhead so that even simple applications will re
quire over IOOK bytes of disk space. If you use this software,
you trade clean and efficient code for the ability to develop an
application quickly.
Prograph is another visual programming language with a so
phisticated concept. It is not so much a set of objects to be
strung together as a completely new OOP language for handling
all problems. Serius could probably be described as a sophisti
cated interface-building system. If you want to do anything
original or different, you need to build your own objects in a
traditional language like Pascal. Prograph, on the other hand ,
is a pictorial data-flow language that contains icons for han
dling base operations like strings , lists , arithmetic, and practi
cally anything else you could want. There is no need ever to fire
up the Pascal compiler again. If you want to create something
special, there are special icons you can use to call any Macin
tosh Toolbox routine . If these still aren't enough, you can at
tach C code resources as Prograph primitive icons.
Prograph contains the standard number of tools for creating
good . user interfaces. These are interpreted by the system,
which contains nice facilities for debugging a program. The
compiler will also generate fast code. Dataflow languages like
Prograph are popular with researchers examining parallel pro
cessing, because they make it easy to split jobs into bits that can
be done at the same time. This feature really doesn 't mean any
thing to Macintosh users , but it is conceivable that it may come
to be valuable when the Macintosh starts running several pro
cessors together .
XVT is a toolkit built for programmers who need or want to
run their software on the Macintosh, Microsoft Windows , PM ,
and Motif. (See the text box " A GUI for All Systems. " )

A Wide Range
There's no question that a wide range of products exists for
creating GUis for the Macintosh . The object-oriented exten
sions like the Think Class libraries and MacApp and the simple
visual editors like AppMaker and Prototyper are probably the
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Power and Portability in the 90's !
Psion Organiser II Features:

best items for accomplished programmers. They are quite use
ful tools, but they often require a bit of tweaking to get things
perfect. The reward for this , though, is efficient code. The
complete systems like Serius and HyperCard are much more
accessible for the beginner. These systems often find more use
in custom programming environments like corporate computer
shops . The systems make it easy to get something running
quickly , and the trade-off may be in the efficiency and size of
the code.
These systems will not, though , absolve you from the need to
think logically. They might be better described as new , more
powerful computer languages. The hype for these products
might imply that someone who can't program a VCR will magi
cally be able to create Macintosh applications, but this is simply
not true . The systems make life easier for programmers, but
they will not do everything.
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Although later than Macintosh, DOS
Windows, and PM in establishing
some serious standardization on win
dow environments , the Unix commu
nity has pretty much decided that the
X Window System is the basis of its
GUI. The exact appearance and be
havior of that interface, however, are
still open to question: Will it be Open
Look (from AT&T and Sun Microsys
tems) , or will it be Motif (from the Open Software Founda
tion)?
Writing applications that use X Window is notoriously diffi
cult for programmers coming from the text-based Unix world.
Before you can do anything specific to your user interface, you
must , at least, do the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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establish interprocess communications to the X server
define a window
communicate the window properties to the window manager
create the resources (user-definable application properties)
map the window to the screen
set up the event-handling
start the event loop
generate graphical output in response to events
shut down the application properly when done

Although each of these steps can be as simple as a few lines of
source code (with higher-level library functions , some are re
duced to a single line), there are nearly 200 X-specific func
tions and variables to work with .
Working with X Window at this level gives developers tre
mendous freedom to create applications with any style they
want. But they must define that style. The potential danger is
the same anarchy and dissimilarity that exist in the user inter
faces of MS-DOS applications. True, companies such as DEC
and Hewlett-Packard have strongly enforced style guides for X
applications, but each is different. Most applications are being
developed outside of these mega-companies.
At the same time that X Window was starting to gain accep
tance as the possible common user interface, Sun was becom
ing a popular graphics workstation. Yet Sun's GUI-Sun
View-didn't use X Window . It is based on a completely
different protocol and graphics model-a proprietary one. So

DESKTOP PC's

VERY EASY TO USE.
With an easy to follow, intuitive-to-use screen
display, a touch-pad that's even easier to use than a
'mouse', and the capability to digitize voice, Graphic
Interface models can be mastered very quickly.

XEC Computer Products, Inc.
13630 58111 Street Nort11 . Suite 103
Clearwater, FL 34620
Ph : (813) 531-1422 Fax: (813) 530-5975
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when Sun and AT&T became partners, much of the rest of the
Unix community reacted by forming the Open Software Foun
dation, and Motif was conceived as OSF's first product. (See
"OSF/Motif," page 230, May 1989 BYTE.)
Motif is a standard for X applications; it has a well-defined
appearance and behavior for applications. Not only that , but it
follows much of the style of PM, and it was accepted by a major
ity of the major Unix companies, including IBM, DEC, and
HP . (Motif won an award of excellence from BYTE for its polit
ical achievements as much as for its good looks .)
The AT&T and Sun relationship spawned a competing GUI:
Open Look . This one also runs on X Window but has much the
same style as SunView. (See "Face to Face with Open Look,"
December 1988 BYTE.)
Open Look and Motif offer the developer the tools to follow
their appearance and behavior guidelines. Both provide OOP
utility, and both involve a level of programming with greater
complexity than simple X Window (an oxymoron if there ever
was one).
Motif offers the User Interface Language (UIL) for describ
ing the use of the widgets and gadgets that make up a Motif
application . AT&T (actually, Unix System Laboratories) has
XView-really just a set of tools designed to facilitate porting
from SunView to Open Look, but also used to build any new
applications that are compliant with Open Look. No matter
which might be the better user interface (see "Window Wars"
on page 124), neither was going to gain dominance (let alone
acceptance) until there was an easier way to build applications
than hand-coding the user interface.

Solutions
Companies such as IXI of London, U .K., were eager to develop
Motif applications . They realized that the quickest way to make
programmers productive in this rich and complex environment
was to first develop a Motif program for developing Motif pro
grams. IXI's Motif development system is for its own in-house
use, but the final result of its effort is X-desktop, the Motif
application most commonly bundled with Motif.
Integrated Computer Solutions of Cambridge, Massachu
setts (its offices are just a few blocks from OSF central), has
produced the Builder Xcessory , a GUI-based user interface
builder and testing system for Motif applications . It can read in
and generate Motifs UIL as well as generate C code. You drag
and drop icons of Motif widgets and stretch and move them on
your parent window , change the attributes and resources, and
view the class relationships of your elements. You then create
program stubs for the C code that will perform callback actions
that widgets will use. Development, testing, and management
of these underlying routines must be done outside of the Builder
Xcessory. (JCS also provides libraries for X Window System
11 , Motif, and Open Look .)
On the Open Look side of WYSIWYG user-interface build
ers, Sun has produced the OpenWindows Developer's Guide
(DevGuide-Guide is an acronym for Graphical User Interface
Design Editor). You use DevGuide in a similar way to ICS's
Builder Xcessory: dragging widget icons onto a window and
defining their attributes and actions. As with Builder Xces
sory, DevGuide only goes as far as the user interface.
Visual Edge of St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada, is the develop
er of UIM/X, one of the first of the Motif Style Guide-com
pliant application builders to provide WYSIWYG application
building tools for X Window . With UIM/X, every facet of the
Motif toolkits is available to the developer. The design is con
sistent with the normal process of creating a GUI application.
The complexity of developing an X Window-based application
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is greatly simplified by this design and development system.
The first step is the layout of an application ' s windows . You
select the widgets and gadgets from menus and drop them on
the windows . The action of selection, placement, and resizing
of widgets is consistent, since UIM/X is, in itself, fully compli
ant with the Motif guidelines. As you create the look of an ap
plication, you can change the properties of each widget individ
ually or as a group, because the organization of all the elements
follows the philosophy of OOP: child widgets inherit the prop
erties of the parent.
The second step in creating an application with UIM/X is
attaching behavior and action to the widgets. Not only can you
specify Motif toolkit (Xrn) actions and behavior, but you can
also reference any X intrinsics (Xt) and X function calls, or
even write your own.
The third phase is testing . Because UIM/X has a built-in C
interpreter, you can test any C routines that you may use as cal!
backs.
Unlike the Next Interface Builder, with UIM/X, you must
drop into a standard shell to create and run the project manage
ment utilities such as make and secs. UIM/X does not use Mo
tifs UIL but instead has its own tables and runs and generates
C source code.
If you plan on developing for Motif and Open Look with
UIM/X, you're in luck. Visual Edge has an Open Look version
for developing Open Look applications.

What's Next?
Running counter to the X trend is the NextStep user interface,
which doesn't support X Window (as yet) , let alone run under
it. Also, it is available only on the Next system and the IBM
RISC System/6000.
However, NextStep shouldn 't be discounted; developers who
have a free choice will often pick NextStep because of Next' s
Application Kit and Interface Builder. For example, despite the
lack of Next dominance in the Unix environment, Lotus pro
grammers began with Next when they developed their state-of
the-art spreadsheet, lmprov. (See "What's NeXT After 1-2
3?," October 1990BYTE.)
The Interface Builder is more than the name implies; more
appropriately, it should be called the Builders Interface, be
cause it is the front end to all the steps of developing an applica
tion for NextStep: designing, coding, and debugging, as well as
managing the collection of source and object files that are part
of a complex project.
The most visual of all the elements of Interface Builder are
the tools for designing the user interface and associated icons .
The Next libraries contain all the classes, methods, and func
tions of the Application Kit. You link in the tools for sound and
music. And you can create your application using Objective-C
as well as C.
The developer's interface is a fine example of NextStep pro
gramming: a combination of a GUI, a graphics application (the
interface builder), and some pretty standard utilities that are
hidden from view.•

Martin Heller, a contributing editor for BYTE, develops soft
ware in Andover, Massachusetts, and is writing an advanced
Windows programming book to be published this fall by John
Wiley & Sons. You can reach him 011 BIX as "mheller." Peter
Wayner, a consulting editor for BYTE, is working toward a
Ph.D. in computer science at Cornell University. You can con
tact him on BIX as "pwayner. " Ben Smith is a BYTE technical
editor and the author of UNIX Step-by-Step (Howard W. Sams
& Co. , 1990). You can colltact him on BIX as "bensmith."
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Bend Us. Shape Us.
Any Wa~ Want To.
As long as you love us, it's all right. And
love us you will. Statistical software from
SPSS is designed to work the way you
work. By giving you the power to enter,
edit, manage, analyze and present data
on virtually every type of P.c. worksta
tion, minicomputer ru:i~ mam~me. ~~
giving you better deas1on-maJ?ng ability
through the most compre)lens1ve set of
statistical procedures available. And by
giving you a choice of op~ons to mee~
your specifi~ data analysis.n~eds. So if
you're thinkmg ~~ut statistical so~e,
think about flexib1bty. Because fleXIbility
means value. And when it comes to value,
we top the charts.
The Accessibility of SPSS makes it ideal
for beginners and advanced users alike.
With its straightforward menus and con
text-sensitive help and statistical glos
sary, SPSS gets you started fast And ~th
the help of our time-saving programm.mg
facilities, including macros and a matnx
language, you'll have the power to go
deeper even faster. And regardless of
your experience with statistics, rou'll
be supported by the documentatlon and
training that's set the industry standard
for over 25 years. Documentation that
INFOWORLD calls "The Best in the
Business."
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The Statistical Procedures in SPSS
give you the power to examine data ~ore
thoroughly, revealing patterns that might
otherwise go unnoticed. W~ o~er the
most in-depth group of statl~ti~ proce
dures available, including uruvanate and
multivariate descriptives, model building,
hypothesis testing, clus.teri~g and ~lassi
fication survival analysis, tlme senes and
perceptual mapping..~o matter ~~t your
question, SPSS proVIdes the fleXIbility to
find the answer.
The Data and File Management
capabilities of SPSS give yo~ unparal
leled flexibility when prepanng data for
analysis. With SPSS, infonnation can be
quickly reorganized, cleaned and trans
fonned, regardless of size or structure.
Multiple missing values for nonr~sponses
can be defined and labeled according to
your specifica~ons, whi_le built-in ~ontrols
easily manage infonnation stored mcom
plex file fonnats, including custom file
formats. Self-documenting portable files
give you the freedo~ to moye your analy
sis from one computing environment
to the next, saving time and resources.
And because SPSS supports most popular
microcomputer file types including
Lotus" DBF and SYLK, and offers free
interf~ces to such leading SQL-based
database management systems as
Infonnix;· ORACLE13 and Sybase;"
there's no need to re-enter data or
write out intennediate files.

The Choice of Options offered by SPSS
provides the flexibility to meet ~th your
immediate and future data analysis ne~s.
Unlike other statistical packages, we give
you more than just the ability to choose
between the options you may or may.
not need. We give you a choice ~f options
designed to work together. Options that
work as a system, providing the best pos
sible software solution. Options for data
entry and editing. Or producing p~blica
tion-ready tables and reports. Optlons
to analyze the past and help predict µie
future. Or to present your r~sults "'.Ith
over 40 high-impact color displays, m
cluding a variety of charts and maps.
No matter what you do, SPSS can help
you do it better.

So if you're in the market for statistical
software, keep an open mind. ~ith the
value of SPSS, suppliers of stat1st1~ solu
tions to over 2 million users worldwide.
Because when you have the advantage of
flexibility, the chances are you'll still be a
hit tomorrow.

qo

Call 1(800)543-5835 or FAX (312)329-3668.
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Graphical User lnterfaces
The following companies, referenced in the preceding articles, supply hardware and software that provide graphical user interfaces.
This list is not intended to be all-inclusive.
Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Ave .
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
fax : (408) 996-0275
Circle 1226 on Inquiry Card.
Asymetrix
110 I 10th Ave . NE,
Suite 717
Bellevue, WA 98004
(206) 462-0501
fax: (206) 455-3071
Circle 1227 on Inquiry Card.
Blyth Software
1065 East Hillsdale Blvd.,
Suite 300
Foster City , CA 94404
(415) 571-0222
fax: (415) 571-1132
Circle 1228 on Inquiry Card.
Borland International
1800 Green Hills Rd .
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
fax: (408) 438-8696
Circle 1229 on Inquiry Card.
Bowers Development
P.O . Box 9
Lincoln Center, MA 01773
(508) 369-8175
fax : (508) 369-8224
Circle 1230 on Inquiry Card.
· Candlelight Software
2375 East Tropicana Ave. ,
Suite 320
Las Vegas , NV 89119
(702) 456-6365
fax : (702) 434-0580
Circle 1231 on Inquiry Card.
CaseWorks
1 Dunwoody Park,
Suite 130
Atlanta, GA 30338
(404) 399-6236
fax: (404) 399-9516
Circle 1232 on Inquiry Card.

Claris Corp.
5201 Patrick Henry Dr.
P.O . Box 58168
Santa Clara, CA 95052
(408) 727-8227
fax: (408) 987-7447
Circle 1233 on Inquiry Card.
CNS, Inc.
7090 Shady Oak Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 944-0170
fax: (612) 944-0923
Circle 1234 on Inquiry Card.
Commodore Amiga, Inc.
1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 431-9100
fax : (215) 431-9156
Circle 1235 on Inquiry Card.
Digitalk, Inc.
9841 Airport Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(800) 922-8255
fax : (213) 645- 1306
Circle 1237 on Inquiry Card.
Digital Research, Inc.
70 Garden Court
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 649-3896
fax: (408) 646-6248
Circle 1236 on Inquiry Card.
Easel Corp.
25 Corporate Dr.
Burlington, MA 01830
(617) 221-2100
fax: (617) 221-3099
Circle 1238 on Inquiry Card.
Echelon Development
Corp.
6 New England Executive
Park
Burlington , MA 01803
(617) 229-2740
fax: (617) 273-0749
Circle 1239 on Inquiry Card.

GenSoft Development
Corp.
(formerly Bumblebee
Software)
4122 128th Ave . SE,
Suite 200
Bellevue, WA 98006
(206) 562-1157
fax: (206) 562-0690
Circle 1240 on Inquiry Card.
GeoWorks
2150 Shattuck Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94704
(800) 772-0001
(415) 644-0883
fax : (415) 644-0928
Circle 1241 on Inquiry Card.
The Gunakara
Sun Systems
2745 Dutch Village Rd . ,
Suite 200
Halifax, Nova Scotia ,
Canada B3L 419
(902) 455-4446
fax: (902) 455-2246
Circle 1242 on Inquiry Card.
Gupta Technologies, Inc.
1040 Marsh Rd .,
Suite 200
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 321-9500
fax: (415) 321-5471
Circle 1243 on Inquiry Card.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
193 JO Pruneridge Ave .
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 752-0900
fax : (208) 344-4809
Circle 1244 on Inquiry Card.
IBM Corp.
Old Orchard Rd .
Armonk, NY 10504
(914) 765-1900
Circle 1245 on Inquiry Card.

ImageSoft, Inc.
2 Haven Ave .
Port Washington , NY
11050
(516) 767-2233
fax : (516) 767-9067
Circle 1246 on Inquiry Card.
Integrated Computer
Solutions, Inc.
201 Broadway
Cambridge , MA 02139
(617) 621-0060
fax : (617) 621-9555
Circle 1247 on Inquiry Card.
lntelliCorp
1975 El Camino Real W
Mountain View , CA 94040
(415) 965-5500
fax: (415) 965-5647
Circle 1248 on Inquiry Card.
IXI, Ltd.
62-74 Burleigh St .
Cambridge CBI 101 ,

U.K.
44-223-462131
Circle 1249 on Inquiry Card.

JP[
1101 San Antonio Rd .,
Suite 301
Mountain View , CA 94043
(415) 967-3200
fa'l : (415) 967-3288
Circle 1250 on Inquiry Card.
Knowledge Garden
473A Malden Bridge Rd .
Nassau , NY 12123
(518) 766-3000
fax: (518) 766-3003
Circle 1251 on Inquiry Card.
Lexington Software
Design
72A Lowell St.
Lexington , MA 02173
(617) 863-9624
Circle 1252 on Inquiry Card.
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Logitech, Inc.
6505 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(415) 795-8500
fax : (415) 792-8901
Circle 1253 on Inquiry Card.
MDBS
2 Executive Dr.
P.O. Box 6089
Lafay~tte , IN 47903
(317) 447-1122
fax : (317) 448-6428
Circle 1254 on Inquiry Card.
Microformatic
26 Plains Rd.
Moodus , CT 06469
(203) 873-2173
fax : (203) 873-2171
Circle 1255 on Inquiry Card.
Microsoft Corp.
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 882-8080
fax: (206) 883-8101
Circle 1256 on Inquiry Card.
Mm:art Systems Corp.
1350 Bayshore Hwy. ,
Suite 630
Burlingame, CA 94010
(415) 340-1588
fax : (415) 340-1648
Circle 1257 on Inquiry Card.
Next, Inc.
900 Chesapeake Dr.
Redwood City , CA 94063
(415) 366-0900
fax: (415) 780-3714
Circle 1258 on Inquiry Card.
Open Software
Foundation
11 Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 621-7300
fax : (617) 621-0631
Circle 1259 on Inquiry Card.
Precision, Inc.
8404 Sterling St. ,
Suite A
Irving, TX 75063
(214) 929-4888
fax: (214) 929-1655
Clrcle 1260 on Inquiry Card.
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ProtoView Development
Co.
353 Georges Rd .
Dayton , NJ 08810
(908) 329-8588
fax : (908) 329-8624
Circle 1261 on Inquiry Card.
Quarterdeck Office
Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 392-9701
fax : (213) 399-3802
Clrcle 1262 on Inquiry Card.
RaimaCorp.
3245 146th Place SE,
Suite230
Bellevue, WA 98007
(206) 747-5570
fax: (206) 747-1991
Clrcle 1263 on Inquiry Card.
Ryan-McFarland Corp.
8911 Capital of Texas
Hwy.N
Austin , TX 78759
(800) 762-6265
fax : (512) 343-9487
Circle 1264 on Inquiry Card.
SamnaCorp.
5600 Glenridge Dr.
Atlanta, GA 30342
(404) 851-0007
fax : (404) 255-9460
Circle 1265 on Inquiry Card.
Serius Corp.
1981 East 4800 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84117
(800) 876-6847
fax: (801) 277-2440
Circle 1266 on Inquiry Card.
Silicon Beach Software
9770 Carroll Center Rd .,
SuiteJ
San Diego, CA 92126
(619) 695-6956
fax: (619) 695-7902
Clrcle 1267 on Inquiry Card.

Smethers Barnes
P.O. Box639
Portland, OR 97207
(503) 274-2800
fax: (503) 274-0670
Clrcle 1268 on Inquiry Card.
The Softbridge Group
125 Cambridge Park Dr.
Cambridge, MA 02140
(800) 955-9190
(617) 576-2257
Circle 1269 on Inquiry Card.
SoftWorks International
P.O . Box 8628
Atlanta, GA 30306
(404) 876-6115
fax : (404) 876-0765
Circle 1270 on Inquiry Card.
Spinnaker Software
201 Broadway
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-1200
fax : (617) 494-1219
Circle 1211 on Inquiry Card .
Stony Brook Software
187 East Wilbur Rd .,
Suite 9
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
(800) 624-7487
fax: (805) 496-7429
Clrcle 1212 on Inquiry Card .
Sun Microsystems
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300
fax: (415) 969-9131
Circle 1213 on Inquiry Card.
Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave .
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
fax : (408) 252-4694
Circle 1214 on Inquiry Card.
Unix System Laboratories
P.O . Box 25000
Greensboro, NC 27420
(800) 828-8649
fax : (919) 855-2753
Circle 1215 on Inquiry Card.

Visual Edge Software,
Ltd.
3870 Cote Vertu
St. Laurent, Quebec,
Canada H4R 1V4
(514) 332-6430
fax: (514) 332-5914
Circle 1216 on Inquiry Card.
The Whitewater Group
1800 Ridge Ave.
Evanston, IL 60201
(708) 328-3800
fax : (708) 328-9386
Clrcle 1217 on Inquiry Card.
WinSoft Corp.
10 Coleman Place,
Suite 3
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 324-9552
fax: (415) 324-9580
Circle 1218 on Inquiry Card.
XVT Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 17665
Boulder, CO 80308
(303) 443-4223
fax: (303) 443-0969
Circle 1219 on Inquiry Ca rd.
Zortech, Inc.
4-C Gill St.
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 937-0696
fax : (617) 937-0793
Circle 1220 on Inquiry Card.

Inclusion in the resource
guide should not be taken as
a BYTE endorsement or
recommendation. likewise ,
omission from the guide
should not be taken
negatively. The information
here was believed to be
accurate at the time of
writing, but BYTE cannot be
responsible for omissions,
errors, or changes that occur
after compilation ofthe
guide.
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Embedded
Systems in Control
Chips that once powered PCs are now in airplanes, automobiles, and appliances
and are changing the nature of embedded control
Rick Cook

F

rom disk drives and laser printers to home appli
ances, embedded computer systems are part of our
lives. In fact, the average computer nonuser probably
uses a dozen or more computers regularly but does
not recognize them as computers, because the devices are
dedicated to running things like cordless telephones and
automobiles (see the text box "Chips in the Old Block" on
page 156).
The use of embedded systems is spreading rapidly for two
main reasons. One is convenience. Putting a computer in an
appliance, a car, or a turret lathe makes the equipment more
flexible and better able to meet our needs. In a computer
system, too, it makes more sense to have dedicated proces
sors in keyboards and disk drives than to use the
system processor to handle mundane repetitive
chores.
The other reason for more widespread use of
embedded systems is cost. Traditionally, con
trol functions have been handled by mecha
nisms such as timers, cams, and relays. Today,
an embedded computer-control system is not
only more reliable than the older technologies
but usually cheaper as well.
Another contributing factor to the prolifera
tion of embedded processors is the tendency to
use more of them to do a job. Hard disk drive
controllers, keyboards, printers, and high-reso
lution video cards are all likely to have their
own processors today. The processors are inex
pensive enough that it makes sense to boost
overall system performance by dedicating them
to specialized jobs. Fifteen years ago, an indus
trial robot arm might have been controlled by a
single computer; a modern arm might have five
or six microprocessors, each controlling a spe
cific function (e.g., the elbow or the gripper)
and backed up by an embedded computer system
to handle overall control and communications.
lllUSTRATlON: LYN BOYEA·PENNINGTON © 1991

At bottom, embedded systems are like any other computer
systems, but they have their own special characteristics and
present their own peculiar problems. Broadly speaking, em
bedded systems fall into two major varieties: Event control
lers are directly concerned with managing interaction with
the real world, and embedded microprocessors do higher
level calculations and control functions .
Embedded microprocessors usually supervise groups of
event controllers, or they handle more elaborate calcula
tions, such as constructing bit maps in a laser printer. Be
cause of the jobs they do, embedded microprocessors tend to
be more like the computer systems you would normally
work with, although with significant differences. The
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68030 or Intel i960 in a laser printer is an example of an em
bedded microprocessor.
Although the real-time, real-world orientation of embedded
systems applies most strongly to event controllers, embedded
systems of all kinds are usually concerned with events happen
ing in the outside world , whether it is the timing of a spin cycle
on a washing machine or the handling of aircraft flight con
trols. In many cases, the system has to accept and respond to
inputs within a predictable amount of time . A late answer is a
wrong answer and may cause serious problems. As a result, op
erating systems, programming languages, and computer-aided
software engineering (CASE) tools written for embedded sys
tems are extremely time-conscious . For example, most em
bedded-system languages-whether assembly or high-level
specify the maximum anrl minimum number of clock cycles an
instruction will take to execute.
For a programmer, an embedded system has some problems
and some compensating advantages . It is expected to perform
only over a range of known behaviors, unlike a personal com
puter, which is expected to handle any " compatible" hardware
or software you throw at it. If the embedded system does what's
expected under the specified conditions and doesn 't do any
thing too seriously wrong with the undefined conditions, the
implementation is a success. The problem with an embedded
system is that the consequences of a failure can range from ex
pensive to disastrous. A compact disc player that won't access
one of the tracks on a disc is going to cost the CD manufacturer
a lot of money and good will. A faulty antilock braking system
on an automobile will cost the owner a lot more than that. Be
cause the consequences of buggy embedded-system software
can be so heavy, systems developers tend to be very careful and
to test their products thoroughly.
Testing is easier to do with event controllers than with the
larger, more complicated systems that rely on embedded micro
processors. An event controller usually has a fairly small pro
gram (less than 64K bytes of code) , and the system behaviors
are simpler and can be more closely specified. An embedded
microprocessor, on the other hand, is likely to run much larger
programs and have to deal with the behavior of larger and more
complex systems.
An aircraft autopilot for a commercial airliner, for instance,
may use three completely different processors (say, a Zilog
Z80000, a Motorola 68030, and a proprietary processor) run
ning software written by three different teams using three dif
ferent approaches. Even the libraries of standard functions will
be different. In opera
tion, the autopilot com
ACTION SUMMARY pares the results of the
three systems, and if
they disagree, it takes
Think "computer," and you
the majority decision.

llVJE

generally think "desktop sys-

tern." However, as more
powerful microprocessors
migrate into application-spe
cific environments, the lines
between personal computers
and embedded systems may
become blurred.
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The Hardware
The type of hardware
used for embedded sys
tems covers a broader
range than that used for
computer systems. A
significant fraction of
the embedded-system
market is still served by
4-bit processors , for
example; at the other
end, the latest RISC
chips and 32-bit pro

cessors are used in some applications .
The most common kind of event controller is a microcon
troller, which is a microprocessor with auxiliary circuits such
as AID converters (ADCs), timers, and RAM and EPROM
built right onto the chip. Microcontrollers are intended to be as
self-contained as possible, because that reduces the cost of the
system.
One of the most striking features of the microcontroller mar
ket is the number of controllers that are using the same basic
architecture. For instance, a company may offer two dozen or
more versions of the same chip but all differing in speed, bus
width, and auxiliary features such as the amount of ROM and
the number of timers or ADCs on the part. The reason for this
kind of flexibility is that cost is all-important for high-volume
applications such as consumer electronics and automobiles.
Choosing a microcontroller with only 256 bytes of RAM and
two timers may save 50 cents a part over a controller with lK
byte ofRAM and four timers. In a million-unit application, that
is a significant difference.
The importance of cost also explains why, until very recent
ly , 4-bit controllers outsold the 8-bit models . Often, microcon
troller applications are very simple-perhaps as simple as re
placing a mechanical timer. Four-bit controllers were adequate
and less expensive, so they were preferred. The decline of the
4-bit controller isn't because manufacturers want more power
in these systems (although that is a trend, too) but because the
cost difference between 4- and 8-bit controllers has essentially
disappeared.
From the 4-bit and simple 8-bit controllers, applications
shade upward in complexity and required power. Nearly every
successful microprocessor has spawned a microcontroller vari
ation. You can still find 1802s, 6502s, 6809s, Z80s, and other
popular chips of 15 years ago powering everything from dish
washers to industrial robots. A number of chips that never
achieved commercial success in computers are popular in con
trol applications. For example, National Semiconductor's 16
and 32-bit processors are widely used . Today, there is also a
new microcontroller called the Echelon Neuron (see the text
box "Echelon: A $10 Device Controller" on page 158).
Generally , the decision to use a microprocessor rather than a
microcontroller depends on the task at hand. Microcontrollers
are better suited to doing "dirty work"-interfacing and direct
control, for example. Microprocessors are typically used to
control groups of microcontrollers in applications where the mi
crocontrollers' more generalized architectures and flexibility
pay off.
There are other reasons for using microprocessors , however.
One of them is the need for sheer power. Although microcon
trollers can be powerful , they are usually not at the cutting edge
of CPU design. The need to add memory and auxiliary func
tions means that a microcontroller takes more real estate than
the equivalent microprocessor. Sometimes, embedded systems
need all the power they can get, even at the expense and compli
cation of using a microprocessor.
The high end of jobs in industrial automation, real-time
video control , and other such applications stretches even the
latest chips to the limit. For example, high-power 32-bit RISC
chips like the Motorola 88000 and Spare International ' s
SPARC are used in some control applications .
Unlike microcontrollers , which concentrate on auxiliary cir
cuits and low cost, microprocessors specifically designed for
embedded-system applications tend to be state of the art . Intel's
i960 is a superscalar 32-bit processor available in versions of up
to 40 MHz and 30 VAX million instructions per second .
Laser printers are one place where powerful microproces

Chips in the Old Block
Vinny Mlnchlllo

n 1966, the Oldsmobile Toronado was the first American
car to have front-wheel drive. In 1977, it was the first car
to be outfitted with a computer. The system was called
the MISAR- Microprocessed Sensing and Automatic
Regulation. Its job was to compare input describing engine
vacuum, engine speed, coolant temperature, and crankshaft
position with values stored in ROM and then calculate the op
timal moment for the distributor to fire a spark.
The MISAR' s brain was a two-chip set from Rockwell In
ternational: a 10-bit microprocessor with 1/0 and AID-con
version circuits, and a ROM chip with a little over lOK bytes
ofdata. This simple system boosted the Toronado's fuel mile
age from 13.8 to 15 miles per gallon. Still stinging from the
OPEC nightmare, Detroit deemed the project a success. The
computerized car was born.
Today's engine-control unit is much more complex. In as
little as 2.5 milliseconds, the ECU must take in information
about the amount of air coming into the engine, air tempera
ture, fuel pressure, throttle position, manifold vacuum, en
gine speed, and more. From this d~, it determines optimal
levels for spark firing , ignition timing, and fuel-injection
time (i.e., how long the fuel injector nozzle should spray gas
oline into the cylinder).
In most cases, the ECU microprocessor is a specially de
signed 8- or 16-bit chip based on an existent processor. At one
time or another, just about every major chip manufacturer has
had its product in a car on the road.
Although Rockwell International made the first engine
control microprocessor, ~otorola has become the biggest
player. You'll find derivatives of its 68000 (the original Mac
intosh CPU) in Chrysler and General Motors cars. Ford has
used chips from Toshiba, Motorola, and Intel. Chrysler origi
nally used an RCA processor for engine management, as well
as some Texas Instruments chips in its technologically ad
vanced-but universally hated-voice syntllesis systems (the
ones that reminded you over and over again, "Your door is
ajar.").
Not long after the introduction of the MISAR, Ford intro
duced its first ECU, based on a Toshiba microprocessor. In
1980, the company switched to a cu5tomized version of the
Motorola 6800 (a predecessor of the 68000). Then in 1984,
Ford made a major advance in automotive computers with the
introduction of the electronic engine-control module-the
EEC-IV.
The EEC-IV featured a custom-designed Intel 16-bit chip.
With capabilities beyond those of traditional 8-bit systems, the
EEC-IV was able to deliver fuel to each cylinder independent
ly and accurately. The unit brought new efficiencies to Ford's
aging 302-cubic-inch engine, which became the heart of one
of today's most potent and popular sports cars, the 5.0-liter
engine Mustang GT.
For 1994, Ford's EEC-IV will be getting a new lease oil
life. The original Intel 16-bit 8065 controller chip will be
joined by a second 8065 chip. The two will operate in a copro
cessor arrangement, with the second chip controlling the
transmission.
Although it was the first to bring computers to cars, GM
was not able to maintain its lead-but that could change. GM

I
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currently uses an 8-bit Motorola 68HC11 processor. But a
joint development agreement between GM's Delco division
and Motorola has created the 68332, the first 32-bit processor
designed for automotive use. Planned for introduction in GM
cars around 1995, this chip is based on the 68020, found in
the Mac II. While some claim a 32-bit processor is overkill,
GM maintains that the next generation of cars will have to
pack at least that much computing power. In fact, one experi
mental GM system is so complex that it needs two 32-bit
68332 processors.
The Japanese have also embraced automotive computer
technology. Nippon Denso, the Japanese electronics giant,
manufactures the Toyota Computer Controlled Systems.
Toyqta's flagship luxury car, the Lexus LS400, uses TCCS
computers in innovative ways to control the drive train, in
cluding shifting the automatic transmission electronically.
Not to be outdone, Nissan's flagship, the lnfiniti Q45 se
dan, carries 14 separate computer modules that control the
engine, transmission ~ speed-sensitive power steering (e.g.,
the slower you drive, the more power assist YOQ get}, security
system, adjustable suspellSion, and more. Every module on
the Infiniti Q45 is connected to an on-board communications
system called the Diagnostic Data Link; technicians can
download information about all modules through a single
communications connection.
Like many luxury cars, the lnfiniti and the Lexus come
with anti lock braking systems. While ABS is one of the most
noticeable and beneficial features that computers have
brought to cars, monitoring and controlling the brake system
is actually one of an on-board computer's easiest jobs.
Another feature, electronic traction control, relies on the
same sensors and technology as does ABS. Electronic trac
tion control minimizes wheel-spin by automatically reducing
engine power-particularly on low-traction surfaces, such as
ice or gravel.

LANs on Wheels
The basic automobile wiring system has not changed funda
mentally over the years. Every switch is more or less directly
wired to the device it'operates. Open the door of almost any
luxury car. and look at the cable rurniing from the door to the '
body; it looks more like a phone company trunk line than car
wiring. It's not uncommon fQr that cable to. carry up to 50
pairs of wire.
Now, imagine that same trunk replaced by a single LAN
style twisted-pair cable. The concept is called multiplexing, a
technology that' s crucial if cars are to take full advantage of
computers. Rather than having a traditional wiring harness,
the car would have its own digital bus, with electric windows,
electronic fuel-injection system, antilock brakes, and trans
mission hooked to it- just as a computer has disk drives,
monitor, keyboard, and other devices connected to its bus.
Consider a light switch. Instead of sending electric current
directly to the lights, the switching action would trigger an
input signal module activating a body control module that
would send a signal down the bus. The appropriate output sig
nal module would pick up the instruction and activate the
proper relay to send current to the lights. That's how it hap
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pens on the $55,000Cadillac Allante sports car-one of the
first cars to incorporate sonic multiplexing.
Running a true digital bus through the car will allow com
puters to share sensors and trade information. The bus will
provide a foundation .. for future centralized computing sys
tems and make .it easier to add more and more high-tech·op
.tions. In short, multiplexing will do for the automobile what
the hard disk drive did for the PC.

Coming Attractions
For the last few years, Buick has been displaying a concept
vehicle (an engineering. dream car) with all its accessories
completely controlled by voice command. There's also elec
tronically controlled four-wheel drive, a satellite navigation
system, and drive-by-wire.
A drive~by-wire system is similar to the fly-by-wire sys
tems used in fighter jets. Instead of mechanical links running
from the steering wheei, pedals, and shift controls, these de
vices merely send electronic signals along the data bus to the
controllers for the front wheels, accelerator, or transmission.
Thus, unencumbered by the need to have the controls physi
cally connected to the vehicle, designers will have the flexi
oility to locate the positions of the driver, passengers, and
their respecti'Ve controls anywhere in the car.
J\nother development with far-reaching possibilities is the
,electronic ~lutch, which will provide all the advantages, effi
ciencies. and fun of&·standard-shift car along with the ease of
ail automatic. The current :Ferrari Formula I .racer features
button.!l on ~e steering wheel to select the next higher or lower
gear. You use the clutch only to start the car froin a dead stop.
Other-innovations on the drawing board include a comput~
erized muffler that generates sounds to cancel out exhaust
noise, ~ "tattletale" feature that will inform your dealer of
your car' s IJll-~e top speed, roof panels that chan~ from
clear to black at the touch of a button (based on LCD technol
ogy), and active sus1'ensions that adjust individual shock-ab
sorber pressure for turns and potholes.

Not Quite State of the

An

For all the technical innovations built into today' s automo
biles, the current state of computers in cars is something less
than state of the art. It's true that the chips and <;0mputers are
excellent examples of high technology, but they are still only
stand~alone devices that have been · taken to their extreme
technical limits. Making them all work together is the key.
And for the average $14,000 car, that kind of integration is
still a long way off.
Less than 15 years ago, the automotive computer was re
garded as a nuisance-an invasion-a mysterious device to be
tolerated or, if possible, removed. But the addition of com
puters has made today's cars much more efficient. By using
computers, we're achieving the fuel mileage and emissions
control demanded of us by the economical and environmental
condition of the 1990s, while enjoying the performance of
1960s muscle cars. Automotive computers have hel~ bring
riew meaning to the term "power user."

Vinny Minchillo is a copywriter for the firm of Larkin,
Meeder & Schweidel in Dallas, Texas. He has been writing
about technical automotive subjects for four years·and has
worked with on-board automotive computers and after
market fuel-injectiQn systems. He can be reached on BIX
c/o "editors. "

sors are used. One of the keys to laser-printer performance is
how fast a printer can assemble a bit map of the image to be
printed. Obviously, the more powerful the processor, the faster
a bit map can be built. The Intel i960 RISC chip and the Motor
ola 68030 are both used to control laser printers. The i960, for
instance, is used in Star Micronics' Laserprinter 4, among
others. Hewlett-Packard uses the Motorola 68000 family in
some of its laser printers.
Another popular chip for high-end control applications is a
digital signal processor. DSPs are specialized microprocessors
designed to do certain operations very quickly. Their speed and
interrupt structure make them valuable for control applica
tions, while the nature of the applications minimizes the disad
vantages they suffer as general-purpose computers.

Programming Embedded Systems
Embedded-system programmers have a variety of specialized
tools at their disposal. A number of operating systems are de
signed for real-time control applications. They also have emu
lators to allow programmers to develop applications on com
mon systems like the PC and the Mac. Other specialized tools
include cross compilers and CASE tools.
Another powerful tool is the in-circuit emulator, an emulator
that plugs into the processor socket on an embedded system.
With an emulator, designers can set hardware and software
breakpoints, keep track of register contents, and watch the all
important timing windows of critical events.
A major difference between writing software for embedded
systems and writing conventional applications software is that
in application development, the development system is usually
the target system; that is, if you want to write software for a
Macintosh, you work on a Macintosh . In an embedded system,
the development system is almost never the target system. This
means that cross compilers and simulators are especially im
portant because the hardware and software is usually devel
oped in parallel. For example, the circuit boards may not be
available until almost the time the software has to be ready.
Embedded-system programming is getting a Jot more atten
tion today , because embedded-system software is becoming a
larger part of the cost and development time of new products. A
typical programming project for event controllers can take as
Jong as 18 months to develop from scratch. It can take several
years to get the software ready for more complex, 32-bit em
bedded microprocessors.
The cost of developing embedded-system software can be
very high , because each application is essentially custom built,
and software has to be extensively tested before it is released. A
software update usually means recalling the product and plug
ging in a new chip. Unless the cost can be spread over many
thousands ofunits, software development can be a major item in
a product's budget.
Ideally , an embedded-system project starts with a well-de
fined list of inputs and outputs. With microcontrollers, this can
be organized as a matrix with the expected output shown for
every input, including the no-op combinations that will be ex
plicitly programmed to do nothing. The timing windows for
critical events will be carefully laid out. In a well-run project of
any size, the software specifications are tight and exact. On a
large project, it could take months just to develop specifications
that cover all contingencies.
The actual programming can be done at any language level
from C or Ada to assembly language. The choice depends , in
part, on what is available for the particular chip and, in part, on
the amount of memory available . Some microcontrollers have
only a few hundred bytes of ROM, so everything has to be
JUNEl991 •BYTE
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Echelon: A$10 Device Controller
RlcJI Malloy

t's a small, low-cost device, but it may have a big impact
on the computer industry, as well as on our personal
lives. Introduced by Echelon (a new company started by
A. C . " Mike" Markkula, a cofounder of Apple Com
puter), this networkable device- the Echelon Neuron-should
be able to control a number of devices, not only in homes, but
also in offices and factories .
The technology is based on a new chip called the Neuron.
Like biological neurons, Echelon Neurons have built-in abili
ties to communicate with one another. They will be able to
control many funct ions, including office lighting systems,
alarms, factory machines, automobile components, and home
appliances.
For example, a network of Neurons in your office con
nected to a motion detector and an ambient-light sensor can
ensure that the lights in your office are on only when you are
there and it's dark outside. In another·example, Neurons con
nected to an array of smoke detectors, temperature sensors,
and exit lights might determine where in an office building a
fire has occurred, signal an alarm, and light only those exit
signs that would direct people safely away from the fire.
Controllers based on the Neuron chip are expected to sell in
volume quantities by late this year. They may eventually cost
as little as $10 each, including network connection costs.
The Neuron is a single chip that contains a number of dif
ferent components (see the figure) . These include three 8-bit
processors connected in pipeline fashion, lOK bytes of ROM ,
lK byte of RAM, and 512 bytes ofEEPROM . The !OK-byte
ROM area contains the code for a complete seven-layer com
munications network protocol. Echelon has licensed the tech
nology for th.e Neuron chip to Motorola and Toshiba; both say
they will ship the chip around the middle of this year.
The Neuron is designed to be used in a network that Eche
lon calls a Local Operating Network. For physically connect
ing the Neuron chips, Echelon has proposed three "commu
nications transceivers"-one for twisted-pair cable (1.25
megabits per second), one for communicating via AC. power
lines (9600 bps) , and one for wireless radio communications
(5000 bps) . Any one of these transceivers can be connected to
a Neuron, and LONs can be made up of any or all of these
media.
Developers can use LONs with a LON Starter Kit. The kit
consists of software for an IBM AT-class system plus an ex
ternal b6x that allows developers to simulate a LON . Develop
ers can program the individual Neurons using an enhanced
version of C called Neuron C. Echelon officials say that the
512-byte EEPROM area of the Neuron can accommodate
a three-page C pro
gram. For larger pro
FOR MORE INFO
grams, another ver
sion of the Neuron
Echelon Corp.
chip will be available
4015 Miranda Ave.
that can access up to
Palo Alto, CA 94304
42K bytes of external
(415) 855-7400
memory. The Starter
fax : (415) 856-6153
Kit costs approxi
Circle 1105 on Inquiry Card.
mately $15,000.
Echelon officials
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THE NEURON 3120 CHIP
CP.4
OP.3
CP:2

Processor
1

CP.1
CP.O

Processor
2

Processor

3

1/0 section :
General 1/0
Parallel port
Serial port
Timer/Counter

ROM
{10K bytes)

10.10
10.9
10.8
10.7
10.6
10.5
10.4
10.3
10.2
10.1
10.0

RAM
{1K byte)

EE PROM
(512 bytes)

Clock
Service

Reset

The first member ofthe Neuron chip family is the 3120
chip. The 3120 contairis three processors: two dedicated
to LONTalk (the network protocol used by Neurons)
and one designed to be used by the chip 's application
program.
say that the most important component of the LON technol
ogy is its peer-to-peer LONTalk network protocol. According
to the company, the design constraints for this network were
much stricter than those of typical LANs designed for con
necting microcomputers. Not only must the network be able.to
handle three or more different ty,pes of physical connections,
but it also m11st be 100 percent reliable even at peak loads,
easy to install , secure, and able to fit into just lOK bytes of
ROM. The only deficiency of the network protocol is that it is
optimized for use with only very small amounts of data.
Although Neurons and LONs have immediate applications
in mundane tasks (sucb as turning on lights), they could also
be used for a wide number of other, more challenging duties.
For example, they could be used to control an airplane, elimi
nating miles of conventional cable and possibly lessening the
need for a large central computer.

Rich Malloy is the New York- based managing editor ofthe
BYTE news department and editor in chiefofBYTEWEEK,
a newsletter covering the personal compUler industry. He
can be reached on BIX as "rmalloy. "
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With powerful fonts and graphics,
ease of use and economy.
By now you've heard how fu t and ea!:iy
Microsoft® Windows™ m akes it to
tap all that PC power you've got o n
your desk
W ell now d1ere's an affOr<lable, easy
way to put that power o n paper m icrolaser from Texas Instruments.
Right out of the box, microlaser
comes with what you need
to print d1e razzle-dazzle pages
of text and graphics you've
dreamed of creating.
Just plug it in and go.
That's because microlaser PS models
come wid1 the Adobe® 'fIA
Po tScrip language ljJll POSTSCRIPT
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and d1e memory it takes to use it Plus
you get your choice of either 17 oc 35 scal
able fo nts, starting at just $1,999.*
When it comes to print speed ,
microlaser zips along at 6 ppm. If you
need a shared printer solutio n , rum
to its cousin, microlaser XL This wo rk
horse gallops at a fo m1idable 16 ppm .
If all dm isn't enough, ju t look at
what else you get wid-1 microla ·er. It's
the smallest printer in its class. It han
d les mo re paper and envelope in more
ways. And it supports more than 4 ,CXX)

I!
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ooltw.ue packages, including
your W indows applicatio ns.
So when you add it all u p,

you'll under rand why MadJser
the power of your ideas !!!!1/2
need s the power, convenience and
economy of microl..a er. Let microla er
open new windows for you.
For d1e name of d1e nearest dealer, call

1-800-527-3500.
The miaoL'l.«=r PSI7 has camw the 1990 PC W!odd Best
Buya\\'1rtl; miaoL'ISCr PSJ; has c'1mcd the 1990 lnfoW!or!d
Excellenr Value """ rd and 4V1 mice from MncUs.!r.
Oaol:,,r1 990.

TEXAS .
INSTRUMENTS

'Tl su~ ti.J n.'t.lil I rkc. (Dealers' prices may vary.) microl..asc:.r is a trademark ofTcxas lmm1 mcnts lncorpomtc\.I. AJobe, Pc"tS<..oipr:md the PostScript Logo are n.;,>i tcn.J tmdC>
marks of Adobe Systems, Inc. Mien.» fr ls a rc;,>isten.J tr.idemark and Windows isa rrndc111:1rk of MicrosoltCorp<.lmtion. ©1991Tl 71816
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EMBEDDED SYSTEMS

tightly coded; readability, maintainability, and everything else
is sacrificed to get the program as compact as possible. These
practices went out of general programming practice decades
ago. Now, using such methods in embedded-system program
ming is fading, too , because microcontrollers with more mem
ory are readily available; companies can now cut overall costs
by facilitating software development and maintenance. The
tendency is to program in higher-level languages and to use op
erating systems or, at least, libraries of reusable code to handle
the routine parts.
Because of the critical nature of embedded systems, a lot of
attention is paid to testing and debugging. The software should
be exercised against all possible I/O combinations-a huge task
even on applications with a definable set of possibilities. In the
early stages, testing may be complicated by the fact that testing
can't be done on the target system but must be tested on simula
tors. As a compensation to testing on simulators, the test can be
set up to monitor the internal workings of the program closely,
including the register contents and hardware details. In some
embedded systems, physical environment testing is important,
as well.

Trends in Embedded Systems

VISTA MICROSYSTEMS, Inc.
~

6 Whipple St., No. Attleboro, MA 02760
Tel. 508-695-8459 • FAX 508-695-8688

-

• Diagnose comm problems
• Install new equipment
• Determine baud rates
• Reduce development time
• Troubleshoot faster
• RS-422 option available
• SDLC, HDLC, X.25. BISYNC • Parity & CRC check
• 40 hours on 9v battery • BK buffer with printer dump
BitView shows you bidirectional data In ASCII, EBCDIC, or Hex for async and sync data
lines at baud rates from 110 to 64 Kbaud. Now find your comm problems in minutes
instead of hours!

Call (212)662-6012 or Fax (212)678-6143
MEASUREMENT & CONTROL PRODUCTS, INC.
415 Madison Avenue. 22 Fl.. New York, NY10017
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The trend today is toward more powerful systems. Four-bit
controllers are beginning to fade, being replaced by fast 8-bit
and even 32-bit controllers. The cost difference between the
limited 4-bit controllers and the more powerful 8- or 16-bit con
trollers is steadily narrowing. With the headroom of these new
processors, it is less expensive and easier to add new features to
an embedded system.
With more space, it follows that the trend is away from re
placement designs and toward feature enhancements to existing
products , usually through software. There is also a growing
focus on software productivity. This is an especially important
issue, because embedded-system designs are essentially one of
a kind, and the new processors require more programming.
One way to make programmers more productive is to give
them a familiar environment to work in. Modern operating sys
tems that combine a microkemel with message passing can do
just that. Chorus, an operating system from Chorus Interna
tional, can exist in as little as 24K bytes of memory, making it
suitable for embedded-system applications. The larger version
of Chorus is function-call-compatible with Unix System V re
lease 4, meaning that programmers can develop software for
embedded-system applications running Chorus under Chorus.
Other, modularized operating systems are also becoming de
sirable software bases for embedded systems.
There is a tendency to give products better user interfaces to
get around the dreaded "VCR Syndrome," but the bottleneck is
the cost of the I/O devices. A cryptic user interface with many
states can use a very simple display and keyboard. A better user
interface usually means a better, and hence more expensive,
display and keyboard, but even these costs are dropping.
Historically, we have tended to think of embedded systems
as being the smaller, weaker relatives of the hardware and soft
ware we use for general-purpose computing. That isn't true
anymore, and it is likely to become less and less true in the fu
ture. Some manufacturers are exploring advanced methods,
such as parallel processing, Al, and neural networks. In an
other 10 years, the most powerful , capable applications we
have may be in embedded systems. •
Rick Cook is a freelance writer who specializes in high technol
ogy and writes science fiction and fantasy for fun. He lives in
Phoenix, Ariwna, and can be reached on BIX as "rcook."

lnfoWorld readers vote Northgare "Desktop ComputeroftheYear!"

Northgate ShattersTenYears Of IBM:
Compaq AndApple Dominance!

n(ollv rld readers nrc the "Who's Who" of Corporate
America's most knowledgeable computer buyers. For
the past decade. /nfoWor/d has sent ballots asking
readers to vote fo r their choice of · Desktop Computer of
the Year~ Only one wins. Apple, IBM and Compaq have
dominated this voting.

I

Tiu: top experts in chousands of America's /argr:st
businesses voted on ir. And in one Sll't:ep, corporate
computer burcrs ha•'c dccl3rcd:

performance, compatibility and reliability. Every system
wc sell has gone tl1rough a<least 547 individual compatibiliiy
checks (3 15 softw:irc pmgmms alone) before our quality
control engineers say it's Northg:ne.

Ifs safe to buy from other than IBM and Compaq ...

But for l990, areal shocker!

And now ic's safe to buy high performance computers
from a company elm sells dircccly to the cuscomcr!

That's one of the reasons orthgate ~'Ste ms \VOrk so
well . From our economical SlimLinew systems, right up
th rough our spectacular 486/33, winner of the lnfo~lvrld
' Desktop Computer of 1he Year· voti ng. you can be sure
when you buy 1orthgatc you're putting a winner to work.

When the tens of thousands of votes were rallied neither
Apple, IBM nor Compaq had won. Nor had Dell , AST
or Hewlett Packard . Instead, Jn fo Hv rld's readers voted a
Northgate system "Desktop Compu ter of lite Year.·

With this landmark vote, one era ended
and anew one began!
Northgate. a fou r-year-old compu te r designer and
manufacturer from the 1idwcst toppled tradition and
along with it, the way corporate computer buye rs do
business. Because Northga1c doesn't sell just ordinary
computers and we don't sell them in a traditional way.
Northgatc designs and builds the industry's highest
performing sys1cms. And we sell them direct to yo u. o
dealers. Docs this method work? You bet it docs .. .

How did all this happen? Well , wc could say it's a result
of our years-ahead design. Performance that has won just
about every other award in the industry. And legendary
technical support and customer service policies that
demand we deliver total satisfaction. A winning
combination. indeed. But what matters most is . . .

Northgate goes the e~tra mile to assure your
computer dollars are investments, not costs!
It's the Northgate differences that create cuswmer
confidence! When sophisticated buyers, like the readers
of ln foV.v rld, put pen to purchase order, Northgate gets
the vote. 111 ~-y know t h~-y can trust Northgate.
lit Northi,.,,te, components are researched and evaluated
under the most stringent methods LO ensure highest

Northgate's Award-Winning Lineup ofFull Size 386 &486 Business Systems

Northgnte gives you die edge in today's tough marketplace.
But tha1's not enough . . .

Half amillion minutes ayear Northgate
technical support is ready for your call!
When you buy 18~1 or most other compu1cr brands from
a dealer, you live with their support policies. At best
they're open 9-5, and maybe a b v hours on the weekend.
1
ced to talk to someone "off hours"? When you deal
with those guys, you're out of luck. No support. No help.
At Northgatc, there's a friendly, understanding and
superbly capable tech specialist ready to help you
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
'

Lefs see IBM and Compaq matchthis offer ...
We invi1e yo ur company to enjoy the Nonhgatc experience.
Pu1 our systems to the test for 30 days. If they don'<
deliver everything you expect - and more - we'll buy
them bac k. No strings attached. Simply call our 800
number for a free Pre-Purchase Consultation with one
of our acco unt representatives.

For Your Free
Consultation Call

800-345-8709
Elegance 386/25

Elegance 386/33

_A_//_ NOmlfG4lF
-,---v:-~
7075 FlyingClood Dr.. F.drn l'nitidL'I ;5,;14

Elegance 486125
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Award-winning performance, unequaled
service andincredible support for aprice IBM:
Compaq®
andDell®
can't hope to match.

T

he power of 386'" computing is t.he
lifeblood of business today. And
more and more, Nonhgate is the
vendor of choice. Why? Northgate is the
only company who consistently earns top
ratings fo r performance, service, support
and bottom-Line value. Industry experts
and users worldwide agree.
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Northgate Elegance': Full-size
386 power and expandability.
The business systems of choice. Elegance's
award-winning reputation has made tl1em
the choice of Fortune 1000 corporations,
government agencies and universities
around the world . And with good reason .

Northgate 386 .. . computings most
decorated line. Northgate's rise to the
pinnacle of 386 technology started in 1988
when Computer Shopper readers voted
Northgate's 386 Power System both a "Best
Buy" and Overall Best Buy. A few months
later, PC Magazine named Northgate 386/ 20
and 386/25 "Editors' Choice'.' Later that
year, our 386/ 33 received the same honor.
Along the way, our 386 systems won several
InioWorld recognitions as well.

Elegance full-size systems are designed to
allow you to easily expand your system as
your business needs increase. You only pay
for the components you need now.

Revolutionary systems of the
90's:Northgate Slimline'."

Northgatewins 1990 Micro
computer Marketing Council's
Service and SupportAward!

Often copied, never duplicated! It seems
like everyone has jumped on the Slimline
bandwagon these days. Truth is, Northgate
pioneered this incredible technology. We
were the first to introduce full power 386
systems in a case measuring only 4.25" high.
Architecture that stunned the industry!
SlimLine's fully-integrated motherboard
features built-in IDE hard drive and floppy
drive controllers, one parallel and two
serial ports plus a 16-bit VGA controller.
And we didn't scrimp on expansion capabil
ities. Our un ique expansion tree has three
full-length 16-bit and two half-length 8-bit
slots fo r all your add-ons and peripherals.
Perfect single-user workstation or network
terminal. Slimline is ideal for use where
you need fu ll-size 386 power, but space is
a premium.
For comprehensive system features and
popular configurations, see next page.

Power for every application. From "simple"
tasks like word processing and desktop
publishing to advanced CAD/ CAE and
database management applications, Elegance
delivers. To find out what systems are
right for you, see next page for system
co nfigurations and upgrade options.

• 30-day no-risk trial period
• Full one year wan-anty on systems, 5 years on
OmniKey keyboards.
• Northgate responds to your needs with
overnight shipment of parts-al our expense!
• free on-site service to most location for one
year if we can't solve your needs over the phone.
• Unique 24-hour toll-free technical suppon
the industry's best!
• We accept VISA, MasterCard, Discove r and
Northgate's Big 'N' card. We offer leasing and
fin ancing options, tool
Free pre-purchase consultation. Nobody
spends thousands of dollai:s on systems
during the llrst phone cal.I. You know it, we
know it. Instead, we offer a no-obligation
pre-purchase consultation with one of
our highly-trained Technical Consultants.
You won't get high-pressure tactics or
commission-hungry salespeople. just
friendly assistance in matching your
business needs with the appropriate
orthgate solution.

~~ttFREE 800-345-8709
IN USA &'10 CANADA

fortune lOOOcorporations, gMmment agenciesand
educationinstitutions, call National Business tlccounts:

800 - 548
· - 3510

Notice to the hearing impaired: Nonhgnt.c has IDD capability. Dial 800-535-0602.
"l'C Magazine. Scpccmbcr 25. 1990

~ NORlllf.UTE

7/Vr.&f'll/ffffc
"Smart Tools For Business'"'
7075 Flying Cloud Drive,
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344
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Number One! Elegance"'
486/25 & 33 MHz ISA

Northgatewins 1990
Microcomputer Marketing
Council'sService and
SupportAward!

~

lnfoWorld's Product of
the Year! After outscoring
) ~Rooucl1 the competition in
'~ OF THE ) " InfoWorld's 1990 reviews,
'Z , YEAR )'Z and being praised
) .J' )1':1' ) ',,[
as "tops in support
1990
"
and value;'t Elegance
486/ 25i was awarded the publication's
highest honor: Product of the Year
This was the fourth award given to an
Elegance 486 system ... no other
company comes close!
{ :t ).,. )''

1

-

PC Magazine says
"Editors' Choice!"When
L_J
I
reviewing 486/ 25
.--,
h
systems, they said
! lI
II
"Only one machine
l~r:m~~l~I~
stands out ... you
could pay less for a 486 EDITO RS'
CHOICE
system, but not get the
bonuses that are offered "-'""""',."·'""
with the Elegance."tt
"-"Wlmn •L"''
In the February 12, 1990 issue, PC
Magazine declared Elegance 486/ 33
Edito rs' Choice, sayi ng the syste.m was
"a sure winner in its class'.'

Til

~
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486/25 and 33 MHz
EISA give you full
32-bit performance!
Performance that rivals RISC-based
minicomputers costing thousands
more! New 32-bit ElSA bus maximizes
the performance of Intel's 486 chip .. .
gives yo u the power to co ntrol large
networks at near processor speed!
Complete compatibility! Elegance
486e is 100% compatible with UNIX,
Novell and DOS. Plus, Elegance is
compatible with ex isting 8-bit and
16-bit ISA adapters, so you benefit
from downward compatibili ty.

~

Computer Shopper
~
lililill_t_ readers agree! Elegance
486/ 25i breezed past the
competition and captured
a 1990 "Best Buy" award.
This makes three years
in a row, a Northgate
Elegance system was voted
tops by Computer Shopper readers.
lSA 486 System Features:
• Imel 486/ 25 or 33 MHz processor
• 4Mb RAM ; ex pandable IO 8Mb on
motherboard
• 200Mb IDE hard drive
• l.2Mb and l.44Mb Oo ppy drives
• 64K SRAM read/ write-back cach e
+ ISA bus
• O ne 32-bil, six 16-bit and one 8-bi t slots
• One parallel a nd two se rial pons
• Vertical "Power" case (deskto p avai lable)
• 16-bit VGA graphics adaptor with
512K video RAM (ex-pan dable to 1Mb)
• 14" SVGA color moni cor
• OmniKe/'!UITRA keyboard
+ MS-DOS 4.01 o r 33 and GW-BASlC
software installed
+ Mi croso ft® Wi n dows~3.0 and mouse
+ FCC Class B Certified

Compare Elegance 486e performance
and Northgate setvice and support
with any other vendor's in th e indus
try. You'll find yo u can't buy better
than Nonhgate! Call now ... let
Northgate build your system today!
True EISA 486 System Features:
• Intel 486/ 25 or 33 MHz processor
• 4Mb RAM; expandable to 32Mb o n
motherboard
+ ! Mb EISA caching SCSI comro Ue.r
• 200Mb SCSI hard disk
• l.2Mb and l.44Mb Ooppy drives
• 128 K SRAM read / write-back cache
+ ElSA b us
• Eight 32-bit ElSA slots; six bus master
and two slave
• One parallel and one serial po n
• 16-bit VGA graphics adaptor with
512K video RAM (expandable to lMb)
• 14" SVGA mo nochro me mon itor
• Vertical "Power" case
• 300 watt power supply
• OmniKe/'! UITRA keyboard
+ MS- DOS 4.01 or 33 and GW-BASIC
so ftware installed
• Microsoft mouse
• FCC Class B Certified

• 30 Day No-Risk Trial. To assure your
co mplete satisfaction, Northgate gives
you a 30-day No-Risk Trial.
• Full parts and labor warranties:
1 year on systems; 5 years on
Om niKey keyboards.
• Overnight shipment of replacement
parts when needed - at our expense.
• Northgate's unique 24-hour
toll-free technical support leads
the industry - most needs are
met with j ust o ne call!
• Free o n-site setvice to most locations
if we can't meet your tech nical
needs over the phone.
• Easy financing: Use your orthgate
Big 'N: VISA, MasterCard o r Discover
Card. Leasing terms up to fi ve years
also available.

Free Pre-purchase Consultation
Nobody spends thousands of
dollars on systems during the
first phone call. You know it,
we know ir. lnstead, we offer a
no-obligation pre-purchase
consultation with one of our
highly-trained Technical
Consultants. You'll receive
friendly assistance in matching
your business needs with the
appropriate Northgate solution.

C ALL T OLL-FREE

800-345-8709

IN USA AND ,\NADA

Fortun e LOOO co rpo rations, gove rnment
agencies and education institutions call

~::un:~~usines

800-548-3510

Notice to the hearing impaired: Nonhgate
has m o ca pability. Dial 800- 535-060 2.

~~~~;~

s

NORTJIGAJF
COAIPt/JER

SJSJFAI~ INC

"Smart Tools For Business"~
7075 FlyingCloud Drive, Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344
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EDITORS'
CHO I E

Award-winning performance, unequaled
service and incredibk support for aprice IBM:
Glmpaq®and Dell® can't hope to match.
Northgate Elegance"': Full-size
T
386 power and expandability.
he power of 386'" computing is the
lifeblood of business today. And
more and more, Northgate is the
vendor of choice. Why? Northgate is the
only company who consistently earns top
ratings for performance, service, support
and bottom-line value. Industry experts
and users worldwide agree.

Northgate 386 ... computing's most
decorated line. Northgate's rise to the
pinnacle of 386 technology started in 1988
when Computer Shopper readers voted
Northgate's 386 Power System both a "Best
Buy" and Overall Best Buy. A few months
latei; PC Magazine named Northgate 386/20
and 386/25 "Editors' Choice." Later that
year; our 386/33 received the same hono[
Along the way, our 386 systems won several
lnfoWorld recognitions as well.

Revolutionary systems ofthe
90's: Northgate Slimline~
Often copied, never duplicated! It seems
like everyone has jumped on the Slimline
bandwagon these days. Truth is, Northgate
pioneered this incredible technology. We
were the first to introduce full power 386
systems in a case measuring only 4.2sn high.
Architecture that stunned the industry!
Slimline's fully-integrated motherboard
features built-in IDE hard drive and floppy
drive controllers, one parallel and two
serial ports plus a 16-bit VGA controlle[
And we didn't scrimp on expansion capabil
ities. Our unique expansion tree has three
full-length 16-bit and two half-length 8-bit
slots for all your add-ons and peripherals.
Perfect single-user workstation or network
terminal. Slimline is ideal for use where
you need full-size 386 powei; but space is
a premium.
For comprehensive system features and
popular configurations, see next page.

The business systems of choice. Elegance's
award-winning reputation has made them
the choice of Fortune 1000 corporations,
government agencies and universities
around the world. And with good reason.
Elegance full-size systems are designed to
allow you to easily expand your system as
your business needs increase. You only pay
for the components you need now.
Power for every application. From "simple"
tasks like word processing and desktop
publishing to advanced CAD/CAE and
database management applications, Elegance
delivers. To find out what systems are
right for you, see next page for system
configurations and upgrade options.

Northgate wins 1990 Micro
computer Marketing Council's
Service and Support Award!
• 30-day no-risk trial period
• Full one year warranty on systems, 5 years on
OmniKey keyboards.
• Nonhgate responds to your needs with
overnight shipment of parts-at our expense!
• Free on-site service to most locations for one
year if we can't solve your needs over the phone.
• Unique 24-hour toll-free technical support
the industry's best!
• We accept VISA, MasterCard, Discover and
Nonhgate's Big 'N' card. We offer leasing and
financing options, too!
Free pre-purchase consultation. Nobody
spends thousands of dollars on systems
during the first!.hone call. You know it, we
know it. lnstea , we offer a no-obligation
pre-purchase consultation with one of
our highly-trained Technical Consultants.
You won't get high-pressure tactics or
commission-hungry salespeople. Just
friendly assistance in matching your
business needs with the appropriate
Northgate solution.

itttFREE 800-345-8709
IN USA ANO CANADA

fonun.e l~ .corporations,go"ernmemagencies and
~on 111SOruuons, call Naaonal Busin.ss Acrounis:

800-548 3510

Notict to lhe hwing imp•irtd: Nonhgate has TDD capability. rn.l S00..535·0602.
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7075 Aying Cloud Drive,
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Only Northgate offers afull range of 386systems
in Slimline;Desktop and Vertical Power Cases!

Slimline... aNorthgate original!

"Editors' Choice"- all Elegance"' systems

Slimline Features:
• Small foo tprint (16.5" square x 4.25"
high) Slim Line case with room
for two exposed and one internal
half-height devices
• 64K SRAM read/write-back cache
• l.2Mband l44Mb0oppydiskdrives
" Integrated 16-bit SVGA with 1024 x
768 resolution: 512K memory
• Imel®and Weitek math co-processor
support

Elegance Features:
• 150 watt power supply
• Clock calendar chip rated at 5 years
• OmniKey" keyboard

• 5-bay desktop case with room for
3 exposed and 2 internal half-height
devices; 200W power supply

• MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-llASIC
installed
• On-line user's guide to M5-DOS 4.01
• QA Plus Diagnostic and utility
software
• FCC Class B cert i fled

• Optional 7-bay vertical power case
has 220W power supply
• RAM expansion up to 8Mb on
motherboard (16Mb total RAM
with 32-bit memory card)
• One parallel and two serial ports

Slimline 386SX/16 and 20 MHz with 64K Cache

Northgate Elegance 386/25

• Imel 80386SX/ 16 or 20 MHz
processor
• 2Mb of RAM on motherboard

•
•
•
•
•

Imel 80386/ 25 Mhz processor
4Mb of RAM
IOOMb hard drive
64K SRAM read / write-back cache
l.44Mb and l.2Mb floppy drives

5

3699°

• 40Mb hard drive
• 14'SVGA color monitor

s2399oo/ 5 2599°0 Or as low as s75• /•ao
0

00

p er month•

Slimline 386/25 MHz with 64K Cache
• Imel 80386/ 25 Mhz proce or
• 4Mb of RAM on motherboard

• lOOMb hard drive
• 14'SVGA color mon it or

s3399oo Or as low as s10500 per month•
Slimline 386/33 MHz with 64K Cache
E.~clusivc! The Edsun CEG chip is now available with Slimline 386/ 33. This device

emulates up to 2048 x 2048 resolution and lets your standard VGA monitor display
an incredible 750POO colors. Plus, it smooths out the jagged edges around images,
giving you clarity and brilliance you must see to believe! Other features :
• Imel 80386/ 33 Mhz processor
• 200Mb hard drive
• 4Mb of RAM on motherboard
• 14'5\IGA color monitor
5
0
Or as low as s120° 0 p er month•

3899°

CALL

TOLL-FREE

800-345-8709
IN US.A. AND CANADA
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• Intel and Weitek co-processor
s upport
• MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-BASIC
installed
• On-line user's guide to M5-DOS 4 .OJ
• QA Plus Diagnostic and Utilities
soft,vare
• SMARTDrive"' disk-caching software
• FCC Class Band Novell certified

• 16-bit SVGA Adaptor
• l 4'SVGA color monitor

• OmniKey keyboard
• Microsoft9Windows"and mouse

0 Or as low as s115oo per month*

Northgate Elegance 386/33
•
•
•
•
•

Intel 80386/ 33 Mhz processor
4Mb of RAM
200Mb hard drive
64K SRAM read/ write-back cache
l.44Mb and l.2Mb floppy drives

s4449oo Or as low as

5 140 00

• 16-bit SVGA Adaptor
• l 4'SVGA color monitor
• OmniKey keyboard
• Microsoft Windows and mouse

per month•

If one of these popular Slimline or Elegance
models doesn't meet your needs, CALL!
We'll custom build one just for you!

Major corporations, volume purchasers and
government agencies call National Business Accounts:

800-548-3510

A
L M:¥17Jla4TE
Iv. ~

"Smart Tools For Business'""
Notice to the hearing impaired : Nonhga1e has TDD capability. Dial 800-535-0602.

707'Aying0oud Orivt. Edtn Pnirie, MS SHH
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Mat e r ials
ALUMI NUM
FOC1JS :

eCycle Waste Corporation
The Materials Research Group Recommendation:

FOCUS

Aluminum

This s1udy conducted by the Ma terials Resea rch Group
·
recen rccommen at1on that
WeCycle con1inue 10 expand ils aluminum recycling capacit
ano1her 70% over the next 6 yea rs. The gra
g t shows
th e increasing proponioo of
ss provided by the aluminum division during the past three
years, now
· e y half of all revenues. It is our opinion 1ba1, at 1his me of growth,
--~·-~•um recycli ng will continue 10 offer our company its grea 1est opponunity fo r expansion over
Gross Revenues by Product

1be next decade, and cenainly
inlo the 21st ceo1ury.

Glass and Plastics
A$ can be inferred from the
graph to the left, glass and
plastics recycling bas been
holding s1eady throughou t
this same period, and bas
con s equen tly become a
smaller proportion of our
overall sources of revenue.
Allbougb this gro up would
strongly recomme nd th at
WeCyclc Wa s1e Corporation
do all tha1 is necessary to
increase its activities in lltesc
areas, our srudics bn vc sbowo

that aluminum will become
incrensingly the mn1erial of
choice in the shipping, heavy
manufacturing and container
industri es.

Aluminum

~heet
There's a lot to like about the new
Release 2.3.
Fbr starters, it's not just a graphical
spreadsheet. It's a fast, graphical spread
sheet for DOS. It's easy to use. And it
works as well on an older XT with just
512K of memory as it does on the newest
486 machine.
~
It also shares many features in
\
common with our powerful 3D
spreadsheet, Release 3. 1.
Including its superb spread
sheet formatting and publish
ing capabilities and full mouse
support. Along with its popu
lar AutoCompress feature that gives you
a trouble-free way of making larger work
sheets print on a single page.
We've also added new features you
won't find in other spreadsheets. Like the
Lotus~ 1-2-3~

Wilh its WYSI WYG grapilical 1111virvmne11t, you am

do all yourformalting "live" on screen.

Viewer (based on Lotus Magellan~tech
nology) which helps you find the file you
want before retrieving it. And a very
helpful Auditor that simplifies the job of
documenting and analyzing complex
worksheet logic.
Of course, you won't just like what
Release 2.3 does. You'll like how it feels.
AWYSIWYG graphical environment with live
on-screen formatting
a Lotus Magellan viewer technology for fasl file pre
viewing·, retrieving and linking... all without leaving
your active worksheet
a More graph types, including 30-effect graphs and
graph annotation capabilities
a Auto Compress, for a trouble-free way of making
larger worksheets print on single page
a Dialog Boxes for an easier, more interactive way
of working
a '!'ext-editing for easy on-sheet word processing,
including automatic word wrap, even around graphs
a The Audi Lor for documenting or highlightingyour
spreadsheet logic
a Improved memory management for building larger
worksheets up to 12 MB in size
o New pri nter drivers that support all leading laser and
dot-matrix printers
o Context-sensitive Help and an interactive tutorial
a

Lotusl-i3

The newLotus 1-2-3 for DOS

· CA Shocks Snre dsL "'"· ·
" World With 7r11 l" a. neet
Hi hl
%Price Cut:
g Y·Rated SuperCalcS
C!AmRIDG~~w Only $149.00

today Computer ass - ~ly
always Ii .
announced a d As~oc1ates ly "We've
to what
stened close.
reduction on ramatic Price they've bee users want and
•
one of the · d
try
. s most popular'
in us- high sn"""d hn concerned with
,,...., s eet ··
ing spreadsh
and best-seU expensive
hard Prices and the
SuperCaJc5. eet Programs, which are oft
ware upgrades
Effective ;111111 •
a CA SJ>okes en required." said
suggested retail ~.d1ate!y, the tis that th JJerson, "Users told
SuperCaJcs h b ist Price for spreadsh::t 7an~ed the latest'
Crom $495 00 as een slashed they needed" ec nology, but
means that.th to $149.00. This could
afford itd~t a Price they b
••--t Price
.
f or SuperCaJe new ""=
rion that would
anmooe appIica- . h u'
5
Lotus 1-2.3 c -:- which is
PCs That. run on all 'of 'tha
very likely becompat1ble - will their
. · th isexa11y
'
we 're g1Ving
S c .what
. bold under$10000
Th IS
' •
at
this
new
I
em._
Ui>erCaJcs
"" .
' new Pricing strat
"J is llreat new Ii
e- the best vaJuow.Pr1ce is by far I af
.
e in th e spread- e
users. It mean: or SPreadsheet sheet mdustry,.
can afford to tr jw everyone
lni tlal re~ct'
most advanced a e up to the SIJl'eadsheet
use:son amongst
technology . th .spreadsheet dealers
has b . and software
unlike Lotu~n1-2~n3dustry. And ingJy J>Ositive ~- o~erwhelm
f, '~.., d
.O or Excel
said bne use,'. "Jt•'s is terrific•
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It's the beginning of a revolution.
The affordable spreadsheet revolution. Now every
user in America can afford the
AVllSI most advanced spreadsheet
;::. technology. The latest break
throughs. Newest features.
3-D graphics.
.
.
Hottest
CAsCompuung
,
•
•
Archirecmre For
Its all there inside
The 9Vsprorccrs SuperCalcS. With Lotus 1-2-3
and enhanceSthe
.
.
mlucqfe"eryCA COmpatibihty, presentation
sqfn m resolurion. quality graphics and spread
sheet linking. SuperCalcS has become one
of the most popular, best-selling spread
sheets in the industry.

cM

jW

More than 3,000,000 copies have been sold and unlike
some others, Su percales runs on virtually every type of PC
that exists.
If you've been thinking about moving up to a
more powerful, full-featured spreadsheet, now's
the time. Move up to SuperCalcS and get every
thing you've always wanted for hundreds of
dollars less than Lotus 1-2-3, Excel or Quattro
Pro. For the name of your nearest SuperCalcS
dealer call 1-800
CALC-149.
(iOMPUTER '
Do it right now.
r.SSOCIATES
After all, at this
Software superior by design .
price, why wait?

~

1991 Computer Associates International. Inc.. 711 Stewart Avenue. Garden City. NY 11530-4787. Lotus and 1-2-:; are registered trademarks of Lorus Development Corporation.
Excel is a registered trademark and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Quattro Pro is a registered trademark of Borland International. Inc.
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ach month , BYTE evaluates dozens of products in a
broad range of categories. We cove r a lot of ground, but
we are always trying to do more. To that end , BYTE is proud
to bring you the NSTL Review Supplement series. As
reports become available, BYTE will present the results of
product comparisons from the National Software Testing
Laborato ries, a division of Datapro Research Group and a
BYTE sister company. NSTL is one of the world's premier
independent hardware and software testing faci lities. Its
services and advice are sought by many businesses from
the Fortune 500 on down .
These pages are supplemental; nothing has been cut
from the regular issue of BYTE to make room for them. And
the BYTE Lab will continue its long-standing tradition of
producing comprehensive , hard-hitting product compari
sons.
NSTL publishes ratings reports on Macintosh and PC
hardware and software, as well as on networking products.
BYTE will select topics based on timeliness and appropri
ateness to our readership . We will also avoid duplicating
product coverage found elsewhere in BYTE.
Many of the tests devised by NSTL are similar to

AboutNSTL
National Software Testing
Laboratories (NSTL) is an
independent organization
that tests personal compu
ter and LAN hardware and
software. It provides unbi
ased performance, compa
tibility, comparison, and usability testing for
personal computer users and vendors.
Founded in 1983, NSTL pioneered this use of
objective, real-world-based, and comparative
methodologies to gain its position as the lead
ing independent testing and evaluation facility
in the microcomputer industry.
NSTL publishes test results in Software
Digest Ratings Report, Software Digest Macin
tosh Ratings Report, PC Digest Ratings Report,
and LAN Reporter Ratings Report. The publi
cations carry no advertising.
NSTL's Commercial Testing Division of
fers test services on a confidential, contract
basis to vendors.
Additional information on NSTL's Com
mercial Test Division is available from NSTL,
Plymouth Corporate Center, Plymouth Meet
ing, PA 19462, (215) 941-9600.

This page contains proprietary test results. Reproduction or quotations, in
whole or in part. Is prohibited without written permission of NSTL, Inc.

BYTE's- the basic performance benchmarks, for example.
Unlike BYTE, NSTL provides a scoring system based on
numerical weightings assigned to key attributes such as
performance , ease of use , versatility , and overall quality.
While some of these ratings are by nature arbitrary, the
criteria within the evaluation are consistent for each pack
age and do provide a legitimate means of comparison.
Though we've examined NSTL's methodology and found it
satisfactory, BYTE has not tried to duplicate NSTL's tests.
NSTL retains full ownership of the results published here .
Due to space limitations, we could not publish all the
data that NSTL provided in its 75-page report. Instead, we
boiled down the information to its essential core. The full
report is available for sale from NSTL (see the text box
"About NSTL").
We bring you these supplements as a service. The
additional pages allow us to provide you with more product
comparisons in a wider range of categories. NSTL's format
and methodology might differ from what BYTE provides, but
they offer a reasonable , alternative means of comparison
that complements BYTE's own extensive product reviews.
We welcome NSTL to BYTE , and we welcome your com
ments on the NSTL supplements .

Advanced Spreadsheet Programs
In the MS-DOS world , spreadsheets cover a lot of
territory-from simple computerized balance sheets to
computational wizards with sophisticated viewing and print
ing options. For this comparative review, NSTL focuses on
the high end of the features and performance spectrum.
Although the capabilities of advanced spreadsheets
are constantly expanding, the most important components
of th is software category continue to be worksheet charac
teristics and data manipulation functions . The past year has
brought a number of significant improvements, however.
The availability of moderately priced high-performance
computer systems has encouraged the development of
highly graphical programs, and widespread use of laser
printers and color printers means that many advanced
packages now include full-featured charting modules. In
addition , these programs' list of file handling powers has
grown to include networking capabilities, spreadsheet link
ing , and three-dimensional worksheets. Some offer free
form modules, as well. (For advice on what to look for in an
advanced spreadsheet, see the text box "Advanced Spread
sheets: Adding Up Your Options.")
In th is roundup , NSTL evaluates seven programs that
qualify as advanced spreadsheets: Lotus Development's 1
2-3, Microsoft Excel for Windows, WordPerfect Corp.'s
PlanPerfect , FormalSoft's ProQube 3D, Borland lnterna
tional 's Quattro Pro, Computer Associates lnternational's
SuperCalc5, and lnformix Software's Wingz for Windows.
With the exception of a prerelease version of Microsoft
Excel for Windows (the final version was not available at the
time of testing) , all were production copies of the companies'
latest releases . (Borland has since released version 3.0 of
Quattro Pro.) In the case of 1-2-3, for which two versions
were available, NSTL evaluated the more powerful release
3.1 instead of the more widely distributed release 2.2.
(Lotus's high -end 1-2-3/G was omitted because it does not
run under MS-DOS. See the table on page 191 for a list of
additional spreadsheet vendors .)
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Microsoft Excel for Windows
Prerelease 3.0
Microsoft Co rp.
1 Microsoft Way
Redmond , WA 98052
(206) 882-8080

**** 8.9 8.1 9.6

• • • • •

5495

1MB; 2 MB 5.2 MB MS-DOS 3.0 or
recommended
higher; Windows
3.0

Qua ttro Pro 2.0
Borland Intern ational
1800 Green Hills Road
Scotts Valley, CA 95067
(408) 438-8400

**** 8.4 7.7 9.1

• • • • •

5495

512K; 640K 4 MB MS-DOS 2.0
recommended

*** 7.2 6.8 7.7

• • • • •

1-2-3 Re lease 3.1
Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Pkwy.
Cambridge , MA 02142
(617) 577-8500

5
595 •
5
795 ""
5495 0

1 MB

5 MB MS-DOS 3.0;
compatible with
Windows 3.0

**

6.2 7.7 4.7

• • • • •

5499

2 MB; 3 MB 2 MB MS-DOS 3.1 or
recommended
higher; Windows
3.0

*

5.5 5.4 5.6

• • • • •

5495

512K; 640K 5 MB MS-DOS 2.0 or
recommended
higher

Pia nPerfect 5.1
WordPerfect Corp .
155 North Technology Way
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 225-5000

Less
than
5. 0

4.8 4.7 4.8

• • • • •

5495

384K; 512K 3 MB MS-DOS 2.0 or
recommended
higher

ProQube 30
FormalSoft
P. 0. Box 1913
Sandy, UT 84091
(801) 565-0971

Less
than
5.0

3.8 4.3 3.4

• • • • •

s99

512K; 640K 1 MB MS-DOS 2.0 or
recommended
higher

Wingz for Windows 1.1
lnformix Software Inc.
16011 College Blvd.
Lenexa, KS 66219
(913) 599-7100
SuperCalc5 50
Comp uter Associates Internatio nal
71 1 Stewart Ave .
Garden City, NY 11530
(408) 432-1727

RATINGS KEY
OVER ALL E VALUATION

*****
****
***
**
*
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9.0 or higher
8.0 - 8.9
7.0 - 7.9
6.0 - 6.9
5.0 - 5.9

(On a scnlo of o to 10)
A LL O THE R RATINGS

•

7.0- 10.0
• 5.0-6.9
Under5.0

.,.•
0

Standard Edition
Network Server
Network Mode

•

This page contains proprietary test results. Reproduction or quotations, in
whole or in part , is prohibited without written permission of NSTL, Inc.
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No Background recalculation ; outlining; fast calcu- Inability to disable undo feature;
lation speed ; fo nt preview; 3-0 graphing;
lack of free-fo rm lines in freelinear and nonlinear prob lem so lving ; backfo rm graphics mod ule
so lver; ability to place graphs on spreadsheets;
linking to database tables; charting and free-form
,graphics; graphical page preview; array of data
functions : background printing capability; qualily of worksheets and charts

8086,
Sup8088, ported;
286,
not
386
required

Telephone support; Yes Yes Background recalculation; fast calculation
speed; fast overall performance; 3-0 graphing;
bulletin board;
linear problem solving; backsolver; ability to
newsletter; forum
place graphs on spreadsheets; graphical page
on CompuServe:
preview; mapping feature; quality of worksheets;
discounted upfree-form drawing; linking to database tables
grades

Slow speed when printing en
hanced spreadsheets; lack of
user-defined functions; lack of
autosave feature; lack of background printing feature

286,
386

Supported ;
not
required

Telephone support: Yes Yes Seamless background calculation; 3-0 spreadsheets; ability to place graphs on spreadsheets;
newsletter; Compu
linking to database tables; free-form graphics
Serve forum; Lotus
Prompt and
capabilities : graphical page preview; backgrou nd
printing; quality of worksheets; mapping feature
Prompt CD: training
centers; courseware

Lack of 3-0 graphing; lack of
user-defined functions; lack of
autosave feature; inability to
justify numbers

286,
386

Requ ired Telephone support; Yes Yes Interruptible recalcu lation ; 3-0 graphing ; ability
to place graphs on spreadsheets; charting capa
upgrade informa
bilities; graphical page preview; background
tion
printing capability; quality of charts; free-form
drawing

8086,
Sup8088, ported;
286,
not
386
required

8088,
286 ,
386

Telephone support; Yes Yes Interruptible recalculation ; 3-0 graphing ; 3-D
newsletter; forum
spreadsheets; good auditing features ; strong
financial functions; mapping feature
on CompuServe;
CA-Insight maga
zine, support packages available; dis
counted upgrades

SupTelepho ne support; Yes Yes 3-0 graphing; factorial overview; graphical page
previe w; background printing capability
ported ; bu lletin board ;
not
WordPerfect maga
req uired zine

Sup·
Telephone support: Yes Yes 3-D graphing; 3-0 spreadsheets: backsolver;
8086,
8088, ported; bulletin board
mapping feature
286,
not
386
required

This page contains proprietary test results. Reproduction or quotati ons, in
whole or in part , is prohibited without written permission of NSTL, Inc.

Inability to disable undo feature;
poor manuals; difficult to learn;
poor page preview; lack of freeform lines in free-form graphics
module
Lack of free-form drawing; lack of
graphical page preview; lack of
user-defined functions; lack of
background printing ; lack of sup
port for virtual memory

Lack of background or interru ptible
calcu lation; poor enhancement lea
lures; lack of free-form drawing ;
lack of undo feature; slow calcula
lion: slow execution speed
Lack of background or interru ptible
calculation; lack of free-form
drawing module; 512-row limita
lion ; lack of undo feature; lack of
graphical page preview; inability
to support Postscript devices:
lack of user-defined functions;
poor manuals; lack of autosave
feature ; lack of background print
ing feature; inability to justify
numbers: lack of support for
virtual memory; poor enhancement
features
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Testing Procedures
To ensure the accuracy of its resu lts , NSTL used the
same equipment throughout its testing : a Hewlett-Packard
Vectra QS/16s equipped with 5 megabytes of RAM , a 40
MB hard disk drive , a VGA monitor, and a Microsoft serial
mouse. The hard disk was partitioned into two drives ,
designated as C and D; before each program was tested, it
was installed on a newly reformatted drive D. Tests were
conducted using Compaq DOS 3.31 D and Microsoft Win
dows 3.0 (HIMEM.SYS and SMARTDRV.SYS were included
when operating in W indows) . BUFFERS and FILES state
ments in the system's CON FIG .SYS file were set to 30 , and
extended memory was accessed through Quarterdeck
Software's QEMM .
In evaluating the print quality of each program's enhan
ced worksheet featu res , NSTL rel ied on three printers: a
OMS-PS 810 turbo Postscript printer, an HP LaserJet Ill ,
and an HP PaintJet (for evaluating color printing) .
Most performance tests used a complex business
worksheet that included a three-year cashflow model , bal
ance statement, inventory, one-year amortization schedule ,
data table , and personnel file consisting of sales , commis
sions , and projections . All parts of the model were linked
with interdependent formulas. Formulas consisted pri mari ly
of arithmetic operations such as addition , subtraction , av
eraging, and combinations of these functions; others included
minimum and maximum functions , vertical lookups ,
IF.. .THEN ... ELSE statements, financial functions, and a
table comparing double-declining, straight-line, and sum
of-the-years' digits depreciation . Raw recalculation tests
used a 50- by 200-cell matrix. Unless otherwise specified ,
tests were timed from the moment the command was
entered until program control was restored and the cursor
could be moved to another cell .
The default program settings of the spreadsheets were
modified only to optimize performance , and features that
might slow the programs (automatic backup and save , for
instance) were disabled.Tutori al files and sample worksheets
were not installed unless requ ired by a program's setup
procedure , and each package's program window and
worksheet were designed so that they encompassed the
entire screen. 1-2-3 was tested using extended rather than
expanded memory, and tests were run using its standard
and its WYSIWYG interface. Quattro Pro also was tested
under both its default character-based interface and its
WYSIWYG interface.
Because it has a 512-row limitation , ProQube 3D could
not load the entire model as one wo rksheet. To ensure
ProQube was tested using memory requirements equiva
lent to those used for testing other programs , the inventory
portion of the benchmark spreadsheet was loaded as the
second sheet of a 3-D spreadsheet.

Ratings Analysis
To rank the effectiveness of the seven spreadsheets , the
NSTL staff conducted an exhaustive array of evaluations on
each product in turn . Spreadsheet capabi lities were first
broken down into five categories: perfo rmance , quality of
printed spreadsheets and charts , versatility of a program's
features , ease of learning , and ease of use . The various
component ratings of each category were weighted accord
ing to their importance within the category. The component
parts of the ease-of-use category , for instance, are the
program interface (assigned a w eight of 1), worksheet
creation and editing capabilities (3) , formatting tools (2) ,
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graph ing capabilities (2) , linking/3-D capability (1 ), data
base functions (1 ), file management (1), quality of manuals
(1), and ove rall ease of learn ing (4).

Per formance
Methodology
NSTL's benchmark tests for performance measure the
speed of common spreadsheet operations and calcula
tions . Tests are devised to rate raw calculation speed , the
minimal recalculation speed , and the length of ti me required
to return control to the user from a background o r interrupt
ible calculation . Performance is a weighted average of
scores for the rated benchmarks . Individual test scores are
computed using the followi ng formula: (Program Time 
Average Time) I (Best T ime - Average Ti me). The resu lt is
then rescaled so that the results for all seven spreadsheets
fall with in a Ho- 10 scale .
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Criteria
Import .WK1 file
Save a File
Load a File
Insert a Row , Manual Recalc
Insert a Row , Auto Recalc
Delete a Row, Manual Recalc
Delete a Row , Auto Recalc
Insert a Column , Manual Recalc
Insert a Column , Auto Recalc
Move a Block, Manual Recalc
Move a Block, Auto Recalc
One-Key Sort, Manual Recalc
One-Key Sort, Auto Recalc
Multikey Sort, Manual Recalc
Multikey So rt, Auto Recalc
Background Recalculation
Data Table Manipulation
Data Table Manipulation , Inputs Switched
Print Quality, LaserJet Ill
Pri nt Quality, Postscript
Calculation
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Print Quality

I

A program's pri nt-quality score is the average of its
scores for charting quality and spreadsheet quality . Proce
dures involve creating the available reports and charts, then
enhancing them using shading, outlining, and so on . Quality
scores for a program's charts average its evaluations for
bar, pie, and line charts . Programs are scored on the basis
of available options and on their overall effectiveness at
producing the required output.
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Criteria
Program Interface
Creating/Editing Spreadsheets
Formatting Tools
Graphing
Linking/3-D Capability
Database Functions
File Management
Quality of Manuals
Overall Ease of Learn ing

1
1
1
1

4

Quality of Printed Spreadsheets

Ease of Use

Weight Criteria
1
1
1

Options
Print Quality with the HP LaserJet Il l
Print Quality with the OMS-PS 810 turbo

After learning a program, testers evaluated its usability,
including the number of keystrokes requ ired for particular
procedures, intuitiveness of the menu structure, time needed
to perform operations , and quality of reference manuals.

Quality of Printed Charts
Weight
1
2
2
2

Criteria
When Long X-Axis Labels Used
Print Quality with the HP LaserJet Ill
Print Quality with the OMS-PS 810 turbo
Print Quality with the HP PaintJet
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Ease of Learning
To evaluate ease of learning , NSTL employed groups of
novice spreadsheet users and testers with varying levels of
experience with Microsoft Windows, 1-2-3, and WordPerfect.
Testers were provided with a test model and were given free
reign to create a workable spreadsheet solution using a
package's manuals, help screens, and program logic. A
proctor reviewed each tester's solution and suggested
changes to ensu re that specific features were included in all
the models. A program's ease-of-learning rating is a weighted
average of individual scores within the category.
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That's Intel's. And our
new family of Math
CoProcessors i faster
up to 50% for the 28 XL.
In fact, working side by side with the Intel
microproce ·sor already inside your computer,
an Intel Math CoProcessor can increase the
speed of your spreadsheet, graphics, CAD and

database programs by as much as 500%. That's
good to know.
And the fact that it' made by Intel is also
good to know.
Because Intel develop cl the first Math
CoProce sor in 1982, and we've shipped
millions since then. Each one i · manufactured
by Intel in the world's most advanced logic

facility, and then tested and retested against an
exacting set of criteria.
And we can guarantee that eve1y Intel
Math CoProces or lives up to the indusuy
hardware standards we helped develop,
delivering the same results regardless of what
type of computer you're doing calculation · on.
So call Intel at (800) 538-3373. Ask for

Literature Packet #F6 on Intel's new and im
proved Math CoProcessors. And put an Intel
Math CoProcessor inside your computer. It's the
only one with the Intel name to live up to.

intel
The Computer Inside:"

©1990 Intel Corporation . 386 and 387 are trademarks oflntel Corporation.
Circle 152 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 153).
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Weight

Criteria

1
3

The Overall Ratings

Program Interface
Creating/Editing Spreadsheets
Formatting Tools
Graphing
Linking/3-D Capability
Database Functions
File Management
Quality of Manuals
Overall Ease of Learning

2
2
1
1
1
1
4

After evaluating each spreadsheet in the five categories ,
NSTL computed two overall ratings . The first establishes a
power-versus-usability index by weighting the characteristics
relating to power (performance, quality of printed spread
sheets and charts, and versatility) and those relating to
usability (ease of learning and ease of use) and plotting the
scores for each program on a grid. (See "Power vs. Usability"
on page 192.) The second overall rating establishes the top
spreadsheet among the seven advanced programs tested.
NSTL recommends as good buys the programs designated
with a checkmark (./) .

Versatility
Versatility ratings are based on a checklist of program
features that are assigned weighted scores and grouped by
category .

The overall evaluation is a we ighted average of scores
in six categories : the five main evaluation categories plus
the testers' general evaluation .
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Criteria
Performance
Quality of Printed Spreadsheets and Charts
Versatility
Ease of Learning
Ease of Use
Testers' General Evaluation

MICROSOFT EXCEL FOR WINDOWS
PRERELEASE 3.0
./
With Microsoft Excel for Windows , Microsoft adds many
features to an already powerful program . New features
such as an improved page preview, font preview, and
double-clicking with a mouse to invoke dialog boxes
enhance the program's usability. Double-clicking column
guides make it simple to adjust column width to accommo
date the longest entry.
Excellent flexibility in charting and spreadsheet quality
are the consequence of a wide array of enhancements and
charting features , including the addition of extensive 3-D
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charting options. Excel now places graphs on spreadsheets
and includes free-form graphics capability, 3-D graphics, a
tool bar, outlining, a goal seeker, a solver, a font preview,
style guides, automatic summing, and a format for fractions.
Font preview, page preview, WYSIWYG display, shortcut
icons, mouse control , and keyboard shortcuts combine with
an intuitive interface and excellent on-line tutorial to make
Excel easy to learn and use. Microsoft also has improved
the program's already speedy recalculation scheme.
~
QUATTRO PRO 2.0
While Quattro Pro does not provide the range of features
that Excel offers, it outperforms Excel in all but the calcu
lation benchmarks. The program features an intuitive menu
structure that you can customize: Existing menus can be
changed and rearranged , new commands added and re
named , and new descriptions applied to commands. The
program's blazing execution speed enhances productivity,
enabling the user to experiment with options rather than
wait for the program to finish executing an operation .
Although the program runs in less than 640K bytes of RAM ,
it takes advantage of expanded memory and offers 3-D
graphics, a backsolver, linear optimization (in its solver
feature) , 3-D linking , a graphics mode, free-form capability,
a wealth of data functions, and an annotator. On-screen
enhancements include outlines and shading. Although the
program does not have a graphical interface, it does have
programmable buttons that you can use to automate tasks
and thus speed operations. Using these buttons to conduct
a slide show is a specialty of the program.
Quattro Pro's excellent usability, quality, above-aver
age versatility, fast execution speed, and low memory
requirement make it a good choice for any 286 or 386
system-and the only choice for an 8086 or 8088 computer.

1-2-3 RELEASE 3.1
~
1-2-3 Release 3.1 comes with the standard 1-2-3 inter
face (filled out with a few more menu choices) and a
WYSIWYG interface that keeps the program competitive
with Excel and Quattro Pro. But this dual menu structure can
be cumbersome when you're hunting for a certain option .
Further, 1-2-3's execution is slow compared with that of the
top two spreadsheets, and its charting module lacks the
same wealth of features and level of flexibility.
On the other hand, 1-2-3 Release 3.1's WYSIWYG
environment provides the most free-form features of the
advanced spreadsheets tested here. Background calcula
tion is seamless, and network capability goes beyond
simple file locking and read-only access. The capability of
its 3-D worksheet is excellent, but 3-0 graphics, a solver,
and a backsolver are available only in Lotus's very high-end
spreadsheet, 1-2-3/G.
WINGZ FOR WINDOWS 1.1
Wingz for Windows is fast and versatile but crashes
unpredictably, displaying messages regarding unrecover
able termination errors. And while the program's charting
capability is second to none, mastering charting techniques
is difficult and the program's overreliance on a mouse is
frustrating . Wingz does let you create charts and free-form
objects directly on the spreadsheet, but its page preview is
not truly WYSIWYG .
SUPERCALC550
SuperCalc5 lacks a page preview of any sort, which
adversely affects its usability rating, and its main menu
presents an overwhelming number of options. Still , the
program offers the best auditing features and financial
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functions , making it one of the best spreadsheets for heavy
duty financial use . SuperCalc5 manipulates 3-D spread
sheets in the same manner as 1-2-3, but provides no free
form graphics capability .
PLANPERFECT 5.1
Slow and cumbersome, Plan Perfect requires many steps
to complete even simple operations. The program also
suffers from a lack of free-form graphics, spreadsheet
enhancements, 3-D spreadsheets , and a background cal
culation feature . Charting and auditing features are limited.
On the positive side, however, PlanPerfect offers a factorial
operator, and its page preview and background printing
control are among the best.
PROQUBE 30 2.00
ProQube 30-at $99, priced far below the cost of the
other products evaluated here-does not provide an
equivalent range of advanced spreadsheet features. Missing
are spreadsheet enhancements, background calculation ,
page preview, database functions , font control , an Undo
command , matrix inversion , free -form graphics capability,
and support for Postscript printers.
ProQube does offer 3-0 spreadsheets and 3-0 bar
charts. Although no database functions are available, the
program includes a backsolving feature, hyperbolic trigo
nometric functions , and a wealth of mathematical and
statistical functions.

Performance Results
To measure spreadsheet performance , NSTL ran each
of the seven programs through a battery of tests , weighting
benchmark results to obtain an overall performance rating.

Load Lotus .WK1 File
Each program retrieves a 237K-byte file created in 1-2
3 release 2.01 .

Quattro Pro

13.8

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1

18.9

21.5

Plan Perfect

Microsoft Excel for Windows 26.8
33.3

ProQube 30
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Wingz for Windows
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SuperCalcS
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Here's achance to buy our s99 Math Coprocessor
at no risk whatsoever/ It's fully guaranteed
to at least double the math performance of your software.
If you want to unlock the full power of your PC, pick up the phone and
order an AMO 80C287 math coprocessor. Without it, your PC just isn't
really complete. You see, our math coprocessor can dramatica/61
increase the performance of 1-2-3 ~ dBASE ~ Excel, and hundreds of
your other favorite business applicationsl It actually runs calculations
twoto ten limesfaster than your PC can without a math coprocessor.
Which means your graphs will draw incredibly fast and your spreadsheets
will recalculate at trulyblazing speeds. (And that's just for starters!)

Our Triple Guarantee
Guarantee# I : lf the AMO 80C287 doesn't do everything we promise,or

if you are unsalisfied for any reason, return the product within 30 days of
purchase and AMD will happilyrefund )'Ollr money.
Guarantee #2: If your AMD 80C287 Math Coprocessor ever £ails to
perform for any reason, AMO will replace it free of charge, no questions
asked. Limited to 1WO lifetime replacements per person.
Guarantee #3: AMO guarantees that lhe MID 80C287 is fullycompatible
wilh your 80286-based hardware and software. If you have any
compatibility problems wilh theMID 80C287 during lhe
....
first year, return lhe product and we will gladlyrefund lhc
purchase price.

High speed at alow price.
Don't think you have to pay over $200 for a math coprocessor. Now you
can get ours for just $99 when you order direct from MID! The AMO
80C287 is fully compatible with your 80286-based PC and the hundreds
of commercially available software packages written for it. Our
coprocessor is also compatible with the Intel NMOS 80287

Installation is asnap.
The AMO 80C287 plugs easilyinto a socket that's alreadyinside your
80286-based PC. In fact, you can be up and running in just five
minutes. Simply plug the chip into the socket and watch the dazzling
improvement in performance! The AMO 80C287 comes with easy-to
follow installation instructions, a free utilities disk (which includes
diagnostics and test software), and free color computer games.

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

&ij

9020-11 Capital of Texas H\ry N., Suite 400
Austin ,TX 78759-9797
Volume or dealer inquiries welcome. 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Dcvelopmenl Corporation.
dBA5Eis a trademark of Ashton-Tale Corporation. Intel is a registered trademark of lniel Corporation.
Circle 17 on Inquiry Card.

r
1
I
Outside of USA call (512) 345-1728
I ~Yes. I want to double or Jriple the calculation speed of software running on
286-hased PC. Send me an AMD 80C287 Malh Coprocessor, risk free. for only $99
I
plus tax, shipping and handling. I understand that Ican return ihe AMD 80C287 for
a full refund within the first 30 days if I am not completelysatisfied.
I
I
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I
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with automatic recalculation to assess the effects of the
background and minimal recalculation .

Save a File
Each program saves a file in its proprietary format. The
worksheet is completely recalculated to ensure accurate
times , and changes are made to the file to provide a means
of checking that the file actually is saved . File backup
features are disabled .

Quattro Pro

11.3
0 1.6

Wingz for Windows
2.6
---~

11 .1

ProOube 30

. f o r Windows 2.7

3.2

27.8

ProQube 3D

6.2

Quattro Pro

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1
. 3.9
L J 3.9

7.3

Microsoft Excel for Windows
Microsoft Excel for Win• ows 8.9

4.1
6.4

SuperCalc5

SuperCalcS

12.1

• • 7.7

PlanPerfect

-~~ 7 .8

13.7

PlanPerfect
Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1

15.6

29.3

' - - -----

0
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5

20
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-

0

-

-

----"'-----"'""---

20

10

•

Manual

40

50

SECONDS

D Automatic

SECONDS

30

- - - ' 44.0

Load a File

Delete a Row

Each program loads a file saved in its proprietary format.
The test is timed from a clear screen ; all worksheets ,
including blank ones, are closed.

Each program deletes the row inserted in the previous
test. Using manual recalculation to assess actual spread
sheet manipulation and automatic recalculation to assess
the effects of the background and/or minimal recalculation ,
the programs are timed .
Quattro Pro
( 1.2

6.6

Plan Perfect
ProQube 3D

D1.3
Wingz for Windows

7.3

__

2.6

..___

Quattro Pro

10.1

SuperCalcS

ProQube 30
3.7

11.3

Microsoft Excel for Windows

_, 11 .2

'-----'-~--------' 29.0

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1

12.2

. 3.9

0

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1

12.8

3.9

Microsoft Excel for Windows
4.1

0

3

6.4

6

9

12

15

SECONDS

SuperCalcS
- 8.2
c:==i 8.4

Plan Perfect
29.3

Insert a Row
Each program inserts a blank row at row 33, a procedure
that simulates the addition of a cash disbursement. Using
manual recalculation , the programs are timed to obtain the
actual spreadsheet manipulation time . The test is repeated
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System Architect has the power to handle
your most complex applications. And it's so
easy to use, even beginners will be produc
tive in no time.

System Architect is·a 'pleasure to work with. It's
Windows-based, has context-sensitive help, and a
novice mode.
"SA is an excellent value."
CASE Trends
Normal
"111e software's incredible
RELEASE2.1
At $1,395, System Architect is
ization
ease of use belies the
quite affordable. And it runs
power hidden within."
on almost any PC
Computer Language
"...truly a price performance
Multiple
System Architect works
methodologies
leader." System Builder
with such methodologies
User-defined
For a powerful CASE product
as DeMarco/Yourdon,
attributes
that's easy to use and afford
Gane & Sarson, Ward &
Requirements
able, look to System Architect.
Mellor (real-time), entity
traceability
It's the right concept for CASE.
relation diagrams, decom
-iiii
...,..
ii..•••miiiiiiiii
Rules & ~
position diagrams, object
balancing
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
Auto
Import/export
oriented design (optional),
CALL (212) 571-3434
leveling
capability
state transition diagrams,
and flow charts.
POPKIN
Software & Systems Inc.
"System Architect stood out from many other pros
11 Park Place, NY, NY 10007
pects because it had the best core technologtj."
(212) 571 -3434
TM
Toshiba Corporation
Fax: (212) 571-3436
With System Architect, you get support for an inte
grated data dictionary I encyclopedia, and multi-user
MICROSOFT
\.VINDONS
support both with and without a network. And
\bw;m }tlC111r91td:Pn
•
System Architect's open architecture lets you easily
import and export data to other products.
Supporting IBM's AD/Cycle
System Architect logo is a trademark of Popki n Softwilre & Systems Incorpora ted. IBM Is o
"We're surprised with its flexibility and much taken
~t crcd trademarl< of IBM Corp. Microsoft is a registered trad emar k of M icrosoft Corp.
Pnce shown valid only fo r USA & Canada. Prices nnd s ~firntio n s a.r e subject to change
with the idea of being able to link different kinds of
~~~~u~all~~cth~ t~~t:'~tli~~~~~/i~:~a'ti~~~fd~~~b~~~~.cUvery subject toavailability.
diagrams ..."Cutter Information's CASE Strategies

SystemArchitect

See us at lnternallonal Windows Developers Conference and Exposition,
Booth 406 Santa Clara Marriott, Santa Clara, CA
Circle 253 on Inquiry Card.

One slef> outlining. Outline 1wrllsheets
to see only the detail you need.
One step sl}ies. Save and apply your own style. Mix up
l-0 256ftmts, 16of16 mil/um colors and 18 patterns.

-

~:

Our exclusive
Outliningfeature
lets )OU expand
and co/lapse )OUT
worksheet. Sa
you're able l-0
'!:fv":l:nd print
y
data)'Oll
need lo view or
share with
others.

Elim·

Acvcnuas

[

(aMda

M-=o

Unted Slbtel
inatmgthe
need lo create set> Noolh A..eric"
amte documents
Fune~
for your boss atul
G""'""J'
)OUT boss's boss.
Olhtl E
Furthemwre, if
Unled
JOI' don't select
specific parom·
Europe
eters, the program
will automatical·
ly outline )OUr
worksheet. You
can also combine
iirtually hundreds
F111 Eatl

l

ofuvrksheets
through the con·
solidation feature.
Regardless offor·
mat or stnu:turc.

l

One step formulas. Use Au/0511 m"' to
add a ronge of ce/L~ by d011ble clicking.

1991

l !l9:'

1993

,

m6£.3

1.Zl2.Dl

2ID lll
49785
1355530

I ::>199n

1 ~6& 4 3 7

I f,00 &45

I J 3 9~3

184~5

19J .007
369.sg)
92.423

18'

5

'.Ql,075

61 G15

SIUS3

bl.m
23 977

~l.993

~
~.:n;

Select a range of cells and transfonn them into a chart on a worksheet. With one simple click.
Or why no/ create a 3-D chart. Then rotate it 360.0 HOll!s Iha/ for a view? With new Microsoft
Excel. you can choose from 68 dijferenJ chart types, 24 ofwhich are 3-D. Or even create your own.
And because this is agraphical program, ifs easy lo wmbine text, data and graphics on a single
page. Ofcourse, it's WYSIWYG too. Which means you can actually see UJhat you're UJOrlling on.

For""'"' iefonnation in th< SQ UniJuJ Slain, call 1800) 541-1261. Drp/. Ql3. In Canada, call (416) 568·3503. Oulsid• Jhe U.S. and Canada, call (206) 936-8661. C /99/ Microsoft Ccrporolion.

All "8hls m.

to .•· . . e this sireacJsheet do

tely it'll only take you one.
.

.

One step /xJld and italic. Select a cell
and click here. Then see it there.

One step charting. Seled a range,
click and drag. And that's it.

One step selection. Gruup objects
together. Then move, size QT fonnat.

One step alignment. AJigt1 data to the
left. To the right. Or the center.

One step drawing. Highlight key data
with lines, bares, dn:les and arcs.

One step text bax. Insert descriptive
text on a worksheet QT chart.
One step macro.~ Md lmttons and
access hundreds ofmacro commands.

Introducing Microsoft Excelversion 3.0.
Out of all the steps
it took us to create the
·· , new Microsoft"Excel for
- Windows: there were two
: in particular that had the
~••"""""""
•·,j most impact. The first
was 10·· 1sten to our users and to listen
carefully. The second was to take that
knowledge and implement it intelligently.
The result is outrageous power
coupled with ease-of.use. It is this idea
that drives all of our efforts. And has
since we introduced the first graphical
spreadsheet back in 1985.
A recent example of this is the
Toolbar: This addition lets you do every
thing from formatting, to formulas, to

outlining with one
click of a button.
Best of all, its
really easy to make
the move. Microsoft
Excel comes with
online help for \
1-2-3®users. So you
can learn by simply
applying your existing
knowledge.
\
Take the next step,
call (800) 5411261, Dept
Ql3, for the name ofa dealer n · .

MictOsoft·

Making it all make sense·

'icrosoft and the Mitrrm>ft logo ore registertd trademarks and Making it all make sense. AMtosum, Too/bar and Wind""3 art trademarks of Microsoft O>rporotion. 1·2·3 is o rtgislrred tradt morli of /.IJI•• Development Q,rporotilJn.
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Insert a Column

Move a Block

Each program inserts a column at the second column
position . The programs are timed , first using manual
recalculation to obtain the actual spreadsheet manipulation
times and then using automatic recalculation to assess the
effects of the background and minimal recalculation .

Each program moves one column to the left a block of
cells that encompasses C1 through AR93 . The programs
are timed in two ways: while executing a Block Move
command and while deleting the range 81 to 893, which
accompl ishes the same task. Scoring is based on the faster
time .

Quattro Pro

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1

11.3

. 1 .5
0 1.5

[] 1.4

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1

Quattro Pro

3.2
3.2

1.8
2.1

ProQube 3D

ProQube 30

3.3

3.1

~~------------' 29.4

'--'------ - -- -----------__.J 29.8

Wingz for Windows

Microsoft Excel for Windows

4.7
~-------~

4.4

13.5

.___ _.......... s.8

Microsoft Excel for Windows

PlanPerfect

5.5
"'--- - ' 8.0

4.7
._____ _ _ _ __ __, 14.1

SuperCalc5

Wingz for Windows

- 7.6

5.2

C==:J 1.0
Plan Perfect

" " ' - - - - - - ' - - - - - - " 14.1

30.5
~----------'----"---"----''--"----------' 45.0

• • • • • •10.4
'---'---"--~---'-' 10.7
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•
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20

Manual

40

30

50

SECONDS

D Automatic
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5

•

Manual

10

15

20

25

30

SECONDS

D Automatic

Calculation

Background Recalculation

Each program calculates a 50- by 200-cell block; the test
ends when the last cell is recalculated . Each cell contains an
identical formula that is dependent on the preceding cell so
that 10,000 formulas are calculated. The test is first per
formed with each formula executing a simple addition
operation ; the test is repeated with formulas for subtraction ,
multiplication , division , and exponentiation .

This test measures the time required to return program
control to the user when background recalculation is in
effect and a value is entered into the worksheet. The test
does not measure the recalculation time . Return of control
times will vary considerably depending on the cell in which
the value is entered and the number of formulas that
reference the cell either directly or indirectly.
Microsoft Excel for Windows

lo

Calculation

Quattro Pro

I

-.

Lotus Excel Plan Pro- /Quattro Super- Wingz
1-2-3
Perfect Qube Pro I Calc5
;!'l ,/'i

«',•

1 '~6.7

3.0

Subtraction

6.6

Multiplication
Division

Addition

-;r'r>,,,.

lo
SuperCalc5

3:8·

lo

3.8

lo

10.1

4.0

. 0.9

10.6

I 5.8

22.3 ! 16.8

5.7

1" 9.8

3.0

22.6

16.8

5.8

9.8

7.5

3.0

25.6

17.7

6.4

7.7

3.2

26.6

I rn .2 [

6.4

38.0

36.1

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1

Exponentiation 62.0

29.6 51 .8

I

58.7

I

32.7

Wingz for Windows
Plan Perfect
• • • • • • • • • • 14.6
ProQube 30

• • • • • • • • • • • • 17.9
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SECONDS
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For most people, the be:.i: reason to buy a
math coprocessor is to mal~ your software run
foster. A nd the coprocessors that run it fuste:.i:
are from Cyrix"'." Because mu· FasMathrn
coprocessors outperform all others in rurn1ing
Loh15® 1-2-3®and other leading software by every
available measure.
FasMat h processors pe1form floa ting point
operations from &ve to ten tinics faster t han ot l1er
coprocessors, tl1anl~s to an entirely new, innovative archi
tecture. WI.id, m eans that everyone's favo1ite spreadsl1eet
will nm up to thi= times faster with a Cyii x coprocessor.
You'll also find FasMath products are more accurate.
Because they compute results to 20 decimal digits of accuracy,
instead of the usual seven.
What's more, the Fa i\llatli farruJy consumes less power.
W l,id1 preserves battery life for laptop users. And, across all
d ock speeds, from our 16, 20, 25 and 33 MHz parts to om
newly- announced 40 MHz proce&."Ors, Cyrix coprocessors are

unmatched in compatibility. They're even
backed by a five year limited warranty and a
toll-free support hotline.
So call us at l-800-FASMA11-l (that's
1-800-327-6284) and we'll send you the
unvarnished truth straigl1t from the eJ>.11ed s who
measure PC performance, including the experts at
LohJS Development who test products and certify
compatibility. W hich should make choosin g the math
coprocessor that's ti ght for you as simple as 1-2-3.

Cyrtx_
Cyrix anJ Fa~.\ 1.itl\ an- trademarb o f Cyrix Corporation. Lo tus and 1-2-3
.11'C' ""gistered tmd(·mark;; of Loh 1.s Dt'vclopmt•nl Corporat io11.
· 1991 Cyrix Corpuralion.
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Sorting

Data Table

Each program sorts a 19- by 86-cell block, using one key
in ascending order (sorting by name in alphabetical order).
The test is initiated with the top of the key column positioned
at the upper-left corner of the screen.
Each program also sorts the block using the third and
first column as keys, thus creating a list of names and
associated data sorted in two ways : in descending order by
commission rate (expressed as a percentage with one
decimal place) and in alphabetical order by name for each
rate .

Each program uses a complex two-input data table to
perform a what-if analysis on the working capital available
for the spreadsheet model. A 12-month cashflow model
determines the amount of working capital available after
one year of operation and uses formulas that hinge on
percentages based on actual and projected sales. Values
for sales increases vary from 1 percent to 13 percent in 0.4
percent increments , and values for operating expenses
vary from 16.0 percent to 18.2 percent in increments of 0.2
percent. The data table provides a maximized peak based
on the two inputs . All times are measured in minutes. The
benchmark is repeated with the two input cells switched.

SING LE-KEV SORT
Quattro Pro

Microsoft Excel for Windows
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0

PlanPerfect
15.1

.
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ProQube 3D
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Microsoft Excel for Wind ows
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Quattro Pro

~0.7

.

0.7

Two inputs

D Inputs switched

Plan Perfect
0.8
15.1

ProQube 3D
1.1
27.9

Wingz for Windows

Print Speed
Each program prints a four-page, cashflow report in
quality-print mode on a OMS-PS 810 turbo Postscript
printer and an HP LaserJet Ill . The first row of the worksheet
functions as a border on all subsequent pages. The range
is printed in landscape orientation with half-inch margins.
Headers and footers include the date and page number.
Output includes borders, shading, and different fonts and
type sizes. The programs use the same enhancement
options in each location wherever possible.

1.4
10.1

Microsoft Excel for Windows
3.2
5.3

SuperCalc5
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6.2

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1
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Graph on following page •
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Print Speed, continued

vs.

Power

Lotus 1-2-3 Release 3.1
43.6
50.6

•

HP LaserJet Ill

D OMS-PS 810 turbo

ProOube 30*
.43.6

PlanPerfect

One way to judge the effectiveness of advanced spread
sheets is to analyze how well they balance power and
usability. NSTL first rated the programs in each category
and then plotted the programs' scores to produce an index
of power versus usability.

53.9
66.1

Overall Power
Overall power is a weighted average of scores for the
various criteria.

Microsoft Excel for Windows
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These vendors also sell PC-based
spreadsheet software.
Access Technology, Inc.
2 Natick Executive Park
Natick, MA 01760
(508) 655-9191
fax: (508) 651 -3788
DacEasy, Inc.
17950 Preston Road Suite 800
Dallas, TX 75252
(800) 877-8088
(214) 248-0205
fax: (214) 250-3752
Information Resources , Inc.
Javelin Products Group
200 Fifth Ave .
Waltham , MA 02154
(617) 890-1100
(800) 528-3546
fax: {617) 890-1020
Sinper Corp.
31 Mountain Blvd., Bldg. N
Warren , NJ 07059
(800) 822-1596
(908) 755-9880
fax: (908) 755-9230
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Overall Usability
Overall usability is a weighted average of scores for the
various criteria.
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Index of Power vs. Usability
Programs plotted in or near the shaded portion of the
chart come closest to having the ideal combination of
power and usability. Programs plotted in the center of the
chart are equally powerful and useful. Those that fall
near the diagonal in the upper-right corner exhibit a
balance of power and usability that becomes less ac
ceptable toward the lower-left corner. Difficult, yet pow
erful , programs gravitate to the upper left, and very
accessible programs with little power gravitate to the
lower right.
To compute the coord inates for each program, NSTL
uses the following weighted formulas :

10

.

Overall Usability= ((3 x Ease of Learning Score) +
(6 x Ease of Use Score) +Testers' General
Evaluation) I 10
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Overall Power= ((2 x Performance Score) + (2 x
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USABILITY

We Take The Typical Spreadsheet User
and Turn Him Into A Creative Genius.
Baler turns
acceptable worksheets
into exceptional
worksheets - and
saves you time, money,
and headaches.
You develop and distribute worksheets to other users.
Often enough, someone mistakenly modifies your form ulas or
macros. Or, they don't own the spreadsheet needed to ru n
your application. Maybe your worksheet takes too long to
learn. Sound fa miliar?
Baler Spreadsheet Compiler software solves your security and
simplicity problems - and much more - by turning you r
Lotus®1-2-3®worksheets into secure, tamper-proof, self-running
programs that can be easily distributed (even sold) to others 
cost free.
With Baler's powerful customization tools, "baled" worksheers
can shed their spreadsheet appearance. By adding pull-down
menus; context sensitive help; ·custom commands; color,
borders, and shading, compiled worksheets can be more
versatile, faster, and easier to use than the original.
Bale> supports spreadsheet files with .WKS or .WKt extensloos from lol:us' 1·2-34, Elcef' and Ouanro Pro' .
"Bale( ' "baled" and "bal.Wlg" are tradematl<> al Bale< Sdlwate Co.-p. Cl~ 1990. Bale< Sdlwate Ca!'
AH rights reserved.

Turn .WK1 format files into
stand alone .EXE programs.
Display macro menus and
commands as pull-down or
pop-up menus.
Tamper-proof your work by
making formulas and macros-~-;.<L-.
permanently invisible and
unchangeable.
Create context sensitive help
systems with up to 1600 pages.

Ask about our:

• FREE 20 Page Guide
to Spreadsheet Compiling
• $24.95 Trial Package
• 30-Day Money Back Guarantee

Call 1-800-327-6108

IF.Baler
SPREADSHEET C OMP I LERS

Baler Software Corporation
1400 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows, IL 60008 U.S.A.
708-506-9700 • Fa.x: 708·506-1808
© 1991 Ba lei" Software Co rp. A ll Riah ts Rcscn'C:d
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Lotusl-2-38 2.2
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Lotus 1-2-3/G ·.. · .,.

_...  .... ..

WITH TEMPLATE DEVELOPMENT BY SOFTWARE SPECTRUM,
YOUR Lows 1-2-3 APPLICATION Is READY TO USE RIGHT OUT OF THE Box.
Let our Spectrum Integrated
Services division develop a Lotus®
1-2-3®analytical model that's
right for you oryour clients, right
away. We offer template devefup
ment for all three leading releases
ofLotusl-2-3,forapplications
that range from budgeting to sales
analysis to resource allocation to
cash-flow projections.
In just seven years, Software
Spectrum has grown to be the
nation's second-largest software
reseller. And during that time,
w.e've helped 2,000 organiza-

TEMPLATE PRICING
Template Development Only $95
With Without
Template Template
1-2-3 Rel. 2.2 $395
$325
1-2-3 Rel. 3.1 $479
$399
1-2-3/G
$569
$485
Above prices for templates that can be developed
in two hours or less. Prices for more complex
templates will be quoted.

tions select and implement the
right accounting solutions. Un
derstanding your business needs
is our specialty.

Whatever you need, however
simple or complex, we can deliv
er a model just waiting to crunch
your numbers and give you the
results you need.
To learn more, call
1-800-624-0503 and ask for
template services for a free con
sultation. There's no obligation.
And no tools are required.

I SOFTWARE
I SPECTRUM

For more information, call 1-800-624-0503 from 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. {Central).
Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of l otus Development Corporation. © 1991Software Spectrum
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Advanced Spreadsheets: Adding Up Your Options
Today 's high-end spreadsheets reach far beyond the bounds of simple number-crunching. Printing
and presentation features approach desktop-published quality. Impressive charting and graphing
modules rival dedicated graphics packages. And sophisticated modeling features make designing
complicated what-if scenarios a breeze. The best packages blend these capabilities with an intuitive
interface.
Spreadsheets come in a wide variety of prices and capabilities. Before you buy, first carefully
consider the kind of work you need your spreadsheet program to accomplish. That's the key to
determining which features are most important.
You should first look for an efficient means of linking data sheets together. You can expect any high
end spreadsheet to support some type of linking facility. The most powerful mechanism for linking
sheets together is a true three-dimensional design. Three-dimensional spreadsheets form a " cube" of
data. While a conventional spreadsheet mimics a single ledger sheet, a 3-0 sheet resembles a stack of
sheets. You can specify ranges of data vertically and horizontally, as with a conventional spreadsheet,
but you can also specify ranges across pages. You could , for instance, put a day's worth of sales totals
on the first page of your spreadsheet and the next day's total on the second page until you have a full
month 's worth of data within a single structure. If each page has a daily sales total at cell 011 , you can
add all the 011 cells on each page by summing a range that spans from 011 of page 1 to 011 of page
30.
Linked spreadsheets do the same thing, but it takes a little more effort. In the daily sales model, you
would have 30 separate spreadsheet files, one for each day's sales totals. Another spreadsheet would
contain the totals. Instead of simply summing a range, you would have to include a file reference for each
sheet (e.g ., PAGEONE:D11+PAGETWO:D11... and so forth, where PAGEONE is the name of a single
spreadsheet file and 011 is the cell containing the daily total}.
If your spreadsheets contain fewer complex links, you won 't need a true 3-0 structure. However, if
you have many related spreadsheets that follow a similar structure and require extensive summary data
(such as the example given}, a 3-D spreadsheet will be a big win. It not only saves time, it also keeps your
data organized by putting related sheets in a single file. If you decide that linking by external reference
is sufficient, check to see if you can link to a file on disk. Some linking spreadsheets insist that all file
references be open. This can eat up a lot of memory if you have numerous external references in a single
sheet. You must have all your referenced sheets loaded in memory to do any recalculations.
Flexible recalculation schemes can boost performance considerably. If your spreadsheet work can
take advantage of minimal recalculation , definitely look for a product that supports this feature. With
minimal recalculation enabled , a recalculation operation will affect only the cells directly changed.
Without this feature, a recalculation command will recalculate every formula in your spreadsheet, even
those that will remain unchanged. If you work with large spreadsheets and perform operations on small
sections of them , you 'll appreciate the efficiency of minimal recalculation.
With background calculation, you can continue working on your spreadsheets while recalculation
proceeds In the background. This will usually degrade responsiveness, but it is still faster than waiting
for a long recalculation to complete before resuming your work.
The latest spreadsheet programs include sophisticated solver capabilities. With a conventional
spreadsheet, you plug in different data values to perform what-if scenarios. A solver feature takes this
a step further. You can specify adjustable cells (such as the price you charge for an item) as well as cells
that you cannot change (such as the number of items in your inventory). You can then designate a cell
to maximize (such as profits), and the solver utility will deliver all the available solutions for the defined
problem. A solver utility can save lots of time and effort if your applications require revenue projection,
budget management, or extensive what-if modeling.-Stanford Diehl
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STATE OF THE ART

MULTIPROCESSING

A

lot of things in this world are relative-beauty,
comfort, ease, productivity-but speed is not one
of them. Speed can be measured with terms like
miles per hour, megabytes per second, nanosec
onds per instruction, and so on-faster and faster
until, eventually, physical limitations come into play.
For example, a microprocessor can operate at what seems
to be an ever-increasing speed, from 12 MHz to 25 MHz to
33 MHz-onward and upward. But the fact is, the single
electronic microprocessor has a limit in terms of speed and
performance, and we are fast approaching it.
As users , we have insatiable appetites for speed and per
formance from our computers. Where will further speed
improvements come from? Optics is one answer, bound only
by the speed of light. But completely optical systems are ex
pensive, and they are still largely on the drawing board.
A more affordable and more available solution lies in mul
tiprocessing. If one processor isn't fast enough, then use
more than one. It sounds too simple, but using multiple pro
cessors can significantly increase throughput speed and,
thus, performance. In "Multiprocessor Surf's Up," Bob
Ryan discusses a variety of multiprocessing options .
However, multiprocessing isn ' t as simple as it sounds. As
you multiply the number of processors, you don't just equal
ly expand the number of potential problems-you also add
new ones. Among them are connecting the processors, coor
dinating the processes, and maintaining consistency among
the caches . In "Catch as Cache Can," Steven J. Vaughan
Nichols looks at different methods of dealing with this criti
cal issue in shared-memory multiprocessors.
Shared-memory multiprocessors are more popular than
message-passing multiprocessors because they can use cur
rent sequential programming. However, the shared-mem
ory aspect of their architecture also creates a performance
bottleneck. In " Popular and Parallel ," Mike Robinson ex
amines some of the research under way at various universi
ties to create alternative shared-memory architectures.
Message-passing multiprocessors have no such bottle
neck. They can achieve linear speed increases that are di
rectly proportional to the number of processors used. So,
why aren't they more popular? Because you must program
for parallel processing to realize such linear improvements.

In "Scaling Up: Get the Message?" Richard Marlon Stein
explores both the good news and the bad news of the mes
sage-passing alternative.
Alternatives seems to be the name of the game in operat
ing systems as well. In fact, until recently , there were al
most as many varieties of multiprocessing operating systems
as there were multiprocessors. To combat the myriad prob
lems caused by the proliferation of nonstandard operating
systems, the Intel Multipro
cessor Consortium has come
out with a standard Unix for
Multiprocessor
symmetric multiprocessing
Surf's Up
systems . In "Symmetry, Thy
BY BOB RYAN
Name Is Unix," Mark Nudel
199
man describes Unix SVR4/
MP and how it fits into the
Catch as Cache Can
BY SfEVEN J. VAL'GHAN·NICHOI.'1
open-systems picture.
209
The trend toward speed and
performance in computing
Popular and Parallel
mirrors the trend in our lives :
BY MIKE ROBINSON
Do it faster and faster , and do
219
more of it-whatever it hap
pens to be . We're reaching
Scaling Up:
the limit of the single micro
Get the Message?
processor's capability, but
BY RICHARD MARLONSfEIN
what about the human's? Do
231
similar limits apply?
Symmetry,
The quantity-versus-qual
Thy Name Is Unix
ity dilemma has been largely
BY MARK NUDELMAN
ignored-or temporarily for
245
gotten-in today's competi
tive atmosphere. Balance and
Resource Gulde:
reason need a louder voice in Multiprocessing Systems
corporate decisions. The bot
255
tom line isn ' t always the most
important consideration.
How fast is fast enough?
Have you smelled any flowers
lately?
-Jane Morrill Tazelaar
Senior Editor,
State ofthe Art
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packages.
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The right choice for your next
engineering workstation is a PC
with HTBasic. Call or write us
today for more information.

TransEra
Engineering Excellence for 15 Yearsrn
3707 N. Canyon Road Provo, UT 84604
(801) 224-6550 Fax (801) 224-0355

STATE OF THE ART

MULTIPROCESSOR
SURF'S UP
Parallel computing is making a splash in commercial systems,
and multiprocessors are leading the wave
BOB RYAN

I

f Ben Franklin were alive today , he
might sing a different tune, espe
cially if he were producing Poor
Richard 's Almanac on a desktop
machine . "Everything in moderation
except MIPS " would be more in keeping
with the never-ending mania for more
computing power.
In theory , there is nothing your cur
rent personal computer or workstation
can do that couldn 't be done on a 1981
era IBM PC or a circa-1977 Apple II .
People wrote graphical user interfaces
for the 8088, and I'm sure someone,
somewhere, tried to do ray tracing with a
6502 . The sticking point is practicality.
As applications become more com
plex, you need more horsepower to make
them practical. As you gain more horse
power, you discover more applications
for your computer. The driving force be
hind the quest for ever-faster personal
computers is, thus, twofold : making
practical applications faster and making
complex applications practical.
For the past two decades, making
faster personal computers has meant us
ing faster and more powerful micropro
cessors. As the millennium approaches ,
however , limitations on how far you can
push semiconductor technology will re
quire us to rely more on architectural ad
vances than on material advances to
create more powerful computer systems.
From a commercial standpoint, multi
processing architectures hold the most
promise for delivering the most power at
a reasonable price . They provide in
creased computing power by tying to
gether current-generation microproces
sors into systems that can harness their
combined capabilities.
continued
ILLUSTRATION; CARY HENRIE © 1991
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PARALLEL-COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES
Parallel computer

Pipelined
vector
processor

SIMD

Processor
array

MIMD-based paradigms

MIMD
(multiprocessors)

Synchronous

Systolic

Shared
memory

Distributed
memory

MIMD/SIMD

Data flow

Reduction

Wave front

Associative
memory

Figure 1: Ralph Duncan's classification ofparallel architectures provides a common vocabulary for discussing parallel

computing. Multiprocessors are synonymous with Duncan's MIMD classification.

Computer Taxonomies
Ask a dozen people to define multipro
cessing , and you'll probably get a dozen
different answers. Part of the confusion
comes from the fact that while the term
parallel architecture is commonly used
to refer to any machine that employs
multiple identical processing units con
nected in some fashion , parallel process
ing is often used quite specifically to de
scribe situations where a process is split
among multiple processors. Thus, multi
processing can be a subset of parallel ar
chitectures and a superset of parallel
processing!

El'JTE

ACTION SUMMARY

Individual microprocessors
are hitting the wall in speed
and power; in fact, they've
just about reached their
limits. To continue the up
ward climb, we will have to
combine multiple micropro
cessors into multiprocessing
systems. At least, of the op
tions available, that's the one
that appears to deliver the
most bang for the buck.
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To convey more precisely what the
terms used to describe computer archi
tectures mean , many researchers have
come up with classification systems for
computers. The most widespread classi
fication scheme is Michael J. Flynn ' s
stream classification, developed in the
mid-l 960s (see reference I) . Flynn clas
sifies computer architectures on the basis
of how many instruction streams and
how many data streams they can handle
at the same time. His scheme divides
computers into four classes:

• Single-instruction, single-data (SISD)
architectures handle one instruction
stream and one data stream at a time.
This describes the classic von Neumann
architecture.
• Single-instruction , multiple-data
(SIMD) computers, such as array proces
sors, can have a single instruction stream
act upon many data streams at the same
time. Because many processes don 't lend
themselves to having many pieces of data
that require simultaneous, identical pro
cessing , array processors are useful for
specialized processing only.
• Multiple-instruction, single -data
(MISD) architectures theoretically have
many instruction streams operating on
one data stream at the same time. No one
has yet implemented such an architec
ture , mainly because no one can see a
practical use for it.
• Multiple-instruction, multiple-data
(MIMD) computers have multiple in
struction streams acting upon multiple
data streams. There can be various types

of interaction between the different in
struction and data streams.
Although Flynn ' s classification re
mains in use, it has proven ineffective in
differentiating among many of the new
architectures developed in the past 25
years. Numerous alternatives have been
proposed.
In 1988, David B. Skillicorn , of
Queen 's University at Kingston , Ontar
io, came up with a classification system
based on the number of instruction and
data processors in a system, the relation
ships among them, the memory model
for both instructions and data , and the
way multiple data processors interacted
(see reference 2). He derived 28 com
puter architectures that can handle
everything from computers without in
struction processors (data-flow architec
tures) to those with multiple instruction
and data processors. Skillicorn based his
classifications on abstract architectures,
making them more useful to researchers
than to laypersons .
In 1990, Ralph Duncan , of Control
Data, introduced a hierarchical taxon
omy for parallel architectures to help
show the relationships among them (see
reference 3) . He kept some of Flynn's
system while also addressing those archi
tectures that didn't fit into it.
Duncan also shed some light on the in
trinsic characteristics of parallel com
puters. He excluded low-level parallel
mechanisms (e.g ., instruction pipelin
ing , multiple functional units in CPUs,
and separate CPU and 1/0 processors)

MULTIPROCESSOR SURF'S UP

because these items have become so
commonplace that they negate the use
fulness of the term parallel architecture.
Duncan's taxonomy (see figure I) em
ploys three primary classifications: syn
chronous, MIMD, and MIMD-based
paradigms. Synchronous parallel archi
tectures, as the name implies, perform
parallel functions in lockstep. MIMD
computers employ multiple asynchro
nous processors . That's not to say that
the processors don't work together, but
that any cooperation among them is the
result of software. MIMD-based para
digms share the multiple, asynchronous
aspects of MIMD architectures, but each
adds a unique organizing principle.
Most commercial parallel machines
come from the MIMD group. This is the
group commonly referred to as multi
processors.

SHARED-MEMORY ARCHITECTURES
a) Bus

!el
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b) Crossbar
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Characteristics of Multiprocessors
Multiprocessors are computers with
multiple processors that can each operate
on its own data. The processors operate
independently of one another, normally
on autonomous tasks or significant por
tions of large tasks. Therefore, they are
usually described as providing coarse
grained or medium-grained parallelism.
Unlike the exotic processors used in
some parallel machines (e.g., I-bit pro
cessors in the Connection Machine), the
processors in multiprocessing systems
are usually off-the-shelf components ,
such as 386s, 68030s, i860s, or Inmos
transputers.
Multiprocessing systems come in two
flavors: shared-memory systems and dis
tributed-memory systems. The mecha
nisms used to synchronize the functions
of their component processors distin
guish one system from the other.
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Shared-Memory Systems
The processors in a shared-memory sys
tem communicate by reading from and
writing to memory locations in a com
mon-address space. Shared memory also
usually implies a shared bus. This isn't
necessarily the case, however. You can
also connect processors to shared mem
ory using crossbar interconnections and
multistage interconnection networks (see
figure 2). Some other options are being
explored in research labs (see "Popular
and Parallel" on page 219). But a shared
bus is the simplest and, therefore, the
most widespread solution.
The problems of having many proces
sors share a single bus are twofold . The
first is the problem of bus saturation.
With many processors using the same
bus, there is always the chance that one

11

Processors

Stage 0

Stage 1

Memory addresses

Figure 2: The simplest way to connect shared-memory processors is with a bus (a).
These systems usually require a complex caching scheme to reduce bus colltention.
A crossbar arrangement uses switches to let multiple processors access multiple
memory segments (b), thus allowing more than one processor to access memory in
different segments without contention. Having two processors accessing memory in
the same segment still causes co11tentio11. A multistage illterconnection network
(MIN) connects multiple processors to multiple memory segments using different
levels ofswitches. In (c}, processor P2 accesses memory segment M3 using address
11 . The first stage switches using the most significant bit ofthe address; the second
stage uses the least significant bit. MINs scale more easily than crossbars;
connecting N processors (where N is a power of2) to N memory segments requires
log2N stages, each ofwhich contains N/2 switches.
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processor will have control of the bus
when another one needs to access mem
ory. This problem is usually addressed
by giving each processor a sizable local
memory cache that it can access in place
of the shared memory. Caches do not
eliminate contention for the bus, but they
do make it possible for two or three
dozen processors to share memory.
The second major problem with
shared-memory systems is data consis
tency. With many processors having ac
cess to the same data, you can wind up
with different values for the same vari
able in every cache in the system (see
"Catch as Cache Can" on page 209) .
There are many schemes available to en
sure the consistency of data-bus snoop
ing, different caching systems, and so
on-but all of these add to the cost and
complexity of the system.
Because issues like bus contention and
cache coherency are normally invisible
to programmers, shared-memory multi
processors are the easiest parallel com
puters to program. In fact, with coarse
grained systems, where the simplest exe
cuting unit is a complete process, you can
often run programs written for a uni
processor system on a multiprocessor.
(The granularity of a system describes
the relative time that a processor spends
communicating as opposed to comput
ing. Processors in fine-grained systems
spend much more time communicating
than do those in coarse-grained systems,
which spend more time computing.)
For example, the MPX extensions for
SCO Unix let you run unaltered Unix
processes on a multiprocessing system
(see "A Fearful Symmetry," May 1990
BYTE) . The additional structures need
ed to schedule the multiple processors
and handle external devices are con
tained in the MPX-modified kernel. In
stead of running multiple processes on a
single processor, MPX lets you run mul
tiple processes on multiple processors.
Other Unix variants also support
coarse-grained multiprocessing. For ex
ample, the Mach operating system and
Open Software Foundation's OSF/l have
built-in support for multiprocessing, and
many vendors are offering multiprocess
ing extensions to Unix System V release
4, called SVR4. (See "Symmetry, Thy
Name Is Unix" on page 243.)

Distributed-Memory Systems
Distributed-memory multiprocessors
have many advantages over shared-mem
ory systems. Because they don't share a
common-address space, they don't have
consistency or contention problems .
They are also far more easily scalable

than shared-memory machines .
Scalability describes how additional
processors affect overall system perfor
mance. A linear scalable system is the
ideal: Add 25 percent more processors,
and you get 25 percent more perfor
mance.
Shared-memory systems are scalable
when you add small numbers of proces
sors. Go much beyond 10 or 20 proces
sors, however, and you begin to see the
performance/processor ratio drop off as
the bus becomes saturated.
With no bus to worry about, distrib
uted-memory systems can theoretically
be scaled to include hundreds, and even
thousands, of processors. Software that
can take advantage of the extra proces
sors will also see a linear increase in per
formance (see "Scaling Up: Get the
Message?" on page 231) .
Because they don ' t access the same
address space, the processors in a dis
tributed-memory system use messages to
coordinate their activities. Each proces
sor has its own memory space and inter
connects with one or more of the other
processors in the system.
A processor, its memory, and its inter
connects are normally referred to as a
node on the system. Because of the use of
messages to synchronize the activity of
the processors, distributed-memory sys
tems are sometimes referred to as mes
sage-passing multiprocessors. And be
cause each node is a complete computer
in its own right (that is , it has a processor
and memory), these systems are also
called multicomputers.

Distributed-Memory Interconnects
How you connect processors in a distrib
uted-memory system has an enormous
effect on its performance. The intercon
nection strategy is paramount because it
determines the average latency of any
message transmitted on the system.
The ideal interconnection strategy
would be to connect every processor in
the system to every other processor. No
message would ever have to pass through
an intermediate node before reaching its
destination. Although optical intercon
nects may one day make this practical,
the difficulty of engineering and scaling
such a system precludes universal inter
connections for all but the smallest dis
tributed-memory systems.
Many interconnection strategies exist
for the processors in distributed-memory
systems. These include rings; binary
trees; and two-dimensional arrays of pro
cessors, where every processor is con
nected to all its neighbors. The problem
with many of these strategies is that the
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYPERCUBE

I Processor I

Figure 3: A three-dimensional hypercube has the logical structure ofa cube , with
each node containing a processor, local memory, and connections to three other
nodes (see inset). The edges ofthe cube represent the interconnections. The longest
transmission path between any two processors-the communications diameter-need
involve only three processors (excluding the sender but including the receiver).

number of nodes a message must travel
through on average before reaching its
destination increases dramatically as you
add processors .
The hypercube is currently the best
answer to the problem of scaling up the
number of processors in a distributed
memory system without unduly increas
ing the average message latency. Hyper
cube topology was first demonstrated in
the California Institute of Technology ' s
Cosmic Cube. In a hypercube topology ,
N processors are arranged in an n-dimen
sional cube , where N = 2". Each proces
sor is connected to n other processors,
and the maximum number of nodes a
message must traverse is rz.
For example, a three-dimensional hy
percube consists of eight processors (2 3 ).
The topology resembles a cube, with the
nodes being its corners and the intercon
nects its edges (see figure 3). A 4-D hy
percube consists of 16 processors (2 4 ),
with each processor connected to four
others. The longest path between two
processors (the communications diame
ter) comprises four processors (see fig
ure 4) .
The great advantage of a hypercube
can be seen when you scale a system to
hundreds and thousands of processors.
For example, an 8-D hypercube consists
of 256 processors, yet no message has to
pass through more than eight nodes . A
system with 1024 processors has a com
munications diameter of only 10. The
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most successful distributed-memory sys
tems-Ncube' s Ncube and Intel Scientif
ic's iPSC-are hypercube systems.

Commercial Multiprocessors
Developing software for multiprocessing
systems is the main obstacle to their gen
eral acceptance. Today, with more and
more businesses demanding open sys
tems , the only new architectures that can
succeed are those that can run portable
software, and only certain shared-mem
ory machines using one of the Unix mul
tiprocessor extensions fit this bill.
For example, Corollary (Irvine, CA),
the developer of MPX for SCO Unix , has

FOUR-DIMENSIONAL
HYPERCUBE

Figure 4: A f our-dimensional hypercube
has the logical structure ofa tesseract.
It has 42 processors, each with
connections to four other processors.
The communications diameter is 4.

also developed a bus and cache architec
ture for linking multiple 386 and i486
processors. Known as the C-bus, this ar
chitecture forms the basis of multipro
cessing Unix machines for companies
such as DEC and ALR.
Such system s provide the coarsest
granularity. The unit of parallelism in
such systems is the process. With each
process being essentially autonomous,
the only significant shared data in a
coarse-grained system is in the operat
ing-system kernel, particularly in the
process-scheduling mechanism. Thus,
only the kernel must be modified to have
the system run multiple processes.
System-speed increases come not
from decreasing the time it takes to exe
cute individual processes but from de
creasing the time it takes to execute all
the processes. This is a significant im
provement, but not as significant as the
speed increases you can achieve if you
split a process into multiple, indepen
dently executable parts.
The reason current commercial multi
processors don't go this extra step is that
there is not a significant commercial
software market to support such systems.
So, while shared-memory systems are vi
able today, distributed-memory systems,
which are best-suited to medium- and
fine-grained parallelism , remain con
fined primarily to research labs and col
lege campuses.

Where's the Software?
Why is developing parallel programs so
hard? John Allen and Ken Kennedy of
Rice University may have put their col
lective finger on the problem when they
wrote in 1985 (see reference 4): "Be
cause humans tend to think sequentially
rather than concurrently, program devel
opment is most naturally done in a se
quential language such as FORTRAN.
While the resulting programs are usually
very efficient on a scalar machine, they
are often incapable of directly making ef
fective use of parallel processors."
Developing commercial-quality soft
ware for nonparallel computers is a diffi
cult intellectual enterprise. Developing
parallel software engenders all the prob
lems of traditional programming and
adds quite a few more, all without the
benefit of the variety of aids and tools
available to traditional programmers .
Parallel programmers must handle syn
chronization among parts of a program,
map processing units to processors, and
do other architectural details that are
transparent to traditional programmers.
The most efficient way to do this is
with parallel programming languages
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that resemble assembly languages in
their degree of architecture dependence
(e.g., Occam). Architecture-indepen
dent solutions, such as Strand88 and
Linda, are far easier to program, but you
pay a price-sometimes a significant
one-in performance because of the con
trol you give up.
Unlike von Neumann architectures,
parallel architectures differ so radically
that it is difficult to come up with one
programming paradigm that works well
with all of them . So, while Strand88 and
Linda make parallel programming far
more accessible to traditional program
mers, it is not yet clear whether either
can provide the basis for a commercial
market in portable, parallel software.

Parallel Markets
What is the future of multiprocessing
systems for business users? Ted Lewis is
director of the Oregon Advanced Com
puting Institute, a consortium of schools
and companies dedicated to advancing
parallel-processing technologies. Lewis
sees the commercial market for parallel
computers developing in three stages.
In the first stage, from the present to

1995, Lewis believes shared-memory
multiprocessing systems will be the first
parallel architecture to gain general ac
ceptance in the commercial arena. Such
systems excel at transaction processing,
and Lewis expects to see them used in
applications like automated-teller ma
chines and database servers. He also
notes that successful systems will use
multiprocessor versions of Unix and run
standard Unix applications.
According to Lewis, successful de
signs won't necessarily be the most pow
erful. "Interoperability, not MIPS, is
the issue," he says . Systems that can't
run standard software and provide a plat
form where DOS, OS/2, and Macintosh
computers can work together won't make
the grade.
By about 1998, Lewis expects another
parallel technology to have a significant
commercial impact. Compilers for data
parallel technologies will enable a com
mercial software market for machines
like those being offered by MASPAR and
Thinking Machines.
In about 10 years, Lewis thinks that a
viable commercial software market will
ultimately exist for what he calls "true

parallel processing"; that is, running a
single application across multiple proces
sors in a multiprocessing system .
Parallel technologies have long been
touted as the future of computing. With
Unix-based, shared-memory multipro
cessors, the technology will finally start
to deliver solutions outside of universities
and research labs. And if Ted Lewis is
right, it is only the first wave in the flood
tide of parallel processing. •
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• Application Controlled I/O and memory allocation for extreme flexibility.
Adjustable Dictionary Size allows software to be fine tuned for Maximum Size or Speed.
• Approximately 35K memory needed for Compression, 12K memory needed for Extraction .
• Compatible with most popular Languages: C, C+ +, Pascal. Assembly. Basic. Clipper. Etc.
Works with any 80x86 family CPU in real or protected mode. $295.00
• No runtime royalties.

RUNNING OUT OF EXPENSIVE DISK SPACE? 

PKz1Pcan help! PKz1P compresses your files to free up disk space and reduce modem
transfer time. You can compress a single file or entire directory structures with a single
command . Compressed files can be quickly returned to their normal size with PKmmP .

Software developers can reduce the number of diskettes needed to distribute their product by
using PKz1P. Call for Distribution License information.

_____________ _,
Th e included P Kz1p utility lets you store
compressed files as a s ingle self-extracting
.EXE files that automatically uncompresses
when run. Only $47 .00
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Ghost. So good at getting rid of the bugs, it's scary.
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CATCH
AS CACHE CAN
Cache coherency is a critical problem in microprocessor-based multiprocessing systems.
Is anyone even close to a solution?
STEVEN J. VAUGHAN-NICHOLS

S

ingle-CPU microcomputers are
approaching their limits. So far,
they have grown from circuit
board toys to desktop workhorses
to network nodes. In doing so , micro
computers have retraced the steps of
minicomputers and mainframes. ·
The next step in this evolution is to
move to multiple-CPU microcomputers,
or multiprocessor systems. The makers
of such new systems as the Compaq Sys
tempro and the NetFrame NF-400 must
contend with difficulties unlike any en
countered before in microcomputers.
Chief among these problems is cache
coherency in multiprocessor systems. In
particular, the bottleneck created by us
ing shared-memory caches in multipro
cessor architectures has yet to be cleared
to everyone's satisfaction on any plat
form.

Why Use Caching?
If all parts of a computer system operated
at the same speed, caching wouldn't be
necessary. However, processors, as they
zoom past 25 MHz, demand data faster
than even the speediest disk 1/0, bus, or
memory can provide. The slowest parts
of a system shackle its performance.
Caches grant freedom from the shack
les of slow 1/0. In the simplest terms, a
cache is memory that is dedicated to stor
ing the data and instructions that the
CPU may require at a moment's notice.
You can place caches at several differ
ent locations within a system's architec
ture. Software implementations such as
Microsoft's Smartdrive typically reserve
a section of main memory. While this
memory normally isn't fast enough for
optimal CPU use, it is much quicker than
ILLUSTRATION: CARY HENRIE © 1991
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directly accessing mass-storage devices
like floppy and hard disk drives. Even
the least efficient caching software can
improve effective disk-access rates by an
order of magnitude .
Hardware schemes typically call for
dedicated high-speed cache memory
banks. This type of cache is normally
made up of expensive static RAM chips.
The memory banks can be located on the
motherboard, the disk drive controller
(hence , caching controllers like Western
Digital's WDI007A), or the CPU itself.
The i486 and 68040 microprocessors, for
instance , both have tiny on-board caches.
No matter where the cache is located,
the principles behind it are the same. The
nature of most programs and data ma
nipulation is that the same information or
code will be needed again and again.
Once you load this information into a
cache from a slower storage or transmis
sion medium, you can access it far more
efficiently. In addition, it's often a good
idea to load related information into the
cache, called read-ahead caching, to an
ticipate process requirements.

Uniprocessor Caching
In a uniprocessor system, the cache is
relatively easy to implement. Years of
mainframe and minicomputer experi
ence have blazed the trails that micro
computers now tread . However, due to
certain problems, building the perfect
cache becomes a Herculean task.
The first of these problems is that
every cache eventually fills with data .

El'JTE

ACTION SUMMARY

Cache coherency is critical in
shared-memory multiproces
sor systems. Without it, if two
or more people are working in
the same area at the same
time, changes made by one
person can be overwritten by
others and lost. A variety of
options is possible to handle
this potential problem-none
of them perfect. But finding a
solution you can live with is
essential to the success of
such a system.

When this occurs, you must kick some
data out of the cache. It's not easy to de
cide what information to throw out. The
most common solution is to use a least re
cently used algorithm to decide which
data to exile. However, this is far from a
perfect method.
More polished caching software and
firmware use a least frequently used al
gorithm . At the price of memory and
processing overhead, these schemes en
sure that frequently accessed data will
stay in the cache even if it hasn't been
called on recently.
Another issue that every cache must
contend with is how to handle data writ
ing. Cache designers do not agree on the
best way to perform this task . Most
caches will check, using a variety of al
gorithms , to see if the write request will
force the cache to overwrite identical
data that has already been written to
disk . Other caching plans try to optimize
the data-writing process . This mini
mizes the mechanical-and therefore
most time-consuming-element of writ
ing data to disk.
Write-through designs have the advan
tage of ensuring that the cache writes
data to disk as soon as possible. This re
duces the probability of data corruption
in the event of a power outage. Unfortu
nately, write-through caches are not the
most processor-efficient means of han
dling data writes. By preempting clock
cycles and occupying bus bandwidth at
times when they're needed for ongoing
processes, write-through caches slow
down the system.
The alternative deferred writes delay
disk writes until the system is free from
other activities. While a favorite method
in mainframe and minicomputer envi
ronments , where uninterruptible power
supplies are de rigueur, data-integrity
concerns limit the appeal of this ap
proach in microcomputer environments.
Another problem is how to determine
the optimal cache size for a system. No
master key or algorithm exists to solve
this one. Contrary to popular belief, big
ger is not always better. As cache size in
creases, at first cache misses decrease,
but not in a linear fashion. And eventual
ly, cache misses increase. The ratio of
misses to hits shrinks until it reaches the
data-pollution point. When this occurs
determined by the size of the cache and
its component memory blocks-misses
begin to increase.
Using smaller memory blocks delays
the arrival of data pollution in larger
memory caches. Memory costs become
the limiting factor long before you reach
the data-pollution point.

Multiprocessor Caching
Now , take all the caching problems for a
uniprocessor system and transplant them
into a multiprocessor environment. They
multiply dramatically . Multiprocessor
systems must cope with the woes of each-

The

nature of

most programs and
data manipulation
is that the same
information or code
will be needed
again and again.

ing in general and with three other issues
as well: memory, communications, and
bandwidth contention.
Multiple processor requests to the
shared-memory cache cause memory
contention. These data requests create
communications contention and can in
terfere with each other's access to data
even if the requests are not aimed at the
same area of memory .
Bandwidth contention occurs whether
the processors are located on a network
or on a common bus . The larger a multi
processor system becomes, the more
time it requires to carry out data commu
nications. Together, these three factors
can interfere with effective multipro
cessing.
This troublesome trio would exist even
without caching, but with it, the problem
becomes how to implement caching to
maximize processor 1/0 efficiency and
mjnimize contention. One popular meth
od of attacking this problem is to furnish
every system processor with its own
cache. Private caches avoid most mem
ory-contention problems. However, they
increase communications and bandwidth
contention.
Another way to use caching in a mul
tiprocessor environment is to let the
processors share common caches . The
advantage of this approach is that appli
cations that can make good use of shared
data and code will need less memory and
will execute more efficiently.
co111i11ued
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Are youphi
boardgames?
Choosing a board is serious business.
The quality of the motherboard will
determine the performance and
reliability of your machine, and the
success of your company.
That is why more OEMs and
Integrators are using American
Megatrends, Inc. for their mother
board needs. Already the industry
leader in 386 and 486 BIOS, AMI
has now established the standard
for EISA and ISA boards.
EISA TECHNOLOGY

AMI has the expertise
to provide you
with premium
486 EISA boards.
These 33
MHz systems
can support up to
96 meg of memory and
up to 256K of CPU cache.
Used along with the optional
SCSI Host Adapter, it creates a
terrific high performance network
server or UNIX hub.

ISA SOLUTIONS
If EISA is not required, the AMI 486

ISA boards are the answer. Operating
at 33 MHz and possessing the
fastest video speeds in the industry,
they provide the perfect platform for
graphic intensive applications.
THE AMI DIFFERENCE

Unlike any other motherboard, AMI
boards provide total BIOS compatibil
ity;this ensures the highest levels
of performance and reliability.
Call today and see how
the team at AMI will
put you ahead of
the game.
Circle 21 on Inquiry Cord
(RESELLERS: 22).
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AMI

SINGLE SOURCE TECHNOLOGY

AMERICAN MEGATRENDS, INC.
800-U-BUY-AMI or 800-828-9264, 404-263-8181, fax 404-263-9381

CATCH AS CACHE CAN

Cache Coherency

...
~ ,"4..;..-.... "'
When any copy of a data
11
Unfortunately, even shared
block changes, the system up
FULL-MAP DIRECTORY
caches contain multiple local
dates every cached copy. The
copies of memory locations
memory copy may or may not
Cache 2
Cache 3
and, possibly, of the data in
be updated, depending on the
those locations. Any time that
implementation.
DISK
the system modifies the local
While this approach keeps
location of data-which it will
the bus hopping as it shuttles
do constantly with data
data hither and yon, it cuts
flow-it must update the sys
down on data misses. Anoth
Cache controller
tem view of the cache data.
er concern is that the cache
If you don't have a consis
processor can waste time up
tent global view of cached
DISK (Cache 2), DISK (Cache 3)
dating copies of data blocks
data, data corruption and a
that it won't need again .
system crash are not far away.
A write-invalidate system
The crux of the cache-coher
(when I change disk to tape)
Main mefl)ory
ency problem lies in trying to
invalidates any other existing
maintain a single, coherent
copies of the data block, in
version of cached information
cluding the one in main mem
without imposing unneces
ory . As I'm the user who
sary system overhead.
made the latest change to this
The cache-coherency prob
block, my copy has now be
Figure 1: In a full-map directory, every cached block has a
lem doesn't apply to some record and a pointer in the cache controller. The record
come the "real" document.
uses of cached information. includes status flags that indicate whether you can write to
Ifl make another change (if
For example , read-only data the block and whether it is a valid block. The costs for a
I decide that I like holograph
causes no problem . However, centralized cache directory are primarily memory overhead,
ic storage better), my copy of
public read/write structures more controller processing demands, and communications
the document is still the real
(e.g., the disk directory) must bottlenecking.
one as far as the system is conbe maintained properly. Even
cerned. If Frank, down the
private writable structures
hall, opens the document and
arcn 't safe from cache-coherency woes if theory behind snoopy protocols, which starts to edit it, the protocol validates and
the system allows applications to move constantly monitor bus transactions updates his copy from my cached version
from one processor to another.
(hence the name).
of the document.
More precisely, each cache looks for
While elementary to put into practice,
Both private caches and shared-mem
ory caches must contend with cache-co
cache-consistency commands in the data this approach is fraught with problems.
herency issues. The difference is that in stream. When it finds them, the cache For instance, if Frank and I are both
shared-memory caches, process commu
controller must process the command to working on a document at the same time,
nications can address cache coherency decide if it applies to its own cache .
my changes invalidate his copy, and his
within memory, while the private caches
The disadvantage to the bus approach changes invalidate mine. Both caches
must ensure coherency over a network or is that any bus has a limited bandwidth. start registering misses because neither
bus. Thus, private caching actually in
The more often cache programs "snoop" copy can be updated until it has been re
curs a greater overhead because of band
on the bus, the less room the bus has left validated from the other. These valida
width and communications contention.
for its main job of ferrying information tion misses put a heavier load on the bus .
Cache-coherency problems have no back and forth from main memory to the
Whoever made the latest change to the
easy answers. Despite a long history of processors. In addition, the broadcast na
document has the one true copy, but de
dealing with these issues in parallel-pro
ture of cache-consistency commands re
termining who this is puts a large load on
bandwidth and communications. As ac
cessing and multiprocessor systems, no quires valuable bandwidth.
knowledgments of missed reads and vali
panacea has been discovered. The roads
Why use snoopy protocols, then? Be
now taken by microcomputer vendors are cause they are easier to implement than dations begin to clog up the free flow of
rocky and ill-mapped.
others, and they can be realized directly data communications, the shuttling back
in hardware. Under normal conditions, a and forth of data blocks between caches
Bus Cache Coherency
snoopy protocol monitors every block of eats up bandwidth. This shuttling pro
The most popular real-world solution to data that is transmitted between a cache cess, which can cause a traffic jam on the
bus or network, is called the ping-pong
the problem is to use the bus as the basis and memory. Duplicate blocks can exist.
For example, I can have a document in effect.
for cache-coherency maintenance plans .
a cache, whether private or shared , and I
Buses lend themselves to this use be
can also have my own copy of it in cache. Fixing the Bus
cause all the system processors can be at
tached to a single bus . You can then in
When I change a data element in my copy Increasing the size of the cache or mem
struct the pro'cessors or dedicated cache (if I change the word disk to tape in the ory block won't tame the ping-pong ef
fect. Simulations have demonstrated that
controllers to look at all memory-bus string "I prefer disk storage"), two ac
transactions .
tions can take place to maintain cache co
neither measure works satisfactorily in a
When a change that affects an element herence. The first is write-update, and multiprocessor system.
in the local data image is recorded over the second is write-invalidate.
One way of cutting down on the ping
the bus, the system can either invalidate
The write-update protocols use brute pong effect is to expand the bus's band
or update the image. This is the general force to maintain cache consistency . width. By adding lanes, in effect, to the

~r~,;_ "t~"
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data highway, traffic jams are
less likely to take place. This
amounts to the traditional so
lution of bulldozing a problem
with more capacity. However,
some bus designs inherently
help cache coherency by pro
viding dedicated bus lines to
support cache-consistency
commands.
The most noteworthy of the
dedicated-bus designs is the
venerable Futurebus , the
IEEE-proposed standard-896
32-bit bus. This bus has built
in cache-coherency support
for multiprocessor write-back
caches . Unfortunately, Fu
turebus and its successor, Fu
turebus Plus, are more theo
retical models than working
realities.

In Theory

The dirty bit indicates wheth
er a particular cache can write
to the block.
Full-map directories have
several problems . Because
the directory is centralized, it
is prone to conflict between
competing proces sors and
could become a performance
bottleneck . Another concern
is that searching and updating
the directory could put an un
due burden on caching perfor
mance. Although optimizing
mechanisms could address
both problems, they would
also add complexity. In addi
tion, full-map directories im
pose considerable memory
overhead.

LIMITED DIRECTORY
Cache 1

Cache 2

DISK

DISK

Cache controller

Main memory

B
Figure 2: In a limited directory, the structure can be similar to
a full map's, but there are a limited number ofpointers. When
the pointers are exhausted, the next cached-record pointer in
evicts an older pointer and its record. In this case, the same
cache block is present in all three caches. but lack ofroom in
the directory has evicted the pointer and record for the copy of
the memory block in cache 2. This memory block must now
be kept up-to-date by a write-invalidate broadcast protocol.

Despite the growing numbers
of multiprocessor systems,
surprisingly little experimen
tal work has been done on
testing new answers to cache
coherency questions . For all
the troubles that are attached
to snoopy caching , considerable effort is
still being devoted to improving these
protocols .
There have been attempts to give the
write-invalidation model new life with a
protocol named read-broadcast. In this
protocol, the system updates all appro
priate copies of a record when the first
read-miss occurs. This avoids multiple
read-miss traffic while (mostly) avoiding
the write-update bandwidth problem.

Beyond the Bus
Broader answers exist as well that can be
used on a bus and in other architectures.
Such solutions can handle situations that
bus-based methods can't. For example,
scalable multiprocessor systems, while
possessing greater potential bandwidth
than bus-based systems , can't easily sup
port snooping methods .
One area that has been studied a lot
lately is the use of cache directories.
While only useful in bus-based systems,
directories are essential to maintaining
cache coherency in other architectures.
A cache directory , which may be
either centralized or distributed , maps
every cached data block's location. Each
directory record holds a flag bit and
pointers to the location of every copy of a
data block .
The flag bit, usually called the dirty
bit, indicates whether a particular cache

can write to the data block that the direc
tory entry points to. Other informational
flags may also be set, depending on the
directory design .
Many different directory plans exist.
From a structural point of view, you can
divide them into three types: full map,
limited, and 1inked 1ist. These three
types have one element in common. Usu
ally, control structures arc in place to en
sure that only a single cache can write to
a data block at one time. In this case, the
writing cache is said to have ownership
of the data block . Each directory type
provides a way of transmitting a data
change notification through main mem
ory and the caches. Other than this, the
different directory plans go their own
separate ways.

Full-Map Directory
Full-map directories have the singular
advantage of being able to store informa
tion on every block in memory. This
style of directory has pointers equal in
number to the number of processors on
the system (see figure l) plus two status
bits and the dirty bit.
The bits that correspond to a processor
indicate whether a particular block is
present in that processor's cache. The
status bits, which are duplicated in the
cache, show whether the block can be
written to and whether it is a valid block .

Limited Directory

Limited directories avoid the
memory troubles of full-map
protocols. By requiring that
only a limited number of
pointers be maintained, they
keep memory overhead with
in bounds. Otherwise, the
structure resembles that of a
full-map directory . When the
number of copies of a particular memory
block exceeds the number of pointers as
signed to track them, the newest pointer
replaces an earlier one in a process called
eviction (see figure 2) .
How can a limited directory preserve
cache coherency? Its defenders have a
twofold answer that is not completely sat
isfactory.
The first part of the answer says that ,
statistically, a limited directory is suffi
cient because rarely will more processors
need a particular data block at once than
it can handle . This part of the answer ig
nores data blocks containing primary
storage-directory information . They may
very well be simultaneously in use on
multiple caches .
You wonder what would happen , for
example, on a multiprocessor Unix sys
tem using a limited directory if, on the
approach of a thunderstorm , all the users
ran sync at once. The sync command
flushes all previously unwritten buffers
to disk , including the latest copy of the
data block containing the system's mas
ter directory. Hopefully, the multipro
cessing extensions to the operating sys
tem would handle the resulting mess.
In addition to this worst-case scenario,
there are other concerns. Thrashing
seems to be a distinct possibility if the
number of pointers is smaller than the
number of processors referencing a
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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limited set of data block s.
The second part of the an
swer says that limited directo
ries can fall back to a write
inva lidate broadcast protocol.
That is fine as far as bus
based systems are concerned,
but what about systems that
a re built aro und sca labl e
point-to-point interconne c 
tion networks? In these sys
tems , it is almost impossible
to ensure that the broadcast
will reach every applicable
cache.
In short , while limited di
rectories may serve a role in
certain spec ia l-purpose ar
chitectures , it seems unlikely
that they will gain widespread
use. Their only real advah
tage is that the rate of memory
overhead grows linearly with
the number of system proces
sors. This reason is insuffi
cient to outweigh either the
disadvantages of a centralized
system or the directory 's lim
ited usefu lne ss in non-bu s
based systems.

Linked-List Directory

LINKED-LIST DIRECTORY
Cache 1

Cache 3

Cache 2

I ~~;~ ~-------~

DISK

..........

~- • -- - · • 1~DISK
~~

Cache controller

DI SK (Cache 3)

Main memory

B
Figure 3: In a li11ked-list directory, the directory is
decentralized. Pointers th emselves are used i11 the cache to
maimain cache coherency. In this example, a single-list
directory, cache I was the first to hold the memory block.
Thus , cache l 's block has th e chain-termination pointer (CT).
Cache 2 's block points to cache 1, and cache 3 points to cache
2. Each cache's copy is made from the block i11 main memory.
Cach e 3, colllaining the most recent edition, is th e one that the
cache controller 's directory points to. If a change is made in
cache 2, for instance, th e controller relays instructions
for rlie oth er copies to be invalidated along the pointer chain.
Man y variations on rhis theme are possible.

The promi se of linked lists
shines more brightl y than th at
of any other method. Thus,
severa l research groups are pursuing this
route. Among them are DEC , in con
junction with Stanford University, and
the IEEE Sca lable Cohere nt Interface
(SCI) sta ndard project.
The re are two approaches to imple
menting linked-list, or chained, directo
ries: single-linked and doubled-linked .
In these methods , the directory com
pri ses linked lists of pointers to shared
mcmory blocks .
In a single-linked chain, whenever the
system places a copy of a data block in a
cache , it sets a po inter to the new block in
a directory in mai n memory or the cache
controller. The system also sets a flag ,
ca lle d the chai11 -terminarion poinrer
(CT), in the first data-block copy.
When th e system needs another copy
of the block , it ma kes the copy from main
memory with a pointer to the prior copy
made . For instance , with three cached
copies of one memory location, the first
copy would include the CT, th e second
copy would have a pointer to copy I , the
third copy would have a pointer to copy
2, and the directory would have a pointer
to copy 3 (see figure 3) .
There are va riations on this theme. In
the SCI coherence protocol (a double-

linked system) , when a processor ca lls
fo r a data block , it doesn't receive a copy
from main memory. Instead , it receives a
pointer to the most recently changed or
most recently added cache copy. The re
questing cache then asks for th e data
block from the cache owning th e freshest
version of the data . Th is cache rep I ies by
setting a po inter to the requesting cache
and tra nsmitting th e data block. When
multiple data-block re quests a re re 
ceived, they are ha ndled in first-in / first
out order.
In the si ngle-linked model , when a
change is to be made to a data block , the
system sends a data-invalidation message
down the li st until the CT is reset. This
indicator informs the system that a par
ticular memory block has been changed
a nd invalidates a ll previou sly cached
versions of the block. During thi s pro
cess , the system locks every block in the
chain to prevent competing changes .
The double-linked version adds an
other pointer to the directory and each
cached-memory location. The addi tiona l
pointer lets the system send invalidation
messages up and down the chain. The re
sult is fa ster, more fl ex ible adj ust ments
to changes in th e caches .

Nothing is fre e , of course.
In the linked-li st directory,
the block size is large r, and
ma intaining cache coherency
is more complicated . Prelimi
nary theoretica l studies show
that a double-linked system is
onl y margi na lly better th a n a
single-linked system .
The e ffi cie ncy of the
linked - li s t m e th o d co m es
close to that of a well-imple
mente d full -ma p direc tory
without the headaches. At thi s
ea rl y stage in its development ,
no firm di sadvantages to this
method have surfaced. How
eve r , thi s sc he m e is more
complex to put into place than
other methods. Further work
is needed before Iinked- Iist
impleme nt atio n s live up to
their potentia l.

Return of the Bus

It 's tru e th at methods usi ng a
bus as the foundation for a
shared-memory cache-coher
ency scheme eventually run
into diffi culties with band
width and communicati on s
content ion. There is, after al I.
on ly so much room on a bus .
However, thi s doesn ' t mea n
that you have to abandon the
simplicity of bus designs .
Perhaps the most interesting explora
tion of this area is the proposed Wi scon
sin Multicube multiprocessor. In thi s
computer, every processor would sit at
the intersection of a two-dimensional ar
ray of ver tical and hori zontal buses. Ev
ery ver tica l bus would have a memory
module attac hed to it. Each processor
would come equipped with a snoo py
cache controller and a large cache. Fully
ramped up , this computer would have
1024 processors. (For more information
on the Wisconsin Multicube , see " Popu
lar and Pa ra llel .. on page 2 19 .)

Software Solutions?
Up until now, every an swer to multipro
cessor cache coherency has appeared in
hardware. However , that does not mean
that you cannot dea l with the issues in
software. It 's just a great deal more dif
ficult.
Some research ers have suggested de
signing compilers or preprocessors that
can mark va riables or data structures as
cacheable or noncacheable . Other de
signs would attach counters to data struc
tures to determine when they should be
updated from ma in memory .
co11ti11ued
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While they may be very promising,
software solutions to cache-coherency
problems are still in their infancy. The
most exciting research in this area is
actually being conducted on the Cedar
system at the University of Illinois at Ur
bana-Champaign, where researchers are
exploring a variety of possible software
answers.
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People outside the computer field-when
they do not think computers are black
magic- presume that computer design is
a hard-and-fast science. Nowhere is that
assumption more absurd than in shared
memory multiprocessor cache coher
ency .
The puzzling question of cache coher
ency is a critical element in designing
multiprocessor systems , but no one has
even come close to a satisfactory solu
tion . Additional research and a great deal
more hands-on experimental work are
required to solve the problem. The arriv
al of microprocessor-based multipro
cessing systems on the scene only in
creases the need for cache coherency. •
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STATE OF THE ART

POPULAR
AND PARALLEL
But are truly scalable shared-memory architectures possible, probable, and practical?
MIKE ROBINSON

I

n the world of multiprocessing ,
shared-memory systems have prov
en extremely popular. They are easy
to program , because you don't have
to confront the issue of data partitioning.
They are also compatible with standard
programming languages and can run se
quential programs without any changes.
Shared-bus , or bus-based , shared
memory systems are particularly attrac
tive for several reasons . For one, their
implementation is relatively straightfor
ward , because they are extensions of bus
based uniprocessor systems. For an
other, they offer a simple way to give the
processors access to the shared memory .
And since each processor (o r cac he)
needs only to observe the memory trans
actions on the bus, a shared bus also pro
vides a simple mechanism to maintain
the consistency, or coherence , of multi
ple caches. In add ition, the globa lly
shared memory and consistency mecha
ni sms yield a programming model that is
very simila r to systems of cooperating
processes on a uniprocessor.
For these reasons , shared -memory
mac hines are more popular for parallel
programming than are distributed-mem
ory , or message-passing, multiproces
sors (also known as multicomputers).
However , distributed-memory multipro
cessors are highly sca lable, whereas cu r
rent shared-bus, sha red-memory archi
tectures generally allow scaling only to a
few tens of processors.
Shared-memory systems are limited
by memory-access issues: access times,
commu nications contention (i .e., several
processors contend for the same link in
the interconnection network), and mem
ory contention (i.e . , severa l processors
ILLUSlRA..llON CARY HEN RI E .!) 1991
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WISCONSIN MULTICUBE ARCHITECTURE

Processor
Cache

Snooping
cache

----- --- t --- --- --J

I Momo~o I
Figure 1: The Wisconsin multicube is a special case ofa multicube architecture i11 which a grid ofbuses i11tercon11ects a highly
scalable number ofprocessors. A 11ode (see inset) consists ofa high-performance microprocessor (which would probably have its
own cache); a separate, conventional cache; and a s11ooping cache connected to the node's row and column buses.

attempt to access the sa me memory mod
ule). Shared-bus versions are particular
ly affected by bus-bandwidth limita
tions: Since a bus has a fixed bandwidth ,
it is unable to accommodate more than

13\ITE

ACTION SUMMARY

Shared-memory multipro
cessing systems are ex
tremely popular because
they are easy to program and
compatible with standard
programming languages .
Various research facilities
are working on ways to solve
the shared-bus bottleneck
that limits these systems.
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some 30 or 40 processors .
The two main keys to increasing the
scalability of shared-memory multipro
cessors , therefore , are the design of the
memory system and the processors ' in
terconnection scheme. Uniprocessors
have demonstrated the benefit of using
cache memory to increase , in effect , the
memory bandwidth . Most, if not all,
shared-memory machines have adopted
cache memories as well, with each pro
cessor having a private cache .
Multiple caches , however, introduce
the problem of maintaining the consis
tency of data stored in them, and the
cache-coherence protocol adds to the
traffic on the bus . Therefore , the proto
col (and , in more complex systems , the
cache organization itself) must be de
signed to reduce bus traffic as well as
hardware complexity.
The attractiveness of using bus-based
shared-memory multiprocessors has led
researchers to explore various approach
es to creating truly scalable shared-mem
ory architectures that use multiple inter
connection paths , at least one of which is

a bus. One major focus is the cache-co
herence protocol . To improve processor
performance and reduce traffic on the
interconnection, researchers are devising
directory-based schemes that are gener
ally applicable to both bus-based and net
work-based systems.
Researchers are also attacking the sin
gle-bus interconnection scheme. Since
the speed of the bus is limited by the
technology available , and the bus's fixed
bandwidth severely limits scalability, an
obvious approach is to increase the num
ber of buses . This increase can be in one,
two , or three dimensions. The bu ses can
also be organized hierarchically.
Hierarchical interconnection schemes
often use an interconnection network at
the highest level possible, becau se net
works do not present the disadvantages
that buses do . (They do , however, have
drawbacks-primarily cost, complexity,
and network latency .) In addition, some
schemes have adopted features that re
semble those of distributed multipro
cessors . All the major projects aimed al
developing scalable bus-based or hierar
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chical shared-memory multiprocessors,
however, are intended to yield genera l
purpose machines capable of hand ling a
wide range of applications a nd parallel
processi ng granularity.

The Wisconsin Multicube
Perhaps the simplest experimental archi
tecture is the Wisco11si11111ul1icube, being
developed by researchers at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin-Madison. The multi
cube consists of a symmetric grid of
buses with a processing node located at
each intersection. In addition , a memory
module is connected to each column bus.
A snooping (frequently called snoopy)
scheme is used to ensure cache consis
tency (see figure I) .
A processing node comprises a pro
cessor, a conventional cache memory
(called the processor cache) to reduce
memory latency, and a snooping cache
that is connected to both its row and col
umn buses. The processor would prob
ably have an on-chip cache as well. The
large snooping cache (built with DRAM
chips) is designed to reduce bus traffic as
well as to implement the snooping pro
tocol.
This architecture is a memberof a new
class of symmetric-interconnection to
pology that the resea rchers have pro
posed . Ca lled simply the m11l1icube, it
consists of 11k processors, where each bus
is connected to n processors and each
processor is connected to k buses (k also
can be considered the number of system
dimension s). The hypercube is a special
case of the multicube in which 11 = 2.
The Wisconsin multicube is a two-di
mensional version (k = 2) in which 11
scales to 32 , yielding a proposed system
of 1024 processors .
The resea rchers were attracted to the
hypercube topology because of its ex
treme sca lability. However, they were re
luctant to adopt the architecture's liabil
ities : the explicit mapping of processes
and data onto the processors a nd memory
that a distributed system requires and,
for a large-scale machi ne, the large num
ber of intermediate nodes a message must
often traverse.
By adopting a grid of buses and shared
memory , the Wisconsin multicube elimi
nates those drawbacks . Furthermore,
becau se it uses a snooping cache-coher
ence protocol , the view of shared mem
ory resembles that of existing single-bus,
shared-memory multiprocessors .
The symmetry of the multicube 's or
ganization distributes bus traffic uni
formly among the buses , reducing the
chance of bottlenecks . Because of its
grid organization and snooping scheme ,

a memory request that produces a cache
miss requires, at most, twice the number
of bus operations as that of a si ngle-bus
multiprocessor.
The researchers note that the architec
ture can be considered a collection of
conventional bus-based multiprocessors
connected by orthogonal sets of buses
that transpa rently extend the snooping

The

among th e processors. The snooping
protocol requires only that each memory
block have a home column, or home bus,
on which it resides.

The Aquarius Multi-Multi
Researchers at the University of Califor
nia at Berkeley investigated a variety of
hierarchical architectures and were led
to develop a design based on the multi
cube . Although the research effort is
cal led the Aquarius projecr, the resea rch
ers call the architecture a "multi-multi ."
(Like the developers of the multicube ,
they use Gordon Bell' s term mulri for to
day's multiprocessors .)
Like the multicube, the multi-multi
uses a grid of bu ses with a moderate
number of processors per bus and accom
modates several dimensions. Howeve( ,
the shared memory is divided among the
nodes (from a suggestion made by the de
velopers of the Wi sconsi n multicube that
it could be), resulting in a " semiprivate"
address space for each processor. Mem
ory is shared using the high bits of the
memory address .
This arrangement is efficient for pri
vate data and serves as a natural division
of directory information . Thus, each
node can run independently of the rest of
the system as well as share memory to
any extent. Sharing , of course, is most
efficient for processors on the sa me bus.
The cache-cohe rence protocol com
bines aspects of snooping and directory
schemes . The snooping component
maintains the consistency of caches on
individual buses , and the directory com-

multicube

uses a snooping
cache-coherence
protocol.

cache protocol to higher dimen sions. In
deed, a conventional shared-bus multi
processor can be viewed as a multicube
with k = I.
In a k-dimen sional system, the total
number of buses is knk- 1 • Therefore , the
b a ndwidth p er proce sso r eq u als
k11*- 1/nk, or kin. Thus , the bandwidth
available to each processor scales direct
ly with the number of dimension s.
Although the architec.t ure spec ifies
that main memory must be spread across
the column bus, it could be distributed

AQUARIUS "MULTl-MULTl" PROCESSING NODE
~
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Figure 2: Th e Aquarius project's "mulli-mulri" divides up rhe main memory among
rhe processing nodes and adds a directory scheme to a s11oopi11g scheme IO ensure
cache consis1ency.
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HECTOR ARCHITECTURE
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Figure 3: Hector opts for a hierarchical arrangemenr in which the top two levels use

rings for th e interconnections. Th e processing node (see inset) includes an interface
to the station bus and, typically, a processor, cache, and local memory as well.
ponent handles consistency among the
buses . The overall protocol takes advan
tage of local sharing (i .e ., blocks shared
among the nodes of one bus) by observ
ing when a block is shared only locally
and limiting transactions to just that bus.
A node contain s a high-performance
microprocessor, a cache, and local mem
ory (see figure 2) . The local memory is
large-at least 4 megabytes-and in
cludes a directory that hold s tags for the
memory block s. The cache is fairly
large- I 28K bytes each for data a nd in
structions-and includes a multiported
cache controller, which connects to the
node 's row and column buses.
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The Hector Architecture
In some ways, the simplest conceptually
of these proposed hierarchical architec
tures is Hector, being developed at the
University of Toronto . One of the proj
ect's aims is to produce a scalable design
with a good cost/performance trade-off;
another is to ensure that the cost of a sys
tem is directly proportional to its size.
To achieve those aims , the architec
ture uses two levels of bit-para llel rings
to link sma ll buses (see figure 3) . Be
cause the buses and rings can transfer
data independently, the total bandwidth
increases proportionally with the num
ber of interconnection units .

More important, the interconnection
scheme is simple, inexpensive , and scal
able to higher speeds . It contributes to
increased reliability and flexibility. In
addition, the cost of accessing remote
memory increases incrementally with
distance ; in contrast , most system s with
nonuniform memory access have only
two time costs: local and remote.
Hector' s simplicity derives from the
fact that it merely links processing nodes
by a bus and bus interfaces and then uses
two si mple , higher-level links and asso
ciated controllers to configure the sys
tem . Part of that simplicity , however , is
due to the lack of cache consistency
across all the nodes.
At the lowest level , a bus connects a
group of processing nodes. The research
ers call the nodes modules and the groups
stations. Although a processi ng module
typically consists of a microprocessor,
cache memory , loca l memory , and a sta
tion-bus interface, the researchers use
the term processing module to indicate
memory and I/O modules as well.
A local ring link s several stations, and
a global ring connects the local rings.
Because they can be built with short
point-to-point links , rings provide faster
signaling than buses . More important,
the total bandwidth increases proportion
ally with the number of segments. (The
optimal number of segments, however , is
a trade-off, si nce network latency like
wise grows proportionally.)
Information is transferred in packets.
The transfers are handled hierarchically
by three types of interface circuits. At the
lowest level , the station-bus interface
manages a processing module's commu
nication s. Next, a station controller han
dles the traffic within a station plus the
traffic to and from the local ring . At the
highest level , an inter-ring inte rface
link s the local ring and the global ring .

The DASH Architecture
Stanford University 's DASH multipro
cessor is another conceptually simple ar
chitecture . It uses a simple hierarchical
structure with a distributed-directory
cache-coherence protocol. A scalable in
terconnection network and the directory
protocol are the key elements in making
the system scalable.
The general architecture consists of
clusters of processors linked by a high
bandwidth , low-latency interconnection
network (see figure 4) . A cluster , which
the developers call a node, contains a
small number of high-performance pro
cessors , each with its own cache , loca l
memory , common cache for remote ac
cesses , and directory that connects the

Circle 135 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 136).
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cluster to the network . A bus link s the
elements within the cl uster, and a snoop
ing scheme ma inta ins the consistency of
the cluster's caches . Across nodes, the
directory scheme ensures consistency .
The directory protocol is independent
of the type of interconnection network .
DASH can use a ny of the low-latency net
works that were origina lly developed for
message- pass ing para ll e l pro cessors,
such as a mesh or a hypercube.

The Paradigm Architecture
As with Hector, the developers of the
Paradigm architecture sought to show
that a sha red-memory multiprocessor
ca n scale fro m a few processors to hun
dreds and prov ide cost-effective perfor
mance ac ross the ent ire range . Believing
that a switching net wo rk is re quired for
scalability but recogni zing the high la

tency of such network s and the high cost
of spec ia li zed types like shuffle-ex
change network s, the develope rs turned
to cluste rs of high-performance micro
processors that use an optimi zed hierar
chy of shared buses and caches .
Unlike the other architectures, Pa ra
digm- also being deve loped at Sta nfo rd
Uni versity-is a software and hardware
architecture. More specifica lly, it com
bines the operating system, ha rdwa re ,
and firmware-like components such as
cache manageme nt software modules .
(An earl ier version of Pa radigm had the
name VMP-MC , for V multiprocessor
multicomputer, a nd was an extension of
the origina l VMP wo rk .)
Paradi gm' s use of distributed-operat
ing-system techniques for very la rge
scale, widely distributed ope ration and
parallel appl ication-structuring tech-
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PARADIGM ARCHITECTURE
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Figure 5: In Paradigm , high-level groups ofprocessors, called nodes (see inset), are linked to a switching network. The links,
however, are nor cemral nodal links ; instead, they connect multiprocessor module groups-the second level down in th e
hierarchy-to the network, eliminating some bus traffic.

niques that maximize locality and mini
mize contention helps it to realize high
performance scalability. The general
hardware architecture consists of pro
cessing "configurations" connected by
the switching network (see figure 5) .
The configurations , confusingly called
nodes, consist of clusters of processors
linked hierarchically to memory mod
ules.
Each processor is a microprocessor
with an on-chip cache. Two to eight
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microprocessors , connected by a bus and
sharing a higher-level cache, form a mul
tiprocessor module . The MPM also con
tains an interface that connects it to a
high-speed network. Similarly, a num
ber of MPMs are linked by a higher-level
bus to a higher-level cache, called an in
terbus cache module. Th is collect ion is
called an MPM group. Finally , a number
of MPM groups, linked by a memory bus
to a memory module , form a node .
Each MPM is connected through the

switching network to all the other MPMs
and through the module bus (called a
board bus, since the module is imple
mented as a single board) to the other
MPMs in its node. The shared bus and
cache interconnection of this setup pro
vide low-latency communications among
the clusters of processors within a node .
Although the described structure con
tains three levels of buses and caches, it
can be extended recursively to additional
levels . A key task in the Paradigm project
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GIGAMAX ARCHITECTURE
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Figure 6: The only commercial R&D project to develop a bus-based shared-memory multiprocessor, Encore 's GigaMax links u

number ofthe company's shared-bus Multimaxes.

is to determine the appropriate number of
levels, or height, of the hierarchy.
The memory module includes a direc
tory that keeps the state of each block
that 's in memory, thus supporting cache
coherence. It also supports a memory
based multicast message facility.

The GigaMax Architecture
The GigaMax project, carried out by En
core Computer (Fort Lauderdale, FL),
was the one serious commercial effort to
develop a scalable shared-memory multi
processor that uses at least one bus. But
whether it is truly scalable (by which
computer architects mean "highly scal
able") depends partly on how you define
the term .
Simulations of GigaMax indicated that
a 128-processor system is practical , and
analytic modeling suggested that a 160
processor version might be possible. The
initial discussion of the proposed archi
tecture was one of the first to describe a
hierarchical bus and cache arrangement;
Paradigm resembles it in its board-level
cache and its directory scheme, and an
other system, the Data Diffusion Ma
chine, is similar to it in many ways.
GigaMax is an extension of Encore 's
226
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Multimax system. In the last version of
Multimax , a system can be configured
with 2 to 20 processors ( 1 to 10 processor
cards) and up to 160 MB of memory (10
memory cards) , plus 1/0 cards (the bus
has 19 slots). Each processor, which is
built around a National Semiconductor
32532 microprocessor, has its own write
back cache , which snoops on the bus to
maintain consistency.
The version of GigaMax most recently
described consists of eight processing
clusters connected by fiber-optic links

W hether
GigaMax is truly
scalable depends
partly on how you
define the term.

and a high-speed bus serving as a global
switch. A cluster comprises a Multimax,
a system interface (called a uniform in
terconnection card) , and a second-level
cache card (called a uniform cluster
cache). The cards occupy two slots in the
Multimax, which uses a high-speed bus,
called a 11a11obus because of its SO-nano
second cycle time. (See figure 6 .)
The cluster cache stores the location of
remote memory blocks that the local
(cluster) processors have recently ac
cessed. The interconnection card handles
the traffic with the rest of the system and
snoops on the bus to maintain cache co
herence at the cluster level.
Part of the GigaMax project involved
the design of the processor board , con
tributing to the company's next-genera
tion system, the 93 series. It uses a Mo
torola 88100 with 32K bytes of write
through cache, with four processors per
card and up to eight cards per system. An
important part of the .system is a 1-MB
write-deferred board-level cache.
The original goal of GigaMax was to
develop a machine that was capable of
1000 million instructions per second
(MIPS). By using the 88100 , Encore can
achieve thi s target by linking just two 93
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DATA DIFFUSION MACHINE ARCHITECTURE
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Figure 7: The Data Diffusion Machine uses the original GigaMax tree architecture
bw divides the shared memory among the processors. More important, it turns
to virtually, rather than physically, addressed memory , using set-associative
memory and directories.

series machines . Due to the greater pow
er of current-generation microprocessor
units , Encore no longer sees GigaMax as
commercially viable.

The Data Diffusion Machine
Although it is based on the GigaMax ar
chitecture, the Data Diffusion Machine
(DOM) represents, in some ways, the
greatest departure in conception for a
scalable shared-memory multiprocessor.
Part of the European ESPRIT project, it
uses a tree structure (as did the original
GigaMax proposal) .
What most distinguishes the DOM
from the other architectures is that the
shared memory is a virtual one . In other
words, the location of a piece of data in
the machine is completely decoupled
from its virtual address. Furthermore,
there is no set location where a data item
must reside ; instead, it migrates to where
it is needed . This arrangement reduces
access times and traffic.
Thanks to its virtual memory scheme
and the extensibility of the hierarchy , the
machine is scalable to an arbitrary num
ber of processors . The hardware organi
zation comprises a hierarchy of buses and
data (i .e ., directory) controllers linking
the processors . Each processor has a
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processors and memory forms a cluster.
The cluster (i .e ., local bus) is connected
to a higher-level bus through a directory
controller , and so on up the tree .
The directory controller 's set-associa
tive directory has space for the status bits
for all the data blocks in the memories
below it. The control !er also observes the
activity on the buses it is attached to (i.e. ,
the one immediately above it and the one
below it}, acting like a snooping cache.

large set-associative memory, and each
data controller has a set-associative di
rectory containing status bits for the data
under its control (see figure 7).
The design of the DOM is based on the
following ideas: Software does not really
need to know where a piece of data re
sides; all it needs is a way to identify
each data item- the virtual address. The
physical placement of the data should be
done automatically by the hardware in a
dynamic , totally flexible manner that en
ables most of a processor's memory ac
cesses to be satisfied locally.
The machine's design was oriented to
executing logic programs, but it is very
general because it is independent of the
choice of processor, language , or appli
cation. It will , therefore, run softwa re
written for conventional shared-memory
rriachines without change .
N the;: bottom of its tree structure are
the processors (each likely to have its
own cache) and their local, set-associa
tive memories . This memory, which is
the sole form of main memory, is large
and is organized like a very large cache,
but it contains an image of part of the
global virtual memory.
The memory is connected by a mem
ory controller to a local bus; a group of

All but one of these projects are aca
demic, and the one commercial project
(GigaMax) has ended its efforts to build a
highly scalable system . The other com
mercial makers of shared-memory multi
processors-primarily Sequent Com
puter System s and Alliant Computer
Systems (which uses a crossbar switch
rather than a bus)-see no value in pursu
ing such a goal. Sequent says it does not
see a demand for more than 30 proces
sors-its maximum in the current Bal
ance series-and that the average cus
tomer uses only 8 to 10 processors.
As Bob Hessinger, manager of large
systems marketing at Encore, put it, the
explosion of individual CPU capability
calls into question the whole notion of a
highly sca lable shared-memory machine
that uses one or more buses. For one
thing , you no longer need to link hun
dreds of processors to achieve what was
once considered supercomputer perfor
mance. More important , the need for bus
bandwidth grows with the processor ' s
performance , and a large-scale multipro
cessor using today's microprocessors
would need lightning-fast buses , which
are not technically feasible .
Furthermore, shared -memory sys
tems, especially bus-based ones, are
general-purpose machines , and other
types of machines are more competitive.
Vector processors are well suited to cer
tain applications and are simple to pro
gram because of their optimizing com
pilers. And distributed-memory multi
processors are more economical for the
kind of applications they serve .
Still , economies of scale and the fact
that they are binarily compatible over a
wide range of configurations-2 to 32
processors- make shared-memory mul
tiprocessors at the large end competitive
with mainframe computers . Research
aside , their future seems to be confined
to that level of parallelism . •

Mike Robinson is a freelance writer and
editor in Lexington , Massachusetts, spe
cializing in electronics technologies. You
can reach him on BIX c/o "editors. "
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SCALING UP:
GET THE MESSAGE?
Message-passing multicomputers can produce linear improvements in performance;
current shared-memory multiprocessor systems can't
RICHARD MARLON STEIN

W

hile currently each new gen
eration of multiprocessor sys
tems delivers faster and faster
resu lts , soon the computing
bandwidth of shared-memory multipro
cessors will reach its limit. The laws of
physics weigh against substantial speed
improvements that preserve the existing
cost-effectiveness of multiprocessor sys
tem s.
Message-passing parallel computers
circumvent the architectural limits of
current shared-memory multiprocessor
systems . Also called multicomputers ,
these systems can achieve speeds that
continue to increase linearly with the
number of processors used.

Multicomputing vs. Multiprocessing
Multicomputers are sca lable computa
tion systems; they share no resources
and , architecturally, exhibit no areas of
contention-a giant killer. The shared
memory architectures found in current
multiprocessor systems are limited in the
number of CPUs that they can connect to
a common memory pool. This limitation
constrains the performance on real work
to a less-tha n-linear improvement (see
figure 1) .
A generally accepted bound for multi
processor systems is eight processors,
but some workstations can only accom
modate four. Each CPU must arbitrate
with its bus partners to gai n access to the
common memory-a source of signifi
cant contention . Thus, bus bandwidth be
comes more costly and less efficient.
Some manufacturers, such as Alliant
Computer (Waltham , MA), permit over
20 CPUs to share a common memory . To
achieve this architecture, multiple buses
ILLUSTRATION . CARY HENRIE Q. ; 1991
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Figure 1: Speed versus

SHARED-MEMORY VS.
number ofprocessors for
shared-memory and
MULTICOMPUTER· SYSTEMS
multicomputer systems.
Contention limits th e jpeed
increase attainable in shared
memory systems to a
nonlinear measurement.
(Nore that the x and y axis
elements are nor labeled
alQI
because specific numbers
Q.
en
are nor being shown.)
Break-even point

Number of processors

combine several CPUs (four to eight)
into a cluster . When one CPU requires
data that resides in a different cluster' s
address s pace , a me ssage is passe d
throu gh a high-speed channel.
To exploit this architecture, the soft
ware engineer must partition the problem
across many clusters and organize mes
sage passing between them . Distributed
me mory multicomputers re quire this
mechanism .
Message passing in sha red-memory
systems is simpler than this. When a
message is sent , the synchronization be
tween process peers is conducted accord
in g to a common c lock. Each pe e r

11\JTE

ACTION SUMMARY

Message-passing multicom

" knows"-in a temporal sense-when a
message was sent or requested .
A distributed-memory multicomputer
has no such luxury . Many hundreds or
thousands of processors execute asyn
chronously. The improper coordination
and synchronization of these processors
can lessen performance gains or even
halt processing .
To build multicomputer software , you
need to learn to think in a concurrent
context to comprehend the complexity of
this articulated multiprocess situation . If
you understand the concurrency issues ,
you can apply standard structured soft
ware-engineering principles to the multi
computer domain .
You can also construct a system that
exhibits linear increases in speed . Prob
lems will be solved in times that are
directly proportional to the number of
nodes in your multicomputer.

puters can achieve speeds
that continue to increase lin
early with the number of pro
cessors used. How fast would
you like your system to go?
Just add more and more pro
cessors-we II, maybe not
" just." Multicomputer soft
ware is more complex and
not as easily available as mul
ti processor software . But
once you have it, you can in
deed increase your speed
just by adding processors.
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Active, Dynamic-and Staggering
Multicomputers are not burdened by con
tention ; they offer linea r increases in
speed and are typically Yio to Yioo the cost
of equivalent mult iprocessor systems (in
terms of million instructions per second
and million floating-point operations per
second) . Why , then, are they substantia l
ly less preva lent? Because there is little
or no software for them.
While multiprocessor systems enjoy a
vast resource of " dusty decks " (i.e ., old
computer programs full of intrinsically
se que nt ia l code), few multicomputer
programs have been written.
A multicomputer's distributed-mem
o ry arc hitecture deters the wholesale
port of existi ng sequentia l software; it is
much harder to write effective multicom
puter softwa re than it is to write sequen
tial shared-memory imple mentations.
Part of the difficulty is algorithmic.

Gaussian elimination (see reference 1), a
familiar technique for solving si multa
neous systems of linear equat ions, can be
implemented in a multicomputer. How
ever, the performance results, in a per
processor comparison , don' t match those
obtained by a vectorized multiprocessor
solution.
Some algorithms just don ' t map well
into multicomputer architectures. Since
most of the ex ist ing programs are based
on " tried and true" algorithms, it is hard
to invent new techniques that a re distrib
uted and work with multicomputers.
The other stumbling block is concep
tual. A multicompute r is constructed
from many individual processors, each
possessing a sma ll portion of local mem
ory , perhaps 4 megabytes each . These
computation elements, or nodes , are con
nected to each other with high-speed
link s. Processes send and receive mes
sages through these links to other pro
cesses resident on different multicom
puter nodes.
The conceptual difficulty with this ar
chitecture is that you must now consider
not one processor and one process , as in
the sequentia l mac hines , but n proces
sors and m processes, each exchanging
messages with the others. Thi s ensemble
is an ac tive, dynamic system with n times
m degrees of artic ulation . The config
uration can be quite stagge ring.

Thinking Concurrently

Good software depends on a solid , thor
oughly organized design, a nd for multi
computers , this is the rule, rather than
the exception. Softwa re engineering de
pends on abstraction to transform a phys
ical system or environment into a super
position of operators and data types that a
computer can process. Therefore, you
need to describe the system requi.rements
and find a method to extract the parallel
elements of the problem and abstract
them into a softwa re design.
A computer performs work by execut
ing a process . A process is litera lly a
superposition of inputs, outputs, and
assignments . A multicomputer process
accepts input from other processes by
way of message passing , performs some
computations (e .g ., x = y * sin(2 * z)),
and outputs result s to another process ,
also through message passing .
This abstraction leads to the process
srrucrure graph, an illustration that de
tail s the granularity of the system (see
figure 2) . The process-structure graph
qu antifies the number of processes and
their interfaces. With severa l simple pro
cesses, such as those that perform si mple
arithmetic operations (e.g., +, - , and

SCALING UP

A LOGICALLY CONCURRENT MULTICOMPUTER

Host workstation
memory

*),a "fi ne-grai ned" process-structure is
said to exist. It takes a good many simple
a rithmetic processes to perform a fast
Fourier tra nsform or matrix inversion
that may be implemented without using a
separate process to do all ar ithmetic op
erations.
You may decide to create a sepa rate
process , ca lled proc_add(a ,b ) , that
perform s all the additions for your sys
tem . Or you may clecicle to create a single
process ca l led proc_ sstraj (position,
attitude. velocity , mass , .. . , etc .)
that determ ines the space shuttle's re
entry trajectory . Clearly , proc_add is
superfluous a nd quite expen sive to use in
a run-time environment. However, you
onl y need to use proc_sstraj once, be
cause it is a complex set of assignments
a nd fun ctions.
You can c reate the process-structure
gra ph at any level of detail you wish . The
gra ph becomes more fine-grained as ad
ditiona l process bubbles, or circles, are
added. Similarly, the fewer the number
of process bubbles , the more coarse
grained the graph is . Each process is en
tirely isolated with the interface arrows,
which point out the direction of message
passing fl ow between processes and enu
me rate the packet structure of the mes
sages .
A single-interface a rrow may ca rry
more than one message type , or packet
structure. The precise organization a nd
process dependency (who gets what mes
sage from whom) of these interfaces must
be known ; otherwise, a nondererminisric
system , one that does not produce the
sa me results fo r a fixed set of initial con
ditions , may ari se .

Bubbles and Nodes
Spec ifying the process structure of a
multicomputer system sets the stage for
eva luating the logical concurrency of the

Worker process
Message-passing
interface simulated
with sockets or
UDP datagrams

gra ph (see " T800 and Counting," No
vembe r 1988 BYTE). Logical concur
rency is a measure of the simulta neous
actions , events, and processes that occur
during the course of execution. The pro
cess structure ex presses the logica l con
currency of the system through the rela
tionship of each process bubble to its
companions.
Process bubbles placed within othe r
bubbles imply that these embedded pro
cesses are composites of the large r ones ,
much like a collection of subroutines that
modularize a large program. No restric
tion is placed on the context of the em
bedded processes: There may be severa l
within a la rge r process, and they can exe
cute simu lta neously or sequentia ll y, j ust
like a series of function invocations in
FORTRAN or C .
Processes on equal footing (i.e ., those
appearing in the graph at the same level
of granularity) are logically concurrent
peers of the same rank . Processes of
equal concurrency rank should excha nge
messages . This is a "rule of thumb " that
aids multicomputer software spec ifica
tion and design development. Message
passi ng between multiple concurrency
ranks is permissible as long as you ca n
clearly doc ument and illustrate the mes
sage path.
By imposing thi s restriction on the
process-structu re graph , the logical con
currency within the process hierarchies ,
their interfaces , and the ir functions is
easier to maintain and transform into a
multicomputer system . It 's a way to elim 
inate " spaghetti code " in multicomputer
softwa re.
To tra nsform a pro cess-s tru cture
graph. into a multicomputer system . you
mu st convert the log ica ll y concurre nt
spec ification into the physical concur
rency of the multicomputer. That is. if
you have a process-stru cture graph th at

Figure 2: Developing a 11111/ricompwer
system that runs on n processors requires
that you first create a logically
concurrem description a11d cast it imo a
process-structure graph. Here, an
eight-process system is organized as a
li11e ofprocesses. The processes are
debugged in a single address space using
message passing. This verifies rhm th e
system will nor deadlock 111he11 ported to
the multicompwer.

describes a system of eight processes and
each is organized as an element a long a
straight line where messages are passed
po int-to-po int th rough " nea rest neigh
bors " along the line , then somehow you
must place each process onto a multi
computer node such that the inter face ar
rows preser ve this topologica l configura
tion (see figure 3).
The message-passing portion of a mul
ticomputer system is cr itica l. Each mes
sage that is sent must have a receiver , and
vice versa , or the system will deadlock .
The tran saction betwee n sender a nd re
ceiver must complete , or the sende r will
block (cease execution) . Dead lock is the
scou rge of multicomputer softwa re . For
tunately, a des ign technique helps mini
mize the probabil ity of deadlock .
The process-st ructure graph that is
constructed from the softwa re des ign
should execute in a si ngle address space.
By spawning separa te processes corre
sponding to the process-structure graph ,
the message passing occ urs in the single
address space of a workstation . You can
c reate the message-pa ss ing primitives
from sockets or User Datagra m Protocol
datagra ms under Unix.
By exercising and validating the logi
cally concurrent spec ification in a single
address space , the system' s message
passi ng com munication s requirements
can work correctl y wi thout deadlock. If
the message pass ing works, then the in
te rn als of each process in the process
structure graph will also cycle correctly .
This design technique ac tu a lly real
izes physica l concurrency . The physica l
concurrency 's multiprocess emul ation is
enough to guara ntee execution in the
multicomputer, provided the topology is
wired correctly.
One multicomputer operating system ,
Genesys from Transtech Para llel Sys
tems (Ithaca , NY). incorporates a "standJUN E 199 1 • BYTE
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served in a single address space , the logi
cal structure and message passing are .

FROM LOGICAL TO PHYSICAL CONCURRENCY
Processor

Dividing the Data

Interprocessor
message-passing
links

Local RAM

Multicomputer
node

Multicomputer

Multicomputer
host wprkstation

Figure 3: After checking ow its logical concurrency in a single address space ,
you can translate a process-structure graph to physical concurrency by porting the
system to a multicomplller.

a lone router" library that possesses the
identical message-passing functionality
of the point-to-point processor commu
nications library used in the multicom
puter. To switch from physical-concur
rency emulation in a single address space
lo the full-blown multicomputer , you
merely recompile the code with a differ
ent li brary.

Achieving message passing in a single
address space has ;mother advantage: It is
far easier to debug the process internals
of a complicated computation in a single
address space . Can you imagine poking
around hundred s of multicomputer
nodes , trying to find out whic h one has
the erroneous information? While the
system 's temporal structure is not pre-
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To achieve proportiona l increa ses in
speed in multicomputers , you have to
map the logical concurrency, which the
process-structure graph describes, onto
the physical concurrency of the underly
ing multicomputer platform . However,
placing and arranging the processes does
not guarantee effective speed increases ;
each process must have an equal amount
of data to work on.
The distributed-memory organization
of multicomputers implies that the entire
data set does not reside in a sha red-mem
ory pool but , instead, is disseminated
among the n processes of the process
structure graph. You must perform this
data decomposition to make the best use
possible of the processors . All the pro
cessors in the mu lticomputer must simul
taneously operate on nearly identical
portions of the distributed data set so that
they can execute in the shortest time
possible .
The term data decomposition de
scribes the data set's proportional dis
tribution to each multicomputer node.
Highly symmetrical computation do
main s, such as grids , pa rallelepipeds,
and cylinders , all possess degrees of
symmetry . You can exploit this symme
try to yield congruent data decomposi
tions . A data decomposition is called
congruent when the same quantity of
data has been placed on each multicom
puter node (see figure 4) .
An irregularly shaped domain , such
as a protein molecule or the airframe of
the proposed National Aerospace Plane ,
requires a data decomposition that is not
easily " eyeballed " into a congruent de
composition . Obtaining a congruent data
decomposition for irregular domains re
quires a more sophisticated technique.

When all processors have equal quanti
ties of data to work on , then a load bal
ance occurs . A load balance must exist
for a multicomputer to obtain linear in
creases in execution speed .
To understand why a load balance
must exist , imagine, for example, two
processes that communicate via message
passing . Suppose 1hat one process , pro
cess A. has a data set twice the size of the
data set for its companion , process B.
During their respective computation s,
process B re quires a piece of data (e .g.,
a message) from process A. But process
A req ui res twice as long to complete
its computation as process B needs . So
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Dr. Switch-ASE puts dBASE on top.
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to be an Assembly language whi z or
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bot h Expanded and Extended mem
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process B must wait , or block , for a mes
sage from process A.
When a process blocks, it does no
work , and the portion of the program that
process B performs does not proceed. A
load imbalance produces this unwanted
interruption , and it diminishes a multi
computer's efficiency ; the maximum in
crease in speed possible is proportional
to the execution time for the work on the
most heavily loaded computation node .
A few load-balancing techniques are
known . The one you use depends on your
problem domain . Highly symmetrical
data-parallel computations can usually
be •·eyeballed " to obtain a data decom
position that produces a load balance .
Irregular domains (e .g. , those found
in the solution to large , sparse linear sys
tems) require a more sophisticated tech
nique. Simulated a1111ealing is a success
ful and popular method for equalizing
multicomputer load imbalances. This
method is used in the Transpiler (see
"Configuring Parallel Programs," De
cember 1989 BYTE) , a multicomputer
software compilation suite that performs
load-balancing functions on transputers .
To achieve a. load balance , simulated
annealing eva luates a near-optimal value
for an objective function that expresses
the cost of computing some portion of the
data set while accounting for the mes
sage-passing effect s. The equation

S=

I:

c p.q

alts p.q

whcrcp < q

where W, =work load of proc es sor i ,
c p.q =communication s overhead between
data elements p and q, N=number of
processors, 1,omm =lypical communica
tions time per element , and /"" =typical
time for floating-point operations per
data element (see referen ce 2) , is typica l
of the kind used in simulated-annealing
load balancing.
The simulated-annealing algorithm
optimizes this equation. It forces the re
location of data elements to different
nodes, based on an initial scallered de
composition of the data . By supplying an
initia l data decomposition that may be
randomly scattered throughout the mul
ticomputer, the simulated-annealing al
gorithm , when applied to an objective
function , directs the placement of the
data elements so that the computation
and message passing are near optima l.
The multicompute r performance mea
surement is physically dependent on indi
vidual processor speeds and on the rate at
which messages can be communicated
236
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ChooseYot1r Tools Carefully
The right graphics software is the key to powerful presentations

Throw away your pencils,
T-squares and.sketch pads, because
you won't be needing those tools any
more. All you really need is your
imagination and software from
AT&T Graphics Software Labs.
We have software that will help you mee t
all your graphics challenges. From simple
business graphics to sophisticated 30
modeling and animation, AT&T offers the
widest range ofTARGN-based graphics

software-and we also have software for
VGA graphics boards and the Macintosh."
So whether you're interested in multi-media
business presentations, architectural renderings,
slide or video production , o r any other type of
presentation graphics, we have the right
cools for you-graphics software fro m AT&T
For more information about TOPAs;· RIO'"
o r any of our full line of graphics applicat io ns,
call 317-844-4364.

Choose AT&T Graphics Software Labs

AT&T

For Macintosh inquiries circle 388 on Inquiry Card .
For IBM/compatible inquiries circle 389 on Inquiry Card.
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between nodes . This differs from the sit
uation found on typica l shared-memory
multiprocessors , where memory band
width and processor speed are the criti
cal factors influencing performance.

Choosing a Topology
The logical-concurrency , data-decom
position, and load-balancing issues are
central to a multicomputer's software de
sign. Deciding how to abstract the work
into a logically concurrent description
and then transform it into the physical
concurrency of the multicomputer are
key elements. But you must arrange the
computation to execute so that message
passing proceeds expeditiously between
processes, taking the most direct route
and avoiding bottlenecks and circuitous
paths .
Often , the topology of the multicom
puter is closely linked to the geometry of
the problem at hand . Two-dimensional
meshes are useful for the finite-differ
ence problems found in weather forecast
ing ; hype rcube configurations are useful
for sorting ; and toroids, which are inter
connections of nodes arranged in a circu
lar fashion , are used for 11-body problems

tation demonstrates the potential and op
portunity prese nted by multicomputer
technology. Whether you construct your
own multicomputer from transputers
virtually anyone can do it-or purchase a
multicomputer system , you still must
write the software.
You now have the freedom to engineer
custom multicomputer solutions from
off-the-shelf parts. These scalable com
putation systems , based on the so-ca lled
"killer micros" (microprocessors) , have
emerged as important alternatives to
mainframes and supercomputers .

in molecular dynamics. (In this class of
problem , you must compute the interac
tion between each particle and every
other one in the system ; hence the name
"n-body .'")
The connection scheme that you select
fixes the topology of the multicomputer.
Inmos transputers serve as a cost-effec
tive computation element and are easily
configured into almost any topology.
Commercially available multicomputers ,
such as the Touchstone Delta from Intel
Scientific Computers (Beaverton, OR) or
the Ncube II from Ncube (Beaverton,
OR), let you configure a specific inter
connect pattern by extracting topologies
from a processorfarm.
A processor farm is a collection of
processor resources (nodes) from which
you reserve an arbitrary subset and con
figure it into a topology for a problem so
lution . Processor farms permit several
users simultaneous access to a multicom
puter resource.
The notion that you can design a sca l
able piece of software , acquire the pre
cise number of computation nodes to im
plement it , wire the nodes up, load them
with the software, and start your compu

Tiie cumputing u:o rl<I ;s a

The Cost Factor
Softwa re deve lopment costs, even for
modest-size projects (10 ,000 to 50,000
lines of code), are enormous. The De
partment of Defense spends bi 11 ions of
dollars each year for software to support
defense-related acquisitions. The DoD,
through the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency , has funded much of the
basic R&D manifest in today's shared
memory multiprocessor and multicom
puter systems.
Now , with the availabi lity of massive
ly parallel multicomputer systems such
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as the Connection Machine from Think
ing Machines (Cambridge , MA) , it is
only a matter of time before these ma
chines find their way into defense-sys
tem acquisition. This leads to an im
portant question: How do you estimate
software-engineering costs for a multi
computer system?
In data-parallel situations , where a
single process is replicated n times , once
for each multicomputer node, you only
need to write a single piece of software.
Therefore, data-parallel software-engi
neering costs are comparable to those for
sequential systems. The logic needed to
implement the message-passing scheme ,
which depends on the topology, is insig
nificant compared to the body of the
code, which requires the majority of the
specification, design, code, integration,
and testing efforts.
Data-parallel computations use the
same piece of software to operate on
small portions of a large data set that is
data decomposed over all multicomputer
nodes. A data-parallel computation
would be similar to evaluating a spread
sheet over I00 personal computers si
multaneously: Each personal computer

would update one spreadsheet cell.
Alternatively, if you need to compute
100 spreadsheets , you would save time
by calculating them in parallel , each one
on a separate personal computer via
Lotus 1-2-3 or Microsoft Excel , rather
than waiting for 100 serial computations
to complete on a single personal com
puter.
The logical concurrency of data-paral
lel computations is usually minimal , and
the process-structure graph is compara
tively sparse; one process is replicated n
times . The solitary process does need
communications interfaces to exchange
data with its peers , but this is a simple
edifice to construct.
However, contrast a simple data-par
allel situation with the complexity of an
articulated system, such as the avionics
control system for the space shuttle. The
articulated system requires an extraordi
nary number of unique processes to im
plement. The process structure ' s logical
concurrency grows enormously as more
granularity is added to the process-struc
ture graph . Process-structure refinement
adds successively greater levels of com
plexity to the system , and this balloons

into even more software to write.
For the space shuttle's avionics control
system , you must be able to create m
unique processes , but their interactions ,
the message-passing interfaces, are more
numerous and varied. The software-en
gineering costs rise in proportion to m,
the number of processes .
You can reduce this cost factor if you
can substitute or coerce your process
structure into a data-parallel context.
Data-parallel computations are easier to
design and less costly to implement than
articulated systems in multicomputers .

How Fast Will It Go?
Estimating performance for multicom
puters is another challenge. From the
logical concurrency expressed in the pro
cess-structure graph, you can evaluate
approximately the amount of computa
tion and l/O resources needed to com
plete a single iteration of the design .
If the system contains many unique,
replicated processes on each processor,
you may be concerned about the CPU
context-switch time. If you use the Inmos
transputer, a process context-switch re
quires 2 microseconds. So, even if you
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have 100 processes per tra nspute r , it will
ta ke just 200µs for each iteration throu gh
the process queue. This is a sma ll price
to pay for executing 100 processes simul
taneously.
The transputer' s greatest asset as a
multicomputer computation e le ment
comes from its multiprocess support for
concurrently exec uting contexts. You can
easily execute a logically concurrent pro
cess structure on a single tran spute r.
You can simply a nd painlessly trans

form that process structure to an 11-pro
cessor, phys ica lly concurrent multicom
puter. The transputer is a sca lab le com
putat ion element, and as long as your
system's process structure possesses
scalable concurrency characteristics, a n
n-processor multicomputer will suppl y
an eq ui va lent increase in performance .
A utility that evaluates a process
st ructure graph and return s a scalability
factor (i.e ., the slope of the expected
speed-increase curve) for a given process

Low Cost
Multimedia Product Family
Add mul/imedia to your PC
Run under MS Windows 3.0,
HP NewWave, or MS DOS
Powerful new silicon offers
unbeatable functionality at super,
low prices

Super VideoWindows - S895
Display full motion vioeo in a w indow on VGA
monitor. Sca le , crop , zoom , freeze . Image cap 
ture , save and restore . o und comrol. Acce pt s
VGA input for graphics/text overlay.

Super VGA Daughter - S395
Indu str y stanclaro VGA (Head land's Yioeo 7 )
at tac hes co Supe r VideoWindows for compac t
I-slot solutio n of graphics/tex t overlay. IMB
buffer.

Super TV Tuner - S395
Compu ter selec tab le antenna or 122 chan 
nel cable TY input. Combine w ith Super
YideoWinclows to wa tch TV o n PC.

\

'

Linearly sca lable softwa re is a special
breed of syste m. Multicomputers are best
used on problems that possess a high de
gree of sym metry in their data. Not all
problem dom ains are sufficientl y sym
metrica l to produce a linearly sca lable
system . Increases in speed , which grow
according to the square root of the num
ber of processors (11 ) or the logarithm or
some other power of n , are a lso possible.
Paralle l processing is a risi ng star, but
it will flam e out unless more eng ineers
and scientists are trained to organize log
ically concurre nt systems. A sca lable
system is a reusable system .
You can a lways refine the data decom
position to accommodate more physica l
concurrency ; for example , you ca n rerun
a n e ight-processor system on 8 192 pro
cessors , provided the problem domain is
explicitly parallel.
Multicompute r software req uires a
blend of di scipline , intellect, creativity,
a nd desire to build. Applying these ski ll s
a nd you r software-engineer ing know 
how to create linearly sca lable softwa re
is a cha I lenge, but a highl y rewardi ng
one when it is successfull y met.
The hardware issue has a lready been
solved , tha nk s to the Inmos tran sputer.
Softwa re rema in s the final hu rdl e to
clear if parallel processing via multicom
puters is to emerge as a popular a ltern a
tive to sequential processing . •
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structure would be most useful. It is hard
to say if such a computer-aided software
engineeri ng tool can be created for mul
ticompute r softwa re e ng ineeri ng, but it
would be of tremendous value.
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FAX: 508/663-6678
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QulckBASIC Toolbox

An encyc lopedia of PC technical and programming knowledge. Features paralkl working
examples wrillcn in Pascal, C. A. scmbly and BAS IC. Explains how to tl>e extended and
expanded memory. hard disks. PC pons. muse dri vel'i. graphics and ;ound . Also explains
memory layout. DOS operat ions. fundamentals of BIOS and TSR programs. Includes complete
appendices. 920 pages and 2 companion di sk:; with over I MB of programs.
#8036 ISBN 1-55755-036-0 $59.95 with 2 eompunion disks.

Packed with powerful. ready-to-use programs and routi nes to help you write your own
progr;uns faster and belier. Topic' include: complete routines for Si\A interfacing: pull-down
menu;: windo11 s: dialogue boxe, and lilc requesters and BASIC Scan ner program for printing
completed project listings. 260 pages wi th companion disk.
# BIO~ ISBN 1-55755- 104-9 $34.95 with companion disk.

Turbo Pascal Internals

Boost your computing productivity with thi s package for making truly powerful batch files.
Includes dozens of new hatch commands for writing time-. :tving, easy-to-use "power" batch
lilcs. Compan ion disk contains powerful "Batch BASIC" commands for writing even more
useful hatch programs. 240 pages with companion disk.
#8 102 ISBN 1-55755-102-2 $34.95 with companion disk.

Batch Fiie PowerTools
Gives you ·tnow how" lo program faster. easier. tighter and bener. Find om how 10 use Turbo
for: system programming tasks; writ ingTS Rs: performing multi-tasking: usingSAA windowing
and implementing expanded and extended memory. Learn how Turbo gcnerntcs macl1inc code.
handles the mouse. scans the key board. uses UN ITS and OOPS. pcrfonns fast screen display
and more. 750 pages with 2 disks nf more than 800K of source code.
#8080 ISBN 1-55755-080-8 S49.95 with 2 companion disks.
~
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BASIC Programming Inside & Out
In-de pth coverage fora II BASIC. QuickBASIC, GW-BASIC and Turbo RA SIC programmers.
Explains how to use sound and gruphics; create help screens and pulldown menus: manage
windows in BAS IC: use ML with BAS IC: create business prcsentatiou graphics: print multiple
columns and sideways for professional results and program serial and parallel interfaces. It ha'
dozens of demo programs and routines you can easily adapt 10 your own programs. 600 pages
with companion disk.
#ll084 ISBN 1-55755-084-0 $3-1.95 with companion disk.
Programming VGA Graphics
VGA is becoming the standard display mode fo r PC applications. Learn techniques for wri ting
by using the ncxiblc and powerfu l VGA hardware and soft ware . lndudcs new, unique DOS
commands 10 perfonn dozens of VGA functions. Turbo Pa.sealand BAS IC ex tensions for VGA
di splay modes. 670 pages with 2 companion di sks.
#8099 ISBN 1-55755-099-9 $39.95 with 2 companion disks.

Upgrading & Maintaining Your PC
Shows you how to tum your PC into a high pcrfonnance machine. Describes what you' ll sec
when you open the "hood" and how all of the parts work together. You'll sec how to add a hard
drive. incrca.'e memory. upgrnde to a higher resoJ111ion monitor. or turn your XT into a f;1 s1 AT
or 386 sc rcam~r without havi ng IO be an electronics wizard. 240 pages .
#11092 ISBN 1-55755-092- 1 $24.95

Tips & Tricks for your PC Printer
Subtitled ·undm tanding and using your PC printer more cffcctivdy'. thi s book takes the hassle
out of working with your PC printer. You' ll learn how to set up and connect your printer. You'll
also learn to use the many features that are built into the popular printers. hut rarely used because
they·re so difficu lt lo understand.The companion disk has ;cveral prnctical printer lllilitics: on
line printer HELP. printer control aid. printer font editor and more. 400 pages with companion
disk.
#11075 ISBN 1-55755 -075- 1 $34.95 with companion disk.
Available al B Dalton Booksellers, Waldensoftware, and Software Elc. and at other bookstores nationwldo
In lhe UK conlact Computer Bookshops 021·706·1188 In Canada conlact Addison Wesley 416-447-5101

Abacus

Dept. 86, 5370 52nd Street SE, Grand Rapids, Ml 49512
Orders: 1-800-451·4319 •Phone: (616) 698-0330 •Fax: (616) 698-0325
Circle 10 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 11 ).

PC Fiie Formats and Conversions
f'or cwry PC user who ever wanted to know how to exchange file fo nnats. Describes file
formats for major software applic;11ions in detail. Use IMPORT/EX PORT functions in many
applications. Includes conver>ion program . 280 pages with companion disk.
#11059 ISBN 1-55755-059-X $34.95 with companion disk.

PC Assembly Language: Step by Step
Teaches you PC assembly and machine language from the ground up. You'll learn at your own
pace using the unique simulator which shows you how e;1ch inslrnction works as the PC
executes it. 420 pages wi11t 2 companion di sks. /\bn incl udes evaluation vc"ion' of A86
Assambb and D86 Debugger.
#8096 ISBN 1-55755-096-4 $34.95 with 2 compa nion disks.
Need infonm1tion fast'? Send us your name and fax number (or address ir you prefer) and
we will send you more information.

In US &Canada Order Toll Free 1-800-451-4319 EXT. 26

,------------------,
m.
For fast delivery Order Toll Free 1-BOo-451-4319
26, or FAX (616) 698-0325
O Yes, please rush the following items
::J Yes, please rush your free PC catalog
Apply lo my: O Visa O Master Card O Am.Express I O I have enclosed acheck I M.O.
_ Assembly Language Step by Step 534.95 _ Programming VGA Graphics $39.95
_ BASIC Programming Inside &Out 34.95
OuickBASIC Toolbox
34.95
Balch File Powertools
34.95
Turbo Pascal Internals
49.95
PC File Formats & Conversions
34.95 _ Tips &Tricks/ PC Printer
34.95
_ PC Syslem Programming
59.95 _ Upgrading &Maintainingyour PC 24.95

In US and Canada add $5.00 postage and handling. International orders add 513.00 per book (surtace ralel. For
Fast International Courier service (except Asia, India, Alrica and South Amenca) add 530.00 per book.
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INDUSTRY LEADING PERFORMANCE, PRICE AND RELIABILITY

386™-33 FC Cache System
ORDER YOURS TODAY FOR...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

286
386'" SX-16
386" SX-20
386"-20, 25
386~-25, 33 Cache
486~-25, 33 Cache
486'"-25, 33 EISA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Every A.C. T.
System features

Intel 80386 33MHz CPU
4MB BOns RAM (exp. to 16MB)
64K Cache Memory (exp. to 256K)
1.2MB High-Density Floppy Drive
1.44MB High-Density Floppy Drive
130MB Formatted IDE Hard Drive (19 ms)
2 High Speed Serial Ports and 1 Par. Port
8 Expansion Slots (6 available)
102-Key Enhanced Keyboard
AMI BIOS w/ Setup and Diagnostics in ROM
Real-Time Clock with 5-Year Battery
~UU-Walt Power !lupply
Super-VGA Monitor
(1024x786 at .28mm d.p.)
Super-VGA Video Card w/512K
(expandable to 1MB)
Microsoft DOS 4.01 or 3.3 (installed)
Microsoft Windows 3.0 (installed)
Microsoft Serial Mouse
Choice of Tower or Desktop Case
Free Delivery
Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support
TRW One-Year On-Site Warranty
Wide Variety of Options Available

$3195
,

complete

(lease 598/mo., 48 mos.) 386-25FC price SJ,19j

Non-cache model shown. Tower case available.

"ACT's 33MHz mini-tower
machine is a class act all the way
around. The ACT 386-33FC is a
well-made machine with easy
drive access, good performance,
and impressive attention to
construction detail. This
computer is easy to recommend."

December 25, 1990

Customized Solutions for 286, 3861M and 4861.11 Systems • Free TRW One-Year,
On-Site Warranty • Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support • 30-Day Money-Back
Guarantee • Guaranteed 48-Hour Burn-in • Plus, Free Shipping

A.C.T. NOW Toll-Free

1-800-521-9237
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Lease Terms, Qualified P.O.s Accepted
Dealer and VARinquiries Welcomed
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Superior serv.ice and'SuppOrt
386 SX"!.20 Cache System
COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR...

$2195
,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(lease $64/mo., 48 mos.)

Intel 80386SX-20MHz CPU
2MB BOns RAM (exp. to 32MB)
32K Cache Memory
1.2MB and 1.44MB High-Density Floppy Drives
89MB Formatted IDE Hard Drive (19 ms)
2 High Speed Serial Ports and 1 Parallel Port
8 Ex11ansion Slots (6 ava ilable)
102-Key Enhanced Keyboard
AMI BIOS w/ Setup and Diagnostics in ROM
Real-Time Clock with 10-Year Battery
200-Watt Power Supply
Super-VGA Monitor (1024 x786 at .28mm d.p.)
Super-VGA Video Card w/512K (exp. to 1MB)
Microsoft DOS 4.01 or 3.3 (installed)
Choice of Tower or Desktop Case
Free Delivery
Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support
TRW One-Year On-Site Warranty
Wide Variety of Options Available

486 T'!. 33FC Cache System
UPGRADE
TODAY FOR...
• Intel 80486-33MHz CPU
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

$4 695

4MB BOns RAM (ex p. to 16MB)
64K 20ns Cache Memory
1.2MB and 1.44MB High-Density Floppy Drives
210MB Formatted IDE Hard Drive (15 ms)
2 High Speed Serial Ports and 1 Parallel Port
8 Expansion Slots (6 available)
102-Key Enhanced Keyboard
AMI BIOS w/ Setup and Diagnostics in ROM
Real-Ti me Clock with 10-Year Battery
200-Watt Power Supply
Super-VGA Monitor (1024 x786 at .28mm d.p.)
Super-VGA Video Card w/lM B
Microsoft DOS 4.01 or 3.3 (installed)
Microsoft Windows 3.0 (installed)
Microsoft Serial Mouse
• Choice of Tower or Desktop Case
• Free Delivery
• Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support
• TRW One-Year On-Site Warranty

,

(lease $143/mo., 48 mos.)

MIPS

15.23

Performance
Benchmark

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~W-id_e_v_a_rie_t_y_of_o_1_1t-io_ns_A_v_a_i1a_b_le~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'
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ADVANTAGES

1-800-521-9237

"The Complete Integration"

Customize your Professional Level System with your choice of hard drives, memory, video, software, printers, accessories
and case options. Our Account Executives will assist you in choosing the best components for the ideal Desktop
Publishing, Work Processing, AutoCAD, Accounting, Graphics, Networking Systems or any other demanding application.

------ ------ --.· -- --
-- --- -. --..---- -
Our Systems Stack Up To Be The BEST!

MASTED.TM
"'

··"·

SYSTEM FACTS

* Rugged ._.Reliable 19" Rackm9unt
* 18 inches deep with 3 drive,bays
* 24 jnches deep with 6 drive bays
* Accepts Motherboards
* Accepts Passive Backplanes
* EJSA and ISA bus architectures

*·s teel EncJosute

·* E1~:U\l~i~l Pla,~ing

* .t:Jard C0at Anodized Face Plate
* C~~tQm«Configurations
* i;ustom Engiheering I Design
Cortex Corporation

1-800-88'8-RACK
12274 NicoUet Ave. S ·
Burnsville, MN 55337
· (612)894-3354 Fax (2414)
Circle 82 on Inquiry Card.

STATE OF THE ART

SYMMETRY,
THY NAME IS UNIX
Unix SVR4/MP: Anew standard for multiprocessing with Unix.
How does it fit into the open·systems picture?
MARK NUDELMAN

S

ymmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
yields dramatic improvements in
Unix server power, throughput ,
and upgradability by uniting mul
tiple processors into a single system .
However, to date, implementations of
Unix/SMP have not conformed to open
industry standards-arguably the single
most significant feature of Unix. With
out a widely endorsed standard for Unix
running across multiprocessors , imple
mentations will lack the broad applica
tions portability , enterprise-networking
capabilities , and other open-systems
hallmarks that have made Unix a suc
cess.
In the fa! I of 1989 , in an attempt to fil I
this void, Intel gathered together several
companies focused on Unix. At the time,
each of the companies was working inde
pendently on Unix/SMP variants. To
avoid a proliferation of incompatible in
terfaces, NCR, Okidata , Olivetti, and
Unisys joined the Intel Multiprocessor
Consortium to produce a single Unix
version for SMP systems based on AT&T
Unix System V release 4.0 (SVR4) .
Over the last year, engineers from the
participating companies have spent their
workdays at Intel as members of a single
engineering team. The result of their
efforts is due for delivery in mid-1991
to AT&T's Unix Systems Laboratories
(USL) , which will package and sell it as
Unix System V release 4 , Multiprocessor
version 1 (SVR4/MP): the new standard
for open multiprocessor systems.
What does this standard multiproces
sor Unix include? I'll look at SVR4/MP
with an eye for the challenges met and
the technologies used to design an open
multiprocessing system.
continued
ILLUSTRATION . CARY HENRIE © 1991
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Living in a Uniprocessor World
How do you fit multiprocessing into an
open-systems model when many of the
open standards have grown-and will
continue to grow-out of uniprocessor
architectures? Three major design prin
ciples drove SVR4/MP's architectural
decisions :

S MPsystems
have high-speed
caches for each

• Complete compatibility with unipro
processor.
cessor SVR4 application-binary-inter
face definitions . To fulfill the open
systems promise of shrink-wrapped por
table applications, SVR4/MP will run
any SVR4 ABI-compliant software ancl
most other SVR4 software without any sor operation. Minimizing changes helps
change-without even recompiling. It to ensure that the system meets its com
will pass all conformance tests (e.g., patibility goals and eases future imple
X/Open Portability Guide, IEEE Posix, mentation of the same multiprocessing
and Unix International's SVID) to the enhancements to new releases of stan
same level that SVR4 does .
dard uniprocessor Unix .
• Minimal changes to SVR4 source code. • Easy hardware porting. SVR4/MP
It's easy to imagine producing an SVR4/ supports Intel 386 and i486 microproces
MP standard that follows the first princi
sors. However, any operating system re
ple but violates the second, starting from quires some porting to move it to a differ
scratch to produce cleaner multiprocess
ent machine architecture . SVR4/MP is
ing code. However, changes to the SVR4 designed for fast and easy ports. In de
kernel are minimal in SVR4/MP-just velopment, porting to a new machine has
enough to ensure efficient multiproces- required only three to four days for a sin
gle programmer familiar with the code .

11\JTE

ACTION SUMMARY

Without a widely endorsed
standard, Unix multiproces
sor implementations would
lack the broad applications
portability, enterprise-net
working capabilities, and
other open-systems hall
marks that have made Unix
such a success. Thus, the
Intel Multiprocessor Consor
tium has formed and pro
duced a single standard Unix
for symmetric multiprocess
ing systems based on AT&T
Unix System V release 4.0.

The code is also as portable as possible
to new microprocessor architectures.
The code specific to a given micropro
cessor is isolated, easing efforts current
ly in progress to port the system to the
Intel i860 and other microprocessors.
The Intel Consortium developed a sep
arate but closely related (and standard)
enhanced specification for the Device
Driver Interface/Driver Kernel Interface
that supports multiprocessor and uni
processor systems. While standards such
as Posix 1003 . 1 and SVID define source
code portability for applications, and
while the ABI and BCS focus on binary
portabi Ii ty for applications , the
DDl/DKI specification defines a stan
dard set of services for system device
drivers. It removes all the operating-sys
tem-dependent information from device
drivers, streams modules, and streams
drivers to ensure that drivers are portable
both in source and binary form among
DDl/DKI-compliant systems.

Unix SVR4/MP is compatible

Reaching Its Goals

with uniprocessor SVR4 as

The SVR4/MP system adheres to speci
fications in the Unix System V Roadmap
(Unix International, January 1990),
which specifies the essential components
of an open-systems Unix/SMP solution .
The best attainable scalability for a
multiprocessor system is 100 percent of
the first processor; that is , an n-proces

well as being portable across
a variety of hardware plat
forms.
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sor configuration with 100 percent scala
bility will perform /1 times better than a
uniprocessor configuration. However,
both the hardware and the application
mix being run strongly affect scalability.
It is rare to see I 00 percent.
The goal for SVR4/MP is to achieve
85 percent scalability (i .e ., each proces
sor adds at least 85 percent of uniproces
sor throughput) for up to six processors
across a wide range of applications-a
target appropriate for entry-level and
midrange multiprocessing machines .
Performance is also measured by how
much the SMP enhancements degrade a
uniprocessor. Under SVR4/MP, applica
tion performance on a uniprocessor sys
tem degrades no more than 5 percent
from performance on the same system
under SVR4. System performance is es
tablished using a variety of industry
standard benchmarks, including AIM ,
Neal Nelson, and AT&T's GAEDE.

Setting Up the Target
SVR4/MP supports multiprocessor ar
chitectures that are symmetric with re
spect to memory; that is, each processor
has access to all system memory. This
includes most multiprocessor architec
tures, except for high-end massively par
allel systems (e .g., the Connection Ma
chine from Thinking Machines in Cam
bridge, MA) with large numbers of
processors , each with its own memory.
The target hardware has to support
automatic coherency among all memory
caches within the system. Typically,
SMP systems have high-speed caches for
each processor to eliminate some of the
overhead required for continual memory
access. The most recently used data goes
into the cache, where it can be reaccessed
more readily than from system memory.
In a multiprocessor system, however,
processors execute common kernel code
and operate on common data structures.
If one processor modifies the data in its
cache, then the corresponding items in
other processors' caches become obso
lete , unless all are updated to reflect the
new value. Most multiprocessor systems
use hardware to ensure consistent values
for data in these memory caches. SVR4/
MP assumes that this control is present.
Typically, however, multiprocessor
hardware does not provide the capability
to ensure coherency in translation look
aside buffers , which cache virtual-mem
ory translation information. SVR4/MP
provides its own TLB synchronization
method (see the text box "Lazy TLB
Flushing " on page 248).
1/0 access can be symmetric or asym
metric; that is , all I/O devices can-but

Open Intel's new 386/486 C Code Builde r'"Kit.
And tear into the increased memoiy and performance
of 32-bit DOS protected mode.
Inside, you'll find eve1ything you need to
develo p 32-bit applications. That means you get a
Microsoft and ANSI compatible C Compiler and
Llbra1ies, Linke r, Llbraiian, Make Utility, and Source
Level Debugger. We've even included a DOS &'tender
that's DPMI-compliant. Compliancy that e nables easy
migratio n to Windows· fro m Microsoft.
To make moving up even simple r, we've also

incl uded free Intel suppo11 and a $695 price tag.
With no roy·a lties to pay. Eve r.
Try it at no risk. Purchase it from your Imel
dealer with a 30-day, money-back guara ntee. Or call
1-800-525-3019 for fax document #9901, or Ime l cus
tomer service at 1-800-538-3373. Because with Code
Builder, the hardest thing about getting into 32-bit
programming is opening the box.
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processor interrupt capability: There has
to be a way to send an interrupt from one
processor to another. This capability is
required , for example , for TLB synchro
nization . Also , the microprocessor has to
support a "test and set " operation to en
able multiprocessor locking (the xchg in
struction on 386/i486 processors).

tiprocessor systems ; the most notable are
threads. To date, however, the industry
has not agreed on the proper interface for
parallel programming. At least four sep
arate standards organizations are cur
rently working on interface definitions,
including the Unix International Work
group on Multiprocessors and the Posix
Pl003.4 Real-Time Committee.
So far, commercial computing mar
kets have shown little demand for appli
cations parallelism . Until recently, sci
entific users, whose applications (e.g.,
modeling windflow over a wing) show
significant benefits from parallelism ,
have dominated the multiprocessing
market. These users typically run single ,
monolithic applications , and they are
willing to invest the substantial program
ming efforts required to obtain the high
est possible performance.
Corporate installations usually have
many users running a variety of applica
tions. It ' s more critical that the system
balance the load evenly across all avail
able processors than that it run a single
application very fast. For this reason, as
well as the lack of standards, few com
mercial applications support threads .
Thus , SVR4/MP won't include exten
sive parallel-programming enhance
ments until the industry reaches a con
sensus . This means that a uniprocess
application running by itself will not
benefit from additional processors . But
SVR4/MP does provide automatic load
balancing-an easy task based on the
standard SVR4 uniprocessor process
scheduling method .
On a uniprocessor system, one of the
kernel 's main tasks is to arbitrate compe
tition among processes (i.e. , programs
that are executing) for the single proces
sor . The kernel selects a process that is
ready to run from among those with the
highest priority and allocates the proces
sor to it. The process then executes until
the kernel performs a context switch
(i .e., it stops the current process and al
locates the processor to another one).
In SVR4/MP, the kernel operates es
sentially the same way . At any particular
time , if you haven processors , you haven
active processes . Each processor sched
ules processes, switches contexts, and re
schedules independently . Because each
processor always runs when processes
are waiting , and because the self-sched
uling processors always pick the highest
priority process that is available , the load
spreads out automatically and evenly .

Balancing the Load

Keeping the Door Locked

Various mechanisms make it easier to
fully use the parallelism inherent in mul

Far greater challenges occur in design
ing a multiprocessing operating system

Lazy TLB Flushing
particularly interesting feature
of Unix SVR4/MP is how ii
makes translation look-aside
buffers coherent under software
control. TLBs are common to the many
Unix muhiproeessors that have virtual
mem0ry. A translation is needed be
tween virtual addresses (which the pro
gram uses) and phys ical addresses
(which the memory system and the bus
use) . Typically, some type of hardware
translates the virtual addresses in the
program 10 the physical addresses used
outside the processor.
To speed these translations , chip de
signers often create a cache of address
translations-much like normal data
caches. If a processor translates an ad
dress, it places the virtual and physical
addresses in the cache for the next trans
lation, if required.
This cache is called a TLB , and it
presents the same problem within multi
processor architectures as data caches
do. If one processor changes an address
translation, then the same translation
already in another processor's TLB will
be outdated; that processor could use it
lo translate a virtual address to an obso
lete physical address.
The most obvious solution would be
to broadcast every changed translation
via an interprocessor interrupt, but that
costs 100 much in overhead: A uni
processor SVR4 system running a fairly
moderate load changes translations
about 200 times per second . Instead,
SVR4/MP uses the "lazy TLB-flushing
algorithm." In the uniprocessor code,
whenever a processor changes a transla
tion, it updates the uniprocessor's own
TLB . The algorithm piggybacks on that

A

don't have to-be accessible to all pro
cessors. The 110 architecture can also
have symmetric or asymmetric device
interrupt distribution. That is , interrupts
can always go to one processor (asym
metric) ; different interrupts can go to
different processors (partially symmet
ric); or any interrupt can go to any pro
cessor (completely symmetric or distrib
uted). As in SVR4, SVR4/MP supports
the ISA/EISA 110 buses .
The hardware must al so support inter
248
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local flushing. No broadcast is neces
sary as long as no other processor tries
to use that address .
·
If another processor does try to use
the address, there's no problem if the
second processor flushes its own TLB
between the time the first processor
changes the translation and the time the
second processor tries lo use it. It 's not
necessary to do an expensive broadcast
operation in these cases. The tricky part
is determining when a broadcast is nec
essary .
SVR4/MP's solution is to create a
systemwide generation number that is
incremented every time any processor
flushes its TLB . Each processor keeps a
local copy of what the generation num
ber's value was the last time that proces
sor flushed its TLB . Every time that a
processor changes the translation for a
virtual address , the current systemwide
generation number is associated with
that address .
If the generation number associated
with the address a processor is going to
use is greater than any processor's local
number, an old translation of the ad
dress may exist and the requesting pro
cessor's TLB may need 10 be flushed . If
it does, the system executes a broadcast
and global flush. If the generation num
ber associated with the address is less
than all other local generation numbers,
then all other processors have already
flushed their TLBs since the last time
that address translation was changed .
SVR4/MP still performs 200 or so
local flushes a second, as does the uni
processor. However, this method al
most never requires a broadcast and
global flush .

Effectivity in developing MS Windows or OS/2 Presentation Manager programs
If
•
•
•

you are building sophisticated C++ applications for MS Windows or OS/2 PM, you could benefit from
A toolbox with standardized Graphical User Interface(GUI) parts
An Interface Builder which constructs the standard parts of you r program for you
A Browser so that you can examine and edit the numerous pieces of code of your application

We introduce ou r GU/_Master (CLASS- TREE tor
C++) which we originally developed for our
own use to lessen the burden of writing
programs so that one can focus on the
application parts and not on the GUI part
You don't really want to invest your valuable
time in reinventing the GUI-wheel
• Neither do we, so we included over 85
classes containing a wide range of GUI
building blocks. Anything that could be
accomplished through "normal"
programming can be done if you use our
product. It's just a lot easier
• Many of the things you might not include
in your application because they're too
complex or time-consuming to program,
are easy to make with our GUI_ Master (CLASS-TREE for C++)
• We provide the Interface Builder, with which you specify all properties of the visual objects of your program. The interface
builder then generates the necessary source code, the resource specifications and even the make file
• The Browser enables you to examine your own code and code made by others, and to understand the class structure of that
code. From the Browser you can launch the editor of your choice to modify a C++ program
You may want detailed reference documentation
• We supply nearly 1200 pages of detailed class descriptions, method reference etc. An index is included, of course
You may need a cookbook and example programs
• We provide 7 functional example programs and a cookbook explaining the "how to's"
From our experience developers want to use
products from someone who knows what he
is talking about
• Vleermuis Software Research (VSR) is an
independent R&D organization, which,
over the past 3 years, spent over 40 person
years on 00 development on a broad
spectmm of commercial workstations
To use our GU/_Master (CLASS -TREE for C++)
you must have
• A C++2.x compiler, as we do not supply a
compiler with our product. We suggest
using the Zortech compiler, but we have
also tested most of the others. Write for
details

Group U asstree Demos

GUl_Mastcr Interface Builder UntJllNI
ftle

fdlt .Make

Object Type

mmum!l
VD ala
VScroller
VUserlnterfi '

wtsual

~

··

--

.

We try to keep our prices reasonable
$ 495.= OS/2 PM version
$ 545.= MS WINDOWS 3.0 version
Prices include airmail delivery (may take three weeks)
Add $ 50.= for courier service
General availability in January 1991 for the OS/ 2 version
MS Windows version in May 1991
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The Size of the Grain

PS/2 and.Micro Channel are trademarks _of~!B M

starting from a uniprocessor porting
base. One major assumption pervades
the entire SVR4 kernel: The code runs
on one processor. Whenever a process
runs in the kernel, it knows it has com
plete control of the machine (except for
device interrupts) until it explicitly gives
up control.
This "single-minded" control ensures
the integrity of all the kernel' s data
structures (which contain data accessed
for system calls or kernel functions) . Ex
amples of these structures are the Pro
cess Table , which keeps track of all pro
cesses in the system, and the File Table,
which tracks all open files. If any of the
structures become corrupted, the system
will either crash or develop a bad limp.
Multiprocessing breeds anarchy, how
ever, and dramatically violates the as
sumption of a single thread of control.
Multiple processors run processes inde
pendently. It's easy to imagine a situa
tion where multiple processes simul
taneously access and even modify the
same data structures.
For example, consider a data structure
called count, an integer that is continual
ly incremented; the process reads the in
teger, adds 1 to it, and writes it back to
memory. If two processes are perform
ing this same operation, they could both
read the value 5 simultaneously, incre
ment it , and write it back as 6. The sys
250
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tern would miss one increment; the count
should actually be 7.
The only type of protection that even
remotely addresses this problem in SVR4
is the system-priority-level mechanism
for blocking selected device interrupts to
the processor. These are interrupts that
could themselves modify or look at the
data structures the interrupted process is
using . But SPLs don ' t stop those same
device interrupts from occurring on an
other processor; nor do they keep other
processes from simultaneous access .
The major effort in multithreading
SVR4 was to implement a type of lock,
called a mutual-exclusion (mutex) lock,
associated with every data structure in
the kernel. Before accessing any data
structure, a process must acquire the
lock associated with it. When the process
is finished with the data, it releases the
lock. This mechanism ensures that only
one process at a time is manipulating the
data associated with the lock.
Some Unix/SMP variants have imple
mented locks only on those portions of
the kernel that the majority of applica
tions use most often. In those systems ,
atypical applications that use less popu
lar system calls will not benefit from
multiprocessing. To ensure that all ap
plications scale properly, the SVR4/MP
kernel has implemented locks through
out and is entirely multithreaded.

The overhead required in acquiring and
releasing locks was the key concern in at
taining system performance goals. To
minimize overhead, an optimum balance
oflock granularity had to be determined .
At one end of the spectrum are coarse
grained locks-those that cover a large
number of data structures. Implementing
coarse-grained locks can create substan
tial contention for every lock. Processes
must wait for a lock to access data that
may be totally unrelated to what the pro
cess holding the lock is operating on.
At the other end of the spectrum are
fine-grained locks-zillions oflocks cov
ering little bits of data . A process per
forming a single operation may have to
acquire many different locks to access
the appropriate data structures. The
overhead of just acquiring and releasing
locks that are too fine-grained can be
come larger than that of the processor's
actual operation on the data.
SVR4/MP obtained an optimum bal
ance in lock granularity with a set of
lock-debug tools that helped to find the
"hot spots." The lock-debug tools have
various additional uses. For example, de
vice-driver writers can use them to look
for bottlenecks in their own use of locks .
Standard types of consistency check
ing were another use for the lock-debug
tools. For instance, the code checked for
invalid operations, such as a process try
ing to release a lock it hadn't acquired,
or for processes that spin (i.e., wait for
a lock to be released without switching
contexts) for more than 10 seconds
(locks are typically acquired and re
leased in a matter of microseconds).
The lock-debug tools were also used to
check the lock hierarchy-the order in
which processes must acquire locks. De
parting from the established hierarchy is
the most common cause of deadlock.
Suppose two different locks protect
data structures A and B . Process 1 ac
quires lock A, and process 2 acquires
lock B. Then suppose that process 1
needs data structure B and must wait for
lock B. Meanwhile, process 2 needs data
structure A and must wait for lock A.
Neither process can proceed .
The processes deadlock because they
try to acquire the locks in different or
ders (A,B and B,A). The simplest way to
fix this is to determine a static ordering
for acquiring all locks-a lock hierarchy.
The lock-debug tools ensured consisten
cy throughout SVR4/MP's code.

The Flexibility Stretch
The mutex locks were designed to mini
mize modification of SVR4 source code
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and to allow flexibility for code optimi
zations. For instance , many multipro
cessing lock models distinguish between
locks that spin and locks that sleep . Spin
ning, or waiting for the lock rather than
switching contexts, is usually used for
locks that a process holds for a short pe
riod of time ; converse! y, i fa given lock is
typically held for a long time, the process
goes to sleep by switching contexts.
The mutex locks can either spin or
sleep, and their mode of operation is de
termined under software control during
initialization. That means that a given
lock can be switched between spin and
sleep simply by changing the one place in
the code where it's initialized, rather
than by replacing the lock throughout the
kernel. Or, if you wish, the spin/sleep
parameter can also be changed only at
specific locations.
Another parameter that a lot of sys
tems typically lock in is the exclusive or
shared option. An exclusive lock is a nor
mal kind of lock that requires other pro
cesses to wait while it is held . When
shared locks are acquired , the calling
process can choose to acquire them in
either shared or exclusive mode. If the
choice is "shared," new rules apply.
Other processes can also acquire the
lock, but only in shared mode. Thus,
multiple processes can hold a shared
lock, but only one process can ever hold
an exclusive lock.
Shared locks decrease contention on a
given lock when a process needs to pro
tect a data structure that it will be look
ing at for a while but not modifying .
Shared locks are also known as reader/
writer locks : Readers acquire shared
locks in shared mode, and writers obtain
them in exclusive mode .

Innovative and Recursive
A couple of other features in the mutex
locks are worth a brief discussion as
well , because they are not commonly
used in other multiprocessing systems.
The first is recursion; the second is auto
matic release on sleep .
In the basic model , if a process tries to
acquire a lock that is already held, it must
wait. But what ifthe process that already
has the lock tries to acquire it again? The
holding process will find that the lock is
held and will wait for it forever because it
is the one holding the lock-a classic case
of single-processor deadlock.
Other multiprocessing systems don 't
allow this : The code always knows what
locks the process already holds. SVR4/
MP's second design principle-minimal
changes to the SVR4 source code-made
it difficult to use that model.
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SVR4's design permits various kernel
subsystems to make calls to each other
without concern for whether the subsys
tem is being reentered. For example,
many common operations cause the file
system to call the virtual memory sys
tem, which again calls the file system.
Although not a bad design, this feature
makes it hard for any one subsystem to
know what locks are being held when it is
called. Even locks that belong exclusive
ly to the subsystem may already be held
as a result of an earlier nested call into it.
SVR4/MP's solution to deadlock is re
cursion. If the process already has the
lock and tries to acquire it again, a coun
ter is incremented to indicate how many
times the process has acquired the lock
so it knows how many times to release it.
In this way , functions are more isolated
and don't have to be concerned with what
locks the process that is calling the func
tion has already acquired.
Recursive locks are a bit more expen
sive in terms of overhead, so locks that
don't require recursion are declared to be
nonrecursive at initialization. The only
other disadvantage to the recursion mod
el is aesthetic : Elegant code would be
more " lock-aware. "

Automatic Release
What happens to all the locks that a pro
cess holds when it goes to sleep? Keeping

all the locks would severely degrade sys
tem performance. A process that goes to
sleep waiting for a disk 110 operation
may sleep for many milliseconds while
holding onto valuable data resources. All
the other processes that need the locks
have to wait as well , even though the pro
cess is not actually changing anything
while it sleeps.
Many multiprocessing systems are de
signed so that processes won't go to sleep
holding locks that other processes re
quire . However, such a model would re
quire rewriting substantial portions of
the SVR4 source code to make explicit
which locks a process holds when it goes
to sleep and which ones it should or
should not release. There are hundreds of
places in the kernel where processes go
to sleep , and it is not at all obvious at
these points which locks they hold .
In fact , a multiprocessing port of Unix
SVR3 using such a model was written . It
involved changing all the sleeps in the
kernel to know which locks are held.
This was enormously difficult, and it
took nearly three years to come up with a
properly debugged system; one lock or
another was always missed. SVR4/MP' s
unorthodox solution was to automati
cally release all locks upon sleep and
rely on built-in uniprocessor mecha
nisms to maintain data consistency.
In the uniprocessor model , the data
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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structures can be in any indeterminate
state while the processor executes a pro
cess. If the process is going to switch
contexts (i .e., go to sleep) , the built-in
uniprocessor mechanism ensures that the
data structures are in a consistent state
such that other processes can look at
them and retrieve meaningful informa
tion . Thus, points where a process goes
to sleep are significant in the uniproces
sor model ; that' s where the data struc
tures are consistent.

In the strict multiprocessor model,
however , data structures either must be
consistent or, if they aren't , must be
locked so that no other processes can
access them . But eliminating the uni
processor model would require major
changes to the SVR4 source code.
So , SVR4/MP reconciles the two
models, using both multiprocessor lock
ing mechanisms and standard uniproces
sor mechanisms to ensure data consis
tency. Whenever a process goes to sleep,

all the locks it holds are automatically re
leased , without the process' s knowledge .
When the process wakes up again , it
automatically reacquires all the locks .
This solution works because the existing
uniprocessor code already ensures that
everything is consistent when a process
goes to sleep. Thus , the mutex locks
really only protect data structures be
tween sleep points.
Enhancements built into the context
switch mechanism ensure that a process
reacquires all its locks by keeping a list
of all acquired locks in a lock stack. Be
fore a newly reawakened process recom
mences executing code, the mechanism
looks at the lock stack and reacquires all
the locks the process held when it went to
sleep.
The solution maintains the Unix uni
processor model, but, again , because
locks are released without a formal re
lease procedure , multiprocessing purists
may consider it aesthetically-although
clearly not functionally-impaired .
In case the need arises to replace exist
ing uniprocessor mechanisms that pro
tect data structures during sleep with a
more general multiprocessor mecha
nism, SVR4/MP also implements anoth
er type of lock, called a resource lock.
Resource locks do not release upon sleep
and are used rarely , so changes to exist
ing uniprocessor code are minimized .

Block and Tackle
Another uniprocessor mechanism that
SVR4/MP maintains is the SPL mecha
nism, which blocks device interrupts to
the processor. Generally , if a processor
is executing a process and a hardware de
vice interrupts it , the processor will save
the state of process and immediately start
executing code in the interrupt handler.
A problem occurs , however, if the in
terrupt routine needs to access a data
structure that the process was working
with when the interrupt occurred. The
interrupt will spin, waiting to acquire the
associated lock. However, the lock ·will
never be released, because the interrupt
ed process holds it. Deadlock will occur.
In fact, deadlock threatens any data
structure accessed at interrupt level , so
SVR4/MP contains an SPL level built
into the locking primitives. Whenever a
process acquires a lock , an SPL level is
one of the function parameters.

Bound and Gagged
Multiprocessing locks are not just for the
kernel. Multithreaded device drivers,
streams modules, and streams drivers
that conform to the new DDI/DKI speci
fication also use lock interfaces. Just like
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kernel code, device-driver code may also
run on more than one processor at a time,
making it necessary to lock data struc
tures internal to the driver.
But DDI/DKI uses different types of
locks, developed through long-term ne
gotiations among the Consortium, USL,
and other industry vendors to ensure an
industry commitment to standardization.
The new DDI/DKI specification also
cleans up some of the ambiguities in the
original specification.
SVR4/MP also provides support for
single-threaded device drivers that con
form to the original DDI/DKI specifica
tion. It permits them and their interrupts
to be "bound" to a specified processor,
thereby eliminating the need for locks.
Support for device-driver binding
solves yet another problem: supporting
hardware with asymmetric 1/0. If the
hardware only lets a specific processor
access a certain device, the device driver
is effectively bound to that processor.

Private Access
In uniprocessor SVR4, there are several
processor-specific data structures that
must be available for every processor in a

system to map the same virtual address
to a different physical address and mem
ory location for each processor. Th is so
lution required changing only the map
ping of the processor-specific variables;
the numerous usages of these variables
(e.g.,fpkind, curproc) were not changed
at all.

S VR4/MP
automatically
releases all locks
upon sleep.

An Easy Migration
Unix SVR4/MP and the enhanced DDI/
DKI specifications provide an easy mi
gration path to Open. Unix/SMP . Broad
compliance with SVR4/MP's three main
principles-complete compatibility with
uniprocessor SVR4 ABI definitions,
minimal changes to SVR4 source code,
and easy hardware porting-will be key
to the success of this new standard Unix
for open multiprocessor systems. •

multiprocessor. Examples of such vari
ables are fpkind, which indicates what
kind of FPU is on the processor; ipl,
which indicates the set of interrupts the
processor is currently masking; and cur
proc, which is a pointer to the process
currently running on the processor.
There are two ways to replicate these
variables on a per-processor basis. Each
variable could be changed into an array
of variables, but this would require many
changes throughout the code. Instead,
SVR4/MP provides processor-private
variables, which use the virtual memory

Mark Nudelman is manager of multipro
cessing software for the Unisys Unix Sys
tems Group in San Jose, California. He
was one of the initial architects of Unix
SVR4/MP and was part ofthe Intel Mul
tiprocessor Consortium's joint engineer
ing team. You can reach him on BIX clo
"editors."

GRAPIDC TOOLS LIBRARY
PC_VDI: Virtual Device Interfoce. Di.play and Printed
graphics. High Sj>c<:d, high quality drow and print at 60 to 600
dpi. Outline font factory. Text at any angle. Scale text on
demand. Drow on page. All GKS drow. POLYARC engine.
Plots & charts. Drow and print while in text mode. $395.
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TitE FONTMAKER. Interactively create
acaleable, expandable and fillable outllne, stroke and
~J:l110~.:~ bitmap fonts, figures or logo's. Scale to various size
bitmap fonts. L111er loader. Shaded & pattern fill font&.
Kerning. Create hand-writing or multl-llngual fonts.
llj Import/Export font/logo Images for editing. •396.
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~J:r.SCANLIB:

Image tools library. Scale image up or

tmlll •••• Ill! down or auto scale lo fit in a window. Animation. Image rotate,

~lg stretch, alcew, mirror, tile fill and window scroll. Include. text
& mouac fwtctiona. Read/write imagca at any point on ocrcen

~Ill or bi1map in multiple GIF, PCX, KPS, TIFF(CCI1T, LZW,
- - · - - PACKBITS) formats. ASCU to Fax. Clipper veniion. $295.

gtt~~g MEGA VDI: Mega Virtual device Interface. Draw
nr:f~MIM and manipulate large drawings, scanned Images and

wttnl .Wlforms. Bitmap up to 16MB11 size with eelectable pixel
rf!f':f~!l~lr'tdepth.

EMS, XMS. SCANNER WTERFACE. Image pan,
rotate, high speed scale, zoom. Import
~f':f~ft~.M TGA (TARGA). GIF, PCX or TIFF(Carr. GROUP 3, RGBl
WKM%
1mages In bitmap for proce11lng. Color print/plots with
Pre-View. HP·GL and PalntJet. Dithering. Clpperwrslon.
Database.•895. GROUP4andJPEGoptlonallyavallable.

fM·Lft!Jew; smooth scroll,
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All product"' NO ROYALTIES. Most 'C' and C++, Pascal,
MS QuiclcB1111ic 4 .0 lo 7. 1. Hercule. to 1024X768X256.
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NOVA INC.

708-882-4111

2500 W. Higgins Road, #1144
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195

FAX:

708-882-4173

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card.

DOWN LOAD
DEMO'S & INFO

BBS:

708-882-4175

Proven. New. Potrans' 25 and 40 watt switch-mode
power supplies are perfect for Notebook style and
larger PCs and peripherals.
Pocket-size - 4.3" and 6.0" lg, 0.75 and 1.4 lbs
Competitively priced with OEM quantity discounts
Call us today at (714) 975-1222

[D I

POTRANB

)
®

Potrans International, Inc.
17935H Sky Park Circle, Irvine, CA 92714
FAX (714) 975-1390

A lilcle power can go a long w.iy.

Circle 254 on Inquiry Card.
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Multiprocessing Systems
Advanced Logic Research , Inc.
940 1 Jeronimo
Irvi ne. CA 92718
(800) 444-4257
(7 14) 581 -6770
fax : (7 14) 58 1-9240
Circle 1036 on Inquiry Card.
Alliant Computer Systems
One Monarch Dr.
Littleton, MA 0 1460
(800) 622- 111 3
(508) 486-4950
fax : (508) 486- 1398
Circle 1035 on Inquiry Card .
American Megatrends, Inc.
1346 Oakbrook Dr. , Suite 120
Norcross, GA 30093
(800) 828-9264
(404) 263-8181
fax: (404) 263-9381
Circle 1037 on Inquiry Card .
American Mitac Corp.
4 10 East Plumeria Dr.
San Jose, CA 95 134
(800) 648-2287
(408) 432- 1160
fax : (408) 432-0866
Circle 1038 on Inquiry Card .
Ame, Inc.
486 Totten Pond Rd .
Waltham, MA 02 154
(800) 232-1269
(61 7) 890-4402
fax : (617) 890-8445
Circle 1039 on Inquiry Cord .
Apricot In Canada, Inc.
111 Granton Dr .. Suite 401
Richmond Hill, Ontario,
Canada L4B 1L5
(4 16) 492-2777
fax: (4 16) 492-251 3
Circle 1040 on Inquiry Cord.
Arche Technologies, Inc.
48881 Kato Rd .
Fremont , CA 94539
(800) 623 -3854
(415) 623-8100
fax: (41 5) 683-6754
Circle 1041 on Inquiry Card .
AT&T Computer Systems
I Speedwell Ave.
Morristown . NJ 07960
(800) 247-1212
(20 I) 898-8000
fax : (20 1) 644-9768
Circle 1042 on Inquiry Card .
Cogent Research, Inc.
2010 Northeast 25th Ave .
Hillsboro, OR 97 124
(503) 681-89 10
fax : (503) 640-5966
Circle 1043 on Inquiry Card .

Intel Scientific Computers
1520 I Northwesl Greenbrier
Pkwy.
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 629-7629
fax: (503) 629-9 147
Circle 1053 on Inqu iry Card.

Sequent Computer Systems
15450 Sou1hwest Koll Pkwy.
Beaverlon , OR 97006
(800) 854-9969
(503) 626-5700
fax : (503) 578-9890
Circle 1108 on Inquiry Card .

Computer System Architects
950 North Universi1y Ave .
Provo . UT 84604
(80 I) 374-2300
fax : (80 1) 374-2306
Circle 1045 on Inquiry Card.

Meiko Scientific
Rcservoi r Place
160 1 Trapelo Rd .
Waltham , MA 01 254
(617) 890-7676
fax : (617) 890-5042
Circle 1054 on Inquiry Card .

Solbourne Computer, Inc.
1900 Pike Rd .
Longmont , CO 80501
(800) 356-8765
(303) 772-3400
fax : (303) 772-3646
Circle 1109 on Inquiry Cord.

Convex
3000 Waterview Pkwy.
Richardson , TX 75080
(2 14) 497-4000
fax : (2 14) 497-4848
Circle 1046 on Inquiry Card.

Mercury Computer Systems
600 Suffo lk St.
Lowell , MA 0 1854
(508) 458-3 100
fax : (508) 458-9580
Circle 1055 on Inquiry Card.

Topologlx, Inc.
4860 Ward Rd .
Denver, CO 8003 3
(303) 42 1-7700
fax : (303 ) 425-0278
Circle 1116 on Inquiry Card.

Data General Corp.
4400 Computer Dr.
Westborough, MA 01 580
(508) 366-8911
fax : (508) 366- 1299
Circle 1047 on Inquiry Card.

MlcroWay, Inc.
P.O. Box 79
Kingston , MA 02364
(508) 746-734 1
fax : (508) 746-4678
Circle 1056 on Inquiry Card .

Torque Computer, Inc.
81 Frank lin St.
New York. NY 10013
(2 12) 925- 1715
fax : (2 12) 925-3029
Circle 1110 on Inquiry Card .

Datapoint Corp.
8400 Datapoi nt Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78229
(800) 733- 1500
(512) 593.7000
fax : (512) 593-7920
Circle 1048 on Inquiry Card.

Mylex Corp.
47650 Westinghouse Dr.
Fremont , CA 94539
(800) 446-9539
(4 15) 683-4600
fax : (415) 683-4662
Circle 1057 on Inquiry Card .

Tricord Systems, Inc.
3750 Annapolis Lane
Plymouth, MN 55447
(800) 874-2673
(61 2) 557-9005
fax : (61 2) 557-8403
Circle 1111 on Inquiry Card.

Digital Equipment Corp.
146MainSt.
Maynard , MA 01754
(508) 493-511 1
fax : (508) 493-8780
Clrcle 1049 on Inquiry Card .

Ncube
1825 Northwest 1671h Place
Beaverton , OR 97006
(800) 356-2823
(503) 629-5088
fax : (503) 645- 1737
Circle 1058 on Inquiry Card .

Unisys Corp.
P.O. Box 500
Blue Bell , PA 19424
(21 5) 986-40 11
Circle 1112 on Inquiry Card.

Compaq Computer Corp.
P.O. Box 692000
20555 State Hwy. 249
Houston, TX 77269
(800) 231-0900
(713) 370-0670
fax : (7 13) 374-1740
Circle 1044 on Inquiry Card .

EE International Computer
77 North Oak Knoll Ave. ,
Suile 104
Pasadena , CA 9110 1
(714) 380-9739
fax : (71 4) 380- 1238
Circle 1050 on Inquiry Card.
Encore Computer Corp.
690 1 West Sunrise Blvd.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 333 13
(305) 587-2900
fax : (305) 797-5940
Circle 1051 on Inquiry Card.
Everex Systems, Inc.
4843 1 Milmont Dr.
Fremon! , CA 94538
(800) 82 1-0806
(415) 498- 1111
fax : (415) 65 1-0728
Circle 1052 on Inquiry Card .

NetFrame Systems, Inc.
1545 Barber Lane
Mi lpilas , CA 95035
(800) 852-3726
(408) 944-0600
fax : (408) 434-4 100
Circle 1106 on Inquiry Card .
Parallan Computer , Inc.
20 I Ravendale Dr.
Mountai n View, CA 94043
(4 15) 960-0288
fax : (41 5) 962-8 14 1
Circle 1107 on Inquiry Card.
Pa rsytec, Inc.
245 West Roosevelt Rd .
Building 9, Unil 6 1
Wes! Chicago , IL 60 185
(708) 293 -9500
fax : (708) 293-9525
Circle 1059 on Inquiry Card .

Wyse Technology
3471 North First St.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 473 - 1200
fax: (408) 922-43 16
Circle 1113 on Inquiry Card.
Zenith Data Systems
2 150 East Lake Cook Rd .
Buffa lo Grove , IL 60089
(708) 699-4800
Circle 1114 on Inquiry Card .

Inclusion in 1he resource guide
should nol be 1aken as a BYTE
endorsemenl or recommendation.
likewise, omission from the guid1
should 110t be taken negatively.
The informa 1ion here was believe.
10 be acrn ra1e at the time of
writing, but BYTE cannot be
responsible for omissions. errors.
or changes tha1occur after
compilation ofthe guide.
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Jameco UMHz 80286
Computer Kit

•512KB RAM (expandable to 4M B)
• 200 Watt power supply
•IOI-key Keyboard •Multi 110 Card
•Toshiba l.44MB, 3.5" Floppy Drive
•DR DOS 5.0 and AM I diagnostic software

$549.95/JE2812A
Video monitor/adaplcr nol included

Jameco 25MHz 80386 Motherboard

Jameco 33MHz 64KB
Cache 80386 Computer Kil

•AMI Motherboard with 64KB cache, 80486
upgradeable, 4MB RAM (expandable to 32MB)
• 300 Watt power supply
• 6 half-height drive bays
• 101-key Keyboard
• Multi 1/0 Card
•Toshiba l.44MB, 3.5'' Floppy Drive
•DR DOS 5.0 and AM I diagnostic sofi1v-Jre

Teac 1.2MB Floppy
Disk Drive

•

C!!C

......

Orchid 32MB Memory Card
Logitech Mouse

$1999.95/JE3833A
Video mon itor/adapter not included

1ef91to

M•I Key t
w'1en

ordorlng

Terms: l'rlccs a rc subject to c ha nge without notice. hems subject to u"·nllobillty nnd prior snlc. Comple te lis t of tcrm s/ wn rrn nti cs is avail:11Jlc up o n request.

Cenlronics Connectors

Jameco 16MHz 80386SX
Computer Kit
•2MB RAM (expandable to 8M B)
•200 Watt power supply
• 101-key Keyboard
•Multi 1/0 Card
•Toshiba 1.44MB. 3.5'' Floppy Drive
• DR DOS 5.0 and AMl diagnostic software

$999.951 JE3816A
Video monilor/adaplcr not included

---

=~-

Memory Chips

Global Specialties
Design Station

...........
.........
.........
Potentiometers

All trndc na mes arc regis tered trademotrks of their respec tive companies.

Circle 164 on Inquiry Card .

Cl 6/ 9 1 Jameco Elec tronic Com ponents/ Computer Products

PRODUCT FOCUS 24-bit Paint Programs

FOR THE

U

ntil recently, many graphics pro·
fessionals refused to consider the
paint programs combine
personal computer as a tool for se
rious color work. The reason was
the artistic range
simple: 8- and 16-bit color systems were
not able to display the range of hues avail
of traditional media
able from paint and other traditional
with the advantages
media. But now that's changed. Macin
toshes were the first to provide 24-bit dis
of computers
play capabilities out of the box, which
meant Macs could process 16.8 million
colors for true-to-life coloration-hence
the term true color for 24-bit colors. This
TOM THOMPSON AND
RICKGREHAN
is more than enough hues to satisfy the
needs of many artists, illustrators, and
desktop publishers. More recently, Intel-based PCs heightened their true-color
presence, thanks in part to new or lower-priced color boards from Hercules,
Truevision, and RasterOps.
While the price of even a minimum true-color painting system isn ' t cheap on
either platform, the rewards are significant. The main advantage is that you can
readily print or transmit electronic artwork . For example, an artist in Duluth
might produce thumbnails for a magazine cover and send the sketches via modem
to a New York art director for immediate feedback . The finished , full-color
image can subsequently travel cross-country just as efficiently. Similarly , a desk
top publisher might exploit the full range of colors in these paint packages to
retouch and enhance electronic images for an adverti sing insert. In addition ,
these programs provide graphics professionals with a wide range of special-ef
fects tools, such as gradient fills, embossing, and drop shadows.
You will need sophisticated software with a boatload of features to electroni
cally duplicate canvas and paint (see the features table). This is where the BYTE
Lab stepped in. We judged five Mac-based and three PC-based 24-bit-color paint
applications that were shipping at press time to see how well they met the require
ments of professional artists. (A sixth Mac product, Microillusions' Photon Paint
1.1 , didn't arrive in time for testing.) The Amiga platform also has its share ol

Professlonal·level
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ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT 24-BIT PAINTING DOES

Provides color palettes of 16.8
million colors and a range of
pointing, drawing, and special
effects tools.
• LIKES

Using on almost unlimited range
of colors, you can creole or
enhance artwork for publications,
presentations, or exhibitions and
readily print or transmit the
images electronically.
• DISLIKES

Hardware and software costs con
be s1oggering. For a complete Moc
or PC system, pion to spend at
least $7500-much more if you
hove special needs, such as a 19
inch display for full-page artwork.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

On the Moc high end, choose
Studio/32 for its efficient color and
printing control, plus its support
for Pantone color matching
(however, beware of the
program's large appetite for
RAM) . If you need a point
program that produces color
separations, PixelPaint
Professional is your only current
option. Zedcor's DeskPaint is the
best buy on the Moc low end.
Tempra gets our nod for PC
bosed programs. It's the least
expensive of the lot and handles
a variety of image formats.
• REQUIREMENTS

For the Mac, you'll need a 20
MHz llsi or better with on 80-MB
hard disk drive, no less than 4 MB
of RAM (you'll wont 8 MB of RAM
for full-page images), a 24-bit
graphics board, and a monitor. PC
systems must consist of at least a
386SX machine with a minimum of
80 MB of hard disk space and
640K bytes of base memory,
enough EMS memory to support
your choice of software, a 24-bit
display board, and a multi
sconning monitor.
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24-BIT PAINT PROGRAMS

COMPARING 24·BIT PAINT FEATURES

How can you tell paint programs apart? Here's a summary ofprice and capability choices for Mac and PC packages.
Mac programs
Product name

Color MacCheese
2.07

DeakPalnt 3.03

Oasis 1.0

PlxelPalnt Professional
1.0

Studlo/32
version 1.1

1 MB

2MB

5MB

2MB

5MB

Yes
Yes
100%-900%
Limited only
by memory
No

Yes
Yes
No
Limited only
by memory
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
12.5%-800%
Limited only
by memory
Yes

RGB, HSV

Yes
Yes
6.25%- 1600%
Limited only
by memory
Only to remove
colors
RGB

RGB, HSV, CMYK

RGB, HSV, CMY, HSL

1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
24, 32
MacPaint, PICT,
TIFF, EPSF2

1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
24,32
MacPaint, PICT,
TIFF

RGB, HSV,
CMY, HSL
1, 2. 4, 8, 16,
24, 32
PICT, TIFF, TGA

8, 16, 24, 32

8, 16, 24, 32

MacPaint, PICT,
TIFF, EPSF2

MacPaint, PICT,
TIFF, EPSF2

PICT, MacPaint, TIFF

MacPaint, PICT,
TIFF

PICT, TIFF, TGA

MacPaint, PICT,
TIFF, EPSF2

PICT, TIFF,
JPEG, EPSF2

No
No
$99

No
No
$199.95

No
No
$795

Yes
Yes
$695

Yes
No
$695

Features
Minimum RAM

Customizable brushes
Anti aliasing
Zoom or magnify
Number of open
documents
Mask support
Color models
Pixel depths {bits)
Import format
Export format
PMS support
Color separations
Price

1 Magnificalion depends on a combinalion ol lhe sc1een and a delail window's magnificalion.
' Only lhe preview bit map is read and ediled: Iha PostScripl code is no! alle<ed.

24-bit paint packages; however, the inte
gration of processing and display hard
ware isn't as straightforward on the
Amiga as it is on Macs and PCs (see the
text box "Amigas Grapple with 24 Bits"
at right).
In addition to the hands-on evaluations
that were done in the BYTE Lab, we
asked two professional artists , Roger
Goode and Cal Vornberger, to use these
applications to create original illustra
tions and rate each program for its facil
ity and power. Their personal perspec
tives appear in the text boxes " A
Painter's Brush with Mac Color" and
"State-of-the-Art PC Art" on pages 262
and 270, respectively.
Those diving into the world of 24-bit
color painting need a grounding in some
special terminology, much of it bor
rowed from the lexicons of traditional
painting and printi ng. In the text box
"How to Choose the Right Color Appli
cation" on page 275, we define paint pro
grams and discuss two related graphics
applications . "Tools and Terms: A True
Color Glossary " on page 273 presents
definitions and _illustrations of many
other important terms you'll need to
know .
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Yes
100%-400%

> Can 1ead raw dala ii user supplies heade< lenglh and pixel size.
• Hercules Ari Dept price includes display board wilh 2 MB ol VRAM and add11ional sollware.

Real Systems
Graphics professionals may have a coro
nary when confronted with the price tag
fo r 24-bit systems. For the Mac, nothing
less than a 20-MHz Ilsi will do unless
your creativity can take a backseat to
lengthy screen redraws . You 'II need a
hard disk with a minimum capacity of 80
megabytes to store images and no less
than 4 MB of RAM . You 'II want 8 MB of
RAM if you create large images . Then
there' s the matter of a 24-bit display,
which can raise the bill steeply , depend
ing on your needs , If a 13-inch monitor
will do, both Apple and RasterOps offer
display boards for well under $1000. If
you need a 19-inch behemoth to display
full-page or larger images , plan to spend
over $7000 for the monitor and board .
Mac prices have been falling, so some
fine Mac systems are within the fi nan
cial reach of professional studios. A com
plete system consisting of a Mac Hsi with
9 MB of RAM and a 13-inch 24-bit dis
play will cost about $7500, list. You can
get some better deals if you use third
party vendors for RAM and display
hardware . You can also trim the bill if
you opt for a 16-MHz 68030-based Mac .
PC-based artists will need at least a

386SX machine with a minimum of 80
MB of hard disk space and 640K bytes of
base memory (your software choice will
determine the minimum amount of EMS
memory you'll need; the more the bet
ter). Also, you'll need a display board
such as the Hercules Graphics Station
Card ($1024) or Truevision 's TARGA
(Truevision Advanced Raster Graphics
Adapter) ($2500 for the TARGA+ 64) ,
plus a multiscanning monitor . Total cost:
approximately $5000.
For our BYTE Lab evaluations, we
used a Mac Ilci with 8 MB of RAM and
SuperMac Technology's 19-inch moni
tor and Spectrum/24 PDQ board. We
also ran a Mac Ilfx with 8 MB of RAM
and an Apple 8• 24GC board. On the PC
side, we used a Gateway 386SX with 4
MB of RAM, a Hercules Graphics Sta
tion Card , and Truevision' s TARGA+
64 display board . We printed images on a
Tektronix Phaser II PX thermal-wax
color printer with IO MB of RAM .
The mouse's lack of precision and con
trol made us feel like cavemen daubing
lard on the walls with a stick. Digitizing
tablets with a stylus solve this problem.
We used Wacom's SD-510C tablet on the
Mac and a Numonics GridMaster on the

Amigas Grapple
with 24 Bits

PC programs
Lumena

Tempra

TIPS

Bob Ryan
640K-byte 640K bytes: 640K·byte
base. 2-MS
additional
base. 2-MS
EMS3.2 EMS memory
EMS
recommended
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Variable1 100%- 800% 100%-800%
1
Yes

Yes

Yes

RGS , CMY ,
HSV
24

RGS , HSL

PIX, SPX,
TIFF, EPS,
TGA
No

RGS, CMY.
HSL. HSV
1, 8, 16,
24
AVC, PCX,
PIC , TGA.
TIFF
AVC, PCX,
PIC, TGA,
TIFF
No

No

No

No

$3995 4

$495

$795

TGA, PI X,
SPX. foreign 3

24, 32
TGA. EPS
TGA
No

PC . The Wacom tablet uses a serial dri
ver, so it's also available for the PC .
These gadgets operate remarkably like a
pad and pencil. The Wacom tablet ($695
for a 6- by 9-inch model) uses a stylus
that can measure the pressure you exert
on it. The GridMaster ($449 for a 12- by
12-inch pad) connects via a serial port
and emulates Summagraphics tablets.
At some point , you will want your
artwork in printed form, but a number of
technical challenges may impede you .
Many color Postscript printers make
color output as easy as choosing Print
from a menu . However, these printers
can produce only 300-dot-per-inch out
put , and their wallet-warming prices
start at $5000. For the best results, you '11
want to print color separations on type
setters, which have resolutions ranging
from 600 to 2450 dpi . Commercial print
shops use typesetter-produced color sep
arations to lay down the appropriate color
ink on paper to reconstitute an image.
Packages that let you specify industry
standard Pantone colors (see " PMS" in
the glossary) have an advantage here.
The following descriptions detail the
strengths and weaknesses of each pack
age , starting with the Mac products.

t comparable resolutions and
depths, you won't find a faster
personal computer for graphics
than the Amiga. Its speed is a
function of the tight integration of the
CPU and the video display system ,
which includes a blitter and a video
coprocessor.
While delivering speed , this integra
tion is also a curse, making it extremely
difficult to upgrade the resolution and
depth of native Amiga graphics while
maintaining compatibility with current
software . In fact , except forthe addition
of some minor (but not very useful) dis
play modes, native Amiga graphics
have remained unchanged since the
Amiga 1000 was introduced in 1985.
This situation has retarded the devel
opment of paint and all other 24-bit ap
plications for the Amiga . Amiga users
and software developers have waited for
years-thus far in vain-for Commo
dore to either upgrade the Amiga cus
tom chip set or decouple the Amiga
graphics library from the current chip
set. Recently , hardware developers have
stepped in to fill the void by creating al
ternate displays that are-to greater or
lesser degrees-incompatible with cur
rent Amiga software. As a result, these
display systems have little software sup
port; the paint programs that work with
them are bundles.

A

Composite Solutions
Amiga true-color display systems fall
into two categories: composite systems
and RGB systems. The composite sys
tems manipulate 24-bit images, but due
to the limitations of the composite video
color space, they can directly display
only 20 or 21 bits of information . (This
isn't as great a limitation as it seems,
given that the human eye can't discern
24 bits of color information, either.)
The two major composite display de
vices for the Amiga are Digital Cre
ations' DCTV and Newtek's Video
Toaster (see "Newtek's Video Toaster
Makes Professional Video Affordable ,"
March BYTE).

The Video Toaster comes with a 24
bit paint program that allows you to ma
nipulate 24-bit images , although not di
rectly. What you see and work on are
indirect 12-bit approximations of the
image displayed by the native Amiga
graphics. When you want to see the ac
tual image, you have to download it to
the Toaster.
Unlike the Toaster's paint program,
DCTV Paint (which is bundled with
Digital Creations' DCTV) lets you ma
nipulate 24-bit images as they are dis
played by DCTV-no indirection here .
Like the Toaster, DCTV Paint provides
features you normally find in high-end
video paintboxes , such as the Quantel
Paintbox . It is also an ideal tool for
video work.
RGBColor
While it is not a 24-bit display device,
HAM-E from Black Belt Systems out
puts an effective 18 bits of color and
requires only minor modifications to
existing Amiga software. It comes with
a paint program that lets you modify 24
bit images, though you see only an
aproximation of the image.
Direct 24-bit ROB paint programs
are not yet available for the Amiga, but
that will change as more 24-bit display
devices appear. For example, a paint
program for Firecracker 24, a 24-bit
display currently available from Im
pulse, is in beta test. Another program
will be bundled with an as-yet-unnamed
24-bit display due this summer from
Great Valley Products.
Until Commodore announces how it
intends to pursue 24-bit graphics, true
color applications for the Amiga will
probably be limited to what third-party
display manufacturers bundle with their
hardware. This will necessarily limit
the choices of Amiga users for the fore
seeable future .
Bob Ryan is a BYTE technical editor and
author of Amiga DOS II Companion
(IDG Books, 1990). You can reach him
on BIX as "b. ryan. "
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APainter's Brush with Mac Color
Roa:er Goode

s a professional art
ist and magazine art
director I've worked
with a number of
paint programs, mostly on
the Amiga. The features I
appreciate most are a good
gradie nt f ill , a blend or
transparency tool , a magni
fying glass for close-up
work, and a handy means of
choosing and matching
colors. Also of considerable
importance to me are brush ,
edge-softening, and dither
ing or antialiasing tools .
However, my most impor
tant criterion for a paint
package is ease of use . Ac
cordingly, I spent little time
studying manuals and re
ferred to them only when I
met problems.

worked in unpredictable
ways. I was particularly dis
tressed by the gradient fill.
For the purposes of my pic
ture, I was looking for a
clean, linear gradation of
color in the fill areas. I was
troubled by the way that ir
regular shapes within the
filled area and irregularities
in the bounding shape cre
ated castoffs of the gradated
fill. This is most evident in
the jacket of the foreground
figure (see the screen at
right). The irregular grada
tion under the figure 's right
sleeve was an unplanned ar
tifact of the program. For
This Pixe/Paint Professional image began as a scanned
the sky fill, I was forced to
drawing. The easy-to-use transparency tool and the program's
remove all the drawing ele
speed helped make it the author's top choice.
ments down to the horizon,
fill the sky, and then replace
the elements.
and all the important options are kept
On the plus side, with Studio/32's
PixelPaint's a Pro
handy in open windows . There's even a
gradient fill you can define gradients of
Help window that can remain open.
PixelPaint Professional is my favorite
more than two colors . For example , the
MacCheese doesn't fall short in pow
among these paint programs. PixelPaint
sky goes from a deep violet-blue to a
is not quite as easy to learn as Color
er or results . I was gratified by the sim
MaoCheese is , but its operation is
lighter blue-green, and then to light
plicity and excellent results of the gradi
straightforward and elegant, and the
blue. All this in one fill and with com
ent fill tool. I also liked the color
plete control over the speed of the transi
program offers the little extras that
selection windows : One palette lays out
make it a powerful tool. One feature I
tions. All the other programs use a more
standard preset colors in rows by value;
particularly like is PixelPaint's trans
a second palette has a rainbow-style
common gradation of one color to an
color wheel that lets you pick a general
parency control. At the bottom of the
other without intermediates. I also liked
picture window is a small slider control
color that you can then quickly modify
opening multiple windows for a variety
of control elements (e.g ., the extended
that allows you to set the level of trans
with a value slide . This arrangement
parency for any tool and any color
makes color selection about as fast and
palette and a color-mixing window).
quickly and accurately. This is the fea
intuitive as it can be .
DeskPaint is among my least favorite
ture I use most. Because it is so near at
MacCheese let me whip through the
programs because it is cumbersome and
hand and easy to use , it sped up my
painfully slow in operation . When I'm
creation of my graphic in record time. I
work tremendously.
don ' t want to make speed a virtue in the
in the process of creating artwork, I
However , I don't care for Pixel
creation of art , but that facility let me
don't want to have to wait for the pro
Paint's zoom option, because it limits
focus more on my internal creative
gram . Although DeskPaint has all the
forces . I appreciated spending less time
the size of the zoom window . This
tools to get the job done, it doesn't lend
on the technical side and more on the
makes having a 16-inch screen seem
itself to a very fluid style of work. For
like a waste.
creative side of painting.
example, to apply gradient fi lls, I had to
Color MacCheese is an awfully close
enter a setup window cluttered with a
set of preset options for fill direction,
second choice . The deciding factor is
Mixed Results
the fewer number of options it offers , al
Studio/32 was easy for me to learn due
density , and so on. Going through all
to my familiarity with Electronic Arts '
those options takes time , and the results
though, to be honest , I'm not sure how
important it is to have a lot of little ex
Deluxe Paint, my favorite Amiga paint
were not always what I expected . So I
tras like perspective and 3-D tools . Sure
had to go back into the setup procedure
program. The two programs are differ
and try again. In other programs, I sim
they can be nice to have on hand , but
ent, but their basic feel gave me a refer
ply clicked on an area to be filled and
they're certainly not necessary.
ence point.
Studio/32 is intuitive, and there was
dragged out a line to indicate the direc
I like MacCheese because it's so in
tion of the gradation. Simple and ele
credibly easy to use. All the tools are
not much need to dicipher the tools and
gant : That's how it should be.
clear and obvious in their application ,
menu items . However . some tools

A
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Handle your memory
hogs while preventing
system lockups.

Studio/32 's gradiefll fill created
unwanted "castoffs, " as seen in the
foreground figure 's jacket.
Oasis was not to my liking at all.
First, there is no magnifying glass, so I
did all my work in one size . Although
this is not a disaster, it's nowhere near
as easy as being able to zoom into an
area and work up-close on details . The
program is also extremely slow . I found
myself spending a lot of time waiting
while Oasis struggled with some sur
prisingly simple tasks .
I found the gradient fill the most dif
ficult to use . For this and other func
tions, you must define an area by trac
ing it with a lasso or a marquee before
the program applies the effect. I can't
imagine anything more cumbersome.
To create the gradation in the sky , I had
to wipe out the entire upper portion of
the picture, including the horizon, then
create a filled rectangle, and finally re
draw everything back over it.
But Oasis's methods for controlling
transparency levels and brush sizes are
very nice. Both methods use a small
window in a lower corner that you sim
ply click on and enter a number. It
would have been nicer still to have a
slider, like the one in PixclPaint, but
this was still a nice feature.
The tools worked well , but it sure felt
like more work than it was worth . If I
really wanted to put in that kind of
labor, I'd drag out my oils and canvas;
at least I'd be able to smell the paint.

Roger Goode studied painting at the Art
Students League of New York and has
been an art director for two computer
magazines. He now is the principal of
the Proper Pup Studio, a graphic arts,
desktop publishing, and illustration stu
dio in Hillsborough, New Hampshire.
You can reach him on BIX clo "editors."

The larger your
computer's memory, the greater
the frequency of system lockups
due to random bit errors.
Parity+Plus is the only PC-AT
add-in memory board that uses
mainframe technology Error
Detection and Correction (EDAC)
to prevent lockups
lliiA~:--..:w: .hen running

memory-intensive
programs like Windows®,
spreadsheets, databases , desktop
publishing, and CAD-CAM.
+ On-board Error Detection and
Correction prevents system
lockups because it corrects bit
errors during memory access.

+ Compatible with DOS, OS/ 2,
UNIX/XENIX, Windows 3.0.
+ Directly provides extended
memory for your PC-AT.
+ Compatible with the LIM
EMS 4.0 expanded memory
standard by using included
software.
+ Easv installation.
+ Five.year limited ~
factory warranty.
+ 15-day money back guarantee.
+ Same day shipping available.
To place your order or for
more information, call MEMREL
toll-free at 800-255-2328 or
fax orders to 602-483-8139. VISA
and MasterCard accepted with
no sureh arge. ~ ~
IZ:KSl
·D 2MB with EDAC ....... . $295
0 4MB with EDAC ...... .. $395
D 8MB with EDAC ........ $595
D 16MB with EDAC ....... $895
Manufacturer's suggested list price. Prices subject to
change due to the vola ti lit y of the DRAM market.

MEMREL."
CORPORATION
Reliablememoryforpersonal computers
15425 N. Greenway·Hayden Loop. Suite A- 100 • Scottsdale, Arizona 852609817 • (602) 483·1983
© 1991 ~·1 E ~1 RE l. Corporat ion. Parity • Plus is a regis tered trademark of MEMREL Corporn1ion . All other products men1 ioncd are
1rademarks or regi!l tered 1radcmarks of their
a l the address abo\'e,

r~pcctivc

manufacturers. :\ copy of 1he wil.rrnnty mny be obta im."1 from MEMREL

Clrcle 188 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 189).
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24-BIT PAINT PROGRAMS

Color MacCheese
Color MacCheese shows off
its handy palette window just
above the the color wheel
window (lower right). The
sunset sky was done using a
gradient fill.

T

he documentation of this package is
like Zen in the Art ofArchery: At first
glance , both look too brief to cover their
subjects adequately. In the case of Color
MacCheese, though , the software's in
terface is so intuitive you ' ll be able to
navigate through the program with only a
few retreats to the manual.
Color MacCheese capitalizes on the
windowing system built right into the
Mac. Thus, you can resize the canvas
window and move tool windows any
where on the screen . Color MacCheese
offers a "handy palette" in a small win-

dow that provides a scrollable view into a
subset of all available colors and pat
terns. You can add to the palette by se
lecting a region with either the lasso or
the marquee selection tools and activat
ing an entry on the selection menu. Simi
larly , you can remove anything new you
add to the palette and easily customize it
to hold colors and patterns for a specific
drawing.
Color MacCheese's color wheel is per
haps its best feature . In a single 2-inch
square window, the entire color spec
trum is available to you. You control a

Desk Paint
Although it's a DA,
DeskPaint offers some
professional features, such as
color control, shown here.
The slider at the lower left
controls the transparency of
the "ink" used in a blend
operation , and the palette at
the bottom lets you choose
colors nearest the last color
used.

H

ere's a Mac 24-bit painting package
with a unique twist : It's a desk acces
sory (DA). While some painting applica
tions weigh in at hundreds of kilobytes or
more , DeskPaint is a svelte 99K bytes of
tight 68000 code. Despite its trim size,
DeskPaint easily matches the capabilities
of the bigger painting applications . It can
produce both black-and-white and color
artwork in different pixel sizes, it can
read and save files in several formats (in
cluding TIFF), and it offers excellent
printing controls . One drawback is that
DeskPaint supports only the RGB color
model.

DeskPaint is also fast : It whipped
open a 1.6-MB TIFF file in 12 seconds
flat , while other painting applications
took 43 seconds or more. The package
achieves this speed by jamming every
thing into memory, so you'll need lots of
RAM to work with large documents .
However , when we zoomed in and began
editing a 24-bit image using DeskPaint's
split-window mode, we found that the
pixel updates occasionally got sluggish .
The DA can perform good blends, al
though you' re limited to two colors . A di
alog box lets you set the blend direction
and preview the results . You can control

roving cross hair within the color wheel.
On the circle's right is a graduated scale
ranging from light to dark, its hue set by
whatever color you've chosen.
The ability to perform blending and
smoothing seems less developed in Color
MacCheese than in the other packages .
The blending tools you 'll reach for most
are the rake, which "stirs" pixels be
neath the tool, and the water drop, which
runs adjacent colors together. When you
create graded fills , you can specify a di
rection for the flow of the fill as it blends
one color into another. We found it diffi
cult to lend a three-dimensional aspect to
items using a graded fill because the
blending is done in a linear fashion.
There ' s also a special highlighted fill.
Its effects are pleasing to look at , but the
process consumes time and memory. It's
handy if you want to create rendering ef
fects, such as a bright spot on a 3-D
solid. For simple shapes like a circle, the
algorithm does a good job of yielding an
object that looks like a sphere.
All in all , the creators of Color Mac
Cheese deserve high marks for clever de
sign tools and for their efforts to create a
powerful application with a simple inter
face . And best of all , the package comes
at a price that ' s affordable: $99.
the transparency or opacity of colors (in
cluding blends) as they are applied to the
artwork. There are also tools for skewing
or distorting portions of the artwork . In
terestingly, DeskPaint sports an Image
Control dialog box, where you can adjust
the artwork's contrast or colors in much
the same way that you can with retouch
ing software.
The page layout function lets you ad
just the document ' s dpi setting (includ
ing values for typesetters , not just color
Postscript printers), scale , and pixel
size. Other printing functions include
previewing the output and cropping the
artwork . But we encountered errors
when attempting to print artwork that
was deeper than 8 bits to a PostScript
printer. Zedcor's technical-support staff
was helpful as we discussed the problem
and tracked it down to a bug in the pro
gram's printing code. Now aware of the
problem, Zedcor promises a fix .
Currently , DeskPaint doesn't support
the Wacom tablet's pressure feature , al
though this is planned in a future release.
While it doesn 't have zillions of special
effects, DeskPaint is quite versatile. As a
DA , it' s always there at a moment's no
tice. And there' s nothing wrong with the
price: $199.95 buys you both DeskPaint
and DeskDraw , a drawing DA .
continued
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''When I bought my TARGA®board
back in '85, it was the
most sophisticated product
on the market. It still is."

Graphic created by Jonathan Herbert, using the TARGA board
with TIPS" , RIO~ and TOPAS'". For more Information contact
Jonathan Herbert at (718) 383-1251 .

Just look at us now. Today's TARGA+ supports multiple platforms,
including PS/2, and multiple display resolutions in both interlaced and
non-interlaced modes. And, with our new VGA overlay feature, you can
superimpose VGA graphics directly onto your non-interlaced output. Looks
like we've done it again.
Introducing the Truevision TARGA+. The next generation TARGA for the
next generation TARGA user.

TRUEVISIONe
Providing Solutions With Vision "'
7340 Shadeland Station, Indianapolis, IN 46256
Italy 39-2-242-4551
INTERNATIONAL: Canada 416/940-8727
France 33-1-3-952-6253
Switzerland 41·1 ·825-0949
U.K. 44-628-77-7800
Wes1 Germany 49-89·612--0010
Other 6171229-6900
RIO and ro~s are trademarks of AT&T.

Circle 333 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 334).

24-BIT PAINT PROGRAMS

Oasis
Oasis can handle a variety of
special effects , such as a
gradienr fill inside the text, as
shown here. The tools can be
configured for a wide range
ofeffects, but, unfortunately,
there's no magnify orfatbits
capability for detailed work.

0

asis ($795) is a latecomer to the Mac,
introduced last March, but a number
of significant features make it a powerful
contender in this crowded market. You
can tear off tool palettes and some menus
to arrange the layout of the screen to your
taste. Similarly, using a matrix of attri
butes , you can adjust the size and density
of the painting tools. This feature lets
you modify the tools' behavior so that
you can paint with the electronic equiva
lent of pastels , inks, pencils, oils, or wa

tercolors. With a Wacom tablet, you can
further configure the tools so that ink
flow and smears vary for realistic ef
fects. For example, we set up the eraser
tool so that it stripped off varying levels
of color. The final results looked just like
a pastel sketch on which we had used a
rubber eraser. We achieved the most re
alistic color-pencil effects using this
package.
Oasis also has a slew of special ef
fects . For example, you can flow a gradi

Tiiepeople iv/Jo
wrotet/Jebook on
modems proudly
present lllePocket
Edition. T/Jefirst Hayes modem specially
designedfor peopleiv/Jo use laptop and
notebook computers.

Introducing
Pocket Edition'"
2400

ent fill within text characters to produce
a logo . A "lightbox " function lets a
background scan ned image s how
through dimly so that you can trace over
the image or copy portions of it using a
reveal function . An emboss effect lets
you give a stamped appearance to an
image , and you can control the lighting
direction to vary the results . Oasis works
with Truevi sion 's NuVi sta and Nu 
Vista + video boards and with Raster
Ops's 364 video boards to capture live
NTSC video . It also can use software
modules to operate color scanners.
Oasis 's features would have made it an
easy winner except for two problems.
First, printing support is limited: You
can't adjust the document beyond 72 dpi ,
which makes scaling for printing diffi
cu.lt. Even worse, there' s no zoom func
tion. There' s simply no way to tweak the
artwork at the pixel-by-pixel level. If you
cannot adjust the artwork as it stands
on the screen, you're stuck. Time Arts
promises that version 1.1 (due this sum
mer) will have a magnifying function.
We hope so, because this fatal flaw crip
ples what stands to be a fine painting
application .

Weig/Jingin at a sligl1t t/Jree ounces, t//e
Pocket Edition 2400 comes wit// everyt//ing
youneedto takeit on t/Je road-a 9-pin
connector. cables. a/Jandycarrying case.
and our simple-to-useHayes SmartcomEZ
communications software.
And, because it gels all itspower from the

p/Jonelineand your computer's serial pon
you 'II never find yourself searching for an
outlet lO plugit into.
ThePocket Edilion is incrediblycompal
yet it contains many of thefeatures you
expect from our "full-size" Hayes modems
ll 's ideal for workingremotely with your

Once again, Hayes has set
modems will

24-BIT PAINT PROGRAMS

C

ompared to the other painting appli
cations , the $695 PixelPaint Profes
sional is an old-timer: It started shipping
in 1989. While it's starting to show signs
of age, PixelPaint Professional still has
some features, such as the ability to print
separations, that are unmatched by even
the latest entries in the 24-bit paint
competition.
If you first mastered Mac graphics
using MacPaint, you'll find PixelPaint
Professional's tools and behavior simi
lar. It has good fill controls and an army
of special effects, such as emboss, neon,
and fractal. You can toggle these effects
off or on individually for each tool. Drop
shadows, whose position and color you
can set, can be applied to many graphics
operations.
You can zoom in on an image to work
on fine details . A "split screen" mode
lets you view your changes to the artwork
at normal size while you work on a mag
nified section of the image. You adjust
the dpi setting of the document by click
ing on a setting at the window's bottom.
Clicking on a bar at the top of the paint
ing window opens a palette, where you
choose colors or mix custom blends . An-

:ompany's computer system. It keepsyouin
ouch with electronicmail. You can even use
l !O deliver a FAX with an on-lineservice.
And whilethePocket Edition was created
'o r peopleon thego, it 's alsoa great space
;aver for those who stay at home.
At thesuggested retail price of $179

PixelPaint Pro
Despite its age, PixelPaint
Professional has many
features that rival those of
later painting applications.
You can use different color
models, mix colors, or choose
neighboring colors while
painting. It also can produce
color separations.

other button controls masking. You cre
ate masks by painting into a window or
by copying a section of artwork from the
Clipboard.
PixelPaint Professional is not without
a few annoying quirks and limitations. It
lets you work on only one document at a
time, and its response to screen updates
and tool action can sometimes be slug
gish. TIFF files are limited to gray
scales .
Despite these quirks , PixelPaint Pro

(and with our uniqueHayesperformance
warrantyand money-back guarantee).
you'// find thePocket Edition extremely
easy on your pocketbook.
For more information about thenew
portablePocket Edition 2400. call usat
1-800-635-1225.

fessional is the only package we looked at
that can print color separations-a must
for some applications. It also provides
support for the Pantone color-matching
system (PMS). Based on our look at a
beta version of PixelPaint Professional
2.0, which should be shipping by the
time you read this, the new version prom
ises many improvements, including the
ability to handle 24-bit TIFF files and
support for the Wacom tablet' s pressure
feature .

continued

It 's Limeyougave your laptop a new
traveling companion.

(!)Hayes
Our technology haslhecomputer world UJ/king.
Morethan ever.

the standard by which all
be measured.
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have several different color blends , so
you can easily create imitations of the
gleam of metal pipes or mirrors , for ex
ample . In addition, the Blend, Sharpen,
Smudge, Antialias Brush, and Airbrush
tools all support the Wacom digitizing
tablet' s pressure feature .
Studio/32 also offers you a variety of
special-effects capabilities, including
embossed text, shear and skew opera
tions , shadow effects, and a unique "de
fine perspective" function that fills a
plane with a user-defined pattern . Mask
ing operations can make use of a selec
tion of colors (e.g., all the colors in a
painting of a red Trans-Am) and a toler
ance level (i.e., how closely a color in an
image matches the color that you have
selected).
Studio/32 's support for printing is
good. You get the advantage of PMS, and
changing the document's dpi setting is
just a menu selection away. You simply
preview the print page and choose Post
Script, color Postscript, or QuickDraw
printing mode . You can even use binary
PostScript, which requires less data sent
over the network and makes for faster
printing.

Studio/32
Studio/32 lets you tear off
certain tools, such as the
Palette, Magnify/Reduction ,
and Gradient tools. You can
set the document's dpi easily
for exact printing control.

T

his $695 painting application has a
voracious appetite for RAM: In 24-bit
mode, Studio/32 requires 5 MB of RAM
right out of the gate. Along with this huge
initial memory demand, Studio/32 also
creates a disk-swap file for virtual mem
ory management when you're working
with large pieces of artwork. As a result,
performance slows to a crawl.
Tear-off palettes provide you with
ready access to such tools as the magni
fication and color selectors. This means

that you won't have to constantly be mov
ing the mouse to the left side of the
screen.
You can configure the magnification
selector to work in an expanded view of
the artwork or in a split-screen view that
shows both the magnified area and the
artwork at normal size. At first we found
the gradients selector confusing to work
with , but then we discovered that drag
ging the slider onto the gradient bar sets
up the color blends. Gradient blends can

continued
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PC Tech manufactures a full line ofTexas Instruments 34010
and 34020 based PC compatible graphics co-processors.

without telling
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Monochrome 2048 x 1536, MDA/CGA emulation
Color 1280 x 1024, VGA pass-through
Micro Channel 1400 x 1024, VGA capture
34020: Color 1280 x 1024, VGA pa ss through
TMS34082 optional, with 128k private static RAM
TIGA:
Supplied with all boards
Microsoft Windows 3 .0 TIGA driver standard
AutoCAD ADI 4.1 display list driver optional
CCITI G3 and G4 decompression optional
C compiler and 340XO assembler available
Call, write, or FAX PC Tech for complete specifications,
benchmark results, and retail or OEM terms . All PC Tech
products are available In complete systems as well as com
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You don 't have to look hard
to see the windows with the new
Optiquest 1000 non-interlaced
color monitor. Its flicker-free
high-resolution images make it
the perfect partner for today 's
demanding software applications
like Microsof Windows 3.o:·
The 14" Optiquest lOOO 's .28
dot pitch and maximum resolution
of 1024 x 768 non-interlaced deliver
razor sharp text and graphics.
Unlike interlaced monitors,

the Optiquest 1000 continually
refreshes every pixel on every
line. The result, remarkable
clarity and a flicker-free picture.
VGA, Super VGA and
IBM 8514/A compatible, the
Optiquest l 000 also features an
infinite palette of colors.
And for clear, sharp images
on a larger scale, ask about our
15' ~ 17" and 21" non-interlaced
color monitors utilizing Optiquest's
flat-square teclmology.

OPTIQUEST NON-I NTERLACED MONITORS.

Screen Sire Dot Pitch
Optiquest
1000

14"

Optiquest
2000

15"

Optiquest
4000

Optiquest
5000

ll1e Non-interlaced Company...

102J x
r!OJ'l·intcrlaccd

.28

no n - in1 c rl B~d

17"

.26

1280 1024
non·intcrluced

21 "

.31

non-imerluetd

I

:irt rrgi~ tcrtd

1r.ldenurk' or rnsdcm:uk' of the ir rc'pec1 ivc m.1.nuf.icturtl"i.

Please see our list of resellers on page 330.
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State-of-the-Art PC Art
Cal Vombera•r

aving beta-tested my
per se. Lumina does let you
make buffers that serve as
fair share of graphics
temporary holding places
programs , I am well
for your work. You must re
acquainted with the
member to continually save
idea of a " bug report. " I
to the buffer as your work
sometimes wonder whether
there really might be some
progresses . If you make a
mistake , you can retrieve
insects that thrive on the sil
icon in computers. This idea
from the point at which you
last saved to the buffer. You
inspired my work "Bug Re
can also have multiple buf
ports" (see the screen) .
fers and cut and paste from
In giv ing these 24-bit
one to the other.
paint programs a thorough
The real power in Lu
workout, I tried to create the
type of image that might be
mena comes from its ability
to combine drawing tools
found in a production envi
ronment and to use tools and
with different modes to
create hundreds of interest
techniques that I incorpo
rate in my work. From with
ing effects . Lumena also
Because it is vector based and infinitely scalable, Lumina 's
font-creation ability excelled compared to the bit-mappedfonts can import various alien file
in TIPS , I used a video cam
formats but saves in its
era to capture the image of a in the other two PC programs.
circuit board with a chip
unique PIX format. There is
pulled from its socket. I
an option to save in TGA or
saved it as a TIPS " window." The illus
tions or stonelike textures . This tech
TARGA format.
trations also make use of freehand
nique worked well for the simulated
drawing tools, masks, gradations, and
Venerable TIPS
stone in the border (see small screen
other digital drawing techniques . I sent
If Lumena is king of the high-end paint
shot) .
the three "Bug Reports" images for out
programs , then TIPS is its grandfather.
Tempra also lets you employ this type
of dithered gradation as a tint or wash
Venerable and stable , TIPS has been
put to 35mm slides (at 4000 lines of res
olution) to Graf Werk in New York City,
with varying degrees of transparency. I
around since the TARGA board ' s begin
which used an Agfa Forte system .
used this technique to texture the main
nings. It still acquits itself well. While it
background in the Tempra illustration
While the version of Lumena I tested
is nowhere near as complex as Lumena,
came bundled with the Hercules Graph
by laying down a nondithered gradation
all tools and functions are logically laid
ics Station card and is called Hercules
and then going over the original grada
out in the menus .
Art Dept. , it is virtually identical to the
tion with one that used the same colors,
TIPS gives you all the standard draw
stand-alone version from Time Arts that
in the opposite direction. I set dithering
ing tools plus gradations , blends, tints,
I have been using for the last four years
to " full" and used a very slight tint
and a range of other effects . The mask
in my commercial work. I also teach
level. This ability to transparently layer
ing tool is very effective. I liked TIPS's
computer illustration at the Pratt Insti
effects on top of each other lets design
masking feature the best out of all the
tute in Manhattan, where Lumena and
ers create many interesting textures and
programs . You can turn on the masking
TIPS are the mainstays of our computer
function and draw a mask with any of
add depth to an illustration.
illustration curriculum . When I began
the drawing tools (e.g., filled rectan
Another feature I like about Tempra
is its ability to open other file formats,
writing th is review, I was not at all fa
gles, hollow circles , and brushes) . TIPS
miliar with Tempra. The version that I
also lets you turn on dithering for grada
notably TARGA , PCX, TIF , and PC
tested was designed to run only on the
tions , although its dithering is not as
Storyboard. It can also save in all those
Hercules board . Its similarity to TIPS
formats except PC Storyboard. I opened
coarse as Tempra 's. TIPS has a handy
made it easy to learn .
my image of the chip coming out of its
Undo function .
socket (saved in TIPS window format)
Of these three programs , Lumena is
Type Control
directly from within Tempra. I had to
best when it comes to font manipulation .
Smooth gradations from one color to an
resave the window as a TARGA file ,
Its fonts are vector based and infinitely
however, to open it in Lumena.
other are a basic function of all three
scalable , and ean even be saved in a vec
programs . Tempra , however, gives the
Lumena is in a class by itself. The
tor file for cleaner output. Both Tempra
designer greater control over the type ,
program has an overwhelming number
and TIPS use bit-mapped fonts , but
direction , strength , and amount of dith
of tools, modes, and other image-pro
Tempra doesn' t do a very good job of
ering used in creating gradations. You
cessing effects . I spend the better part
font scaling . There isn't a great range of
can vary the amount of dithering be
of a semester teaching Lumena at Pratt.
font sizes in Tempra, and when I scaled
tween colors to create smooth transi
The program has no Undo function
down my choice to the size I wanted ,

H
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All video display terminais (VDTs) emit electromagnetic radiatien (EMR) through the
screen. The ph_oto on the left is a visualization of EMR in red from the.screen. TI\.e'photo
on the right shows that the NoRad Shield'" virtually eliminates screen-emitted E-Field
EMR and better than half of magnetic EMB.'"

Tempra offered the best control of
gradations among the three PC
packages. It also did an excellent job
ofcreating textures like this simulated
stone.
text became ragged . TIPS has a greater
choice of fonts and seems to antialias
scaled fonts better. The programs let
you do gradations easily within fonts ,
and all support font antialiasing .
I sorely missed in the Hercules ver
sion of Lumena the ability to zoom in
and out using the keyboard . I find it
much easier to press a function key to
zoom in on a particular area of my
drawing to do small touch-ups than to
select a menu item and drag a bounding
box around the area to be magnified.
Lumena is best used with a graphics
tablet. You can get by with a mouse in
both TIPS and Tempra , although both
work well with a tablet.
One pet peeve I have about TIPS and
Tempra is their modality. Often I have
to click through too many menu layers
to get to the tool or effect I want. One
reason I like Lumena so much is that its
menu system has an immediacy. I can
"flick" off my drawing screen and onto
the menu screen , change my tool , and
be back at work in a lot less time than it
takes to click through several layers of
menus in Tempra and TIPS .
My dream 24-bit paint program
would combine the best of these three.
Is such a thing possible? I don't know .
Do spiders eat silicon?

Cal Vornberger is a principal in Tumble
Graphics and Animation, Inc. , a New
York City design firm that specializes in
interactive multimedia presentations as
well as 2-D and 3-D animation. Vorn
berger is on the faculty ofthe Pratt Insti
tute in Manhattan, where he teaches
computer illustration and multimedia
production. You can reach him on BIX
as "cvornberger."

CARBON MESH

GLA&S/ACRYLIC

Rgures are based on independent lab tests conducted to Military Speaificatjo~
MIL-STD 285.of the NoRad Shield1M and other commercially available
radiation-blocking screens.

Ne other \.IDT screen comes cl0se·to the WoRi;id Shield When. ,
y,0u'pe J~lking qbq.ut blocking ele~.tro.magoetic riadiati0n (lM8' . If ,_·.....,...,.,,,".''
you're thinking. of buying a radiation shield, ~onsitlerc tliie f.a~~~.:
•Only the NoRad Shield blocks virtually all E-Field EMRr ·
•Only the NoRad Shield blocks magnetic EMR*
•And, the NoRad Shield discharges the static field while
eliminating glare and reflections.
The NoRad Shield - simply the best radiati0n shield available.
Compare and you'll see that no' one else even comes close. Qill for
free product information.
"
• 'Easy to insfall
·Color or
monochrome
• Available in sizes
to fl~ virtually all
monitors, displays
and terminalS
' 99.9999% electric (E Oeld) attenuation from 60 Hz to 1 GHz.
"Gtealef than 50% magnellc; (H field} attenuation above 30 KHz.
NoRad Shield 1' ~ tn>demork cif NoRod COrporation.

Circle 21 7 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 218).
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NoRad Corporation 1549 .nth .St.
Santa Monica, CA 90401
'

213-395-0800

.

Fax: 213-458-6397
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I

Lumena
Lumena 's canvas window is
separate from its tools
window. Here, the palette
and mixing window is on
screen.

Lumena 's toolbox appears on a
monochrome display. (You need both
color display and monochrome display
to run Lumena.)

L

umena, a PC program, needs the
"right stuff' to run effectively, in
cluding at least 2 MB of EMS 3.2 mem
ory. The version we tested required the
Hercules Graphics Station Card ($3995
for the bundle, as tested; $2495 for the
software only), as well as a monochrome
adapter.
Why two displays? Lumen a doesn't
offer pop-up menus . The display con
nected to the Graphics Station becomes
your canvas, while the monochrome dis
play is your command control console
sort of a toolbox.
During operation, the cursor is active
on either the canvas display or the control
display. You toggle between the two by
pressing the space bar or by moving the
pen off the digitizing pad. (The second
technique of switching screens uncov
ered an annoying feature of Lumena.

Whenever we let the stylus wander or
even tilted it in the hand, the system
would flip the cursor to the alternate dis
play and emit an irritating beep.) We
used the space bar because we occasion
ally Jost the cursor in digital limbo when
ever we moved the stylus off the bitpad.
We're not convinced that Lumena's
dual-display arrangement is better than a
single-display system. You might argue
that the Lumena system allows you to
view an entire uncluttered canvas screen.
However, other packages work quite well
with one display.
Although you can use a mouse, the
documentation strongly discourages it in
favor of using a digitizing pad. Actually ,
we found the software wouldn't respond
to a Microsoft Mouse clone; we had to
switch to a true Microsoft Mouse. Then
we noticed "blind spots" on the canvas

Tempra
Tempra 's worn window
magnifies the top ofa tree.
The smaller rectangle offto
the right picks the area to be
magnified. Notice that
Tempra 's color palette bar is
available across the bottom of
the display.

T

empra ($495) is a one-screen package
for the PC with its own windowing
system. We tested it with a two-button
mouse (Tempra also accepts Summa
graphics-compatible tablets , including
272
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the GridMaster) and the Hercules Graph
ics Station card. Pressing the right mouse
button calls up the Tempra menu, which
is composed of the tools menu and the
palette bar. From there, menu buttons

display. These were pixel-wide horizon
tal stripes that the mouse pointer refused
to land on. We gave up on a mouse and
switched to the GridMaster pad.
Lumena's copy-protection technique
is too protective. Included in the package
is an EPROM chip. You have to open
your mach ine, pull out the Graphics Sta
tion card, locate its BIOS EPROM, and
replace it with the new chip. Apparently,
that chip has been programmed with a
serial number that corresponds to a serial
number hidden in your copy of the Lu
mena software. When you execute Lu
mena , the software checks its serial
number against the one in the EPROM .
Beyond being a pain in the neck, this pro
cedure is one more thing to go wrong .
In operation, we found that Lumena
suffered two great flaws . First , while its
fatbits appear in a kind of pop-up win
dow, changes you make in the magnified
view do not appear on the canvas until
you close the pop-up window. (Cancel
ing the pop-up window causes Lumena to
" forget" any changes you have made .)
Worse is Lumena ' s Jack of a true undo
function . You've got to train yourself to
regularly save images to disk. Fixing
your picture after a slipup is then a mat
ter of reloading the image file. Heaven
help you if you' ve got a slow disk drive.
This also discourages experimentation,
which is critical in using paint packages.
One advantage of Lumena is that the
palette window can remain on-screen
while you 're working, so you can dip into
the palette to pull up a new color. This is
in contrast with the other PC paint pack
ages that keep the palette attached to the
tools menu, wh.ich forces you to close the
pop-up tools and palette menu while you
are painting .
call up individual functions and their as
sociated parameters. For example, one
menu button accesses draw functions ,
such as freehand drawing and geometric
shapes .
The color map lies below the pop-up
menu. It's a rectangular bar of 256 col
ors . Clicking on any selection makes that
color the current painting color. While
you're working, Lumena's pop-up menu
disappears , taking the color palette with
it. Some users could be distracted by
switching between the canvas and the
menu to get colors; we were not bothered
by it.
You alter the current color by clicking
on the color icon. This activates the color
menu, from which you select one of four
color models to "mix " a custom color.
Through the color menu , you can build a

24-BIT PAINT PROGRAMS

Tools and Terms:
ATrue-Color Glossary
airbrush A fine-mist paint tool used
to create halos, fog, clouds, and similar
effects . Most paint programs let you
control the size and shape of the applica
tion area. Some packages provide a
transparency adjustment that deter
mines the density of the applied color.
antialiasing A blending ef
fect that smooths sharp con
trasts between two regions of
different colors. Properly done, this
eliminates the jagged edges of text or
colored objects .

[lJ

blend The smooth transi
tion from one color to an
other. Blending tools give a
realistic look to a drawing, especially if
you want to create a smooth shadow .
brush A paint package's most basic
image-creation tool. Most packages let
you select a variety of sizes and shapes .
Many let you customize shapes.

CMY A color model used by the
printing industry that is based on mix
ing cyan, magenta, and yellow. It 's also
referred to as CMYK, with the K denot
ing black. The K was added after print
ers discovered they could obtain a dark
er black using special black colorants
rather than by combining cyan, magen
ta, and yellow alone .
color model A technique for describ
ing a color (see CMY, HSL, HSV, and
RGB) .
curves and arcs Paint packages han
dle curves and arcs in a variety of ways.
Examples include spline curves , where
in you specify a series of points and the
package draws a curve that smoothly
approaches those points, and "three
point'' curves, in which the first two
points anchor the ends of the curve and
the third selects the apex.

drawing tools The means of creating
freehand lines or basic geometric
shapes . Paint packages often provide an
ellipse-drawing function as a variation
of the circle (or vice versa) and a square
drawing function as a variation of the
rectangle . Virtually all packages offer
filled geometric figures , the fill item
being either a solid color or a pattern.
fatbits Extreme magnifica
tion of individual pixels to
allow easy pixel-by-pixel
editing of images .
fills Designated areas that
are flooded with a particular
color. Most paint packages let
you create geometric shapes in filled
form. All packages also let you fill ir
regular closed regions. Two types of
such fills exist: A seed fill floods all
connected regions with the color speci
fied by the mouse or stylus pointer; a
boundary fill floods a color until the al
gorithm encounters a specified bound
ary color.
gradient fill A fill com
posed of a smooth blend from
a starting color to an ending
color. There are many variations on this
theme . Most programs let you fill with
patterns, some packages let you apply
textures, and others have "smart" gra
dient fill routines that lend a three-di
mensional appearance.
HSL A color model based on hue , sat
uration, and luminance. Hue is the attri
bute that gives a color its name (e.g .,
red, blue, yellow, or green). In this
model , saturation refers to the strength,
or purity, of the color. If you were mix
ing watercolors , saturation would spec
ify how much pigment you added to a
given amount of water. Luminance
identifies the brightness of a color. For
example, full luminance yields white,
while no luminance yields black.

HSV A color model based on hue, sat
uration, and value. Hue specifies the
color, as in the HSL model. In this
model, saturation specifies the amount
of black pigment added to or subtracted
from the hue. Value identifies the addi
tion or subtraction of white pigment
from the hue.
lines The line tool draws straight
lines, typically from point to point.
Most paint packages let you continue
lines in a fashion that permits rapid cre
ation of polygons.
mask The electronic equiv
alent of placing transparent
tape over selected regions of
an image, a mask marks pixels that re
main unchanged by subsequent painting
operations . For example, you might
mask out a mountain range and add
background clouds to the sky. In the
final image, the clouds will appear be
tween the peaks.
PMS The Pantone Matching System,
a universal language for solid-color
specification and reproduction. Colors
defined by PMS receive a unique num
ber and mixing formula. Consequently,
when artists specify a PMS number,
they can be sure that the final printed
product will match the chosen color.
RGB A color model based on the mix
ing of red, green, and blue.

~
~

shear A tool for distorting a
selected area vertically or
horizontally.
skew A tool that slants a se
lected area in any direction.

zoom (seefatbits) .
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color spread by specifying two "end
points" in the color map. Tempra auto
matically alters the color-map entries be
tween the two endpoints so they evenly
blend from one to the other.
The zoom function activates a mov
able rectangle whose contents are magni
fied and projected in the zoom window.
You can change the size of the rectangle
in discrete steps, thus increasing or de

creasing the magnification. Although
you can alter only single pixels in the
zoom window , some effects (e.g., tint)
are active . Furthermore, four tools asso
ciated with the zoom window-the most
notable being "local undo"-allow you
to undo any mess you've made in the
zoom window. While you're working in
zoom mode, you can observe the changes
you make on the canvas.

TIPS
A supernova illustration
shows offsome of TIPS 's
blending and gradient-fill
capabilities. Notice that the
menu and color palette must
share screen space with the
drawing.

Complete
External CD-ROM Kit
1 Year
Limited Warranty

$499

Other Multimedia
Products Available
Toshiba Model XM3201 B Kit
Internal CD-ROM ............. $629
NEC Model CDR83 Kit
Internal CD-ROM ............. $726
Future Domain 1680 16-Blt
SCSI 1/F ........................... $235
IDE Jukebox, holds
10 disk, up to 9GB ........ $4995
Pioneer Model DD-U5001
Internal WORM Drive,
650 MB ...........................$2299
Pioneer 650MB WORM
Cartridge .......................... $129
Corell Driver IJF Kit 
WORM/Erasable .............. $399
Pioneer 5.25• Multifunctional
WORM/Erasable ............ $3999
Sony M.O. SMO-D501
DOS Kit ..........................$3795
Media Enginerw Audio
Studio ............................... $599
PLUS MANY MOREi
Call for complete

MULTIMEDIA CATALOG
2500 W. COUNTY RD. 42 • #5

BURNSVILLE, MN 55337

612/894-0595
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ruevision's TIPS (for Truevision Im
age Processing Software) supports
the TARGA+ video board, which makes
it a more expensive alternative to the
Hercules-compatible products.
At a casual glance, you could easily
mistake TIPS for Tempra. Both share the
same general pop-up menu layout. The
menu is a rectangle of square icons ar
ranged in a grid. The leftmost row of
icons changes the remainder of the main
menu into icons that represent lines, rect
angles, circles, and other function set
tings . Clicking on the rectangle icon
leads you to a text submenu, where you
can select attributes (e.g ., whether or not
the rectangle is filled). The menuing sys
tem is easy to learn; once you understand
its underlying logic, you can navigate
without problems.
You select drawing colors from the
TIPS palette bar, which stretches below
the menu and gives you instant access to
256 colors . TIPS logically groups the
colors by hues. However, if you prefer,
you can click on the current drawing
color to call up a color-mixing menu and
then fabricate a custom palette. Further
more, you can click on an on-screen pixel
to make its color the current drawing
color.
TIPS's magnification capability is the
easiest to work with of all the PC pack
ages. By pressing the FlO key , you in
crease magnification by a factor of2 . For
image editing, TIPS can magnify the
picture eight times-enough to enlarge

individual pixels to discernible rectan
gles . The F7 key returns you to normal
magnification .
In other PC paint packages , working
with a magnified image is sometimes re
strictive. But in TIPS you can smoothly
scroll about the full canvas even in mag
nified mode . Because scrolling is hard
ware-assisted , working with fatbits is a
joy rather than a pain. (You can also acti
vate the magnification while the menu is
on-screen. This capability is especially
useful if you want to home in on a spe
cific pixel to use its color as the current
drawing color.)
TIPS's most unique drawing imple
ment is the fractal tool, which allows you
to select a triangular region that acts as
a frame within which TIPS generates
hordes of fractal-guided triangles. The
net effect simulates mountains or hilly
terrain. Although we explored the fractal
tool only peripherally , applying the pro
per fill routines could yield rapidly con
structed landscapes.
TIPS comes with printer drivers for a
variety of color printers . The documen
tation also points out that Truevision
makes available a public domain printer
driver design specification. Knowledge
able programmers can use this to create
custom printer drivers.
Finally, although we didn't test it for
this review, TIPS can work with the
TARGA+ video board to accept live
video and overlay the video with graph
ics images on-screen.
contim1ed

24-BIT PAINT PROGRAMS

How to Choose
the Right Color Application
here's a plethora of color appl ica
tions on the market, so it's easy
to assume that you'll find one
that suits all your needs . Unfor
tunately , this is not the case .
The variety of applications speaks to
the fact that color manipulation requires
different tools for different jobs. We di
vided these jobs into three categories:
painting , drawing, and retouching.

T

Painting with Pixels
Painting applications , the group we
chose to evaluate in this review , handle
artwork as a collection of pixels, or a
pixel map. These applications operate
much like the artist's traditional canvas
and palette, with electronic tools func
tioning like their studio counterparts.
You can select a hue from a color pal
ette, mix it with other hues, and then
freely apply it to the screen by painting,
smearing , or spraying . Many artists
will find themselves on familiar ground
when using painting applications . The
great flexibility that this software pro
vides for laying down colors on the
screen lets artists produce work with a
distinctive style .
The difficulty comes when you want
to modify an image. For example, if
you misplace a colored oval, it becomes
part of the image and you cannot remove
it easily. That's because everything in
the image-including text-is simply
pixels . If you erase the misplaced oval
in a complicated illustration , the eraser
tool removes all pixels , whether they
belong to the oval or to the background.
Text suffers as well , because it's re
duced to pixel patterns on the artwork.
Furthermore, pixel maps undergo se
rious distortion when they ' re scaled
down, either for printing or inclusion in
a document. This occurs because infor
mation-pixels-must be discarded to
reduce the artwork's size. You can re
duce printing distortion by printing the
image at multiples of the output device's
resolution-say 150 or 300 dots per
inch . At such resolutions it's possible

for the printer to reduce the size of the
pixels themselves , rather than throwing
them away.

Drawing Programs
Drawing, or object-based , applications
treat artwork as geometric objects
(hence the term object-based) . These
applications operate much like drafting
tables, T-squares, and templates, in that
specialized tools make circles, rectan
gles, and curves on the screen . You
make color blends by selecting a start
ing and an ending color for an object
and requesting a fill operation .
The drawing application 's advantage
is that it provides you with precision and
control over the artwork. As an object,
an oval can be placed into position using
electronic rulers and guides . Also , you
can pick up and move a misplaced oval.
Drawing programs create text as
characters of a certain typeface and
point size, so you can use outline fonts
to display the text on-screen or down
load it to a printer for clean output.
Since these programs describe artwork
using geometric formulas , you can eas
ily resize the work with no loss of infor
mation. This also lets the artwork take
advantage of high-resolution output de
vices such as typesetters.
The disadvantage of these applica
tions is that drawing a picture requires
that you define it as sets of objects,
which can be a very rigid and confining
way to draw .

Image Retouching
Finally , there are instances where you
might want to work with an existing
pixel-mapped image , typically from a
scanner. You might want to crop the
telephone lines out of a forest image or
enhance the contrast in a catalog's prod
uct photo . Retouching applications han
dle these tasks . Like paint applications ,
retouch ing software works with pixel
maps . It typically has few paint ing
tools. However, the programs can mod
ify the color balance in a image, change

its contrast, or apply filtering opera
tions to remove visual artifacts from a
poor image . Since scanners supply the
data that retouch ing software works
with, many of these applications have
special menus or software modules to
operate them .
Because we ' re evaluating painting
packages here , we obviously won' t be
looking at drawing applications such as
Corel Systems' Corel Draw (see Re
viewer's Notebok, April), Adobe Illus
trator (see " An Artist's Old Tool
Learns New Tricks ," February) , or Al
dus FreeHand (see Short Takes , May).
We qualified Adobe's Photoshop (see
Short Takes, April 1990) and Letraset's
ColorStudio as retouching packages.
Because painting and retouching
software works with pixel maps , deter
mining which category some of the
software fell into was a challenge . For
example , ColorStudio has as many
painting tools as any paint application,
but its real strengths lie in image ma
nipulation . The same can be said for
PC-based packages such as Desktop
Computing' s Desktop Artist and Mi
crografx 's Picture Publisher Plus (see
"High-Quality Image Editing Develops
on the PC," May), which will support
24-bit color display by mid-year.
On the other hand , paint packages
sometimes blur definitions , too. For ex
ample, DeskPaint has color-correction
control, and Oasis can capture images
from several NTSC video boards and
perform some clever scanned-image
manipulations.
The point is, before you buy any color
software , you should first determine
what jobs it must handle. If your work
requires a lot of text or fine precision,
you should seriously consider a drawing
package. Artwork demanding a unique
style or look requires a painting pack
age. Fixing scanned photos is the do
main of retouching software . Once you
have determined what category your job
fits into , shop around for the software
that fits your budget .
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24-BIT PAINT PROGRAMS

What to Buy: BYTE Lab Picks
Choosing the right paint program is a
subjective matter based as much on indi
vidual tastes as on specific tools and fea
tures. The following selections represent
the BYTE Lab's favorite true-color paint
programs. (Also see the text boxes "A
Painter's Brush with Mac Color" and
"State-of-the-Art PC Art" to find. out
which packages our professional artists
rated highest.)
At the high end, we chose Studio/32 as
the overall best Mac painting package
because of its good color and printing
control, plus support for PMS . We wish,
though, that Electronic Arts could put an
end to its RAM binges. If you absolutely
have to produce color separations in
house, PixelPaint Professional is your
only option, despite its age and Jack of
tablet support. As we mentioned earlier,
Pixe!Paint Professional 2.0 should be
shipping by the ti.m e you read this, and it
will be worth a look.
For low-end Mac software, Zedcor's

DeskPaint is a good buy. It's fast, han
dles a variety of image formats, and has
just enough professional features to make
it invaluable for those who need to open a
graphic, tinker with it, and then drop it
into a document. As a DA, DeskPaint is
available from within any application for
the System 6.0.x crowd. The company
says that Wacom tablet support will be
added sometime this summer. Delta Tao
Software receives an honorable mention
for Color MacCheese's incredibly low
price, which comes (as the vendor freely
admits) at the expense of variety in file
input format and document resolution.
On the PC side, Tempra gets our nod .
It's the least expensive of the lot and han
dles a variety of image formats. Another
plus is that Tempra doesn't require addi
tional hardware beyond the single 24-bit
monitor and adapter.
On the question of which is the better
paint platform, the Macintosh is our ma
chine of choice. Its operating system, 32
Bit QuickDraw graphics software, and

COMPANY

Delta Tao Software, Inc.

SuperMac Technology

(Color MacCheese 2.07)
760 Harvard Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 730-9351
fax: (408) 730-9337

(PixelPaint Professional 1,0)
485 Potrero Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(800) 345-2888
(408) 245-2202
fax: (408) 735-7250

Circle 1401 on Inquiry Card.

Clrcle 1405 on Inquiry Card.

Electronic Arts
(Studio/32 version 1.1)
1820 Gateway Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94404
(800) 245-4525
(415)571-7171
fax: (415) 570-5137
Clrcle 1402 on Inquiry Card.

Time Arts
(Oasis 1.0)
1425 Corporate Center
Pkwy.
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
(707) 576-7722
fax: (707) 576-7731
Circle 1406 on Inquiry Card.

Hercules Computer
Technology, Inc.
(Lumina/Hercules
Art Dept.)
921 Parker St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 540-6000
fax: (415) 540-6621

(TIPS)
7340 Shadeland Station
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 841-0332
fax : (317) 576-7700
Circle 1407 on Inquiry Card.

Zedcor
(Tempra)
402 South Kentucky Ave.
Lakeland, FL 33801
(813) 682-1128
fax: (813) 686-5969

(DeskPaint 3.03)
4500 East Speedway, Suite 22
Tucson, AZ 85712
(800) 482-4567
(602) 881-8101
fax : (602) 881-1841

Clrcle 1404 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1408 on Inquiry Card.
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INFORMATION
These companies provided equipment used for testing:

Numonlcs Corp.

Truevision, Inc.

(GridMaster)
101 Commerce Dr.
Montgomeryville, PA
18936
(215) 362-2766
fax: (215) 361-0167

(TARGA+ 64)
7340 Shadeland Station
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(317) 841-0332
fax : (317) 576-7700
Circle 1412 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1409 on Inquiry Card.

Wacom,lnc.
RasterOps
(RasterOps 24L)
2500 Walsh Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 562-4200
fax: (408) 562-4065

(SD-510C)
West 115 Century Rd .
Paramus, NJ 07652
(800) 922-6613
(201) 265-4226
fax: (201) 265-4722

Circle 1410 on Inquiry Card.

Clrcle 1413 on Inquiry Card.

Truevision, Inc.

Circle 1403 on Inquiry Card.

Mathematica, Inc.

printer drivers are mature and have been
field-tested for several years. Even many
of the tool icons (e.g., the paintbrush and
the lasso) have become standardized
among the different applications. Fur
thermore, the Mac's integrated applica
tion environment means that you can eas
ily place artwork created in any of the
Mac painting packages into other docu
ments.
Now that 24-bit graphics has arrived
on PCs, the Mac is getting some competi
tion . But the Mac isn't standing still, as
planned upgrades to much of the Mac
painting software indicate. The 24-bit
paint competition will continue to be an
interesting race-one in which, for once,
the user-the artist-will come out the
winner. •

Tektronix, Inc.
(Phaser IIPX)
Graphics Printing and
Imaging Division
26600 Southwest Pkwy.
Wilsonville, OR 97070
(800) 835-6100
fax: (503) 682-3408
Circle 1411 on Inquiry Card.

2.56 Color Graphics
Doesn't Have To COst A Lot.
M

ake childs play out of high
resolution color graphics with
Trident's new TVGA 89 16 series VGA
boards. With 256 colors in all high
resolution modes, faster graphics
processing speed. and a flicker-free
monitor refresh rate, an 8916 board can
help make anybody look good .

More Colorful Hi Res Drivers
Of the 45 boards listed in PC World's
(May 1990) Buyers
.. Guide on Super-VGA
, Boards, onl y Trident 's
8916-8 gives you 256
I
colors in I024 x 768 re s
olu tion for Windows 3.0,
Presentation :vt anage r.
AutoCAD. Ventura. and
GEM. We also support

II

.

~

re

most of your other favorite applications,
some great new rookies, and 85 14/A
emulation.

Fastest in it s Class

..

And when it comes to
speed. we don't kid around .
According to PC
Magazine (the 8916) ... ''was
ahout 20% faster than all
other direct-access boards in
both Microsoft Windows and AutoCAD
tests." Our unique sequencer directs
traffic between video memory and the
system processor for faster screen
updates without costly video RAM . The
8916 's built-in cache memory, 32-bit
memory bus, non-interlaced or interl aced
modes, and 72Hz refresh rate deliver a
flicker-free di splay whi le maintaining the

.

high speed CPU expressway .
To find out more reasons why the
8916 should
be your choi ce
in a VGA
• •.: :?":·r.
1 • r il: '
graphics board ,
visit your local
·•
•
dealer for a
complete test
drive.
........
\::The
Trident 89 16
Series. The new leader in high end PC/
XT/AT and PS-2 Model 30 color
graphics at a remarkably low end price.

~ ',\ ~~<·

~~\'~\\\\\i\1 \ \ \i.\ ~

Trideni M icrosy1;1cm1;, Inc.
32 1 Soquel Way. Sunnyvo le, CA 94086.
Tel: 408.7J R.3 194: f-1ix 408.738.0905

1990 Tridcn1 Mic rosysrcms. Inc. TVGA b o rcg is1cred 1radcmark of Tridcnl Mic rnsys1cms, Inc. Orher trndem ark s mcnl ioncd urc trademarks of th ei r rc spcc1i vc owners.

Circle 331 on Inquiry Card.

OPEN ACCESS ill

WATCOM C 8.0/386 Prof.

by Software Products Intl.
Tum your Ideas Into market-ready
applications In lust weeks with
Open Access 111 Easily edit, run ,
and debug your programs In the
Integrated programming
environment. Get data entry and
report forms and support for
windowing, light-bar menus, and
3-D graphics to make creating your
applications a snap! Open
architecture with a C language
Interface lets you add change or
add features . And Open Access Ill
even has Its own complier!
LIST: $695
PS Price: S489
FastFaxts 1759.()()7

Pri~

386Max5.1
3861DG>S Extender
DESQlilew 386
Fn-EM32 + Ergo 051386
FoxBASE+/386
Metaware Hfgh C 3861486
NOP Fortran 386
OEMM388
WATCOM C8.0 386' Prof.
Zortec:h C++ 386 Dev.

$109

479
189
1149
479

935
829
89.
1155

865

ASSEMBLY
MS MASM
Spontaneous Assembly
Turbo Debugger & Tools

105
179
119

BASIC & ADD-ONS
BAS-C commercial
dB/LIB Professional
Microsoft BASIC PDS
MS QulckBASIC V4.5
QulckPak Prof. V3.21

629
179
349
69
189

CLANGUAGECOMPILERS
C Video Course
Instant C
Quick C
Microsoft 6.0
Watcom C Professional

c

275
479
89
349
439

CASE & PROTOTYPERS
Demo II V3.0
EasyCase Plus
Easy Flow
Instant Replay Ill
Layout
MetaDeslgn
Pro-C w/Workbench
ProtoFlnlsh
Show Partner FIX

239
279
135
139
239
329
735
269
295

COMMUNICATIONS
ADD-ONS
Blast PC Plus
C Asynch Manager 3 .0
Essential COMM
Greenleaf comm Library
HyperACCESSN
Procomm Plus
QulckComm

245
159
249
329
75

99
129

DBASE
Alpha 4
1

'1 111~

549

CllpPIJr 5.0
dBASEfV
dBFAST/PLUS
dBMANV
dB XL
FO<ce dBA~
Fox Pro
FoxBASE +, · V2.1
GuickSilver

WATCOM C 8.01386 ls 100%
ANSI C optimizing complier/
run time library for Intel's 80386
architecture, generating
applications for 32-blt protect
mode . Features Include:
protected mode version of the
compiler; VIDEO full-screen
source-level debugger; MS library
& source-compatlblllty; execution
profiler: high performance linker;
graphics library; SAA compatible .
LIST: $1 295
PS Price: $1155
Fastf'axrs 1044.()()5

HiJaak Release 2.0
by Inset Systems Inc.

eome11er

DBMS
CLARION Prof. Dev. V2.1
D 'the data language
Magic PC
Paradox V3.5
R:BASE 3.1

byWATCOM

549
345
489
553
595

HUaak 2.0 Is a graphics
conversion and capture utility that
translates more than 36 graphics
fil e formats. HUaak provides
batch conversion capability from
the DOS command line or from
the user Interface. Supported
formats Include GEM, PICT 1&11,
CGM , HPGL, PIC, DXF, PCX ,
MAC, TIF, and support for more
than 16 group 3 fax devices. A SK
pop-up provides capture function
of text screens , graphics screens,
and laser printer output.
LIST: $199
PS Price: $149
Pas/Faxts 1085.()()3

DBMS TOOLS&
LIBRARIES
Artful Two
BALER Spreadsheet Compller399
179
CLEAR+ for dBASE
279
CodeBase 4
279
Code Base++
169
Comet Multlport
269
Comm Tools for Clipper
649
CWorks
129
dBASE Online
dBX/dBport wtsource
895
279
dGE 4.0
dQUERY MU
179
195
dSalvage Professional
149
Essential B-tree
529
Falrcom c-tree Plus
FLIPPER Graphics Library
279
FUNCky .LIB
Genlfer
Net Lib
Novell BTrleve
Pro Clip
R&R for dBASE & Comp.
129
R&R Code Generator
Scrimmage
139
449
U12 Developer's Release

DEBUGGERS/
DISASSEMBLERS
DASM
Dis Doc Professional
Multlscope for DOS
Periscope/EM
Periscope VOK
Periscope IV

239
229
149
259
459
Vari es

BAS C Translator
by Gotoless Conversion
BAS C Translates BASICAI
QulckBASIC to MS/Turbo
automatically .
Guaranteed to generate a
structured, Indented, scoped,
syntax error free C source code
even If the orlglnal BASIC
program is a spaghenl code .
Run on MSDOS, XENIX and
UNIX.
LIST PB Pt1co
[IAS_C Economy
S375
$349

c

RAS C Comm:rcial
S895
$829
[lAS- CComm:rcial SC0286Xcnix
1149 $1()49
[I AS _C Comm:rcial SCO 386 Xenix
St235 SllS9

-

s

FutFazo 675.QOS

WindowsMAKER
Professional New!
by Blue Sky Software'"/Candlclight
The fastest way to create MS.
Windows applications In C.
Generates the Windows .EXE wt
complete source & 1>roductlon files
(no royal ti es) . Just Point & Click to
define the Windows user Interface.
Lets you animate your design to
Instantl y test look & feel and make
changes on the fly wihout needing
to compile. Custom code Is
perserved during code regenera
tion. This Is the power-user
version of the best-seller
WJndowsMAKER with a lot of
added functionality .
LIST: $995
PS Price: $919
Fas/Faxts 2001.()()6

t•tlfH•tlLlllltll~IL~ Sll()I, 1-800-421-8006

CHEETAH2.2

Sourcerer's Apprentice

by Software Science
over 300 features make Cheetah
the world's most powerful editor
for dBASE, FoxBase, Clipper,
OuickSilver, Force and word
processing. Pull-Oown menus
give you all the editing features
you need and expect, and let you
compile link, and run your
appllcatlon form Inside Cheetah.
Extensive language hel p, direct
access to creating and viewing
Indexed dBASE mes, built-In
calculator, source formaner, and
spelling checker are just the tip of
the Iceberg .
LIST: St45
PS Price: $75

Version Control ror Ifie Professional
by Solution Systems
From the company that brings you
BRIEF: version control with single
keystroke accessibility from
BRIEF. Sourcerer's Apprentice
tracks all changes, who made
them, when, and why . Easily
recreate or combine previous
versions of code. Experiment
freely . Sourcerer's Apprentice can
always bring you back. Teams
take note: Sourcerer's Apprentice
prevents simultaneous updates to
the same files.
UST: $499
PS Price: $459
FastFaxts 7J2-JJ7

(while 1upplic1 tul)

FastFaxts / 84J.()()8

MICRO PLANNER

BLAST

by Micro Planning Internatio nal
MICRO PLANNER with lrs unique
graphic Interface will have you
building a step -by-step model of
your pofject In less then a day,
allowing you to create impressive
reports-Including PERT charts and
bat charts-that look as powerful on
paper as on the screen . From
there, Critical Path Method will
calculate start dates and deadlines
forecast bonlenecks , and optimize
crucial resources. MICRO
PLANNER Is available for PC's &
Mac's wllh Interchangeable files
•.·;.-;'!lffi;..'ilgjll between machines.
UST: $595
PS Price: $325
FastFaxts JJ87.()()J

by Communications Research
BL.AST puts powerful data
transfer, remote control , sciipting,
terminal emulation, datacompres
sion, and other communications
magic Into one product for PC,
Unix, Xenix, VAX , Macintosh, and
even mainframe communica
tions... all wilh the same look, feel,
menu Interface, protocol, and
script language! Easy for
developers to link into existi ng
applications for automated, 100%
error-free data transfer and fast,
reliable remote control .
LIST: $295
PS Price : S235
FastFaxts 1674.()(}/

Recital
by Recital Corporation, Inc.
Yes , it runs your dBASE,
FoxBASE and Cli pper applica·
lions on UNIX, XENIX and AIX
(also VAXNMS and ULTRIX). But
thars only the beginni ng of
Recital. lrs a complete relational
database and 4GL for developer
and end-user alike. lrs also got a
powerful data dictionary. SOL
interface and over 350 additional
commands .
UST: $995 PS Price: $600
FastFaxts 2039.()(}/

Graph ics Dev't Toolkit
by Graphic Software Systems
Get to the market quicker wllh
graphics that don't compromise
performance. Have access to
more than 100 high-level graphics
functions and GOT-based
applications that will support over
300 graphics devices. The GOT
Is a tlme-proven solution for
programs wrinen in C, FORTRAN,
Pascal, BASIC Compiler or Macro
Assembler. II has been optimized
through eight years of re finement
and application to produce high·
quality . high-performance
graphics.
LIST: S795 PS Price: S699
FastFuts 223.Q7J

RE:Source by Genesoft
SoftProbe 86fTX
Sou rcer 486 w/BIOS pre-proc.
Trapper

139
295
149
189

DEVELOPMENTTOOLS
AllClear
ASMFLOW Prof.
Buzzwords dANAL YST Gold
C-DOC
Charge
CLEAR+ for C
Codan
Easy Flow
INSIDEI
Install
INSTALIT w/source
MKS Make
MKS RCS
PC-Lint
Pilnk/LTO
Poly Make
PVCS Professi onal
.RTLINK Plus
Sourcerer's Apprentice Prof.
The Documenter
TUB 5.0 Version Con trol

269
179
199
179
95
179
349
135
119
219
239
129
175
115
439
159
439
419
459
229
125

EDITORS
BRIEF
Cheetah
dBrlef
Emacs
Epsilon
KEDIT
Sage Professional Editor

Cail
75
119
279
175
139
249

SPF/PC - V2.1
Vedlt +

195
159

FORTRAN
FnL FORTRAN
Microsoft FORTRAN
RM/FORTRAN
Watcom FORTRAN n

549
309
499
449

GRAPffiCS
Essen tial Graphics v3.0
GFX Graphics library
GraphlC
graphics· Me nu
GSS Graphics Dev't Toolkit
HALO
MetaWINDOW/PLUS
PCX Effects
PCX Programmer's Toolkit
Victor w/source
VID and DIG Graphics
Z· Phlgs lite
Z-Phigs Professional

349
139
31 9
165
699
279
369
95
229
279
249
169
769

HARDWARE
2C87·20
80387·33
Boca 1024 VGA
FasMath 83087-16
Logitech Mouse
Model 200DL UPS
Model 450AT UPS
ST-251-1
ST-4096-1

329
675
219
359
100
189
329
339
639

OBJECT-ORIENTED/C++
Borland C++

379

'11 111~ l,ll(HillLltltll~IlS Sll()I, 1-800-421-8006

The Programmer's Shop is
d

L

Mu lti-Edit

byWordTech
A superior alternative to dBASE ,
dBXL retatlonal database Is an
easy to use Interpretive environ
ment adding extended language
(XL) features to the dBASE
language. It Includes WordTech
R&R Relational Report Writer, full
dBASE compatibility (file s &
syntax), and special menus lor firs t
time database builders. Also has
memory swapping, advanced
memo field handling, macros, true
windowing multi-dimensional
arrays , graphing and EMS support
Requires 440K memory.
UST: $2A9
PS Price: $179
F a.rJFa.rJs 97NJ/ 7

Mt+

279

Smalltalk/V
Zlnc Interface Library
Zortech C ++Dev. Edition

79
175

399

OTHER PRODUCTS
BlueMAX
carbon Copy PIUS
Dan Bricklin's PageGarden
Fast!
FastBack Plus
Flow Charting 111
Grasp
HEADROOM
HIJaak
Lapllnk Ill
Link & Locate ++ - ROM MSC
Mace Ulflitles
Math Advantage
Norton Anti-Virus
Norton Utilities 5.0
pcANY'NHEREIV
PC Tools Deluxe 6.0
PC-KWIK Power Pak
Pre Cursor
Remote2
SplnRlte 11
System Sleuth
Tlme$heet Prof.
Turbo EMS

149
159
89
89
159
199
319
89
149
129
295
99
475
119
149
159

99
119
89
139
89
109
145
89

PASCAL
MetaWare Prof. Pascal
Microsoft Pascal
Oregon Pascal
Quick Pascal
Turbo AS YNCH PLUS
Turbo Pascal 6.0
Turbo Professional

439
199
199
69
159
107
109

TEXT SCREENADD-ONS
C Worthy w/Forms w/ARCH
Greenleaf DataWindows
HI-SCREEN XL Professional
Lexical Resolution
MEWEL Window System
POWER SCREEN
Vitamin C - source, menus
VC Screen - painter
Vermont Views Obj.+ source

379
339
289
199
279
129
369
139
819

UNIX/XENIX
C++ tor Unix 386

439

Computer Innovations C++
475
db_FILE/RETRIEVE MU
569
ESIX Systems
ESIXIV Re14 Dev. (2 user) 1229
1595
ESIX/Vunltd
Varies
lnformlx SOL
Interactive <Systems
Architech Appllc. Platform 729
Archltech Appllc. Developer 1599
Archltech Wrkstn Platform 1199
Architech Wrllstn Developer1850
LPl-FORTRAN
929
379
M++ for Unix
579
M++ for Unix w/ source
Norton UtilWes tor Unix
249
Santa Cruz Operations
559
UNIX Operating System
UNIX Development System 895
429
VP/Ix
XENIX Operating Sys. 386 559
689
XENIX Develop. Sys. 386
Unix System V.4 Complete 1425
WordTech Quicksilver
1295

WJNDOWS & OS/2
ACTOR
ACTOR Professional
BRIEF for OS/2
Case: PM (for C or C++)
Case: W Corporate Version
C_talk/Vlews
C-Trieve/Windows
dBFAST/Windows
Graphics Server SOK
Instant Windows
KnowledgePro Windows
MS Windows V3.1
MS Windows DDK V3 .0
MS Windows SDK V3.0
Multiscope OS/2 Debugger
Mul tiscope Windows Debug .
ObjecV1
ObjectVlslon by Borland
OS/2 PM Toolkit 1.2
ProtoGen
ProtoView
Smalitalk/V PM
Tempo for Windows 1.1
ToolBook
Windows Maker
Windows Maker Prolessional

2.25
449
Call
1899
969
419
385
395
455
479
589
119
365
365
349
315
895
379
369
189
675
435
89
349
715
919

by American Cybernetics
EASIER, FASTER & BETIER
THAN EVERI
Mul ti-Edit has always been your
bes t text editing value. Now
version 5.0 adds: Windows/SAA
S tyle interface, seamless Mouse
Support, expanded onli ne help &
manuals (LOTS or useful
examples), lull EMS support, plus
hundreds or new reaturesl
Inexpensive - NOT CHEAP!
You'Ve gotta see this!
FREE DEMO
LIST: S99
PS Price: $95
FastFaxt.s 1067--00 I

INT RODUCING

Essentia l Communications
VERSION 4.0!!!

by South Mountain Software
Powerful asynchronus communi
cations library. Supports lnteruppt
driven communlcauons up to
1 1s ,200 baud. Drives 34 ports
with buffers 10 SOOK . Supports
V.32, MNPbHayes compatible
modems,X N/XOFF ,XMODEM
(CRC and Checksuml.XMODEM
lK,YMOOEM,KERMIT ZMODEM
protocols. Provides ANSI and VT
521100 terminal emulations . Use
with our /'resident C'/ ll brary to
write background communication
applications. Contains all source
code, a BBS demo. No royalties.
LIST: S329
I'S Price: $249
FastFaxts 42.() JI

~fa~9fe~~~JONAL
HALO Prolessional Is the new
graphics tool for devel opers of
large, complex applicati ons. No
other graphics library otters you as
many ways to break the 640K
barrier.
' 200 powerlul graphics subroutlnos
' DOS Extender support
' Support lor today's most powerful
language cof11laers
' lnternat 1onal characier support
' Elficient memory usage
• Support fo r popular graphics adapters,
printers, image scanners. and plotters
' Supporting Programmefs Guide and
documentation

LIST: S595

PS Price: $519

FastFaxt.s 86.()44

Actor & Prof. Actor
by The Whitewater Group
Actor Is tile Ideal way to learn llow
to apply modern object-oriented
programming techniques to create
Windows applications last. Move on
to Actor Professional three powerful
tools for the developer who's ready
to get serious about Windows
development: the professional
version of Actor; ObJectGraphlcs for
adding sophisticated graphics to
your Windows applications; and
Whitewater Resource Toolkit for
visually programming Its look and
feel.
LIST Price $249
I'S Price $225
Prof. LIST Prico $495 PS l'rico $449
/o'aMIFaxl• 800.017

1-800-421-8006

KnowledgePro Windows

The UnMouse 
More Speed in Less Space

by Knowlcilge Garden Inc.
Use KnowledgePro to build last
CO<Tlllete, royalty-free Wi ndows
applications in record time. G et started
quoc:kJy with internctive design tools. Uso
KnowledgePro's rich, OOP language for
rapid dovolopmont capnbil~y and low·
level control. G ive your applications
depth with hypertext and hypermedia.
Acx:ess expert·syslems technology Jo
cteate smart solu tions. Use sirrpTe DOE
commands to write intolligent front-ends
for Excel, Word and Suporbase. Wr~e
DLL extensions to KnowlodgePro with
low·level languages like C 0< C++.
W0tk SMART. Order KnowledgePro.
PC Magazine "Best ol 1990".
UST: $695
PS Prii:c:: $589
Ftu1Fub 1419-'Jll

by MicroTouch
The UnMouse Is a touch-sensitive
tablet that gives you faster cursor
speed - - In a fraction of the space
a mouse takes up. Plus you can
slip templates under Its glass to
access up to 60 Power KeyPad
functions or use Its stylus to draw,
trace or Input graphics.
UST: $235
PS Price: $219

Quattro Pro 3.0

Run Your 386"' to the MAX!

by Borland International

byQualitas
386MAX (for 386-based machines)
and BlueMAX (For 386-based
PSl2s) give your syslem
MAXlmum performance with
WindowsN 3.0 suppon. Exdusive
technologies lndude F/exFrame, 10
load more programs Into high DOS
than any other memory manager,
and Instancing, wh ich allows many
resident programs to run reliably
under Windows.
LIST PS
386MAX $130 S109
BlucMAX $155 $149

Clipper 5.0
by Nantucket Corp.
Clipper's open architecture lends
unprecendented freedom to
application development. Its
language is fully extensible with
user-defined functions and new
user-defined commands . You can
extend the language with routines
written In Clipper itself, or integrate
code from oth er lan~uages like C,
Assembler, dBASE" ana Pascal.
Develop applications larger than
available memory, without defining
overlays. Clipper's compiler
generates stand-alone, executable
files for cost-free, unrestricted
distribution.
LIST: $795
PS Price: SSSO
FastFaxts JJJ9-00J

What is FastFaxts?
Access literature on any of our
products via FAX machine. FREE!

Call 617-740-0025 from
any fax phone!
Follow the voice computer's instructions and
enter your product's code number. TI1en await
your instant print out of product literature.

f

Award winning Quattro Pro
was the first spreadsheet that
went beyond mere number
crunching and delivered
enhanced decision support,
data access and presentation
~apabili.ties. By. seamlessly
integrating mufti-page
consolidation, external
database access, goal
seeking technology, spread
sheet publishing and
presentation graphics,
Quattro Pro gave you the
power to better understand
your data and the tools to turn dry,
numerical data into spectacular visual presentations.
Now Quattro Pro 3.0 gives you a fully inter~rated
WYSIWYG ("What You See is What You Get" display, new
drawing tools, Banner sideways printing and rint to Fit on
one page features. Plus, you can add visual transition and
sound effects to your electronic slide shows.
And thanks to Borland's exclusive VROOMMT"' (Virtual
Runtime Object
Oriented Memory
Management), yol!
can use any PC with a
hard disk - from an
XT with as little as
512K to a 486 with 8
meg . It's network
ready right out of the
box!
Look for specially
marked boxes that
include a FREE
Pro View PowerPack.
A $300 collection of
presentation tools, the Pro View PowerPack includes fonts, clip
art, free slide processing. presentation guide and macro
library.

UST t>S Price FastFaxJs
$495
$415
777-069
Quattro Pro 3.0
Quattro Pro LANPack
$395
$329
777-135
Pro View PowerPack
$ 50
S 50
777-138
Get your FREE "Tips and Technique Booklet"
when ordering Quattro Pro 3.0

1
'11 111~ 11 llf)f11liltltll~IiS
Sllf)l
NationalAccounts

800 - 421 - 8006

~

800-446-1185

~

5 Pond Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043 •Canada 800-446-3846 •M ass. 6 17-740-2510 •FAX : 617-749-2018
Credit card orders processed only when product is shipped. All prices subject to change. Int'I. prices will vary.
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HARDWARE

No-Compromise Notebooks
with 386SX Power
STEVEN J. VAUGHAN-NICHOLS

0

nee upon a time, if you wanted
to take a computer on the road,
you had a choice: You could
have a full-powered computer,
or you could take a laptop. Por
tability wasn't a problem-just give up
your hard disk drive , possibly your flop
py disk drive, a decent screen, and any
pretenses of power. Times have changed.
First came the spate of notebook-size
286 machines, followed by Compaq' s
LTE 386s/20-the first notebook-size
SX machine (see "Perfectly Portable,"
February BYTE) . Now , a flood of note
book-size 386SX computers has hit the
streets . These no-compromise systems
have more power than many desktop
computers and can accommodate an ex
ternal monitor and keyboard . BYTE has
rounded up the first of this new breed:
Advanced Logic Research's (ALR) Ven
ture/16 , the AST Premium Exec 386SX/
20, the Dataworld NB320SX , the Everex
Tempo LX , the Grid 1450SX, the Sam
sung NoteMaster 386S/16, the Texas In
struments (Tl) TravelMate 3000, and the
Toshiba T2000SX. Serious computing
power is ready to hit the road .

Powerful Selection
Computing road warriors have never had
more of a selection. BYTE asked vendors
to supply systems configured with 1
megabyte of system memory, a 20-MB
hard disk drive , and one high-density
3 lh -inch floppy disk drive. With these
configurations, prices range from $2650
to $5499-quite a spread. I tested both
16- and 20-MHz SX machines . A run
down of the system configurations and
options appears in the features table .
Having this kind of power in a laptop
is nothing new, but until now such ma
chines were always tied to the nearest
power outlet. These notebook computers

are much smaller and lighter than their
AC-powered counterparts . Any of them
will fit into your briefcase. And except
for the Grid 1450SX , these are under-8
pound wonders that won 't tire your arm
during the daily commute. But to shed
weight, these systems have made the AC
power supply an external component.
With their maximum battery life just
over 2 hours on average and just under 4
hours at best, you'll have to make room
in your briefcase for the brick-size power
supplies that come with them.
The BYTE Lab ran each of the ma
chines through its notebook computer
test suite, a scaled-down version of the
standard BYTE benchmark s that in
cludes low-level and application bench
marks and a battery-life test that simu
lates a word processing session. (For
more on these benchmarks, see the text
box "From the Testing Notebook ," Feb
ruary BYTE, page 152.) The results are
shown in the graph; I've included Com
paq's LTE 386s/20, a 20-MHz SX note
book computer, for comparison .

Key Subsystems
Notebook computers have many vices ,
one of which is cramped keyboards . The
keyboards on all the reviewed machines
except the Toshiba TIOOOSX are barely
adequate for extended typing, although
most are tolerable for brief periods. Even
the models that use extensive overlays to
fit all the keys into limited space are tol 
erable only for short work sessions . Only
the Everex and Grid keyboards have full 
size function keys , and none of the sys
tems has a detachable keyboard like that
on the Compaq LTE 386s/20.
Short key travel makes working on
these keyboards like running on con
crete: It doesn 't hurt at first , but the
pounding wears on you the longer you

work. Notebook-computer keyboards are
fine for small jobs, such as writing a
memo, but their charm quickly evapo
rates when they ' re used for bigger task s.
The supertwist LCDs in these systems
have come a long way. Characters are
sharp and clear, although you will see
some smudging when the screen images
change quickly. Despite this , text-based
application s like WordStar 5.5 , Pro
comm 1. lB, and Quattro Pro 2.0 are as
usable here as on any desktop PC . But
only the most fanatic Windows users
should attempt running that environment
on a notebook computer. The CPUs have
the horsepower for the assignment, but
you ' ll quickly lose track of the cursor.
Improvements in backlighting, side
lighting , and LCD technology have
made these systems usable in conditions
PHOTOGRAPHY.
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ACTION SUMMARY

• 386SX NOTEBOOKS
• LIKES

Display quality that's better than
ever and performance that rivals
most SX desktop machines. All
accept an external keyboard and
monitor when you're in the office.
• DISLIKES

Ergonomically abysmal
keyboards, except for the Toshiba
T2000SX's. Most units run for just
over 2 hours between battery
charges.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

Buy the Toshiba T2000SX.
Display quality, performance, and
battery life are all excellent. And
the outstanding keyboard makes
all the difference between
wanting to use a notebook
computer on the road and leaving
it in your suitcase.

from near dusk to bright noon light.
These machines even work under the
glare of office lighting. If there' s light
enough to work, there's light enough to
use these computers.
Processors have grown more power
ful , disk storage has increased , and
screens have become sharper, but batter
ies have lagged behind. Battery life has
increased, but through better battery
management rather than better batteries.
Dataworld's Phoenix BIOS, for instance ,
lets you set time-outs that shut down each
subsystem after a period of inactivity.
Other systems use similar schemes either
in software or in ROM . Despite these ef
forts, battery life is still a major head
ache for notebook users .
The exception to this rule is the To
shiba T2000SX-the first laptop to use

nickel-hydride batteries . BYTE ' s bat
tery-life tests show that these batteries
deliver power for longer periods than
do the nickel-cadmium batteries used
by Toshiba's competitors (see the bar
chart) . Nickel-hydride batteries aren 't
prone to nickel-cadmium batteries'
charge memory woes . (Unless a nickel
cadmium battery is discharged complete
ly before you recharge it, the battery
capacity is reduced.) The T2000SX de
livered 3-plus hours of battery-powered
work time , and its power management
software is as good as it gets .
All these notebook computers include
ample hard disk storage. Every system
comes with at least a 3 1/z -inch 20-MB
hard disk drive, with 40-, 60- , and even
120-MB drives available as options .
While none of these drives is a speed de

mon, all have average access times of
under 25 milliseconds, and all turned in
good performance times .
In the last generation of notebook com
puters, some laptop makers gambled that
users wouldn't miss a floppy disk drive if
they had a file transfer program like
Traveling Software ' s LapLink in ROM .
Users didn't buy it. Even with a hard disk
drive installed , users still want floppy
disk drives. Vendors have responded : In
this latest generation, notebook com
puters include a high-density 3 1/z-inch
floppy disk drive. Some continue to bun
dle LapLink or similar file transfer util
ities, but they provide them on standard
floppy disks rather than in ROM.

Field Tested
I carted these systems with me on several
business trips. None broke down, but a
few of them seemed better suited for life
on the road than others. The TI Travel
Mate 3000 felt too flimsy to be bouncing
around in a briefcase. Nothing ever went
wrong with it, but in the back of my mind
I was always a little worried about its du
rability. At the other extreme, the Grid
1450SX felt sturdy enough to cart to Ku
wait and back.
On a more minor point , the 1/0 port
covers often didn' t work well. Specifi
cally, the TravelMate 3000 and Tempo
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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LX port covers don't fasten tightly. I
almost had to pry open the port covers
on the ALR Venture/16 . And the Grid
1450SX doesn 't even have port covers;
its design relies on sturdy ports to with
stand travel wear and tear. A short re
view of each machine follows .

G

...

the computer. I was also annoyed with
the port panel, which pushed slightly
into the system every time I exerted pres
sure on it when attaching cables.
While the Venture/16 had a healthy
battery life compared to the other sys
tems, its early warning system gave just
a 30-second warning before the battery
gave out. That's not enough time.
The Venture/16's fit-and-finish prob
lems gave me pause. Still, it's hard to
argue with ALR's pricing. A few small
improvements in construction quality
would go a long way toward making this
machine a top contender .

keyboard is the Premium Exec's Achil
les' heel. The 2-millimeter key travel,
typical of most machines that I tested , is
1.5 mm less than that of a standard desk
top keyboard . That doesn 't sound like
much, but an hour of typing will defi
nitely convince you that you want another
keyboard . The pint-size Control, Alt ,
and function keys all sit next to each
other in the bottom row of the keyboard;
WordPerfect users will have fits on this
machine.
More minor fit-and-finish issues in
clude inadequate display latches and port
covers. A moderate bump can spring
either open.
The Premium Exec has a mediocre
keyboard, but it earned my respect in
most other areas. If you don't touch
type, this relatively inexpensive machine
is a good choice.

ALR Venture/16
The Venture/16 base system includes a
16-MHz 386SX CPU, I MB of RAM,
and a 20-MB hard disk drive for $2795.
The unit is slightly bigger than an 8 1h- by
I I-inch notebook. A special connector
accepts an external hard disk drive.
The backlit supertwist LCD supports
standard 640- by 480-pixel VGA graph
ics with 32 gray scales and is easy on the
eyes. The contrast and brightness con
trols, which sit flush with the display
panel surface, are hard to adjust.
BYTE's benchmarks put the Venture/
16 in the upper performance bracket, but
the presence of an 80387SX skewed the
results . The other systems would have
fared better relative to the Venture/16
had they been comparably equipped.
ALR is unique in bundling Digital Re
search's DR DOS 5.0 with the Venture/
16 instead of MS-DOS 3. 30or4.01. Best
of all, the Venture is one of the least ex
pensive 386SX notebooks around .
That's what you' l llike. Here is the rest
of the story. The keyboard layout is good,
but tiring to use. The function keys (10
dedicated keys, with Fl 1 and Fl2 over
laid on Fl and F2) are half the size of
other frequently used keys.
The keyboard by itself isn't that big a
deal, but there's more. The general sys
tem assembly leaves much to be desired.
The Venture/16 has a toylike feel to it.
The floppy disk drive worked intermit
tently until I opened the unit and reseated
the disk drive cables. But I couldn't do
anything about the slightly loose hinges
connecting the display panel to the rest of
284
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AST Premium Exec 386SX/20
The Premium Exec is another inexpen
sive system from a well-known company.
The standard configuration includes a
20-MHz 386SX processor, 2 MB of sys
tem memory, and a 20-MB hard disk
drive for $2995 . AST also offers this
machine with a 12-MHz 286 processor,
and your dealer can upgrade the CPU as
386SL processor modules become avail
able . You can also expand the memory to
8 MB-more than all but the Toshiba and
Dataworld systems.
The VGA screen supports 32 gray
scales and is about on a par with its com
petition. The slide-bar brightness and
contrast controls are a cinch to use. This
61/i-pound machine is lighter than all but
Tl's TravelMate 3000. It's not the equal
of its lighter cousin in performance, but
the Premium Exec has more than enough
processing muscle to take care of any
computing chores that you are likely to
run into while you're on the road . The
important numbers here, though, aren 't
measured in pounds and milliseconds ,
but in dollars and cents. The Premium
Exec is almost as good as the Travel
Mate, for $2500 less.
As with most of these systems , the

Dataworld NB320SX
Dataworld is well known in the direct
sales world, but its name hasn't spread
far from there yet. The NB320SX may
change that. At $2650, this is the least
expensive SX notebook I tested . And the
NB320SX isn't a stripped-down system.
It comes with a 20-MB hard disk drive
and 2 MB of RAM. Memory upgrades
require a trip to your dealer, but the ma
chine can accept up to 16 MB of RAM
using 4-MB single in-line memory mod
ules.
The NB320SX ' s application perfor
mance lags behind that of the 20-MHz
AST Premium Exec, the TI TravelMate,
and the ALR Venture/16. While its raw
processing power is impressive on the
low-level tests, this system isn't as well
integrated as the others . Still , the differ
ences are small, and the backlit VGA dis
play is almost as good as those in the TI
and AST units .
The keyboard is nothing special , but it
worked better than other shrunk-down

Introducing a11
inexpensive solution
to • ericaS
• •
savmgs cnsis.
rn;:;:~~~~.

You've always wanted to own a tape drive.
Unfortunately one small thing has always
stood in your way. Your savings account.
Well, now you can buy an internal tape
drive that can back up from 40 to 120 mega
bytes for as little as $419.* Or a whopping 80
to 250 megabytes for just $519.*
Our Irwin SX Series"' Tape Backup
Systems are ready to go right out of the box.
Unlike others, they're complete systems
with all the hardware and software you need
-as well as a tape cartridge.
But that's not all. Every Irwin SX drive
comes bundled with Central Point Backup™
software. This award-winning progran1
works with a wide array of
IBM AT, PS/2 and compatibles.
Whether you choose an
internal or an external system, you can back
up a 40 megabyte hard drive in less than
12 minutes.

Visual file selection, unattended backup
and mouse support are just a few of the fea
tures that make this the favorite backup
utility of over one million PC users.
To save you even more money, we also
include a coupon that lets you buy Central
Point PC Tools DeluxeTll for just
$50. A $99 savings from its
usual $149 price tag.
So if you want to back up
..."'-'''"UI·
on tape without emptying your
._:-__
bank account, pick up an SX Series system
at your nearest Irwin dealer.
Or, call 800-BACKUPl for more
information.
And we'll help end your sav
.
.
.
mgscns1s.
In more ways than one.

Clrcle 163 on Inquiry Card.

386SX NOTEBOOKS

The most noticeable difference between notebook computers is price; nearly $3000 separates the low-cost Dataworld
NB320SXfrom the high-end TI Tra velMate 3000. You 'fl want to think t wice, however, about picking a machine by price
alone. All machines include a high-density 3 'Ii-inch floppy disk drive , an 80387SX math coprocessor socket , and ports
for an external keyboard and monitor. All also carry a one-year warranty and an FCC Class B rating.
Computer

(l~s; W x H)

Internal hard disk drtve
Battery type
Claimed battery life (hours)
Battery recharge time
(hours)
Device porte

TempoLX

Grtd
1450SX

386SX/16
115

386SX/20

386SXl20
2116

386SX/1 6
115

386SX/16
1/5

386SX/16
115

386SXl20

218

216

386SX/16
1/9

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

12.2x8.6x2.1
7.5

11.4x9x2.25
6.5

11 X8.5X2.2
7.0

1ox12x2
6.9

12.5X11.5X2.6
11.2'

11 x8.5x2.1
7.0

11x8.5x1 .8
5.7

12.2x10x1.9
6.9

3X6.5X2
1.5

3.1x6.4x2.2
1.3

3X6.4X2
1.5

3.1x8x2.1
1.5

3.25X5.5X1.9
1.0

3.5x 5.9x2
1.2

3.25x6.25 x 2
1.5.

3X6.1Xl ,76
1.5

82
2

82
2

80
2

82
3.5

82
2

80
2.5

79
2

86
2

Bacldit

Backlit

Backlit

Bacl<lit

BackJlt

Sideli1

Sidefd

Sideltt

640x 480VGA
32

640 x480 VGA
32

640x480 VGA
32

640X480VGA
16

640x-t80VGA
16

640x 480VGA
32

640X480 VGA
32

640X480 VGA
16

5.8x 7.6
5.2x 7
5.2)<6.9
5.2X6.8
6X8
20.MB
40·MB
20.MB
20·MB
20·MB
Nickel·cadmium Nickel·cadmium Nickel·cadmium Nickel·cadmium Nickel·cadmium
2-3
3-4
2or4
3
2.5

5.2x 6.9
20·MB
Nickel·cadmium
3

5.9X7.8
20·MB
Nickel·cadmium
3

5.1X6.8
20·MB
Nickel·hydride
3

4

2

4-5

3

1.5

2
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

No

2400bps

2400 bps

2400bps

No
0054.01
.and utilities

No
0053.3
and utilities

2400/4800 bps
data/fax
Yes
0054.01 ,
LapLlnk, Battery
Watch. and utilities

2400 bps

Yes
0054.0,
Fastlynx, other
utilities
$2650

$2999

$4795

2400/9600 bps
dala/fax
No
005 4.01,
LapLlnk Ill,
Windows a.a.
GWBASIC.
and utilities
$3999

2

Serial

Parallel
Expansion options
Internal modem?
Expansion chassis?
Bundled software

Toshiba
T2000SX

Oatawor1d
NB320SX

01~1.Y

L Otype
Graphics resolution
(maximum) In pixels
Gray scales
Viewable screen area

Tl
Samsung
NoteMaster 386S/16 TravelMate 3000

AST
Premium Exec
386SX/20

Processor/speed (MHz)
Memory (mln./max.; MB)
Mem:l upgrades
UHi'- nstallable?
System Unit
Dimensions
[Inches; WxDxH)
Weight (pounds)
External power supply
Oimensons
Onches; Wx OxH)
Weight (pounds)
Keyboard
Number cf keys
Key travel (mm)

EV91tx

ALA
Venture/16

3

2400/9600 bps
dala/fax
No
No
DRD055.0
0053.3,
and ALA utilities
Lapllnklll.
Battery watch.
other utilities

Prtce

$2795

$2995(with
2Q.M8 hard
disk drive)

$5499

Yes
0054.01
and utilities

$4999

' 7.9 pounds without detachable external battery pack.

layouts. I was especially pleased by the
full-size Control key next to the A key.
The good spacing between the 12 small
function keys on the keyboard ' s top row
makes them easy to use.
The NB320SX 's one weakness is the
battery. The test machine ran out ofjuice
in just 1hour, 40 minutes during BYTE' s
battery-life test. That put it in last place,
along with the Grid 1450SX. (You might
do better in actual use- BYTE runs the
battery test with the power conservation
functions disabled .) The battery also
takes 4 hours to recharge-longer than
that of any other machine tested except
the Samsung NoteMaster.
You get what you pay for, so the saying
goes. Dataworld's model isn 't the small
est, lightest , or fastest system I tested ,

but it' s definitely the least expensive.
This system is the loss leader- but don't
forget to bring the power supply along.

Everex Tempo LX
The Tempo LX is Everex's first attempt
at a laptop. This 16-MHz system comes
with 1 MB of RAM and a 20-MB Conner
Peripherals Intelligent Drive Electronics
hard disk drive for $2999. The mach ine
accepts up to 5 MB of system RAM , but
your dealer has to install it.
Everex fans will be disappointed to
learn that the Tempo is not a perfor
mance leader. It posted relatively slow
video benchmark scores, and its applica
tion benchmark scores were about on
a par with the other 16-MHz SX ma
chines . The Tempo' s nickel-cadmium
battery held out for 2 'h hours during the
battery test , matching the results fo r
Samsung 's NoteMaster. Only the AST
and Toshiba computers did better here .
continued
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To see the future
of motherboards,
look at the past.
1985. ATronics introducts
the AT/-1000. The firs t
AT-compatible motherboard.

You'll discover since 1985, one company has consistently given
both resellers and endusers the highest level of performance,
quality and support at the lowest possible price.
ATronics.
In fact, we were the very first company to produce
AT-compatible motherboards.
The result is ATronics delivers the best choice for
quality U.S. designed-and-made products.
And with standards that meet or exceed other
motherboards that would cost you far more.
ATronics offers one of the lowest failure rates
in the business. Standard benchmark tests
prove their performance.
No other motherboard company delivers it
all like ATronics. Prove it to yourself right now.
Pick up the phone and call toll free for information
and documentation on current and upcoming products.
You'll be on your way to a bigger, better and brighter future.
1-800-488-7776.
Ask us about our FCC Class B Bare-bone Systems!
199 1. '/1ie AT/.../8618 2.
7/iejirst 33/SOMHz baby
AT-size 486 motherboard.

The first 33Mffz XT-size

386 motherboard .
40M Hz versio11 11ow available

1830 McCandless Dr., Milpitas, CA 95035-6844,USA
Tel. (408)942-3344. Fax (408)942- 1674
Circle 32 on Inquiry Card
(RESELLERS: 33).
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19910. ATI -1000, ATI ·386182 and ATI-486/82 are tradcmaib
and All is a registered tf'Mkmark or ATronia, lntem:uional. Inc.
All other prodtJCU mentioned arc lllldcnwks of their rt'Spccti~c holden.
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NOTEBOOK COMPUTER BENCHMARKS
Low-level
ALR Venture/1 6
Tl Trave lMate 3000
AST Premium Exec 386SX/20
Dataworld NB320SX
Toshiba T2000SX
Everex Tempo LX
Grid 1450SX
Samsung NoteMaster 386S/ 16
Compaq LTE 386s/20
IBMAT
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Notebook benchmark results aren"t directly comparable with the standard system benchmarks. The battery·life test results are in mrnutes. F0< all other benchmarks. tt>e results are
indexed and show rel ative perf0<mance: 10< each Index, an S·MHz IBM AT running MS-DOS 3.30 • 1
The BYTE low-level benchmark suite identifies perf0<mance differences at the hardware level; the application tienchmarks evaluate real·WO<ld perl0<mance by running a standard test
suite using commercially available applications. Application indexes include tesls using the following programs. W0<d processing. XyWrite 3.55; Database· 80<land Paradox 3.0 and
Ashton-Tate dBASE IV: Compilers: Microsoft C 5.1 and Turbo Pascal 5.5: ScientifidEngineering: Stata 2. MathCAD 2.5, and PC· Matlab 3.51: and Spread
ets: Laius 1·2·3 @lease 2.2
and Quattro Pro 1.0.
Tl)e BYTE Lab introduced the notebook benchmarks in the February issue (see "Perfectly Portable") o obtain a copy of the benchmarks JOln the listing area of the byte.bmarks
conference on BIX 0< contact BYTE directly.

The Compaq LTE 386s/20, AST Premium Exec 386SX/20, and Toshiba nOOOSX offer the longest battery life. The Premium
Exec, TI TravelMate 3000, and LTE 386s/20 outperformed the rest ofthe group. The ALR Venture/16 also did well, due in part
to its math coprocessor-no other machine had an 80387SX installed.
The Tempo has a good-quality backlit
LCD. It could have been a little bit
brighter, but that's all I would ask . The
Tempo's default character font is also
more attractive than those on the other
systems. Graphics adjustments are sim
ple thanks to the sprocket controls that
Everex mounted on the side of the key
board. That's good, because it's easy to
hit them by accident.
The Tempo keyboard has a tinny feel
ing that I didn't care for. I approve highly
of the key arrangement, however, which
features oversize Control , Alt, and Enter
keys. The price for the roomy keyboard
is a large case, but the Tempo still weighs
in at a hair under 7 pounds.
The Tempo's slow video won't help
with graphics-intensive applications, and
the keyboard is mediocre. Still, the ma
chine has relatively good battery life ,
qua I ity construction, and the Everex
name to recommend it.
288
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Grid 1450SX
Grid Systems' l450SX is bigger, heavi
er, and a 1ittle older than the other sys
tems. The l450SX, with l MB of RAM,
a 20-MB hard disk drive, a floppy disk

drive, and a 16-MHz microprocessor
matches up feature-for-feature with
other systems and performs about as well
as its peers . The $4795 asking price is
high , but its impeccable construction
quality should please field-service tech
nicians and others who need a sturdy ma
chine for the road.
The l 450SX reminds me of an expen
sive European touring car. It may not get
to your destination any faster than other
systems, but you'll enjoy the ride more.
It's the Rolls-Royce of laptops, with a
keyboard , display , and casing that are
handsome and a pleasure to use .
Ergonomic and psychological factors
aside , there ' s little to recommend the
1450SX. One minor annoyance is that
memory upgrades require a trip to the
dealer. A more serious problem is the
oversize battery (I I Y2 by l2 1h inches),
which covers the bottom of the computer
and brings the total system weight to 11 .2

ANALYST'S
CHOICE
FASTCache-SX v1.2
November 26, 1990

THE WINDOWS™3.0 SOLUTION:
FASTCache-SX™ -Triples your AT speed with a 386™ SX from $495.
FASTCache-SX/Plus™-SPEED plus the MEMORY you need on a single board!
FASTCache-SX is your most cost effective upgrade path to the
world of 386-based computing. Designed to work in most ATs
and compatibles, FASTCache-SX or FASTCache-SX! Plus con
verts your 286 into a 16 or 20 MHz 386SX powerhouse that
outperforms most 386SX and some 386DX based systems.
You'll run all your old 16-bit software plus new applications
customized for the 386's speed and 32-bit memory, like
Windows 3.0 in "386 enhanced mode."
Speed ... Memory ... Compatibility
Both FASTCache-SX and SX / Plus are 100% compatible with
your AT's hardware and software. Their 32K (optional 64K),
four-way set associative cache gives you r AT zero-wait-state
performance accessing 16-bit memory. Most applications run
two or three times faster, providing the equivalent performance
of more expensive 386/ 387DX-based systems.

FASTCache-SX/ Plus includes sockets for up to 8 megabytes
of extended memory. Since 386 multi-tasking applications
such as Windows 3.0 run faster with more memory,
FASTCache-SX / Plus is the ideal Windows solution.
The 16 MHz and 20 MHz FASTCache-SX list for $495 and
$595. Add $100 to each for the Plus versions. An installation
kit (required) costs between $50 and $95, depending upon the
type of 286 socket. Both boards include a 5-year warranty and
are backed by the best technical support in the PC industry.
Installing the FASTCache-SX is easy. TRW installation is also
available for a nominal fee (U.S. only).
No Risk Offer: FASTCache-SX and SX/ Plus come with un
conditional, 30-day, money-back guarantees. Your complete
satisfaction is guaranteed - or your money back!

Call (508) 746-7341 to order your FASTCache-SX today!

• Features a genuine Intel 386SX running at either 16 or 20 MHz.
• Quick and easy installation with our user friendly manual.
• Optional 387™SX delivers up to 1.7 MegaWhetstones, making it ideal for
AutoCAD, Lotus and Postscript interpreters.
• Runs Windol/1/S 3.0 in "386 enhanced mode," DESQview-386, and OS/2.
• Landmark ratings of 21.3127 MHz and Norton SI ratings of 18122.4 at clock
frequencies of 16120 MHz.
• Outperforms most 386SX-based motherboards and accelerators!
• Runs in over fifty 286™systems including: AST, AT&T, Acer, Compaq,
CompuAdd, Epson, EVEREX, HP, IBM (AT, PS/2-30-286, XT-286), NEC,
NORTHGATE, Packard Bell, Tandy, Unisys, Wang, Wyse, Zenith and ZEOS.

Summer Special
Order FASTCache-SX or SX/ Plm by
August !st and receive a FREE 32K cache
upgrade (a $70.00 value).

r•,,.rio•M~V_®
M•".
rwuT_ _R __________
~

'_nt•_'· 28-6, -38-6. -387_ ._•• _..._d.m""'
_ _ _ o, _lnt•l
- -Co-•p_. w_;ndows
- _ ,._. _...••m...
_ _ _ _ oI_ Mlc- •os-oft.
FASTCschs and Mlcroway .,. 1'8demaoks of Mlcooway. Inc.

Corporate Headquarters, Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA • TEL 508-746-7341 • FAX 508-746-4678
U.K./Europe 081-541-5466 •France 01 43 2 69593 •Germany 069-75-2023 •Holland 40 836455 •Italy 02-74.90. 749 •Norway 9 876656
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pounds . What's worse, it barely keeps up
with those of the other systems : It quit
after I hour, 40 minutes. Strong Jow
Jevel video and disk benchmark scores
didn 't distinguish the 1450SX in the ap
plication benchmark suite. If Grid would
improve the battery life , shrink the
bulky battery down a bit, and lower the
price, this would be the notebook for
everyone.

Count yourself in with
the Wildcard 88™
• Supports XT Turbo mode CPU
clock speeds of 4.77. 7.15 and 9.54
MH z
• 10 MHz CPU cl ock frequency
• Supports up to 3 2K Bytes of
onboard BIOS EP ROM
• SmaII 2" x 4" form factor
• Bios available for easy integration
• Onboard DRAM cont roller fo r
easy system design
• On board bus controller supports
XT 1/0 channel

Megatel is expanding the
Wildcard family to offer you
more development flexibility .
The Wildcard famil y offe rs
the lowest cost. smallest
footprint solution for your XT
class system. It integrates all
functions of the I BM PC. XT®
motherboard minus DRAM and
DRAM drivers. All on a circuit

•Supports 808 7 co-processor
operation (with socket) for high
speed numeric data processing
• Reduces XT parts count by 75%
• Supports up to 640 K of system
DRAM
• Onboard sound generator
supports speaker control
• Improves tota l system reliability
• Reduces overall system costs and
factory overh ead
• Onboard Keyb oard Con t roll er

card the size of a business card .
For more informa tion call us
today.

Megatel Computer
Corporation
12 5 Wendell Ave.. Toronto.
Onta rio M 9N 3K9
(4 16) 245-33 24
FAX (4 16) 24 5-6505
Wild card 88 '" ls d l rnd~marft o f Megritel Com,,utu Car,,.
IBM PC. XT are registtrtd lrademarks of IBM Corp.

--megatel---
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Circle 187 on Inquiry Card .

Samsung NoteMaster 3868/16
The NoteMaster looks like the other SX
computers. It has the same essentials: a
16-MHz 386SX CPU , 1 MB of RAM, a
20-MB hard disk drive, and a high-den
sity floppy disk drive for importing and
exporting data . Its $3999 price puts it in
the same ballpark as the Everex Tempo .
This machine falls short in many re
spects , however. It ran slightly behind its
competition in most performance catego
ries. The screen is harder to adjust than
those of the other systems. But by far the
most annoying feature is the keyboard.
In a word, it ' s lousy. The keyboard has
small , inappropriately located special
purpose keys, and the key travel and
feedback are poor. I tried to write part of
this review on each machine, but the
NoteMaster was just too frustrating for
even that simple task.
Now for the good points. The Note
Master did well on the battery-life tests .
It went 2 Yi hours before shutting down
and gave plenty of advance warning when
the battery went low . Samsung also paid
attention to preserving battery life . The
computer beeps if you try to close the
case while the machine is running and
Jets you set time-outs that shut down the
CPU , display, and other subsystems af
ter a period of inactivity. This is not
enough to redeem the machine, but it is
enough to make me regret that the rest of
the system didn 't live up to this area .
continued

See for yourself. New Designer 3.1
turns your PC into a precision
illustration tool , running under the
· Microsoft® Windows™ environment.
You'll get more accuracy in technical
illustrations, greater performance in
graphic designs and higher speed in
desktop publishing layouts. It's now
easier to turn what you can imagine
into an image all can see. Call for
your free trial software and feel the
high performance yourself.

A

Higher performance in Designer 3. 1
·speeds up drawings with faster wide styled
lines-even wide dashed lines. Object
snap points make precision a given.

The view from out front. With new
Designer 3.1 you 're ahead of the
pack no matter how you look at it.
With more usable features, higher
performance operation and more
flexible file handling, you'll be able to
create and manipulate an image
until it's just right. That's precision .

A

Choose from 16.4 miilion colors and save
any number of custom palettes for later
use. Combine text and graphics with
bitmapped images and true layering.

.A

" The power-users choice ... a
customizable toolbox has a tool for just
about anything; precise and accurate
autotracing utility, CAD-like layering and
superb color-publishing capabilities,"
says PC Magazine.

..... Desktop published
'~'""'' ~·---· ~ ... ~
articles become
:::.-:: ';:~~"~";~%1"'°
clearer with
_,.,....~. - ...... "
precision illustration "' ' "'~
~
· ~- ·"~"-·
from Designer 3. 1.
Multiple file formats
speed up import and ::.:~
~
export of files.

Outside perspective reflects well.
"Designer is an outstanding
illustration package that
receives Editor's Choice recog
nition. Designer is perhaps the most
sophisticated of all the illustration
packages," writes PC Magazine.

g

Software Digest
- - reports that "Designer pro
vides the best overall graphics pack
age. The program offers state-of
the-art features, good performance,
and unmatched ease of learning
and use in a sophisticated package.
Designer can handle virtually any
free-form graphics or design task
with ease." Designer was awarded
a top-of-the-class rating.
Circle 191 on Inquiry Card.
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Free hands-on
trial. Call now,
for a free
working
model of the
new Designer,

aoo-133.312s,
ext. 5050.

This ad was create d using Micrografx De;igner. Micrografx. Inc. 1303 Arapaho. Richardson, TX 7508 1 - (2t4) 234-1769 Copyright© 1991 . Micrografx, Inc . All Rights Reserved.
Micrografx is a registered trademark, and Micrografx Designer ls a trademark of M1crogra lx. All 01her products are irademarks of rheir respective owners.
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COMPANY

Advanced Logic
Research, Inc.
(Venture/ 16)
9401 Jeronimo
Irvine, CA 92718
(800) 444-4257
(714) 581-6770
fax: (714) 581-9240

Dataworld, Inc.
(NB320SX)
3733 San Gabriel
River Pkwy.
Pico Rivera, CA 90660
(800) 736-3282
(213) 695-3777
fax: (213) 695-7016

Circle 1075 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1077 on Inquiry Card.

ASr Research, Inc.

Everex Systems, Inc.
(Tempo LX)
48431 Milmont Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
(800) 821-0806
(415) 498-1111

(AST Premium Exec
386SX/20)
16215 Alton Pkwy.
P.O. Box 19658
Irvine, CA 92713
(714) 727-4141
fax : (714) 727-9355

Circle 1078 on Inquiry Card.

INFORMATION

Grid Systems Corp.
(1450SX)
47211 Lakeview Blvd.
P.O. Box 5003
Fremont, CA 94537
(800) 222-4743
(415) 656-4700

Texas Instruments, Inc.
(TravelMate 3000)
P.O. Box 202230
Austin, TX 78720
(800) 527-3500

Circle 1079 on Inquiry Card.

Toshiba America
Information Systems,
Inc.
(T2000SX)
Computer Systems
Division
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(800) 334-3445

Samsung Information
Systems America
(NoteMaster 386S/16)
3655 North First St.
San Jose, CA 95134
(800) 446-0262
(408) 434-5400
fax: (408) 434-5653

Circle 1081 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1082 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 1080 on Inquiry Card.

Clrcle 1076 on Inquiry Card.

manipulate. The case seems a bit flimsy ,
but it held up fine during testing .
Unquestionably , the TravelMate 3000
is a technological showpiece and a per
formance leader. Given its price , I ques
tion how many business travelers will be
throwing a TravelMate into their brief
case; it does, however, make an ideal
traveling companion.

TI TravelMate 3000
TI is back, and this time it means busi
ness . The 5 * ·pound TravelMate 3000,
with its 20-MHz CPU , is the fastest and
lightest system in this roundup. Its good
all-around performance placed it in the
company of the AST Premium Exec and
the ALR Venture/16.
The TravelMate has a few drawbacks .
The bare-bones configuration of a 20
MB Conner Peripherals hard disk drive,
floppy disk drive, and 2 MB of RAM
lists for $5499-more than any other
notebook computer except the Compaq
LTE 386s/20 ($6499). It also has a rela
tively short battery life.
The keyboard console is not suitable
for long sessions , but it' s no worse than
that of any other notebook machine. The
sidelit screen, one of the better displays,
features VGA graphics with 32 levels of
gray. The monitor controls , although
flush on the display panel , are easy to
292
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Toshiba T2000SX
Toshiba has once again come through
with a winner. The T2000SX outper
formed most of the other 16-MHz ma
chines in this review, and its unique
nickel-hydride battery outlasted those of
every SX notebook machine BYTE has
tested , including that of Compaq' s LTE
386s/20. The system went 3lh hours be
tween charges in my tests . With Toshi
ba's power management features en
abled , you should get well over 4 hours

of battery life.
The base machine isn 't cheap, how
ever. Configured with 1 MB of RAM
and a 20-MB hard disk drive, it lists for
$4999. The T2000SX also holds up to 9
MB of RAM.
Better battery technology is just one
reason to go with the T2000SX. The ma
chine's power management software is
top-notch , and Toshiba 's unique Resume
feature lets you turn the machine off
while running an application . When you
power the machine up again, your appli
cation begins running where it left off.
Even ifthe battery runs out while you're
working, you don't have to worry about
losing data .
The keyboard is also first rate. The
nearly full-size (86-key) layout features
good key placements, and using it is al
most like typing on a full-size keyboard.
I also preferred the system's fluorescent
sidelit display, which stands out even
against those of the TI and Everex sys
tems .
Like any other computer, the Toshiba
T2000SX has its share of troubles. Some
of the port covers detach completely
from the system. They are difficult to
fasten securely, and they seem almost
custom-made to get lost. But these are
minor points. If I were going to go out
and buy a 386SX laptop computer, I
would spend the extra money and get the
T2000SX. It's not perfect, but it' s close
enough. •
Steven J. Vaughan -Nichols is a freelance
writer based in Lanham, Maryland. You
can reach him on B!X as "sjvn. "

REVIEWS
HARDWARE

WaveLAN: A Network with No Strings Attached
WAYNE RASH JR.

N

CR 's WaveLAN seems like the per
fect solution to many of the prob
lems associated with installing a
LAN. You get fast, reliable connectivity
without the wires. And unlike some
other systems that include their own net
work operating system, WaveLAN sup
ports NetWare. There are, however, a
few problems in paradise.
WaveLAN replaces network cabling
with high-frequency radio signals and
uses spread-spectrum techniques to re
duce interference. Nodes can transmit at
up to 2 megabits per second over dis
tances of 800 feet (unobstructed). Like a
standard Ethernet LAN, WaveLAN uses
CSMA protocols. But where Ethernet
adds collision detection, WaveLAN uses
collision avoidance techniques.
Because WaveLAN uses radio signals
instead of transmitting data through a
cable, collision detection would be diffi
cult to arrange. Instead, WaveLAN lis
tens before transmitting in an attempt
to avoid collisions . When simultaneous
transmissions do occur, WaveLAN de
pends on NetWare .to detect garbled
packets and request a retransmission.
WaveLAN currently works only with
versions ofNetWare 286 between 2.1 and
2.15C. NCR claims that WaveLAN will
support NetWare 386 by the time you
read this review, and it's working on
drivers for Banyan's Vines and Micro
soft's LAN Manager.

The Basic Package
NCR includes everything you need to set
up a WaveLAN workstation or server
with each network interface card. The
package includes a full-length 16-bit AT
bus or 32-bit MCA-bus NIC, an antenna
that's slightly larger than a 3 1h-inch disk,
mounting hardware, two installation and
setup disks, and an installation guide for
$1390. A metal enclosure that houses the
RF circuitry takes up approximately half
the space on the network card. The back
of the card holds a bank of four DIP
switches and an F connector for the an
tenna. (The F connector looks like the
threaded jack that your cable TV com
pany installs in your house.)
You select from four available 1/0 ad
dresses by setting two of the DIP switch294
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WaveLAN includes a 2-Mbps network adapter, NetWare drivers, and an external
antenna (upper left).

es (the other two control the boot ROM
address for diskless workstations). Next,
you insert the card into your computer
and attach the antenna . Threading the
cable onto the F connector is difficult;
the connector sits so close to the top of
the card that the computer case blocks
access. This is such a problem that NCR
now bundles a special tool with Wave
LAN to attach the cable. Replacing the F
connector with a standard BNC connec
tor is an even better idea.

Configuration Hassle
WaveLAN's software installation proce
dure suffers from enough problems that
some installers may want to quit before
they've met success. Once you interpret
the documentation, installation is fairly
easy. Unfortunately, the documentation
is poorly organized, the procedure is
nonintuitive, and the messages from the
software are obscure.
To be fair, part of the problem in
volves NetWare 286's unfriendly instal
lation process. Nevertheless, NCR could
have done a better job. The WaveLAN

manual discusses the installation but
leaves all discussion of configuring the
software to the Novell documentation.
The WaveLAN documentation should
lead you step-by-step through the entire
process, or at least give you a high-level
overview of the procedure so you don't
miss important steps.
If you don't configure the WaveLAN
card properly during the installation, you
get a cryptic error message that seems to
come from NetWare. Unfortunately, no
amount of study in the NetWare manuals
will solve the problem, because Wave
LAN is the culprit. You can't even boot
your file server until you've configured
WaveLAN correctly.
The installation process requires that
you run Novell's NETGEN utility to re
generate your network operating system,
a task that you must do for any such
change in a NetWare 286 file server. In
the process, you must have read the
README file, which lists several
drivers that work with the different ver
sions of NetWare 286.
Once I divined the software require

Circle 225 on Inquiry Card .

.: ACTION~·SUMMARLT'.
• WAVELAN
• LIKES

No cabling needed; NetWare
compatible; high reliability;
performance acceptable for most
applications.

Tap the power
of UNIX on
your

DOS machine-

DISLIKES

Poor documentation makes
installation irritating; noticeably
slower than Ethernet for large file
transfers, particularly with
competing network traffic.

To Order Call

sereen "

• RECOMMENDATIONS

Worth consideration in offices
with frequent moves and changes,
or where running cable is difficult.
REQUIREMENTS

Demos available on our BBS or on

disk

Requires 256K and DOS 3.0 or higher.
A hard disk is recommended.

etwork

An AT- or MCA-bus PC and
NetWare 2. lx

215 Berkeley Place. Brooklyn. NewYork 11217
Vo ice: 7183983838
BBS: 718·638·m9

COST

$1390 per workstation or server;
$90 for Data Encryption Standard
chip
FOR MORE INFORMATION
NCR Corp.
1700 South Potterson Blvd.
Dayton, OH .45.479
(800) 225-5627
(513) .4.45-5000
fox: (513) .4.45-38.42

PUT dBASE®ON TOP
/

Circle 1205 on Inquiry Card.

ments, server installation went routinely.
Setting up the workstation cards was eas
ier, although I was never able to get the
drivers to work with version 3 of the Net
Ware workstation shell. NCR claimed
that it had added support for the version 3
shell as this review went to press.

WaveLAN vs. Ethernet
Once you get through the installation,
WaveLAN workstations work just like
any other NetWare 286 work stations.
WaveLAN ' s 2-Mbps speed rating is only
20 percent of Ethernet ' s theoretical 10
Mbps potential, but the difference isn' t
'noticeable for most applications . There is
an obvious difference if you have to per
form transfers of large files , however.
In an effort to measure WaveLAN's

Dr. Switch-ASE puts dBASE a n top.
On top of the charts. spreadsheets.
word processors or on top of DOS .
Right where it belongs . on top of any
graphics or tex t program when you
need it. Neatly tucked away whe n
you don 't. Dr. Switch-ASE turn s any
dBASElanguage program into a
16-20K RA M resident progra m. So
now you ca n have dBA SEpower at
the touch of a key. anywhere. any
time and from any program .

dBASE TSR's,

easy as ASE
With Dr. Switc h-ASE you don't have
to be an Assembl y language whiz or
a C code mave n to create TSR's. The
Doctor includes an integrated cut &
pa ste feature for transferi ng data be
twee n programs. It also su pports
both Expanded and Exte nded mem
ory an d is full y network com patible.

[JJ

Black & White International Inc.
P.O Box 1040

Planet.mum St.titan
New )bric, NY 1002 4 05 41

Or ~v.i t ch . 01 Sw1lch 11Sf Or Switch OnCatl and [)r Switch · TSR M art !radtm.uh of Bl.K l l.r Whit( lntC'rna11onal. Inc
All otht1\ .ltt ir.ldtmails 011t:R1S lt' 1td ' "dt'mail s ol tht' u 1ewec11vt holdeis

• Pl us Sl'upp1ng/ liandhng U S 01dt'ls add \ !:i 00 tor 2nd Oay A11. \ l 00 for Gmu nd Canadian and lo1c: 1gn 01dm add
\ 8 00 COD add \ J ~O NY 1t\ Hitnl \ .idd ...-ilt\ ta"' All p.i'>4ntnt\ U S fund~IU S Banls only'
I Includes rotilly f1t:f 1unume vt:rst0n
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ability to deal with large files, I trans
ferred a 1.2-megabyte file 10 times (5
times in each direction) between my
Samsung/Novell 386AE file server and a
Unisys PW2 486/25 client. I compared
this with the same operation over conven
tional thin-wire Ethernet using a 3Com
3C503 card in the Unisys client and a
Novell NE2000 in the Samsung/Novell
file server. The 1.2-MB transfer aver
aged 1 minute, 36 seconds over standard
thin-wire Ethernet versus 2 minutes, 41
seconds over WaveLAN. (Note that these
numbers reflect relative performance;
they do not reflect the speed of the net
work medium . Other factors affecting
throughput include the speed of the hard
disk drives, available memory, and the
size of any disk cache on the workstation
and client machines.)
Since WaveLAN depends on NetWare
to catch transmission errors, I tried the
same test while generating traffic from
another workstation (a Zenith Z-248 in
another room) to create interference .
The effect was clear: The transfer still
occurred without errors , but the average
file transfer time increased to 3 minutes,
38 seconds-almost a minute longer.

WaveLAN uses spread-spectrum
transmission in the 902- to 928-MHz
range , so it's unlikely that it will inter
fere with anything you're likely to have
around your office, although NCR warns
that any machinery that generates radio
noise, such as microwave ovens and copi
ers, could meet with interference that af
fects performance. One unexpected of
fice appliance that WaveLAN interfered
with was my multifrequehcy monitor. If
you set the antenna next to a VGA color
monitor as I did, your screen will look
like it's under water. Moving it away
from the machine solved the problem .

WaveLAN will never completely elim
inate the need for cabling. While it can
transmit up to 800 feet under ideal condi
tions, realistically you'll be confined to a
single floor of a high-rise building. You
will still have to connect multiple servers
with a backbone cable, and you may find
that cable is required in some locations
with high levels of electrical noise.
WaveLAN is clearly not going to keep
up with Ethernet for CAD users wanting
to transfer large files-particularly when
many nodes are contending for transmis
sion time. But for most typical LAN ap
plications, WaveLAN is plenty fast . •

Do You Want One?
Compared with the cost of standard
Ethernet NICs, the WaveLAN's $1390
list price sounds high, but you don't have
to pay for workstation cable drops with
WaveLAN. A typical Ethernet installa
tion that includes new cabling and adapt
er cards typically costs between $500
and $1000 per node, depending on the
cable used. WaveLAN makes sense in
areas where moves and changes happen
frequently, or in open areas where it's
difficult to run cabling.

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor
for BYTE and a principal and technical
director ofthe Network Integration Group
of American Management Systems, Inc.
(Arlington, VA). He consults with federal
and private sector cliellts on microcom
puters and communications, and he is co
author oftwo books for business network
users: The Executive Guide to Local
Area Networks and The Novell Connec
tion. You can co/lfact him on BIX as
"waynerash," or in the to. wayne con
ference.

Give Us Your Toughest Peripheral
Sharing Problem
...oryour simplest! Master Switch, the l11teUigent data switchfrom Rose Electro11ics, ca11 ba11d/e iL
7be Master Switch set'ies is so ve1·satile a11d sophisticate'~ pe1'ipheral sbari11g becomes easy.

Anyone who appreciates ease-0f-0peration and
technologically-advanced capabilities knows the
Master Switdl is the right choice...for
sharing printers,plotters, modems, and
any device with a serial or parallel port.
Here's why:
• Any combination of serial or parallel ports
• Easy selection of peripherals
• User-expandable memory up to 4 meg.1bytes
Simultaneous access to all devices
Rated 'fastest switch' byPC Magazine
• Ad\'<lllCed fcamres include job queue, port
contention, data collection, job
:
·
~#
iii
,
control menu, initiali7.1tion strings,
. t.
'§1•
•·,. ' :...~
pop-up menus, and many more
• ~t:-rr' "5.l"·
• Complete technit~tl support;
(,! . one-year warrdllty

...

~~ ·

The Low-Cost LAN Alternative
With our MastcrNet software, the
Master Switch provides manyconvenient
lAN functions, such as E-mail, file transfer,
and directory access.
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Circle 276 on Inquiry Card.

Designed and manufacmred in the USA. Field-proven
in thousands of applications.111c Master Switch
answers any peripheral sharing d1allengc. Choose the
intelligent data switch that handles your most
complex needs, yet is easy to set up and operate...
choose Master Switch.

=

~)ROSE
\?JI
ELECTRONICS

(800) 333-9343
FAX (713) 933-0044 • (7 13) 933-7673
P.O. Box 742571 • Houston, Texas n274
GtUfor complete infom1a1ion and our
catalog of Switd1ing and Sharing Solutions.
Dealer inquirie welcome.

Circle 369 on Inquiry Card for Zeos International 

The SGuide to the
Perfect Notebook:

r-f PROCESSOR: PC Magazine reconunends a '286 r-f SYSTEMS STATUS AT A GLANCE: Yes, monitor
~ or '386SX processor pointing out that "8086- 00 eight key system components at a glance! We've

and 8088-based portables have only half to a third of equipped yom new notebook with eight LED indi
the computing power of a 286'.' That's why ZEOS
cators which monitor disk access, keyboard functions
offers you your choice, '286 or 386SX! More power
and power status. There is even an audible alarm
for you. After all it's just
whim may be programmed
like a 6.5 pound desktop!
to inform you of a low bat
CHECK IT OUT!
tery condition and to let
r-f DRIVES: Two drives,
you know if the cover is
00 !JUi!t in! A whisper
closed with the power on.
quiet high speed 20 Mega
Now that's one smart
Now, you can take desktop
byte hard d1skplus a 1.44
notebook!
computing
power
anywhere!
Megabyte 3.5 inch floppy.
Remember, with a built in
r-f DESKTOP KEYYour ZEOS notebook has
floppy drive you don't need
00 BOARD FEATURES:
many features of obvious
to fool around with strange
We're talking 82 full size
interfaces to load and trans
importance. Also, there are a keys with full 101-key emu
fer files.
lation. And the keyboard
number of features that are
isn't squeezed either. The
r-f VIDEO: ZEOS raises
subtle yet critical to your
distance between the "Q"
00 the ante to VGA!
ultimate satisfaction. We'll go key and the "[" (left bracket)
We're talking about bright
key measures 7.5 inches,
and crisp VGA displayed
over them here one by one.
just as PC Magazine sug
on one of the largest note
gests. The keys are of
We think you'll agree your
book screens in the in
standard size, plus touch
new ZEOS Notebook is the
dustry. The display also
typists will love our full
features advanced fluores
3.5mm keystroke. Type for
one for you!
cent backlighting, 32 grey
hours and love it!
scales and 640 x 480 reso
lution. Plus, it can be adjusted to any position over
r-fCONNECTIVITY AND 1/0: Keeping in touch is
a 135° angle and features easily adjustable brightness 00 easy when you order our internal 2400 baud
and contrast controls. Easy viewing under virtually
MNP Class 5 modem. Simply plug in the phone line and
any lighting conditions. You can connect to an external dial away. How about f/O ports? Many notebooks don't
VGA color monitor too!
have them and if they do they're often non-standard.
But your ZEOS notebook has industry standard //0
r-f GREAT BATTERY FEATURES: Every battery
serial, parallel and VGA. Just like your desktop!
~ feature you want. You can plug your note
.-fFCC & UL APPROVALS: Your new ZEOS
book in and "quick charge" the battery in less than
one hour or you can "trickle charge" while in use.
00 notebook features both FCC Class B and UL
Plus, your battery easily snaps out allowing the quick approvals. We've also met CSA and VOE requirements
too, just for good measure. Quality and reliability.
installation of an optional replacement battery. It's
great to be able to carry a light weight spare for
those especially long trips. An optional battery d1arger f"""7WATCH THE DETAILS TOO: Like memory ex00 pandability. One Meg comes standard, you can
stand is available as well.
also order a total of 3 or 5MB as a factory option. And
r-7"'1NTELLIGENT POWER MANAGEMENT: Your
lots of other details. Like a recessed power-on reset but
00 new ZEOS notebook features an intelligent pro ton, a soft carrying handle, built in speaker and more.
gran1mable power management system if you wish
You're going to love it! And there's no reason to wait.
to use it. Based on the length of time since your
CALL NOW TOLL-FREE:
last keystroke, you may reduce CPU speed, display
screen backlighting etc. Full power is immediately
restored at the stroke of any key. The system even
knows 1Wl to use the power management system
when you are operating on AC power!

800-423-5891

Your New ZEOS Notebook.
Take your pick!

Asa'286

'•
Asa'386SX

'•
'286 or '386SX, Hard Drive, Floppy Drive,
VGA, Under 7lbs., Beautiful!

Unbelieveable.
BelieveIt!

ZEOS
"THERE'S A NEW KING OF THE HILL''
-PC MAGAZINE

NOTEBOOK

•

"King of the Hill ... Impressive .. . The
best price-peliormer. .. An outstanding
value ... A steal ... The number one
contender.. ." We couldn't have said it
better ourselves. The experts love the
new ZEOS Notebook. And you will too.
At only $1995 for our '286 version and
$2295 for our new 386SX, you simply
can't find a better notebook anywhere!
As PC Magazine said, the ZEOS
Notebook "offers a top notch combination
of power, weight, featmes and price ... " And you can pick your
power! Choose our '286 version or go for the incredible new
ZEOS '386SX. Combine either with our high speed hard disk,
built in l.44MB floppy drive, VGA and more-you've got the
greatest notebook going at any price!
INCREDIBLE DESKTOP FEATURES IN A NOTEBOOK.

In fact, it's really like owning a 6.5 pound desktop that you
can take with you anywhere! Look closely at the details. Like
om crisp 10'' VGA display. The ultimate in sparkling clarity,
it features advanced fluorescent backlighting for vivid VGA
graphics. Then, the drives.
Two drives are better than one! First, your notebook will include
our whisper quiet high speed, high capacity hard disk. It will
read and write your data so fast
chances are you'll hardly know it's
there. Then we're building in an
industry standard 1.44 Megabyte
3.5 inch floppy as well.
While most notebooks don't
include a floppy drive at all, you're
really going to appreciate your ZEOS
notebook's industry standard 3.5"
floppy. It makes loading software and
Now, you ca1
transferring files a breeze. Simply toss in
computing pc
yom 1.44 and it's done. Anyway, can you
imagine a desktop system without a floppy? The incredible
We couldn't either. That's why your ZEOS
notebook has one. It's great!
But the features of your incredible new
ZEOS Notebook don't just stop there.
Detail after detail we're giving you more
than anyone else. Much more, for much less.
Take a closer look.

om

DETAILS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

For instance, the battery system of
yom new notebook is the most advanced
on the market. You can quick charge, or
trickle charge, any time your system is
plugged in. You can also take the battery
out and use the optional charging stand
if you wish.
Either way, you're sure to appreciate

'2 8 6

AN D

our light weight snap-in, snap-out batte1y
packs. They're so light and easy to use,
you can easily take an extra one with
you on those really long trips. You can
get even more life out of a single charge
by using our programmable power
management system. Hour upon hour
of Notebook computing power!
CONNECTIVITY TOO!

Your new ZEOS notebook is a great
connectivity tool. Utilizing our optional
built-in 2400 baud MNP Class 5 modem,
connectivity buffs will find themselves
logging on at every turn. And speaking of connectivity, we've
kept the I/O easy to use too. Because unlike many of the others,
your new ZEOS notebook has the same industry standard port
connectors you'll find on your larger desktop system. Completely
compatible! Serial and Parallel ports; even an external VGA
connector. All industry standard and ready to go the minute you
receive your system.
It's attention to detail that makes the difference. Tens of thou
sands of hours of development time have been invested. We've
been thinking and re-thinking exactly what you want in a note
book, and now we're building it for you. We think you'll agree,
it's an incredible product. Plus, your new notebook is backed by
the best support in the industry, 24 Hours a Day.

•

take desktop
1wer anywhere!
ZEOS Notebook.

1
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ZEOS 24 HOUR A DAY SUPPORT.

After all, it was ZEOS that invented
24 Hour a Day Toll Free Sales and
Technical Support. We're always
here to help. Any time you need us
I your telephone is a Toll Free Hotline
direct to your own personal
'
Technician. 24 Hours a Day, 365 Days a
Year. Now that's ZEOS value. But we don't
stop there either.
Your new notebook is also backed by
our 30 Day Absolute Satisfaction Money
Back Guarantee and One Full Year Limited
Warranty. You're going to be very satisfied.
We don't just say it. Jte GuaranteeIt.
ORDER YOUR OWN ZEOS
NOTEBOOK NOW!

You can order your new ZEOS note
book right now. Simply pick up the phone
and give us a call now at 800-423-5891.
At last, a full featured notebook that lets
you compute anywhere. You're going to
love it. That's a guarantee!
ORDER NOW TOLL FREE:

800-423-5891

1va ilablc. 1\ll prices and ~;p cc ifications arc subject tu c han~c without notice. Plcascc;1JI to confir m pricing, specification

)90, ZEOS International, Ltd., 530 5th /\vc rni c, N. W.. St.

!~1111.
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ZEOS IS THE LEADER

10 Good Reasons
To Buy FromZEos·
Value: Excellent'.'
Personal Co111jJ11ti11g
said , "ZEOS .. . is the
best value we've
come across ... its
performance is
right up there
with the slick

Reason #1
"Overall Excellence:'

As PC Magazine said
"Price is always a consid
eration. So are benchmark
test results. But both factors
can be deceiving, which is why
we consider them in the context
of other aspects that will make the
difference months and years down
the mad'.'
These are the attributes which PC
Maga zine used in awarding ZEOS the
coveted Editor's Choice, not once but
seven times. And "Overall Excellence"
are the very words PC Magazin<' used
in describing ZEOS systems compar
ing them to all others.

Reason #2
Dazzling Performance.

In one recent '386 review, PC Maga 
zine awarded ZEOS Editor's Choice.
"The ZEOS '386 blows away every
other computer ... a smart choice" is
what they said. And in another recent
review, Co11em 111ent Cm11/mler N<'m~
said the ZEOS 33MHz '386 is "argu
ably the fastest MS-DOS and OS/ 2
micro in the world'. '
Dazzl ing Performance is built into
every ZEOS system. It's a key compo
nent of ZEOS Overall Excellence.

Warranties and Guarantees.

ZEOS believes in its products.
'll1at's why we offer eachand eve1y cus
tomer our 30 Day Absolute Satisfaction
Money Back Guarantee. no questions
asked. Plus. our One Full Year Lim ited
Warranty and Express Parts J{eplace·
ment Policy. Optiomtl On Site Service
is available tm. Call for details.

Reason #6
24 Hour Toll Free Technical
and Sales Support.

At ZEOS, the customer is #I. That's
why we invented 24 Hour a Day Tech
Support. For yrmr convenience. If you
buy a product from us we feelwe should
be there to help, any time of the day or
night. Give us a call Toll Free!800-423
5891. Anytime!

Reason #3

Reason #7

Exceptional Quality.

Experience.

PC Nf~~o11rce Magazine put it this
way, "ZEOS ... provides quality com
parable with IBM or Compaq and does
so for about 70% of the price'.' ZEOS
uses only the very best components.
And every system is fu lly tested and
bw·ned-in right in our own labs.

Almost unique in the ma il order
computer industry, ZEOS m;iintains its
own chip level l{esean:h and Develop·
ment staff. In addition to Systems
Manufacturing, we also operate our own
Board Level Manufacturing facility.
ZEOS has been invoh·ed in l{esean:h
and Development since our incorpora
tion back in 1981. Our strong and
experienced l~ esean:h , Manufacturing
<md 'lechnical Slaff translates into
superior factory direct computer
systems for you.

Reason #4
Value.

/11fol¥orld says, "We find the
ZEOS '386 an excellent value. Speed :
Excellent. Compatibility: Excellent.

Reason #8
A Sterling Reputation.

In magazine after magazine and
review after review ZEOS systems are
cited for Overall Excellence, for Excel·
lent Value, as the Right Choice and so
on. All of this is flattering but the most
important thing is this: What do our
customers think? Frankly, they love us.
The systems and the support. That
means more to us than anything.

Reason #9
Easy to Buy.

ZEOS systems are easy to buy. You
can pick up the phone any time of the
day or night and order your new ZEOS
computer. And we accept MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, American Express,
and Corporate Purchase Orders from
FOrtwie 1000 Companies, Colleges, Uni·
versities and Governments. Complete
Leasing Programs are available as well.
And now the Z•CARD! It's yow· very
own ZEOS Credit Card and you can
apply today. With U1e Z·CARD you
can charge your ZEOS purchases and
pay in easy monthly installments. It's
just like a Bank Card. Why not apply
for your Z•CARD now!

Reason #10
You're Going to be
Very Satisfied.

When it comes right down to it,
you're going to be very satisfied with
your new ZEOS system. Our goal is your
complete satisfaction. And that's our
commitment to you. To qual ity. To per·
formance. To reliability and support.
To Value. We don't just say it, we
G11ara11lee it!
FAX Orllm Dial: 612-633 -1325

In \ t innc ~o t; t Coi l!: 612+6JJ.-l591
~1 as 1 c rC1rt! .

\ 'ISA.
Discove r. AmE\ .
Z· Card and COD
Open 2-t I lour.. a

day, J6S Days
;_i

yc;.ir.

Order Now
Toll Free

Please c;1ll f1 1r t:1 1rrcnt pri ini;: ancl wa rranty dcwihi. ZEUS is et publiclr traded comp;iny. Symbol: ZE<)S. r. 1989 ZEOS lntl:"rna tional. Ltd., 530 Slh Avenue, N. \V.. St. Paul. ~ I N 55 1l2.
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The Nextstation: A High-Performance
Graphical Workstation with a PC Price Tag
STEVE CARPENTER

T

here's no question that Next makes
an avant-garde machine . The origi
nal Nextcube had a unique set of
features that made it "one of the most ea
gerly anticipated machines in recent
memory." (See "The NeXT Computer,"
November 1988 BYTE.)
But there were some serious problems
with the original Nextcube. First, the
$10,000-plus price tag put the first Next
system beyond the reach of many bud
gets. Then, the features that made the
original Nextcube so attractive slowed
down the 25-MHz 68030 and optical
drive combination to the point that some
people were disappointed with its perfor
mance. Finally, although the Nextcube
had some fantastic native applications,
there weren't enough third-party appli
cations available to justify many end
user purchases. (See "Sizing Up the
Cube," January 1990BYTE.)
But that was then . Now, the new Next
station leaves the original Nextcube's
problems in the dust. And if Next over
comes its marketing and distribution
problems before Apple, PC vendors , or
workstation vendors field a competitive
model, the competition could be in for a
big surprise.

The Reality Zone
The lessons Next learned about the im
pact of pricing have certainly come home
to roost. An entry-level Nextstation with
8 megabytes of memory, a 2.88-MB
floppy disk drive, and a 105-MB hard
disk drive (the interesting but pricey opti
cal drive is gone) lists for an affordable
$4995. This configuration is competitive
with other vendors' entry-level diskless
machines . But although this configura
tion is usable, for the kind of work this
machine was meant to do, more is better.
I reviewed a system with 16 MB of RAM
and a 406-MB hard disk drive. The cost
of that configuration is still very aggres
sive at $7275 .
The 17-inch, 1120- by 832-pixel
MegaPixel display is almost the same as
the one shipped with the old Nextcube,
but the Nextstation's CPU housing has

The Nextstation is more practical in case design, performance, and price.

shrunk from a I-foot square to a 2 V2inch-high pizza-box shape. This has the
effect of reducing the awe-inspiring
black cube to a (more functional) moni
tor stand. Despite this diminished pro
file, Next promises at least three times
the performance of the Nextcube, thanks
to a powerful combination of 68040
CPU, cache , integrated channel proces
sor, 56001 digital signal processor, and a
fast hard disk drive instead of the optical
drive. I figured I was in for a treat.
The other issue for Next was stimulat
ing application development. Next has
been aggressive here, too. All the work
station vendors advertise thousands of
applications, but only a fraction of the

applications actually take full advantage
of a graphical environment.
Next takes a different approach to ap
plications , one that reflects its avant
garde focus. First, it developed Next
Step, its acclaimed visual object
oriented programming environment (see
" The Next Step," March 1989 BYTE).
Second, all applications in Next's cata
log use NextStep. As of March , accord
ing to Next, 43 third-party NextStep
applications, including Lotus 's revolu
tionary Improv speadsheet, are shipping
(see "What's NeXT After 1-2-3," Octo
ber 1990 BYTE, for details on Improv).
Also, Next bundles another eight
major integrated applications packages,
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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Attention
U.S.

BYTE

Subscribers
Watch for the next BYTE
DECK mailing that will be
arriving in your mailbox soon!
Use this as a fast, convenient tool
to purchase computer products
and serv ices. It's loaded with
essential hardware and software
products that you should be aware
of when making your buying
decisions ... and it 's absolutely
FREE!

THE NEXTSTATION

including the multimedia Nextmail, and
at least a dozen more useful demonstra
tion (unsupported) packages that you
have to see to believe. With all this taken
together, the Nextstation is probably a
more useful machine out of the box than
any other workstation on the market, and
quite possibly any system in its price
range, including PCs and Macs .

Close Encounters
I dove right in to get some first impres
sions. My first excursion involved log
ging on as the supervisory user "root."
This brought up the familiar Next work
space screen: a menu bar to the left , a file
browser in the center, and, to the right, a
set of applications icons "docked" along
the side of the display. But no terminal
window was visible; as a longtime Unix
user, I felt a little out of place.
A quick tour through the documenta
tion was helpful, but it seemed to consist
mostly of guide rather than reference ma
terials. This is documentation that you
must read completely to find the infor
mation you might need, not something to

ACTION SUMMARY
• WHATTHE NEXTSTATION IS
A fast, inexpensive monochrome
Unix workstation.

If you have a computer product or
service, and would like to reach
275,000 influential BYTE magazine
subscribers, please give Ed Ware
a call today at (603) 924-2596. .
Here's what a BYTE Deck adver
tiser has to say:

"Ten years ago we advertised in the
very first BYTE Deck- the number
of sales leads we received was
enormous! The BYTE Deck was so
successful for us, that we have
continued to use it over the past ten
years!"
Lisa Tarpoff
Marketing Manager
Heath Company
Benton Harbor. MI

El\JTE
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• LIKES
Excellent graphical interface;
usable "out of the box" with
bundled applications.
• DISLIKES
Its nonstandard Unix, network
administration, and windowing
system might create some
headaches for those with existing
Unix systems.
• RECOMMENDATIONS
Possibly the best workstation
value on the market, and a good
choice for first-time Unix users.
• PRICE
$7275 (as reviewed)
• FOR MORE INFORMATION
Next, Inc.
900 Chesapeake Or.
Redwood City, CA 94063
(800) 848-6398
fax: (415) 780-3950
Circle 1207 on Inquiry Card.

breeze through . It's not a chore, though,
because the documentation is well orga
nized . For avid bookhaters, Next has an
on-line librarian that helps you find what
you need , and includes a nice multimedia
tour conducted by the pleasant-voiced
Ms. Cathy.
I got my terminal window running and
started poking around . A quick tour told
me that this was indeed a Berkeley Unix
system. I became a little distressed when
I couldn't find the vertical bar (pipe sym
bol) key. I finally found it on top of the
right key cluster- not a good place if you
want to use the Unix system interface.
Surprisingly, Next moved the key from
the more reasonable position on the origi
nal Nextcube's keyboard .
I then set up the original Nextcube be
side the Nextstation . Whereas the Next
cube takes several seconds to build the
workspace, the Nextstation, with 16 MB
of RAM and a fast 406-MB hard disk
drive , starts up almost immediately.
Opening an application window was a
slow process on the Nextcube, but win
dows pop up quickly on the Nextstation.
Running in this environment with several
open applications seemed to have no no
ticeable effect on graphics performance .
In contrast, just moving one window on
the Nextcube completely stopped a file
scrolling in another window. Checking
the BYTE benchmark results at right
confirms that feeling .
From thi s user 's perspective, the
Nextstation lives up to the workstation
performance I've come to expect. So it's
safe to say that Next kept its promise of
exceptional system throughput and per
formance and laid to rest the perfor
mance problems of the original Next
cube . Expanding on this good news,
Next ~ecently announced a family of
Next systems, as well as a 68040 upgrade
board for the original Nextcube (see
"Fast New Systems from NeXT," No
vember 1990 BYTE).

Stacking It Up
In doing a review , it' s ideal to compare
the reviewed system with like systems
from other vendors, but it's hard to come
up with competing systems that have
much in common with the Nextstation.
The Nextstation has the competition beat
right now in price and standard features.
However, that set of features wi 11 become
commonplace in the coming years, and
you can configure competing systems
now with third-party products that offer
similar capabilities. So to get a rough
idea whether the Nextstation is indeed a
price/performance bargain in its class, I
compared a Nextstation with systems that

UNIX BENCHMARKS

Nextstatlon
AST 486/33

9.8

Sun IPC

9.4

D

C Complier

D

DC Arithmetic

D

D

Tower of Hanoi

System Loading

D

--Dhrystone 2

6.0

LJ

Floating Point

Time Index

• CCompller
• DC Arithmetic
• Tower of Hanoi
17·disk problem)
System Loading•
1 background process
2 concurrent background
processes
4 concurrent background
processes
' 8 concurrent background
processes

~r

2.15

0.97

0.23

2.74

0.42

1.33

3.53

1.1 5

4.80

1.21

7.57

1.27

13.23

1.31

• Dhryatone 2
(without registers; Dhry./sec.)
Arithmetic
(10,000 iterations)
Arithmetic overhead
Register
Short
Integer
Long
• Floating Point
Double

.. -.t

--·

0.21
3.22
2.90
3.20
3.20
3.52
3.52

1

3.43
0.91
1.21
0.98
0.98
3.39
3.76
1' .,

• Cumulative Index is formed by summing the indexed perlormance results for C Compiler, DC Arithmetic,
Tower of Hanoi, System Loading (with 8concurrent processes), Dhrysto e 2, and Floating Point tests.

Throughput
System call overhead
(5 x 4000 calls)
Pipe throughput
(read and write 2048· x
512-byte blocks)
Pipe-based context switching
(2 x 500 switches)
Process creation (100 forks)
Exec! throughput (100 execs)

1.72

23850

•

';I

tr'''

" t ''ll';

-lo

0.50

2.20

0.72

1.28

0.42
2.20
3.15

1.50
0.56
1.09

Aleaystem throughput
(10-second test in Kbytes/sec.)
Read
Write
Copy

NIA
NIA
NIA

~-·:

System loading was perlormed using Bourne shell scripts and Unix utilities.
Note: All bmes are in seconds L#lless otherwise speofied. Figures we<e generated using the BYTE Unix berchmarks version 2.6.
Indexes show relative perlormance; for all indexes, an E'4l<ex Step 386/33 running Xenix 2.3.1 - 1. N/A • Not applicable.
For a descnption cJ !he benchmarks, see "The BYTE Unix Berchmarks • March 1990 BYTE.

_,.....
I thought would have most of the perfor
mance and a similar configuration and
be in the under-$10,000 price class. On
that basis , a high-end Macintosh , a high
end i486-based system , and a low-end
workstation should all be candidates. I
was in for some more surprises.
The Mac llfx running A/UX version
2.0, although beating the original Next
cube soundly in the BYTE benchmarks,
clocked in at 50 percent to 60 percent of
the Nextstation's performance. One Ilfx
configuration with 8 MB of RAM , a key
board , a 210-MB Quantum drive, and a
19-inch display lists for $ 12,125 . Of
course, some dealers have packages of
fering significant discounts. After add
ing high-quality audio, Unix , and Ether
net, the best current Apple system costs
more than twice as much as a base Next
station and offers less performance.
Then I turned to PCs. A 486/33 beats
the Nextstation in some of the BYTE
benchmarks, but it still lists at close to
$10,000 without the add-ons needed to
match the Nextstation's best features .
There was no need to carry this config
uration exercise any further.
Next identifies Sun Microsystems as

its main competitor in the commercial
workstation market. In that comparison,
Sun ' s low-end systems (including the
$9995 color IPC with a 207-MB hard
disk drive) fare relatively well , perform
ing only slightly worse than the Nextsta
tion. But Sun systems lack the bundled
applications and general ease of use of
the Nextstation. It will be interesting to
see if Next's 68040-based systems can
take any steam out of SPARC ' s com
manding lead .

The Next to the Last
Despite my obvious affection for the
Nextstation , it isn 't perfect. Steve Jobs '
vision of the needs of the commercial
workstation user didn't have room for
either the X Window System or System V
Unix, both of which are becoming in
creasingly important. Users expect to be
able to connect their various worksta
tions, and the Nextstation , with it s
unique Mach/Berkeley Unix and propri
etary windowing system, has a little trou
ble fitting in with non-Next hardware.
Next , along with its third-party software
vendors, has plans to address this (in
cluding a commercial version of X Win-

dow that runs under NextStep) .
Next excels in providing excellent
value for the money. A first-time com
puter buyer would be well advised to con
sider the Nextstation , because even a fast
PC can 't equal the Nextstation's bundled
applications and point-and-click simplic
ity. Insignia's SoftPC product adds DOS
application compatibility. Mac users will
feel very much at home in NextStep, and
the crisp gray-scale monitor is perfect for
technical publishing . Those who have al
ready invested in Unix workstations
should perhaps tread a little more care
fully, but with X Window added, the
Nextstation could be a cost-effective and
valuable addition to an existing network.
In many ways , Next has redeemed it
selfby finally releasing a system equal to
the task of running its demanding operat
ing-system and graphical-environment
software. The Nextstation, along with its
array of standard software, is wholly
impressive. •

Steve Carpemer is an independent con
sultant specializing in event-driven soft
ware and open systems technology. He
can be reached on B/X as "scarpenter. "
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Objective dBASE
programmers
try C++

Use CodeBase++
with C++ to build
multi-user, dBASE
compatible programs.
Take advantage of
object orientated
programming to quick
ly create maintainable,
readable software. ·

Watch as your C++
programs execute
much faster than
corresponding dBASE,
Clipper or FoxPro
programs. I3e surprised

at the small execut
ables and low memory
requirements. Examine
the C++ source code,
which is completely
included, to learn good
object orientated
programming
techniques.

d.BASE Compatible
Use CodeBase++
classes to access and
change the data, index
and memo ftles of
dBASE IV and III. Use
other classes to manip
ulate strings, sort at
high speed, perform
date arithmetic, evaluate
dBASE expressions,
manipulate linked lists
and manage memory.

Order Today
Order today at $295
and discover why
Sequiter Software Inc .
and most dealers offer
a 60-day nioney back
guarantee.

Portable
Port your programs
between DOS, Microsoft
Windows, and OS/2.
Keep all the profits as
you distribute your
programs royalty free.

SEQUITER
SOFTWARE INC.

Ill

Ca ll (403) 448-0313
Fa x (403) 448-0315

P.O. Box 5659, Station L, Edmonton, AJberta , Canada
Circle 280 on Inquiry Card.
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Borland C ++ 2.0 Moves into Windows Territory
STEVEN KEARNS

B

orland C ++ 2.0 is a major upgrade
of Borland 's integrated environ
ment for C ++ programming. I
found the previous version (called Turbo
C ++ 1.0) to be disappointing, because it
could compile only small , non-Windows
applications, and it had some code-gen
eration bugs . The new version solves
these problems and introduces important
new features.
One major feature of 2.0 is the use of
extended memory. There are now ver
sions of each tool (compiler, linker, and
so on) that use extended memory. You no
longer have to worry about running out of
memory during a compile or link.
The other major feature of version 2 .0
is support for Windows programming.
When you buy other C ++ development
systems, you also have to purchase the
Microsoft Windows Software Develop
ment Kit (SOK). Borland C++ elimi
nates this hassle and expense , providing
everything you need to create a Windows
application in one package. And a large
package it is: Borland C++ weighs in at
nine manuals and 15 megabytes of pro
gram and code.

Getting to the Window
Borland C ++ can generate Windows ap
plications and dynamic link libraries
(DLLs) in addition to DOS applications .
Also, the project manager part of the in
tegrated environment can now handle the
.DEF and .RES files that are part of a
Windows application.
You can also run Borland C ++ from
Windows 3.0, but the extended-memory
version runs only in standard mode (not
in 386 enhanced mode) , and it is still a
DOS application with a text-mode inter
face.
The disadvantages of Windows ' stan
dard mode include the lack of virtual
memory and longer pauses when switch
ing between programs. Also , any ex
tended memory you allocate to Borland
C ++ reduces the memory available to
Windows . My machine has 4 MB of
memory, which is barely sufficient for
Windows development.
An important element in the creation
of a Windows application is creating re
sources, which describe the appearance

Borland C ++ 2. 0
maintains the text
based imegrated
environmem ofits
predecessor while
extending support
for Windows
application
development.
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and behavior of dialog boxes and other
graphical objects. Borland C ++ in
cludes a resource compiler, which gener
ates resources from a textual description .
However, writing down the coordinates
and options of every object in a dialog
box is cumbersome. Fortunately , Bor
land C ++ also includes the Whitewater
Resource Toolkit. This is a Windows
program for graphically designing most
types of resources , including dialog
boxes , controls , menus , icons , and cur
sors .
Resources can be contained in special
files or DLLs, or bound into .EXE files.
The Resource Toolkit lets you modify re
sources wherever they're found , and
even copy them from one type of file to
another. While the program feels clum
sy, it has some nice features, such as dis
playing resource IDs using symbolic
names taken from a header file. The Re
source Toolkit is easier to use than the
analogous set of tools in the Microsoft
Windows SDK, but the latter includes a
font editor that the former does not.

Standard Extras
Most DOS debuggers cannot be used to
debug Windows programs, but Borland
C ++ includes a version of Turbo Debug
ger especially for this purpose . It runs as
a text application while Windows is ac
tive, and it automatically switches to the
graphical Windows screen when neces
sary.
Some excellent additions to Turbo De
bugger simplify Windows debugging .

You can stop execution when your pro
gram receives a specific message or class
of messages, and you can log the impor
tant communications between your pro
gram and Windows. These features are
welcome , because Windows ' event-driv
en control structure horribly complicates
debugging .
An extensive hypertext help facility is
part of Borland C ++ 2.0. It documents
everything from options of the integrated
environment to details of the Windows
application programming interface. Al
though not as pretty as the help file that
comes with the Microsoft SDK (which
uses the Windows 3.0 help system), it is
just as functional.
There is one component missing from
Borland C ++ that would make it much
easier to create Windows applications: an
object-oriented user-interface toolkit .
Without such a library , Windows pro
gramming can be tedious, error-prone,
and time-consuming. I used C ++/Views
from CNS in conjunction with Borland
C ++ to create , in record time , a Win
dows application complete with menus
and dialog boxes. Other third-party Win
dows-interface toolkits have been an
nounced for Borland C + +.

The Proving Ground
In order to test Borland C ++ , I ran the
extended version of the integrated envi
ronment from within Windows 3.0 (in
standard mode) to compile and link a
program; from there, I transferred
to Epsilon for major editing , to Turbo
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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I Good news from the BIX community:
You can read and talk with Jerry Poumelle
about the unedited text of his Comput·

ing At Chaos Manor column-weeks
before BYTE hits the newsstands-on
your computer.(Why settle for writing
letters to himafter the fact, when you
have a shot at influencing his thinkingand maybe the content of the column
itself?) You can also take part in avariety
of other discussions with Jerry-on such
subjects as computers, science, space

exploration and habitation, cognitive
psychology, natural and man-made disas
ters, education, and mathematics. Any
or which discussions could work its way
into his next column or book. You can
even cast your vote with Jerry for the
best and worst produets or the year.
And download 147 programs-free. All
it takes is asubscription to BIX. Call our
special Customer Service number for
more information: 1-800-227-2983 (in
NH, call 603-924-7681 ).
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Debugger for debugging, and to Win
dows to test my application and to use the
Resource Toolkit and the C ++/Views
class browser. The combination was very
productive.
An exciting new feature of Borland
C ++ is "precompiled headers." It has
been observed that C ++ compilers
spend most of their time processing in
clude files , which rarely change. Bor
land C ++ automatically notices if it is
parsing a sequence of headers it has seen
before and, if so, loads precompiled ver
sions. This can dramatically boost com
pilation speed.
Unfortunately, this feature requires
some refining. If a header file contains
in-line functions that the compiler re
fuses to generate in-line, or if a header
file contains a definition of a variable,
Borland C ++ refuses to precompile that
file and any following . For example, one
of the most common header files to in
clude is iostream.h , which defines
some variables and thus inhibits precom
pilation. The most common header file
in Windows programming is windows.h.
Fortunately, it can be precompiled.
Other random features include an inte
grated assembler and faster huge arith
metic. In addition, compilation speed has
been boosted back to the responsive level
you 've come to expect from Turbo prod
ucts. Turbo C ++ 1.0 was surprisingly
slow. Apparently, the Turbo C++ ver
sion will now be aimed at educational
markets , while Borland C++ will be for
professional programmers. Fortunately,
dropping the "Turbo" moniker caused
no decrease in program speed!
Borland C ++ 2 .0 is too finicky about
in-line functions. For instance , it refuses
to generate in-line functions that call a
destructor on a local or temporary vari
able. This can slow your program down
and interacts badly with the precompiled
header feature, although in most pro
grams it should have little effect.
I found only four bugs during a week's
worth of extensive testing. When I con
verted a mass of code to Borland C ++ ,
the only major stumbling block involved
bit fields: Borland supports a maximum
bit-field size of 16, unlike other com
pilers, which support sizes up to 32.
Overall , I judge the robustness of the
compiler and environment to be the best
of any C ++ programming system I have
used. Still, it typically takes a month or
two before all the major bugs are evident.
Technical support was reasonably
knowledgeable and friendly , but I waited
on hold for 15 minutes before a represen
tative answered .
Borland C++ provides almost every-
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ACTION SUMMARY

• WHATBORLAND C++ 2.0 IS

A native-code C++ compiler for
producing DOS and Windows
programs. Windows applications
can be created without the
Microsoft Windows SOK.
• LIKES

The aggressive price, compilation
speed, and debugger
enhancements for testing
Windows applications.
• DISLIKES

The integrated environment is still
a DOS text application; developers
must switch between Windows
and DOS during development.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

The Borland C++ compiler is one
of the least expensive ways to get
started with Windows
applications development.
• COST

$495; owners of existing Turbo C
and Turbo C++ can upgrade for
either $99.95 or S149.95
• FOR MORE INFORMATION
Borland International, Inc.
1800 Green Hills Rd.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
fax: (408) 438-8696
Circle 1206 on Inquiry Card.

thing you need to create a Windows ap
plication in C ++ . Of course, there are
always improvements to look forward to,
such as a Windows interface for the inte
grated environment that can run in 386
enhanced mode, improved generation of
in-line functions, smarter header pre
compilation, and a built-in object-ori
ented toolkit for Windows applications .
With Borland's aggressive pricing , com
mitment to improvement, and outstand
ing range of features , Borland C ++ rep
resents an exceptional value that I can
recommend without hesitation. •
Steven Kearns received a Ph.D. in com
puter science from Columbia University.
He is president ofSoftware Truth, devel
oping the next generation ofprogramming
environments. He can be reached on BIX
clo "editors. "
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Smartlinking is only one of the many unique and critically-acclaimed
features in ]PI's line of open-architecture, multilanguage/multiplatform
compilers.
Whether your working in C, C++, Pascalor Modula-2,TopSpeed com
pilers will cutdevelopment Lime and give you the excellent code quali
ty otherTopSpeed users have come to expect.
"TopSpeed is Tops in Programming"
- Peter Coffee, PC Week, January 1991

TOPS PEED CODE GENERATION TECHNOLOGY All four
TopSpeed languages share a common optimizing code generator. As a
result, you can produce the same high quality,optimized code with any
language youchoose. And, unlike any other compiler vendor,JP!
offers total compatibility between languages and theability to reuse
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In 1972, Summagraphics introduced the first affordable desktop tablet. Eighteen years and more
than 40 patents later, our SummaSketch~ II is the industry standard in graphics tablets.

Our unsurpassed technology and proven reliability have made SummaSketch the best selling
tablet in the world-with over 500,000 sold to date. More than any other manufacturer.

SummaSketch has also won every major editorial accolade, including PC Magazine
Editors' Choice, PC Week Corporate Satisfaction Poll, CADENCE's Blue Ribbon Best
of 1989, and CADalyst's Dream Systems and Highly Recommended rating.

SummaSketch 11 . The people's choice. The critics' choice. And the easiest choice you
have to make. For literature and the name of your local dealer call 1-800-888-2028, Ext. 304
or in Canada call l-800-729-7866. For technical information call 203-881-5400.
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What-If CAD: Parametric Math
Migrates to Windows
DON BISSELL

t first glance, Computervision's
DesignView 2.0 and MCAE Tech
nologies' Cedar 1.07 look like
noteworthy additions to the arsenals of
PC-based mechanical engineers and
CAD designers. The packages are among
the first CAD products to sup
port and capitalize on Micro
soft Windows 3.0. Also, their
dimension-driven drawing
approach may well convince
designers to abandon the
hand-held calculator, thanks
to the variational geometry
that lets engineers explore and
resolve design alternatives
while bypassing some cus
tomary recalculations .
But don't confuse these
packages with production
drafting software like AutoCAD: DesignView and Cedar
(for conceptional engineering
design and reporting) are pri
marily design, analysis, and
presentation tools. And while
the two packages promise similar results,
DesignView ranks as the far superior im
plementation of Windows-based para
metric mathematics.

A

Wbat-H for Designers
As an analysis tool, parametric CAD has
much to offer. Because equations and
formulas control key elements within the
drawing, what-if scenarios play out in the
same way as spreadsheet analyses, ex
cept that they are graphically visible in
the CAD packages. And the underlying
engineering calculations don't fade into
the background; instead, they appear
alongside and link dynamically to the
geometry. Vividly displayed are the
usual functions of piece-part design ,
clearance checking, geometric analysis,
moments of inertia, and kinematics (by
flipping between equations, you can pro
duce animations).
With this dimension-driven , varia
tional geometry , the drawing environ
ment itself is an unambiguous and dy
namic parametric file. Each drawing

Screen 1:

dlt

Design View offers
sophisticated
polyline creation.
In addition, it
dynamically links
and presents
engineering
calculations.
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entity becomes one parameter or con
straint, inextricably linked to the whole
file. The application of constraints, such
as unalterable dimensions , controls the
drawing' s behavior.
As the model acquires intelligence, it
automatically adds logical limitations to
preserve its defining mathematical rela
tionships. You can modify these con
straints by selective manipulation, such
as changing a single dimension's value.
Or you can enter a mathematical equa
tion via the equation command. In either
case, the model dynamically adjusts to
the new parameters.

Why Windows?
Thanks to Windows 3.0, a CAD designer
can multitask several designs at once. I
opened numerous windows-four in De
signView and four in Cedar-and main
tained an acceptable performance level.
The number of windows, or data seg
ments sharing code with the main appli
cation programs, appears limited only by
your system's computing power and the

..

Cedar's drawing capabilities
surpass DesignView's, a
confusing interface and other
problems make even the
simplest drawing a challenge.

16 megabytes that Windows addresses.
DesignView and Cedar use Windows
3.0 to cut and paste text and graphical in
formation effortlessly to various win
dows operating within the drawing en
vironment. However, the packages can
access only textual information from
other programs via the Windows Clip
board. Design View makers promise that
the next release will ingest a bit map and
let you draw on top of it. But for now, if
you want to transfer graphics informa
tion between applications, you must
choose the tedious DXF or Initial Graph
ics Exchange Specification (IGES) trans
lation route.
The report on translations, however, is
mixed . Using DesignView's DXF Trans
lator and Cedar's Smart 2-Way DXF
Translator (a $100 option), I decoded
moderate-size AutoCAD, DesignView,
and Cedar drawings and successfully
ported them into and out of all three
packages. Since Cedar doesn't support
polylines or layering, the program would
not convert drawings containing these
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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entities. Large 600K-byte to 1-MB Auto
CAD drawings did not cross over into
Cedar or DesignView despite the amount
of hard disk space I freed up.
Another Windows-related feature ,
Dynamic Data Exchange links, allows
mathematical links to remote Windows
applications like Excel ; for example, you
can start DesignView from within Excel
and load values back and forth. (Cedar's
current version does not support DDE.)
As a CAD designer and AutoCAD
user, I initially questioned the value of
Windows-based CAD. Why hand over to
Windows computing power that my
RAM-hungry application requires? But
working engineers who deal with medi
um-size drawings and who spend more
time analyzing than drafting can benefit
from the environment. Windows exploits
DOS and gives engineers time-saving ac
cess to a variety of applications besides
CAD drafting . Engineers can always
pass their completed designs into pro
duction CAD applications by way of a
DXF or IGES translation .
I tested DesignView and Cedar under
Windows 3.0 on a Compaq Deskpro
386/20e Model 40 with 6 MB of RAM
and Intel's 386 cache-memory controller

\ITE

and 80387 coprocessor. Compaq's Ad
vanced Graphics board'and 16-inch
monitor provided a 1024- by 768-pixel
resolution and 16 colors. I freed up 10
MB of hard disk space and operated Win
dows 3.0 in 386 enhanced mode, which
let those 10 MB act as RAM . This fea
ture, of course, is one of the main rea
sons to choose Windows. I also tested the
two packages on my NEC PowerMate 1
Plus with 2 MB of RAM on an Intel
AboveBoard Plus, an Intel 80287 copro
cessor, a Paradise 16-bit video card, and
an lmtek 800- by 600-pixel color moni
tor. Perhaps because I only worked with
the modest sample drawings on this sys
tem, the results compared favorably with
those of the 386 machine.

DesignView Run-Through
DesignView's setup routine quickly
loads about 3 MB of data onto your hard
disk drive. The program includes drivers
for most monitors , digitizers, printers,
and plotters. The software also provides
spooler and setup utilities for most popu
lar memory boards.
DesignView is easy to learn, thanks in
part to a tutorial that delivers a fine over
view of dimension-driven CAD. I passed

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT DESIGNVIEW
AND CEDAR DO
They operate under Windows 3.0
and let mechanical engineers
explore designs through what-if
scenarios that bypass many
engineering recalculations.
• LIKES
Equations and formulas control
key elements within a drawing . In
DesignView, Dynamic Data
Exchange allows mathematical
links to remote Windows
applications like Excel.
• DISLIKES
Although the packages provide
basic CAD functionality, they lack
the sophistication of CAD
packages. Also, the respective DXF
translators work successfully only
with moderate-size drawings.

• RECOMMENDATIONS
Choose DesignView as an
engineering design, analysis, and
presentation tool that can augment
your production CAD application.
• PRICE
DesignView 2.0: $895, as tested;
Cedar 1.07: $995 (as tested;
includes S100 Smart 2-Way DXF
Translator software)
• FOR MORE INFORMATION
Computervision
55 Wheeler St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 868-4556
fox: (617) 868-4658
Circle 976 on Inquiry Card.

MCAE Technologies, Inc.
3160 De La Cruz Blvd.,
Suite 201
Santa Clora, CA 95054
(800) 258-6223
(408) 748-0334
fox : (408) 748-1915
Cin:le 977 on Inquiry Card.

a pleasant Saturday working the three
tiered tutorial and absorbing the well
written manual. By evening, I felt com
fortable merely referring to a quick-start
reference card.
Design View taught me the practicality
of dimension-driven CAD, and I was de
lighted to have discovered a new analysis
tool. When I did encounter problems, I
found Computervision's technical-sup
port staff to be informed and willing to
provide detailed explanations.
I had little difficulty in creating an
original drawing with DesignView (see
screen I). The software makes masterful
use of construction lines set in the ortho
mode . Although orthographic projection
is not supported , you can link a side view
to the plan view. Polyline creation and
editing is quite sophisticated, and there is
a noteworthy dynamic control of dimen
sioning. Via menus and keyboard mac
ros, you can access the usual CAD com
mands , which both DesignView and
Cedar call tools.
But DesignView ' s limitations are ap
parent when compared to a feature-laden
production CAD package; for example,
DesignView's undo facility only allows
one step back, and you can't add user-de
fined macros to the menu. Text will not
resize, and it blocks automatically when
ever you rescale the drawing to a smaller
than-normal size. Mostly , I missed a
built-in text editor, an omission that se
verely limits any attempt at productive
CAD drafting. Working in the reverse of
typical CAD packages , DesignView and
Cedar require you to select an entity be
fore you can act on it. This, and the re
quirement to adjust constraints, makes
any drafting process laborious .

Sorting Out Cedar
Cedar's installation instructions direct
you to copy its 600K bytes' worth of data
into the Windows directory. Cedar uses
the drivers supplied with Windows 3.0.
But because I prefer to keep my hard disk
organized , I moved the Cedar files into
Cedar ' s own subdirectory , where the
program behaved without problems.
Some of Cedar's drawing commands ,
such as Pan , Zoom Window , and Delete,
surpass DesignView's. Undo will retreat
25 steps , and there' s a Redo facility.
However, Cedar's spline or polyline re
quires concatenation of miscellaneous
arc and line segments, which cannot be
constrained and will not respond as vari
ational geometry. As with DesignView,
you must select each entity before acting
on it. Although the reference manual
provides 11 pages of instruction, the arc
command remains confusing.
continued
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The ultimate notebook PC and its place in your life.
You've just finished The Big Meeting and
you head out of the building, a dozen ideas
filling your mind. Budgets, fo recasts, letters
and directives to members ofyour team all
appear on your mental list of things to do.
You hop a cab fo r the airport, wishing you
cou ld get your hands on a PC. Unfortunately,
you rs is holding down a comer of your desk
back at the office.
Wish no more.
Next trip you can tuck away all the computer
power you need in the bottom section of
your briefcase. Right now, take a few minutes
to imagine how it's going to be when you' re
out there with that list of tasks, several sheets
full of notes and your Texas Instruments
TravelMate rn zooo in hand.
The first thing you like about the TM 2000
is its scant4.4 lbs. - a six packofsofi: d rin ks
weighs a lot more. With many of the common
notebook computers ti pping the scales at
around 7 lbs., you might think we lefi:
something out. Not much. Your ban tam
weight includes a built-in 20MB hard drive,
286T" processor, 10" diagonal VGA screen,
ATl>-sryle keyboard, up to two-hour
rechargeable battery and standard
l MB RAM . Yes, all that.
At 8.5" x 11'', your TM 2000 could almost be
lost under a sheet of letrerhea<l . Most three
ring binders are thicker than its 1.4", so you
might wonder why it's called a "notebook."
You switch on your new TM 2000 to see
what you can do with 286 power. You find it
already supplied with an array of free extra
value sofi:ware - standard, not optional:
MS.DOS®4.01, Battery Watch®, laplinkrn,
laptop File Manager and a set of special
utilities that do things like extend battery
charge life and customize the TM 2COJ display.
What's more, your TM 2000 swallows up
huge chunks of sofi:ware quicker than you
can say "twelve megahertz clock speed."
O nce on board, you'll like how fustyour
programs run. They seem to go quicker than
your fingers on the keys, and easilyas fust as
a desk-bound 286. As for take-it-wid1-you
capacity, you have all you need wid1 the 20MB
hard disk drive.

TheTexas lnstniments Tr.wcl Mare" ' 2CXXl.
4.4l bs.. 286CPU, 12MHz.
exp<.."Ct, however, is the Ii.ill size and solid feel
of d1e keys. They're all arranged in less d1an
11 ind1es, side to side. Put a ruler to theAT
keyboard in your office and you'll wonder how
it's possible!
Well , here's part of the secret You can get an
optional outboard numeric keypad. You plug it
in when you do heavy num ber crund1ing. The
rest of the timeyou don't need it, so it's not
there just taki ng up space. Makes sense.

Easy on the eyes.
As fo rthe display, you' re looking at serious
high-resolution tedmology: a 640 x 480 VGA
10" diagonal, sidelit, reversible black-on-white,
picn1re-perfecr, triple-supertwist LC D screen
that makes complex graphics and windowing
applications show up like ink on paper. With
16 gray scales, visibility is magnificent under
just about any lighting condition. Check it out!

Major league interface.
The TM 2000wasn't builtto be a minor
player, so it can support all the interface
capability you need. Its serial (RS-232.C) nine
pin interfuce is standa rd. There's also a parallel
(Centronics) port for your printer. You can
drive your VGA color monitorwid1 a C RT
imerfuce option. Or you can plug in an
optional 2400 bps mcxlem with send/fax
capability. An optional multislot expansion
station for one Ii.ill-and one half-size IBM PC/
XT/ AT®-compatible cards rounds out your
flexible interface array.
That's not to say you won't have
to sacrifice.
To keep you light on your feet, somed1ing had
to give. Sowe took d1e 3.5" floppy disk drive
outand made it optional. Nowyou onlycarry it
with you when you need it Besides, you can
Small outside, enormous inside.
transfer files between your TM 2000 and a
You can boot up popular ofi:ware with room
desktop PC fust and easy wid1 L1pLink.
to spare on 1MB RAM, or take on d1e latest
Awards winner.
colossus wid1 optional expansion up to
3MB RAM .
When you add it all up, you'll understand why
Small, yes, but this is no scaled-down compacr, BITE magazine said, "TI1e Travel Mate is as
close as you can get to the ultimate portable."*
robbed of d1e featu res you're used ro in the
In fucr, BITE gave the TM 2000 its 1990
office. l:'lke the keyboard, for example. You
recognize its AT-enhanced configuration wid1 a Award of Excellence, acclaiming its exceptional
full 79-key inventory of the alpha-numerics you value fo r the money and smart design. Not
only that, PC World named it their 1990 Best
know and need. What the skeptics don't

Buy for its premium power and portability.
And PC Magaz ine was so impressed that
its editors gave die TM 2000 their most
prestigious awards: the Editor's Choice Award
- fo r two consecutive years - and the 1990
Award for Technical Excellence.
Yes, awards are great. But what we really aim to
win is your vote. So we built this new look of
power to be one you can count on. Afte r all,
Texas Instruments has more than two decades
of e:-q:ierience in portable computing under its
belt. That's whywe' re able to support the
TM 2000 wid1 a worldwide network of
aumorized service representatives.
Tum your "things-to<lo" into "all done:'
Now, about those budgets, forecasts, letters and
din.'Ctives. No problem. You fini shed them all
before your plane touched the ground.
Seeing is believing!
Dial our toll-fi:ee num ber. We'll tell you where
you can see the Travel Mare 2000 fo r yourself.
And see how light, thin and powerfi.il it really
is. Then see yourself finding a place forthis
ultimate notebook PC in your life. It'll cost
less than you mink!
Call tcxlay! You'll receive a brod1L1re that's a
li~ize replica of the TM 2000 along with the
name uf a dealer near you. Don't wait!
A lot more speed and power.
Just a little more weight.
The Texas lnsm1ments TravelMate TM 3000.
Only 5.7 lbs. including 20 MHz 386rn SX
CPU, 20-3MD-OOMB hard disk, built-in 3.5"
floppy drive and internal red1argeable battery
that works up to th ree
hours. It's a mere 1.3 lbs.
more than the TM 2000,
but magnitudes beyond
TheTexas Instruments
in capacity. Compare
TravelMare"' JOCO.
them here or at your
81<\'' ' II " and
only 1.8" thin.
dealer.
Size up these heavy-ducy lightweights for yourself:
TM ZroJ
1.1 P"Jn<k. w ,8.5-x 1.1·
Pcrbn1nnce 12 MH:286prccessoc.
I MB R<\1.1 (opon.hbk ro
J MB)
Rt-.-mible 10" blockaw:hln:
skkltt LCD v"id1 640 x 480
VG"- rcso'.ution tn 16 shades
cJ >""l'

s"°'

lO MB h..Jdm•.~

conn~

l.t!M Bl,-ffoppy

d m~moJulc

TM JCOO

5.7"""""" w . 8.5· x 1.8·
20 MH 1J86SX p ~.

l M B RAM (°""nd.bk to
6MB)
Rf..'tniblc lO"bfacl:<lf\-\lii.itt
Jiddit LCD \\.id1640 x 480
VG~ """1ution
of g!>l'

in 32,i,.,;,,

l()J04{)60MB!urudm• .
!ntcm.'ll 1.44MB 3S floppy

d m~

Call now...

1-800-527-3500

TEXAS . .
INSTRUMENTS

71823
C l991Tl
Tr.l\'tlMate is a trademark of Texas Insrrumen~. 286 and 386 :m~ rradt.'m:u ks of! nrel Corporation. :\T and IBM/PC/ XT/ AT are rcgisren...J rraJ cm::i rks ofl ntcmational Business Machines Corporation.
MS.OOS is a rt.1,risn:n:<l rradcmart. of Micrusofi: Corporation. Bnrtrl)' Watch is a rt:gisrcn..-.J rrademark anJ L1pUnk is n trademark ofTmveling SofN-Tirc, Inc. • D:tte. November 1990.
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WHAT-IF CAD

I proceeded to work through Cedar's
tutorials, but I discovered that even basic
commands, such as Text and Cell, which
allow display of dimensional values and
calculation results, did not work consis
tently. I created a rudimentary drawing
(see screen 2) and found that although I
could constrain horizontal lines, I could
specify only one of two contiguous verti
cal dimensions. My attempts at an area
computation were unsuccessful.
When I called MCAE Technologies'
technical-support staff, they identified
my problem immediately: an Epson 24
pin dot-matrix printer configured in
Windows 3.0. They suggested that I re
configure Windows for a Hewlett-Pack
ard LaserJet Series II printer, even
though I didn't have one. This would
possibly solve my text, cell, and dimen
sion-display problems , but it would also
leave me without a printer or plotter.
I also learned that unlike horizontal
lines, vertical lines needed their lengths
specified by the program before I could
constrain them . And an area calculation,
like all equations in Cedar, requires
careful preparation, especially if you
prefer inches and feet to metric units, the

default. Although you can select feet
from the units file, you have to define
square feet (ft2: =ft 2) as a new unit. My
test volume calculation also required a
new ft3: =ft 3 unit.
MCAE recommended that I use the

D esignView 2.0:
a dynamic analysis
and presentation tool.

software primarily for analysis and that I
turn to my regular high-end drafting pro
gram for general drawing . But the soft
ware's problems, coupled with docu
mentation that lacks information and a
lengthy learning curve, make me ques
tion the product's usefulness as an analy
sis or even as a basic drafting tool.

The company promises that Cedar's
next version, which was slated for release
after press time , will offer an enhanced
user interface, better documentation,
and expanded graphics , equation, and
spreadsheet functions .

CAD Pick
By contrast, DesignView 2.0 performed
as advertised as a dynamic analysis tool
for moderate-size databases . If you at
tempt to constrain a large database con
taining thousands of construction ele
ments, be prepared to summon Hercu
lean computing power. DesignView also
delivers the look and feel I've come to
expect from quality CAD software. But
at $895, it's priced substantially below
high-end production CAD software.
Because of its ease of use, short learn
ing curve, well-written documentation,
enthusiastic technical support, and rel
ative sophistication, I can recommend
DesignView as an engineering design,
analysis, and presentation tool. •
Don Bissell is a CAD designer and tech
nical writer based in Wells, Maine. You
can contact him on BIX c/o "editors. "

Laptop Computers
External

srsI Hard Drives

using the paraflel port

This state of the art 2400 baud pocket modem for business, personal
and laptop computers, combines all the functions of larger modems with
the convenience of line power in one of the smallest packages in the world .
No need to use valuable expansion slots.
The Stowaway 2400 implements the industry standard AT command
set including the latest extensions, and is compatible with virtually any
communication package and computer.

Product of the Year 1990 ·PC Magazine!
• Operates on All Telephone Lines
• Standard EIA RS-232C Interface
• Line Powered; ND Batteries, NDAC • FCC Approved
• 2400, 1200 and 0-300 bps
• Ease of Installation
• Automatic Fallback
• Hayes Compatible
• Extended AT Command Set
•Size 2.2 " x 3" x .8 "
Weight 2.8 ounces
•Auto Dial
• Tone and Pulse Dialing
DDS,
exclusive representative
• 40 Character Command Buffer
for STOWAWAY 2400
• Non-Volatile Memory
• Automatic Answer

r

DIGITAL:~

s29500 W~WRiJ.f:iR
VISA . Mastercard. Am erican Express

1-800-548-4988
DECISIONS Call
Distributor inquiries welcomed.
I SYSTEMS
_ _4_B_rig._h_to_n_R_d.,
...
...c1_ift_o_,n,._N_J_o_10_12_
_
INC'.
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WHAT MAKESABEST SELLER
A.BEST SELLER?

Agrealpiot begins with agrear idea. easily translated through
every phase ofdesign wflh Generic CADD 5.0.

Deadline pressure Is a thing ofthe past Designs can be quickly
edited and annotated 10 produce.final working drawings.

- ---- ...- ·....- -·
- ·-·- ......
--·-.-

t::::i -·~
~

i
~

. . . . . . . . . . -r- . . . . .
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No matter rhecomplextry. symbols keep your work.flowing untn1er
n1pted Tap our professional libraries or create your own symbols.

-~

Need to.flt a conventional design in a nonconvenlfonal space? Revise
and Improvise In fess tim e with Generic CADD"s one-stop convenience.

AGREAT PLOT.
Ask any of over 250,000 users of Generic CADD'.wThey've discovered CADD
that's powerful without being complicated. And professional without being pricey.
Our latest version, Generic CADD 5.0. is just $495. It's a complete
design and drafting program backed by a support team that's drawing
rave reviews.
Call us at 1-800-228-3601 for our free full-color CADDalog~ and
portfolio of CADD drawings.
You'll see every plot has a great ending.
••eT IN
ITIICUIU

Mo

Generic
S

0

F

J

W

A

l

IT DOESN'T Gn
ANY EASIER.

~. 1 000

0 1990 Generic Software. Inc.. 11911 North Creek Parkway South. Bothell. WA 98011. FAX 206-483-{;969. Generic CADD Is a trademark and CADDalog a registered trademark oFGenertc Software. Inc.
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U An Autodesk Company

Wacom SD-420L

Wacom Inc.

MacUser
June 1990
SD-510
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Created v.ith theWacom Tablet
by Elizabeth O'Roulke

"Wacom tablets are the top choice for artists."*
acom's acclaimed SD-Series

Wgraphic tablets and pens bring
the new dimension of pressure input
to creative computer graphics.
With Wacom's state-of-the-art
systems, you can see and feel the
difference. First, there's no cord so
there's never the frustration of
untangling wires. Second, the stylus
is ultralight Uust l/3 ounce) and
extremely natural and responsive to
use since it has no batteries or
magnets. Best of all is its widely
praised pressure-sensitive input. Now
the harder you press, the thicker a line
becomes. Or you can control the

color, density, or whatever else the
software can be set to do.
Moreover, you
don't need to have
pressure to benefit from
using the Wacom
Tablet. Numerous
~
artists are discovering
they can draw faster
and more naturally with vector
programs such as CorelDRAW! and
Arts & Letters®as well as
FreeHand and Illustrator. Case in
point: the Monarch butterfly above,
by Dan Gray, author of Inside
Core/DRAW!.

' Rqlrin<cd from PC M•g;ui11C, N01·crni<f l8. 1989. C'l')riglu t'l!9. z,rrc.,,.munirnioo1Coml""~ · WACOlt i1rnpstmd1r>d<mlll. of WACOIJCo.. Lid. = (l1pyrig1>1 t99 t by Wrom Co. I.id.
AUrigl>a rt=ol Cort!DRA W ~ iu ~plkml l1>knuri: of Con:I SySlrnts C<rpontion. Ans & l.lllm ii' ,,P11md 11>1:11wl of f""I""' Support Coqm1ioo. Fmlhnd o'lt1drnutl of AMus
C"!""tioo. Adobe lnollr!!Or l.O is • trld<nurt of Adobe SySlrnt• Inc. Mx is• lt1drnutl of Appk C0111jl0llr. Jo:. IBM il 1 ,,Plkml tlldott3JI. of lru'1N!iooal Bo""'sMd.im Coqmiioo.
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See for yourself how well the
Wacom Tablet works with your Mac
or IBM (DOS/Windows 3.0) system.
Specifications? Also superb, as you
would expect from the company that
invented the world's first cordless,
high resolution digitizer.

Specializing since 1983 in the world's
finest cordless digitizers.

Wacom Inc.
West 115 Century Road,Paramus, NJ 07652
Tel: (1) 201-265-4226, (I) 800-922-6613

....

REVIEWS
APPLICATION

Windows Display Managers File
Rough Edges from Text
HOWARD EGLOWSTEIN

hen you switch to a Microsoft
Windows environment, you gain
both multitasking ability and the
promise of true WYSIWYG on-screen.
Unfortunately , the standard Windows
font management fails to deliver on that
promise.
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), Bit
stream ' s Facelift, and Hewlett-Pack
ard's Intellifont-for-Windows font man
agers bypass the standard Windows font
display and replace it with true WYSI
WYG. In a stock Windows installation,
you decide which fonts you 'll need on
screen and pregenerate bit maps for all
the sizes you expect to use. When your
application calls for a screen font , Win
dows first looks for an exact match for
size and typeface. If it finds one, great. If
not, Windows tries to scale one of the
existing sizes to fill your request.
Windows font managers don't pre
generate any fonts. Rather, they place a
mathematical representation of the type
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These products bring true
WYSIWYG to Windows
applications.
• LIKES

All three products make fonts
readable at all sizes.
• DISLIKES

For best performance, you'll need
a large memory cache.
• RECOMMENDATIONS

Adobe Type Manager for
PostScript users; lntellifont for HP
scalable-font users; Facelift for
Bitstream font users or for any
Windows user who wonts finer
control of dot-matrix printers.
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face on your hard disk drive. The font
management software patches itself di
rectly into Windows and begins to perpe
trate a lie-it agrees to any font request
your application makes . When it comes
time to display the font on-screen, the
font manager takes control, calculates

ACTION SUMMARY

• WHAT WINDOWS FONT
MANAGERS DO

I

• FOR MORE INFORMATION
Adobe Systems, Inc.
1585 Charleston Rd.
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039
(800) 344-8335

Circle 1208 on Inquiry Card.
Bitstreom, Inc.
215 First St.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(800) 522-3668
(617) .497-6222
fox: (617) 868-0784
Circle 1209 on Inquiry Card.
Hewlett-Packard Co. Inquiries
19310 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 752-0900
(303) 353-7650
Circle 1210 on Inquiry Card.

In the standard
Windows
installation (left),
synthesized fonts
often take on
a craggy
appearance. Any
font larger than
a certain size
appears as a thin ,
almost anorexic
outline. With the
Facelift fom
manager installed
(right), typefaces
are clear and
readable at any
size.

the correct bit map from the description,
and renders it at your display's best reso
lution. The same principle applies to
your printer. Even though you may not
have a printer with a page-description
language , a font manager can use your
printer's graphics printing capability to
print any installed font in any size at full
printer resolution.
These three font managers have much
in common. The Windows SYSTEM.INI
file determines which device drivers
control the environment. ATM replaces
the standard SYSTEM.ORV file with its
own, and then it points back to SYS
TEM. DRY with an extra entry in the
file. By making this one patch, ATM
takes control of all display and printing
functions . FaceLift and lntellifont both
patch out the DISPLAY.ORV entry to
gain control over the screen. To get con
trol of the printer, FaceLift provides its
own generic print driver, SHELLPRT
.DRY, which then chains to the original
printer-specific driver. It's all rather
confusing, but take heart: The installa
tion routines handle everything for you.
These products make a standard Win
dows installation look positively lame. I
tested all three with a variety of soft
ware, including PageMaker 4.0, Ami
Pro, and WingZ. Any installed font, at
any size, looks clear and sharp. Without
a font manager, large characters display
with distinct jaggies or get converted to
JUNE1991 •BYTE
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WINDOWS DISPLAY MANAGERS

All three type managers share the same system requirements but support different font formats. If you 've already invested
in a font library, stick with a package that supports it. Likewise, bztellifont should satisfy LaserJet Series Ill owners. It's
bundled with the LaserJet Ill.
Adobe Type Manager

Bltstream Facelift 1.2

HP lntelllfont-for-Wlndows

System
requirements

Windows 3.0 or higher,
MS-DOS 3.1 or higher, 286 or
386 PC with 1 MB of RAM,
Windows-compatible display

Windows 3.0 or higher,
MS-DOS 3.1 or higher, 286 or
386 PC with 1 MB of RAM,
Windows-compatible display

Printers supported
Font format

Most laser and impact graphics
printers with Windows drivers
Adobe Type 1

Windows 2.03 or higher. MS-DOS
3.1 or higher, 286 or 386 PC
with 640K bytes of RAM and EMS
or extended memory, Windows·
compatible display1
Most laser and impact graphics
printers with Windows drivers
Bitstream Speedo2

Included fonts

Times Roman, Helvetica, Courier

Optlonal fonts

Adobe Plus Pack (adds remaining
35 Postscript fonts): $198
Adobe Typeset 1 and 2: $99 each

Other fonts available

Price
1

2

$99

Dutch (like Times Roman), Swiss
(like Helvetica), Park Avenue,
Cooper Black, Brush Script,
Formal Script, Monospace
Facelift Companion Pack for
Postscript (adds remaining 35
typefaces): $179
Facelift Companion Pack for the
HP LaserJet Ill (12 resident
typefaces): $99
Other fonts available
$99

HP LaserJet Ill
Agfa Compugraphic FAIS
scalable format
CG Times and Univers

Included with font cartridges

Bundled with printer

Product did not work with Radius TPD/PC display in high-resolution mode.
Upgrade available for existing Fontware fonts.

an anemic vector representation. Font
managers also give you a performance
improvement. After a short delay to
build the font in memory, they update the
screen faster than Windows can normal
ly display its scruffy fonts .

Adobe Type Manager
ATM uses Adobe ' s Type 1 PostScript
fonts as its font representation . While it
supports any standard Windows printer,
the PostScript base makes ATM ideally
suited to installations that have a Post
script printer and a selection of Post
script fonts.
In addition, folks who prepare docu
ments for final printing on PostScript
typesetting equipment should consider
that ATM will assure compatibility be
tween the screen and their final output.

FaceLift
Bitstream' s FaceLift is a serious compet
itor to ATM and offers you more control
over nonlaser printing devices. Selec
table print resolution and density control
let you adjust its output for the best ap
pearance. FaceLift' s font source is the
Bitstream Speedo format , a proprietary
format that is sadly incompatible with the
existing Fontware format. Folks with a
collection of Fontware can upgrade their
fonts to Speedo format.
My only problem with FaceLift during
312
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testing was a driver incompatibility with
the Radius TPD/PC dual-page monitor.
Using FaceLift 1.2, I connected an HP
LaserJet Plus to a 386 machine running
Windows on the Radius in 1280- by 960
pixel mode. While the display looked
perfect, the printed page came out
scrambled. Switching the display to stan
dard VGA mode corrected the printout.
Bitstream was still looking into the prob
lem as we went to press.

HP Intellifont-for-Windows
HP's lntellifont is more of a special-pur
pose font manager than ATM or Face
Lift. It uses HP' s scalable-font format
for the Series III printers as its base and
renders only to the screen. Printing from
an Intellifont installation requires an HP
Series III printer into which to download
the font outline.
The big advantage for Series III own
ers is that Intellifont is free . To get
screen fonts , you simply buy an HP font
cartridge or disk for your Series III print
er. If you're looking at third-party fonts,
be sure to ask if the package includes the
Intellifont font outlines.

Putting Your Best Face Forward
If you have a Series III printer and work
with the HP scalable fonts , Intellifont is
your obvious choice. It ' s free , and it sup
ports all ofHP's scalable fonts.

Some people accumulate PostScript
fonts like dust bunnies under a sofa. For
them, ATM seems the natural choice. It
handles the Type 1 format directly and
guarantees that your screen will look ex
actly like PostScript output. On non
PostScript devices, it does a superb job as
well, although it provides just the fonts
and not the Postscript emulation.
Many people don't have PostScript
printers and don't prepare work for type
setters. For them, FaceLift is ATM's
equal. Its adjustable density control is
particularly handy for printing on dot
matrix printers.
Your final call should be based on the
font technology you already own. Fonts
are expensive, and switching formats can
be costly. If you've already invested in
fonts , stick with the offerings from that
vendor. If not, and you don't have a
Series III printer, it's almost a coin flip .
I prefer ATM because of its clean instal
lation and the better guarantee of
WYSIWYG when working on PostScript
devices. Either way , a font manager is a
must-have item when you ' re buying or
upgrading a Windows machine. •
Howard Eglowstein is a testing editor in
the BYTE Lab. He has a B.S. in architec
ture and design from MIT and is a desk
top publishing systems consultant. You
can reach him on BIX as "heglowstein. "

I THOUGHT TH\S WAS
QUALITY SOFTWARE-NOW MY SYST£MS
~
JUST

Don't leave
your customers

l-+ANG\NGJ

FINDS OUT-OF-BOUNDS MEMORY ACCESSES
AUTOMATICALLY
Your program may have 10,COJ to a million lines of code.
It may occasionally hang mysteriously or it may appear
to run flawlessly every time. But under DOS, how can
you ever be sure that your program is not corrupting
memory it does not own? The only way to be l OO"k sure
is to BOUNDS-CHECK before you ship.
To use BOUNDS-CHECKER you build your program with

debugging information (we support most compilers
including Microsoft, Borland & JPI). Then you just type
<BC file-name> . BOUNDS-CHECKER sets up the
386™ / 1486 for protection and lets your program fly. If
your program accesses memory it does not own or
overwrites its own code , BOUNDS-CHECKER pops up
displaying the offending SOURCE-LINE or instruction.
Programming under DOS is a gamble, so why not stack

the odds in your favor- CALL TODAY.

(603) 888-2386
Coll by 4:00 PM EST TODAY o nd o sk us
to EXPRESS you an Info packet. In m o st
cose s you w ill receive It by 10:30 AM
tomorrow. (USA only)
All Nu-Mego products req uire o 386. 386SX or 486.
MS-DOS and Codevlew are trademarks of Mlc rosatt
Corp. 386 ls a registered trademark of Intel Carp .
Nu-Mego, BOUNDS-CHECKER. Sarr-ICE and CV/1
are trademorkS of Nu-Mega Tec hnologies. Inc .

HANGING.

ta

• •

The ultimate systems debugger.
Debug_:___
Features:

•Interrupt routines
•Device drivers
•T&SRs
•ROMS
•Applications
•Overlays

Soft

-: ..

i .

•

'I '

•

•

•Break out of a hung
program
•Real time Break-Points
•Back-Trace history
•Works with other
debuggers 1 9 8 8

If you are debugging an application, Soft-ICE i s .
seamlessly integrated with BOUNDS-CHECKER
so you con easily go back and forth between
BOUNDS-CHECKing and debugging:
1
a combination many programming
a Y T E
professionals can't live without.
A"' ••a a•
D 1ST IN(T ION

Run CODEVIEW for Windows on a single monitor
CV/ 1......... $129

• Runs in a window • No annoying flash •
• Runs on any display that supports windows •

··BNu-M~

BOUNDS-CHECKER ...... ... .... $249
Soft-ICE .......... .. ... ........ .. .. ... .. $386
Special Offer·

\JTECHNOLOGIES INC

Buy BC & S·ICE ........ Save $100

P.O. Box 7780 • Nashua, NH • 03060-7780 U.S.A.
(603) 888-2386 • Fox (603) 888-2465

30 Day
Money Back Guarantee
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An Out-of-Towner's Introduction

writers

The original writers
conference

write.fiction

How to write fiction

writers.pros·

Interaction
for professional
writers only

writers.talk

Conversations with
professional writers

to the BIX Community
BIX is for people who use microcom
puters for business, finance , research,
and career and personal development.
There's always something interesting
happening here. No matter what you're
into. The latest industry news. Top

• Macintosh Exchange

notch software libraries. Private elec

Dr. Larry Loeb, Exchange Editor

tronic mail. Real-time chatting. And

mac.apple

The word from
Cupertino

mac.business

Macs in the office

mac.desktop

Publishing with a Mac

every month , the complete text of

BYTE magazine. (Read more about BIX,
and how to join, on adjacent page.)

ibm.
repairshop

Garage and Tune-up
Shop

mac.external

Information from all
over

ibm.new.
prods

New products for
IBM computers

mac.hack

Zenith Laptops .. .

Technical information
about the Mac

Whatever your interest, BIX has a con

ibm.exchange

IBM Exchange clear
inghouse

mac.hypercard Using the HyperCard
programming envi
ronment

ibm.listings

Index to program files
in the Exchange

mac.news

Up-to-the-minute
information

Apps, printers,
modems, etc.

mac.novice

For beginners

mac.products

Listings of new hard
ware and software

mac.sandbox

For off-hours fun

From Artificial Intelligence to

ference for you. Here's our latest list.
(In each Exchange. Conference name
appears on left. description on right.)

• Amiga Exchange

ibm.other
microsoft

Joanne Dow, Exchange Editor
amiga.user

Exchange ideas, solve
problems, compare
notes

amiga.sw

Amiga programming
and developer issues

amiga.hw

Amiga hardware design.
use , and hookup

amiga.arts

Artistry using the Amiga

amiga.int

Developing for the in
te rnational Amiga

Products from
Microsoft

• Writers' Exchange
Wayne Rash, Jr., Exchange Editor
desktop.pub

Using micro
computers for
publishing

• Tojerry Exchange
Jerry Pournelle, Exchange Editor
to jerry

Find out about
things elven with
Richard Pini

Messages for and
from Jerry Pournelle

chaos.manor

Computing at Chaos
Manor

journalism

Reporting and
writing news

astronomy

A star party for
amateur astronomers

journalism.
pro'

Interaction for
working press only

contact

Science fiction meets
science

lexicon

About words

disasters

marketing

Promos, sales, public
relations and high tech

Natural and manmade disasters

e ducation

new.writers

Getting started in
the writing business

Computers in
American classrooms

mathe matics

The AT series and
workalikes

poetry.prose

Writing both types
of English

Talk about high-level
mathematics

sciences

Scientific programs

ibm.ps

The PS/2 series

sf

Science Fiction. Star
Trek. and fantasy fans

space

ibm .os2

OS/ 2 operating system

Space explo ration
and development

sfwa·

ibm.dos

PC/DOS & MS/DOS
operating systems

Science Fiction
Writers of America

technology

New technologies
and their impact

tech.news
ibm.os.386

Alternative 386
operating systems

Discuss Microbytes.
product reports,
items

·Please Note: Membership in this

ibm.utils

Utility software for
IBM computers

amiga.special Special guests and events
amiga.dev

Commodore's confer
ence for developers

• IBM Exchange
Barry Nance, Exchange Editor
ibm.pc
ibm.at

elfquest

The venerable PC

word .
processor

Word-processing
programs
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conference is limited to pre -screened
specialists only.

• Imagine a setting in which com
munal wisdom is on tap. A place that
has the fit and feel of a small, friendly
town , yet t he sophistication and
resources of a global community .
One which you can visit electroni
cally-to increase your knowledge
of compu ters and their applications,
hone your skills, share insights with
thousands of othe r computer pros,
and have fun . Such a community
would be called BIX .

Subscribe to BIX, the flat-fee,
on-line information service.
BIX is your access to industry news.
And to many special interest Ex
changes- such as our Amiga, IBM,

Mac, Wricer:s ', and lnceractive Games
Exchanges- which include thousands
of free, downloadable programs. All
for just $39 per quarter.•

Subscribe via your computer...
Set your program for full duplex , 7
bits, even parity, I stop bit. Call BIX
on our registration-only number: 800
225-4 129 . In MA: call 617-861 -9767 .
International : call NU 1310690157800.
Then hit the return key, and respond :

Prompt:

You Enter:

login
Name?

bix
bix .ville

You may buy off-peak access via

Tymnec at $20 per month or $3 per
hour, or you may buy peak access at
$6 per hour.'•
·Based o n a S 156 an nual rec . billed quart erly.
Telecommunications

charges

arc

extra.

You may cancel at any time without future

charges.
··Available only in contiguous 48 sta tes .
Tym net ra tes subject to change .

800-227-2983 • In NH 603-924-7681
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End of Problem.
New
Mathcad 3.0.
When number-crunching time comes,
does work grind to ascreeching halt1
Want abetter way to do technical calcula
tions than aspreadsheet or calculator-an
obstacle clearer instead ofan obstacle creat-0r?
You need new Mathcad 3.0, the crunch
those-numbers, and dcliver-results-in-a
second calculation software.
As in-depth as you want, as ro~tine as you
need. Mathcad 3.0 does everythmg from
averages to FFTs, from percentages to matri
ces. Almost every function you'll ever need
is built in for rapid, effortless calculations.
New Electronic Handbooks make it easy
to click-n-paste hundreds ofstandard for
mulas, useful data, even entire calculations
into your documents. And a full range of
add-on Applications Packs help you solve
problems specific to your profession.

Mathcad's new easy to learn and use
Windows 3.0 interface has you up and
running in hours-not days. Best of all,
Mathcad is just plain fast.
Simply plug in data and you're done
Mathcad docs all the work for you. It docs
the calculations. Automatically updates
results when you change avariable in the
live document. It graphs in 2-D or 3-D.
And prints results in presentation-quality
documents, complete with equations
in real math notation. In the blink ofan
eye-numbers crunched-and you're back
to work.
Meet the Mathcad 3.0 power list:
• New easy to learn and use Microsoft
Windows 3.0 interface
• New Electronic Handbooks and Applica
tions Packs provide solutions for Electrical,
Mechanical, Civil and Chemical Engineer
ing, Statistics, Advanced Math, ancfNumer
icil Methods
• New symbolic calcuJations performed
more easily than with any other product
• Does exponentials, integrals, matrices,
and more

- ..w

•

I
I
• 2-D and 3-D graphics
a
• Prints high-quality
.-- ' •roI
documentation
• PC DOS, Macinrosh~ and
1~,rwmra
EDllDR'S
Unix ~ versions also available
CHOICE
Fora free Mathcad 3.0
Mathcad2.S
demo disk, or upgrade informa
3-14-89issuc.
Batof'88
tion*, call 1-800-MATHCAD
Bcstof'87
(or617-577-1017, Fax 617
577-8829). Or sec your software dealer.
..

I

'I'

I

1
I
L-1

Available for IBM• compatibles, Macintosh
computers, and UNIX workstations.
TM;md®signify mmufmu rcr's mdcmukorrcgisrcrcd tradcmirl:
mpccti,-ely.

1-800-MATHCAD
' Fmul1Jnldtsmilab1'for 1bonhop-;rrhiut M<1bozi2.5forDOSftvm
511191-fi/3019/. O.Ufordtmib.

The answer is

Mathcad®
MathSoft, Inc.
201 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139 USA

Austn!U: Hcamc (03) 8661766; Bclgiwn: SCIA 013/551775; Dcnnwl:: Engbag42 2517n; Fmlind: 'l.<na91WJ2..76n; Prance: ISUcgos(l)46092400; Gcmuny: Softlinc (07802) 4-036; ltaly: Channcl02-90091n3; Japan:CRCIJ.3-3665-9741;
Ntthcrl.uids: KWsing01620-ll1600; Norw>y: Protccb09-959020;Switurland: Rabrom03HI 0111; U.K.: Adept Scicntific(0462)480055. In othcrloations, ron11ct MalhSoft, USA.
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQIDRED
PETER

WAYNER

THE BIG INDEX

T

hings tend to disappear from my Macintosh
hard disk. The disk isn 't defective-the files
just seem to get lost in the clutter of hundreds of
other files in hundreds of subdirectories. When
I try to look for the files that I need, the names
provide only a clue to their contents; this means that if
I'm looking for a particular passage, I must endlessly
open and close files until I find the keywords. Some
programs automate this search, but they still take too
long , because the disk is too big .
The best of all possible disks would have an index
that knew where to find every word . In the discussion
that follows , I'll consider the details of how to create a
program that automatically maintains such an index to
all the files on a disk . Once the program has con
structed the database, you can find the files you want
instantaneously.

Design for Size and Speed
A good index is nothing more than a set of pointers be
tween keywords and the file blocks that contain those
words. A set of pointers takes space, though. The trick
is to design a network of pointers large enough for quick
searches but small enough to avoid overwhelming the
disk. An index must also be easy to update when files
are added, deleted, or modified .
A null index is one extreme of the trade-off between
space and search time . It doesn't take up any space, but
searching every file for keywords is slow. Luckily , the
ILLUSTRATION: RICHARD A. GOLD BERG © 1991

other extreme is a complete Create an efficient
index of all the data, which
usually consumes no more keyword index tor all
than 5 percent of the entire
disk, because an amazing the files on your disk
amount of data is redundant.
Many keywords occur nu by combining tree,
merous times in a file , but the trie, and linked-list
index needs only one entry.
The worst case would be a data structures
disk that was filled with a
spelling dictionary of unique words ; the index would
carry one entry for each of those words and a pointer to
that one file. In this case, the index would actually be
larger than the data it was mapping . But on the other
extreme , if the disk contained text from simple ch il
dren ' s books, the index would contain only its limited
vocabulary-maybe a hundred items .
My hard disk contains plenty of programming code
filled with funny variable names like PQincrernent and
PMincrernent. The index is somewhere between the ex
tremes, but because the words go beyond the English
language , it is actually a little larger than simple text.
The system I describe can convert a normal array of
data into a decent-size index . My almost-full 40-mega
byte hard disk drive generates an index that is about
!SOOK bytes. This index system includes the ability to
make a few simple trade-offs between completeness
and index size by providing some indexing options, but
JUNE1991 •BYTE
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the default should be efficient enough
that you won't need to use these options
except in pathological cases of very low
disk redundancy. On the other hand , I
haven't cut every bit of fat from the sys
tem. The structure of the index is rich
with pointers that are not explicitly nec
essary but that make the system run
much faster. The index files are not as
small as they could be , but they are man
ageable on a system with a 40-MB hard
disk drive . Even though the examples
and code have been implemented using
Pascal on a Mac , the concepts are easily
transportable to other languages and op
erating systems. The listings are written
in pseudocode . Listing I is composed of
global definitions for the examples.

The Structural Outline
This indexing scheme uses three main
structures: a list of the filenames on the
disk, a list of the keywords in the files,
and a set of pointers between the key
words and the filenames. The list of file
names has one entry for each filename
on the disk . The list of keywords has one
entry for each unique word on the disk .
The glue between these two lists is the set
of pointers between each word and the
file (or files) that contains an instance of
that word. Each of these structures is
stored in memory in a unique format,
tuned to balance access speed, modifica
tion ease, and small size.
As an example of how thi s design
works , let' s say that your disk contains

Listing 1: The global definitions for the pseudocode .

Globals:
FileStructureRoot : file node holding root directory.
llordStructureRoots [a .. z] : contains 26 roots, one for each letter of the
alphabet.
UnallocatedFileNumberList: a list of file numbers set up initially to
contain the number 1.. 8192 . T\lo fUnctions, PushUnique# and
PopUnique#, add and remove elements to this list.
AllocatedF1leNumberL1st: a list of unique numbers already ass i gned and
pointers to the leaves of the tree containing it.

..-. ...

~

-

"''
•
'\•

_,.....

~.·'11'"1•
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-l~

I

Not shown

-·
KEY
Flrst
pointer

Second
pointer
Third pointer

Figure 1: Each file tree node contains the name ofa directory or a file and three
pointers to other nodes. The first pointer points up to the parent directory. The
second poimer is directed to the next entry in the same directory. Ifthe node is for a
directory, the third pointer points down to the list ofnames offiles and subdirectories
contained within the directory. If the node represents a file, though , the third pointer
contains the unique number assigned to that filename. (A slash means empty .)
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three letters of complaint to Getta Lotta
grief, the director of customer service at
a company. The names of the three files,
MadLet, Really Mad Let, and Extreme
ly Mad Let , are included in the list of
filenames. Her last name , the word Lot
tagrief, would have a list of pointers
joining it (as a keyword) to the entries for
the three filenames. The keyword upset
would have pointers to the latter two let
ter file s as well as other files on the disk
that contain that word.

The Filename Tree
In the filename structure, each file has a
unique ID number. The structure that
matches the number with the file has two
parts, which saves space and allows safe
modification . The first part of the struc
ture holds the filenames in a tree-like
network that mimics their positions on
the disk , and the second part holds a li st
of file numbers and their position in the
tree . By shaping the first structure like a
tree , you use far less space than you
would if you used the complete path
name for each file , because each direc
tory name appears only once in the tree .
The second list allows you to manage file
numbers.
Each file tree node contains the name
of a directory or a file and three pointers
to other nodes (see figure I). The first
pointer points up to the directory that
contains the name of a particular node .
For example, ifthe file Lambada is in the
directory Waltzes , the first pointer for
the node Lambada will point to the node
Waltzes. The second pointer of the Lam
bada node will point to the next entry in
the same directory-say , a file called
Bartman. The third pointer does one of
two things : If the node represents a direc
tory , the third pointer points down to the
list of filenames and subdirectories
contained within it (e.g., the third point
er of Waltzes points to Lambada). If the
node represents a file, though , the third
pointer contains a unique number as
signed to that filename .
The complete file path can be con
structed by tracing the first pointers of
each node from the leaf entry to the root .
In connecting a keyword and a file that
contains it, the indexing program con
verts the unique file number into the full
path ; the first pointers make this easy to
do . Adding new nodes in the correct
place and moving pointers makes it easy
to add and delete filenames. The func
tion AddFileName in the pseudocode of
listing 2 describes the basic recursive
structure of a function that adds a file
name to a tree . The indexing program
uses a function similar to AddFileName

PowerC

Power Ctrace

combines a high-perform ance C compiler
wich superb documcnrarion, ar a price that
brings chuckles from over 50,000 sarisfied
customers. Thar's because Power C per
fo rms fuvo rably againsr compilers cosring
I0 rimes as much. And you can 't buy a
compiler rhar's more reliable or easier co
use · ar any price. Perhaps rhat' why
Power C has won Computer Shopper's
Best Buy award for three years running.

combines srace-of-chc-arc technology with
a fri endly interface, making it very easy to
find and correct your programming mis
takes. No time consuming edit/compi le
cycles are needed to crack down bugs. Simply
compile your program once with the trace
opcion, and Power Ctrace docs rhc rest.
Multiple windows display your C source
code, che values of all yo ur program vari
ables. progra m output, wa tch poincs, and
assembly insc.rucrions. Put Power Ctracc ro
work fo r yo u, and we guarantee rh ar you' ll
be a more productive C programmer.

• compatible with ANS I C sra ndard
• integrated Make utility
• library of over 450 fun ctions
• IEEE software Roaring poi nt
• supporcs 8088/286/386/486 CPU
• memory resident program support
• suppom 8087/287/387 math chips
• mall/ medium/ large memory models
• mi xed model with near/far/huge
• allows arrays larger than 64 K
• CGA, EGA, VGA & Hercu les graph ics
• 650 page manual wirh rnrorial

~Power

~ includes our Power C a. cmbler,

C Library Source

plus rhe C and assembly language so urce code
ro over 450 fun ctions in rhe Power C library.
Unli ke our comperirors, who charge 5150.00
or more fo r library source code, we've made
ours very affordable.

Power C BCD
Business Math
udcs bi11ary coded decimal floaring
poim rou cincsand fin ancial fun crions ro ca lcu
la re inrerest, depreciation , etc.. BCD ro utines
are used fo r dollars and cents calculations to
eliminarc inaccuracies caused by rounding.
Powe r C req uires DOS 2.0 o r la t er, 3 20K me mory,
720K d isk a pa c e. Mas t e r C r e qu ires DOS 3.0 or
la t e r, 384K me mory, ha rd d isk .

Published by rhe highly acclai med
Waite Group, Masrer C is a
revolutionary book/disk package thar
rums your PC into a C instructor.
Master C reaches you, quizzes yo u,
notices problems you are having, and
recommends action. In a pilot study
ac IBM , students using Mascer C
retained 19% more knowledge chan
students who learned from a lecturer.
Now you can receive rhis $44.95
package absolutely FREE when you
purchase all four Power C produces
described above. Jusr ask for che
Master Pack.

"Master C eschews jla.sh for elegant
competence, nnd it works!"

Jeff Duntema11 • PC Tulmiquu

Order line:

1·800-333-0330
Technical Supporr:
1-2 14-783-600 I
Fax: 1-214-783- 1404
Mix Software, 1132 Commerce Drive,
Richardso n, TX 75 08 1
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Listing 2: The basic recursive design for adding a filename to the

filename /number tree.
Function AddFileName(p:array[l .. n] of file or directory names)
:FileNodePointer;
{This function adds a path of n-1 directory names and one filename to
the file structure.}
var
CurrentNode:FileNodePointer;
CurrentLevel:integer;
begin
Set CurrentNode to FileStructureRoot . {This assumes one root directory.}
CurrentLevel:=2;
StillSearching:=true;
{We are now at a list of the branches at CurrentLevel.}
while p[CurrentLevel) is not past the end of the path do begin
Scan along this list started by CurrentNode until the name
corresponding to p[CurrentLevel) is found.
If the file/ directory name is found, then set CurrentNode to the
down pointer here. Increment CurrentLevel.
Otherwise, add the new name and the rest of the path. Do this by
creating a node. Set the first pointer to point to previous
directory. Set the second one to point to the next file/ directory
at this level, and fill the third with the pointer to the next
level.
end;
when the loop exits because it finds (or adds) the node of the last
filename, return this leaf. Set the number stored at this leaf (in
the third pointer) to the value of PopUnique#.
end;

to search a directory for new files added
since the last time the index was updated .
The filename section must also keep
track of the numbers that have been allo
cated as unique file numbers. It is not
enough to simply increment a counter to
get a unique number for the next file
added to the index because the continual
updating of the index will soon exhaust
the list. The system recycles file num
bers by maintaining a list of unallocated
numbers. When a new number is
needed, it is taken from the front of this
list; when a number is retired, it too is
added to the front.
For reasons that will become clear,
this index program (in its current form)
is limited to 8192 files (i.e. , 13 bits of in
formation). The list of unallocated num
bers is set up as an array of 8192 point
ers, with each array element pointing to
the next. When a file number is needed,
the program pops it off the top of the list,
and the pointer to the next element is re
placed by a pointer to the leaf of the tree
in the first part of the structure. This
makes it easy to convert a unique file
number into a position in the filename
tree and, consequently, into a complete
file access path.
When a file number, say i, is retired, it
is recycled by setting its pointer to the
current first value in the list and setting i
to be the first value in the list. Before the
320
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List has been used, it looks like the fol
lowing: 1,2,3,4, ... ,8192. After three
files have been indexed and three num
bers have been popped off the top of the
list, it becomes 4,5 ,6,7, . . . ,8192. If file
number 2 is erased from the disk, its
number is recycled by placing it at the
front of the list, which would then appear

T he structure is
an alphabetically
sorted tree,
referred to as a trie.

as 2,4,5,6, . .. ,8192. The next new file
will have the number 2 assigned to it.

The Alphabet Tree
When I scanned my disk, I found about
35,000 words on it. This is probably a
higher number than an average disk
would contain because of the non-En
glish variable names in the large amount

of program source code and the 25,000
word English spelling dictionary. In all,
my index is probably larger than one con
taining just word processing files. I've
tried the program on disks that have up to
50,000 words.
The index needs to link each keyword
with a list of the file numbers for every
file that contains that word. The list of
file numbers is stored in a separate struc
ture (for the purposes of conceptual clar
ity and space). For now, assume that
each keyword comes with a pointer that
leads to this list. The problem is finding
an easy way to store these keywords and
their single pointer. The structure should
be as small as possible, easily accessible,
and mutable when files are added or
deleted from the index. It should also be
a structure that makes adding and delet
ing words fast. There are several possi
bilities. Some are compact but slow, and
others are large but faster. I use the
faster , larger version in this index, but
I'll look at two other designs first.
The first scheme is a simple list of
words. Each word and its pointer would
be placed in one long list. Assuming that
the average word length is six characters,
it follows that at 1 byte per character, 3
bytes per pointer, and one extra stop
byte, each word would take 10 bytes to
store. That means it would take 350,000
bytes to hold my list of 35,000 words.
(Data compression could make it some
what smaller.)
With this scheme, adding new words
to the list looks deceptively simple-they
could simply be plunked on the end. The
problem is that this method does not
check for duplicate entries, an obvious
requirement. Checking for words that
are already in the list would take a scan
of the whole list-a list that would even
tually grow to 35,000 words . This just
isn't efficient.
The second scheme is to build a hash
ing table. The big list could be split into a
set of /1 lists using a function that parcels
out words evenly to each of then lists. If
the function did a good job distributing
the words to the /1 lists, the average list
would be I/nth the size, and the algo
rithm would run n times faster. But get
ting hashing functions that distribute
words equally can be difficult.
The structure used in this program is
an alphabetically sorted tree, sometimes
referred to as a trie. In this structure,
there are 26 roots that correspond to the
first letters of the words . At each node,
there is a letter, and the letters in the
nodes along paths from the roots to the
leaves are guaranteed to form words.
This saves a great deal of space, because
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ldek MF-5117

IDEK's MULTIFLAT Series of 17-lnch Color Monitors
IDEK's MULTIFLAT Series of 17-inch Color Monitors take
full advantage of the remarkable properties of their Flat
Square Tubes (FST) to deliver superior resolution and a
sharper image that is easier on your eyes. A glimpse at
our 17" Color Monitors reveals their matchless over
scanning capability that delivers a crisp, distortion-free
display across the entire screen.
In addition, Automatic Frequency Scanning realizes
outstanding performance for business graphics. CAD/
CAM applications as well as desktop publishing on your
Mac or IBM compatible system.
As you can see below. whether your requirements are
simple or complex, IDEK has the Flat Screen Color
Monitor that's just right for you. And priced right. too!
See for yourself what a difference a Flat Screen Monitor
from IDEK can make.

MF-5117
MF-5217
MF-5317 (Coming soon)

H. Frequency

Dot

Resolution

20 to 50kHz
30 to 57kHz
30 to 80kHz

0.28
0.28
0.28

1024 x 768
1024 x 768
1280 x 1280

MULTIFLAT Series (21" Flat CRT Monitors)
H. Frequency
Doi
Model
MF-5021
MF-5121
MF-5221
MF-5321 (A.R.Panel)
MF-5421 (A.A.Panel)

15 to 38kHz
21to50kHz
30 to 80kHz
30 to 80kHz
30 to BOkHz

0.31
0.31
0.31
0.31
0.26

IDEIC
1;va1'1a

MULTIFLAT Series (17" Flat CRT Monitors)
Model

IDEK also offers its
MULTIFLAT Series of 21
inch Flat Screen Color
Monitors that deliver the
same superior resolution
and performance as the
other members of the
IDEK lineup.

Resolution
1024 x
1024 x
1280 x
1280 x
1600 x

768
768
1280
1280
1280

llYAMA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Overseas Division
7th Fl., US Hanzomon Bldg ., 2-13, Hayabusa-cho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102, Japan
Phone : (81) 3-3265-6081 Fax: (81) 3-3265-6083

IDEK Europe (Germany)
Neumannstrasse 38, 6000 Frankfurt a.M. 50, Germany
Phone : (49) 69-521 922 Fax: (49) 69-521 927

llYAMA North America Inc
650 Louis Drive, Suite 120, Warminster, PA 18974
Phone : (1) 215-957-6543 Fax : (1) 215-957-6551
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Figure 2: (a) A trie-26 trees, one for each letter ofthe alphabet, and each node
containing a single letter. The path from the root defines a word. Each node that
represents an indexed word contains a pointer to a list offile numbers .
(b) The pointer structure ofthe trie. (The asterisks stand for pointers to a list offile
numbers; the empty boxes could be pointers to other nodes; the dashed lines
indicate the omission ofa few nodes for clarity.)

many words share the same beginnings.
Figure 2 illustrates a simple trie. Words
like share and ship have the same first
two letters, so there is a fork after sh.
One path leads to a, r, and e, and the
other path leads to i and p. The first two
letters are not duplicated, thereby saving
space. The function AddWord in listing 3
shows how a word is added to the struc
ture using recursion.
You build a trie out of nodes that con
tain a letter, two pointers, and a bit flag
that is set to TRUE if the node is a leaf.
One pointer leads to the next node at the
same level, and the other pointer leads to
the first node on the next level down.
This structure is similar to the one used
to hold the filenames, but the pointer to

the parent node is unnecessary here, be
cause the program will only be searching
down the tree. The nodes on the same
level are kept in an alphabetical list. The
down pointer from each of these nodes
points to the next level down. Figure 3
shows the node structure built from the
tree in figure 2. When a node is a leaf
(the path down the tree is one of the
keywords), the down pointer becomes
the pointer to the list of numbers for the
files that include this word.
To conserve space, the nodes need to
be packed as tightly as possible; in this
tree, you need only 8 bytes for a node.
The two pointers are each reduced to 3
bytes and are packed with the one letter
and the bit into 8 bytes . The 3-byte point

ers are not direct pointers to memory but
are just relative offsets from the begin
ning of the memory chunk. Figure 3
shows how to do this . Packing the data
into 8 bytes makes it the size of two 4
byte integers, a great advantage on some
processors. For example, the 68030
fetches 4-byte integers at locations even
ly divisible by 4 much faster than it
fetches integers at other locations. Some
RISC processors don 't allow access at lo
cations that aren't evenly divisible by 4.

The Web of Connections
The objective of this index system is to
connect keywords to the files that contain
them. Three parts make up this system.
So far, I have discussed only two: the file
list and the keyword list. The third part
is the connection between these two.
The connection begins with the second
(down) pointer in the leaf nodes of the
word list tree, and for leaf nodes, this
points to the beginning of the word list.
There must be a separate list for each
unique word-some 25,000 to 100,000
(or more) separate lists. When there are
so many lists, a structure needs to be
simple to conserve space, so I chose to
use a simple linked-list structure and
pack each node into 4 bytes of data. In
this tree, every node contains a number
corresponding to a filename and a point
er to the next node in the list. The lists
are kept in sorted order so that finding
duplicates will, on the average, take half
as much time. (The function AddValue
in listing 4 shows how to add a value to a
sorted 1inked list.)
Thirteen bits are allocated to the file
number, which means there are 2 13 =8192
file numbers allowed (remember the lim
itation I stated earlier?). The other 19
bits are allocated to the pointers. This
means that a block of lists can contain
512K-byte nodes. The bits can be split
differently between the file numbers and
pointers, but this division should be ade
quate for now . In the future, when files
contain terabytes of information, these 4
bytes will be inadequate.
It is tempting to pack these lists even
tighter. With the pointers taking up 19
bits per node, this takes up plenty of
space when the list looks like this ex
ample:
value1 pointer value2 pointer
... value"null-pointer
It is possible to just place the numbers

end on end and designate a stop value,
similar to a null-terminated character
string . In this case, the list becomes like
this example:
continued on page 412
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Mylex has the best EISA solution.
Af least that's what people tell us.

486"' 33MHz

I

System Board

SCSI Coching " "' ''"''"

" The Mylex MAE486 with its
"The GXE020A TIGA board
32-bit EISA SCSI controller
...scored as much as 45
Ethernet LAN Adapter
kills the competition for reading
percent higher on our low
large sequential files in the IOBench 2 tests
level benchmark tests than any other
under UNIX:' Personal Workslation, J une 1990
TIGA board evaluated." BYTE, Ap ril 1990
"If I wanted to replace my entire

system for optimum all-around
performance, I'd build it from Mylex
EISA-based boards."

"Mylex has done a lot ofwork with EISA,
and weplan to use its motherboard and
adapters in a LAN I.ahs 'super-AT' seroer."
PC Magazine, May 1990

Personal Workstation , June 1990

Of course, we've tested our EISA peripherals for compatibility with major EISA systems.
To see what our high-performance EISAsolutions can do for your system, call us at
1-800-446-9539, or fax us at 1-415-683-4662. In California, call 1-415-683-4600.

IW'ta.~11!.x

I I

~

I.~

486 ls a registcr«l tradcmark or Intel Corporation.TI 34020 Is a rtglstcr<d tradcmark or Texas lnslrumcnts. Mylcx Is a r<glstcrcd trademark or Mylcx Corporation. Cl Mylc.< Corporallon, 1990
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The joy of C-scape
Elegant graphics and text

T

he C-scape ™ Interface
Management System is a flexible
library of C functions for data entry
and validation, menus, text editing,
context-sensitive help, and windowing.
C-scape's powerful Look & Feel ™
Screen Designer lets you create full·
featured screens and automatically
generates complete C source code.
C-scape includes easily modifia ble high
level functions as well as primitives to
construct new functions. Its object·
odented design helps yo u build more
functional, more flexible, more portable,
and more uniq ue applications-and
you'll have more fun doing it.

The industry standout. Many
thousands of software developers world
wid e have turned to the pleasure of
JI.
C-scape. The press agrees:
~f
"C-scape is by far the best.
. . . A joy to use," wrote
IEEE Co l//p11tl'I'. Majo r
co mpanies have selected C-scape as a
standard fo r software development.

41-

C-scape's open archi tectu re lets yo u use
it wi th data base, graphics, or other C
and C.. lib raries. C-scape runs in text or
graphics mode, so you can dbplay te xt
and graphi cs simult aneously. To port
from DOS or OS/ 2 to NIX, AIX, Ql\X, or
VMS, just reco mpile. C-scape also

Supports

DOS, OS/2,
Unix, VMS.
Call for demo.

Graphics. Run in color In text or graphics mode.
Read images from PCX files.

supports Phar Lap and Rational DOS
extenders.

Object-oriented architecture. Add custom

Trial with a smile. C-scape is

features and create reusable code modules. Cn

compatible.
Mouse support. Fully-Integrated mouse support for
menu selections, data entry fields, and to move and
resize windows.
Portability. Hardware Independent code. Supports
DOS, OS/ 2, UNIX, AlX, VMS, others. Autodetects
Hercules, CGA, EGA, VGA. Supports Phar Lap and
Rational DOS extenders.
Text editing. Text editors with word wrap, block
commands, and search and replace.
Field flexibility. Masked, protected, marked,
required, no-echo, and named tlelds with complete
data validation. Time, date, money, pop-up list, and
many more hlgher-level functions; create your own.
Windows. Pop-up, t.ilcd, bordered and exploding
"indows; size and numbers limited only by RAM.
Menus. Pop·up, pull-down, 128-style, or slug menus;
create your own.
Context-sensitive help. Llnk help messages to
individual screens or fields. Cross reference messages
to create hypertext-like help.
Code generation. Build any type of screen or form
\\ith the Look & Feel™ Screen Designer, test it, then
automatically convert it to C code.

powerful, fl exible, portable, and easy to
try. Test C-scape fo r 30 days. 1t offers a
thorough manual and function reference,
sample programs wi th source code, and
an optional screen designer and source
JI. ~ code generator. Oakland
~;
pro\1des access to a 24
hour BBS, telephone sen1·
ces, and an international
network of companies providing in
country support. No royalti es, runtime
licenses, runtime modules. After yo u
register, yo u get complete library source
code at no extra cost

Call 800-233-3733 (617-491-7311 in
Massachusetts, 206-746-8767 in Washing·
ton ; see below fo r International). Afte r
the joy of C-scape, programming \viii
never be the same.
DOS, OS/ 2 (Borland and Microsoft
support) : 1vith Look & Feel, S499; library
only, $399; UN IX, etc. start at .)999;
pri ces include library source. Training
in Cambridge and Seattle each momh.
Mastercard and Visa acce pted.

Screen flexibility. Call screens from fil es at run
time or link them in. Automatic vertical/ horizontal
scrolling.
International support. Ofllces In Berlin, Germany,
"ith an International network of technical companies

providing local training, support and consulting.
BY691
Oakland Group, Inc. 675 Massachuse tts Al'e ., Cam bridge, \IA 02 139 USA. FAX : 617-868+140. Oakland Group. GmbH. Alt Moabit 91-B, 0- 1000 Be rlin 21, F.l!. G.
(030) :JO I 50•l;i , FA X: (030) 393 ·l:JOS. Oakland International Technical Network (traini ng, support, consulti ng): Australia Kob le Systems (02) 56~ · 1 200; Benelux nI
llata (02159) ·168 14; Denmark l!a\'e nh olm (042) 887249; Austria-Germany-Switzerland I:; SM 07 127 / 524,I; Norway llavenh olm (02) 4488fi5; Sweden I.insoft. (013) 111 588;
U. K. Systems1ar (091!2) 500010. Photo by Jessica A. lloyau ; Ka1\j i by Kaji Aso. Pictu re shows a Cscape program combin ing data entry with video images loaded from PCX
nl es. C·scape and Look & Feel arn trademarks of Oakl and Gro up, Inc.; other t.rad emurks belong to t.hcir respective compani es. Copyri ght. © I090, hy Oakland Gro up, Inc.
Featu res, prices, and 1crms su bjec t to change.
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aser printers have become the office workhorse
because they can produce fast, high-quality
graphics output at a reasonable price . Among
their most important features has been support
for multiple character-font types and sizes, use
ful in desktop publishing and other document prepara
tion applications. Printer-resident page-description lan
guages define the command set used to tell the laser
printer what to do, in much the same way that a BASIC
interpreter or Pascal compiler determines the instruc
tions that can be used to tell a computer what to do . And
just as BASIC programs and Pascal programs use dif
ferent instructions to accomplish the same task (e.g.,
drawing a line on your video screen), different POLs
require different commands to accomplish the same
print function (e .g. , printing a line on the paper) .
As its name implies , a POL is page oriented ; all the
commands that describe the format of the printed page
go to the printer before it actually prints the page. This
contrasts with conventional dot-matrix "pin-head"
printers , which print each text or graphics line as the
computer receives it. Two POLs in particular have be
come standard in personal computer laser printers:
Adobe Systems ' PostScript and Hewlett-Packard's
Printer Command Language. ,A lot has been written
about the powerful PostScript POL and its many fea
tures . Its support for scalable fonts and vector graphics
has made it overwhelmingly the POL of choice in desk
top publishing applications. In this article, I'll take a
ILLUSTRATION : MIKE KL EIN

e

1991

look at the evolution of HP's Version 5 of Hewlett·
popular PCL , concentrating
on the latest version, PCL 5, Packard's page·
and how it is encroaching on
description language
Postscript's turf.
A note on terminology: HP
b th
f
makes a point to clarify that a may e
e cure or
typeface is a set of characters "PostScrlpt envy"
and symbols with a unique
look, whereas a font is a type
face of a specific size. Thus , it would be appropriate to
refer to scalable typefaces, not scalable fonts . Never
theless, the term scalable fonts seems to have become
the vernacular, and I'll use it here. Nonscalable fonts
are commonly referred to as bit-mapped fonts, since
they are simply made up of fixed, prearranged dot (bit)
patterns.

The Five Stages of PCL
Because HP is the dominant supplier of laser printers in
the personal computer industry , its PCL has become
the most commonly used POL. Most non-HP laser
printers, for example , tout " HP LaserJet Series II com
patibility," which they achieve by mimicking HP' s
fourth-generation PCL, as implemented in the com
pany's LaserJet Series II printer. With the introduction
of the HP LaserJet III and PCL 5 , HP has raised its
POL to new heights .
In the early 1980s, HP was using a loosely defined
JUNE1991 •BYTE
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One Word About Your
Hard Disk Controller

One Word About the PSI
hyperSTORE Controllers
Intelligent Mass Storage Controllers
Virtually all appJjcations are disk
bound. Today's PCs have over 60
times the power of their ancestors
of just ten years ago, whj]e hard
disk performance has only just
tripled . This makes mass storage
the PC's worst bottleneck. PSI has
eliminated this bottleneck with
the hy perSTORE Caching Disk
Controller, a sort of mass storage
co-processor. The hyperSTORE

does for disk-intensive programs
what a math co-processor does
for number-crunching software.
Da tabases, fileservers, multiuser
systems, and other disk-h ungry
applications start screa ming . . .
frustrated users stop screaming!
Call (800)486-FAST now to find
out more about PSI's line of
intelligent controllers. All you
have to gain is time.

•

I

Perceptive Solutions, Inc.
DA L LA S · S AN F RAN CISCO · SYD N E Y
800 -486-FAST · 2 14-954- 1774 · Fax: 214-953-1774
Europe and Northern California: 415-284-9505 ·Fox: 415·284-3238
Botswan a and Southern Africa: (02) 313-020 · S.P.S. Ply. Ltd.. Gaborone
Australia / New Zeolond / Mlcronesio : (02) 318 2337 · Fox: (02) 319 3069
C 1 1iQC)t>y PSl l..l ~-- .... 1 !'>)'µl'l> T OIU:al'<l-PSllclJCl•"' ~- ... cJl'-~.W>(

noon:•• S.~ 0 11(1.H h ... • 1~'01

VSA.

Oc'..boa.., _ 1•~-..-.l!--...co~-q1 - ,_.....~~ n """'"'1 111~ AIJ C-O'l'O»I

hyperSTORE FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
· Data access in 0.28ms or less. at 3-4MB/sec
·Works in any 286, 386. or i486 system
· Simultaneously control any drive interface:
MFM, RLL. ESDI. SCSI, or AT/IDE
· Controls up to 28 physical disk drives
· OKB to 20MB of SIMM-based cache memory
· Supports all PC-based operating systems:
DOS, Windows, UNIX/Xenix. Netware. etc.
· Dato mirroring option for fault tolerance
· NO DEVICE DRIVERS REQUIRED

"Normall y, it's a bit hard to pick th e most impressive item at Comd ex
(Spring 1990], . . . This time it was easy, . . . the hyperSTORE/1600."
-Dr. jerry Poumelle, Byte Magazine, September 1990

"The real-wo rld result wi ll be blazing record handlin g from w ithin a
data file as well as un stoppably fast program loads."
-Bill O'Brien, PC Magazine. February 13, 1990

"PSI has crea ted the power user's ultimate Lego
set fo r disk controllers: the hyperSTORE/ 1600"
-Alfred Poor, PC Magazine, June 12, 1990

"Not only is it the fas tes t controller available,
it's the most nexible, too."
-Byte Awards, Byte Magazin e, Janua ry 1991
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RapidFACTS · (900) 776-3344 · Doc# 8101 · Detailed specifications
faxed directly to you 24 hours/day. $4.95 bi lled to you r phone.
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PCL in its line printers. In 1982 , realiz
ing the need for improved definition and
varying levels of functionality , HP 's
Vancouver, BC, division formed a PCL
committee to develop a PCL for the com
pany 's ThinkJet (ink-jet) and LaserJet
printers. The ThinkJet , which was intro
duced in 1984, incorporated the com
pany 's basic-level PCL I . This language
had only " print and space " functionality
for basic printer operation, including
basic control codes (e.g. , carriage re
turn, linefeed, and page eject), printer
reset , character-set selection, and basic
raster-graphics support.
Today, HP ' s PCL committee consists
of representatives from many of the com
pany 's divisions , to ensure that each pro
gressive enhancement to the language
fits within the scope of overall product
goals and integrates properly with other
company products. HP ' s stated goal with
PCL is to meet the functional require
ments of its broad customer base in a way
that offers an acceptable trade-off be
tween cost and performance.
Aside from the basic printer control
codes, all the PCL commands consist of
an escape character (ASCII 27) followed
by a sequence of characters that specifies
the operation to take place; thus, the
commands are often referred to as escape
sequences. From the outset , PCL was de
signed to be expandable, enabling future
versions to add additional commands and
capabilities; each successive version be
comes a functional superset of the previ
ous version . If a PCL printer receives an
escape sequence it does not recognize, it
simply ignores it, assuming that it is tar
geted for a higher version of PCL.
Each new version represents a new ,
substantially enhanced level of function
ality. Within a given version, however,
there can be variations in the commands
that different printer models support.
The LaserJet IIP, for example , incorpo
rates PCL 4 like its LaserJet II big broth
er, but the IIP includes a few enhance
ments not found in the LaserJet II , such
as the ability to rotate fonts 90 degrees .
PCL 2 and PCL 3 were also intro
duced in 1984. PCL 2 was used on some
HP line printers , and it achieved what
HP refers to as "electronic data and
tran saction processing" functionality.
Cursor, margin, and line-spacing control
functions were added to the PCL com
mand set.
PCL 3 made its debut with the original
HP LaserJet-the printer that solidly es
tabli shed laser-printer technology in the
personal computer marketplace . PCL 3
attained a level of functionality referred
to as "office word processing," which

included support for plug-in font car
tridges.
The next generation, PCL 4, was in
troduced with the HP LaserJet Plus in
1986, although it was popularized by the
now-ubiquitous LaserJet II , introduced
in 1987. PCL 4, with its page-formatting
level of functionality , added support for
downloadable soft fonts, macros, and
improved graphics capabilities. The La
serJet II's implementation of PCL 4
with several enhancements over the La

serJet Plus implementation-has become
the de facto industry-standard POL. A
majority of competing laser-printer man
ufacturers have cloned this version of
PCL.
While the LaserJet II was successful ,
it lacked some of the features that the
ever-expanding number of desktop pub
lishing and high-end word processing us
ers increasingly demanded . The limited
number of built-in character fonts , com
bined with the lack of sca lable-fo nt

Periscope/EM and
386MAX t eam up to

keep Periscope out of
the lower 640k ... so
you ca n have both
quality m e mory

management and o
resident debu ger.

"I needed a means lo debug
inlerrujJt br111d/ers where I
could really see tvbat 11 •r1s
going on. 711e hardware trace
buffer is great. I was able lo
debug code in 3 days that I
have been lryinR to debug for
111011/bs!"
..,WrilC'S Peg Sc:-;1rich "ith rnme Computer.
on whyshe ch°"' Periscope Model IV.

If you need more 1han your current sof1ware-based debugger gl\'5 you, Per!sccpc
Model I , witl1 th~ advanced Nh'W featu res, may be J11s1 wha1 you're looking for.
• Supports 386 and 486 S)~lel11S running up to 33~lffz \litl1 lls ICE·llkc
capabilities.
• Real-time hardware !race buffer holds up 10 I 6~ CPU L''Cfl!S.
• Enhancl!d anal~is and dl1play of 1rnce buffer makes you more productll'e.
• Perlsrope/E.\1functionality, built-in ai no C.\1r.I cos~s.1vesyou money.

Just call toll-free soon22-7006
for details or to order.
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support and vector-graphics capabilities,
kept the LaserJet II from perform ing op
timally in desktop publishing applica
tions. Adobe Systems was a pr ima ry ben
efi cia ry of these li mitations , as sa les of
its PostScri pt PDL increased stead ily
in the LaserJet II and in other printers
to fill the vo id . In a short time , Post
s cript beca me well known as the PDL of
cho ice for desktop publishing a nd other
applications.

The Debut of PCL 5
Not be ing a company to rest on its lau
rels , even in the midst of the LaserJet II 's
e nviable market success, HP beca me
acutely awa re of the Lase rJet H' s limita
tions and worked to alleviate them. The

P cLSoffers
a quantum leap in
capability over the
previous generation.

The fastest real-mode compiler ava ilable.
F77L can take advantage of your 386 PC by
generating 32-bit instructions. New Version
5.0 includes: Fortran 90 featu res, Weitek
support, and Video Graphics. Sj95

Lahey Personal Fortran 77
Version 3.0: Full ANSI 77, Editor, Debugger,
Linker, Library Manager, Microsoft and
Borland C interlaces. Agreat learning tool
at an unbeatable price. $99

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548 -4778
Lalley Computer Systems. Inc . PO. Box 6091 . Incline Vi ll age, NV 89450
Tel: (702) 83 1-2500 FAX: (702) 831-8123
FORTRAN IS OUR FORTE
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culmination of thi s effo rt was last yea r' s
introduction of the greatly enhanced La
serJet Ill.
The HP LaserJet III 's PCL 5 lives up
to the company's office-publishing func
tionality designation, offering scalable
font capabi lity, a full-featured vector
graphics command set (HPGL/2), and
the ability to change the print ing direc
tion (to any angle) ; it can perform reverse
(white on black) printing, and gray-shade
and patte rn fill s. In add ition , the Lase r
Jet III includes eight scalable font s (two
sets each of norm al, bold, ita lic , and bold
italic) and 11 bit-mapped fonts built in ,
as well as HP's proprietary Resolut ion
Enhancement Technology fo r smoother
cur ves . Note that R ET is a fea tu re of the
Lase rJet III printer, not a PCL 5 feature .
In short , PCL 5 offers a quantum leap in
capability over the previous generation.
For its sca lable-font capability , HP en
listed the help of Agfa Compugraphic .
That company 's Intelli font sca ling tech
no logy lets you sca le HP 's ty pefaces
from 0 .25 to 999 .75 poi nts without di s
tortion; since there are 72 points per
inch, that means characters can range
from microscopic to nearly 14 inches
ta ll. An a lgo rithm known as himing is
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The two most comprehensive computer book clubs
have joined forces to bring you the largest selection
of business and personal computing references
available. . at savings up to 50% off publishers' prices!
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The Computer Book Club and the BYTE Book Club have
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tially with members' prices of up to 50% off the publishers' prices.
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Plan, with savings of up to 80% off publishers' prices .
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bonus offers and special sales, with scores of titles to choose from.
Automatic Order If you want the Main Selection , do nothing and it will
be sent to you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no book at
all, simply indicate your choice on the reply form provided. You will have at
least 10 days to decide. As a member, you agree to purchase at least 3 books
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Ironclad No-Risk Guarantee If not satisfied with your books, return them
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800 Monterey P.Jss Rd .
Monterey Park , CA 91754
Phone: (213) 267-1638
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6325 De Soto Ave .• Suite F
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Phone: (818) 999-9531
PC Systems Design Corp.
2860 E. Imperia l Highway
Brea , CA 92621
Phone : (714) 996-0690
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Monterey Park . CA 91754
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used to ensure proper character forma
tion regardless of size. Of course, scal
able-font cartridges (and downloadable
soft fonts) available from HP and other
vendors let you add additional scalable
fonts to the printer; scalable-font devel
opers can obtain technical details from
Agfa Compugraphic on how to engineer
the scalable fonts to take advantage of
hinting and the Intellifont technology .

Printing Pictures
With the font-scaling problem resolved,
HP's next major obstacle was vector
graphics capability. HP has been an in
dustry leader in vector-oriented pen plot
ters for years, so it was only natural to
port the company's industry-standard
Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language
vector-graphics language used on its
plotters to the PCL 5 for use on its laser
printers. In addition to providing vector
graphics capability to PCL 5 , the power
ful, full-featured HPGL also provides
compatibility with the myriad software
packages that are already capable of gen
erating HPGL output. The HPGL/2 im
plementation in PCL 5 includes some ad
ditional commands that are required for
residing happily inside a laser printer
(e.g., "Select Primary Font ID" and
"Enter PCL Mode") .
PCL S's vector-graphics support has
numerous benefits. Most notably , system
software can be simplified, and substan
tially faster print operations can now
take place by using vector-graphics com
mands instead of generating the tradi
tional raster graphics. For example, a
single HPGL/2 command consisting of a
few characters can tell the laser printer to
draw a diagonal line across the paper; it
would take many lines of PCL raster
graphics data to accomplish the sa me
task . As you 'II see shortly , HPGL/2 is
also capable of many more complex oper
ations (e.g., drawing circles, arcs, poly
gons, wedges, and other complex im
ages), all from a few simple commands.
While PCL 5 has filled the major
voids that until now have separated PCL
4 and Postscript so noticeably in desktop
publishing applications, HP claims that
its goal is not to incorporate all of Post
script's capabilities into PCL. Indeed ,
HP sells an Adobe PostScript cartridge
for its LaserJet III series of printers , and
the new Illsi offers an optional inte
grated PostScript.
HP recognizes that Postscript offers
powerful features and function s that are
not implemented even in PCL 5, such as
support for multiple colors, and drawing
support for Beziers and conic lines.
Moreover , for professional publi shing

Death
Taxes
Software Piracy

We can save you from one of them.

s

orry. Death we can't do anything about. As for
taxes, when you use our product you'll probably
wind up paying more. But software piracy:
there we offer some help . Our family of software
protection devices (dongles) have improved unit sales
for over 2,000 companies around the world.
Our products can be used in the MS-DOS,
OS/2 and Macintosh environments.
Build Your Own Custom Protection
Environment
Use our patented "dual
locking" ASIC chip as the
basic building platform .
Next, add options like: on
the-fly read/write memory,
write-once or multiple-write
locking codes, and encryp
tion shells. Then add your

own programming creativity to build a protection envi
ronment best suited to your product.
Users attach the device to their parallel port, and
programs won't run without it. Back-up copies, hard
disk and LAN operation are not interfered with.
Your Intellectual Property Belongs To
You
And if you don 't protect it, who will? Our
products offer the most equitable way to
protect your interests with
out sacrificing the rights of
your customers. Call us
today for information and
Fax 203-329-7428
demonstration
units.
BBS 203-329-7253
AppleLink'm D2379

Software Security
1011 High Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06905

203-329-8870

1-800-333-0407 ext.102
AUST RALIA 619 316 2873 • EUROPE 44 932 82 1230 • FIN LAND 358 0 505 33 55
ITALY 39 2 21 30 ·150 • Nf;THERL.\N DS 31 34 026 i7 77 • NOHll'AY 47 2 44 88 55
SWITZERLAND 41 1 34 l 9550 • UK 44 784 430 060 • USSR 71 70 50
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Figure 1: Commands begin

with an escape character and
conform to afive-parr
format .

PCL COMMAND FORMAT
Parameterized
character (33-47)

field
Il Value
(numeric)

I

--"'-*-J...---'-~#_J...-_R__,

.__E_s_c

Data
(optional)

Termination character
(64-94 or 97-122)

Escape
character (27)

Group character (96-126)

tasks , with PostScript's hardware-inde
pendent design , PostScr ipt-formatted
documents are more easily transferred to
other, higher-density printing devices ,
such as Linotronic printers. Neverthe
less, PCL 5 has addressed many of the
deficiencies that hindered many PCL 4
users . narrowing the gap between PCL
and Postscript.

cape sequences, I'll use Esc to represent
an escape character (ASCII 27); this
character could be sent to the printer
from , for example, a BASIC program
using the statement
PRINT CHR$(27) ;
Some PCL commands are two-charac
ter escape sequences, while most are
multiple-character parameterized escape
sequences. Two-character commands in
clude Printer Reset (EseE), Clear Hori
zontal Margins (Ese9), and Half-Line
Feed (Ese=). Notice how the character
following the escape character is print
able. All the PCL escape sequences use
printable characters, making it easier to
generate and debug PCL commands.

Command-Language Basics
The primary reference for PCL 5 is HP 's
PCL 5 Printer Language Technical Ref
erence Manual. I'll provide an overview
of the language to give you a taste of its
features and power. I'll also introduce
some of the concepts and terminology as
sociated with PCL 5.
In describing the PCL command esFigure 2: How PCL and

HPGL/2 view the page. PCL
addresses a logical page
that differs slightly from the
region ofthe physical page
011 which the printer can
place dots. HPGL/2 vector
graphics commands operate
in a rectangular frame
within the logical page and
obey HPGL/2 coordinates
within that frame.

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM
OF A PCL 5 PAGE
Picture frame anchor point

Esc(ID
r - 

where ID is the symbol set identification
number . The command to select the HP
Roman-8 symbol set (ID = 8U) would be
HPGU2
picture
frame
(se parate
coordinate
system)

--- ------ --- ------- ---

I

l
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Figure 1 illustrates the general, five
part format for parameterized PCL com
mands. An escape character is always the
first character of the sequence , inform
ing the printer that the characters to fol
low are part of a PCL command. It's fol
lowed first by a parameterized character
with a value between 33 and 47 (ASCII !
to /), which tells the printer this is a pa
rameterized command (as opposed to a
two-character command).
The next character , the group charac
ter, has a value between 96 and 126
(ASCII ' to- ). This, in conjunction with
the parameterized character, determines
the function group or type of function to
be performed.
The value field consists of one or more
numeric digits , specifying a value re
quired by the command. Depending on
the command, the value may be one of
a few spec ific choices available for the
command, or it may be a variable . It may
even be a signed value-possibly float
ing-point. If a value is not specified , it is
assumed to be zero.
The last character, the termination
character, is a value between 64 and 94
or between 97 and 122 (ASCII @to " or
a to z). It identifies the command param
eter to which the value applies, and it sig
nals the end of the escape sequence . Note
that some commands, such as the Trans
fer Raster Data command (for generating
raster graphics), require data after the
command escape sequence .
Some of the font-selection commands
differ from the general command format
outlined above in that they lack a group
character. For example, the Symbol Set
(primary) command format is

t

Printable area
Logical page
Physical page

Esc(8U
In some cases , you can combine PCL
commands, eliminating certain charac
ter redundancies. Basica lly , if the pa
ramete rized and group characters of
multiple commands are identical , the
commands can be combined. In that
case, only the first command in the se
quence requires the escape, parameter
ized, and group characters. In addition ,
only the termination character of the last
command in the sequence is in upper
case ; all other termination characters in
the sequence must be in lowercase .
For example, to rotate the printing di
rection 90 degrees , the escape sequence

I/OW llARVEV BECAME AN OFFICE NERO/

HARVE't FINALL't
REVEALS HIS SECRET
TO BETTER MORALE 
IT'S BETTER
EMPLO'tEE
SCHEDULING!

Who Works When • is a PC software pack 
age that helps you create employee
schedules better and faster than you can
w ith pencil and paper. Why not use the
power of your PC to make your tedious
scheduling chores easier?

Just because it's
powerful doesn't
mean It's compli
cated. Move between
easy-to-use screens
with just one key
stroke.
on-line
help too.

Time-Savina Feaful'e1:

11111111

...,.. create 20 departments and 26 shifts
..,.. to schedule up to 200 employees per
file.
_...... Select from Job Code, Station and
..,.. Team parameters to define your
staffing needs.
_...... Manually edit the on-screen schedule
.. to "fine tune" your assignments.
_...... Design work Patterns up to 16 weeks
..,.. long to track rotating shift and/ or
station assignments.
_...... Produce 1· to 6·week schedules and
.. carry them forward Indefinitely.
_...... Print 11 different schedules, reports
..,.. and lists to keep you informed and
your employees up to date.
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Harvey discovered what over a thousand hospitals, uni
versities. businesses, and government agencies already
know: Who works Wherr helps you better manage your
most valuable resource - your employees.

To ocdec, call toll·fcee '"'

we'll ship you Who works
When · Immediately. company
purchase orders (by fa x or mail>,
Visa, Mastercard and c.o.o.
orders gladly accepted. Only
5895.00 + 57.50 shipping &
handll ng charge.
~i

.

I

6~
~

Skeptical? then try before you
buy! Order Who works Wherr on

Call, fax , or write today and we'll
send you a free demo disk and
information packet.

"""~----

NEWPORT
SYSTEMS

P.O Box 3705
'
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PCL COMMANDS BY CATEGORY

Table 1: With these commands, programs (and users) control print j obs , define page characteristics , select and manage
fo111s, def ine macros, and-of course-produce images.
Job control commands

Font selection commands

Printer Reset
Number of Copies
Simplex/Duplex Print
Left Of fset Registration
Top Offset Registration
Duplex Page Side Selection
Job Separation

Symbol Set
Spacing
Pitch
Height
Style
Stroke Weight
Typeface Family
Orientation
Font Selection by ID
Select Default Font
Transparent Print Data
Underline

Page control commands
Page Size
Page Length
Paper Source
Logical Page Orientation
Print Direct ion
Left Margin
Right Margin
Clear Horizontal Margins
Top Margin
Text Length
Perforation Skip
Horizontal Motion Index
Vertical Motion Index
Line Spacing

Cursor positioning commands
Horizontal Cursor Posi tioning
(colum ns. decipoints. dots)
Vertical Cursor Positioning
(rows, decipoints, dots)
Half·Line Feed
Line Termination
Pu sh/Pop Cu rsor Position

Esc&a90P
is sent to the pri nter. To set the left ma r
gin to the eighth column, you would send
the escape sequence

Esc&a8 L
Similarly, to set the right margin to the
seventy-second column , you would send
the escape sequence

Esc&a72M
Since the para meteri zed and group char
ac ters (&a) are the sa me for these three
commands. the com mands can be com
bined as

Esc&a90p8L72M

PCL Concepts and Terminology
To use the PC L 5 command set effecti ve
ly, you need to understa nd how the print
er views the page (see fi g ure 2) . The
physical page is the actual piece of paper
o r oth er me dium th e im age is to be
printed on. The logica l page (or the PCL
addressable a rea) is the area in which the
PCL "cursor " can be positioned . The
PCL cursor posit ion is simply the posi
334
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Font management commands
Font ID
Font Control

Font creation commands
Font Descriptor
Character Code
Character Descriptor and Data

Rectangular area fill
graphics commands
Hori zontal Rectangle Size
(decipoints, dots)
Vertical Rectangle Size
(decipoints. dots)
A rea Fill ID
Fill Rectangul ar Area

Raster graphics commands
Raster Graphics Resoluti on
Raster Graphics Presentation Mode
Raster Height
Raster Width
Start Raster Graphics
Raster Y Offset
Set Comp ression Mode
Transfer Raster Data
End Raster Graphics

Troubleshooting commands
End·of·Line Wrap
Display Funct ions Mode

Macros
Macro ID
Macro Control

Print model commands
Source Transparency Mode
Pattern Transparency Mode
Area Fill ID
Select Current Pattern

tion on the logical page where the next
character is to be placed . The PCL cur
sor cannot move outside the bounds of
the logica l page .
The printable area is the a rea of the
physica l page in which the printer can
print a dot. Notice that the printable area
extends beyond the logica l page on the
sides, and the logica l page extends be
yond the printable a rea at the top and
bottom .
With the int roduction of HPGL/2 vec
tor-graphics support to PCL, the concept
of the picture fra me is also important.
The picture fra me is an area within the
bounds of the logica l page where HPGL/
2 vector graph ics ca n be placed. The size
and location of the pictu re fra me with in
the bounda ries of the logical page depend
on the location of the anchor poi nt of the
picture fra me. HPGL/2 employs its own
coord ina te sys te m wi thin th e pic tu re
frame .
The PCL coordinate system is defi ned
using Ca rtesian coordi nates . The (0 ,0)
point is at the intersection of the left logi
ca l page bound ary and the current top
margin . The positive x direction is then
to the right , and the positive y di rection is
down.
•
Depending on what you a re doi ng,

un its can be rows, columns, dots, or
decipoints. Since the printe r pr ints at
300 dots per inch, a dot equals 1/300
inch . Following the stand ard in the type
setting/printing industry , a PCL point is
\4 2 inch; a decipoint, then, is Yi opoi nt , or
1/720 inch . The colu mn width is deter
mined by the current hori zontal motion
index. Similarl y, the dista nce between
rows is defin ed by the current ve rtica l
motion index or the current lines-per
inch setting. In all cases , the un its are in
ternally converted to internal units; one
of these equa ls 117200 inch (which, of
course, is divi sible by both I /300 inch
a nd 1/720 inch).

A Sampler of PCL S Commands
PCL 5 has a robust command set, ac
counting fo r its high level of fun ctional
ity and versatil ity. The PCL comma nds
a re broken down into several functional
categories , shown in table I . Table 2 lists
the many HPGL/2 commands avai lable
for vector-graphics operations. I'll pre
sent exa mples of how some of the com
mands are used .
The job control comma nd s include
Printe r Reset and ot he r functions that are
used fo r selecting the number of copies
to print , controlling duplex (two-sided)
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HPGL/2 COMMANDS BY CATEGORY

Table 2: With powerful vector graphics now built in, PCL 5 's picrorial
prowess f ar surpasses that ofits predecessors.
Configuration/Status group

EMERSON MODELS
WATTAGE
UST
$NOW
MODEL 10 150Va
1411.
MODEL 20 300Va $199.
MODEL 30 500Va $299.
MODEL 40 BOOVa $539.
MODEL 50 1400Va $899.
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Default Values
Initialize
Input P1 and P2
Input Relative P1 and P2
In put Window
Advance Page
Rotate Coordinate System
Replot
Scale
Vector group

Arc Absolute
Arc Relat ive
Absolute Arc (three-point)
Circle
Plot Absolute
Pen Down
Polyline Encoded
Plot Relative
Pen Up
Relative Arc (three-point)

Character group

Alternate Font Definition
Character Fill Mode
Character Plot
Absolute Direction
Relative Direction
Define Label Terminator
Define Variable Text Path
Extra Space
Select Primary Font
Select Secondary Font
Label
LabelOrigin
Select Alternate Font
Scalable or Bitmap Fonts
Standard Font Definition
Absolute Character Size
Character Slant
Relati ve Character Size
Select Standard Font
Transparent Data
Line and flll attributes group

Polygon group

Edge Rectangle Absolute
Edge Polygon
Edge Rectangle Relative
Edge Wedge
Fill Polygon
Polygon Mode
Fill Rectangle Absolute
Fill Rectangle Relative
Fill Wedge

operation , and performing job sepa ra
tion . Only certain printer models can
handle duplex printing (e.g., the Laser
Jet IIID) and job separation (e.g., the La
serJet IIIsi). Job separation involves dis
placing one printed document slightly
from the previous one in the output tray
to simplify the separation of multiple
documents in the tray. HP recommends
sending th e Printer Reset comm a nd
(Es cE) to the printer at the beginning and
end of each print job, to ensure that the
printer settings are at a known (default)
state at the start of each print job.
The page control commands permit
the setting of parameters related to posi
tioning characters and symbols on the
page. These commands select the page
size, orientation , margins, print direc
tion , text spacing, and paper source (for
printers with multiple input trays, such
as the LaserJet IIIsi). The Print Direc
tion command is particularly interesting ;
it allows printing to occur at any 90-de
gree angle. PCL 5 printers can print text
at any angle using HPGL/2 commands.
The cursor positjoning commands, as
the name implies, are responsible for
positioning the printer's logica l cursor
where the next character is to be printed.

Anchor Corner
Fill Type
Line Attributes
Line Type
Pen Width
Raster Fill Definition
Symbol Mode
Select Pen
Screened Vectors
Transparency Mode
User Defined Line Type
Pen Width Unit Selection
The cursor can be positioned at any abso
lute location on the page (with the coordi
nate units specified in dots, decipoints,
or rows/column s), or it can be moved rel
ative to its current position . You accom
pl ish relative moves with the Half-Line
Feed command or common printer con
trol codes: carriage return , space, back
space, linefeed, form feed, and horizon
tal tab. This command group includes a
special command , Push/Pop Cursor Po
sition, which permits some powerful op
erations. It allows the current cursor po
sition to be saved and then restored later
(with up to 20 nested levels) . The BASIC
program in listing I uses this comma nd
to anchor angled text.
The font -selection commands permit
the selection of the symbol set, typeface,
character pitch, height, style, weight ,
orientation, and other characteristics of
the next font the printer is to use. The
program in listing I uses the Typeface
Selection , Spacing, Stroke Weight , and
Height commands to speci fy a bold ca l
able font with a large ( 18-point) size .
The fo nt management comma nds are
useful fo r deleting, saving, copyi ng, and
assigning ID numbers to soft (download
able) font s. The fo nt creation commands
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The Crop.
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UNDER THE HOOD

Listing 1: A PCL 5 sample program.

1 ' PCL 5 Sample Program
5 WIDTH "lptl:", 255
10 ESC$=CHR$(27)
20 LPRINT ESC$;"E";
25 LPRINT ESC$ ; 11 &aJOcJOR 11 ;
JO LPRINT ESC$; 11 (s4101T";
35 LPRINT ESC$;"(s1P";
40 LPRINT ESC$;"(sJB";
50 LPRINT ESC$; "(s18V";
60 LPRINT ESC$;"&a0P";
70 GOSUB 1000
80 LPRINT ESC$;"&a270P";
90 GOSUB 1000
100 LPRINT ESC$ ;" &a180P";
110 GOSUB 1000
120 LPRINT ESC$; "&a90P";
130 GOSUB 1000
140 LPRINT ESC$ ; "E";
150 GOTO 2000
1000 LPRINT ESC$;"&f0S";
1010 LPRINT "I Like BYTE!";
1020 LPRINT ESC$; "&flS";
1030 RETURN
2000 END

1
•
Reset Printer
·' position cursor near page center
: ' Typeface Selection (Times Roman)
· ' Spacing (proportional)
1
Stroke Weight (Bold)
•
· 'Height (18 Point)
·' Print Direction (0 Degrees)
1
•
print text line
·• Print Direction (270 Degrees)
:' print text line
·' Print Direct i on (180 Degrees)
1
•
print text l ine
·' Pr int Direction (90 Degrees)
1
•
print text line
1
Reset Printer
•
·' exit
1
•
Push Cursor Position (save cursor position)

·' Pop Cursor Position (restore cursor position)

create soft fonts in the printer.
PCL 5 supports user macros; that is,
you can assign a series of PCL com
mands to a single macro ID and store it in
the printer. By merely telling the printer
to execute the macro , you execute the en
tire series of commands. Macro defini
tion and execution are handled by the
macro commands.
The print model commands provide
another method for doing complex image
generation on the LaserJet. You can se
lect a shade of gray (including black or
white) or one of six patterns for printing
subsequent text and raster images. For
even greater flexibility , the pattern can
be projected onto a destination image
after being masked by a source image ;
special transparency modes provide an
even wider variety of printed outputs.
The rectangular-area-fill graphics
commands, as you might guess , let you
define rectangles and fill them in with a
gray shade or a pattern. Similarly, the
raster-graphics commands are responsi
ble for the generation of raster graph ics
on the printer. With these commands,
several controlling parameters can be set
for the raster-graphics operation, includ
ing the raster print area, orientation , res
olution, and compression mode. There is
also provision for downloading raster
graphics pixel images. The resolution
setting determines the size of the raster
pixel or "dot," and it can be set to 75 ,
100, 150, or 300 dpi . Each dot for the
lower resolutions consists of an array of
the printer' s standard 1/300-inch dot.
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PCL 5 supports three data compres
sion formats: run-length encoding, TIFF
revision 4.0, and delta row compression .
Using compressed data can noticeably
reduce the download time for graphics
images, but HP points out that it doesn't
reduce printer memory use. TIFF is a
popular graphics file format that Aldus
and its PageMaker software have made
famous. It is also now used by many
scanners and paint programs . The other
formats are described in HP's PCL docu
mentation .
Realizing that not all programmers
write perfect code the first time through
(I must be the rare exception), HP has in
cluded some troubleshooting commands
in PCL 5 to help debug printing prob
lems . The End-of-Line Wrap command
can tell the printer to wrap characters
around to the beginning of the next line if
they go past the right margin (where they
would otherwise normally be clipped , or
cut off). The Display Functions Mode
command forces all escape sequences
and control codes to be printed instead of
executed, letting you verify what PCL
commands are getting to the printer, and
in what order. There are two except ions:
A carriage-return control code causes the
printer to generate a carriage return and
linefeed , and the Printer Reset command
(EscE) is still executed (exiting the dis
play functions mode) .
A whole book could be written on the
HPGL/2 function s alone. This vector
graph ics command set ha s many ad
vanced functions, and using the HPGL/2

commands in a LaserJet can dramatical
ly reduce the graphics-image download
time over comparable PCL raster-image
downloading.
HPGL/2 commands let you generate a
wide variety of shapes , such as circles,
arcs, rectangles, wedges, and other poly
gons . HPGL/2 also allows versatile line
drawing , with varying angles and line
widths , and it even lets you print text at
any angle. It's a powerful command lan
guage in its own right-the predominant
vector-graphics language of choice in the
plotter world-and its adoption into the
PCL 5 definition makes an already-capa
ble PDL all the more powerful.
The commands in HPGL/2 don't have
the same escape-sequence format as the
standard PCL commands. Once HPGL/2
mode is entered, the printer interprets
incoming commands as HPGL/2 com
mands and cannot interpret PCL com
mands (except Printer Reset) . After you
return to PCL mode, the incoming com
mands are again interpreted as standard
PCL escape sequences.

Beefing Up the
Standard Office Printer
HP's PCL has come a long way since its
formal debut in 1984. With the addition
of scalable , rotatable font technology ,
the ability to change print direction, and
the incorporation of the robust HPGL/2
vector-graphics command set, PCL 5 has
seen vast improvements over industry
standard PCL 4 , established by the La
serJet II . Now that it contains much of the
functionality primarily sought after in
Postscript , PCL 5 has become a power
ful contender for use in desktop publish
ing applications. When combined with
HP's RET , PCL S' s sca lable fonts and
graphics images print with unprecedent
ed sharpness on a conventional 300-dpi
printer.
Since HP is a trendsetter in the laser
printer industry, it shouldn ' t be long
before most applications support the ex
panded capabilities of this enhanced lan
guage . Thanks in part to PCL 5, the
workhorse office printer is becoming a
much more capable beast. •
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Windows Prognmnning
for Everyone!

Use KnowledgePro to build fast, complete,
royalty-free Windows applications in record time.
Get started quickly with interactive design tools
and easy-to-learn commands.
Use KnowledgePro's rich, object-oriented (OOP)
language for rapid development capability and
low-level control.
Give your applications depth with hypertext and
hypermedia. Take advantage of built-in
w'
•
expert systems
technology to
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• J

create smart,
II iii
easy-to-use,
I !!!!!!!!!!. • ..J
state-of-the-art
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solutions.
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Use KnowledgePro's simple DDE commands to
write intelligent front-ends for Windows programs
like Excel, Word and Superbase.
Write your own DLL extensions to KnowledgePro
in low-level languages like C or C + +.
Shorten your development cycle, whether you use
the SDK or not.
Work smart. Ask your dealer for:

KnowledgePro®
...your door into
Windows3.0
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The Ultimate in
Hardware Based Copy Protection
Compatible

Flexible

Hardlock is designed for the "real world". Side effects
from printers, laptops and technical issues such as static and
true IBM printer port compatibility are virtually
non-existent.

Field programmability is now possible. Additionally our
optional Crypto Programmer board permits the Hardlock to
be uniquely programmed for your company.

Reliable

Space-Saving

Our unique ASIC (Appl ication Specific Integrated Circuit)
extends the Hardlock's operati ng range below 2 volts. Since
no idle current is required, there is no additional loading on
the printer. Electronically erasable memory requires no
battery.

Hardlock measures on ly 1.75". Three of our units fit in
approx imately the same space as only two others. Hardlock
with Memory may also be purchased on the smallest PC
board you've ever seen. Perfect for those who don't want
the device on the exterior of the computer.

Hardlock
Hardlock with (128 bytes) Memory
Hardlock with Memory on a Board

Hardlock ...
Not Hardluck

The Security System You 've Asked For.

~------------~

GLENCO
ENGINEERING INC.
SERVING THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY SINCE 1979

1-800-562-2543
Hardlock •s a lrademark
ol Fast Electronic GmbH
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SOFTWARE CORNER
BARRY NANCE

JUST FOR CHECKING UP
This is the first installme111 of a new
column in which we will present useful
programs and utilities at no charge (or as
shareware) for PC-compatible , Mac
intosh, and Unix systems. Source code
and executable versions (when offered) of
Software Corner programs are available
in a variety of formats. See page 5 for
details.

I

f you agree that the Novell _USER
LIST_ command is a little dry at
times , you ' ll like NETMAP . NET
MAP draws a colorful map of your
NetWare LAN . Each user is repre
sented by a push button on your screen .
You can use a mouse to click a push but
ton and reveal the user's Jog-in date and
time , along with some simple traffic
counts for that user's workstation : "Lost
Packets" (the number of times IPX re
ceived a packet it didn ' t know what to do
with) ; " Postponed AES " (the times IPX
could not process a rescheduled packet
event on time); " Listen ECBs" (the num
ber of event control blocks given to IPX ,
usually by NET3 , for receiving packets) ;
" Packets Sent" and "I nbound Pkts" (the
total counts of network message activ
ity) ; and "Can't Route" (the times IPX
couldn't find a route across the network
to deliver a packet).

NETMAP requires a PC-compatible
computer with EGA or VGA display , and
it uses a mouse if you have one . This soft
ware shows up to 100 connections (users)
on a VGA screen, but it has room for only
about 70 on an EGA screen .
If you don 't have a NetWare LAN , you
can still run NETMAP. If no network is
present , the program randomly creates
pretend users it can display.
NETMAP polls the network every 2
seconds , looking to see who might have
Jogged on or off. You ' ll see new push
buttons appear for the new users. People
who have logged off are represented by
bright blue, empty push buttons on the
screen. (Ask a friend to temporarily Jog
off the network while you watch the
screen.) Users show up as white push
buttons ; your file servers are cyan and
are in the center of the display . If you use
the Tab key, the currently highlighted
user is bright white and the current serv
er is red.

Three free programs
that monitor NetWare
LANs, Mac memory,
and UUCP connections

MAC/Tom Thompson

UNIX/ Ben

Programming Techniques
I used version 2.0 of the Turbo C com
piler to develop NETMAP. ln the source
code, you'll find lots of techniques and
coding strategies you can explore . The
management of the graphics display is
pretty simple; I draw push buttons
using the Borland Graphical Interface
in a pattern that starts near the center of
the screen . I reserved the center itself for
servers . Thex,y coordinates of each push
button are saved in an array so I can do
mouse hit-tests .
The network aspects of NETMAP are
a little more complicated. Every 2 sec
onds , the program gathers data on all the
current workstations and servers . It uses
the GetConnec tionl nformation()
NetWare function call to do this, and it
compares the data with what it saved
from the previous ca lls. NETMAP
shows the differences as either new users
or Jogged-out users (the blue, empty push
buttons) . When you click on a push but
ton , the program establishes an SPX con
nection with the other workstation and
issues a series of diagnostic requests.
NETMAP asks for only a small amount
of the diagnostic data that's available. If
you have the NetWare technical refer
ences handy, you can turn NETMAP
into a full-fledged diagnostic tool. •
Smith

Swatch Watches Your Memory

UUST ATUS Checks Connections

S

he freely available Unix utility uustatus uses the Curses vi
T
sual library routines to display the current status of active
UUCP connections . When a system spools files up for transfer,

watch 1.1 (short for "system watch") is an INIT/application
combo that monitors Macintosh memory usage. Scaled bars
represent the amount of memory each application uses; the sys
tem heap is also shown . Colors within each bar indicate that
memory blocks are either locked , relocatable , purgeable, or free .
The display is updated automatically as applications launch , quit,
and run . A magnifying glass function lets you zoom in to exam
ine a particular memory block, or zoom out to get the big picture
on memory use. Holding down the Option key while clicking on a
block gives its memory address.
These capabilities make Swatch a handy developer's tool. If
you 're tangling your heap because you 're forgetting to dispose of
memory you allocated , it'll show up on Swatch's display quickly.
This little jewel could have spared me a lot of grief with heap
management on an earlier Mac development project. Swatch was
written by Joe Holt.

uustatus displays the numberoffiles and number of tries. When
a connection becomes active, the display changes to show what
state it is in , and the log file for UUCP connections to that site
scrolls in at the bottom of the window . Here 's a sample screen
dump from uustatus :
SYSTEM

RETRY 10 FIL

uunet
maxx
infopro
ronin

idgeast
crsftd

0 1
2
I 3
2

LASTTRY
03/01
03/01
03101
03/01
03/01
03/01

05:56
13:58
14:50
13:34
12:12
07:31

NEXTTRY
03101
03/01
03/01
03/01
03101
03/01

16:56
15:58
14:50
16:34
16:12
20:31

STATUS 03/01 14:51
SUCCESSFUL
WRONG TIME TO CALL
TALKING
CALLERSCRIPT FAILED
SUCCESSFUL
SUCCESSFUL

Editor' s note: We solicit your contributions. If you've written a program or utility that you think others might find useful, let us
know. We 'fl pay $50 for any program we use. Write to Software Corner, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 03458.
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THE NEW MICRO-CAP Ill:
SO YOU CAN TEST-FLY
EVEN MORE MODELS.
It wasn't easy. But we did it. Made the
long-time best-selling IBM -K PC-based
interactive CAE tool even better.
'fake modeling power. We've significantly
expanded math expression capabilities to
permit comprehensive analog behavioral
modeling.And, beyond Gummel Poon BJT
and Level 3MOS, you're now ready for
nonlinear magnetics modeling. Even
MESFET modeling.
Analysis and simulation is faster, too.
Because the program ·s now in "C" and
assemblylanguage.That also means more
capacity- for simulating even larger
circuits.
As always, count on fast circuit crea
tion, thanks to window-based operation
and a schematic editor. Rapid, right-from
schematics analysis-AC, DC, fourier and
transient-via SPICE-like routines. The
ability to combine digital/analog circuit
simulations using integrated switch

Tm11sie11t analysis

Scbemnlic editor

models and parameterized macros.And
stepped component values that stream
line multiple-plot generation.
And don't forget MICRO-CAP Ill's
extended routine list-from impedance,
iyquist diagrams and BH plots to Monte
Carlo for statistical analysis of production
yield.The algebraic formula parsers for
plotting virtuallyany function. The support
for Hercules, CGA, MCGA, EGA and VGA dis
plays. Output for plotters and laser printers.
Cost? StiU only $1495. Evaluation ver
sions still only $150. Brochure and demo
disk still free for the asking. Call or write
for yours today. And see how easily youcan
get ideas up and flying.

--- ----------- - - - -- - ==-e~~-=-=~= ~= ==
Monte Carlo nnnlysis

Circle 292 on Inquiry Card.

1021 S. Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale CA 94086
(408) 738·4387
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PART2

THE AIX ALTERNATIVE

L

ast month , I discussed Wausau
Insurance's decision to hire my
company to rework our DOS
based insurance-rating applica
tion. Wausau wanted it to run as
an AIX-based client/server application
on IBM RISC System/6000 file servers,
with DOS clients and perhaps some Unix
clients. I immediately began a search for
the right network-support software and
narrowed the choice down to two prod
ucts from IBM: its version of Sun Micro
systems ' Network File System (NFS) and
AIX Access for DOS Users (AADU),
which is its version of Locus Comput
ing ' s PC Interface.
NFS took an early lead in the competi
tion , but I discovered several problems
with it, as I detailed last month. Specifi
cally, NFS's extra overhead makes it
slow, the IBM version lacks the lockd
daemon for file and record locking, and
there's no mechanism for mapping user
names and permissions across the net
work.
This month, I'll talk about AADU ,
and I'll let you know which product got
the nod and why. I'll also discuss a spe
cial Oracle interface we constructed that
saves both memory and money.

How AADU Works
AADU, like NFS, runs on top of TCP/
IP . On a Token Ring LAN , it consists of
two DOS device drivers. One imple
ments TCP/IP; the other establishes a
new letter for the network drive. You
don't designate the network-drive letter
for each workstation as you would with
NetWare's Map command, however.
DOS and AADU assign the next avail
able letter.
The network drive encompasses the
top-level directory structure of the Unix
host, including all its file systems: You'll
see typical Unix directories such as
\ USR, \ TMP, and \ LOST' UND.
The last one is AADU's way of repre
senting the ubiquitous Unix " lost+
ILLUSTRATION. PAU L SCHULENBER3 <l'l 1991

found" directory in terms of the more re
strictive DOS rules for filenames. The
udir utility in AADU lets you see both
the full AIX name and the mapped DOS
name.
To accomplish file redirection,
AADU uses the Internet Protocol and
User Datagram Protocol for LAN com
munications. IP routes the packets; UDP
provides simple process-to-process data
gram services on top of IP.
When an application (even COM
MAND.COM) issues a DOS request for
file or disk services, AADU snatches the
request away from DOS and shunts it
across the LAN to the Unix host. A back
ground process (daemon) on the host
fills the request by issuing the corre
sponding Unix system call and sends the
response back to the workstation.
These AADU packets, like other To
ken Ring frames, have specific source
and destination network addresses. Net
Ware, LAN Server, and NFS/AADU
can coexist on the same physical LAN,
but a workstation can see only one type
of server at a time . (I boot my own work
station with one of three CONFIG.SYS
files that load DOS and NetWare, OS/2
and NetWare, or DOS and AADU .)
Actually, two Unix daemons (pcimap
svr.ip and pciconsvr.ip) run on the
host, and these daemons spawn a third
daemon (pcidossvr.ip) for each work
station that performs the AADU log-in
sequence. The pcimapsvr. ip daemon
maintains site maps that identify all the
AADU servers on the LAN ; the AADU
log-in program uses the information to
list these servers so you can pick one.
You identify servers by host name and by
Internet address in the /etc / hosts AIX
file .
The pciconsvr.ip daemon periodi
cally broadcasts <host name> HERE mes
sages to let all pcimapsvr. ip daemons
know to include the host name in their
site maps. The pcidossvr. ip daemon
maintains a dialogue with the worksta

tion and executes Unix system calls on
behalf of that workstation. The host
transmits the results from these system
calls back to the AADU workstation, but
it appears to the workstation as though
DOS has performed the request. As you
would expect, AADU supports both
printer and file redirection.
This structure of Unix daemons and
DOS device drivers works well until a
DOS user forgets to use the AADU log
out program to end a session. If the DOS
machine reboots during a session (or if it
suffers a power failure or lockup) , pci
dossvr. ip remains running as a "zom
bie" Unix process. Only a supervisor
level (root) Unix log-in can kill it.
continued

A software developer
chooses between
NFS and AADU network·
support software
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MICROSOFT MS-DOS
ROM VERSION 3.22
'fh;'M iorosoft MS-DOS ROM Version 3.22 De~eloper's
Kit guarantees DOS compatibiJity for Aonabooks
customers' embedded sys~ems . This version ofDOS runs
out of ROM, and use only 15KofRAM. The Kit has all
the utilities you need to convert your disk-bas.e d target
system to its ROM-based final form , and inclu,de your
first ten production royalties. Additional licenses are
available.in any quantity. pcen,s ~~.~ i;nmit,own of J:>urchase 1,
Anbabooks ' Biosl(iis or PromKit. The 'MS-DO.S R0M
Version 3.22 D eveloper's Kit is $595.
.
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Each Unix file system, like each DOS
drive letter, has its own space-available
and space-used statistics. Since AADU
maps the entire Unix host as a single
DOS drive, you can get confusing and
conflicting reports from even a simple
DOS DIR command . In the E: \ TMP sub
directory, for example, you might see the
following message:
8,000,000bytesfree

Mietosot'l and MS-DOS ROM Vtrsioil 3.22 :J1C 1'radom ork.~ of Microsof1 Corpomli()ll.

But in the E: \ USR subdirectory , you 'II
see a different report. This is disconce1 i 
ing, but if AADU were to map each Unix
file system as a separate network drive,
the result might be even more confusing
and difficult to follow.

Locks Supported

Anna books

~
~

12145 Alta Carmel Ct., Suite 250
San Diego, C A 92128

FAX 619-592-0061

Money-back guarantee

Now Shipping Version 2.1 !

EasyPlot™
the ultimate plotting package
I

AADU supports DOS file and record
locking- something that's lacking in
IBM 's NFS. This was a sore point for me
when evaluating NFS , and I was pre
pared to add my own record-locking
scheme on top of NFS by writing a cus
tom Unix daemon.
With AADU, I wouldn't have to, al
though there are administrative head
aches associated with record locking.
The pcidossvr.ip daemon uses Unix
shared memory to keep track of record
locks , and a DOS workstation that re
boots or crashes with outstanding locks
leaves those shared-memory entries in
tact. To free the locks , all AADU users
have to log off and the supervisor has to
use the AADU sharectl utility to clean
up shared memory. I would face this
COMPANY

INFORMATION

IBM Cor p .

Old Orchard Rd .
Armon k, NY 10504
(800) 426-2468
(914) 765- 1900
Circle 1146 on Inquiry Card .

Lightning fast graphics, powerful data analysis.
An indispensible tool for handling technical data.
Call J-800-833-1511 or write for your

Free Working Demo
Originally developed al MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Runs on PCs with
EGA, VGA, or Hercules graph.ics. Suppons color printing and EMS
memory. Mou c optional Price: $349. Dealer ioquir;ies welcome.
~
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6 Peny St, Suite 2, Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 739.1s11 . FAx: (617) 739-4836

Circle 383 on Inquiry Card.

Locus Computing Corp.
9800 La Cienega Blvd .
Inglewood CA 90301
(213) 670-6500
fax: (2 13) 670-2980
Circle 1147 on Inquiry Card.
Oracle Corp.
20 Davis Dr.
Belmont, CA 94002
(800) 345-3267
(415) 598-8000
fax : (4 15) 595-0630
Circle 1148 on Inquiry Card.

Printer Sharing Solutions
5 or 10 Ports
* Reliable Automatic Switching

* Easy to Install and Use
* No PC RAM Memory Required
* Toll-Free Technical Support

* 45-Day Money-Back Guarantee

.,
llRlllll

~

-

HWP
HWP-256
HWP-512
HWP-1000

5 Ports
with 256KB
with 512KB
with 1MB

$325
$375
$425

User Upgradable Memory:
From 256KB to 16MB buffer
Input/Output Settings - 4/1 or 3/2:
All parallel ports; user configurable as
either three inputs to two outputs, or four
inputs to one output, buffered auto-switch
Rapid Data Transfer - 100,000 cps:
The HWP uses Direct Memory Access
(OMA) for data transfers into the buffer,
making the HWP hardware capable of
receiving parallel data at the high rate of
100,000 characters per second.
Pop-up Menu or Front Panel Buttons:
Use either the pop-up menu or the front
panel switches to select printers, select
the next available printer, send multiple
copies, clear data, and other functions.

AS-41

The SL is the peripheral sharing solution
which enables everyone to share lasers,
printers, plotters, and modems. The HWP
1s ideally suited for sending large graphics
files, but is economical enough for any
kind of printing within a small workgroup.
Greater access by more users reduces
unproductive idle time and the expense of
purchasing additional peripherals. With a
buffer, all users can simultaneously send
print data and quickly release their PCs to
continue working.

5Ports $200

Smart Switch - No Pop-up or Buffer:
Four parallel inputs to one parallel output,
electronic automatic switch with no buffer

SPPS

Save Money by Sharing
Office Resources:

(not shown)

$100

Interface Converter - No Buffer
Combination serial-to-parallel, or
parallel-to-serial interface converter in a
single unit; low-power CMOS design
derives power from serial connection, no
power supply needed; supports 9,600 to
115,200 bps, DIP switch configurable

We are the world's largest manufacturer
of buffered data switches for PCs which
assures your getting the best value and
highest performance from our products.

Call For More Information

(800) 345-2356
Fax (503) 585-4505
Buffalo Products, Inc.
2805 19th St. SE, Salem, OR 97302·1520
Circle 399 on Inquiry Card.

SL orSLP

10 Ports

SL or SLP-256 with 256KB
SL or SLP-512 with 512KB
SL or SLP-1000 with 1MB

$495
$575
$675

Two Configurations - Ten Ports Each:
SL - four parallel and six serial ports
SLP- eight parallel and two serial ports
Both include 15 ft. serial null-modem cable
User Upgradable Memory:
From 256KB to 4MB buffer
Any Combination of Printers or PCs:
All ten SL or SLP ports can be software
configured as either input or output.
Automatically Routes and Buffers Data:
Automatic switching and queuing of jobs;
automatically converts data from
parallel-to-serial or serial-to-parallel
115,200 bps PC-to-PC File Transfers:
Transfer filesserially between PCs up to
115,200 bps; buffer serial data to the SL
several times faster than normal 9,600 bps
Pop-up Menu via Hotkeys or Mouse:
Keyboard selection of printers and many
other control functions ; pop-up is for
convenience, but is not required
Simple Installation:
Plug in your cables; if desired, run the
installation software for the pop-up menu
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same situation as a design issue if I de
cided to write a record-locking daemon
for NFS .
To my surprise , I also found that
AADU doesn't support Machine Name ,
a common feature of most networks . Ma
chine Name is supposed to be available
through a standard DOS call, function
5EOO hexadecimal. Because our applica
tion uses the first two characters of Ma
chine Name to uniquely identify each

B e aware that
each AADU DOS
device driver
contains a serial
number and is
copy protected.

CONTROL UP TO 96 PC
FILE SERVERS WITH 1 KEYBOARD
AND MONITOR USING ...

COMMANDER
by cybe><

• No external power

• Mouse support available

• "One-Touch" selection

• TIL (MOA, CGA, EGA)
up to 600 feet away

•Mix PC, PC/XT, PC/AT
end PS/2
• " AutoBoot" Feature
boots attached
computers without
operator intervention
after power failure
• Shows PC power status

• VGA up to 400 feet
• Each unit accommodates
from 2 to 8 PCs
• Up to 1 2 units can
be cascaded
• Mounting kit available
for 19" rack installation

O..ler Program Anilable

Cybex Corporation
28~

Bob Weloce Ave . • HllltSVille, Al 35805
(205] 534-0011 • FAX (205] 534-0010
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Circle 89 on Inqu iry Card .

user, I had to write a small (800-byte)
TSR program to add this support to
AADU . This was annoying, but certain
ly not fatal. IBM or Locus should correct
this oversight.
For security, AADU relies on stan
dard Unix protections. You use the
AADU log-in program , which prompts
you for a Unix account ID and password,
to gain access to the network drive. (The
supervisor must add each AADU user to
the Unix system.) The supervisor can
deny any user read or write access to files
and directories on the Unix host through
the standard Unix permission mask s.
Speaking of security, be aware that
each AADU DOS device driver contains
a seria l number and is therefore copy
protected . Don't take the first disk and
make copies for all the users , as I did.
You'll have to recall all the disks and
make new ones, one at a time, from each
individual distribution disk .

AADU Measures Up
Memory usage and performance are al
ways big concerns on a network, and
AADU did well in both of these areas.
The AADU device drivers use about 60K
bytes of RAM , compared to about 90K
bytes for NFS . Our application runs as
quickly using AADU on a RISC Sys
tem/6000 PowerServer 320 as it does

HANDS ON/ NETWORKS

using NetWare on a 33-MHz 386 server.
This tipped the scales between NFS and
AADU , and , if you haven't guessed by
now , we chose AADU over NFS .
A few other features helped to make
AADU the favorite. The software in
cludes a set of utilities for starting and
monitoring Unix software from the DOS
environment. It even comes with a C pro
gramming interface that lets you embed
host-control functions in your software.
You can manipulate AADU , execute

Unix programs , and perform DOS/Unix
interprocess communications involving
message queues and semaphores.
What if you want users to be able to
run Unix software and DOS software?
No problem; AADU provides two termi
nal emulators (i.e., VTIOO and VT220)
that work across the LAN through a vir
tual serial link . You can easily hop back
and forth between a DOS prompt and a
Unix prompt. However, you can ' t hot
key between the two .

The Fastest
SmallBusiness
LAN Is
Invisible.

Oracle Innovations
We're using Oracle 6.0 on the RISC Sys
tem/6000 to store much of our data in re
lational form . The front-end application
(a DOS program that resides on each
workstation) issues Structured Query
Language statements to retrieve the data;
a series of DOS programs on the work
station then do the processing and issue
SQL statements to store the results.
One way to get the SQL statements and
data across the LAN to Oracle on the
RISC System/6000 is to use Oracle's
SQL*Net software on each work station .
SQL*Net makes it look as if Oracle is
running on the workstation by redirect
ing data to and from the host. Unfortu
nately , SQL*Net takes up extra memory
underneath the application, and Oracle 's
per-work station licensing is expensive if
you have many workstations .
We passed over SQL*Net and devel
oped a homegrown link (a queue) be
tween the DOS machine and the Unix
host. Through this link we pass data
records in both directions. We issue the
actual SQL statements directly to Oracle
with a C program on the RISC System/
6000; the C program responds to entries
we place in our queue . This approach
leaves us with enough memory to run our
application , and it saves the cost of about
100 copies of SQL*Net.

Unix and DOS Get Closer and Closer

As it should be. ALAN's 1110111ent of
L111Lh is its ability Lo access data fast while
remaining invisible, easy to u c. And it
should take up linle. if any, of your DO
memory. So there'll be plenty available for
processing tasks.
With speed in mind, we designed
new super-swift Net/30 2.0 software. How
fa t is it? At least 30%faster than our nearest
competitor. And about 60>/o faster than the
rest of d1e pack.
To help you squeeze more from your
DOS memory, we were first to introduce
expanded memory support. And we're still
the only network offering expanded memory
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managers as pan of the operating system.
TI1is lets you load d1e network plus your
TSR programs outside conventional
memory. In faa ,you can aaually add
to the 640K DO memory capacity.
111e lnvi ible Networkn 1 comes
complete with hardware and software.
And all the tomorrow-minded features
come ·tanckird. For more infom1ation,
call 415-570-5967, or Fax 415-57o-Ool7.
lnn:iil>lcSof1w:in.'. Inc ,JMZOiess Driw. F<NcrCit)'.C·\ IJ.tm.1
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Circle 159 on Inquiry Card.

As this column went to press , IBM an
nounced that it has become a reseller of
Novell 's NetWare products, Novell has
announced that it will soon have a ver
sion of NetWare that runs under AIX on
the RISC System / 6000 , and IBM is
working on a version ofOS/2-as yet un
announced , but I ' ve seen it-for the
RISC System/6000. Also, Locus Com
puting should be shipping PC Interface
for the Mac by the time you read this.
We don 't think we 'II change our minds
about using AADU as our network sup
port software, but it is comforting to
know that LAN vendors are offering a
wider and wider range of solutions for
DOS/Unix connectivity. •

Barry Nan ce does R&D and technical
support work for Insurance Software Sys
tems, a software development company
in Hartford, Connecticut. He is also the
author of Network Programming in C
(Que Publishing , 1990) and is the IBM
Exchange editor on B/X, where you can
reach him as "barryn. "
Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor , BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill • Lane, Peterborough , NH
03458.

The Multiuser DOS Platform
For The '90s
The 386 and now the 486 microprocessors have
focused a lot of attention on the multiuser, multi
tasking possibilities of advanced PCs. A myriad of
software and hardware manufacturers are promis
ing a new age of multiuser options in the '90s.
But when you take a closer look, only one solu
tion focuses on the features you want and antici
pates the capabilities you need to use your PCs to
their greatest potential. That solution is PC-MOS™
from The Software Link, the first DOS-compatible,
multiuser, multitasking operating system.

GATEWAY™ to Novell 's NetWare®. This connectiv
ity lets a business configure its automation systems
for departmental efficiency and expand affordably
as needs grow with LANs or even WANs.

A Network Alternative
The advantage to the PC-MOS shared processing
solution is its ability to maximize the available
memory on your PC, taking full advantage of ex
tended memory and sharing it with up to 25 users
on inexpensive terminals or monitors. You can
share data with the same speed and integrity of a
network solution without the expense of network
cards and the waste of under-utilized PCs. And no
additional investment is required to get the multi
tasking capabilities inherent in PC-MOS.

An Unbeatable Solution
The next decade of shared processing will be
clouded with choices. Only one operating system
was first to offer you DOS-compatible, multiuser,
multitasking solutions. Only one operating system
continues to provide unbeatable multiuser solu
tions for over 150,000 users. PC-MOS from The
Software Link. Call today and set your computing
sights on a more productive horizon.

A Network Enhancer
For affordable network expansion, PC-MOS
servers can be connected to other servers with
The Software Link's LANLink or with the PC-MOS
PC·MOS ;5 a trademark of The Software Link. All other products referenced are

trademarks of !heir respective companies. Prices , policles and specilications subject
to change wilhout no1ice.

DOS Compatible
The PC-MOS alternative is clear: DOS compati
bility means your users can continue to use all the
popular &oftware packages. And that means no
investment loss , no retraining and no limitations
in available applications.

THE SOFTWARE LINK
1-800-766-LINK
3577 Parkway Lane, Norcross, GA 30092
(404) 448-5465 FAX: (404) 263-6474 TELEX: 4996147 SWLINK

VARS and RESELLERS:
Ask about our Sales Support Program
GSA Schedule/GSOOK 90 AGS6448

TOSHIBA

~~ NO'VE
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Pick Our Brains. ,
. \\~ AshtonTa.te

WORDST@·
1'(rt:il-m10\\I .

rJ

Product support for your IBM or
compatible.
CompuServe, the world's largest
network of people with personal
computers, is also the world's largest
network of people with answers to
your hardware and software questions.
Brains abound on CompuServe.
You'll find quick solutions and infor
mation from our thousands of forum

members,
some of whom have
already had your problem,
some of whom are the product devel
opers themselves. Company decision
makers are online, too, discussing the
next generation of products, and giving
CompuServe members software
updates before they hit the market.
Circle 72 on Inquiry Card.

Got a question? Got a problem?
Get smart. And get some answers,
from the many minds of CompuServe.
To join, see your computer dealer.
To order direct, or for more informa
tion, call us today.

CompuServe
800 848-8199

BEYOND DOS
MARTIN
HELLER

WINDOWS MEETS
indows3.0, Microsoft says, is
revolutionary. Hype? Yes , of
course . It's really an evolu
tionary improvement over
Windows 2 .0 . But still, Win
dows 3.0 is good enough to move the
graphical user interface (GUI) into the
mainstream of the many-forked IBM
compatible personal computing river.
One of the striking things that Win
dows 3 .0 has done is to open up the PC to
Al applications. There are two good
technical reasons why this should hap
pen . First, Windows 3.0 's protected
mode operation gives AI applications the
memory they require to run efficiently.
Equally important , Windows provides
the GUI that AI applications need to be
usable by mere mortals.
A funny thing happens to Al environ
ments on the way to Windows: They be
come general-purpose development envi
ronments. They still have their expert
system heritage in there somewhere, but
it gets bundled with other good stuff like
object hierarchies and interprocess com
munication .
According to a good book on the sub
ject, Edmund Payne and Robert McAr
thur's Expert Systems (John Wiley &
Sons, 1990) , that trend isn 't unique to
Windows programs. The expert-system
she IIs of I 0 years ago have grown up into
hybrid systems. These days , a "real "
shell is an integrated set of tools that pro
vides facilities for building a knowledge
base as well as support for various AI
paradigms.
Payne and McArthur cite editors , in
terface-building tools, debuggers , and an
open architecture as the four necessa ry
facilities. They list rules, frames (or
classes), inheritance , graphics, truth
maintenance , alternative views, external
language calls and an external program
interface as the usual paradigms that
need support. They discuss examples
using Knowledge Engineering Environ
ment (KEE), Knowledge Base Manage-
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ment System (KBMS), GoldWork s, Nex
pert, Level5 , and Advanced Debugging
System (ADS) , along with their own
software, Entrypaq .

Kappa PC
KEE is an interesting example. It runs on
Lisp machines from Symbolic s a nd
Texas Instruments, Hewlett-Packa rd and
Sun workstations, and Macs or 386 PCs
with TI Explorer boards . The HP version
costs about $30,000.
IntelliCorp , the maker of KEE , also
has a line of C-based applications devel
opment and deployment environments:
Pro-Kappa , which runs on workstations,
and Kappa PC , which runs on Windows.

Al applications benefit
from the memory
and interface features
of Windows

AI
Kappa PC costs $3500, and run-time li
censes are $450.
Several years ago , I built a prototype
expert system for diagnosing the cause of
failures in metals and alloys. My work
was based on the Failure Analysis volume
of the Metals Handbook , and I used
Level5 on a PC . At that time, Levels was
purely a rule-based system ; now , I un
derstand, it has frames as well. It was a
lot of work implementing my failure
analysis system using unstructured facts.
The knowledge base is full of rules that
assert obvious things like the following:
RULE ferrous materials 2
IF material IS carbon steel
THEN material is ferrous
AND material type is alloy
When I started to convert my LevelS
implementation to Kappa PC , I di scov
ered that more than half the rules could
be replaced by an object hierarchy that I
si mpl y drew in Kappa PC . Instead of
having to assert facts about material clas
sification with rules , I was able to build a
classification tree . The rule above was
replaced by making carbon steel a child
of ferrous materials a nd setting carbon
steel's material type slot to alloy (as op
posed to metal) .
This technique is a major improve
ment . Intell iCorp says that the diagram is
the progra m. While that is a gross exag
geration , it has more than a grain of
truth .
In addition to rules , frames, and in
heritance , Kappa PC supports object
methods, procedural programming with
the KAL language , Dynamic Data Ex
change (DOE) , active graphical images,
and a C language interface . The level of
integration is very , very high . Rules ca n
look at s lot s , which can refere nc e
objects , which can invoke methods, and
the mu sic goes round and round . My big
gest problem in lea rning to use thi s
package was that so many paradigms are
JUNE 1991 • BYTE
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supported: It took me a while (and some
telephone support) to get a feel for which
piece of the puzzle went where.
In the course of talking to other users,
I discovered that Kappa PC was devel
oped as a thesis research project in the
MIT civil engineering department. The
student who developed it (Fadi Che
hayeb) went on to form his own com
pany , MegaKnowledge, and finally sold
the product to IntelliCorp , which made
substantial improvements.
The MIT civil engineering depart
ment continues to use Kappa PC as well
as KEE. According to Prof. Robert Log
cher, the department gets far more use
out of Kappa PC because it is an easier
development environment than KEE
and certainly a lot less Lisp-oriented.
Currently , Logcher is using Kappa PC to
develop a construction manager adviser
for Shimizu.
Fascinating stuff, this. Logcher's sys
tem picks up where the Program Evalua
tion and Review Technique and critical
path method scheduling systems leave
off. Instead of telling you that delays
have slipped your schedule, the system
figures out how to recover from the de
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lays and restore the original schedule
most efficiently, by shifting resources
and allocating overtime. The develop
ment of the system was fairly smooth
with Kappa PC. Logcher's team had no
trouble writing its own C programs to ex
pand the capabiIities of Kappa PC and no
trouble interfacing to construction data
indBASE .
Across the Charles River, Dr. Chris
Cimino at Massachusetts General Hospi
tal has been developing a unified med
ical -language system-an integrated
query workstation for accessing biblio
graphic data on MEDLINE and drug
data on the Physicians' Desk Reference
CD-ROM-using Kappa PC as a devel
opment environment. When MGH was
looking for an environment some 18
months ago, the alternatives weren ' t any
where near as flexible as Kappa PC-and
Cimino's development group has added
lots of C modules, as well as making ex
tensive use of Kappa PC 's object hier
archy and user interface paradigm s.
Interestingly enough, Cimino says he
has yet to write a rule in almost two years
of working with Kappa PC , although he
expects to use ru les for parsing natural-

1991

language queries.
I can recommend Kappa PC for seri
ous R&D projects, but I'd caution you
that there's a steep learning curve-it's
right up there with learning to read Chi
nese or learning to program Windows in
C. (By the way, learni ng to read Chinese
isn't impossible-I've done it. It does,
however, require you to learn new para
digms and acquire hundreds or thou
sands of characters .) On the other hand,
once you understand Kappa PC , you'll
find that it's a solid , high-level tool with
more than enough depth for big projects .
It is an open architecture . You won't find
any real walls.

KnowledgePro for Windows
Of course, not everybody can justify
$3500 for a development environment,
especially with run-time fees tacked on.
IntelliCorp does have a "gateway" pro
gram that allows consultants to use Kap
pa PC for six months before paying for it.
But for $695 (with no run-time fees),
KnowledgePro Windows (KPWIN) from
Knowledge Garden look s like a bargain
by comparison.
While KPWIN doesn't support all the
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Graphical User Interface CLEARING HOUSE
Specializing in products for Microsoft Windows and OS/2 graphica l environments

WINDOWS
APPLICATIONS

1-800-522-4624

Development Tools
ACTOR 3.1Professional ......... ...... . NEW
ADEPT Expert Application Builder....... 595
Black ICE (Pro Icon Editor) ............... 149
Borland C++ ... .. ............. .......................339
BorlandObjec!Vision .. .. ......................... 99
Borland Turbo PascaVWindows ..........199
Bridge 2.0 Tool Kit ............................... 629
C·TRIEVEiWindows (Coromandel) ..... 349
C++Niews..................... ..
............ .. 469
CASE:W3.0 ........................................ 459
CASE:WCorporate Edition ...............895
Graphics Server SDK...........................379
Knowledge Pro Windmvs ...... ...... ......... 629
Lasert alk PC.......... .. .. ...........................309
Microsott SDK tor Windows 3.0 ...........349
Multiscope for Windows 3 ................ 299
ObjectGraphics (WhiteWater)...............call
Personal Case ..................................... 179
PowerlibW... .....
......................265
ProtoView........................ ......... .. .... .. .. .595
ProtoGen.............................................. 409
Pubtech BatchWorks .. .. ...................... ...89
Sma/ITalk V/Windows......... ............... 369
SpeedEdit for Windows..................... 255
Too!Box (Drover) ......... .. ....................... 249
The Whitewater Resource Toolkit ........call
WindowsMAKER (Candlelight) .......... 695
WindowsMAKERProfessional ...... NEW
WinTrieve ..........................
.. ...........call
VZ Programmer/Windows .. ............... 535
Zortech C++ Compiler.
............ .....179
Database/Forms
Access SOL (SPI) .... ..........................1279
Chart Builder for Superbase ................ 169
dBFasl/Windows ..................................309
ERwin................................ ..... ............ 729
FormWorx FormsPublisher ................ 199
INTEGRA SOL (Coromandel)............. 609
Je!Form.....................................
.... 399
MARVIN Image Database ................ 2395
Omnis 5/Windows ...............................759
PerForm Pro..........................................call
O+Ever 2.5, single user .................. .... t39
Superbase 2ver 1.2.............................249
Superbase 4 ver 1.2............................. 469
Thinx ....
.. ..............399
Engineeri ng/Planning
ABC Flowcharter (Roykore) ................. 199
Braincel (Neural Net) ......................... 229
Design/IDEF.......... .............................2795
DesignView .... ............ ........ .. .......... .. .... 749
DRAFIX Windows CAD .... .. .................459
MathType ............................................ 199
MetaDesign, diagramming tool............ 329
Milestones. Etc (Kidasa) ..................... 139
Project lor Windows ...... ....................... 469

International , call (203) 426·4624
Monday - Friday 9:00am to 8:00pm EST

GUI Clearing House is the only national reseller specializing
exclusively in Windows and OS/2 Presentation Manager
This specialization is necessary in order to
environments.
properly serve you, our customer, in this rapidly evolving market.
Our goal is to provide you with the finest customer service
in the industry and to ensure that the products you select
are the correct ones for your application.
When you call GUI Clearing House, you will be greeted by one of
our friendly, knowledgeable sales staff who will take the time to
talk with you to understand your specific requirements. To further
assist you, we maintain a staff of technical consultants available
to answer in-depth technical questions on products; and to help
customers in identifying applications to meet their needs.
Please Note: The applications listed in this ad represent only a
small sample of the Windows and OS/2 Presentation Manager
products available through GUI Clearing House. Call us for
pricing on any Windows or OS/2application. We 'll promptly
get pricing and availability for you. CALL TODAY!
PUMP-FLO, pump analysis ................. 179
RFFlow, flowchartin g .........
... .. ... ...119
SPACETEK:Facility Planner ................ call
Topdown Project Planner (Ajida) .........249
Connectivity
Business Session for Windows ............ 269
cc:MAIL for Windows ...........................449
DaVinci eMAIL for Windows ...... .........959
DaVinci eMAIL 8 User................. ......... 339
DynaComm (Windows) .. ........... .. ........259
DynaComm Elite.........
.. ... 399
EXTRA! for Windows .........................379
Faxit! for Windows................................ t79
MicroPhone 11....
.. ....... 259
Net Magic (US version) ......................609
Network Courier
........... CALL
Remotely Possible .......................... NEW
TERM for Windows................. .. ...... t79
Windows Workstation .......................559
WinComm ........
.. ......... ...139
WinTerm ..
.. ............................409
General/Productivlty/Utlllties
Adobe Type Manager ............... .............59
Asymetrix Toolbook...................... ... ..... 309
BeckerTools2.0
................. ....119
Distinct Back-up
........... 119
Fi/eShuttleXPRESS
........ 129
Fife FIX.
... 119
HP New Wave
....139
lceWorks .
.......... 79
Icon Pak 11 .....
.... .. .. 89
Intermission...... ....... ....................... ....42
More Windows ..
.. .. 89
PackRat 3.0............
.......299
PackRat Network (3 User) ...................579
Personal Librarian................................859
PLUS for Windows (Spinnaker) ......... 179
Publisher's Powerpak ......
............69
PubTech File Organizer...
...... ...159

PubTech Text Editor...... ........... .......... 69
SmarText (Samna) .. ............................409
Straight Line .................... ........ ............ 89
Whiskers ....................
........ 29
WideAngle/Windows........
...... 99
Windows/On The World .................. ..... 409
Windows Shopper's Guide ............ ..... 16
»HOT NEW PRODUCTS«
Black ICE...........................................149
Braincel .............................................229
File Shuttle XPRESS ......
...129
Remotely Possible ................. .........call
VentanaDRAW
.149
Publishing/Graphics
Adonis Clip·Art Window Shopper. .... 42
Aldus PageMaker
..499
Archetype DESIGNER ...
... 795
Arts &Letters Graphics Editor ............509
CA Crickel Graph v1 .3
.. 159
CA Cricket Presents...... ........... .........349
Corel DRAW! 2.0 ........... ..... ......
...399
DoDOT! (screen capture/conven)........ 139
Image-In Full Pak ...............................679
lmage·ln Scan & Paint ......
........... 139
Image Prep.......................... ........ .. ......269
Import lor Windows .. .....
.......... 259
lnstantORGcharting........... ..... ....... NEW
Micrografx Charisma ............................ 349
Microgra fx Designer 3.01 .....................469
Microsoft Office !or Windows .............. call
Picture Publisher
......... 489
PowerPoint for Windows
..... 335
Publisher'sPaintBrush..................... NEW
PubTech Multi-Tack .....
.......... 139
Scrapbook+ 2.1 (Eikon} ..................... 129
Ventura Gold Series for Windows........559
WordScan Plus (Calera) .................... 795

PM APPLICATIONS
Active Life for OS/2.............................. 139
Aldus PageMaker for OS/2.................. 579
Asymetrix Too/Book forOS/2........ NEW
CASE:PM for C or C++ .................... 1875
CASE:PM for MicroFocus Cobol .. ..... 2375
ChipChat (Cawthon) ......................... .. 279
Collage PM ......................................... 179
Corel Draw! for OS/2 ..........................call
DeScribe ...................................... ...... .. 529
Excel for OS/2 .................................. .. 349
FeeLance for OS/2..
.. ... ..... 499
HyperACCESSl5forOSl2................... 169
Lolus1·2·3/G. .................................... 579
Micrografx Designer.
...... 509
Multiscope forOS/2.. ......................... 349
Nexpert Object, PM Runtime............... 929
Object-1/PM(MDBS)........................... 895
OS/2 PM Softset (Microsofl) ... ............. 129
OS/2 PM Toolkit (Microsott) ............ .... 409
PackRat for PM ................................... 339
PackRat PM Network (3 User)............ 579
Perspective for OS/2 ........................ 259
O+E/PM ver 2.5
................. 139
Relish.... ..................... .... ..................... 139
RT-Graphcs (FSI) ............................... 959
Sma/ITa/k/VPM...... .....
...... ...... ... 339
SpeedEdil for OS/2.......
....... 255
SpeedEdit for PM............................... 255
Sytos Plus/PM (Sytron) ....................... 259
VZProgrammerlPM........... .............. 1225
WideAngle for PM.............................. 119
Wingz.............................. ..................... 359
WordforOS/2 ............................. ........ call
WordPerfect 5.0 for OS/2.................... 339
WinPROIPM (Xian).............................. 379
Zortech C++ OS/2 Compiler Option .... 139

HARDWARE,

CUI Clearing House offers a fr ill line
1!/ftmrlware items selected rna11g111e111
rite Windo11•s. Presemation Manager.
and M11/tiMedia based platforms. If
you da1i"1 see a pmtirnlar item . just
as/.:.. .. .we will promptly ohtain pricing
and amilah!ity for )Yl/ I. Call 11s
TODAY.'

PAYMENT - Vi sa. Mn sl&rCard, Din ers Club and Cnrto Blnnche ;:iccep ted. Pcrson cil and company chticks accepted. Please allow 2 wocks lo r procc.-r.r;rng. Corpomlo 11nd 1n slitullonal purchase
1

etc.

Image Scanners
Logitech ScanMan 256/PC·AT............ 329
Microtek scanners ...........
....... call
Boards
ATI 8514/Ultra 512K........................... 489
ATl8514/Ullra t MB ....................... .... 659
ATI 8514/Ullra+VGA 512K .................. 579
ATI 8514/Ullra+VGA 1MB ................. .. 759
Squeegee Graphics Adapter............. NEW
Intel SatisFAXtion board....................... call
MuftlMedla Products
Guide 3 (Owl lnt'I)................................ 439
lconAuthor(AimTech) ......
.......... call
SuperVideoWindows .......................... 599
VideolinX:FRAMEBUFFER.............. 1119
Erasable Oplical Drives .. .....................call
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paradigms and facilities of a full hybrid
expert-system development environment
such as Kappa PC , it is interesting in its
own right. KPWIN is a development en
vironment with a programming language
that handles lists but has a syntax more
like Pascal than Lisp . It includes a back
ward-chaining inference engine and
rules, and it has a number of hypertext
features , but it's not a conventional ex
pert system.
KPWIN 's building block for objects is

the topic. A topic can contain procedures
and daemons, as well as rules and vari
ables, and you can organize the topics in
a hierarchy. KPWIN has no frames as
such, but you can get the same effect
with topic hierarchies. It has no forward
chaining engine, but you can build one
fairly easily with procedures acting on
topics.
A lot of the applications for KPWIN
seem to be in the training and intelligent
assistant areas. For instance, Avis Leas

'

Overl&O.NJ~ver

buy another ribbon!
Universal Cartridge (includes one adapler) ...................75.00
Multicolor Adapter (specify printer) •.........••..•... 40.00
Epson only Maclnker™ model 27lEP ...•.•........•........45.00
lmagewriter only Maclnker model 234IM ...•........... .45.00
Universal Spool Maclnker....•....................•.•.......75.00
Heat Transfer Adapter ......................................... 25.00
Extra lnk Bottle, Black.........3.00
Pint ····················-·····18.50
Colored Ink Bottle ................4.00
Extra Reservoir..........6.00

Uniwrsal Cunridgc M3c l1lkcr
shown with Epw n cartridge

$75•00

All un i 1.~ come with bonlc or ink. me1er, reservo ir. r~r"Yoi r cove r. Go color!! Single & mul ii
color, ~1:1nt.lard and heal ttmlsfer c.in ridges available: rttl, green, blue, brown, purple, yellow, oran ge,
whi le, ~ ilv c r and gold. Inde lible and OCR ink canridges 11vuilabte..

Over 24,000 printers supported. Better than new print quality. Extended printhead life
thanks to lubricated ink. Average cartridge can be re-inked 60-100 times at 5 cents/re
inking. Multicolor adapters re-ink multiband cartridges. Documented customer savings
of u to $30,000/ ear. Detailed free catalo .

Automatic Ribbon
Welder.
Make ~our
Own rl.bbons'. ulk
ribbon available,
any type; si ngle,
multicolor, heat
transfer and others.

Save hundreds of$$! Recharge
· k-Je
· t ca rtr'd
· gle or
your m
1 ges-sm
multicolor. Most ink-jet printers
supQorted.
HP Desk-Jet kit (black) ...24.95
HP Think Jet.................... 29.95
Other brilliant colors available

selected_file is
file_menu( '* .bmp', '.') .

Full page Scanner: sheet fed or hand held!! Don't type it, scan it
with Character 400P. Eliminate costl y, time consuming labor by
reading printed materi al into your computer. Character 400P is
FULL PAGE. Use it as a HAND SCANNER to read directly
from books or with the AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER (no
extra charge). Scan in forms, agreements, con tracts, financial
reports, or use it 10 organize an efficient, elec lronic data file of
clippings and images. 100-400 dpi selectable resolution. Supplied
complete with PC interface, cable, LightPaint image software.
C haract er .ioor......599.00
Perceive O C R s/w ...... 99.00
Finally, great color scann ing fo r you r PC. PS 3000 feature s 300 dpi resolution wi th full 24-bit color
(16 million colors). Functions also as a 256 gray- level scanner for black & white photos. Fully HP
Scanjet compatible for use with OCR software. Complete with Picture Publisher software & cable
(VGA required or belier). PS-3000 ...........................................................................................899.00

Word Scan OCR software ..................................................................... ..... $311().00

Modems - Fax/Modems - Fax/Phone Switch

Ligh1Speed 2400LE, "Edi1or"s Choice". fC
Run a phone plus answering
Magazine - 'Best Buy". MacUscr. 2400 baud
machine and a fax machine
modem. error free with MNP class 5. software.
on a single phone line and
cable. free inlroductory services.
save $$$. Installs in 2 min- ·
Ligh1Speed2400LE .............................. 159.00
u1es, very easy lo use. error proof......89.00
Bulle! 9600 bps, V.32. MNP 5..............479.00
Pocket Fax/Modem ........................249.00
Bullet 9600 bps, Y.42/V.42bis MNP 5.. 549.00
Send/Receive, 9600 bps as fax, 2400 bps as
MicroModem, 2400 bps pocket modem149.00
a modem, wi1h sof1ware and cable.
Increase 3.5" disk capacity to 1.44 Megs with this
~!~iskette Doubler ingenious and simple device. Only $15.00 !
Computer Friends, Inc.
14250 NW Science Park Dr.
Portland OR 97229
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Sali.\fiac1ion or 30 lhy refund 
Prompt shipmcm - M sjor crcd i1
card:< and COD. PO's from nut'!

accounts - Shipping charge.,. SS.SO

or octu.DI COS.l + S2.00 handling
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- Scanners - gray scale and color
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ing is testing a KPWIN program to auto
mate sales proposals; Commonwealth
Edison is using KPWIN to link scanned
maps with geographical information
about gas and electric lines. A system
called HUGO, sponsored by the Nation
al Institute on Drug Abuse, helps minor
ity students apply for grants and provides
technical information on NIDA policies.
These are smaller-scale applications
than people are creating with Kappa PC,
but they are still significant.
I came to KPWIN with the same im
pediment that made it difficult for me to
learn Kappa PC: I already knew how to
write programs and rules for a conven
tional expert system . According to Bill
Thompson, who with his wife Bev devel
oped KPWIN, the people who do best
with the product are not necessarily the
hard-core programmers or knowledge
engineers. They're more likely people
who have written Excel or Lotus 1-2-3
macros.
I eventually got the hang of KPWIN ,
and I like it as a rapid prototyping tool for
Windows. It's quite a rush doing a whole
file-selection dialog box (which is about
three pages of C code) with the fol
lowing:

Order Toll Free 1-800-547-3303
In Oregon (503)626-2291
Fax (503)643-5379 Telex 4949559 CF
Circle 74 on Inquiry Cord.

COMPANY

INFORMATION

IntelliCorp
1975 El Camino Real W
Mountain View, CA 94040
(415) 965-5500
fax : (4 15) 965-5647
Circle 1160 on Inquiry Cord.

Knowledge Garden, Inc.
473A Malden Bridge Rd .
Nassau, NY 12 123
(51 8) 766-3000
fax : (518) 766-3003
Circle 1161 on Inquiry Cord.

Laser Master Technologies
Corp.
7156 Shady Oak Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(6 12) 944-9330
fax : (612) 944-0522
Circle 1162 on Inquiry Cord .

U-Lead Systems, Inc.
680 Knox St.
Torrance, CA 90502
(2 13) 538-8911
Circle 1163 on Inquiry Cord .

Youre one of millions who start.ed with
this vision of productivity...

· ri

...and are about to discover how to actually
achieve it.
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HP NewWave lr!amed
with Wirulows has been
clwsen over Windows
alone as PC Magazine's

1990 "Env ironment nf
the Yem:"

Words can't capture what HP
NewWave software adds to
Wmdows. You have to experience
it in motion.
Get our interactive demo disk,
and you'll know why the editors
of PC Magazine chose NewWave
as "Environment of the Yea r:"
You'll discover:
· how much easier NewWave is
to learn and use than Windows
alone.
·how much simpler it is to com
bine information from word
proce ing, spreadsheet, graphics
and othe r applications, for greater
impact.

· how only ewWave can perform
everyday tasks like sales reports and
inve ntory updates
automatically,
even while you're
home as leep.
To pu t it simply,
people had hopes
for Windows, but
it's NewWave with
Windows that really delivers on
them. Don't take our word for it,
get our interactive demo disk.

, Act
- ---------,
now for a $25 rebate I
Buy HP ·ewWave b tween 5/1/91 and
8/30/91, then semi this coupon, original
product registration card, and your
sales receipt to HP Program Awards
Center, P.O. Box 59058, Minneapolis,
MN 55459-0058. Must be postmarked
by 9/6/91:
Namc&Till<'

(53.95 hand ling charge)

Com pany

Call l 800 345 9111 x23A

Street address

F//P9

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD

' Dealers of Ill' 1mx lucL,and 1.hcirt'mploy(.• •s not eligihlc. Allow 6·8 weeks fo r yourd1cck in arrive.

City, s tate, zip.

Phone

L _ _____ _ _ __
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That merely scratches the surface .
KPWIN has several hundred functions
in its language, including the ability to
call functions in an external dynamic
link library , to have DDE conversations,
and to execute the contents of a text string
(shades of Lisp!).
The Thompsons' goal is to use the
computer to communicate knowledge.
They have got a great start at that in
KPWIN. If you ' re looking for a fairly
easy development tool for small-to-mid
dling Windows applications-especially
those that cou ld benefit from an infer
ence engine or hypertext-KPWIN may
be just what you need .

Odds and Ends
And now for something completely dif
ferent. . . .
Most of my time the last month has
been spent working on my book , Ad
vanced Windows Programming, which is
to be published in the fall by John Wiley
& Sons. One of my major examples is a
simple image-display and processing
progra m. I was really tuned into this
project when I came across PhotoStyler,
which is a new , full-blown photographic

image-processing application from U
Lead Systems.
I can't tel I you how nice PhotoStyler
is-you ' ll have to see it for yourself,
preferably on a 24-bit color display. I
have "only" a 256-color Super VGA dis
play; PhotoStyler makes me want better.
It does color correction, color conver
sion, color separation , image ed iting , re
touching, and composition. Also, it can
run a scan ner. At $795, PhotoStyler is
not inexpensive, but it looks to be worth
every penny.
I will be producing my own camera
ready pages once I've finished writing
the book . The piece of hardware that
makes this possible is the LX6 Profes
sional printer enhancement board from
LaserMaster Technologies. The LX6 is a
PC add-in board with 6 megabytes of
memory, several programmable array
logic chips , and its own processor. It
talks to an HP LaserJet or compatible
printer th rough the printer 's video port.
I have it working under both Windows
and Presentation Manager with 135
fonts. In low-resolution mode, I get 300
dot-per-inch pages at the full 8 pages per
minute that the printer engine can han

die ; in high-resolution mode , r get 800
dpi pages at about 4 ppm. r didn't deserve
this kind of performance until I started
the book , but printing graphics from
Windows 2.0 (at 20 minutes per page)
was making my beard turn gray.
There has been one drawback with the
LaserMaster board besides the price
(which is about as much as the HP printer
it drives) : The output is too nice. Not for
the book: 800 dpi is at the low end of
typeset quality. No, my problem is that
my younger daughter is in a cooperative
nursery school. And the nursery school
has a newsletter , which my wife edits . I
made the mistake of producing one page
for them. at 800 dpi , in several sizes of
Bookman , wi th ornamental stuff in Zapf
Din gbats . I just couldn't leave well
enough alone : It showed up the rest of the
newsletter . Guess who has to produce the
whole newsletter now? •

Martin Heller, a contributing editor for
BYTE, develops software in Andover,
Massachusetts. and is writing an ad
vanced Windows programming book. He
holds a Ph .D. in physics. You can reach
him on BIX as "mheller. "

MEET YOUR NEW
UNIX SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR!
•
•
Helios' EtherShare"' file server sys
10 Mbits/sec. And it integrates comput
tem lets you do system administration
ers with other operating systems like a
DEC VAX®under VMS or Ultrix and
from any Macintosh on your network.
Plus it gives you a PostScript:® print
lets IBM PCs join in the fun, as well.
server, a terminal server and an inter
Obviously there's a big story here.
net router that uses AppleTalk packet
If you wantthe details, we've prepared
technology. Al/for about $100 per
a full package of infonnation we'll be
session!
glad to deliver to you via e-mail. Just
Field proven in Europe for almost
dial up our CompuServe number
..._ _ _ _ _ _..• 74730, 1004 and we' ll get it to you.
two year , EtherShare provides high
speed file access to up to 200 PCs, Macs
If you would like to speak with our
and your DEC, Sun, Sony or IBM workstations.
National Sales Manager, contact Paul Lucero at
You can even have several EtherShare systems
998 West Lynn Way, Suite 4, Cupertino, CA
working on the same Unix host at the same
95014. Phone408-255-2503. AppleLink:
time. It looks like AppleShare to the Mac ,
Helios.USA; or end him e-mai l on
but moves data at Ethernet rates, up to
Internet: lucero@apple.com .

I_:.!:I
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MACINATIONS
DON CRABB

SYSTEM7.0
APPLE DEFINES ITS FUTURE
have been using System 7.0 since
the initial developers' beta version
was sent out last year after the 1990
developers ' conference. By the time
you read this, Apple will have re
leased System 7.0 at this year' s develop
ers' conference. My comments here are
based on System 7.0b4, the final beta
version Apple sent to developers.
Let 's get one thing straight: System
7.0 is not supposed to be a niche operat
ing system for only the highest-powered
Mac iron, like OS/2 is for Intel boxes. It
will run on a Mac Classic with 2 mega
bytes of RAM , as wel 1as on a loaded-to
the-max Mac Ilfx . Because it' s an evolu
tion of the existing Mac graphical user
interface , it has success designed into it
right from the start. It 's not like Apple
tossed out everything and started over.
Because of the importance of System
7.0 , it's also my software of the month.
Apple has announced that System 7.0
will not be available through the usual
on-line distribution channels (e.g ., Com
puServe MAUG , Connect , America On
line, and GEnie) . You 'll buy one of two
upgrade kits from your local dealer. The
first kit costs about $99, and it comes on
SOOK-byte floppy disks along with new
manuals; the second kit comes on a CD
ROM and is targeted for Mac managers
who must upgrade a lot of Macs across a
network . Pricing for the CD-ROM kit
hadn't been set at press time.
In both cases, Apple will give you 90
days of free telephone support-yes , you
read that right. This is the first time
Apple has done this for its Mac OS . Con
sidering all the differences between Sys
tem 7.0 and System 6.0.x, this support
will be needed .

I

The New Finder
On the surface, not a lot seems to have
changed with System 7 .O's interface.
What is new requires a bit of exploration
and some getting used to . The first thing
you 'II notice about System 7 .0 is that the
ILLUSTRATION PAUL SCHULENBERG <f) 1991

Finder has disappeared. Well , not really ,
but it's gone away in terms of the Finder/
MultiFinder dichotomy . Under System
7 .0 , the Finder is MultiFinder. In fact,
MultiFinder is now built in, so you can't
choose not to use it.
This new Finder has a load of improve
ments that show Apple listens to its cus
tomers and developers . Icons and win
dows now take on a three-dimensional
look, much like those you see under Next
and Windows 3.0 (although you'll need
at least 16 colors or grays to see these
differences) .
Finder menus have been enhanced. If
you scan the menu bar on the Desktop ,
you'll see the familiar Apple menu . But
when you open it up, you'll see immedi
ate differences. First , you'll see cute lit
tle icons next to each menu item. Second,
you ' ll notice something that's likely to
knock your socks off: The Apple menu is
no longer just for desk accessories (DAs) .
In fact , you can drag (no more Font/DA
Mover!) any application or document
into the Apple menu (using the Menu
Items Folder in your System Folder),
where they are handily grabbed.
These changes are instantaneous: You
don't have to restart your Mac to see the

new stuff in the Apple menu . That alone
makes System 7.0 about a million times
more convenient for Mac power users.
Gone also is the ubiquitous (and ugly)
Control Panel DA . Instead, a new menu
item called Control Panels reflects the
Control Panels Folder contents. Like the
Menu Items Folder , the Control Panels
Folder is located in the System Folder
(see the screen shot). That's the meta
phor Apple has chosen for all its System
modifiers-separate folders within the
System Folder to hold the stuff to modify
and customize your system. Thus, you 'II
also see folders labeled Extensions (to
hold INITs and cdevs), Scrapbook File,
Preferences, Start-up Icons , and Clip
board , among others.
The watchword for the new Finder is
customization. One such new feature,
the Views Control Panel , works like the
current shareware Layout Plus , in that
you customize the look of windows and
set defaults for information display. Oth
er new Control Panels include Labels
(a replacement for the current Color
menu) , Sharing Setup, User Setup, and
File Sharing Monitor (these last three
cdevs Jet you manage the new personal
file-sharing capability of System 7.0

Don takes
full measure
of Apple's
newly announced
System software
and finds more
hits than misses
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MESSAGE

To OuR
SUBSCRIBERS

sort of a personal version of Apple
Share). System 7 .0 makes it much easier
to modify the way your Mac works with
out going to shareware.

Other Goodies

F

ROM TIME TO TIME
we make the BYTE sub
scriber list available to other
companies who wish to send
our subscribers material about
their products. We take great
care to screen these companies,
choosing only those who are
reputable, and whose products,
services, or information we feel
would be of interest to you.
Direct mail is an efficient
medium for presenting the larest
personal computer goods and
services to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers ap
preciate this controlled use of
our mailing list, and look for
ward to finding information of
interest to them in the mail.
Used are our subscribers' names
and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever
given).
While we believe the distribu
tion of this information is of
benefit to our subscribers, we
firmly respect the wishes of any
subscriber who does not want
to receive such promotional
literature. Should you wish to
restrict the use of your name,
simply send your request to the
following address.

IJVJE

Other Finder enhancements include an
honest-to-goodness fast and powerful
find command, file aliasing that lets you
create filenames on your Desktop that re
fer to the real files elsewhere, and new
memory capabilities. Unlike the current
System, which lacks virtual memory and
limits you to a physical address space of 8
MB, System 7.0 includes a simple vir
tual memory implementation that can ad
dress up to 1 gigabyte, while also sup
porting up to 128 MB of real memory on
machines with 32-bit clean ROMs , like
the Mac Ilfx and !lei.
Don't expect miracles with virtual
memory , though. In my tests , if you set
virtual memory to be anything close to
your real single in-line memory module
count, you can expect performance to
take a serious nosedive.
Keep in mind that while System 7.0's
virtual memory can help memory-poor
MacFolk a little, it's no panacea. These
virtual memory improvements are avail
able only to the 68030-based Macs and
68020-based Macs with the external
paged memory management unit.
Besides these improvements , Apple
has also added a bunch of other new fea
tures . Interapplication Communications
lets you hot-link different application

___.

documents. A Publish and Subscribe
mechanism makes any document avail
able to any user on a network. The Data
Access Manager will make it easier to
wire your Mac to applications sitting on
other computers, while TrueType fonts
offer sharp outline fonts on any printing
device without the need for Postscript.
Taken together, all the improvements
in System 7.0 help to make up for the
product' s overly long gestation period .
Now , Apple , it's time to get cranking on
System 8.0 , so we don 't have to wait two
years for it, too.

Tip of the Month:
The Outbound Portable
Ever since Apple delivered its Mac Por
table, MacFolk everywhere have been
waiting for the other shoe to drop. They
have been waiting for Apple to get seri
ous about portable Mac computing and
produce some machines that can com
pete with the likes of Toshiba , Zenith ,
Compaq , and others in the DOS world.
Frankly, Apple has been pathetically
slow at supplying a notebook-size Mac
intosh soh,ition for the huge pent-up de
mand for portable computing-so slow,
in fact, that many people have bought
DOS machines and use file transfer
products like LapLink Mac III to meld
their DOS and Mac worlds .
Another by-product of Apple's porta
ble recalcitrance has been the growth of
third-party portable vendors. Colby and
DynaMac have been around for quite a
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Elegant.JExtensions ...

NDPWINTM The 32-Bit Windows™
Extender
Since Microway helped launch the 32-bit
DOS Extender market in 1987, our
languages have been at the heart of the 386
revolution. NOP Fortran, C, C++ and
Pasol make it possible for both mainframe
and PC programs to take advantage of the
4 gigabyte address space of the 386/486, plus
Intel and Weitek coprocessors. They employ
global optimizations and other techniques
originally developed to run large applications
on mainframes. The translators use dialects
and extensions that simplify ports. These
include a VMS compatible Fortran 77, a
version 2.0 C++ and an ISO Pascal. NOP
C switches dialects between UNIX V, ANSI
and MSC and also contains MSC graphics
extensions. NOP compilers run on the four
popular 386 UNIXs, plus XENIX, Ergo and
Phar Lap. For DOS users we added a
library of 88 graphics and low level
extensions that automatically detect and use
all popular graphics adapters and modes, up
to high resolution VGA.

Between the quality of the code we
generate and the richness of our extensions,
we thought 1991 might be a good time to
examine new platforms or processors. Then
along came Windows 3.0 with its 386
enhanced mode. Not happy with being able
to multi-task only under UNIX or
DESQvicw, many of our customers now
wanted to run their 32-bit applications
under Windows. So we visited Microsoft
and followed up with NDPWIN - a
Windows Extender used to create and run
32-bit applications on Windows.
One of the features of NDPWIN is that
it makes possible both character and
graphics based 1/0. You can create a 32-bit
character based application that runs in a
window or an application which calls the
Windows APL Programs with character
based 1/0 will run without changes and can
cake advantage of Windows multi-casking,
while you're learning to deal with GU!s,
AP!s and SDKs. Developers who have

already ported using the Windows SOK but
need access co 32-bit speed or memory can
simply recompile with our tools, using the
NDPWIN-SDK. The NDPWIN
versions of our 386 languages, including
tools, are $895. The NDPWIN-SDK
which interfaces the Windows SOK is $1495.
PC users have been counting on
Microway since 1982, when we introduced
the first 8087 development cools. In 1991
our products and technical support are the
best in the industry ... and getting better.

Call (508) 746-7341 today!

MICfOWBY.__®_____

ri_h_e_Vv1_or_1d_L_ea_d_er_i_n_Pc_N_um_e_ri_cs

Corporate Headquarters: Box 79, Kingston , MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341
32 High St. , Kingston-Upon.:rhames, U.K. 081-541-5466
USA FAX (508) 746-4678 Germany 069-75-2023 Holland 40-836455 Italy 02-74.90.749 Japan 81 033 222 0541
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while, making overpriced and overly
large portable Macs by cutting up whole
Macs bought from Apple.
The only real third-party Mac Porta
ble clone maker is Outbound Systems. Its
machine, the Outbound Portable, clever
ly extends the Mac Plus or Mac SE bus
and stuffs it into a lunchbox-size portable
Mac that's less than half the size and
weight of Apple 's original Mac Portable
(the Mac Portable II, with backlighting,
is a bit less heavy) . Due to a special deal

with Apple, even though the Outbound
uses Mac Plus or SE ROMs, Outbound
can sell these Mac clones at will.
Without mincing words, the Outbound
Portable is a pretty darn good machine.
I've used one since July 1990, and I've
hauled it through the x-ray machines at
O'Hare Airport frequently enough to
ionize everything in its guts. Despite this
abuse , the Outbound Portable has acquit
ted itself admirably . I really love this lit
tle traveling companion, so much that

3in 1

Tl 34020,
SuperVGA,

8514/A

at 1/3 the price
$1194 USD
Meet NDI's Volante ATIOOO, the sizzling new
videographics subsystem that delivers:
•the dynamic power of 34020, plus 8514/A
and SuperVGA - all on one compact card
• blazing response times 15 to 50 times
faster than 34010 cards
• instant connectivity to all of your soft
ware, including X Windows
• high-resolution 1024x768 graphics with
256 active colors out of 16.7 million
• the reliability of NDI's custom ASICs
• an unprecedented lifetime warranty
All this. And more. For only $1194
USO. To learn more about the Volante
ATIOOO and other 3402G-based subsystems,
call 1-512-34~5055 .

IJDI
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NATIONAL DESIGN, INC.
9171 CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY
AUSTIN, TEXAS, 78759

Circle 377 on Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 378).

my Mac Portable now stands in for use
around the house, on the patio, and out in
the backyard.
I have stuffed my Outbound Portable
with 4 MB of RAM , 16 MB of RAM
disk , and a 40-MB hard disk drive. The
machine also includes an antiglare-coat
ed backlit LCD screen capable of resolu
tions slightly greater than that of the Mac
Classic screen (560 by 384 pixels), a tiny
outboard 2400-bps modem that ' s
powered by the serial port, a small out
board Superdrive-compatible floppy disk
drive, and a SCSI adapter that lets me
plug in small external SCSI disks, like
the IDS Wips that I'm fond of. The key
board is detachable (infrared or corded
connections) and includes a built-in Iso
point tracking device (a separate two
button Microsoft Mouse also comes stan
dard).
Excluding the small external doodads,
this Outbound Portable weighs just 8 'h
pounds, making it a bit large by 286- and
386SX-based notebook standards , but
tiny compared with the Mac, Colby, and
DynaMac behemoths.
Apple is reportedly set to announce
one to three smaller Mac notebook ma
chines later this year (using either 68020
and 68030 CMOS processors and weigh
ing in at around 5 V2 to 6 'h pounds). But
if you need truly portable Mac comput
ing now, the Outbound Portable works
well and is reasonably priced (the street
prices for a 40-MB hard disk drive model
average Jess than $2600). •

Don Crabb is the director of laboratories
and a senior lecturer for the computer
science department at the University of
Chicago . He is also a contributing editor
for BYTE. He can be contacted on BIX as
"decrabb."
ITEMS

DISCUSSED

Outbound
Portable ....... .... .... $3699
Outbound Systems, Inc.
4840 Pearl East Cir.
Boulder, CO 80301
(800) 444-4607
(303) 786-9200
fax: (303) 786-8611
Circle 1164 on Inquiry Cord.

System 7.0 ..... ...... .... $99
Apl?le Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Circle 1165 on Inquiry Cord.
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CLEO's 3780Plus' is the
preferred 378012780 bisynchro
nous communications solution
for applications requiring fast,
efficient data transfer. It's been
proven in over 50,000 worldwide
installations.
With 3780Plus, you get
full ll3M 378012780 RJE emula
tion for IBM PCs, PS/2s, and

Scripting Command

Language

compatibles. It also works with
RS/6000, DEC VAX, HP9000,
CR Tower, Prime, Pyramid,
Sequent, Altos, and Apple Mac
intosh systems.
Features include forms con
trol , auto dial/auto answer, and
a communications line monitor.
Our powerful Scripting
Command Language and
Application Program
Interface make
unamended
operation easy.
We offer
3780Plus on

A

lications

~.): DI

~Point-of-Sale
~

Mainframe RJE
~.,Medical Claims Filing
~ Check Clearing
. ~and Deposits
~ Electronic Funds
flransfer
~Credit Card Verification
~ U.S. Customs Automated
1 Broker Interface
~ Electronic Tax Filing

high-speed modem boards, high·
performance co-processor boards,
and economical synchronous inter
face boards. Internal modems
supported include 201/212, 208,
208/2400, V.22 bis, V.32, and others.
External modem auto-dialing capa·
bilities include UDS BSC, SADL,
AT Command Set, and V.25 bis.
We also offer 3780Plus
through our intelligent
SYNCcable, which
al.lows synchronous
communications
activity through
asynchronous
ports.

Application Program
Inteiface
To learn more, call us today
at 1-800-233·2536. Or write
to us at 3796 Plaza Drive,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108.
FAX: 313/662-1965

ADivision ofInterface Systems, Inc.

AVAIIABI.E WORLDWIDE!
In Europe, call Sintec Peripherals Ltd. in Slough, England, at 0753-811888 (FAX: 0753-811666).
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NETWORKING UNIX
h, networking. In the realm of
Unix systems, dealing with
LANs can be a bittersweet expe
rience. If you' re a system or net
work administrator, your initial
experiences with setting up the network
may be a nightmare. Analogous to
UUCP, the first connections are the
hardest, yet things can get far more inter
esting when attempting to hook up to the
world at large (in this case, the Internet).
Since the desired end result is trans
parent high-speed access to computers,
files , and devices that can be scattered all
over your company or even all over the
world , it's worth a bit of brain-busting.
Users have it a bit easier, since their big
gest problem might be keeping track of
what machine they're on at any given
time. But, as usual, it always helps to de
fine a few terms, trying to make things
easier to understand. I'll use references
to real life here, so you won 't feel as if
I'm just talking about dull theory. Future
columns will address the nuts and bolts
of hooking up and using Unix systems on
an Ethernet LAN .

A

A Multilayer Cake
The basis of networking is the famous
seven-layered ISO/Open Systems Inter
connection (OSI) reference model (see
the figure). It took seven years to fully
develop and specify this model, so in the
future people may think the number 7
had mystical significance.
The ISO model defines how networks
are constructed to keep implementation
details hidden from higher levels. In es
sence , once your application programs
have been written to operate with a prop
erly designed network, they won't have
to change, even when network topology
changes or hardware technology im
proves. This will be important in the
next few years, as hardware moves from
Ethernet to Fiber Distributed Data Inter
face (FDDI) and beyond ... but now I'm
getting ahead of myself.
ILLUSTRATION PAUL SCHULENBEA(l

© 1991

The details of which software belongs
to which layer are of interest mostly to
network designers , yet system program
mers often have to get involved at every
level below the application layer. Actu
ally , the term "application layer" itself
might be confusing. It refers not to the
application programs themselves, but
rather to the interface between applica
tion programs and the network. Thus ,
application programs have to use and be
cognizant of the system calls that make
up the application layer if they wish to
deal with the network.

When you have
10 megabits per second
and a heterogeneous
network standard, UUCP
and serial connections
become outdated

A typical Unix installation uses Net
work File System (NFS) , TCP/IP, and
Ethernet as the software and hardware
bases for its network . In such a case, the
data link layer-the next-to-lowest level
of the OSI model-would be represented
by the device-driver software that talk s
to the actual Ethernet transceiver (i .e .,
the card that the coaxial cable is plugged
into). The physical layer is the hardware
itself.
The TCP and IP packages reside in the
transport and network layers, respective
ly. Programs on the top three layers deal
with higher-level messages, and they can
ignore any particular network implemen
tation. Data transmission , reception ,
routing, errors, and other nasty details
are handled in the lower layers.
While the software in each layer inter
faces with the next one in a vertical path,
it can be written as if it communicates di
rectly with software on the same layer of
a different machine (i.e., the transport
layer on machine A would be talking to
the transport layer on machine B) . This
is known as peer-to-peer commu11ica
tio11s .
I'll stress that there is more than one
way to write a program properly , but a
network application must be written to be
as general as possible. This will let you
use the finished program no matter what
the eventual configuration of the net
work, and no matter where the system
files, file systems, and devices such as
printers actually reside .

Far Out, LAN
The TCP/IP protocols are common be
cause, like so many other standards, they
were developed for the U.S . government.
They have been implemented on many
operating systems besides Unix and are
themselves the basis for a number of
other networking innovation s (e .g. ,
NFS) , which also transcend operating
systems. TCP/IP is not bound to Ether
net; it can also be found on Token Ring ,
JUNE 1991 •BYTE
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The seven layers of the OSI model for
networks are designed to make the
specification endure many changes in
technology.

StarLAN , ARCnet, and X.25 networks .
The converse is also true: A physical
Ethernet is not limited to supporting
TCP/IP protocols (as Novell users know
well) , and one Ethernet can run several
compatible protocols at the same time .
But you don't buy into TCP/IP just be
cause you like the acronym. At the very
least, most TCP/IP implementations pro
vide a set of basic applications, including
telnet , E-mail , and ftp (file transfer
protocol) . Telnet lets you connect to an
other machine on the network as if you
were logged on directly. The basic con
cept is similar to dialing up another com
puter by way of cu, except that there are
no modems , dialing delays, or phone
charges (past whatever you 're already
paying to be on the network) . You're just
there.
The f t p program gives you the ability
to transfer files between your local ma
chine (the one you're really logged onto)
and a remote machine (any other one on
the network) . And these files tra nsfer at
very high speeds: You move megabytes
in just a few seconds. With hundreds of
thousands of computers on the Internet,
it's easy to see why this is a simple, yet

powerful, tool. It ' s even more interesting
when you remember that large numbers
of these machines aren 't running Unix.
TCP/IP is surely the common denomina
tor of the network world .
You've probably heard the term " an
onymous ftp" ; it's similar to setting up a
number of files in your / usr / spool /
uucppub lic directory and letting anyone
log on via UUCP to copy them . Unix sys
tems doi ng the same on the Internet will
put their files in the / usr / ftp / pub di
rectory, advertise that fact and their net
work address , and let anyone log on
under the name " anonymous ."
Unix systems running TCP/IP gener
ally have many remote utilities, most de
veloped at the University of California at
Berkeley , that can be used only between
Unix systems. For instance , rlogin lets
you log onto another Unix machine , rep
copies files from one system to another,
and rsh lets you run programs on an
other machine. While these are analo
gous to the BNU utilities cu , uucp; and
uux , don 't forget: They can execute al
most instantaneously on machines thou
sands of miles away . Naturally, to use
any of these programs, you must have the
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PC DIAGNOSTICS •

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE •

BENCHMARK TESTING •

PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT

PC WON'T BOOT? THEN JUST
KICKSTART IT!
You've seen the
Landmark Speed
Rating advertised
by many major PC
manufacturers,
now you can have
your own copy of the Landmark System Speed Tesr.
Accurately measure CPU, math, and video speeds to make
an informed purchasing decision, determine the best PC
for the job or maybe just win some bets in the office on
whose PC is really faster! Includes the Landmark AT
CMOS RAM Setup program to update your system config
uration on-the-fly. BYTE Special$19 + $3 ship/handle.

Don't replace your motherboard, don't call service, use
KlckStart 2'". When serious hardware problems occur,
nothing gets you up and running as fast KickStart 2 meas
ures power within 2.5% on all four voltages, shows Power
On Self-Test (POST) failure codes, and features on-board
ROM-based diagnostics allowing you to determine and
remedy the pro /em quickly, easily, and inexpensively!
Built-in serial and parallel 1/0 allows for testing via modem,
or simply logging results to a remote terminal, printer or
laptop. You can configure your own test routines and store
them in KickStart 2's battery backed-up CMOS RAM saving
valuable setup time. Includes serial and parallel loopback
plugs and Landmark JumpStart AT ROM BIOS for testing
PCs that don't issue POST codes. KickStart 2 tests your
system regardless of O!S (even UNIX).
On-board switches, LEDs, and digital displays allow com
plete control over testing in systems lacking video or disk
(ideal for motherboard or system burn-in).
KickStart 2 is the ultimate SECURITY CARD too! With both
supervisor and user levels of password protection, you can
prevent unauthorized use of your PC and accidental run
ning of destructive tests. Regularly $599, BYTE Special,
SAVE$$$ CALL NOW.

KickS/art 2 is ideEI /or permanent installation II eliminates /he need tor an
f/O card. provides remote and on-site diagnos/ic capabilities tor quick repair
lime andoffers asolidhardware based solution to unauthorized access wilh
impenetrable passwordprotection.

SLASH DOWNTIME AND
OPERATING PROBLEMS
With PC ProbeNyou'll save time and money when your
PC starts acting up. In one easy-to-use package you get
Diagnostics, Benchmarks, Performance Enhancement
Utilities, and System Information. Combined, this arsenal
of tools will keep your system up and running at peak
performance and remove the mystery about what's inside.

PC Probe diagnostic testing quickly isolates the source of
hardware problems, even locating bad RAM chips. It tests
system
board, RAM, video, keyboard, com ports, floppy
"KickStart 2 system diagnostics board helps users
drive,
hard drive, Ethernet card and more. Run PC Probe
check out virtually every aspect of a PC's hardware
tests in batch mode or single pass, remote or on-site.
system... the board is a worthy Investment for com
puter maintenance. " David Clalbome, PC Week 
PC Probe allows you to increase your hard drive data
December 24, 1990.
transfer rate by determining optimum interleaveand
I changin~
it, prevent catastrophic data loss by performing
data revitalization, reformat the hard drive, run external
programs, display and edit CMOS RAM on-the-fly, pre
vent accidental hard drive data destruction with pass
words, diagnose problems with device drivers installed.

-

THE 5 MINUTE SOLUTION TO
FLOPPY DRIVE FAILURE
HOW TO DEBUG ADEAD PC
With Alignll'" you can clean, diagnose, and align your
floppy drives in minutes without a scope. Patented tech
nology requires only a screwdriver to perform ANSI 
accurate alignments (.3 mil).

Need an inexpensive solution for dead or problematic PCs
and motherboards? Try KickStart 1Nor JumpStart ROM
POST", two quick and easy to use debugging tools.

KickStan 1 test card shows power status on all four volt
ages and binary PORT 80 Powe r-On Self-Test codes. The
Align II is ideal tor corporate users with 2 or more PCs
manual translates error codes for easy failed circuit isola
because it includes a "GOLD STANDARD" feature so you
tion. Regu larly $99, BYTE Special, SAVE$$$ CALL NOW.
can align all your PCs to the same in-house standard.
guaranteeing that all your floppies are perfectly inter
JumpStart
ROM POST is a plug-in chip designed to replace
changeable between PCs.
your motherboard BIOS for testing purposes. Tests include
CPU register and logic, 8087 math coprocessor, 8253 ti mer,
80% of all floppy drive failures can be fixed with Alignlt.
so don't replace your drive, save time and money instead. 8237 DMA controller, 8259 interrupt controller, parity error
and memory refresh logic, erroneous maskable/non-mask
Includes dual size floppies, (both high and low density)
able interrupt detection, display adapter (MDA, CGA. EGA),
and no-mess pre-lubricated cleaning diskettes (both
keyboard , keyboard controller, floppy controller, drive A:
sizes) good for 180 uses. Replacements and single drive
raad Base memory at normal & slow refresh rates, and
size versions available. For all PCs and compatibles.
POST checksum. Display of motherboard switch
Regularly $249 (single size $149) BYTE Special, SAVE
configuration. Regularly $199 (AT version) $99 (XT
$$$CALL NOW.
version ), BYTE Special, SAVE$$$ CALL NOW.

HARD CORE TESTING FOR
PROFESSIONALS

CONFUSED BY TECHNICAL
COMPUTER JARGON?
Finally, with a single keystroke. you can define virtually
every computer term known in a matter of seconds. Th is
award-win ning, easy-to-use utility, defines over 4200
computer terms and concepts for you without having to
leave the program you 're in.
The Computer Glossary'' (a software version of the best
selling book by Alan Freedman) installs as an application
or hot-key accessed TSR. The definitions are written in
concise, standard English. Plus, The Computer Glossary
provides colorful industry "backgrounders" fascinating to
the beginner and expert alike.

Get the most out of your software, manuals and com

Landmark/SuperSoft Service Diagnostics·· is ideal for
professionals requiring the most exhaustive diagnostic
test capabilities. Each module is CPU specific, including
PC, XT. AT, 386/486, and PS/2. Since 1981 major manu
facturers like Wang, Xerox, Prime, Sony, DEC, NEC, and
NCR have relied on Service Diagnostics to tackle their
toughest operating problems.
Intended for professional service and repair technicians,
Service Diagnostics is also easy to use for the novice.
Clear, concise on-line help and intuitive menus make
finding system problems a breeze. Tests all CPUs, math
chips, all memory, floppy, fixed and non-standard disk
drives. standard/non-standard printers, system board,
video, com ports and all keyboards. Utilities include low
level reformat, log bad sectors, edit bad sector table; the
partition editor allows you to set up multiple partitions;
back-up program transfers hard disk image on unformat
ted floppies and allows for restore after reformat.

The 200 page on-line manual has built-in table of con
tents, topic/text search, and troubleshooting tips. PC
Probe comes with dual size floppies and 9 & 25 pin serial/
parallel port loopback plugs. For PC XT, AT, 386, 486 and
compatibles using DOS 2.0 or higher. Regularly $149,
BYTE Special $134 + $6.75 shipping and handling.

uter magazines, buy The Computer Glossary and
gecome
atrue POWER USER. Runs under DOS or MS
DDS 2.0. or later. with 32K of RAM and 1.4 MB of hard
disk space on IBM PC. XT, AT PS/2 and compatible
computers. Regularly $59, BYTE Special , SAVE$$$
CALL NOW.

CALL(800)683·6866
"SuperSott's Service Diagnostics: The Kit
is a technicians dream, with al/ the tools
necessary to accurately analyze all phases
of computer operations.. . it Is well worth
Its performance potential.• Biii O'Brien,
wrro•s·
PC Magazine - August, 1990.
rno1c1:

.

._.. ..,

~
~ "'

• Service Diagnostics XT/AT Kit.. Reg.$595, SAVE$$$ CALL NOW
Ideal for UNIX and other operating systems, the self
•Service Diagnostics PS/2 Kil.. Reg .$495.SAVE$$$ CALL NOW
booting version doesn't require DOS. The manual offers
troubleshooting tips to the component level. Also avai
• XT ROM POST...Regularly$99,SAVE$$$ CALL NOW
lable in a complete Kit including; all CPU specific soft
•ATROM POST.. Regularly $199,SAVE$$$ CALL NOW
ware, dual size floppy alig nment software (see Alignlt) ,
•Individual pricing available on all kit components, please inquire.
and PC/XT & AT ROM POSTs. Winner otthe PC
Magazine Editor's Choice Award in August 1990.

Circle 304 on Inquiry Card.

International use FAX (813) 443·6603
Voice (813) 443·1331

==·

Visa• MC• Amer• COOs Accepted• Dea/or Inquiries Welcome

4

IANDMARK/ Supel&Jft.
FirslinPCTesling... Since 1981
703 Grand Central Street•Clearwater, Florida34616

The New DuraWand

Drop Proof
Imagine your bar code reader being dropped or nm
over by a fork-lift ... no one can afford the loss of
valuable data or equipment. That is why ruggedness
and durability are the most critical features when
selecting a portable bar code reader.

Crush Proof
The new Dura Wand . A portable bar code reader
offering long life and sfrong performance!
To find out more about Dura Wand and our complete
line of bar code products call Videx today at
503-758-0521 for your free information kit.

If your bar code reader will not pass these tests, you
should consider the new Dura Wand. Made with a
tough metal case, the portable, compact Dura Wand
meets the demands of any harsh environment,
whether it is a manufacturing plant, warehouse or
office.

The Dura Wand features replaceable rechargeable
AAA batteries and a protective scan tip. Special
optical circuifry allows you to scan bar codes
anywhere, even in direct sunlight! Add a key ring,
a leather case, a sapphire scan tip or infrared optics
to customize the Dura Wand for your specific needs.
The single or multiple Recharger/Down.loader
Stations can link together, supporting a number of
Dura Wands at one location.

TM

at SPRING

f.1Jy2G--2J. 1001 · ~. Geor!J3

BOOTH 4934

.
E

DuraWand . . . $495

~'""'
,,_.°""""""'

c.rurail~Ycrt.

.Al'6 25 -27. 1991

.

BOOTH 2430

1105 NE Circle Blvd.
Corv a llis, OR 97330-4285
503-758-0521 *FAX 503-752-5285
Videx is a regi ste red trademark of Videx, Inc.
Dura Wand is a trademark of Vidcx, lnc.

Circle 350 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 351 ).
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high-speed fiber-optic link, FDDI, is
rated at up to 100 Mbps. Technology has
been moving so fast that it almost doesn 't
son just
pay to research new methods between
these two speeds, since the object is sim
turned two, and
ply to go as fast as possible.
Physically, a LAN running on Ether
I'll bet that
net is usually implemented via coaxial
cable in one of two thicknesses (the thin
he'll never know
ner one is often called Cheapernet).
Hooking up outside a single building is
what a modem was.
accomplished by coaxial cable or micro
wave links, and it can be done by regular
radio as well. For longer distances,
leased telephone lines are generally
used , ranging from the well-known 9600
bps to the Tl line at 1.544 Mbps and the
appropriate permission and, generally, a T3 line at 45 Mbps. It's clear that various
log-in on the remote machine.
physical constraints (not the least of
You can even use a standard serial port which is money) can affect the speed of
or modem to dial into many TCP/IP in
data transmission .
Broadband ISON is what the future
stallations via Serial Line Internet Proto
col. This gives you access to both telnet. will hold . It will put everyone 's commu
and ftp, without having to carry a coax
nications on high-speed digital links that
ial cable wherever you go.
will carry voice , video, and data simul
taneously (see the text box " On the
Blazing Packets
Threshold of a Dream" on page 234 of
At the low end, the ubiquitous Ethernet the June 1990 BYTE) . When will this
runs at 10 megabits per second. The happen? Not tomorrow , but my son just

My
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SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS...

.,.. 8 or 9 Ports
.... 128K, 768K, IM, 2M
(All DynamemoryN)
.... RS232 or RS485
.,.. Modular RJ-11 Jacks
.... ISA, EISA, Micro Channel
.... DOS, Concurrent DOS, sco·
XENIX®, sco· UNIX® & More
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INTELLIGENT

PCSS-81

"NEW"
Solid State Disk Emulator
r··:

David Fiedler has been a consultant and
writer on Unix topics for over a decade
and has started several Unix publica
tions. His company, bzfoPro Systems,
produces corporate image and marketing
videos for high-tech/inns. You can reach
him on BIX as "fiedler. "

®, INC.

~""°¥··
.,K-t.;:,":-.

turned two, and I'll bet he'll never know
what a modem was.
How much data can realistically make
it through all those layers of software?
Using a bare Ethernet, the theoretical
maximum for data throughput is about
1.2 megabytes per second . Once you
start adding protocol layers and allowing
for busy hosts, though, real-world per
formance can actually range anywhere
from 30K bytes per second to 400K bytes
per second. It's interesting to note that
this compares favorably with many sys
tems' hard disk drives . The inescapable
conclusion is that your brand-new super
speed modem is already obsolete: At
only 1000 or2000 bytes per second , your
modem is no match for even the most
loaded-down LAN . The speed is avail
able; perhaps it's time for you to join the
modern world of networks after all. •

I

Order Toll Free 1-800-282-GTEK (4835)
NON INTELLIGENT

How would you like disk access times measured in
the nanoseconds instead of milliseconds"/ Per
formance like this is possible with GTEK's newest
product, a solid stare disk emulator. The PCDl-4
can hold up to 4 Megabytes of non-volatile
memory which DOS can access as a di sk drive. On
board BIOS provides the driver, just plug it in and
go! It can even be used as- the boot disk. This
rugged solid state disk is perfect for harsh environ
ments where a hard disk just won't do!

PCSS-BT

.,.. 4 or 8 Ports
.... RS232, RS485 , RS422
.,.. Modular RJ-11 Jacks or DB-25
Connectors
.,.. ISA, EISA, Micro Channel
.... DOS, Concurrent DOS, sco~
XENIX® & More

*Full 1-Year Warranty!
OEM&Deal.r

GTEK, Inc. • Development Hardware & Software • P.O. Box 2310 • Bay St. Louis, MS39521-2310 U.S.A.
Mississippi & Technical Support 601-467-8048 • Fax 601-467-0935
Circle 128 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 129).
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Smart LAN managers
don't think about
•
power protection
Their Smart-UPS"" do it for
them. These high-perform
•
ance Uninterruptible Power Systems
end worries about lost data and
crashed LANs so you can

-~ get on with your work.

The Best UPS
for LANs
Smart-UPS 400
111/90)

' ' •0

But if you ever want to
know what kind of job they're doing,
all you have to do is ask.
/ -c.-.-;,.. . , With a Smart-UPS and
f q'-Jffe \
1~
,~ ·: PowerChute®software,
• ti
\I '
power quality can be
monitored and analyzed. This
provides graphic evidence of return
- on investment and tracks
'! - 1;
problems that usually require
an electrician or expensive
hardware to diagnose.
An intelligent interface allows auto
matic shutdown of major
networks, including
Novell, LAN Manager,

With PowerClmte® fo r Smart· UPS soft ware, you
can m onitor your site's power quality, pcrfom 1
diagnostic tests from your keyboard, arid even
schedule boot-ups and shutdowns for your LA N.

LAN Server, SCO Unix, AppleShare,
and Banyan VINES.
And for sites prone to brownouts,
SmartBoostni automatically boosts
low voltage without draining the
Smart-UPS batteries. Other features
include a battery replacement
indicator to warn you before prob
lems occur, load and volt meters, site
wiring diagnostics, full-time line con
ditioning, and sine
wave output.

With both 117V and 220/240V
models, " the strongest support poli
cies" (Infoworld), full safety approv
als (UL, CSA and TUY), and a 2 year
warranty, the Smart-UPS Series is
clearly the smart choice in network
protection. Call for your free 1991
LAN Protection Handbook.

The Smart-UPS Series offers solutions for servers,
hubs and inter-LAN /Jardware, CAD/CAM
workstations, minicomputers and more.

...,,..,

. ..4mlll. . .

American Power Conversion
800-541-8896, Dpt. A2
800-443-4519, Dpt. 8 in Canada
33-1 -60078500 in Europe

I

I

I

r

·I

Ofrl

Battery

Sma rt:
Boost

Repla~e

Batter;y .

ASK BYTE
External Floppy Disk Drives

close enough to indicate that DCGA
graphics should be good enough for
many applications.
I haven't found any drivers yet, and
being overseas, I don 't have access to
the BBSes that appear to be the best
source of device drivers . Have I Jost my
gamble, or can you direct me to a
source for TurbosPort 386e DCGA dis
play drivers? I'm especially interested
in a Windows 3.0 screen driver.
Steven H. Rogers
APO San Francisco

presently using a desktop IBM
PC compatible with a 5 .4-inch 360K
Ibyteam
floppy disk drive and a standard
1

controller board. Because I am purchas
ing a Toshiba laptop , I am looking for a
portable 5 1.4-inch floppy disk drive to in
stall in this system . Unfortunately, I
have had no success.
My plan is to use the old floppy disk
drive as an external and portable drive . I
would like to build a drive board to change the old inter
nal floppy disk drive into a portable drive .
The old drive is a Sankyo model with a 34-pin flat
cable connector for data and control and a 4-pin connec
tor for a 5- and 12-volt power source. The Toshiba has a
DB-25 parallel port.
Carlos Emilio Senna Delgado
Volta Redonda, Brazil

Zenith is working furiously on a DCGA driver even as
we speak. When it's ready, it will be available from local
Zenith resellers. Simply walk into your neighborhood
Zenith dealer and ask for a copy of VDDCGA .386. Ifthey
don't have it , they can get it from the dealer BBS.
Being overseas may present a Logistical problem. Per
haps afriend can secure a copy for you.-H . E.

You did not mention the model ofyour Toshiba laptop ,
bw I can give you information that should be valid for
most Toshiba models. The parallel port can be config
CD Search
ured as a standard parallel connector or as a floppy disk
drive connection , and Toshiba does offer a 5 !4-inch
am looking for addresses of manufacturers of CD
ROM players and discs. Could you send me complete
360K-byte floppy disk drive that you simply plug into the
reconfigured parallel port. This sounds like the easiest
information?
a11d most convenient solution for you. The suggested list
Ferrer Fabienne
price for the drive is $499, but you should be able to get
Paris, France
a better price from a dealer or a mail-order house.
A good source ofinformation on CD-ROM discs and
You could also purchase the Backpack from Micro
Solutions Computer Products ((815) 756-34Il) . The
drives is the Bureau ofElectro11ic Publishing, 141 New
Backpack floppy disk drive will plug into any parallel
Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07054, (201) 808-2700.fax (201)
808-2676. It publishes a large catalog and carries a wide
port. If you need more space, you can also get a portable
hard disk drive from liberty Systems (120 Saratoga
selection ofCD-ROMs, drives , and accessories for the
Ave., Suite 82 , Santa Clara , CA 95051, (408) 983-l/27).
PC and the Mac.
The liberty drive also plugs into the parallel port, but it
You can also contact CD-ROM drive manufacturers.
delivers 52 megabytes (50QC for $899) or 105 MB
Here is a selection ofsome companies:
(105QCfor $1199) ofdisk space.
If you 're a die-hard do-it-yourselfer, Toshiba also
Chinon America, Inc.
Information Equipment Divisio11
sells a cable that maps the floppy disk drive/parallel con
11ector to emulate a standard 34-pin controller-card edge
660 Maple Ave.
connector. Therefore , you could hook up your existing
Torrance, CA 90503
5 !4-inchfloppy disk drive.
(213) 533-0274
fax: (213) 533-1727
However, you would also have to build a power
source for the floppy disk drive, because the drive 's power
Hitachi Sales Corp. ofAmerica
is being supplied from your PC. For safety's sake, your
401 West Artesia Blvd.
power source should also i11c/ude a fan. If you wa111 to
pursue this project , give Toshiba technical support a call
Compton, CA 90220
(213) 537-8383
at (714) 587-9476.-S. D.

I

Come On, Be a Good Sport
bought a Zenith TurbosPort 386e several months ago
at a good discount, gambling that there would be
Igraphics
support for the double-scan CGA display (640
by 400 pixels compared to the standard 640 by 200
pixels) . I'm quite happy with the display for text-mode
applications, but the CGA graphics are barely tolerable .
My primary graphics applications are MathCAD ,
Smalltalk/V 286, and Windows 2.0. MathCAD 's To
shiba DCGA driver doesn't quite work, but it comes

Laser Magnetic Storage international Co.
4425 Arrows West Dr.
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
(800) 777-5674
(719) 593-7900
NEC Technologies, Inc.
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(800) 632-4636
(508) 264-8000
fax: (508) 264-8673
continued
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• In the BIX community we cake care of people who use IBM PCs or their compatibles. For example, our IBM Exchange offers a
growing list of programs which you can download for free . These 2.168 programs are the cream of the crop. All of them are tested
in advance by BIX moderators so you know you're getting top-quality, virus-free programs. Here are some of che most popular ones:
BIX FILE NAME

BIX CONFERENCE

DESCRIPTION

scars.zip

microsoft

Utility that turns your Windows desktop into aview of deep space. Choose impulse or warp speed
and launch several Windows utilities from a floating pop-up menu.

e.arc

ibm.utils

Public-domain text editor, with source code.

secrets2.arc

ibm.dos

Condensed and edited messages from the ibm.dos/secrets topic. Tricks and undocumented
internals of MS/DOS.

tetris2.zip

microsoft

KLOTZ , a Tetris"' clone for Microsoft Windows 3.

2zip25.zip

ibm.utils

Converts a variety of archive formats (including ARC, PAK . ZOO , LZH) to PKWare's
ZIP format.

w3icons.zip

microsoft

40 new icons for the Windows 3 Program Manager.

firework.zip

microsoft

Fireworks display in a window, for Windows 3.

monitor.arc

ibm.os2

Continuous display of CPU load for OS/2 Presentation Manager.

abort.exe

ibm.utils

TSR that aborts any program when you press Alt-C.

dis386.zip

ibm.utils

Full-screen interactive machine language disassembler for 8086, 80286, 80386, NEC V20.

Besides great free programs, the IBM Exchange offers dozens of informative and provocative conferences on OS/2, PC/DOS and
MS/DOS operating systems, alternative 386 operating systems, utility software, communications programs, LANs and more. There's
even a "Repairshop" conference, and maybe as a last resort, an IBM clearing house. Beyond our IBM Exchange, we provide indus
try news and product information that's essential

to

your performance as a microcomputer pro. All of these privileges are yours

with a subscription to BIX. To find out more, call our special Customer Service number: 1-800-227-2983 (in NH call 603-924-7681 ).

EllX
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Fast,
aggressive,

cheap,

Sony Corp. ofAmerica
Component Peripheral Products Co.
655 River Oaks Pkwy.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 432-0190
fax: (408) 943-0740
Toshiba America information Systems, Inc.
Computer Systems Division
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(800) 334-3445
(714) 583-3000

tireless,
impartial,
intelligent,
decisive &

tenacious!
EXPERT FOR HIRE
$495

Sony has recently introduced its Data Discman CD
ROM player, but it is not yet available in the U.S.-S. W.

Knowl edgeSEEKER®- a brainy and tireless information

A Turn for the Durst
!though one of my hobbies is computers, I make
my living in the field of photography. Computers
nave also invaded this area, and my company has three
Durst 2501 enlargers. This model is fully computerized ,
and all the programming resides in a 2764-25 EPROM .
I have two questions: Can I duplicate those EPROMs?
Can I modify their programs to adapt to our needs? I
would much appreciate any advice you can give me
about where to start looking into this matter.
Carlos Baranyai
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada

A

analyst, will help you make sense of your mountains of Lotus ~',
dBase® or ASCII data. Use its statistical know-how to find
significant facts, figures and trends that will help you make
better decisions - fas ter than ever before ! Buying this $495
PC software package will be the last decision you'll ever have
to make on your own .

CALL 1-800-387- 7335
NOW... For a FREE

Knowledge
SEEKER'

DataOO.se Decision Ana lyst
lrom F11 st M01Y. Technologies Ltd

DEMO DISK .

1990 Fustl.\tuk T6d'lno!og1es Ud
Aii olhor trm:'6mnrks .icknowledgod

Duplicating the EPROM would be child's play for any
EPROM programming device, but why would you need to?
Each enlarger already has one , and I don't see any pur
pose in making duplicates-unless, ofcourse, you want to
modify them, but that also seems pointless. As you
indicate, the 2501 is heavily computerized, and the
Introducing the APO 11.BOOST: 7 facts about the
EPROM contains all the programming for its many func
tions. To reprogram it, you would have to know all the ins
best Intelligent Disk Channel.
and outs ofthe 2501 's hardware design.
1. BEST PERFORMANCE AVAILABLE.The best performance available for ISA
I spoke with Colenta America (Durst 's distributor in
Bus: up 10 1,8 times faster than DPT model DM 3011/75 ('),and the best
the U.S.), and it suggested that if you have the HL2501 AF
performance among SCSI disk intelligent channels: up 10 2 times faster than PSI.
model, you should order the HL2501 AFN upgrade kit.
It 's Colenta 's guess that your biggest complaint with your
hyperstore 816/1600.
2501 is the paper programming, and the upgrade is a
2. STATE OF THE ART. Optimized R/W algorythm: Read Look Ahead and
big improvement.
Delayed Write mechanisms. 32 bits dedicated processor.
Basically, it gives you simplified paper programming,
3. COMPATIBLE PERFORMANCE Maximun performance in full WD 1003/1007
Refrema roll-paper easel support, expanded paper chan
compatible operation mode. No special drivers or adittional software required.
nels, added light output and on-line capabilities for the
4. ST!\NDARD COMPONENTS. o,5 10 16 MB. cache memory in 4 SIMM modules
densitometer, a bar code reader, and the Durst Optoscan
(256
Kb. x 9, 1 Mb. x 9,4 Mb. x 9).
film scanner.
5. REDUCED SIZE. Full AT size, fits on asingle AT slot (with 16 MD of memory).
Before you attempt to modify your enlarger, I suggest
6. MATCHING ALL NEEDS. UNIX V, XE1 IX, MS-DOS, THEOS, PIC K,
you contact Colenta America (347 Evelyn St., Paramus,
PROLOGUE, all the O.S. can benefit from APO llBOOST.
NJ 07652 , (201) 265-5670). It's quite possible that
7. BEST PRICES IN All CONFIGURATIONS. From 749$ in basic configuration
there's some neat user tip that will make your enlarger do
(0'5 MB. RAM) to 2.749 $ (16 MB. RAM).
what you want without modification.-H. E.

Payment by.Visa/ American Express.

M

prOCCSSC.!on I fi!co r2.S
MB.Writing the output in 10

I've Got the Jitters
y problem is a strange one. When my computer is
on and any "visible" action (e .g., typing , mouse
movement, screen updates, or hard disk drive activity)

(') Benchmark used: 10 son

dilfcrcnts files.

CJ Castell6, 63. 28001. Madrid. S ain.
Or fax lo Peter Howarth. Fax
34- 1- 5718816.

l

AT, UNIX, XENIX, Ms.DOS, TilEOS, PICK, PROLOGUE, arc trade marks or the~ rcspcctivcs companiC$. APOD
BOOST is regisu:red or APO SA.

Circle 384 on Inquiry Card.
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Circle 190 on Inquiry Cord.

BACKPACK.
IT'S ADRIVE OF A
IFFERENT COLOR.

Add a disk drive wilhout hors
ing around inside your com
puter - just plug Back
pack into your parallel
port! Connect your
printer to the Backpack
drive. No tools. No hassles.
No interface cards. Back
pack works with IBM and
compatibles including PCs,
XTs, ATs, PS/2s, PS/1 s, and

laptops. It's available in 5.25"
and 3.5" and comes complete
" with everything you need.
So see your dealer or
get it straight from the
horse's mouth and call us
about Backpack today!

Mic:ra5alutian5
Computer Products

132 W. Lincoln Hwy., DeKolb, ll 60115
815-756-3411 Fox: 756-2928

Visit us at booth #2352/Comdex
Visit us at booth #470/PC Expo

ASK BYTE

is taking place, the screen is covered with jittery bands of
light and dark areas . The actual computer screen is still
there (and highly legible); it is just lighter and darker in
those bands. The bands appear only in the parts of the
screen that the computer is "using."
When I increase the brightness on the monitor, the
portions of the screen that were black do not have the
bands-only the portions that were "colored." For ex
ample, in a word processor with white letters and a black
background, I can' t see the bands unless I look very
carefully. Only the letters are affected, not the black
background. When no input is taking place, the screen
has much less activity . But smaller bands still seem to
creep up the screen, much like a TV that is not quite
tuned.
This just started happening today, and I can't figure
it out. It happens in Windows, out of Windows, with
everything attached, with only the bare minimum at
tached, and so forth. I can't remember any significant
event that triggered it, either.
Chris Hecker
New York, NY

Based on what you've described, your first step should
be to isolate the problem to your video card, monitor, or
cable. My guess is that the problem is in your monitor. If
you have afriend with a computer whose monitor and
adapter card are compatible with yours, see if you can
do a quick swap for a few minutes so you can determine
the culprit.
If it's your cable, get a replacement. If it's your video
card, perhaps reseating any socketed chips and cleaning
the edge connector might solve it. If it's your monitor,
unless you 're qualified to go digging around inside high
voltage electronics, I'd recommend that you take it to
your nearest computer store to have it serviced.-R . G.

You're Not Alone

NewFase™ for WordPerfect
The instant font generator for WP 5.0/ 5.1.
Create high-quality fonts as you need them .
Use 90% less storage than with BitStream .
Get camera-ready output on most lasers and
dot-matrix printers. Comes with not 1 but 10
scalable fonts. Special symbols , fore ign
characters , and more . Optional Greek, Cyril
lic , APL fonts . From $149 .
Circle 193 on ln.9.uiry Card.

VectorrMTEX
The most complete scientific typesetting
system available today. Scalable fonts , font
effects , TEX standard and powerful new
features . Saves more than 80% of storage
as compared to other TEX's . Supports all
major printers. Leaves other TEX's in the
dust. Only $299.
Circle 194 on Inquiry Card.

Call today for the latest catalog.

(718) 575-1816
MlcroPress, Inc.
372
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write in response to Dennis C. Kornbluh's letter in
October 1990 Ask BYTE. I, too, have a Conner
Idrivethe
that occasionally hangs while performing I/O. It
happens when reading or writing large files (e.g., loading
Windows 3.0) . The drive activity light stops flickering
and remains solidly lit. The drive will occasionally com
plete its operation after several seconds, but about 75
percent of the time it remains hung. At this point, tog
gling the CPU speed rapidly between 12 and 25 MHz
will sometimes cause the drive to continue normally.
There is never any indication of an error; either the
operation completes, or it hangs longer than 3 minutes
(the extent of my patience). I can duplicate this problem
whether the computer is warm or cold, shadow RAM is
enabled or disabled, or PCTools' Mirror and PC-Cache
are loaded or not. All connections are tight.
The above suggests that Mr. Kornbluh is not alone,
and that the problem is not one of the ones you suggested.
I am also writing to Conner and DTK (the manufacturer
of my motherboard) to see if they have any suggestions.
Bjarne Hansen
APO New York
Good luck, and keep us posted. -Staff •

Free Software From Top
Publishers Online!
Preview the latest software instantly through BYTE DEMOLINK-lt's easy, all you
need to access BYTE DEMOLINK is a PC, a modem and a telecommunications
program and the latest demo software is at your fingertips!

ASQ
Memory manager freeware from Qualiw.
Select the file ASQ.exe

II BYTE Information Exchange

Sample the on4ine service for people who
know computers. The demo includes
inttr>ction from conferences and a sample of BIX's electronic
mlil system.
Select t he file name bixdemo.exe

GeoWorks Ensemble

Free
Demos!

The PCIGEOS oper>ting system
provides a gnphial wr
interim that runs efficiently on an IMb
of PCs. Fmures include preemptivt
11 11111
multiwkingand multireading. the
Motif compliant w r interface, a ~ ngle
imaging model for true WYSIWYG ill1d
superior printing, pull-down, tear-off menus, cu t. copy and paste
between applications, and use of expanded ill1d extended memory.
Select file geodemo.exe

Nemesis Go Master

II



gcnemes Csource code for the screens or saves
them in a me can.blc at runtime.
Select the file lnfdemoz.ue

II Lotusrind.Magellan 2.0

l.tts you
view. ill1d use all the infonnation on
your PC. You can view Iles as they appear
in your favonte program.
Select the file magellan.exe

C++Niews
An objeet-orienttd dMlopment environment

for HS DOS Wndows 3.0 based on Ctt.
Includes ater 75 Ct+ cluses (with complett sourte) and
dMlopment toOls such as class browser, aialog code genemor
and class documentor.
Select the file cviews.exe

2
Illustrator Diskette
II CommonView

Glockenspiel CommonV~ 2 ~a C++
application framework for quick d...lopment of applications
portable between Microsoft Window>. Pre.seni>tion Manager.
OSF/Hotif ill1d HP New Wm.
Select the file comviewl.exe

II Quattro Pro 2.0

Nemesis Go Junior
Ideal for novi<es and Go Muter is intended for the
serious Go student.
Select the file gojr.ue for HS DOS Go Junior
Select the file gomast.exo for HS DOS Go Master
Select tho file goJr.bin for Hadntosh Go Junior
Select the file gomast.bin for Macintosh Go Master

Instant Replay Professional
Builds tutorials and demonstmions includ ing
graphics, animation, sound, ill1d Mn intmctivt
video. Replay stquences from application programs onhanced with
pop-up notes.
Select t he fit• replay.ue

Borlancfs powerful spreaikhtet with features
indu<fmgflexible JD consolidation, macro
building ill1d debugging. Funmouse support, pu!Hlown menus, 132
character-wide <fl>play. and J2 resinblc windows provide modem
user lntorfaco.
Select the file quattro.exe

II THINK

The Think demo includes an A.I. tutorial which wil
introduce you to Expert Systems. Neur>I
Networks and Natur>I language. The demo actually lliks
through your PC speaker demonstndng the Thinking Software
SoundBytes Toolkit which .nows you to add speech synthm to
your programs.
Select the file thl nk.exe

C-scape
C-scape ~ a programming tool for C programmers.
It is a powerful. objeet-orienttd interface
management system that indudel a function libnry ill1d a screen
designer. The C·scape fibr>ry ~ an extensive conection
of functions for workilg with window>, dai> entry screens,
input vaidation, menus, ttxt editing ill1d hypertext context·
sen~ti.,. help.
Select the file escape.ex•

DR. Switch-ASE
Tum any dBASE program into a RAH re~ent
program (TSR). Works with Oipper 87/5.0.
dBASEIll PWS, dBASEIV, FoxBASE ill1d FoxPro. Gives you hot
key .ccess to any dBASE application form and graphics or text
based programs.
Select the file switchuuxe

KnowledgeSEEKER
Combines artificial In telligence with mtistical
analys~ t<dmiques to link directly into dBASE,
spreadsheet or ASCII files, turningdai> into information.
Select the me k...ker.ue

II Zortech C++

Zortech's multi-platform C++ compaers provide all
the benefits of industrial strength C++ with
the speed and code siz.c you would expect from the best C
compilers. Only Zortech can g~ you toll! porubility to HS
DOS, Windows J.O. OSn. DOS 386 and Macintosh.
Select the fil e zortech.exe

Be the first to evaluate the latest software for just the cost of a
phone call! To conned with BYTE DEHOLINK, call the office nearest
you today!

llWE Free Demo Download

LINK 61 7 ·861 ·9767*

·can the nearest DEMDUNK olflce anytime. Telecom settings: 2400 or 1200 baud,
8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and no parity. Enter DEMOLINK al lhe prompt.

~~~':ft m1 ~~;i:o OJ211 ~; ;;1~~~6 ;:tr:~20 ~:;.k~~~~~ ~~~;~31n
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Smartlynx-MC
Intelligent Eight Port
RS 232 Micro Channel
Adapter for PS/2 Systems
and Compatibles.
Supports AIX, UNIX, XENIX,
QNX PC-MOS and DOS.
Call for Special
Introductory Offer

Quatech's ES-100 provides eight
RS/232 serial ports in a single AT
slot. RJ-11 modular connectors.
16450 UARTS are standard. Optional
buffered 16550 UARTS. PC-AT, ISA,
or EISA compatible. Priced below
$500! Quantity Pricing Available!
Call for our PC Interface Handbook:

1-800-553-1170

1-800-553-1170
~GUATECH

gauATECH
662 Wolf ~ges Parkway
Akron . OH 44311

Circle 240 on Inquiry Card.

Synchronous
Communication
Boards for AT
Quatech synchronous/
asynchronous serial boards for
PC-AT and compatibles support
RS-232, RS-422, and RS-485
communication.
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

PC-AT is a trademark or
registered trademark of IBM Corp.

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card.

1-800-553-1170

- :-

.::.::..

.
I

•

t

'
I

•

"PC-AT (ISA) Interfaces"

"PS/2 Micro ChannelInterfaces"
~GUATECH

662 Wolf Ledges Parkway

Phone:(216) 434-3154 • FAX: (216) 434-1409
TELEX: 510.Mll-2726

PC-AT and PC are registered
trademarks of IBM Corp.

Circle 243 on Inquiry Card.

PXB-160 16-BIT
TRUE PARALLEL
DIGITAL I/O
• Two eight bit ports
• Latched 1/0
• OMA and 1/0 Modes
•Handshakes for 16 Bit 1/0 Transfer
• Programmable timer for Interrupt
or OMA Transfer
• External interrupt and data transfer
request inputs
• List Price Below $4 00.00
Call the Order Line

PC·AT. PS/2 and Micro Channel are
registered trademarks ol IBM Corporation.

Circle 244 an Inquiry Card.

liG2 Woll Lcd~es Pa rkway
Akron. OH 4.1:m

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card .

l/OBoard
Single-slot Quatech PXB-721 for
PC-AT has 72 digital 1/0 lines.
Connect three choices of data
acquisition modules. Supports
Labtech Notebook':"
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

~GUATECH
662 Woll L<dges Parkway
Ak ron, OH 443t t

LabTech Notebook is a trademark of
Laboratories l echnologies Corp.

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card.

2 parallel,
2 serial, I board
Quatech DSDP-402 for PC-AT
has two parallel ports, and two
serial ports for any combina
tion of R~232, 422 , and 485
communication. DSDP-100,
two parallel and two RS-232
ports, available at lower cost.
For order info, call :

1-800-553-1170

1-800-553-1170
gGUATECH

Digital

1-800-553-1170

gauATECH
Akmn . OH 44 311

PC-AT, Micro Channel. and PS/2 are trade
marks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp.

Circle 242 on Inquiry Card.

Communications
Data
Acquisition
_Iii , . • •
.
·1
:- . ·
.
-:; :
,
-

"GUATECH
Akm11.0H 413tt

Akron. OH 44 311

1~

1-800-553-1170
662 Woll l.alges Parkway

662 Woll l.algos Parkway

W>

RS-422/RS-485 asynchronous
serial communication boards from
Quatechlavailable in 1 to 4 ports
for PC-AT and compatibles and 1
to 4 ports for PS/2 Micro Channel.
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook:

"GUATECH
662 Woll U.-dgcs Parkl-o·ay
Ak ro11. OH 4Hll

Circle 247 on Inquiry Cord.

The WSB-100 Wave Form Synthe
sizer Board from Qua tech has the
best set of numbers in the market.
With speed to 20MHz and a 32K
memory at $1290, it's making
waves in more ways than one.The
WSB-100 is also a star performer
as a digital pulse/ word generator
with the optional digital module.
Call for our free
PC Interface Handbook

1-800-553-1170

c:; GUATECH
662 Woll l_,(,·dges Parkway
1\ kmn. Olf "'13 11

Circle 248 on Inquiry Card.

C~JALOG

SHOWCASE

Advertisers:
Formoreinformation
contact Ellen Perham
at (603) 924-2598.

National Instruments

JDR Microdevices

Free 488-page full-color catalog describing
instrumentation hardwa re and software
products for personal comp uters and
workstations. Application software for data
analysis and presentation and for collecting
data using instrum ents and plug-in boa rds.
Features GPIB interfaces, data acqui si tion
an d DSP boards, driver l eve l so ft wa re,
signal conditioning and VXI controllers.

Experience the JDR Differen ce:
• 30-day Money Back Guarantee
• 1-Year Warranty on Every Product
• Toll-free Ordering and Support
)DR offers quality products at competi ti ve
prices. Our n ew 100- p age cata lo g has
thousands of PC produ cts, from mother
boards, monitors and cases to drives,
co ntrol lers, integrated c i rcuits, ca bles and
connectors. Developers w ill find a selection
of test eq uipm ent, p rogrammers and
prototyping products. Buy w ith con fid ence
fromJDR!
1-800-538-5000
Mention Key #1090

1·512·794-0100

Cin:le 165 on Inquiry Card

I

I

Fax 512-794·8411

Circle 210 on Inquiry Card

Best Power Technology, Inc.

Annabooks
Send for Annabooks' free catalog of PC
compatible engineering products.
The newest publ itation, "AT Bus Design,"
has the official timing information for the AT
bus and the 8- and 16-bit parts of the EISA
bus . Over 200 pages and 100 diagrams.
Author is member of IE EE P9 96. Avai lable
now for $69.95. V ISA, M/C, Amex, COD,
P.0.s OK.
Annabooks, 12145 Alta Carmel Ct. #250,
San Diego CA 92128

~

FREE, money-saving literature tells you how
to protect your compu ter from power prob
lems such as su rges, sags, spikes, noise,
brownouts, blackouts and lightning. These
power problems can damage delicate
equi pment and cause loss of valuable data.
Lea rn h ow Best Power Techno logy's
uninterruptible power systems, ranging from
500 VA to 18 KVA, ca n protect you r
computer. Contact: Best Power Tech nology,
Inc ., P.O. Box 280, Necedah, W I 54646.

I

;'
1-800-462-1042

FAX 619-592·0061

Readers Cin:le 29 on Inquiry Card
Resellers Circle 30 on Inquiry Cord

1·608-565-7200, ext. 2179
Toll-free 1-800-356-5794, ext. 2179

.l

B&B Electronics Catalog
EU!CTRONICS CllTIU.OG

\
" a.cl:WTl.llf'ACI
&JIDtlOMTOllWIQ.UAllMH JfT
Ca"*'!ll U- 1'RO
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IOtech

We help you solve RS-232 problems.
The free B & B Electronics Catalog is full of
RS-232 lnteriaces: RS-232 to RS-422 co n
verters, RS-232 to Current Loop converters,
Modem Security Devices, Splitters, Com
biners, Four Port Switches, and many, many
more RS-232 problem solvers.
Pre- and post-sale techn ical support. Most
items shipped w ithin 24 hours. Direct from
manufactu rer to you. Money-back guarantee.
One-year warranty.
Contact us for custom designs al so.
B & B Electro nics Mfg. Co., 40 50) Baker
Road, PO Box 1040, Ottawa, IL 61350 .
1-815-434-0846

Free 112-page ca talog features co mpre
hensive line of IEEE 488 interfaces, data
acquisition instruments, support products,
analog and digital 1/ 0 converte rs, and
software for test and measurement, research
and development, quality assurance, and
production applications.

Circle 41 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 160 on Inquiry Cord

Intel Development Tools
D&YCl. O t .. 111 :0 1
TOO U c.. u .1oc:

Circle 45 on Inquiry Card

To discuss you r app l ication wi th an
engineer and receive more information on
our produ ct line, ca ll or fox today!
216-439-4091

FAX 216-439-4093

Specialized Products Co.

Choosing the right arc hitecture fo r your
embedded design is o n e of th e most
im portan t decisions you face today. For
successfu l embedded microcontroller devel
opment, Intel offers you a complete line of
emu lators, compilers, debuggers and muc h
more for the MCS®-51 , MCS®-96, i960rn,
x66, lntel386TM, and lntel486T" families of
Intel architectures.
Ca ll or w rite us for your free copy of our
Development Tools Catalog.
Intel Corpora tion, Development Too ls,
5200 N .E. El am Young Park way, JF1 -1 S,
Hillsboro, OR 97124.
1-800-874-6835 or FAX 503-696-4633

Electronic tools and test equipment
Color, illustra ted 250-page catalog details
comprehensive se lection of tool kits, test
equipme nt, telecom equipment and
datacommunica t ion products. Specia l
emphasis on in-house and field service.
Indexed ca talog shows digita l multimeters,
breakout boxes, osci lloscopes, BERT testers,
han d too l s and extensive selection of
instrument and shipping cases, plus over 50
standa rd tool kits. Complete specifications
and prices are provided for all products. ·
Specialized Products Company,
313 1 Prem ier Drive, Irving, TX 75063 USA
21 4·550·1923
FAX 214·550·1386

Circle 158 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 289 an Inquiry Card

THE BUYER'S MART
A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers to
easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each BUYER'S
MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested readers in
requesting information from participating advertisers.
Effective January 1, 1991.
RATES: 1 issue-$675 3 issues-$625 6 issues-$600 12 issues-$525
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted.

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), des·
criplive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can be
accommodated), pluscompany name, address and telephone number. Do not send
logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months prior to issue date. For exam·
pie: November issue closes on September a Send your COP'f and payment to THE
BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1 Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
For more information call Joseph Mabe at 603-924-2656. FAX: 603-924-2683.

ACADEMIC COMPUTING

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

BAR CODE

Transputer Education Kit

Software Engineer
Do Your Own Windows!

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM

For 1he studenl. Professional or hobbyisl

Introductory price: $346.

=·~~%m%~~~~~~:~r:.
and an 8-~1 pardel llO port (!or ~I twdware """nmems). Also

lndWes: Occam2 and Ccompilers (and assemble!): demo. ..,mp1e,
and diagnostic P<OOrams; and 1500 pages o4 doaJment•tJon (including
schematics). Can be interconnected with Olhet Kit boarr:ts 01 wilh less
llllPIO$lve Add·On·PtOCeSSO< board~

Computer System Architects

950 N. Unlwrsi1y Ave., Provo UT 84604
(801 ) 374-2300
FAX (801) 374-2306
(800) 753-4CSA

Inquiry 701 .

f<J list 1 LISP PfOOr.lmrring environment whk:h tlW ildvlntage o4
a GUI •nd proteded mode oo the PC Softw>no Engineer- for
Wladowa... 3.D ls a complete programming environment. 11 lncJudts
a USP-aware ltxl edi l ~ a.lllM'ing quick, easy and Interactive Win·
da.. development. Software Engineer wppons ODE. GOI, the clip
board. dialog boxeS and meflus. Softw3rt Enginee1 ~ Pffced al $249~5.

Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your
program. Print from ANY MS·DOS language. Bar
codes: UPC, EAN, 2 of S. MSI, Code 39. Epson,
O ki, IBM dot matrix text up to 'f.z". LaserJet up to
2". Font cartridges not required. $17S-S239. 30-day
$$ back.

Worthington Data Solutions

Raindrop Software CorJJoratlon

t.17·A Ingalls St. . Santa Cruz, CA 95060

845 E. Arapaho, Sulle l OS. Richardson , Texas 75081

(214) 234-2611

Fax (214) 234· 2674

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

Inquiry 706.

ACCESSORIES

ASSEMBLER PROGRAMMERS

RADIOACTIVE?
Plot ii on 11>Ur PC with The RM-60 RADIATIOll MOMlOR
Sen.J or pilnter port. Detects: ALPllA • em • GAMMA • X·RAY.
MlcroR, 1000 Umes the resot.rtion of standard Qdoer counteB.
E>celent tO< lladdng RADON GAS. Find sources. flew: Version 2.5
Plot: • Baclqjround • Cosmic Rais • Clouds • Foods
CalVVlrlle lor PC M.MiAZJ.NE miew. • TSR • GM TutM!
VISA/MC/EURO Phone ordm. Nol 5'1islled1 FtJ mund.

Tel/Fax: (302) 655-3800

Aware Electronlcs Corp.
P.O. Box 4299, Wllming1on, DE 19807

$149.50

Inquiry 702.

Assembler Programmers
" 111'!-• new text editor dHlgn1d 11p1c l11ty for you .
Small size; built In fife- tinder, flle-manipu1alor and math
ovalualor, easy to learn ; convenient to uso: 3.5'"' and 5.25"
modla. manual: Price $130 + shipping $9: Ordor by mall,
fox or phone.

Ravenholm Computing A/S
Pos1boks 7530 - Sklllebekk,
N-020S Oslo 2 , Norway

Phone: +47 2 448855
Fax: +47 2 430752

BAR CODE READERS
Keyboa1d emulation for PC/XT/AT & PS/2's, all
clones and any RS·232 Terminal. Tran sparent
to you r operating system. Available w ith Steel
wands, Lasers. Slot & M agstripe Readers. Same
day shipping, 30-day money-back guarantee.
One-year warranty. Reseller d iscounls available.

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euless. TX 76040

(800) 6484452

(817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

Inquiry 707.

BAR CODE
CUT RIBBON COSTS!

LABELING SOFTWARE

1000s of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee.

On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet Flex·
ible design on one easy screen. Any formaVstze.
Up 10 120 fields/label. 18 text sizes to 3 ~ rea d able
at 100'. AIAG. MIL-STD, 2 of 5. 128, UPC/EAN ,
Cod e 39. File Input & Scann ed logos/symbols
(PCX)-$279. Other programs from $49. 30·day
$$ back.

BORG INDUSTRIES

Worthington Data Solutions

Re-Ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all
cartridge ribbons with just one inker! For crisp, black

~~~~:'.o nal/;~~~fi&~ze!grn~e'io~c:~9~~;fse from 3
Eleciric E·Zee Inker - $94.50
Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00

525 MAIN ST., JANESVILLE, IA 50647

1·800.553·2404

In IA: 31 9-987·2976

417·A Ingalls St , Sarna Cruz, CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345·4220

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE
•
•
•
•
•
•

MS/FC DOS SYSTEMS
9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX
H·P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES 11
MENU·DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT
CODE 39, I 215, UPC AJE, EAN 911 3
elG TEXT & BAR CODE SOFTFONTS

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 A Regal Parkway, Euloss, TX 76040

(800) 6484452

(817) 571-9015

FAX (817) 685-6232

Inquiry 703.

KEYBOARD, VIDEO, MOUSE

BAR CODE READERS

PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions

Extension with EXTENDER
Splitting with COMPANION
Switching w ith COMMANDER
Boosts signals up to 600 feet. Control up to 96 PCs
with one keyboard and monitor.

For PC, XT. AT. & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard , bar codes read
as keyed data. Wilh steel wand-$399. Top rated
In Independent reviews. WorkS with DOS, Xenix,
Novell, Alloy, -ALL software. Lasers, magslripe, &
slot badge readers. 30-d ay $$ back.

Bar codos aro oosy uslng our FULL line of readers & prtntona.
They plug & play wllh your existing CPU/prinlerttermlnals/

CYBEX CORPORATION
2800H Bob Wallace /Joie., Huntsvllle, AL 35805
Phone 205-534-0011
Fax 20S-534-001 0
See our ad on page 346

Worthington Data Solutions
4t7-A lnga~s St.. Sarca Cniz. CA 95060
(408) 458·9938
(800) 345-4220

HEWLETT PACKARD
Sell -

71'11de

La.set Jet 111110

Colot Pro (7"(())
Luer 2000 2 Meg/4 Meg upgrades
HP.7550A
0.sk Jet
0r.n Pro OXUEXL
Rugged Writitr
Dnl!'tmasior 1111
~tic P1ctten C1600 (0 SW.)IC 1801 (E Sire)
Sclenc:e Accessories Co-poralion Soolc: Dtglllun
36' •
12150)
12· 13175)

.a·

warehouse. ITS' bar code DOS program s print on malrl•

or laser pr inters. 30 day refund . 1 year warranty.
OEMNAR/Oealer discounts.

International Technologies & Systems Corp.
655-K North Berry St .. Brea. CA 92621·Western USA
13 Wel'N'f'I Court, Richmond, VA 23229-Eastern USA
f800)221-9487 (714)990-tHO f804)741-6725 (FAX)iflo-2503

Inquiry 708.

Inquiry 704.

Buy -

software systems In your office, store, 1ruck, factory or

eo· ,

T. E. Dasher & Auoclates

4117 Second PNe. $., Birmingham, AL 35222

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591·110e
(800) 638-4833

PORTABLE READER

5-YR. WARRANTY AT PERCON

Battery-operated, handheld reade r with 64K static
RAM, 2x16 LCD display. 32-key keyboard , Real·
Time-Clock. Wand or laser scanner. Program
prompts and data checking l hrough its own key
board. Easy data transfer by RS-232 port or PC,
PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On-Line Reader. 30-day
SS back.

PERCON decoders are now covered by a live·
year limited warranty. That means you won't
spend one cent replacing your PERCON bar
code decoder for five full years. That 's reliabili·
ty you can counl on!

Worthington Data Solutlons

1710 Willow Creek Circle, Eugene, OR 97402·9153
Phone: (800) 873·7266
FAX: (503) 344·1399

417·A Ingalls SL. Santa Cruz. CA 95060

(408) 458-9938

(800) 345-4220

PERCON

Inquiry 705.
JUNE L99 t • B Y T E
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BAR CODE

CAD/CAM

COMMUNICATIONS

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL

SDLC OR X.25 SUPPORT

Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost·
eflective data entry. They emulate yo<.r keyboard,
so scanned data looks just like ii was typed in!
Choose from stainless steel wand. laser gun, card
slot reader, and magnetic stripe scanner. Also,
powerful Bar Code and Text printing software. Great
warranty. Generous dealer discounts.

Seagull Scientific Systems
15127 N.E. 24th , Suite 333, Redmond, WA 98052

206-451-8966

FROM A PAINTER POAT!

•
•
•
•
•

$249

lndoxor LPT'- software
VERSION 2D

NEW

VISA/MC

Controls up lo six mOlors slmul1aneously
linear and Circular lntorpolotlon.
New feelurcs to accommodate machine conlrol .
Easy.lo-use DOS dovlco driver. Super Manual.
CAD-CAM interlace avnlloblo.
C~'jJOra!IOO,

1-122 Amo1'1 lw<.

Ability Systems ~1 ~~~fs' 5l 657 4 331
Inquiry 714.

Use Sangoma hardware and soltware to provide
cost ettective. robust and easy-to-use SDLC or X.25
links !rem MS·DOS, UNIX, PC·MOS, etc.
All real time communicallon funciions performed
by Intelligent co-processor card .
Full !unction SNA emulation packages also
available.

Sangoma Technologies Inc.
(416) 474-1990

Inquiry 720.

COMPUTER INSURANCE
BAR CODE READERS
Among the bes! and mos! widely used bar code
decoders. Reads all mojor codes (39, I 215, S 215,
UPC/EAN/JAN, CODABAR, MSI). Connects between
keyboard and system. IBM. PS/2, MAC, OEC.>fT com·
pallble. OS & software Independent. Same day ship.
2 Year Warranty (pen lncld).
Urge Reseller Discounts

Solutions Engineering
20815
(301) 652·2738

4705 Langdrum Lane, Bethesda , MO

(800) 635-6533

Inquiry 709.

If you 've been muttering .. .

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER

DXF SUX
... here's the solution!
The "°'DID\M Developor 's Kil/OXF" has all lho C Fune·
lions you need for programs thal read and write DXF mo s

Full Release 10 suppon .. . unlimited file size . . .
. . . insen explosion ..• ALL entity types!

CALL (617) 628-5217 FOR INFO
Bulld lng Block Sotlwue, PO Bo• 1373, SomeMle. MA 02144

Inquiry 715.

SAFEWARE Computerowners coverage provides
replacement o! hardware, media and purchased
sollware. As little as $49 a year covers accidents,
thell , power surges and more. One call does ii all.
Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5)

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
(Local 614·2fi:!-0559)

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

Inquiry 721 .

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
DATA INPUT DEVICES

STOP

Bar Code. Magnetic Strlpe AeadetS & SmanCard Encoder/

Reader lot mK:tocompute" & IOrmlnals, inch.ding IBM PS/2
& otho<s, DEC, Macirtosh, An.T, CT, Wyss. Wong . All readers
conned on the keyboard cabto & aro transparenl to all soft·
wore. UPC & 39 prlnl programs, magnollc encoders. & por·
lablo readers are also avallablo.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

. spending your time on math cod el
The " C40'C4M Devolopor 's Kit" series has all thO 20 and
30 functions Iha! you nood tot CAO/CAM apptlcatlons

TPS Electronics

Inters ect. . . trim . . . lransform ... display ... lines,
arcs, ellipses, NURB splines .. . and much morel

415-856-6833 Telex 3n-9097 TPS PLA
FAX : 415-856·3843
1·800-526-5920

Building Block Sottware, PO l:k>X lJrJ. SOmeMDe, MA Cfl1"4

4047 Transport, Palo Aila. CA 94303

Inquiry 716.

Inquiry 710.

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER
WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY
• l<Dyboa<d v.OOges (ln!Bm8l/Ex1emal) lot 1BM PCf)(TVJ, PSl2
and portables.
• RS232 wedges for WYSE. link , Kimtron 11erminaJs
• Bar code and label printing sohwaro

• Full two-year warninty
• 30-0ay Money-Back Guarantee
•Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts

3140 Del> Cruz BM!., Sulla 200/Saiia Clara, CA ~11408) 980-IBlll

800-666-4BAR

CALL (617) 628-5217 FOR INFO

FAX: (415) 623-1372

Inquiry 711 .

The Global Computer Business BBS

Co. for your local TYMNET access no. or call lor a brochure
England (44) 71 224-9990 Fax (44) 71 706 0536
User·ld:I NFOi NDEX PasSW11rd:I NDEXE D
NUA: 234217201317

Inquiry 712.

Hosts: MS·DOS, UNIX, VAX VMS

ENERTEC, INC.
BOX 1312, 811 W. Flllh St.
Lansdale, PA 19446
Tel: 215-362-0966 Fox: 215-362-2404

Inquiry 722.

DRAFTeasy • ONLY $399
• Professional 30 CAD software •
• "Common-sense" menus • Unmatched ease of uso •

Wrlnon In

Assembler • Very las< and eompaa • Powerful lea!ures only rivaJod
by software costing SIOOO's • OXF compatibJe •Programmer's in·
1e<face bl SISIC. Pascal and C • "TRY IT FOR ONLY $1() • Manual,
ltrtoriaJ. and WO!l<ing copy (Slf/EIPLOT disabled) pnMdod •

COMPUTERS ETC.
4600 Chlppowo Sul10 204, St. Louis. MO 63116
Fax 314.J51-nSS

Phone: 314-351·2513

Inquiry 717.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS
Now unique lull-function simulators for the 8096 an d

80C196 controllers, featuring ALL MODES of interrupls.
plus the HSI, HSO, and ND !unctions.
We also support the 8D48149, 8000/85, 8051152, and Z80
controllers with excellent, roasonabty priced Cross
Assemb lers and Simulators.

Lear Com Company
2440 Kipling St., Sto. 206, Lakewood , CO 80215
(303) 232·2226
FAX: (303) 232-8721

Inquiry 723.

CD-ROM
At last! Online answers to the biggest buying &
selling hangups In the computer Industry.
Product tech & other inlo !or buyers, sellers & users. buy &
sell online, searchJedit fast friendly OBs. Email. 64K X25
leleconfs. SIG's, ads, SHAREWARE, & more!Call jOIJI' phone

Universal Linker, Librarian

Targets for 42 Microprocessors

CD ROM, Inc.
CO.ROM. WORM, MAGNETO·DPTlCAl. OR1VE5, CO.ROM DISCS
FOR IBM AllO MAC. OPTICAL COllSULTING SERVICES
• PUBUSHING • OISTRlBUllOll • tlET\WfUQNG
OUALITY P!lOOIJClS Allll SERVICES III COMPfTITM PRICES

FREE CATALOG

TEL 303-231-9373
1667 COLE BLVD., SUITE 400, GOLDEN, CO 80401

FAX: 303·231 ·9581, ClS: 72007,544
VISA/tAC/AMEXJGOV 'T. POs

Inquiry 718.

CROSS DISASSEMBLERS
PROFESSIONAL PC SOFTWARE
NEW: SPARC CROSS-DISASSEMBLER
• AN"1..YT1C CROSS-OISASSEM81.ERS W/MmJ LABa r.ENERATlOll
• REUlCAIAfll.E MACRO CROSS.ASSEMBLERS

SUPPORT FOR 11'.lSI. ro1a 8005. ZBIYlSO. ZllOOl, 6llXl. 6805. 6809.
68ifCtl, 68000. 6301 , 6305, 1800, 6500. 65C02. 9900, OTHERS
• ZSO.lr.eo-8006 souRcr TIWISlATIDN ummes
ORDER TODAY: (408) 773-8465

LOGISOFT

~s~:c; 1~~;,u~NYVALE . CA 94086

1

Inquiry 724.

DATA RECOVERY
PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD·$195
"EASY-PC" !or single sided and mullilayer boards to
11 ~

x 17" wilh up lo 1500 !C's Including su rface m ount.
Phenomenally fasl and oasy to use. Over 7000 copies

sold. Needs PCIXT/28&386 CGNEGAl\IGA. Output to
laserjeVinkjetA'.lol malrix printer, pen.plotter. phoCo-plotter
and NC Drill. For full inlo circle inquiry I or conlad us
direct. VISAIMCIAMEX accep1ed. DEALERS WANTED.

NIMBUS

CRASHED?

Your complete source for CD-ROM implementation
Including disc replication, search and retrieval sott·
ware and application design. Find out just ho.v easy
ii Is to put your data Into the media of the '90s

Your valuable data can be recovered!

Nimbus Information Systems

NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS LTD.

1-804-985-1100

llmlin<J W.1. St 1"5. HuntlnOdOn . C.mbs, EMQllnd , Pf17 4WR

Box 7427, Chorlouesville, VA 22906

Tel 011 ·44480-61778 Fu 01 1-4441().494042

Inquiry 713.
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Inquiry 719.

• 95% success ra10 • Fast turnaround
• Prior ity s.orvice availablo • SOrvlclng Nowll, DOS.
Macintosh, Unix, Xenix. 0512, Bernoulli and morol

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY, INC.
Kcepmg

}'OU fn business is

our business.

612-937-5161 • 1-800-872-2599

Inquiry 725.

DISK DRIVES

DAT A RECOVERY

IBM PS/2 HARD DRIVES

DATA RECOVERY

01t1 loat from 114• e11nr1dge1 or 112• tlpt can be

recowred 1tmost every UmL We havo helped Banks. In
surance Companies. Telephone Companies. Commodity

OoaJers. Hospitals. Softwaro Houses. GoYBrnment Ocpan·
ments. The 11.t I• end/ea.

Wo chargo a smafl fixed fee for lnvesllgatlon and then on a
llme oM materials basis.

The OICPAK C&nridge Interchange Poople

Vogon Enterprises Ltd.
SI~

MOD 30. 30-286
$350
30MB
MOD SOZ. 55SX
450
30MB
60MB
MOD SOZ. 55SX, 70
695
120MB
MOD 50Z, 55SX, 70
7'95
New, genuine Big Blue ProduC1 wilh 1 yr. Warrnnly.
Call NOW-Same Day Shipping llll 5 p.m.

Df ~90042

Mer~n

PO Box 5128, Hazle!, NJ 07730

Inquiry 731 .

Inquiry 73'1.

DAT A DISK CONVERSION

DUPLICATION

BILLIONS OF BITS CONVERTED!

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION
•DISKETTE & TAPE
• CUSTOM PRINTING
• CUSTOM PACKAGING
• FULFILLMENT

Disk Interchange Service Company special·
izes In transferring files between incompatl·
ble computers. Our direct disk-to-disk
conversion service is fast, efficient, and
cost effective.

Disk Interchange Service Company
2 Park Drlve•Westford, MA 01886 (508) 692-0050

Go, NEMESIS, Go
Go - s Zen game. So appealing, it has endured 4,000
years. So useful, !}0\1'9rnments study it.
NEMESIS Go Junior enllces novices of arry age.
NEMESIS Go Master Deluxe satiates lhe addicted.
Chaos Manor User's Choice Award (8'fTEl1990)

MEGASOFT, INC.
P. 0 . Box 710, Freehold, NJ On28
(800) 222-0490
(908) 462-7628

Inquiry 732.

Inquiry 727.

Design Elements

Island, FL 32953-3484

Phone (407) 453-8783

Fu U+(D)73H9004D

Inquiry 726.

PC ANIMATED GREETINGS
Give your PC family and friends a disk Instead of
a cardl CGA graphics for birthdays, anniversaries.
etc. Available on 5.25" or 3.5" disks (hard disk ln
s1allation recommended). Send for information and
receive a free sample disk.

COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

Road, \Ill~. Berbln A:i11 2.Jll E.NGLIHD

Ttl 44+(0)734-784511

ENTERTAINMENT

Toyogo, Inc.
Inquiry 738.

EDUCATION

FLOW CHARTS

THE #1 CHOICE

DESERT STORM

In disk & tape conversion

GRAPHICAL DATABASE

tor marrt leadlng corporalions, government agencies.
law firms. and companies in every lndustry-y.orSd.wide.
Free teat • SatJsfactlon guaranteed

• Middle East Maps, War Maps w/ Ground Anack
• Counlry Oala (Economics, Populallon. Mllllary)
• Weapons Index w/ Pictures & Specs

Graphics Unllmlted Inc.

$29.95

3000 Second St Nonh, Mlnnoopolls, MN 55411

VISA/MC/Check

PC/EGA/840K

Advanced Software Products

(612) 588-7571 or (612) 520-2345
FAX: (612) 588-8783

301 N. Harrlaon, Suite 1165. Princeton, NJ 08540

(609) 584-2005

Inquiry 733.

Inquiry 728.

(800) 869-6469

PO Box 25460-Y, Honolulu, HI 96825-0460
fax: (808) 396-4126

(808) 396-5526

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $129
RFFlow 2.0 is a professional drawing 1001 for
flowcharts & org charts. Requires Microsoft Win·
dows 3.0. 100 shapes auto adjust in size. Diagon al
lines and curves. Auto line rou ti ng and re-routing.
Click on a shape to bring up a sub-chart. Move
charts to other apps. via the Clipboard. Call for free
trial disk.

RFF ELECTRONICS

1053 Banyan Coon. l.DYeland, co 6-0538
Phone: (303) 663-5767
FAX : (303) 669--4889

Inquiry 739.

G.l.F.
CONVERSION SERVICES

S.S. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE

Convert any 9·track magnetic tape to or from over
3000 formals including 3 1/2~ SI/• ~ 8" disk formats &
word processors. Disk-lo·disk conversions also
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan·
ning Services.

Tho American Institute for Computer Sciences ot10tS an ln
deplh correspondence program to eam your Bachelor of

Plvar Computing Services, Inc.

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. iB
Buffalo Gr011e, IL 60089 (800) Convert

2101.SV Magnolia ""9. South, Sia 200. Blrmiljjham, AL 35205

Sdence and Mastoc of Science degrees In Computer Science
at homo. B.S. subj&ets COYered are: MSIDOS. BASIC.
PASCAL , C, Data Filo Processing, Data Structures &
Operallng systems. M.S. program includos subjocts In Solt·
waro Englnoorlng and Artincial lntelligonco.

800-767-2427

DAT ABASE MGMT SYSTEMS
SQL DBMS FOR DEVELOPERS

109 IBM's 092 on yoor PC! OUR GUARANTEE: This Is the
fasiesi. most J>OWOfful micro DBMS you can got anywhere
al Gr'f ptlco ot yow money back. Got n>!on>ntial lnlegrily. get
c;tyrwnk:: SOL, get OCELOT2 - THE SOU
· - llOOllVM.OOSll&"' - ~'°"*'



LottoProf

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

Suito

80.

Can $59.95

ALSO

DATA RECOVERY
FAST TURNR

CALL FOR DETAILS

H&W micro labs, inc.
528-C Forest Parkway, Forest Park, GA 30050

7305 Wx>dbine !We.. Markham On!.

CANADA. L.3R 'N1

421-4187

Inquiry 729.

HARD DRIVE REPAIR

ColorVlslon Consulting

OCELOT COMPUTER SERVICES INC.
(403)

Inquiry 740.

Provides what other lotto programs omll-exact
analysis of bet combinations. Are the "beat lhe IOI·
tery" schemes any good? Is yours better? Find out
and bet wisely wit h LDttoProl.
Check or MO.

· -~
000£R YOURS
....... TOOAYl-Pras SIM! at $19500

(303) 988-4940

ENTERTAINMENT
us $49.95

11502, 10025 - 106 SlreOI, E<lmomon, AB. Canada, T5J 1G7

Micro Map & CAD™

205-323-6191

Inquiry 734.

OCELOT2-THE SQU is a DBMS llbrory ond precompller
k>r writing 3GL oppllca!ions with embedded SOL. It's like hall

Digital Quad Maps
Local Street Maps, State Maps, and World
Maps in DXF, PCX, PICT, PIC, or TIF
Formats. Gigabytes of Map data available

(416) 739-7609

404-366-1600

Inquiry 735.

Inquiry 741 .

DISASSEMBLERS

HARDWARE

80x88 .COM/.EXE fll. .: 'Reusable Software'lll
Automatkl-Onty Input/output filenames are requlrsdl

DISCOVER AMERICA'S ONUNE ADVANTAGE!

COMPLETE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ODYSSEY BBS

Exhaustive flow-anatysis distinguishes data from codo.

• Designed for Amerk:a's llique business n1 reluarkln needs! • l.D.¥
C051local""'""nurrm.~SSOdlies1n the us, CWd•,

1 '!'Ur 'Nltr#f:y • Cornpon«U mo 11 ~ Prices
Standtrd S}'dlln Fut.st llldftt: 1Mt\1 or A.Mn. 1.2 Floppy. eaie. Pttww'
Supoly, """1otKtyllo¥d, 2s....!Po'1S.1 PololldpoO. ~n1Hlrd
CO<ml1e<. Morll>Gnot*s Cord. Ard, II O<dmd IJy 6/3091 , G'1 "'5
00S <.01 frtt! 2S6-12Mh! S"""1 s&25, 386o<-16Mhz S"'"" $10'25.
38(,25Mllz 5"'>11-1s=286-16Mhz ~ ~ :ia&;,..20\Vv
$y11em Sil~ 38l>33Mhz 5Y111m (6'X c.dle) S152S. '86-25MN Sy!llm

AccunU•f-Uses scientific methods, not 'guosswotk'I
Locales even one-byte d ata Items In lnstrvctlon areas!
Complete/-Fully-labeled 80(2)86 code, deta, dlrectlwsl
commented BIOS/DOS INTS give luncllon & operands.
ComtMtlbl•I- .>SM output file Is MA.SM 5.x~pa1 i ble.
NEWI PC-DISnDATo 3.2 (5Y." disk & manual) $165

PRO/AM SOFTWARE

220 Cardigan Road, Centerville. OH 45'459
(513) 435-4480 (9 A.M.·5 P.M. EST M.f)

Inquiry 730.

Ei•

and Pacifoc Rimcoontriesl • Over 1~000 downloadable rHesl • Dnine
stoclc
and d•labase5! • Online Right and TrMI lnfO<·

quo!••
mZic>I. S<hed'61o Jnct reseMlions! • SlalHf.tho-"1 E·imil lcJluresl
: ~=a::,.~·:~~~ror:i.:

rruch. much morel
-

We also can proyide your company wi1h nalio<W B8S seMc<s.
Cd 1818) 358-0936 lor 
.. -

Inquiry 736.

., _,,, 1818) 356-j;968 (l/12/24 S.ud, BIW11

°""

i2561<Clcl>cl<Mtl2575: S"'""~-\llAMonoS15.mA!l>O
DrMs Add· AO Mog S2'9, 80 M<g $479, 106 Me; $529. 200 IAog

SVS: -

We~- I l.AHOMAAA Cd kw Pr1cft.
lllxl:llum I 'ftllghl . P.O. Bo< 1666 . L>nc2sler. Caitorria 93SJ9.1aGB

$a95.

Pto1I (1(15)

'*""'°

bn-Zpm f"IOk Tmt

ru (805) ~t2 2.c """"

Inquiry 742.
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THE BUYER'S MART
HARDWARE

INTERNATIONALIZATION

PRE-OWNED ELECTRONICS, INC.

DEVELOPERS!
6.E:SEAOflEPOI

THE Independent provider, sorvlng the Doal11r.
ProlttssJonaJ. Corporals. Gowlrnment, and
EdlJClllional Buyer slnctt 1985

1oois lo go! )W soilwale ready lo< !he ine<NllONI l1W1'I. Prt1"'1 WlCJes

>"111<1icro~-smismswteaxle.rUbfllr~

APPLE® II & MACINTOSH®
SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS
Call for a Catalog
800-274-5343
lnt'I: 617-275-4600 • fax: 617-275-4848

205 BURLINGTON ROAD • BEDFORD, MA 01730
Inquiry 743.

...,,.iT""11"Qcr'Qrol-S..Sscace"*dotl"'"'-

smisbeho.easl11-.y.,,.PJ1 d "9"0l_t.os...,-~

c.~~~===&~
$149~ 5'>ice-S2•9~ No "7)9!ies. Por!s ~ Slrilo"""""""
""""~·
Network Dynamics, Inc.

2225 S. Henry Stroot, Suite L2, Wiiiiamsburg, VA 23185

Phone: (804) 220-8771

FAX: (804) 220-5741

Inquiry 749.

800-227-3971

dFELLER lnV9n1ory $150.00
Requires dBASE II cx Ill, PC·DOSICPM
dFELLER Plus $200.00
with History and Purchase Orde~
Requi1es d8ASE Ill DI dBASE Ill Plus (For Stocl<rooms)

PS/2 55SX-031

$2099.00

Feller Associates

lnternatlon aJ 318-742·2700

550 CA PPA, Route 3. Ishpeming, Ml 49849

(906) 486-6024

FAX 318·742·2799

Inquiry 750.

Inquiry 744.

LANS

SC/FOX'" EMBEDDED COMPUTERS
PC PolOllel CopnJceuor P1"9"1n Boorda: IS MIPS 1>9 SO MIPS
...., u~ng 1he SC32 32<>i1 CPU"' Ille 1~tt Hams A'TX 2000:
VllE llu1of1Slml Symm Conttoller SBC: 18 Ml?S 8'11111 MIPS

The $25 Network
•
•
•
•
•

burst, uses RTX 2000 cpu, SCSI, 2 aer, 1ptr ports. kl 640K bytes.

JU ot 100r100mm Eurocard-size using either SC32 or RTX 2000.
kleal lo<en"beclded rW<ime conuol, dal4 acqulsiUon, rotxicQ, end
signal prt>Ce$$lng. OEM software development l)Stem Included.

Inquiry 745.

Uses sertaJ ports and 5-wire cable
Runs a1 115K baud
Runs in background, totally 1ransparen1
Share any device. any file. any time
Needs onty 14K of RAM

Skeptical? We make believers!

Information

Modes

P. 0 . Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202
817-387-3339
Orders 800-628-7992

Inquiry 751.

Everything you want •••

m~~~~,~~o~E~~O(~~~HCa~8o~~~ 1~::1a~~~

its

The Saellg Company
1193 Moseley Road, Victor, NY 1458'
Phone {716) 42S-3753
Fax {716) 42S-3835

Inquiry 746.

SAVE ON LAPTOPS
Toshiba • Sanyo • Tandon • Sharp • NEC
Zenith • Epson • Leading Edge • Fora
Tl • Panasonic • Everex • Bondweli
Packard Bell • Alllma • Mitsubishi • ALA
•We ALSO carry a full !Ina al accessories •

Computer Options Unllmlted
12 Malden Lane, Bound Brook, NJ 08805

CALL: (800) 424-7678 Forlnlo: 908-469-7678
9-9 M-F 9-5 Sat. 6 days Worldwide sales

Inquiry 752 .

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Call us about your appHcations.

DALANCO SPRY

IBM CONVERTIBLE
MEMORY- 128K $79

258K $22S

364K $295

MODEMS-Standard $75 Enhanced $175
CRT ADAPTER-10< monllors $99
SERIAUPARALLEL ADAPTER-$120
MONITORS-Monochrome $115 ColO< $349

~~:~ED~CUe ~TTERY -$89

HARD DRIVElH!O Meg-$495
40 Meg-$695
MORE ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

COMPUTER RESET

(716) 473-3610

Phone (214) 276-8072 BBS & FAX (214) 272-7920

P. 0. Box 461782. Gatllnd, TX 75046

Inquiry 753.

IMAGE DAT ABASE

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

IMAGE SOFTWARE & TOOLKITS

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

for High Resolution PC lmeglng
The AdYn:td lmoge b>llcit S2Slllll. SltlSION "C" ~ 
$250.00. Dmbise PnRssionol $99.95. 5HOOCASE lmoge ~
SIMIXl SUNSIO~ imoge C<n""' $l9&IXl SUNSCAH 09Ui Sea>
War? $299.IXl ~IO 1024x768x256, Satnci. Cll>l*lg. for.
""' CorMnions, Prinlino. Meroe 1mooes wi1h Tot. Merue Mt.lliple
Im-. Oevlce Orilm. mo<?. Proc!ical lmagi>g Al>l*alions lrom Cut·
ling Edgo SOl1ware E119nee1illQ.

Sun Country Software Publl1hers
7102 llllold Road Sout hwest. Albuquerque. NM 87105

50$-873·2220

Mad Max BBS 505-8n.al54

Inquiry 748.
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50 5-873-4443

MARKET RESEARCH
SELL IN JAPAN
The wol1d's 2nd largest computer market is Japan.
Find out how your products will sell, lax us for our
Information pack-all In English. We do market
research , client-requested interviews, translations,
brochures, printing, exhibitions.

LINC JAPAN, LTD.
MQ.7 Shibuya, Shibuya·ku, Tolcyo ISO. Japan
PH: +81·3·34011-8510
FAX: +11·3·3498·7280

Call For LOWEST PRICES on Chips!
SIWMSISIPPS
256K x 9-10.90. 70,60

64K x f.12 , 10
64K x 4.ao
256K x MS, 12, 10. 80. 10, 60
2561< x 4-80
lMEG x M0.80. 70,60
INTEUCYRllnlT MATH CO 'S
00287.a.10
B0387·SX , 14.20.25.33

1MEG
IMEG
cMEG
4MEG

x
x
x
x

&10. BO. 70
9-10,80.10,60

8-80
9-80

PS12 TYPE SIMMS

.._. 3028'1
Model 50. SS. 80, 70, BO

CALL DRAM COMPANY

(800) 48B·OAAM

P.O. Box 590127 • S.F., CA 94159 • (4151 3911-2987

OBJECT-ORIENTED
Improve Your Productivity
Get the !acts you n&ed, all from one source. Objeel·
oriented vocabulary, examples, vendors, bibliography.
No hype, no edl1orials, just compact, complete explanetlons.
Source code for C & C++ examples Included on
diskette. Satisfaction guarant&ed or your money back.
Call Ann1books at (800) 462-1042 or (619) 271 -9526.
Or send for free Information trom:

buk-werm

Information Services••

Oepl B2, 18n8 Bemanlo Cit D<. 518. 110b, San Diego, CA 92128

24 hr FAX: (019) 4811-0ne

VISA & -.C.rd •ccepted

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

89 Westland Ave., Rochester, NY 14618

Inquiry 747.

805/546-9716

Inquiry 758.

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR
OSP products for lhe IBM PC/XTIAT. Our TMS320C25
based Model 250, wtth ex1enslvo sohwore, features 250
Khz muhk:hannal AID and DIA, up to 192 Kv.ords RAM,
very high lhroughput to PC RAM and disk, and is priced
oompetltlvely with tradttlonal Analog 10 boards.

Fax

Inquiry 757.

LAPTOP COMPUTERS
••• to make ltfe euler. TOS2020 Is an kSeal v.tff IO saw time
and monoy designing equipment. Use as a High Perlom>ance
16-blt Control Computer or SOOuA Data Colltctlon Module.
Anoch LCD & k8'fboard . Use Internal 10-blt mulllchennel A
lo D converter, D to A, 4 coun1or-1lmors, mulUtasklng, Inter·
rupls, parallel & serial VO. non·volallle clock and up to 512K

805/546-9713

MEMORY CHIPS

Try the 1st truly low-coat LAN
• Connect 2 01 3 PCS. XTs. ATs

Sllnel.\lone 5119< 8-d Comput>1>: 18 MIPS ..... 60 MIPS bu19.

322·8763
208 Celltornla Avenue, Palo Alla, CA 94306

Contact us for more information :

PRODUCT R&D Corporation (Calif.)

Inquiry 756.

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS

SILICON COMPOSERS INC (415)

TOSHIBA INTERNAL CARDS
Fax/modems: 9600/2,00bps, software, acoustic port
MOOems. exp: 2400 bps. acoustic or serlaJ port Modom.
dedicated: 2400 bps (n<Xebool<s. T31&3200SX) Serial 10
cards: RS232. RS422, SCSI, HPIL. beI<Ode

dFELLER Inventory
Business 11T""1.ory programs written in modifiable dBASE
source code.

Shreve Systems This month's Special/
3804 Karon Lane
Bos!ler City, LA 71112

LAPTOP POWER ADAPTERS

l>C and DC lnpul

Inquiry 755.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

IBM® & Macintosh®
Parts • Systems • Add-ons

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS

•
•
•
•

NEW LOW PRICES ON:
Battery Powered Printers
Portable Hard Drives
l.Bptop Expansion Systems
Backlltes AND MOREi
Call for free catalog

AXONIX CORPORATION
800 866-9797
Inquiry 754.

KeepTrackl of Bug Reports
New tool gives lnstan1 access to Information about pending
bug repoltSISuggOstlons on lhe products :.<>u maln1oln or sup.
pon. Eases plannlng of new releases. No more p.apel"tYOfk,
k>sl reports ot hun1lng for custom&f'S' example flies. Mulll·
pie users (cleYOlopmonl, marl<etlng, CA) C811 independonlly
categorize, prioritlze. and rearrange records..

KeepTrackl

3L Ltd.,

$495 (£495 non-US)
A!el House. l.imgslon EH54 lio'G, U-1Kingdom

Tel . -+-44 508 41 59 59

Fax. +44 506 41 59 4•

Inquiry 759.

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS
REWLUTIONARY OS/2 PM PROGRAMMING!
whll PRONTO I PM GUI prugr1111ml11t Is at yoar llagtrllpa,
_
.. wblcb...
__
__
Pi.....
_
r llnguoge
""' ..waa1
ta IPH
IL _
PIO<IO IPMb1-0LLol,__,,_,,,.,...
llbnoaCO"flOl.~CE.11-'0'lhnDrundd'bt. Thi~

"""'"""'ed-Pie"'""""'--·

-1ed"' BA.SIC, COllOL, FORTRAN,

-!Joms

AH EL

I HF 0A"AT 1 CA

SOFTWARE HOUSE

Inquiry 760.

~

C. 11EXX. Mt 12<l.OO.

~1T£Jn\lj~~e!li'ii' CORP.
airi~~ CAFAX~)557-0371 rxfAX

~ l ·J9.424·S61404 "

Heacqu>rtors 11a1y

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

HYPERINTERFACE™ II
Menu Creator" - All Interactive WYSI WYG ed~or to
genera1e a menu-driven use1 imerface for )OOr software.
Screen Creator" - An irteractiw WYSIWVG edoor for
quid< and easy screen daslgn and a ween database
manager for )'.OUr sottware. Advanced Library - Ex
tended capability for data emry for )OOr programs. FOR
TRAN , Pascal, C, BASIC supponed.

SECURITY
FIGHT PIRACY!
Slno9 1986, companin WOfktwtde haw been choosing Ai·TKh
security......._
clemand ... '""'900lprotoa;on IMilablo,
why no1: choose ont of these ..pnMtn 5Hc*1"':
• EVERlOCIC Copy P'°'octlon
• £VERTRAK Sortware Secunty
• EVERKEV H&ntwart " Key" Sof'lwa'11 S.CWity
Fot IBM and Comp.Mib6ea. 30 day money beck guatattee. Free ink>
and ~ dftk ava!lable.

H,...

Az-Tech Software, Inc.

Avanpro Corp.
P.O. 9 0>< 969, Pacific Palisades. CA 90272

(213) 454-3866
Inquiry 761 .

SECURITY
SECURITY
Have sensitive data?
Learn the secrets of complete data security.
Also receive complete source code. For
your total solution to data privacy send
$175.00 10:

Software Solutions

305 EAS1 Franklin , Richmond , MO 6'085

(800) 227-0644 Fax : :::::~~;~~

Security Package
Box 7667. St. Cloud. MN 5630t

Inquiry 767.

SHAREWARE
BASIC PROGRAMMERS
Create professional programs for the IBM PC with all
the bells and whistles! Contains Subroutines & Pro.
grams. The 46 source code mes Include:
• Bar Menus

• Screen Manager

• Shell Son

• Key Hllldler>
• •WaJk• Dir Tree

• ANSISYS

HI00-345-3808 (VISA/Mq

MIPS,

• Draw Forms
• Find File
• Font Demo
Toolbox 1~29.00

lnC.•Box 3072 • Hammond, LA 70404

Inquiry 762.

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION

• Completely Men u DrMJn
• Do1oats llll Hardwnro/Softwaro Copiors
• No Source Cooo ChanQos

Oulte
Sim ply
The S.• I

• Mulllple Layering
• No Oamagod Modin
• Full Hard Oflk Support
• Unlimhed Motefing

• FREE Demo Disk

~To

Protect
rour Vlllu• ble

SottwwN fn•,utm•nt

STOPVIEWSWPCOPY PLUS"
BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS~ (301) 1171-1094
14105 HerUQt la., SMt SpMg. MD 20908
FAX! (301) 450-7545

Inquiry 768.

FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM /clones
Monthly, get 5 disks with 10+ latest
programs plus catalog - FREEi Pay only
$5.00 for 5/5.25" or $6.95 for 3/3.5" disks.
Join today for only S19.95 membership fee and
get your first volume of software-FREE!

SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH CLUB®
619-931-8111
Inquiry 772.

SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING
C and C++ DOCUMENTATION TOOLS
• C-CALL ($59) Graphlc<rees ol caller/called hierarchy.
• C-CMT ($59) Create. lnsett, updare comment-blocka foe
each luncUon , llstl ng fundlon s and idonllfiors used .
• C-METRIC ($49) Palh complexity, llnosls1 mtsJcomments.
• C-LIST ($49) LISI. action-diagram. relormat programs.
• C-REF ($49) Locallglobel/paramoter cross·roferonce.
• SPECIAL (St891 All 6 as OOS/OS2 " C-OOC " P<ogram.

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC.
6064 St. lvos Wtry, Mississauga, ONT Canoda LSN-4M1

(416) 858-4466

Cop's Copylock II
The professional software protection with
TRUE Machine Install. Option Board safe.
Supports OS/2, Windows and Trace.

LINK Computer
lnl'I: +45 31232350 Fax + 45 31238448
US/CAN: 800-344-2545 Fax 408-923-7061

Inquiry 763.

Solomon Ill Software
Integrated Accounting Software
Top rated last 6 years
No down time - No lost data
Unmalched Securily System
Major Account discounts available

can Debra

J. Tucker

Natlonal Trainer, CBM Training
4420 Hotel Clrclo Cl. #350, San Diego CA 92108

619-224-9916

Fax 619-299-6169

Inquiry 773.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
BIT-LOCK® SECURITY

FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM®/clones
of our best selling software- FREE. Great
games, utilities, business, educational, and
desktop publishing, plus our 3000 disk
catalog . Pay only $5.00 shipping/handling.

Piracy SURVIVAL 8 YEARS prows effeC11veness of
powerful mullllayered security. Rapid decryp11on
algorithms. PARALLEL or SERIAL po n~ rans p arent
security device. Complemented by economical KEY
LOK'" and multlleatured COMPU·LOCK'" Including
countdown. timeout, data encryption, and multlproduct
proteC1ion. (Dos/Unix/Mac). Also, access control.

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARY

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

TRY US! GET 15/5.25" or 613.5" Disks full

619-931-8111
Inquiry 764.

FREE CATALOG
FOR IBM PD AND SHAREWARE
SELECTED PROGRAMS
LATEST VERSIONS
Low as $1.50

SOFTSHOPPE, INC.
TEL: 800-829-2378 • 313-761-7638
FAX: 313-761-7639
P. 0 . Box 367B, ANN ARBOR. Ml 4Bt06

Inquiry 765.

3167 E. Otero C ircle, Littleton , CO B0122
(303) 770-1917

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM®
OPERATING SYSTEM SECURITY
Securos subdlr0<:1orlos. fllos, prlntora and flopp{os
automatic or manual

Log PC boot, program exoc, fllo opens, k>gln/1ogouts
Provents DOS FORMAT and most: viruses
Drive A: Boot Prc<ectlon I Hard Dlslc Lock
IBM PC or 1CIO'Ml oomp.- OOS V:l0+ - S89.95 + $3.755/H

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC.
PO BOX 1!1209, Plt!Sbutgh, PA 15238
(412) 781·5280

Inquiry

• PUACH ORDllNVNTORY
• ACCOUNlS RECVABLE

• JOB COSTING

• JOBESTIMATING

• BILL Of MIUl.S
•PAYR OLL

• SALES ANALYSIS
• ACCOUNlS PAYABLE

S99 ea. + S&H

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred . Card-Ch eck-COD
8586 Miramar Place
San Die go, CA 92121

(619) 452-0044

Inquiry 774.

Inquiry 769.

Keyboard lock -

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
• GENERAL LEDGER
• ORDER ENTRY

no.

Network Multl User
Integrated Accounting Systems Complete office
management for non accountants. Behaves in Win
dows. Easy Instal l, easy setup, easy use. Applications
for homes. professionals, retailers and manufacturing
firms. Staning from $1 49 + 550 each workslatlon. Cati
for orders, demos or brochures.

IDEA Computers, Inc.

(Since 1982)

300 Jackson S1rao1. Ftlc:hmond, TX
(713) 3'2-58-<6

n•69

Inquiry 775.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

UNIX SOFTWARE
GNU, X Windows & Morel
Seareh our on-One catalog ol Unbt pu~ lc oomAln sohware
usng key"""1s to Rnd )OU wam qlAcldy. Place )OUf order
on-line. and It Is &hipped to you on either Unlx or COS
media- no costly dcwmloading time. Ju.SC $2/M B lor tapes
($75 minimum ordot) 0t $7.51)'MB for nc:ippies ($50 minimum).

SOFTPUB'" (818) 784-2070
(300, 1200. 2400 baud; 8 bits; 1 otop bit; no parity)

Inquiry 766.

ANTI VIRUS SYSTEM
IMMUNIZE MSDOS COMPUTERS 100%
INTERCEPT ALL VIRUS ACTIVITY
Ultimate Protect ion by B·blt card .
Free Information, DEALERS WELCOME

TELSTAR ELECTRONICS
P. O. Box 217, S190AE Beek. Nelhtrl•nd1, Oepl. 81

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE
Full featuned, heads-down data entry
with two-pass verification, edit language,
operator stats, muc h morel Designed for
the PS/2" , PC, XT, AT or compatibles.
LAN version available
PC's from S395

FREE 30 day trial
Computer Keyes
21929 Makah Rd .,
Woodway. WA 9B020

Tel:
Fax:
USA:

206m6/6443
206/776-7210
B00/356-0203

Inquiry 771 .
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THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

MATFOR
BEST VAWE FOR NUMERICAL COMPUTING
An lntorpretor wl1h a comprehensive set of funcUons for Ap
plied Mathematics, Engineering Analysis, S1atistics. and
Graphics. IEEE Sottware says l hat "there ls clearty signift
cant sctootlflc ""'1c ombo<foed In tho lnlerpt816<-tho program
is no lightwoigtl.' Use it rls.k-lree under 30-day unconditional
guare.t1'1ee. Lowest priced malhenuutcaJ toolbOL From $150.
Protocted Mode versions also avallable.

Computational Engineering Associates
3525 Del Mar Heights Road. Suite 183, San Diego CA 92130
(819) 259-88113

Inquiry 776.

Analog Circuit Simulation
• Schematic Entry
• SPICE Simulator
• Model Libraries

lrtusoft has a ccmpleto simula
tion syslem lndudng ew!ything
from ""'8malic: ortry through
&a simula!lon using """"'6
ed memory to Interactive
~ prooesoing. Slartng ..
$95 lo< ISSPa, lhe <emplele

• Monte CatSo Analysis
• Plottlng/Graphlcs Output sysoom SOlb lo< JOSI $815.

lntusoft
P. O. 8"" 710, San Ptdro, CA 90733-071 0

1213) 833-0710 FAX (213) 833-9658

Inquiry 777.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

The Ultlmate CAD/CAM Engine

EGAD Screen Print

TUrt>oGeometry Library 3.0. The most com plete toof box ol

Prints contents of VGA, EGA, CGA displays on variety
of dot-matrix. inkjet. and laser printers. Prin!s in gray
1one5 or color. Crop box lets you print any region of
the screen. Enlarge graphics 1 10 4 times (reduction
too) . Setup program for picking printer co lors, etc.
$35.00 Postpaid. Call or write for free calalog .

20 & 30 roullnos avallab'o today! Over 300 rout ines. SUf·

facing, Solids, Hidden line,

~umes ,

Areas, Transform s.

Perspectives. Docomp, Clipping, Tangents & more. 30 dctf

guar., $199.95 \Odsouroe S&H Incl. F<><elgn $225.00. MS/PC
OOS 2D+. TurbO Pascal, Turtx>C. MSC. MIX C. Z"'1ocC++,
VISA/MC. PO, Chk, USA lunds only,

Disk Software, Inc.
2116 E. Arapaho Rd., 1487, Richardson, TX 75081

(2 14) 423-7288, (BOO) 635-7780, FAX (214) 423-7288

RAINDROP™
FAST, compaC: PnScm Ulility for end users AND
dewlopers. Hasdcopy as fast as 10 secs. ""'9rage binaiy
size· 6 kbyte. 14 video graphic standards. Scale, rotate,
colorize and more. 'CALL' from user-written programs.
Complete 9- & 24-pln dot-malrlx, Inkjet, and laserjet
library S«.95+$3 s/h.

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS
8106 St David Ct., Springfield, VA 22153

(703) 440-0064

LINDLEY SYSTEMS
4257 Berwick Place, Woodbridge, VA 22192-5119
(703) 590-8890

Inquiry 788.

Inquiry 782.

• Macintosh and PC CAE

TheladorlnwtoSI,
lull le»urtd CA£ 100\s

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

Fax (703) 455·6965

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY
XGUB: ~ry !&SI. User cootdinates. User defined Window
a Yiewpons, O"rdes. ellipses., CMlls. sectors. potygons &
spflnes. Thick lines & arcs. Fill & hatch patterns. POLYARC

~~":ii1~~~~:i~~~sc:;~~s:"'=~~~u::

VGA modes. tlrllw In bi1maps. Modes up 10 1024'<768x1S.25&
$195. Most " C", MS Basic 4D -7.1.

NOVA INC.

2500 W. HlgQlno Rood, 111..
CALL 708·682·41 11
Hottman Eltatoa. IL 60195
FAX 708-882--4173
SH our ad on ,..,,. 253.

Inquiry 789.

Inquiry 783.

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

UNITS ON HAND
A PC memory resident (26K) s c ientific unit
conversi on utility for only $49.95
The ca pability to combine base units allows the
user to convert thousands of unit types and per
form dimensional consistency checks .

NovaComp Engineering, Inc.
P.O. Box 95137, Seattle, WA 96145-2137
Phon e: (206) 634-9016 Fax: (206) 634-9017

Inquiry 778 .

lntegrAda

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
FPLOT tum s your printer Into an HP pen plotter. Fast

hi-res oulput, no jagged lines. Vary line width , color.
Screen preview with zoom and pan. Stand-alone,
background, and device driver modes. Worl<s with moS1
CAD and graphics programs. Suppons mos1 printers.
New version 3. $119+ $3 S&H. 30 day money back.
VISA/MC/Chack/MO.

FPLOT Corporation
24-16 Steinway St., Suite 605, Astoria , NY 11103
718-545 -3 505

Slandard A ir Force PC Ada Compilers & en
vironments fo r MS-DOS and UNIX. lnlegraled
programming systems include vali dated Ada
compilers, language sens itive editors, com·
plele fibrarles and other Ada progra mming
tools. FREE demo.

AETECH, Inc.

From

$495

380 Slovons Ave., Sto. 212 Solana Beach, CA 92075

(619) 755-1277

Fax: (619) 755-75~0

Inquiry 790.

Inquiry 784.

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS
Which Graph?

Interactive Deslgn/Slmulatlon
Analog C i rcu it Simulation
ECA-2 Elecironk:: Clfcult AnaJysis offers tho bost Monte Carlo
and l'.l:>oll-Cnso analyses with all ol 1hls and MORE Included :
• N:.. DC. Transient
• Full Nonllno ar S!mula!Of
Fourlor, Tomperaturo
• On Lino, AoaJ Tlmo

• Sino, PulS-O, PWL, SFFM,

Graphics

ond Exponontlol

• Mu hlple Plots

Gonerators

• FREE Demo

Tatum Labs, Inc.

39 17 Roooarch Park Dr., S.1, Ann Atbof', Ml 48 108

(313) 663-8810

Inquiry 779.

Whk:hGroph• pt<Mdos export and guidance on sotec>
1lon and style of business or staUsi ical graphs & maps.
FHlurea: consult & browse modes: hypertext doscripllons
ol tochn lques. deflnlllons ol terms, and onllne example

graphs; pull down menus: dO!alled ropM. $149.95+slh (VISA,
MC, AMX, POI, Chock)

Idea Works Inc.
607 Jackson Columbia, MO 65203

1· 800·537-4888
Outalck USA:

FAX 1·314-875-5812
1-314~75-5827

Inquiry 785.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
Graphics Gems

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
1'f LASTI Use the Pr1Sc key to make quality scaled B&W
or color reprodudlons of your display on any dol matrix,
Inkjet, or laser printer (Ind. Postscript) in up to 64 shades
of gray or 256 colors. GRAFPLUS suppons all versions
of DOS W•th IBM (Ind. EGA, VGA, Supar VGA), Her·
culos, or compatible graphics boards. Linkable/OEM

Book Mkln9. 0.pt. IO!IOl 1, 1250 Six1ll M. . San Dieoo, CA 92101
CALL TOLL FREE 1~00-32 1-5068

Inquiry 780.

versions available. $59.95

Jewell Technologies, Inc.
4740 - 44th f<le. SW, Seattle, WA 98116
1 (800) 284-2574
(206) 937- 1081

Inquiry 786.

FRACTAL GRAFICS

FORTRAN GRAPHICS

Is a rad ical new drawing program lor your PC. Creale
breathtaking Images and scientific models interactive
ly wllh your mouse. Add drama1lc affects to any PCX
Image. On-line tutorial. extensive Guldeboolc, and 200+
hands-on examples help you use and understand frac·
lals and Chaos.
Only $79, FREE Brochure!

GAAFMATIC/PAINTMATIC/PlDTMATIC LIBRARIES
GRAFMATIC-FORTRAN callable graphics Library for
creallng 2-D and 3·0 graphics, conlour plots and solid
models. PRINTMATIC and PLOTMATIC provide high
rasolullon FORTRAN caltable printer and plotter drivers
for your graphics.
$249.95 51Jppor1S MicrosolULlhey/RM FORTRAN compilers.

Cedar Software

Jewell Technologles, Inc.

A t Box 5140. M0trisville, VT 05661

(802) 888-5275

Inquiry 781 .
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• MarhEdll constructs math equations to bB lnser18d Into
~Porloct ,

\l\btd, VibrdStar. and others.

• WYSrWYG lntorface-no codes nfHKi to be learned.

• MathEdll-SIPP

K-TALK

30 Wtll Atst ~. Sul!t 100
Cotumbu&. Ohio 43201

COMUUNtCAnONI

(614) 294-3535

Inquiry 791 .

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

edited by Andrew S . Glassner
T his handbook complies the "tricks of the trade"
providing praC1 ical solutions to grephlcs problems.
With th is essential tool you 'll save time and energy
in your dally programming aC1ivltles.
1990, 644 pp.. 549.95/ISBN: 0-12-286165-5
Coming in July 1991, More Graphics Gems!

ACADEMIC PRESS

MATH EDITING
K'

4740 441h Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98116
1 (800) 284-2574

Inquiry 787.

FREE CATALOG

A great selection of scientific software produC1s
for plotting, non-linear curve fitting, chemical equl·
librium. si mulation, statistics, symbolic algebra. and
more. Prices range from $150--$1000. Call :

1-800-942-MATH
MicroMath , Salt

Lake

C ity, UT

84121 -0550

Inquiry 792.

VTEX: Scientific Desktop Publishing
• Equations • Tables • G raphics • Scalable
Fonts • Supports most printers • WYSIWYG
previewer • Fore ign Languages • Special
Symbols • Font Effects • Indices •Only $299
'7EX of Tomcrrow''--NOlices of AMS, March r991.

MlcroPress, Inc.
68·30 Harrow Street,
Tel (716) 575·1816

Inquiry 793.

Fones! Hiiis, NY
Fax (718) 575-6036

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

STATISTICS

VIRUS

MS-DOS GRAPHING UTILITY

UNISTAT-IV Statistical Package
~~~~!.~
ra~ ~':,,~1::~udrt;g:.J~~I~~~~

=~=~"':':J:"iJ:~i~~~~~

RPlot allows quick graphing of scientific results
by simply typing " plot" followed by the data file
name(s). Numerous options are available.
Major displays & printers are supported . Also
callable from C. Only $79.

RSoft, Inc.
345 Riverside Drive • Suite 2G
New York, NY 10025 • (21 2) 666-0959

Inquiry 794.

:=:

E•portllmpon Lotus, dBase J&4, .DIF, Sytk, flied •nd free lormlll

~~~~1:!,~~,~~~a~~,~~~~rarit~~,::

lhan 40 paramei rlc and nonpammoolc 101t1. croutabulaJion ,

breakdown, OLS. weighl9d, potynomlnl and rMopwfse rogrenlons,
balanced/unbalanood ANCNt., ANCQ\j\,, eic:. Demo aystem and
440pp. user'a g ui~ available 1epar11oty
US & canada: $395, AOHOC Inc. , OePI: BT. 28 Br~t W>oOs Ck . East

NJ 08816. Td: 201 ·254-TJOO. Ftt 201·2S4·7310
Elaewhere : C295.. UHtSW Ud, ~BT. PO Ball 383. ~t. LoOOon
.., f0)8t Ml 71$5. Fu: • 44 (0)81"4 95t2

BrunswW;k,

N6 SUP, En ....... Toi:

Inquiry 799.

FREE BROCHURE
800-548-5653 ext. 069
Create publication-quality graphs
quickly and easily on your PC !
TrlMetrlx, Inc. 444 NE Ravenna Bl\'d ., Ste 2t0-BY
Seanle, WA 98t15 FAX 206-522-9159

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER
And Make It Last Longer
FREE money-saving lltorruuro tolls you how 10 protect your
computor and mal<e it last longor with an unlnterrupllble

""""'supply. 500VA through 1BKVA modob from tho VIOrld 's
largest manuladuror ol singlo- phoso UPS.

Best Power Technology, Inc.
PD. Box 280, Neceda h, WI 54646
Tol~Free (BOD ) 358-5794, Ext. 2139

HYPER-LOCK

YOUR 386 IS
DEFECTIVE

you also can have privileges of HYPER-LOCK.

li on le<hnlques • Cost otlcctl"' • FREE de111-0 dis<

GUVEN COMPUTER LTD.
lbllmyori sk. 713 Macka/lstanbul TURKEY
(90) 1-136 10 UT
Fax: (90) 1-160 36 46

Inquiry 796.

Information Systems to Increase Profits
P.O. Box 4529, Middletown, N.Y. 10940

VOICE MAIL/AUTO ATTENDANT
Complete PC CAM'" Users!
Upgrade to • Multlple-llne ABC Voice ~ I
This system plckl up where the Complete AnlWl rl ng
Machine leavea ott with these edd ed features:

•.,..., ...,.ne.-11es
·-al-QOtlolls
• l!• ..UCllR'O-

• Selec:t.llie""'~oJ>lti

•Oars_......._

•Com'*"""""'"""
·~

• SjllonmtSSall'Sro-b croa 1& demO." a teGJeS1 man! l'blNb:rl
Cell (513) 438-3700

Inquiry 804.

UTILITIES

• Prote<ts on standard dlsketles • FuU hard disk su~n
• LAN support • No source code required • cannot be a:ipled by
any means • AndfOr password protection • Sub-programs pro1ec·

or

°'

316 Regency Ridge, Dayton, OH 45459

SOFTWARE/SECURITY
If you search for a powerful copy prolodion system.

lor

Verslcom Communications®

Tfhptlonr. (IOI) S6s-noo, 1!•.L 21)9

Inquiry 800.

Inquiry 795.

UOns to counler vUus attacks. Use our Anti-Virus products lo pn:Mde
maximum prO!ectioo aoaiflSI datil k>ss due lo virus lnvaskrl or
unairthorired S)'1om access. 1'assv<l<1f proledlon wi1h llattery baclwp
and keyboard lock
adde<I stCUrlly. Ooes not OCCUP'I any RAM
affect system performance. Provides Utl to 4 levels ot SCQJrity. C3II or
wnte !or m0rt ntormatloo lo place an order. 1..S00.274-3007 Prices
range from $69.00 10 $199.flll

Inquiry 803.

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER
Axum® Technical Graphics

ANTI-VIRUS PRODUCTS

WORD PROCESSING

Replace Proofreading
Key, odit, or proof any file on your PC with Word·
Proofer", then Import to your application. New twr>pass

You're not getting the 386 performance you paid
tori PC·Kwik"' will give you the total system per·
formance that your hardware vendor lefl out.
Phono: (503) 844·5644

document comparators. Single $295. Mulllcopy dis

Multlsoft Corporation

Computer Keyes

1511Xl s.w. Koll Par!May
S.Mrton. OR !ll006

FAX: ''!f.3~:s.e261
(800) 950-5945
lor a recortt..s roossage
avmblt 2<4-houB per d>i

proofing Is taster, more acc urate than proofreading or
counts. Network version.

21929 Maka h Rd.
Woodway, WA 98020

800/356-0203
206m6-6443
Fax: 206m6-7210

Inquiry 801.

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely last So<VMerg#.>e!ect utility. Run as an MS·
DOS command or CALL as a sub<ootine Suppor!S most
languages and file types including Btrieve and dBASE.
UnHmted file sizes. mulliplo keys and much mae! MS
OOS $149. OS/2, XENIX. UNIX $249.

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing
P.O. Box 678 -

Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

Recover deleted flies fast!
Disk Explorer now includes au1omatic lile recovery. You
type 1n the dele!ed file's name. Disk Explorer finds and
restores rt Disk Explorer also shaM> whal's really on disk,
vi<?N. change or create lormats. changa a hle's Slatus.
change dala in any sector. MS·DOS $75 U.S. Check/
Credrt card welcome.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto. Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN
Hebrnw, all European, Scandinavian, plus either Hindi, Pun
jabi , Bengali. Gujarati, Tomll, Thai,

l<Oloan. Viet. 0< IPA. Full·

fea1ured muttHanguago word processor supports on-screen
for&ign characters and NLO printing with no hatdwam
modifications. Includes Font Ed1t0f. $355 dot matrix; $150
add 'l lor lasor; S19 demo. SJH In U.S. lncl'd. Aeq. PC. 640K,

graphics. :JO.day Guaranloe. MCNISAIAMEX

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
710 Wilshlrn Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Marica, CA 904-01
2131394-8622 Tlx: 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM

Inquiry 805.

Inquiry 797.

SOFTWARE/VOICE/FAX
MULTI-VOICE® TOOLS

COPYWRITE

~u~~oe .:~!1laatf l~~~~,.~":,'°::"'s Tool~! ~~:lea!
bo.1.rds CV3il:i.blo lodo.y. h holps YQ\.I wrile M~·Ll~E VOi~

CopyWrile
Removes
Copy Protection

A&~M~~:'F":X ~~,.:~~r~~ko ~~i. ~~i:As

lOOO's of produds copied.

APPLICATION systoms In mlnu10s. A number of programming
examples are prOYldOd . All programs and librarkts aro do&vered
with sou rco codo.
1

specifications. Visa/MC accepted.

ITI Loglclel
1705 SI. Joseph E, Sulle 4, Montreal, Can. H2J INI

(800) 567-8765 or (514) 861-5988

~~n'::~~: g;skenes.

YOUR SALES
US $75

cod6"Nheels.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl. Oopt B.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243 Fax (416) 96Hl448

MESSAGE
about the spacial computer product
or
service that you provide
belongs in print.

THE BUYER'S MART

STATISTICS

NCSS 5.x Serles -

$125

Why You Want BATCOM!
BAlCOM is a batch file rornpilor that transforms ioor

Ea5)4o.ose menus & spraad sheet. Multiple ragrassion.
T-tests. ANOVA (up lo 10 factors, rep. measures,
covariance). Forecasting. Factor, duster, & discrlmlnanl

extends DOS wi1h many new rornmands so

analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics:
histograms, box , scnttor, otc. Reads A.SCllll.Dtu s. Mnny
new ad d -on modulos.

Order lodayf

NCSS

329 Nonh 1000 East, Kaysvlllo, UT 84037

Phone: 801·546·0445

Inquiry 798.

Fax: 801·546-3907

.bat files to

.exe

files to make lhom faslor. BAJCOM
)OU

can read

keyboard input, use subroutines, and much more. In addition,
IWCOM prolocts )OOr sourco codo. No "'f<llllesl Only $59.95.

can help you reach
computer professionals
and produce valuable inquiries
for your company!

Call Joseph Mabe
for more information

Wenham Software Company

603-924-2656
or

5 Burltl'J SI., Wenham, MA 01984
(508) n4-7o3s

Fax: 603-924-2683

Inquiry 802.
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Flawless Perlonnance
The power u·er' fi rst choice, Peri ol' ub y rems
offer failsafe peak performance without stretching
your budget. DOS, OS/2, Xenix, Netware 286 &
386 for both AT &PS/ 2s. r ocompatibility is ues.
No problems. lt's that simple.
I CachingControllers I Disk Mirroring& Duplexing
I Tom1re-Tes1ed Drives with 24-hour Bum-in

•

1 GD Erttsable
Opt-I.cal Subsystem
Fo,. No11ell $5249
Fo1· DOS $4851

HARD DRIVE SPECIALS

•

MICROPOLIS #1654-7
w/ADAPTEC HD Controller!

161MB, ESDI •••• '499
16ms • 5.25" • haH-height
MICROPOLIS #1588-15

"We back our
5.25"D1iues
for5 Years!"

l•m~~~T.r.o~~r.!'i~T'!lr.....llllill 668MB, SCSI •• '1499
16ms • 5.25" • full-height
MICROPOLIS #1568-15

;i.&;IOlllll.a_.... 676MB, ESDI •• '1499
16ms • 5.25" • full-height
MAXTOR XT-87605

Straight From
the Box
Integration!

676MB, SCSI •••'1499
16ms • 5.25" • full-height
FUJITSU M2263E

688MB, ESDI •• '1399
16ms • 5.25" • full-height

Call for Perisol's Complete Product Catalog

800-447-8226
Fax: 408-988-4431 Support:800-228-8489
InternationalTel: 408-988-2232

ANNOUNCING:

THE FASTEST 80486 & 80386140 MHz
15 Mips, FASTER THAN EVEREX STEP & ALR
FEATURES

AN ADVANCE IN 9-TRACK OF
VERY SMALL PROPORTIONS.

• 64/256K Write Back Cache
• Burst Mode Design
• Shadow Ram on Video & Bios
• 64MB 32 Bit Memory Expansion
• Baby size wilh Eight Expansion Slot
• Unix, OSl2 & Novell 100% Compatible
• One Year Full Warranty
•M ade In USA

MODE~

Overland Da1a's OD32 I 0. !he smallest autoloading 9-track tape dnve 1n the world .

While everyone else is downsizing and simplifying
computers and peripherals, 9-track tape drive manufacturers
have somehow managed to buck this trend with drives that
are huge and heavy or awkwardly manual load ing.
Too bad for them. Introducing the 003210, designed
and built by Overland Data to bring 9-track into the modern
office. It' s incredibly compact. Portable. Whisper quiet.
Uses only 45 watts. And is extremely reliable . No oth er
drive has fewer moving parts. Best of all, it' s surprisingly
affordable.
The 003210 comes with a two year warran ty, expert
toll-free support, and the ODI Special Service Program .
So cal l us. And find out why some of the best advances
are the smallest ones.
See us at Comdex, West /lull, booth #4128

1-800-PC9-TRAK
11 ·800·729-87251
B u~ . Phone: 1·WH'1·SiSS • r AX: 1-619·57 1-0982

• JUNE 1991

00 OVERLRNO ORTR
San ();ego, CA

Circle 228 on Inquiry Card.

CACHE MIPS
486133
64K
15.2
486125
64K
11 .4
386/40
64K
9.8
8.3
386/33
64K
386/25
64K
6.2
'256K Cache Available

OK
1895
1395
925
825
695

Complete Oesklop System With
1.2 MB Floppy, HD/Floppy Controller,
101 Keybrd And 4MB Memory

4M
2095
1595
1125
1025
895

ISUPER TOWER I

MODEL BASE
MONO VGA
488133 2495
2670
2945
486125 1995
2170
2445
386140 1525
1700
1975
386133 1425
1600
1875
386125 1295
1470
1745
'FCC. UL & CSA Approval
'Tower hid S200 & Hard Disk Available

M&l1Hlli1J;M
$335
Qty. 5

VGA ...... .. . .
MULTISCAN . .
SUPER VGA . . .

. 315.00
. . 415.00
...... 345.00

UNIVERSAL 3 1/z-5 % KIT

See us
olCOMOEX
Windows lliJr/d
Booth# »2448
• 5 Half Ht. Drive Bay

• 2 Full Ht. Drive Bay
• 250 Watt UUPower Supply
·Dual Fans
• Double Security Lock
• Wheels I Caster
• Front Display Panel
• Excellence For UNIX & NOVELL Server
• UPS Oplional

TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT., INC.

FLOPPY ....... . . .
HARD DISK .

.... 5.00
. . 5.00

INTEL MATH-CO
80387·20 . .. . . .. .
80387·25 .. .... . .
80387·33 .

...... 345.00
. .. 435.00
. 540.00

M1l;t•1¢1M
4M x 9 · 80 ....
1M x 9 - BO . .
1M x 9 • 70 . . ..

. ' . 300.00
. . ... 59.00
' . . . 69.00

HARD DISK
MAXTOR !DE 40M B . . .. . . . . 263.00
TOSHIBA IDE 100MB . .... . . 486.00
MAXTOR !DE 200MB . . .
. 869.00

47273 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539
Tel: 415-623-3818
Fax: 415-623-3840

Circle 308 on

lnq~ir:y

Card.

~

Circle 71 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 83 on Inquiry Card (RESEWRS: 84).

VOICE MASTER KEY® SYSTEM II
VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH RESPONSE
FOR IBM PC/XT/AT/386, PS/2, LAPTOPS, COMPATIBLES

FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN,
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE...
SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desktop Aud io sound editing
allows you to create custom sound applications. Variable sample rate (lo 20 KHz) and
compression levels. A four- voice music synthesizer is included also!
VOICE RECOGNITION TSR utility allows you to add voice command keyboard
macros to your CAD. desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or
entenainment programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once--more from disk.
HARDWARE SYSTEM contains built-in speaker with separate volume and tone
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturdy vinyl-clad
steel. Attaches to parallel printer pen without affecting normal printer operation (U.S.
Patent 4,8t 2,847) . Headset microphone, printer cable, 9 volt AC adapter (t10 veil
UIJCSA listed) , and comprehensive user manual included.
QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $219.95
ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271 Mon-Fri, 8 AM to 5 PM PST
Visa/MasterCard, company checks. money orders, CODs (with prior approval)
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify computer type
when ordering. Add $5 shipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada. Foreign
inquiries contact Covox for C&F/CIF quotes. OEM configurations available.

30 DAYMONEYBACKGUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELYSATISFIED

@

CALL 0 R WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG
0

covox
INC.
675 Conger Street
Eugene, Oregon 97402

TE L (503) 342- 1271
FAX (503) 342- 1283
BBS (503) 342-4135

9,600-38,400 bps
MODEM...$169
NOW you can afford a SPEEDMODEM.• The CHAMP '"' has a raw
speed of 300 - 9600 bps and 4:1 data compression for throughput
up to 38,400 bps. Dynamic Impedance Stabilization.. provides
robust performance on noisy telephone circuits. The COMBO '"'
adds 9600 bps send/receive, full-featured FAX with VOICE MAIL
upgrade.•.total communications capability-only $279. Both come
with a 30-day money back guarantee, 5,year warranty and made in
USA. BYTE magazine said our 2400bps modem was "a real
'3/89p.102
deal'.....well we've done it again! See for yourself...
408732-4500

CALL NOW 800 228 6648

Fax40B732-457o

dBASE Data Entry
· I MBRAM Exp . toBMB
• 12 MBFIOppy
• 2 SerlOt . 1 Pota lleJ, l Gome Pon
• l1f Super VGA 102~ x 768 28 Monitcx
• AOMag Hord Drive
• 16bltSVGACard5l 2K

• 101 Keybocrd

nmm;rn:rn$.*-mit.i~i®\mJ.®\MI~ff• Bf~il~H e mrnrnm
OTHER SYSTEMS WITH SAME CONFIGURATIONS
286-12 MN
$1049
J8o..25C Mnz 164K Coche St 799

286 IO Mhl:

St099

386-25 MhJ

$1599

38o SX-lo MHZ

$1349

.::86-2~ MN

/o.4Coche $2799

380 SX-70 MhZ / t:AK Coc h $1499

;~~i~~~f:H~It~i~8t:~t1~m~~~~~Q.f.i~i~~f~J~~f:~~?.f.m~~~~~fN~~~~~~~~\~l~~~~fa~~lfB~t¥r;~~~;~N.QT~f:1:ff~~~NlWlf::
Alfeolures· J fv'iBRAM . I 44 M8flofX)v. 4J MBHord
AI Fcaf\.los I MBRAM. IA4MBfloppy. 40MB Hord
0 1/ve . VGA DISPiay , DOS & Co!tyr.g Cose. We!gtit 141b. Onl/9. VGA 0.Sploy . DOS & Carrying Cose. Weight 7b .

286-20
$1799

The TransTerm 5 is a work station data entry/display terminal for on ·line
shop floor data collection into PC/ AT based system s. The unit is one of a
family of such terminals which feature LC displays lor operator promp1mg and
data entry via a membrane keyboard or an optional barcode wand (Code 39).
A multi-terminal polling conlroller (up to 25 0 stations) and a dBASE Ill +
compatible soft ware package are also available. System costs below
$3 00.00 per station. Call for info.
Opt1ons-backhghting for d•splay. RS-422 110 . 20 Ma current loop l10 .
oBASE is a 1eg1stered uademark ot Ashton Tate. inc.

L'[Jill~UTt~'Wl5t,

INC .

302 N. Winchester• Olathe. KS 66062 • 913-8 29-0600 •Fax 913 -829 · 081 O

Circle 76 on Inquiry Card.

386SX 16
$1799

386SX-20
$2149

286· 12 Mhz.. .....
286· 16 Mhz .
386SX· 16 Mhz .. . .... .... ....
386SX·20/64 K Ca c he.. .
386-25 Mhz.. ...

. ...

286- 12
$1599

386SX- 16
$1999

386SX-20
$2199

s 120

386·25 Mhz/64 K Coche .... .....
6Sl
149 386·33 Mhz/ 64 K Cache ..................... ....... ... 700
349 486·25 Mhz/64 K Coche ISA .. .. ..
139'1
49'1 486·33 M hz/64 K Cac he ISA ...
1999
59'1

m:nwn:r;::rnmrn£ttr;;nwnHAAPiQ8.lmMilrnrnrn.;mmmrnmmsHt£E
21'.R Moxt0<87ta'.6cClv',ll. ESDI

Seogate ST·l57A, M M8. IOE ..
Seogate ST·296N. 8" MS. SCSI ..
Seogate ST· l 102A . 89 MB. IDE ..
SeogateST· l l MA. 125 MB. IDE
Seaga leST· l 201A, l 77 MO. IDE
Maxtarl.XT·20J. 200MB, IDE ..
Maxtor 838a: .34J MB. ESDI ..

...
.
..
.....

3 19
39'1
460
779
79'1
. 1249

.... ... lSW
QJantum P!a[)! 40AT. 4avf.l.19MS .... .
2til
QJanlum P!a[)! BOAT .
l9MS ....... .. ... . 425
QJantumPDLPS 105AT. 105MB.l 7MS ..
495
Quantu ml'!oDR2 l OA. 2 l OMO,IDE
84~
Conner C P·3 10<l . IOOMB. IDE ..
M9
Conner CP-3204. 20J MB. IDE
.. 79'1

&Ma.

• PRICES AND AVAILABILI TY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

First Computer Systems, Inc.
404·44 1· 19 11

6000 Live Oak Pkwy Suite 107
Norcross Georg'" 30093

FAX : 404·441 · 1856

1-800-325-1911
Circle108 on inquiry Card
(RESELLERS:109).
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20'4 Rl:STOOQNO FEE CJI
NOi -OEFECTIVE RElU'<NS

·

Memory Upgrade Boards for Laser Printers

~:"1

"For the First Time,· Cut Out the Middle Mon, Buy Direct from the Manufacturer" ·:
I

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD TO BUY AMERICAN!
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES OR OUR QUAUTY.

HEWLETI
PACKARD

II, 110, llP, Ill, 1110
lMB
2MB
3MB
4MB

$69.00
$111.00
$153.00
$195.00

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
MICROLASER &
MICROLASER PS

lMB $59.00

C)pd1G1TAL

PANASONIC
4420/4450i

lMB
2MB
3MB
4MB

$79.00
$119.00
$159.00
$199.00

BJ~~
-~
1-800-452-7557
1-818-7 18-7557
Fax
1-818-718-1680

9611 Canoga A \'enuc. C lm!sworth, Calil'on ia 9 13 11
386
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At GP Digital, Inc., we have some of the highest
standards in the industry. That's because Made in
the U.S.A. means something to us: Higher Quality
and Reliability together with exceptional value (plus
a lifetime replacement warranty!)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lowest Memory Pricing in the U.S.A.
All Boards Manufactured in the U.S.A.
Lifetime Replacement Warranty.
We Offer Quality Service, Warranty and
Technical Support.
Same Day Shipping.
PO's from Qualified Firms, Universities
& Government Agencies, Fourtune l 000.
Dealers Inquiries Welcome.
International Orders Accepted.
100% Compatible or your Money Back.
We Accept Visa/MC.
Follow your Package every step of the way!
We Ship COD.
20% Restocking Fee on all Non-Deffective

Returns and Refused Orders. Authorization # Required.
• Se Hable Espanol.

Circle 131 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 132).

Circle 338 on Inquiry Ca rd .

UNICORN - YOUR l.C. SOURCE & MUCH, MUCH MORE!
Laser Di ode
(visible-red)

Laser Diode
(visibl e red)

• Oul pul: 3 mW (max.)

• Current 85-100 mA
• Op. Volt. : 2.3-3.0V
• Waveleng th : 670NM
• Lens Required
• Data Sheet &

Q=

Appllcalion notes Inc.

• Oulput: 5 mW (max.)

L aser D iode

• Current 65-100 mA
• Op. Volt.: 1.75-2.2V

(visi ble red )

Q=·
·=

• Waveleng th: 780NM
• Lens Required

\

• Da ta Sheet &

·

-

• OutplJI: 4 mW (max.)

L ase r D iode

• Cur rent 20 mA

(visi ble red )

• Op. Volt.: 2.3-3.0V

Q

• Wavelength: 670NM
• Lens Required

• Data Sheet &

Appllcalton nolcs inc.

Appllcnllon no tes Inc.

1--

Lase r Diode
(ln lra-red)

• Output: S mW (max.)
• Cu rrent 60 mA
• Op. Voll.: 2.3·3.0V

• Output: 3 mW (m.1x.)

• Current: 85- 100 mA
• Op. Volt: 2.3-3.0V

• Wavelength: 670NM

• Wavelength: 820NM
• Lens Requ ired
• Data Sheol Inc.

c:- • Lens Acqu ired
..,.,,.,. • Data Sheet &

ApplicaUon notes Inc.

STOCK #

PR ICE

STOCK #

PRICE

STOCK #

PR ICE

STOCK #

PRICE

LS9200

STOCK #

PRICE

$49.99

LS022

$19.99

SB3200

$89.99

LS921 1

$69.99

SB1053

$9.99

Co lllma lor Pe n
{Infra-re d)

.

•
•
•
•
•

Laser Polnler
• Output: 3.5 mW
Output: 2.5 mW {max.)
Curren !: 90-150 mA
/ }/
Op. Voll .: 2.2-2.SV
. /
,.
Wavelength : 820NM
~;:)
Data Sheet inc.
r
· ')

0

I

STOCK #

PRICE

LB1052

$39.99

Disc Drive & Comp uter
Cleaning Kit
Nol just a drive cleaner
bul a complete computer
cleani ng kit. Includes
swabs. head c lean ing
fluid, anti- static cleaner.
screen w!pcs and
cleaning diskette.

STOCK #

PRICE

SB1099 3 112" Kit
SB1100 5 1/4' Kit

$6.99
$6.99

l ~=~;\1
,funvtcoRN
~ LE CTRO NI CS

•

. _.=-:1
..../:r

Power S upply

• Wavetenglh: 670NM
• Power Supply: 'b..AAA
Batteries (included)
'
• Beam: Approx. 3" @ 100
yards
Quantity Discounts
Available

1

• Input: 115/230V
• Output: -sv @ 3.75A

·12v @ 1.5A
-12v @ .4A
• Size: 7" L x SY."
x 2'h" H

w

STOCK #

PR ICE

STOCK #

PRICE

LS POINT

$1 99.99

PS1003

$19.99

__

Anti-Static
Screen Wipes

Disc Drive Head
Cleaning
Kit
.,

,,_.,,

,,:.:;.. ..=:=""\

For static-sensitive
applications.. Dispenser
packs. individually

LI~~::J wrapped .

EPROMS
STOCK •
1702
2708
2716
2716-1
TMS271 6
27C16
2732
2732A-2
2732A
2732A-4
TMS2532
TMS2532 P
27C32
2764-20
2764
2764A-20

1-24 25-99
4.59 4.36
6.49 6.17
3.29 3.13
3.79 3.60
5.79 5.50
3.99 3.79
4.19 3.98
3.79 3.60
3.69 3.51
3.1 9 3.03
5.79 5.50
1.99 1.89
3.79 3.60
4.29 4.08
3.99 3.79
3.99 3.79

STOCK •
MK4027
4116-1 20
4116-150
411 6-200
4116-250
4164-100
4164-120
4164-150
4164-200
4416-120
441 6-150

1-24 25·99
.59
.56
1.39 1.32
.99
.94
.89
.85
.59
.56
1.89 1.80
1.69 1.61
1.59 1.51
1.39 1.32
1.99 1.89
1.79 1.70

100+
3.92
5.55
2.82
3.24
4.95
3.41
3.58
3.24
3.16
2.73
4.95
1.70
3.24
3.67
3.4 1
3.41

STOCK o
2764A
TMS2564
27C64
27128-20
27128
27128A
27 C1 28
27256-20
27256
27 C256
27512-20
27512
27C512
27C1024
68764
68766

1-24
3.49
5.79
3.29
4.99
4.79
4.79
4.79
5.29
4.79
4.29
6.49
5.99
5.99
12.99
13.99
12.99

25-99 100+
3.32 2.99
5.50 4.95
3.13 3.28
4.74 4.27
4.55 4.09
4.55 4.09
4.55 4.09
5.03 4.53
4.55 4.09
4.08 3.67
6.17 5.55
5.69 5.12
5.69 5.12
12.34 11.11
13.29 11.96
12.34 11.11

DYNAMIC RAMS
STOCK #

•

SB1105 31h'' DriveKil
SB1106 51/." Drive Kit

PRICE

STOCK #

PRICE

$1.99
$1.99

SB1 104
SB1106

Dispenser p ac k
o f 25 wipes
Dispe nser p ac k
of 100 wl pes

10010 Canoga /we.. Unit B-8 • C halswo n h , CA 91311

OUTS IDE CALIFORNIA: (800) 824-3432 (Orders Only)
IN CALI FORNIA:
(818) 341-8833
OR DER BY FAX :
(818) 998-7975
Minimum O rd e r $15.00 • 24-h our ord ering availa ble

100+ STOCK •
.50 4464-100
1.19 4464-120
.85 4464-150
.77 41256-60
.so 41 256-80
1.63 41256-100
1.55 41256-120
1.36 41 256-150
1.19 511000-70
1.70 511 000-80
1.53 511 000-100

1-24 25·99
2.99 2.84
2.79 2.65
2.29 2.13
2.99 2.84
2.79 2.65
1.99 1.89
1.89 1.80
1.79 1.70
6.49 6.17
5.99 5.69
5.49 5.22

100+
2.56
2.39
1.96
2.56
2.39
1.70
1.63
1.53
5.55
5.12
4.70

I BIX is more than just a great on-line information service. It's a community made up of thousands of the most serious computer users in the world;
people like your customers, who are always on the look-out for the latest innovations and information regarding both hardware and software. Nowyou
can set up shop in this electronic neighborhood with your own BIX Technical Support Conference. That way, you can give your customers all the prod
uct information and technical support they need. Use it to post updates or fixes for your customers to download at any time. If your company doesn't
operate an 800 number, a BIX conference is an inexpensive alternative. Or it can back up an existing 800 line. And when you establish a BIX confer
ence you'll enhance your product's value because you'll be able to offer your customers special mes on BIX subscriptions. For all the details, call
Customer Service at: 1-800-227-2983 (in NH, call 603-924-7681 ).

lllX
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NICE-51 satisfies you , who expects excellent
!unctions, attractive price and easy to use. What
a surprise , now you have it!

DEVELOPERS' TOOLS

DEVELOPERS' TOOLS

DEVELOPER'S TOOLS

n.1 Tuai Solwtlon Pr91ramMtf- - - - - - - - - 
The lmHelling Programmer 1ir.ce 1985
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Appreci11ed by over 50.000 users worldwide

TPT-100
$1 45.·
POCKET re TESTER

TUP-300
Universal Programmer
& Tester IPC basedl
from $595 .·

• Testsnt(1.a154).
CMOS ~40/ 4 51 and ORAM

8051 IN-CIRCUIT
EMULATOR NICE-51

• 'Il/bJltlrVl)tltll!td
• LCOd1..,r.y
• Sur{hVf'l\.now C

PC BAS ED FROM $950

TRE-200
$295 .·
8116Bn
ROM IRAM EMULATOR
!PC based!

• Up to 12 MHz Real ·Tlme

wnhoul int1uding Interrupt
Serial Channel. UO or Code

Space
• 3ui1Hn programmer for EPROM & 875 1
• Handles Binary. Hell. & Symbol lilc and down·loads da la to eKlemal

RAM
• With lull sc reen editor. SPF. Code. Ex1 ema! data. Internal data and Bil
address CJn be direcUy viewed and edited
• Complelc menu-dri'Ven software without :iny tedious commands
.. 16 K tr ace buffer. 46 Bil waJe with ADDA. DATA. Pl , PJ and status

signals
• 6J K HAY breakpoint
• Extra 10 !unction kC'/S optrale rouline tasks
Call us today !or complete product line
Immediate technicJI suppo rt upon your phone call
• 1·year warranty and 30 days money· back guarantee

------TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS
Tel: (415) 623 -5859

• Sor 168·1
• ROM: 1764, 126, i56, 512
• AAM:6264,62256

sa1os z9m 1121. n.~sn,z . TMSncsz. 8755.A .... 1

• hstdOwn!vplo«I
• Setttntdil
• Od~wmtilff IOI 6 !IJ'Us

TLK ·PlD

PLO lnrn Kit

TLK ·PEH

PHL leam Kit SSS. ·

•

fo~ 0t9~1

SSS.-

TlK ·G AL

{;AL le11n Kit

TLK-BOS1 8051 L11tn Kit

S85 ·

$85.

J:S."'°'1""10d(llUC'lt

•Des.Vo & h 1w-mt11ts

~.Jlt

oJf>d hper11n1n: PCB K•I

Call us 1od1y tor comple te ixoduct line
• 1·y11r w•ren!y 30 d1ys money t>.ck guat1ntM

DlslributoBareWeltome

.,._ _ _ _ _ TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS---·

fax: (415) 623-9925

Tel: (4151623-8859

I Tw.s m /H I ~ ). CMOS i(0/45). SRAM. OAAM. SIP DAAM a:1d S"-' DFl.Ar.t
I FIAI wttn cdrt , H.f.X 10 oe.J, 2 w1y Of .:•...,ay 8.NIY F:it SOkttrr ¥Id St..:lllft 6
MPU Ois.auemblt11.
1 34 vanout o)d1p1ttJ t4 sot~tu . ROM RAM. FtCC. .. ) hom ~9) .
· ~ tii9'1 ~ !y pl'OQla!IVTle' t•ldl 11 \o 1o' COU IYl~.tlir ftC)ITI $119.
l/V Eu'lotfl\Nl2 t lor32pcs111 9S
Cll us today lo1 compkne ixoduci lne
• 1 yell' Wltflnty, JO days money oaek gw11n1u
• 1 y1• hu 10ftw 111 upd.1t1S ind Cu11om11 Supporl

:t ~ thelf c,.n Pl.D.'PED..IGAl!MPU wi:l'w1

44388 S. Grimmer Blvd. Fremont CA 94538

Circle 328 on Inquiry Card.

Zf 50C~el can be rxpv.dfd
vo10€ 8 Pnl or 810 6SPruOIP
orf\CCctst:it
• Pro;r.n.s 20 10 68 Pn PlO !?Al. CPAt. fl. GAL. P( U. l?l..0. W''l.0) EPROM
Ml to 16 Mblt]. HPFIOM, Srt1.t PFIOM, SpeciJI F'AOM. 81pojat PROM 6 MPU
1874 11•2!481•9. 80S l/51 FA. fB. rc152115411252!7S 111521SS2.'451 . 8796.<91.
• 40.P~

------TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMs----
Tel: 14151623-8859
Fas : t41Sl623·9925
44388 S. Grimmer Blvd. Fremon! CA 94538

fax: 14151623-9925

44388 S. Grimmer Blvd. Fremon! CA 94538

Circle-330 on· Inquiry Card.

Circle 329 on Inquiry CC!rd.

MEMORY UPGRADES
Announcing
Flow Charting- 3:
Powerful
newfeatures
for greater speed,
flexibility, and
ease-of-use!
• Single page.multi
page or canvas charts 
portrail or land scape
• Custom Joni ssupper! high
reso lution laser and 24 pin do!
malrix printers
• 35 slandardshapes. 10 toll Jon is
• Suggested rela il price: only S250

IBM PS/2, APPLE
AST I COMPAQ
HEWLETI PACKARD
ZENITH , SUN MICRO
STANDARD SIMMS
LAPTOP MEMORY
(NEC, TOSHIBA,APPLE , COMPAQ)

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
( HP, CANON, TEC ENGINE)
NO RISK, BEST PRICE, BEST QUALITY

~1Aoo0N

PATI'ON &PATION

S ol lw a rc

See your dealer today! Or, for a "live"
interactive demo disk, call :
800-525-0082 , ext. 1206.
International : 408-778-6557, ext. 1206.

Circle 232 on Inquiry Card.

• Serial , Modem , & Bus
Stand Alone Ability
Laptop & Handheld
PC & MAC Cards

•New WINDOWS 3.0 Compatible Software
• 48 Ch:mocls @ 50 P..Ufz x 4K "'md deep
• 16 Trigge r Words/16 Lc:"'cl Tri gger Sequence
• Slorngc and Rec all of traces/se tups to di sk
• Disassemblers availab le for : 68000. 8088. &086. 6801.
6811, 7..80. 8085. 6502. 6809, 6303. 8031.

~MERICA

Corpo rat • On

AOIVISION OF ROHM CORPORA!ION

'33 N. llATHlOAAVE SUNNYVALE. CA 94088
TEL(406)7'6-15g) FAX('ll8)7'6-15!13

NCI D 6438 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35806 • (205) 837-6667
FAX (205) 837-5221

1-800-292- 7771
Circle 12 o"! lnqui!'Y Gard.

Circle.211

~>n

Inquiry Card.

Cross-Assemblers 11om $50.oo
Simulators trom s100.oo
Cross-Disassemblers rrom s100.oo
Develooer Packaaes
from $200'.oo(a $50.00 Saving'SJ

Make Programming Easy
Our Macro Cross-assemblers are easy to use. With powerful
conditional assembly and unllml'led triclude files.

Get It Debugged-FAST
~·~:~~r~~rdware Is finished . Debug your software

Recover Lost Sourcel
~s~~~~f~:;~g~~'ii~~n help you re·croate tho original

Thousands Of Satisfied Customers
Worldwide
~~~~~~o~~ro'i:~s ~f~~\i~ .q uality solutions lor
80'8

RCA I

Moto1()11

Mo

fmi:.•AWik
~~'.
•
All ptodocts 11<1ulr1 an

p.lible.

':l

r..:c h: ir~o:-!'> .ill ~ 1;i11 , l : m..I I .? · Vl' h bpinp .in.I
l ltlll'l'C.'C.ll.:. CUllll'Ull'l'l\ \fl k·1>, 1!1: 111 a J.1r .
Ex H..· nJ.,. b.111 ... ry \1f~·. :\,!J, <.. l N E EXT IV\
I ltlU H ,1( ll"'l' 1l11rin1! :1 1l' ll hll•· wo rk·"'.'.~ s 11111

Fulk

\d1t·n "h•>llli tin ~ ·

Processors
~t.i

MQh)lol.a 6800
Hitad'll 63()1

Executive LapMate4ll
U

,,

:i dl;tr~ t· • l

..:11111putl'r.

Cl l'r1w1d ..·"' r.1t. 1! l.1p1 ,1r pi. 1r1.1l• d 11y hy c h .1ri.:1111!
h 1> 111 t\N'l:' li ~ ht ~. ,ur .:,•.
0

l.i1\'t::-. frl'l' , d ;.•. 111, ,· ,•n .~ i s r..•n f p1•w.:r

ANY\VI !ERE

111

thl' wml.I. N. 1 morl'

For JnlomuiUon Or To Order Call:

PseudoCorp
716 Thimble Shoob lll\•d, Suilc E
Nc."''fXl'l News, VA 23606

(8()4) 873 -1 9~7

Circle H>,4 'o n Inquiry Card.

FAX:(8()4)873-2 15-I

Circle 260.on 'Inquiry Card;-·

Circle 288 on Inquiry Card.

h :1:.~l\·s

Instant
Microcontroller

New! Tiny Giantrn
C Programmable Conyollers
We haveminia ture
cont rollers wi lh

• Complete software
• Rea l time grab/disp lay
PC/XT/AT/386 co mpatible
CV-512 Advanced 8 bit board. 512 x

Instant C Programming
Don't use a microprocessor, use a SmartBlock " '
microcontroller module to build your custom
controller. Our low cost Dynamic C'" makes
programming a snap. 3.5 x 2.5 inch module
includes microprocessor. memory. time/date
clock, eeprom, watchdog . serial ports and more.
As low as $59 in quantity. The elficiency of a
custom design without lhe headaches.

480 or 256 x 240 (4 images) . in/out
LUTS. 4 inputs. '·ping pong ·· buffers.
24 bit RGB output
$895

CV-02 256 x 240 x 8 bits. 2 inputs.
cursor. 24 bi t RGB outpu t

$595

CV-03 6 bit CV-02 . 8 bit output $469

ControlVision 'i~:ii·> ·
PO. Box 596. P11tsburg. Kansas 66762

8001292-1160. 316123 1·6647
·:circle 77 on Inquiry Cord.

New Multi-Megabyte
Disk Emulator

models CURTIS, INC.
2837 North Fairview Ave. • St. Paul , MN 55113
Tel. 612/631-9512 Fax 612/631-9508
0

MS DOS is a trademark ol Microsoft CmpOl'ahon

Z-World Engineering

Z-World Engineering

1340 Covell Blvd., Davis, CA 956 16 USA

1340 Covell Blvd ., Davis. CA 95616 USA

Tel: (916) 753-3722

(916) 753-3722

Regular Fax : 1916) 753·5141

Regular Fax : (916) 753-5141

AutomaticFax : (916)-753-0618
(Call from you r fax . hoar computer voice. use
touchtone dial _to request desired data sheets.)

Automatic Fax : (916) 753-0618
(Call from your fax , hear computer voice, use
touchtone dial to request desired data sheets.)

Circ.le 367 on Inquiry Card.

ROMD/SK '~

• For diskless systems, solid-state reliability
and speed
• Flash File System or battery-backed SRAM
• 1/0 mapped-8 bit ISA bus-MS DOS·
autobooting
• Up to 7MB using 1MB Flash or SRAM SIM Ms
• High performance- write Flash at hard disk
speeds read at bus speed
• PCF-1 with 1MB SIMM, $895 or 1MB
SRAM, $995, 1MB Flash SIMMS $395, 1MB
SRAM SIMMs, $495
• Other ROMDISK EPROM, Flash and SRAM

parallel 110 , sol en·
oid drivers, AI D
and DIA convert
ers , clock, watch ·
dog, LCD inter
face, RS485serial,
built -in
power
supply and much more! Use them to control
anything . Ours 195 interactive Dynamic C 1" devel
opm ent system makessottware developmenl easy.
These units have high performance and serious
software support. We also have design-your-own 
board core modules as low as 559.

"
<

"

Circle 368 on Inquiry Card.

VERBATIM
SONY• BASF

RENTALS

100% CERTIFIED
LIFETIME WARRANTY
514.. OS/DD
$ .39 each

Our unique service
provides you a short-term
solution to your computer needs!

514.. OS/HD
3~· OS/DD
3~· OS/HD

.54 each
.59 each
.99 each

'
II

MEGA Soft

•PORTABLES •LAPTOPS

Next Day Delivery Available

P.O. Box 710, Freehold, NJ 07728

800-222-0490
'

'

In NJ 908·462-7628
FAX 908-462-5658
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~

Circle 87 on Inquiry Card.

•MACINTOSH •LASERS

Price based on mix/match cty. of 300 in bulk, , _
includes Tyvek sleeves and label kits.

PREFORM ATIED •COLORS• TAPES

•COMPAQ

•IBM

Circle 186 on Inquiry Card.

CALL TOLL FREE

800-765-4727
Circle 233 on Inquiry Cam.

NOW -

stop data loss ~ i t strikes !

DrivcGuard puLs yo u nn the offe nsi ve ag<1i11sl sud ·
den ll alrt loss di s<1slers by dctcc li ng ma rgin11 ! rn 11·
tlili ons in your t>.2!') in , lii gii -dcm iLy, flo ppy rl rivc
bl' fo rc: th ey IJcconu.• 1t problem. :\t la.sl yon' ll know
whl'll i t ·~ safr· to sto re your rn lnablc dat a o n d isk.
Sek-c tcd fo.'\tllr«s:
• F<P•t, a cc malc k~ l of your lloppy dri "<".

New Schematic and PCB Software
With support for extended and expanded
memory, HiWIRE II can handle your most
demanding schematic and PCB designs
quickly and easily. The unique HiWIRE
editor allows you to display and edit
schematics and PCBs simultaneously, us
ing the same comm ands for each. HiWIRE
II is $995, and is guaranteed .

\\'IN'l'EI(

_ _a...._ _ ___.

Corporation

1801 South Street, Lafayette , IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 448-1903

Circle 100 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 362 on Inquiry Card.

lh."SO l\'t.~ inler changl'ability prohlc·ms.
• Ea.~ y to u ~<'. lnf' lllL il ri\'cll in tt.•rfa cc.
• 0 11 -li1w lwlp , 111011 0 t111<l col a ~ support.
• P riull"d rcporl s wi 1h lL"s t result hist ory.

•

DriveGuo.ud b an indispensible uti lity for a11yo11c·
who owns o r u s<'S a PC/ :\T or 100 % compati ble
rom p11t1•r wit h on(' or mon· 5.25 in. high-density,
1. 2 111('g flo ppy disk tlrin:s. 51 2k llJ\f\f req uired.

S"n d clu·ck or rnon<'Y orJer fo r S89.95+ S4.00 S,'< 11
to Tt·s t Tr d molo,;y, P.O. Bo.... 360 11 8 , !\·1ilpit.as,
f':\ ~ l .) O : rn . C;tlifomi11 reside nts ndd snlcs ta:<. Call
(·IOS) !).1(1. J i'!.'2, !fa 111 to 5p111 PST .

._________________..
"Dori 't boo t up without it!"

I•

Circle 312 on Inquiry Card.

WE GUARANTEE LOWEST PRICING ON:*

WE OFFER:

•
•
•
•
•

• SAME DAY SHIPPING ON 98% OF ORDERS
• INTL. ORDERS RECEIVED WITHIN 7 DAYS BY DHL
• FAX ORDERS TO 702·294-1246
• PURCHASE ORDERS FROM QUALIFIED FIRMS BY FAX
• QUANTITY PRICING, WE STOCK WHAT WE SELL

SEAGATE, CONNER MINISCRIBE HARD DRIVES
INTEL COPROCESSORS
84 & 101KEY KEYBOARDS
ALL ADVERTISED MEMORY UPGRADES
ALL OTHER COMPUTER ITEMS IN THIS AD

SIMM MODULES
• Equivalenl lo 6450604 or 30f5360 (SP ECIFY) • 5 Year Warranly

Your Price

12900

1MEG

Each

256 X 9 • 8-0NS

HEWLET PACKARD MEMORY BO
• 2Meg for HPll-llP-111 or 111

Added
512K Kn
IMS Module
2MB Module
4MB Module
11AB Board
2MB Board
!MB Kil
4MB Board
4MB Kil
\MB Board
4MB Bo ard
1MB Module
4MB Module
1MB Module
4MB Module
\MB Board
4MB Board
2MB Modulo
8MB Module
32MB Modulo
• PORTABLES ·
512K Kil
IN TFC BO
EXP BO
21.18 K11
IMS Mod~e
41.18 Mod ule
512K Board
!MB Board
2MB Boa rd
IMS Kii
INTFC BO
•MB Boa1d
4MB Exl Board
IMS Modu'e
21.18 Modu~

LTE/286

•Eq~f:.1~~ I

Your

low Price

113012·00\
118688-001
118689-00\
118690-001
108009-001
11l8009 W/71
108071 -001
108070-001
108072-001
113633-00\
113634-001
113646-001
112534-001
113131·001
113132-001
113644-001
113645-001
115144-001
116561-001
116568-001

59"
79"
148"
398"
2'78"
348"
129"
598"
318"
158"
399"
104"
279"
98"
238"
158"
399"

• Part Number 113132-001 • For Compaq OeskPro 286E, 386/20E. 25E
~
23900

19"

16"

15"

t.1'\\ '/11'\\\\t>.1\

& ""'ny oiner boards

Your Price

~~

~~~

~:~

68~

5911
5411

71"
69'"
299"

79"
74"
31got

249"

IPC9-PA8341U
PC1S-PA8J08U
PC15-PA8310U
PC6-PA7137U
PC12-PA8307U
PC12-PA8309U
PC7-PA8301U
PC10-PA8JO<U

moo
moosx

4-<"t;..

80387 -16MHZ
80386 oaseo madlin"

• Worl<S in
\;l'l
• Oramatically increases 1he spted ())~ ~'\S

u~11 J~Re~Y~~~;,~Ji~li>ns ~\.

Your Prlco 69"

IBM PS/2 Model
PSn 251286
30-286. 50 & 60
PSn 50Z & 55-SX . 65SX
(Above

55SX & 65SX

Your
Low Price
88"
389"

Z386125133

2248. Z286LP.Z386SX
TURBO SPAT 386,386e
SUPER SPAT

sx

SUPER SPRT 286
286e. sx

\MB Module
2MB Module
2MB Module
!MB Kil
4MB Ki\
2MB Kit
2MB Kil
2MB Ki l
IMS Kil
2MB Ki t

88 11

ZA1600ME
ZA3800MG
z.605-1
ZA3034ME
NIA
ZA\80-64
ZA\80-86
ZA180-87
ZAIB0-66
ZAIB0-64

148"
148"
258"
579"

278"
278"
278"

179"
324 11

' mfiQ~(qD§

(Abovt: lns1afled on System Bd)

List 114900

Your Price
....... . .8"

9900
6 It. Cable . . .. _. . .

.

~:g ~

Q\~.

1

139M

IOI"

120NS
1N
2"
1"
5"
4"

111

1"

Q\S.

100NS
1"
2"
1"
6"

...

2"

II"

sn

m ~i rlli1!fi

l

Memory
Added

• HP
Equiv. Pa~ #
334446
334458
3347WB
3347SA/B

2MB Module
4MB Module
IMS Module
2MB Module
4\fB Module
!LIB l,l<l<fu!<
1UB Module
2MB Module
4MB MOdule
1MB Board
2MB Board

kP3 & 1110
HPHP
f.ANON LBP4

CAllOll LBP
811 . 811R. 8111
IBM LASER
MOOEL 4019



Your

Low Price

NIA
N1A
Pl'A

S63-18ll0
NIA
1009136
1009137

138"

2211"

138"
238"
199"
91"
1'11"

238"
1.a•
19811

MmiScnbe 3085
MFM - 20MS - 'ti Heigh! 511.
Works oil XT or AT Hard Drive Controller
6 Month Warran1y

List 899••

• MFM ST506 compabble • Wot\s on 8 01 16 bit conlroller • 'h hei9hl SI/•·

Your Price

3 4 900

• 1 year warranty • New quantity discounts available

~·
, ._

\n S\ot\r.
Call f\l<

256 , 1

~=MifilF~~ItYM~ J
10Meg - list 199" Your Price 69"
Seaga1e ST225 20Meg - List Your Price 129'1
Conlroller - 69"

1MB Module
•MB Module
2-8MB Board
2-14MB Board
4-16MB Board
1MU

~~pllon n.ousar.dS 150~.~

•
•
•
•
got

1MB Module

4MB

s.s x .:

BOCARAM XT 0·2 Meo Boaid. Um 251iK 0-RAl.I. Included. Sofr.me for
diagonost1cs, pr lntspoole1 &
OK- 9900 21.1eg- 21900
Lii.i EMS 40 Memory Driver
BOCAAAM 51JZ 0-2Meo Bd ~,\Jr\cs Wl1'Sl2 50. ~goo
19900
& 60 o""" siaie ram . uses 1Meo 0-RMt OK2Meg
BO CA AT PLUS (BRAT 801 OK-BMcg Bd_4.0 LIM Compal. New 5 Year Warr
CO!Mlntional. E•panded & EX1ended Memoty. Supports DOS. OS/2, LIM/1'MS
& EEi.iS
.OK- 112" 2Meg-21got 4Meg-J1!1'" BMeg-499"

Ribbon . . . . . .

149n59 or 6450609
6450603
6450604
6450608
6450375
6450319
6451()60
645605 OR
34f3077 OR
34f301 1
6450902
6450128

I! ~l~R~~
~~~~,
)
I I tJlfil-rmi§3(j>
.

Model
rPll & 110

letter Oua!i1y
• Manulaciured by Silver Reed
• IBM Centronlcs Parallel lnte1tact1
• New 90 day warranty

2-8MB Boaro
IMS SIMM
1MB SIMM
2MB SIMM

90. 95 & PIS

-

fffi~*M~x#H§!lfiij~tfil6H !j
• t2CPS

Memory
Added
511K Kn
2MB Kil
IMS SIMM
2MB SIMM
6450604
lnsta!e'd on E>r.p.anSaOn &! 1497259)
4MB Module
34f2'l33 or 87f '1'177

50. 50Z. SSSX & 60. GSSX
?Sl2
10-E61 . 061 . 121
PS/2 70-A21 AXl.BXI
?Sl2 80-041
?Sl2 80-111.121.311.311
80-A21. A31
P!>'i
All 10s & 80s

458••
171"
161•

Zenith Model
Z386133137E12512 0

88"

57 11
49"

u~"'~g

Your
low Price
191"
2U"
171"
158"
IS!"
IS!"
461"
298"
158"

f+IO

698"
79got
194•
324"

10CJ~

~~

80287·6MHZ
• Worl<S on 80286 oases mw><nn
• Don't ~nle lor 11 Ctlpy - buy the

~5·

38"
99"
24got
128"
158"
64got
199"
128"
178"
228"

5500

~~~

INTEL COPROCESSORS

11 ff:!fWlfi$p~

Tosh iba Model
POllTABL E Z000SX
T\0005£ & XE/LE
PORTABLE 11200xt
PORTABLE T1600
PORl.\BLE IJ100e
PORTABLE moosx

POmABLE 15100

899"
5495"

107331-001
107808-001
1111811-001
107332-001
110235-001
110237-001
111onoo1
117081-001
117081-002
1()7551-001
107107-001
107053-001
107654-001
108303-001
108304-001

~~~

l:.G

Erm
PORT.\BLE
PORTABLE

158"

1~~~

41.1 e x 9 IBM

50
• 5 Yr. Warran1y
49" · wonsin1BMCompallble

ADVANTAGE/2

Dj'~G

Jfl HfilM~~m4es 1ru1 !fD

~~":f~ll~~A
1~~;~ : ~ fj~le

10
s211

• &pan memory Dd for IBM PS12 50 Of 60 • 0-8MB • Sut>tr Polk uti.'iTy sottwa1e

13900

[f~~~§§-l&J1~@I~lm
Memory

Compaq Model
OESKPRO 286
DESKPRO
286N. 386N
386SX/20
OESKPRO
386116

54"

AST RESEARCH

0 (SPECIFY) • Expandable to 4Meg

Your Price

1

x g . eoNs

720K 3'h" - 49"
1.2Meg 5r1, • - 59"
1.44Meg 3'h" - 69"
36-0K 51/• • - 5411 360K Tandon, Full Height (lhey1101nal IBM) - 8got

_,.

§ffiJ~~Qlild ~
..~~- ' ~NmmP.J#!J!Mij,~fi
• New I Yr. Warr. • Works on XT.AT & 386's • Low Cost.
High Ouai 1y 17Y M1tsum
10\Key
49"
List 79° 0
1 9° 0

_.61

tillii: :;-

I~

Your Price

_ f:§J

f11~~Qdll]~Q

~~l/lJ.!t$~,~~mf,;};~ii,;;.,~nRt~t~ ~~~~1~e1:~~WJ.~01

:
• Compalible wnBM PC. XT. AT & Compallbles • 2 Yr. Manu. Warr.
• Full Duplex Operation • Complclc w/Soltwarc • Aulo Oia l/Aulo AnS"M?r

~~~~~
. i,-~•a~~~L:.t~
L~~"

in

. ~~~~~~±t::ljj

1

=~ii::i:~~ri~t~~~:;,r~i~1W:t

80386 - 1&\IHZ SX 859'"
80486 - 2SIAH? 2257"
W•ll oo#d whar you want • c.JI tor cillerMr set ups

CTI~~'~

tftbMQN!fPt#ldJFElt l=F§

W llllA MUl.rtSCAN 1024 X 108 28 Doi • llew 1 Yr Warr.
14" \lllA OEMO 640 X 480 .31 Doi • 3 Mo. Ylarr_• lool<S New
ORDERS ONLY

800 654 7762

389'"
.28911

'°'

• Automatic Group m Oig11a1 Fax • Bkg operallon • Send lex!. screen Images,
scann. P"l" • Ha)1'S comp•\. modem buill on • Fu 9600'7200'480M400

: ;,a~~~';;~~ cord

List 695

Your Price

14900

~N - fi~m:§@9p~mij@jrn±IJ
8-087
8087-2
8087-1

11
5MHz or 1:J 79"
BMHz
109"
10MHz or less 149'"

80387-16
80387-20
80387-25

80287-10

tOMHz

80287-XL

3

lJ1~z

20MH z
25MHz

249'"
349'"
449"

=.
~!r0'ffi=1filiR4~HDftH li f ffi
~fi-a ~~is 811 1:~

14!1"

1!~20 33MHz

198"

IOE Conlroller HO/floppy...39'" B Bit WO Controller HO only 5got
16 Bil WO Conlroller 2:1 .109" 16 Bit Everex HO/Floppy 1.1 ... 9got

FOR ~OPPYS: S~r Floppy Controls 1:2, 360K.

~OK & 1.44 Drives ~got

El-WpMij@mffi~~HQ-A
42 M 10E JYr" 255"

1()1 M 10E JYr ' 459"

' Muatx._ P_, h
_....loou oety_All pncltels 3rd
• WE ACCEPT INTERNAnONAl OODEAS

•
•
TECHNICAUtUSTOMER SERVICEJURDER STATUS-

• WE AL SO PURCHASE EXCESS
INVENTORY-FAX OR CALL

702-294-0204 • FAX 702·294·1l68
INTL. FAX 702·294·1246

>:::":.t:::t::=.":r.:!'C:.'

• N~~"§ ~F;~ts

200 Me IOE JVr• .779"

pany. NO SURCHARGE FOR MC/VISA

TERMS·

MC • VISA • AE • COD CASH • NET
• PurollMI Onion ln>m Unlmillln,

"!'1~:.:1°J~~~·~'1=

·.i:t.:=tt;a.,~•3,::~.'T:~~ir'o~~

mxm

rAD'Hl

SE HABLA ESPANOL

'ADVERTISIN~ IN llt1S ~!

~ ~ c:;clrw
l'fllC£S SUBJEr:T ID CHANGE
SHIPPING: (min. 8") UPS

ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

AMT INTERNATIONAL


LOWEST PRICES
SAME DAY
SHIPPING

2393 QUME DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95131

(408) 432·0552 • (408) 432·1790 • Fax: (408) 944-9801
COMPUTER
AMT 486-25 MHz
w/128K Cache
1M8 RAM
100 MB HARD DISK
MATH Co-PROCESSOR SOCKET
1:1 211DIFD CONTROLLER
1.2 OR 1.44 FLOPPY DRIVE
VO 2SIP/GI PORT
101 KEY BOARD
FULL TOWER CASE
wr.!30 PIS
SUPPORT UNIX, XEN IX.
DOS. 05'2, NETWORK

SYSTEMS
AMT 386SX-16 MH
w/40 MB Hard Disk

AMT 386-33 MHz
w/64K Cache
1"'3 M
40 MS HARD DISK
INTEL ~96-25 MHz CPU
MATll Co-PROCESSOR SOCKET
I :1 2HDIFD CONTROlLER
1.2 OR 1.44 FLOPPY DRIVE
VO 2SIP/Gi PORT
I01 KEY 80AAD
AT CASE Wr.!00 PIS
SUPPORT UNIX. XEN IX.
DOS, OSl2. NETWORK

1M8 RAM
40 MB HARD DISK
INTEL 386-33 MHz CPU
MA TH Co-PROCESSOR SOCKET
1:1 2HDIFD CONTROlLER
1.2 OR 1.« FLOPPY DRIVE
VO 2SIP/Gi PORT
101 KEYBOARD
MINI -T OWER CASE 111200 PIS
SUPPORT UN IX. XEN IX.
DOS. 05'2. NETWORK

$2469

$1399

1!.l!RAM
40 MB HARO DISK
INTEL 386SX-16 MHz CPU
MATll Co-PROCESSOR SOCKET
1:1 2HDIFD CONTROLLER
1.2 OR 1.44 FLOPPY DRIVE
VO 2SIP/GI PORT
101 KEY BOARD
AT CASE wr.!00 PIS
SUPPORT UNIX. XENIX,
DOS. 05'2. NETWORK

$1249

$995

COMPUTER SYSTEMS: VGA MONITOR AND VGA
16 BIT CARD (1024 x 768) .•.... $425

COMPAQ MEMORY

IBM PS/2 MEMORY

DellkPro 286-E, 386·21Y20Er.!5
IMS
113131 ·001 ...................... $139.00
4M8
113132-001 .......... .... ........ $369.00
Desk Pro 286N, 386N and 386SX
21.fl
118689-001 ................ .. .. $225.00
41.fl
118690-00 1 ..................... $590.00
DellkPro386S
11.tl
I 13&16-001 ...................... $139.00
41.tl
112534-001 ...................... $369.00
OukPro 386-33, 486-33 6 SplemPro
21.fl
1151"·001 .. .................... 5225.00

Modelo 30-286, up. Board 1unse
512 K Kil
30F5348 ........................ 554.00
2M8 Kit
30F5360 .. .................... S176.00
llodell 70-E61/121, 55SX, 65SX
11.11
64506-03 ........................ $96.00
llodtll 70-£611121, 50Z, 55SX,65SX
21.tl
6450604 ...................... $179.00
llodell 55SX, essx, 34F30n & 34F3011
41.tl
34F2933 ...................... $485.00
llodelo 7'11-A21
21.tl
6450608 ...................... $1 70.00
llodelolll).141
11.11
6450375 ...................... $145.00
llodelllll).1111311
21.tl
6450379 .. ................ .. .. $269.00
All llodell 70 and 80
2-81.tl wr.!M 645~ ...................... $499.00
2·1 4M8 wr.! M34F30n ........ ... ······· $59900
2-16MBw14M34F30n ............. .
$99900
llodelo 50, SOZ, 515 SX 660
2-81.tl
1497259 ..................... $599.00

AST MEMORY
Btavo-286, Worht111on
512K Kil 500510-010 .. ..................... $59 00
2"'3Ki1
500510-002 ..................... $172.00
Prem i'"'1 386-16120C
11.tl Kil
500510-007 ................ ...... .. $96.00
41.11 Kil
500510-008 ...................... $369.00
Prem l'"'1 386-20
11.fl Kil
500510-003 ..................... $150.00
41.fl Kil
500510-004 .. ...
........ $369 00
Bt1vo-386SX
21.tl Kll
500510-002 .. .
... .. $172.00
41.tl Kii
500510-008 ................... $369.00
Prem ium 386-SX/25133 $ 486-25
11.tl
500718-002 ........................ $80.00

HEWLETI·PACKARD MEMORY
QS/165
D1540A ............................ $11200
D1542A ............................ S349.00
Yectrl OS/20PC, RS/25PC 111d 20C
11.e
D1&1011 .. ............... ........ . $12600
41.tl
D1&12A ......
..... $36500
Vectra 486PC
1"'8
0215011 ......
......... $11500
41.tl
D2151 11 ......
... $390.00
Vectrl

1M8
41.tl

LASER PRINTER MEMORY
Hew1et1·Poclurd La- Jot llP 6 Ill

11.11
21.e
41.tl

334748 .............. .......... $130.00
334758 ...... .................. $150.00
334n0 ........................ s19900
Hewlet!·Poclurd La- Jot llP 6 Ill
11.e
334438 ........................ $135.00
21.tl
334448 ................. ....... $150.00
41.11
334458 ........... ............ s211;00
1811 l.a-4()11and40'tle
21.tl
1039137 .... .....
. $369.00
3.5MB
1038675 .......... ....... $469.00
Canan LBP-811, BllR , BllT
21.f!
~1880 .......
... . $225.00
41.11
Patt llN/A .................... $43900

392

ORAll 64X4
.. $! 50
4464-12
. t 99
4464-10 .
... 2 50

«6"1· 15

DRAll 256l0

256Xl-150NS , , 7g
256Xl- t20NS . .. t 99
25GX~IOONS
200
256X~80NS
225
256X~7 0N S ..
2 35
256 Xl-60NS
399

BY TE • JU NE 199 1

1M8
21.11
21.11
21.f!
21.11
21.11
4"43
21.11
41.11
21.11
21.11
81.e

TOSHIBA llEllORY
Model 1000SEIXE .............. $329.00
Model 1000SE/XE .............. $469.00
Model T1200XE .................. $289.00
Model T1600 ....................... 5289.00
Model T3100E ...... .............. $175.00
Model T3100SX .................. $175.00
Model T3100SX .................. $689.00
Model T3200SX .................. $175.00
Model T3200SX .......... ........ $689.00
Model 5100 ............ ............. $289.00
Model T5200.T8500 ........... $185.00
Model T5200,T8500 .......... $1300.00

1I.II
21.11
21.tl
41.11

ZENITH llEllORY
SuperSpa1286 & 286E ...... $199.00
SuperSpa1286 & 286E ...... $455.00
SuparSpa1 SX/Alpha ... .. ..... 5455.00
SuperSpcr1 SX/Sela ........... $455.00
COllPAQ UEllORY

Pon.ilia LTE 286 ................ $196.00

11.11
21.11
11.fl
41.tl

Ponal;je LTE 286 .. .............. 5299.00
SLH86 ...
.... .. ...... $245.00
SLT·286 ................ .. .......... $1396.00

11.11
21.tl

Progpeed 386 .................... $450.00

NEC llEllORY

Pr06P00d 286 . ................... $270.00

ZENITH MEMORY
Zonhh Z-386/20/2¥.13 6 33E
1I.II
ZA3613000ME ..................... $99.00
41.11
ZA3800MK ...
.... ........ $675.00
Zonhh Z-386/20/2D".15 • 33
21.11
ZA3600ME .........
.... S199.00
Zonhh Z-386 SX
21.11
Z-605-1 .......•...... .........•...... 5255.00

MATH COPROCESSORS
INTEL
8087-SMHz .......................
......... $80.00
8()87-2 SMHz ........................................ S tt 6.00
8087-110MHz ...... ... .... ........................... S155 00
80287-6 &MHz ............................. ........... $130.00
802878 BMHz .................. ........ ... ........... $185.00
80287XL8110MHz ........... ... ................... $185.00
80287XTl 12 MHz (laplop) ................... $210.00
80287·1010MHZ ...... .............................. $185.00
80C287·12 121.t1z .............. ... ................ S196.00
80387SX-16 .. ......................................... $285.00
80387SX-20 ...... .. ................................... $310.00
80387DX·20 .......................................... . $340.00
80387DX·25 .................. ........................ $425 00
80387DX·33 ......
......... $525.00
WEITEK
3167-20 20MHz ...................................... S300.00
3167-25 25MHz .............................. ........ $450.00
3167-33 33MHz ...................................... $500.00
4167-251.tlz ........................................... S800 oo
4167·331.tlz
............................ 5900.oo
CYRIX
83087-1616MHz .. ............ ...................... $260.00
83087-20 20MHz ................................... $295.00
83087-25 25MHz ..
... ....... $360.00
83087-33 33MHz ..
.............. $440.00
83SX87-16 16MHz
.......... $235.00
83SX87·20 20MHz
... ........... 5260.00
llT
8Ca7-8 .............................................. .... $165.00
8C287-10 ...................... .. ........ . ......... $175.00
BC287· 12 ............................................ $200.00
BC287-20 . ................ ......................... $230.00
8C387·20
................ . $265.00
8C387·25 ·····
............. ······ · ......... $350 00
AMO
80C287·10 ........................................ $110.00
80C287·12
·····················-· .......... $130 .00

SIMM MODULES

DRAM
ORAlllMGXI
MGXl-120NS $500
MGX l-IOONX 525
MGXl 80NX 5 50
MGXl-70NX 5 75
MGXl-WNX 7 50
ORAll 64XI
4164-1 50
$2 00
41 64-120
2 50
4164-1 00 .... ..... 2.75
'164-80 -· ...... 300
t
t
t
t
t

LAPTOP AND PORTABLE
MEMORY

ORAll 256X4
256X4-t20NS ... $500
256X4-IOONS
5.50
256X4-80NS
.. 5.75
25'Xl-STATIC COL

. $2.99
512SBP-10 .
AM 2800--08 .... 300
AM 2800-07
. 325
AM 2800-W
4.50
IX4·80ZIPP
3500
I X• sosn ZIPP 3g 00
tX4-7ClS TI ZIPP 3900

IBllTYPE
Add $UIO tr SIPPS

4Mx9-ll0 ...... $250.00
1Mx960 ..... .... 60.00
1Mx9-10 .......... 45.00
1Mx980 .. . ..... 49.00
1Mx9-70 . ........ 51.00
... 20.00
256'9-70

256"910 ........... 16.00
256"980 .......... 18.00
25619-6() ........... 23.00
APPLE·llAC
1Ml8-70 ·········· $50.00
1Mx8·10 ..... .... $40.00
1Mx880 ..... .... $45.00
4x8-80 ...... .... $210 .00

CPU CHIPS
68020 16MHZ .. 512900
20MHz .... 193.00
25MHz . ... 179.00
33MHz . ... 199.00
68030 16-MHz .... 129.00
25MHZ .... 199.00
68010 16-MHz ...... 60.00

803860X-t6
803860X-20
803860X-25
8038601-33

.. S250 00
325 00
.. 350.00
-· 385.00

80386a -16 .. ······ 210 00
80386u ·20 .. .. ... 215 00

804860X-25 (80)
65000
804860X-33 (86) .. 115000

802868 (PLCC) ..• t 5 00
80286-10 (PLCC ) . 1800
80286-12 (PLCC) ... 2000
&Zl85-20
. -· 6000
&Zl85-33 ........... 75.00
V-:>G-8 ..
....... 600
V-20-tO
.•. tOOO
V-JO.tO
.... . t0.00

Circle 27 on Inquiry Card.

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT I AT
1991 PC-BUS Data Acquisition &
Control Reference Guide
' T.... _llr~

~..!!!!..';!.~ ·~- • A/ D, D/ A, DIO
• Signal Condilioning

'

• RS232/ 422/ 485
• lndus1rial PCs
• 286/ 386/ 486
CPU Cards
• RAM/ ROM Disks
• Applic:uion Soflwarc

Free 120 page reference guide for quality
minded, budget conscious eogineers.

408-293-6786
1,llO l\11ly Rd.. 1 115, S>n Jose, CA 9Sl22 FAX 40R·2?,l-4697

ctircle 18 on Inquiry Cord.

$180 7~

·'· .

0URLSTRR;
9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telcphone: (818) 882·5822

programmer from o

.h
company W it over
12 years experi ence
in providing both
hordwore and
SOftwo re tools

,-f

i

r -·
___,, '

MN1)31111 Q91 &

-V\SI-.. - _.,.,
. . . .,

Tl'DtllJS ................ .
llllB. lllS.•... JU5
-ClllRlllOS ... .
lfDtlm ............... ...

M1l!llla 1118. IOS . ..•. --

~1118.llJS.. • •

PHOENIX·IBM·PC BIOS .....79.95
PHOEHIX·IBM·XT BIOS .-.69115

PHOEMX·IBM-AT BIOS .....89.95
AWMID IBM AT BIOS .......89.95

:

:

.118--KfYDll)-...................'".
. '.. ".....
AVll\ll).-llFIDll)- ,,,, ............................

.34.115
.31.115
--llFIDll>llJS ............................. .31•
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VISA •

Sl"'IC·
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I
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Circle 342 on Inquiry Card.

Program

$149.95

In Sets of 4 for $495.00

Get Started with CUPL™ for only

Your Chips

• Expert tochnicol
supp<>rt
•HEX fi le uti lities
included
• Supports
EPROM and
EEPROMs lo

32 ·ns

·

Order today
'
ca II 800·
44 8•8 5 00

Wfos and

0

CMOS devices

1 MBit
•4, 8, and 16
1o

socket models

~Mr)CET
SYSTEMS~

-INlB. llJS..... '' ... .
-a.'
lfDt llJS.. IU5
MilaSXllllB.IOS .... JU5
All.-.sit a.'
Tl'DtllJS ............. .

PLD Design
Software

r"°

Buy your
E/EPROM

:

;

Now yo u can exchange d ata files betwee n
your IBM PC and any mainfra me or mini·
compu ter using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250
BPI 9-Track tape. System can also be used for
disk backup. Tra n sfer ra te is up lo 4
megabytes per minute on PCs and com
patibles. Subsyste ms include 7" or 10 1/z"
streaming tape drive. tape coupler card and
DOS compatible software. For more info m1a·
lion , call us today!

Circle 264 on Inquiry Card.

E/EPROzy
~

.

All-al llllB. llJS ' .........11.15 AIUltl \\SI 11)5 .. ' ... ' ... . .
All-21109' &
l'HOBIX-218 llllB.llJS...... .
lfDtllJS ...... ..... Jl.ll5 1'11DE11l-218ASTllJS ..... . 15

INC.

avoiloble
•IBM PC/ XT/
AT/386
compatible

• 1year warranty

120 Union St.. Rockport, ME 04856
Outside US 207-236-9055 • FAX 207-236-6713

Now you can have a PLD Starter Kit
that gives you all the horsepower that
the CUPL PLO compiler offers, at a
fraction of the cosL For more infor
mation, call 1-800-331-7766 or 305
974-0967.
LOGICAL
DmVICSS , INC.

Circle 177 on Inquiry Cord
(RESEWRS: 178).

Circle 38 on Inquiry Card.

Free UV eraser, CUPL starter Kit and
a $300.00 Factory Rebate with the

PDT-1 EPROM, LOGICAL

EPLD, Micro
Progammcr.

-vocas,

1NC.

1-800-331-7766

Circle 396 on Inquiry Cord
(RESEWRS: 397).

SUPER UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER

ROM Based
AT Systems

Special offer Now Includes:

--

9 Track Tape Subsystem
for PC/XT/AT/386/PS2

SUPERPRO

Xl!\.TEI(

Single Board Computer
Run DOS and AT object code from ROM .
Seria l, Video, Flop, Keybd, Pri nt, options.
NEC V53 ul', runs AT Code, 16ml-lz, 51; 16.
Use off-the-shell Pc/At cards on backplane.
4MB RAM, 2MB ROM, 5 12K SRAM-ba ltery.

5 Serial, 2 Parallel ports, Clock, Wa tc hdog.

KILA

s 395 q-100
303-444-7737

MS f l ~wlhom l\H' Houhkr C.:0 803().l

Fa.\

303-786-9983

New! SUPERPRO $795

i:

rn EE MUt:nM KfER SP ECIAL

•(u«>'f:::;•

:t1:-C)EPLD. GAL.PEEL FPL

• ~E) P~OM, Flash EPROM up 10 4 Mbill (40 pins)
• Mkrocuntro llt-r , Bipolar PROM
• Tcsu 1TI./ CMOS Lo&;c. D/S M< moiy Dcvioe.
• H•ah sp«d porall<I inl<~ ard 10 PC/ X'T/AT/31!6
• PuTI . 00-..11 Menu d~. UJn.ry ~n ling software.
• F.it Dt"Vltt updart' on user's request
• .ao. pin Gold 7.JP Sockcl
• Lirt1 imc Frtt Up<b.tes (DBS)
• Uicr Device Library GcneB lo r (optional)
764 San Ainu Ave.

ea
x· II

1·800
e·•'•:r•
975EK ="1.~~-v9:86
~
FAX(4:fi)74S- 140 1

Circle 366 on Inquiry Card.

$1995 for 1600 BPI
$3695 for 1600/6250 BPI
$7695 for 800/1600/3200/6250 BPI
CALL 1-800-266-4827

Laguna Conversion Systems
2694 I Cabol Road
Hill s, CA 92653

L~gun ~

Te l: 714-307-0497, Fax: 714-367-0506

Circle 172 on Inquiry Card.

BUILT-IN UPS

220/230 WATIS DC
100 \V ATISAC
The POWER SOURCE rep l aces th e
power supply in your AT/386/486. Its
au to-recharge ba ttery powe rs PC and
monitor for up to I 5 minutes. Surge sup
pressi on. A u<li ble alarm . Full- size and
Baby model s, D esktop and Tower ver
sions. Call to<lay for immediate <l eli ve ry !

$365

PUISSANCE INC.

DYNAMIC RAM
4M Board lor hp U"s wl2MB S148.00
SIMM
4Mx9 80 ns 190.00
SIMM
1Mx9 60 ns 63.00
SIMM
1M x9 80 ns 51.00
4 Mblt
4Mx1 80 ns 28.00
4 Mblt
1Mx4 80 ns 34.00
1 Mblt
1Mx1
80 ns
5.50
256Kx1 100 ns
1.95
41256
41256
256Kx1 120 ns
1.75
44256
256Kx4 100 ns
5.75
4464
64Kx4 100 ns
1.95
EPROM
512Kx8 150 ns
D28F010 128Kx8 150 ns
27C1000 128Kx8 150 ns
- 27C512
64Kx8 120 ns
16Kx8 250 ns
27128
STATIC RAM
1 Mblt
128Kx8 100 ns
62256LP 32Kx8 100 ns

35 Basswood Ave., Agoura CA 91301

Cln:le 305 on Inquiry Card.

EPROM
8748/49
87C51 ...
87C751

• 200

FREE software updates on BBS.
Powertul menu driven software.

M~z :ax :~:::+

Price is comple1e.Pods and So:t.vate inciudecl

Call· (201 ) 994·6669

Call  (201 ) 994 6669

It
•

•

Link Computer Graph ics, Inc.

Link Computer Graphics, Inc.

4 Spar1ow Or.. Living ston . NJ 07039

4 Sparrow Or .• Uvmgs!on. NJ 07039

FAX:(201 i994·0730

FAX:(201) 994-0730

.

C:in:le 174 on Inquiry Card.

UPS CASH coo

24 .000 5 Peo"a Avo .

(918) 267• 4961

Norn lnlmumotder, .._..,._ P'cn ~iocr~·
~.......,...-c.aol'~ ..O ll S tfro<~• f'(;I'"..._..,...

Circle l95 on lnquir:y Card.

$ 799-LA 12100 (100 MHz)
$1299-LA27100 (100 MHz)
$1899-LA27200 (200 MHz)

Parts added at your request.

•

111.001•

COOAV.t.lt..ABlE

• 24 Channels Timing and state
• t 6K samples/channel
• 16 Levels of triggering
• 3 External Clocks and 12 Qualify lines
·Variable, TIL, EGL threshold levels
• FREE software updates on 24 Hour BBS

Sns PALS
4Meg EPROMs
16 bit EPROMs

()I'

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED. INC.

IUS4• BEGGS. Q I( 74421

200 MHz Logic Analyzer

$475
PAL
GAL
PROM
EEPROM

'1'11: S.2
k:~t

Cin:le 261 on Inquiry Card.

UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER

Mas11ttC111a VISA

Ftt>EX OAOERS
RECEIVED BY.

(818) 707-3613 Visa/MC/PO
"PU/SSANCE means POWER"

··

68HC11

Aus1rolia
........(02) 654 1873
Aus1ria
............. .(0222) 38 76 38
Benelux ...
..... .. +31 1858-16133
Ganado .................................(514) 689·5889
Denmark
.....(42) 65 81 11
Finland .. .. .......................... .... 90-4521255
Franca ..

(01) 69 412 801

Germany...
... 08131 ·25083
Grea t Britain ..........................0962·73 3140
Israel.............................. ......(03) 484832
Italy . ....................... .......... ... .(011) n10010
Korea .........
....(02) 784 7841
New Zealand
......(09) 392464
Ponugal .............................. .(01) 8150 454
Scandinavia..................... .....+46 409224 25
Singapore ........... ........... .......(065) 284·60n
Spain ....................................(93) 217 2340
SwilZertand ...........................(01) 740 41 05
Taiwan .. ................................(02) 7640215
Thailand ... ............................(02) 281-9596

NOHAU
51

CORPORATION

E. CampbOll Ave. • CampbOll. CA 95008

(408) 866·1820 FAX (408) 378·7869

.'

Cin:le 175 on Inquiry Card.

Cin:Je 216 on Inquiry Card.

IFYOU CAN'T TRY IT,
DON'T BUY IT!

40+ MHz Operation!
.., ...... - ..... ~·i·
.;+:: .,...-~ 'P:' ' .. ·'.·
..j •

. ".

oCS •

.

'' · !". '
,,,

111
' •

-I " I< · .
,-

.. -

~

.,
-1

.

.

486BSBC
i486 Single- Board Comput er
for passive backplane

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Imprinting to your specs
Keytop Labels for most popular software
Templates for most popular software
Custom Templates to your specs
Custom Labels to your specs
Relegendable Keys-IBM ~ Cher~
Key Tron i~ Wyse"'
• Flexshleld" Keyboard Protectors
Ex ress Turnaround services on Custom!

sys te m ~

Oty 2: $695/ea . US (Without CPU or memory)
(Pricing indudos soldorod·on SIMM/SIPP sockets)

On-board features Include:
• 80486 processor
• IOE hard disk controller
• floppy disk controller

• up to 32MB DRAM
• optional: local 32·bl1data bus
• real·limo clock
• 1 parallel port
• 2 serial po rts
• keyboa rd port
Cusl?mtr s choice of operalion speed lnquhe Jbo\J1 our o:ner ~86
prodocls Jvatlable shortly. Also '3Vililable. EISABUS backp!Jnes.

BECTERM INC.
5336, Boul. dela Rive·Sud
l !vis. Oc CNGGV 4Z2
Toi: (4 t8) 835· 1551
Fax: (418) 837·4068

Cin:le 140 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 44 on Inquiry Card.

TapeWare Is a new, exceptlonally friendly
user Interface for most popular 9 track
tape controllers. No more typing
filenames, botched backups or one-at-a
time Ille transfers. Call for Demo Disk.
See for yourself. We also supply 9 track
hardware and software up to 6250 BPI
which Includes TapeWare. Compare
before you buy.

AKSystems Inc.
818/709·8100 (v)

818/407-5889 (fax)

Cin:le 14 on Inquiry Card.

ORVI

WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS AND PO's!
3 DAY INTERNA llONAL DELIVERY VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS, UPS, OR DHLI

V'
V'
V'
V'

5 12K Ktt

1()57035
$79.00
21'1.B
IBM PN N/A
$219.00
Modeb 30·286, Exp. Boo1d 1497259
3()'5348
$39.00
5 121( Kit
2M8Kll
3()'5360
$129.00
Modeb 10· E61 /1 21 .SOZ.SSSX.655X
1MB
64!:ll603
$79.00
2M6
6450604
139.00
Models
655X, 34F3011a34F3011
4MB
3<!f2933
$339.00
Model 10· "21
2MB
M50608
$149.00
Modelll0· 141
1MB
6'!50315 ............... $99.00
Model1 ll0· 111 / 311
2MB
6'!50319
. S169.00
Modol1 80· A21 / A31
4MB
6451060
. 5289.00
Models 90, 95 and P75
6450902
$239.00
I MB
. . $429.00
4MB
6450128 .....
Expomlon boards tot all models SO and 60
2-BMB w/2M
1491259
$399.00
$429.00
2 16MB w/2M 6450609 .. .........
Exponalon boards for oil models 70 and 80
2· 14MB w/2M :W3077 ................. $409.00
4· 16MB w/4M 34f30 11
$559.00
CAU FOR INFO ON THE R15C/ 6000 MEMORY

s

OeskPro 286-E,386 -20/ 20E/ 25
lMB
113131-(XJI
4MB
113132-0JI
Desl<Pro 3865/ 16
lMB
113646-0Jl
4MB
112534-0JI
Dosl<Pro 286N, 386N, 386SX ond 20
IMS
118688-0Jl
4MB
118690-0'.ll
Desl<Pro 386N. 386SX and 20
2MB
118689 001

DeskPTo 386-33, 486-ll a SystamPto

2M8
SM B
Desl<Plo 386·20e
lMB BoOld
4MB Boo•d

115144-0JI
116561-0JI
ond 25e
113644-0JI
11 3645-0JI

$109.00
$289.00
$119.00
$319.00
$89.00
$399.00
$149.00
$ 149.00
$959.00
$ 179.00
$359.00

Desk.Pro 3865
IMB Boo<d
113633-0JI
$189.00
4MB Boo1d
113634-0Jl
$369.00
OoskPro 386/ 16 (Populola In this ordet)
IMB Kii
108071 OJI
$129.00
lMB BoC?d
108069-0JI
..... $289.00
2MB8oC?d
108069/11001
$389.00
108010-0JI
$679.00
4MB Boo•d
BMBBoo1d
108070/12-0JI
$1209.00

PRINTER MEMORY
Hewlott · Pockard LaserJet llP, Ill and 1110
2MB
334758
... S149.00
4MB
334778
$249.00
How lett- Packard LaserJet II and 110
2MB
334448 .... .
$139.00
4MB
334458 .......... .. .. $239.00
IBM loser 4019 and 40 I 9e
2MB
1039 131 .. .......
$169.00
1038675 ..... ..
$249.00
3 SMB
Canon l8P·811 , 811R and 811!
2MB
563· 1680 .. .... ... ... $139.00
AMB
PN N/A
$239.00

Canon LBP -4
PN N/A ..
PN N/A

$199.00
. $349.00

563-2350
563-2360 ....

Prlnler Memory also ovolloble
BllOIHER
PANASONIC
TEXAS INS!
~MS
OKI
KONICA

$339.00
$479.00

for.
IOSHIBA
SHARP
MANY OIHEl?SI

ZENITH MEMORY
ZonHh Z-386/20/25/ 33 a 33E
IMB
ZAJ6/38CDAE
ZA38C0\.1K
4MB
ZenHh Z·386/25 a 33
ZA3600MG
2MB
ZenHh Z·386 SX
2MB Kit
Z-OOS-1
ZenHh TurboSport 396•
4MO
ZA·3034·MK ..

-

VISA

-

Premium 386C ond 386· 16
IMB Kil
500510-001
$69.00
4MB Kii
SOJ510-<Xl8
$239.00
Premium 386·20
I MBIClt
500510003
$89.00
4MB Kil
50051()-0J<l
$3 19.00
BIOVO J86·5X, WS/ 286;386 and / 2
2MB Kil
500510-0J2
$ 129.00
4MB Kil
500510 008 ........... $239.00
P1emlum 386-SX/16/ 25/ 33 & 011486 models
IMS
500718-0J2
$69.00

$149.00
$129.00

$189 .00
.... $219.00

..... $649.00
$1199.00
$169.00
... $ 169.00
..... $169.00
... $169.00
..
.. $399.00
.... $169.00
.. ................... $399.00
.
....... $CAU
.. $219.00
...
.. $169.00
. $169.00
$999.00
.
...

COMPAQ

IBM L40SX Portob le
2MB ... .................................... $CAU
4MB ................ ... . ............... $CALL
AST Executive Notebook
IMB ....
.. .. ............ .. .... $99.00
4MB ........... .. .............. .. .... .... $539.00
Compaq LTEJU/ 20
1MB ............. .............. ... .... ... $279.00
4MB .......... ........................ .. $679.00
Brother Hl-8E and HL-8PS
lMB .... ................................. $159.00
2MB .. .. ................................. $199.00
Canon LBP-4
lMB ........... .................... ..... $199.00
2MB .. ..... ......................... ..... $349.00
QMS PS410
2MB .. ...... .......... ................... $199.00
4MB ..................... ........... ..... $299.00

Portable 386/ 20

IMS
2MB
4MB
lMB
'1MB
IMB
2MB

SlT-386

2MB
500718-0Jd
.... $ 119.00
Poemlum 11 J86SX/20 a 386SX/ 16
500780-0J3
......... $19.00
IMS
4MB
500180-0Jd
$399.00
8MB
PN N/A
$119.00

HEWLElT-PACKARD MEMORY
Vect10 QS/ 16S a ES/l 2PC
2MBKlt
D I J54A
$139.00
Vecllo QS/ 16S and RS/ 20PC
lMB Kit
01540A
$19.00
D1542A
$219.00
4MB Kil
Vectra QS/20PC, RS/25PC . 20C and 2SC
IMS Ktt
Dll>dOA
$19.00
dMB Kii
D1642A
$279 ,00
Vectro 486 PC
I MS Kit
D2150A
$89 .00
M<IB Ktt
02151A
$419.00

Vectro 486PC end 386/ 25 PC
BMBKtt

021521\

$829.00

Veclro 386/ 25 PC
2MBKil

023BIA

$159.00

C A LL FOR HP SERIES 9000/ 400T & 425T

ZENITH

NEC
PooSpeed 286 ond J86SX/ 16
IMB .. ....
$199.00
2MB .........
$329.00
dMO ....
. ...... $539.00
PloSpeed SX/20
IMS
$2T9.00
4MB .. ... , ......... $529.00
PloSpeed 386
2MB .........
$299.00
.. $1019.00
8MO

SIMM MODULES
IBM COMPATIBLE
4Mx'l-80
1Mx9·10 .......
I Mx'l-80
1M>:9·10
256x9- I 0 ...... .
256'9·80

blond>. Ot101 nol good IOI SIMMs OI DflAM.

Circle 110 o n Inquiry Cord (RESELLERS: 111 ).

... $269.00
....... $51.00
............... $53.00
......... $55.00
... $ 15.00
....... $16.00

APPLE I MACINTOSH
4Mx8-80 .. .
....... $229.00
1Mx8· 10
... $49.00
................. $51.00
1Mx8-BO
AU MODULES AVAILABLE IN STATIC OR SIPP

EXPANSION BOARDS
Everex RAM 3000 Deluxe
lk> 10 3.\-l0 of ooso o.xoc:inded ono /01 oX'lendod
momcwy EMS 4 0 COfl\PCtbe ~no wc::tt s!alos
t.tm 2!l6Kx 1 ()om

with 5f2K: ........ ...................... $139.00

Boca Ram/AT Plus
Up1 0 8M8f0t onvAT Ot'

l!>bt1compo1~

mochlnoi rurinfng up to 3JMHz. 0ttef1 ol lyp0$ ol
momory, ptOVldOS 0 moxrnum o f 81~8 UM/EMS 4 0

1..1:.os 111 I Ofom or 111'9 SIMM modules

2M8 with DRAM's: ................. $239.00
2M8 with SIMM's: .................. $259.00

OrchidB/ 16
Up lo 32MB f()f IBM AT, OI 16-btl compatible. Us.eos

oonvonllonol. oxpondod ono/a oxtondod up lo
32MBu»ng 256K. I MB or .tMB lnduslrysfondord
S.MMi

with JMB: ............................... $299.00

DRAM CHIPS .

1MBX1
IMX 1· 10 ............................................. $5.50
I MX I · llO ............................................. $6.00
I MX 1· 10 ............................................. $6.50
IMX 1· 60 ............................................. $7 .50

256KX4
256 KX4 · 10 ............... - ........................ $5.50
2A5KX. ·80 ...................- .................... $6.00

256KX1
256KX1 · 10 ..... - .........................- ...... $1 .90
256KX 1·80 .......................................... $2.00
256KX1 · 70 .......................................... $2.50
256KX 1·60 .......................................... $3.00

All CHIPS AVAILABLE IN STATIC
COLUMN • DIP - ZIP • SO J

FOLLOW YO UR PACKAGE EVERY STEP OF THE WAYI

WE ACCEPT VISA. MASTERCARD AND AMERICAN EXPRESS!

.:~~:o~~cxZo~:!c~:1~~-h~~ohd ontv on ICOn!lcol

$129.00
$169.00
$599.00
$159.00
$519.00
$169.00
$219.00

SupolSport 286. 286e and S11mport
IMB
"" $119.00
SuperSpor1 SX. 286e ond Sllmport
2MB
$229.00
S<Jpo1Sport SX
2MB A 01 B ....... .. $229.00
TulboSport 3860
IMB ..
.. .. $199.00

• No 1u1cho1ge on Visa or Moslo1co1d. AmEx odd 4"4.

AMERICAN :
EXPRESS

4MB
BMB
2MB
2MB
2MB
2MB
4MO
Model T3200SX
2MB
4MB
Mode/ 13200SXC
ZMB
ModelT3200
3MB
ModelTSIOO
2MB
Model T5200,T8500 2MB
8MB
Model Tl 200XE
ModelT1600
Model T3100E
Mode1T3100SX

Premlum486

• Tormi: AMEX Vrsa Mas?Ofcord C.0 0 . P.O. s.
• ~Restocking lee on ol noo-de'echve retuns
and roluscd orden: Relurn Authorization I required.
• Manufacturers port numbers oro ror your conven:ence.
oil products ore third party 100% compottbfe Of tull refund!

•

BYT6

$19.00
$399.00

Model IOODSE, XE. LE and 2000SX
lMB .
2MB
Model I OOOLE and 2DOOSX

SlT·286

Canon lBP·8111
2MB
4MB

UNLIMITED SELECTION
EXCEPTIONAL WARRANTY
FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
FLEXIBLE PAYMENT OPTIONS

......

AST MEMORY

lMB
2MB

V'
V'
V'
V'

COMPAQ MEMORY

IBM MEMORY
ModolPS/ 1

sssx.

ALL USER INSTALLABLE
QUALITY PRODUCTS
GREAT PRICES
SUPERIOR SERVICE

fNJC\UI!. @fflHffl!ii 11©:
FIRST SOURCE INrL INC.
36 ARGONAUT, STE 140
ALISO VIEJO, CA 92656

pij-4:fb.. ~
FAST. INEXPENSlVE AND DEPENDABLE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE
WORLD! CHOOSE THE CARRIER TO FIT YOUR DELIVERY NEEDS AT
LOW RATES. INFORMATION FOR TRACKING SHIPMENTS IS READILY
AVAILABLE AT YOUR REQUEST!

JUNEI991 • BYTE
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Free leaflets and
catalogues
!.o.f2lt Ilu2il:

• C source code

•ROM-able
8087-2
80287-XL
8()387-SX16
8C287· 10
8()387-33
4167-33
HPu-jcl2M
BOCAAT+
Card 2S, P, G
AT Controller
40 MbH.Drivc

c::m::l
~

$115
$185
$285
$110
$530
$975
$140
$139
$17
$18
$199

2C87-8
2C87·10
2C87-12
3C87-25
3C87-33
3CSX-16
SVGAMooib

$105
$125
$145
$375
$405
$245
$335
VGACardlM $135
2400Modcm
$58
Dcxxa Mouse
$35
120Rl.44F/D $59

CW.RlROno OlMPcHNrs

•

!ill

Circle 268 on Inquiry Card.

• Full porting provided
• No OS requ ired
GCOM, Inc.
1776 E. Washing ton
Urbana , IL 61801
(217) 337-4471
Specialists in Computer Communications
FAX 21 7-337-4470

Circle 120 on Inquiry Card.

8051/8052

BASIC COMPILER
Saves Time And Money
• Compatible with all 8051va riants.
• Support sfloa ting point, integer,
byte and bit data types.
• Code nms 50 limes faster than
BASIC-52 interpreter.
• Flex ible memory mapping options.
• Tra ce command for debugging.
Improved error reporting.

$295.00
Upgrades: Vers. 1 to Vers. 3- $125.
Ve rs. 2 to Ve rs. 3-$ 75.
603-469-3232 • FAX: 603-448-3530

()~~~~:,'.,~:.:,~ ~~~.~~;~~·a

World 's most
popular, expandable, flexible

Multi-User Online
Bulletin Board
System

$59
The Major BBS~
STARTER SYSTEM FOR 2 LINES
Includes electronic mail,
teleconferencing, file upload/download,
S IG messaging & fi le areas,
classified ads, and much more!

CA LL NOW

(305) 583-5990

0GALACTICOMM
VISA I MasterCard I American Express

Circle 119 on Inquiry Card.

SuperSound
TurboSound
SoundFX-111. -Stereo. -Mono. -Eng. -Jr
SoundBytes. SoundJr. SoundCard.
Digital Audio Authoring Workstation.
MSC/TurboC/Windows 3.0 Libraries.
Custom Sound Hardware/Software

ALL WE DO IS SOUND!
IHM-PC DIGITAL VOICE I SOUND
rrom onl:!'. $20 ,,.,,... . ....,.. to $640 "~""""' ""'
Pro Quality Software / Hardware
- in use worldwide, even Japan !
30 Day Money-Back Guarantee II not Sa!lsfled
• JUST LIKE HAYING A CASSEITE TAPE RECORDER IN A PC.

• Fatlosl, Hslest Editors with the most tu ture.s tor the price.
• Quick, aJmpie hardwar• / software lnstallallon.
• Use tor ~'9 n Language tr.1Jning J comn..ink;aUons.

86

33MHz

All-In-One

-Integra ted ID E HD/Floppy Cont rolle r
. Two Seri al, O ne Paralle l Po rts
· Memory Ex pands to 32 Mb O n-Board
·64 K Cache Expan_ds to 256 K

Ask for fRl-:E l ' ROOUCTCATA LOG o f l llM · l"C •nund producb.
Devolopors : Add Tu rboSound . PC audio onglno to your product

Circle 281 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 361 on Inquiry Card.

Remove Hardware Locks
Software utility that allows for the removal
of hardware locks . Don't wait for your lock
or key devi ce to fail or be stolen.
EASY· S IMPLE· GUARANTEED
'The foll owing packages arc avaiablc:
Microstati on $99.00 CadKey
$99.00
$199.00
Cadvancc
$ 99.00 PCAD
MicroCadam$150.00 Pads PCB $99.00
$250.00
SmartCam $250.00 Pspicc
$99.00
MasterCa m $250.00 Tango
Mauoutc $250.00 Supcrroute $ 150.00
Call for other Products
All prices in U.S. f'unds Plus Shipping
VISA · Mastercard -AMEX. Welcome
S11feSuft Systems Inc.
202-1100 Concordia Ave.
Wlnnlpcg,Mb R2K 488 CANADA
Phone (204) 669-4639
Fax (204) 668-3566

Circle 278 on Inquiry Card.

lifelimeFree ~

----=:1 ~ I
-0

EP-1

$349

.!?:!

~ 1 ___.

Aprogrammer is not just another programmer That
is why BP Microsystems is commited to bringing our
rusli>tTMn the highesl quality programmers at ar.
alfmlable Jrice_ A good example of this commitment
is the EPHl'ROM Programmer. The EP-1supports
virtually every 24- or 2&pin E/EPROM. And, all of
our programmers inclutle lifetime free soft.A=
updates and an unconditional money back guarantee.

BP~

Campbell Ave. # 112, San Jose, CA 95130.
Technical : 408-446-4521

.,_.-~"':"';:'.~~:::.::="' -- -

W&T Products Corp.
2209 NE 54th Street
Ft. Laud erdale, FL 33308
Phone 1-800-628-2086
Fax 1-305-35 1-9099

There is aDifference.

• ForBuslneu: Trlill'W'lg.$1i()B~.WJC'IGrasp, Sl'olo'PlwtnwFIX
• For Engineering : FU'1CtO'I Gon.. a.-~ Abrnw. Sttr-oe 5a:1po
• For Fun: Ctta!o 'ftll..r °"'1 Sol.n:;h for Games. A:fl!tl '!tu \bc::a -·
Ord ors:B00.-989-44 11 ~ Silicon Shack FAX.: 4()8...374-441 2

51 20

00011 Printer buffers. Perhaps Lhe simplest
way to speed up a computer system.
0002 1 The ideal interface is like a cable:
Easy to install. Invisible in use.
00031 T-Switchcs and Auto-switches.
Optimised for easy operation.
0004 1 Data cables. Highly fle)(ible. Simple
to instal l. A well thought-out system .
0005 I Interface Cards. Carefully developed
to eliminate application problems.
00401 ToolArt: Useful art for computer
professionals.
005 11 Bmins beats money . Enhancements
you can install yourself.
0052 1 UNI X-Instal lati ons. Tips&products.
00531 The right way to install a computer.

1-800-225-2102

......

(7t3l 4e1 · 9430

Circle 139 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 53 on Inquiry Card.

LOW

- -- -- -· -
PS/2 model 55SX-60 meg .. .................2595
PS/2 model 70-60 meg .......................3195
PS/2 model 65SX-60 meg ...................3325
PS/2 model 70-A21 ............. ................4725
PS/2 model 95-320 meg ...................14950
• • • Monitor Extra • • •

~ N 0 V E L L SPECIALS
Ver. 2.2 - 5 user ...................................599
Ver. 2.2 - 50 user ...............................2345
Ver. 3.11 - 20 user .............................2345
Ver. 3.11 - 100 user ...........................4685
Ver. 3.11 - 250 user ............................8375

CONNER
CP3044 40 meg .......305
CP3104 100 meg .. ...525
CP30104 120 meg ....575
CP3204F 220 meg ...845
MAXTOR
XT8760E 676 meg ..1895
XT8760S 676 meg .2150
Call for Optical and
W.O.R.M. Drives
Call for other brands

Corporate Accounts
Welcome

Call for Volume
Discounts
Consultants Call
for Pricing

Exports
Available
Circle 75 on Inquiry Card.

PRICES

CITIZEN
OKI DATA
EPSON

Everex System II

SINCE 1983
International Orders

AGI 386SX-1 meg
1595
40 meg VGA card and monitor
CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

AST

LAPTOP

LAPTOP MEMORY
2 meg Toshiba 3100SX ...............................179
2 meg Toshiba 5200 ...................................185
2 meg Toshiba 3200SX ................................180
1 meg Compaq SLT/LTE ..............................220

SOFTWARE SPECIAL
dBase IV ................ .. 455
Wordperfect 5.1 ......260
Aldu s Pagemaker .....495
Ventura Publisher ....525
Clipper .....................535
WordStar 5.5 ...........150
EasyExtra ...................40

PACIFIC
CATA PROOUCTS

P. Page II .................345
P. Page llP ...............355
P. 1-2-4 Mem II .......140
P. One Meg llP ........145
P. 25 in One .............250
P. Headlines ............245

NEC
ALR
WYSE

~
NOVELL
Authorized
Dealer
LAN BOARDS
8 bit Arcnet .............. ...11 O
16 bit Arcnet ...............220
8 bit Ethernet ..............190
16 bit Eth ernet ............275
8 port Act ive Hub ........325
Token Ring Card .........399
Tokenhub 4-port ...... ...355
Call for other
LAN Accessories

CALL

AGI COMPUTER

Texas Instruments TM2000 .. .....................1995
Texas lnstrumenls TM3000 .. .....................3495
AST Exec. 386SX/20-40 meg .....................3150
Compaq LTE/286-40 meg ..........................2875
Compaq LTE/386-60 meg ..........................4995
Sharp 6220-20 meg .. .. .. ............................. 2195
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

HITACHI
TALLGRASS
ARCHIVE

CALL

Everex Step 386/33-4 meg
150 meg VGA card and monitor
* Call tor models & configurations *

Call for details

DeskPro Models
286E-40/120 meg .................... .. .1975/2050
386S-20 MHz 120 meg .. .....................2475
386/20E-120 meg ................................2895
386/25E-120 meg ..................... ...........4185
386/33L-320 meg ................................7995
' Call for other models - Monitor Extra •

HARD DISKS

Everex System I
Everex Step 386SX-2 meg
40 meg VGA card and monitor

We Honor Manufacturer's
Warranties

romPAa

WE STOCK
Toshiba

-EEVEREX-

Bravo 386SX-40 meg ..........................1625
Bravo 386SX-120 meg ........................1895
Premium 386/25-120 meg ..................3595
Premium 386/33-200 meg ..................4345
Bravo 486/25-120 meg .......................3575
Premium 486/33-200 meg ...................6450
All AST Systems have VGA Card
and two megs memory - monitor extra
Call tor other models
DISKS
DYSAN 5.25 HD/3.5 HD ............................ 13126
MAXELL 5.25 HD/3.5 HD ........................... 12/25
Minimum 10 box order

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
MICROSOFT
SUMMAGRAPHIC

INTEL
PC MOUSE
CALCOMP

LASER PRINTERS

SPECIALS

HP Laser lllD .........2550
HP Laser 2P .............995
HP Laser Ill ............1650
Panasonic 4450 .....1395
NEC 2 Model 90 ......1695
NEC 2 Model 290 ...2675
Tl PS17 ..................1595

HP Scan Jet .........1425
Hp Paint Jet ...........965
Lotus Ver. 3.1 ........365
Kodak 150P ...........345
Canon BJ 10 ...........345
Intel Satisfaxtion .....425
Okidata 391 ............615
Epson LO 1050 ......625
HP-7475 Plotter ...1495
IBM Token-Ring ..... 655
Panasonic 11 24 ......299
Intel 80387-33 .......565

MODEMS
Everex 2400 lnVMnp .....179
Hayes 24008 .................315
Hayes 96008 .................875
USRobotics HsVDual ...1150
More in stock ................Call

Computerlane
Outside California: 1-800-526-3482
Inside Cal ifornia : 818-884-8644 •FAX : 818-884-8253
22107 Roscoe Blvd ., Canoga Park, CA 91304•1 /2 Block west of Topanga

Hours: Monday - Friday 9 -6 Saturday 10 - 6

ALL QUOTED
PRICES ARE CASH
PRICES ONLY
Visa and MasterCard
3% higher,
American Express
5% higher
Prices subject to change
without notice.
'Quantities are limited

Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq. IBM Is a Registrered Trademark of International Business Machines.
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CASH REGISTER
OR COMPUTER?

DYNAMIC RAMS
4Mx9
PS2
1Mx9
1Mx8

MOOEL
RESOWTION
HRT 256·4 256 x 256 x 4
495
HRT 256-8 256 x 256 x 8
795
HRT 51 2·8 512 x 512 x 8
995
HRT 512·24 512 x 512 x 24 1995
· IBM PC/XT/Ar COM PATIBLE
· DIGITALIZE IN REAL TIME
· COMPOSITE VIDEO IN
• 24 BIT RGB OUT except model HITT 256·4
16 level gray scale out
• SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGE ANA LYSIS ROUTI NES
· FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTEREO OWN ERS
· FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR
RETURN OLD BOARD AN D JUST PAY OIFFERENCE

HRT

HIGH

RES TECHNOl.OGIES

FAX 416-497·1988

~·~ =::.

Ev•,.•

s.<u,.. Dahl

Sun
Sytos
UNI X

Ouplluitlon
XENIX
UNIX

• •

•

The QI CPA.K lam lly provides Uf'llq\19 f.c.lll t ~• to M.cH• , ~- (QI C)
data CMtrfdgcs <rHled on a w kh r.,,.e o f Ml<rot.. M ini• and M i d
...... Srst'""' ~row K. "'I• gh"" you • M<we4 low COit.
' " ' and hi9 h Upedry .tt.m.tl..-..
Ot<PAll;" f..::ll•tin tCH'l!t' ..it ~i of uruidQt: p10<r.110Q. lo(\uOln<J
e

[otrM:tlng d•l• ~ lrttl ly f rom I hie <1or1ndge Into p•Ck•On 1\Xh o Lotus
l }J or 01"5£ Of frx ~in M•i l Mer;. 1ppbu l lO"'I\

e

0.1.. 11i.1un bf •~ u~ud by Ql(l"AX from u •tt'°9'f" 1eoc:ord<td on
PnM\l' lf'\l.ml. iiMll.>dtng ISM SJ"l •m Jli.'38. llM A.~ llM llC·~f.
Apol lo. (Yt'IU. U..y.wrd. Mounlolft\ s...n, S)-10\. UNIX •nd X(NIX

e

OICl"Alt ·1 H>qh
totltrot

•

OtCrAX'\ l.M;1u.1p &

•

(u\lom •p.phuUOft\,. irg rttoro.d ln lor rNllOl'I l'l'l•Y be ptOlf'<tt'd !tom
uiw.•n l itd MCM\ ptO'it>C!Jr.g W<Ulit 1n1itrdw~ o l your <Ol'll~itntl•I
1nl or 1Nott0n

1Y\lftnltlC..

•

Son-d C.rtr>09" Oupl.(.1ho n 0"'" ton"~ lit on-hovtit
~nitwit

,.-~I

100ns

1Mx1

100ns

41464
41256
2800
4164

100ns

$

100ns

•t.llil

•-Wl!H

80ns

$

120ns

$

2.40

3.25
1.85

~ CaW1

·For quat'l'Uty CktOOOnl. high-speed pans, SI PP

• llATH COPROCESSORS
33mHz
sm .DO
3CIH5
25mHz
1325.DO
3C17·20
21lmHz
1250.DO
3CIM 5
16mHz
1225.DO
317SX·20
16mHz
1225.DO

lCIHl

317SX·15
ICl7·20
ICl7·12
2C11-I O
OI0217XL
I Y·20

llc.tYllX

1210.DO
mo.DO
111!.DO
I ~ -DO
S1 15.DO
+1.51 15

20mHz
12mHl
IOm Hz
BmHz
BllDmH.!

.. . it's the most user friendly

COMPUTER CASH REGISTER
• Tracks inve nt ory. ex pences. pro ril s.
turn ove r• red uces th eft • softwa re
avai lable for most industries.

1.C. EXPRESS
151'0 Valley Blvd. City or Industry, CA 917'4
~ ..rwtce: (Ill) J».tllO FA.I: (I ll ) ) l.. tlll

TWIX INTERNATIONAL CORP.

ORDER: (800) 8n-8188 '""'" .,, ... ··~

4401 S. Broadway, Englewood, CO 80110
(303) 789·5333 FAX (303) 788-0670

~ Cl tKOunb

Al~"'

100-. Gt.JAA>.HlEED

IWtD'I P")mC!f ~

Dealer/Devel oper Inqui ries Welcome

Circle 363 on Inquiry Card.

EZ-ROUTE PLUS II

-

•

. .

. .

.

.

.

-

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT 5500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER

EZ· ROUTE Version II lrom AMS for IBM PC. PS / 2 and Com

patibles 1s an integral ed CAE Sy slem wh ich supporls 256

layers. uace width lro m 0.001 inch lo 0 255 inch. flexible

IK>l• l..n ¥it UNUC t•t n:imcwt>tH

Soou1t111 Ill MJJU010 1t & Turbo(. lu:rbO

sons

256x4

Circle 145 on Inquiry Card.

QIC ' n Easy Access to all your
Data Everytime

I

BOns

$175 .00
$105.00
$ 49.00
$ 45.00
$ 5.45

Pr.:..,..,....VQlf'l~m~~Pn::.9-~k)ct-.,
Mil'wTuTI ~ t1000 ~ & tWdn; UPS Ga.rd l6£Xl ,.., Pa> ti b )

Circle 394 on Inquiry Card.

D

2M 6041608

Cal lor curtnl Pf'C" l

P.O. BOX 76
LEWISTON. N.Y. 14092

PHONE 416-4!17-6493

80ns

•rod lA\I( r\ ptCWlOed

w. pf'OW~ both OtO'All IOU ror UM wfth ...htl"9 , ... urn~
d thrH • nd • IMJ campl•t• lntMn. I Ii ••t ern.I I tolMt lons.. Support b
bytMd.w•lopCln .

gnd, SMD components and oulouts on Penploller s as well
as Photo ploller s and pr inters.
Schemal ic Caplure SlOO. PCB Layou l S250 . Aulo Roulcr 5250 .

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

l-800·972-3733 or (305) 975·95 l5

VO GON

[:tmSJ

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
1321 N.W. 65 Place - Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309

\IOGOH t N TEll: P ll: ISES LIMITED
M t .. lhMn1KttMi ll:o.d, Wot;I~
a.... altlre ltG tt lJO Enfl.ancl
TCll: (44) 1 J.41MS11JHOCM2 Fu.: (4"41 114 H OO<&O

Adva nced Microco mputer
Systems, Inc.

1:\2 1 N.W.65th Pl<iCl', Fo rt Laudcrd.1lc, FL 33309

PHONE: 305-975-9515 • FAX: 305-975-9698

Circle 355 on Inquiry Cord.

Circle 26 on Inquiry Cord.

Circle 395 on Inquiry Card.
~

HYPERCROSS - asm *
Mul ti- Target Macro Cross Asse mbler

JC GOLD BOARD
T hl' JL'S 486, t he New Perfor ma nce
Le11de r in Personal 486 SyMembuards
• lntct 8048&"25 CPU
• SKB cache inte1gra1ed in CPU
• Math coprocessor intcrgratod m CPU
• Up 10 32MB memory on board
• Shadow RAM IOI Video & syslom BIOS
• Optional second lovm cacho memory
' Weitak 4167 numoric cop1 occssor sockol
•AM I BIOS

s

895

s

595
315

s

80386125 CPU Boa rd .
8038li SXl 16 CPU Boa rd .
!k.slc-r l nt1uirits Wtl(umt
Cruz Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054

7800

320C IX
70XXX
320C2X
TIAP4 300 TM S370
TCP4600 TMS7000
TM P4 700 TMS9900

ze
zoo
ZIBO
Z2BO
SUPERB
64 180

STANDARD SYSTEM:

$249.00 us

Macro C1oss Assembler . 3 1 Froccs.s-0r L1tmulos.

Samplo Programs. Single User License. USO! Manu al,
3 112 0< S 114 Oiske ne Op!ion, US Shipping & Handhng.

$2095

80386JJJ CPU Boa rd .

3400 De La

1800
6502
658 16
COP400
68 11
68000 COP800
6801
6805
6809

HOSI' IBM PC or C ornpaiible (PC- DOS/ MS-DOS).

lnduoo 4M8 momoty. 200.I B{ISms) HOO. IDE
controllcr. 12or 1 44MB FOD,2sonal / lparaUcl.
10 I Koy board.
80486/33 CPU Board .

PR OC !i S~OR ~ ~!,!P PORTE D :

8048
8051
8085
8086
8096
80196

Popular Vendor Slylo Input Source C ode Syn1ax Rulos .
She Aun Coda Formal Choices & Prograrn Lisi Oplion.

486 Complete Sy stem........ ....... .. .$2895

JEMINI Electronics

.

Fas1 One Pass "Library Driven .. Execution .
PC -asm Stylo Oiroclivc s and Expressions.

M ade in U.SA.

Uni! T

Circle 166 on Inquiry Card.

1408 ,;~~. 9986

FAX
(408)727· 7687

BASE SYSTEM:
$129.00 us
Oiroctivo Subset, No M acros, 23 Processor Libraries.

K & M Associates
P .0 . Box 670054
Mariella, GA 30066

(404) 971-2649
• Tratlcm:trk llyrc 1sys Curp.

Circle 169 on Inquiry Care!.

'''"'i

~

Intelligent

SCSI

~

"'

CONTROLLERS
FORISA&MCA

"The Only DCBs to
Consider for Net Ware!'

NEW! PROCOMP F ·DCB for Net Ware
has on-boa rd boot & noppy support.
DRAVADD & DRANLM deliver extra
ha rd disk drive & erasable optical drive
performance under NetWa rc.
Works today wi1h NetWare
and 3.11 (and OS/2, DOS and NJ ).
Create fully Net Ware Ready compatible
drives usi ng DCBSET S.

2.ly/·i;f·•·

!!flff!"

Phone: (216) 234-6387
FAX: (216) 234-2233
Reps nnd Distributors wa nted.
6777 ENGLE ROAD, CLEVELAND, OH 44130
~

Circle 256 on Inquiry S:ard.

I!

We Dare The Competition
To Beat Our Prices!

TOLL FREE

1-800-678-5913

*LAPTOPS*

TOSHIBA
Toshiba 1000 ................ ..................... $650
Toshiba 1OOOSE .. .............................. CALL
Toshiba 1OOOXE ................................ CALL
T:ishiba 1200HB/1200XE ........... ...... CALL
Toshiba 2000 .................................... CALL
Toshiba 1600 20/40 .............. .. .. .. ...... CALL
Toshiba 3100SX 40/80 .............. ....... CALL
Toshiba 3100E 40 ....... ............ ......... CALL
Toshiba 3200/3200SX ...................... CALL
Toshiba 5200 40/ 100 ........................ CALL

l'DmPAa
Compaq LTE-20 .............................. $1 ,945
Compaq LTE-286/20 ....................... $2,495
Compaq LTE-286/40 ......................... CALL
Compaq SLT-286/20 ......................... CALL
Compaq SLT-286/40 ......................... CALL

Pmasonic
Panasonic CF-150 ............................. $599
Panasonic CF-170 .......................... $1 ,399
Panasonic CF-270 ......................... ... CALL

TEXAS INSIRUMENlS
TM2000 Notebook 286/20MB VGA . $2,399
3.5"/1.44MB Floppy ......... $2,599
LT286 VGA: 20MB/40MB ...... $2,249/2,349

*LAPTOPS*

30 Day Money
Back Guarantee
1 Year Parts and Labor

ft/EC
UltraLite 286V-20MB/40MB ............... CALL
ProSpeed 286-40MB: 1/2MB .. $2,999/3,199
286-100MB: 1/2/5MB .... $3,599/3,799/4,199
386SX-40MB: 1/2/5MB .. $3,349/3,549/3,949
386SX-100MB: 1/2/5MB $3,799/3,999/4,399
386-40MB: 2/4/6MB ...... $3,999/4,299/4,599
386-100MB: 2/4/6MB ....$4,599/4,899/5,199
386CSX Color: 40MB/1 OOMB ........ CALL

EPSON

,.,,,,

286E 20MB Removable .................... $2198
286E 40MB Removable .................... CALL
386SX 20MB Removable .................. CALL
386SX 40MB Removable .................. CALL
386SX Notebook ......... ................ .... .. CALL

Supersport286E-20 ..... ... ...... ............ CALL
Supersport 286E-40 ........................ $3,199
386SX-40 ....... .. ............................. .. $3,449
386SX-100 .. .................................... $3,949
All Other Models ....... ......................... CALL

*LAPTOPS*

SHARP
Sharp MZ-100 ...................... .............. $595
SharpMZ-200 ................................... CALL
SharpMZ-250 ................................... CALL
SharpPC-4741 ................................. CALL
SharpPC-5741 ................... .............. CALL
Sharp PC-6220 ............................... $2,495

LEADING EDGE
386SX-40MB VGA: 1MB ................. $1 ,999
386SX-40MBVGA:2MB ............. .... $2,149

Premium Exec 386SX 20MB ..... ........ CALL
Premium Exec ~86/ 12 ....................... CALL

A

MITSUBISHI

MP286L - 20MB EGA: 640KB ......... $1 ,695
MP286L- 20MB EGA: 2.5MB .......... $2,045
MP286L - 40MB EGA: 640KB ........ $2,145
MP286L - 40MB EGA: 640KB ........ $2,495

WordPerfect s.1 ............... $235

* LAPTOP MEMORY *
TOSHIBA

* PRINTER SPECIALS *

Model 1OOOSE/XE ..... .. ....... 1MB ............... CALL
Model 1OOOSE/XE .............. 2MB ............... . $399
Model T1200XE ........ .. ....... 1MB ............. ... $224
Model T1600 ...................... 2MB ....... ......... $224
ModelT3100E ..... ............ .. 2MB ................ $199
ModelT3100SX ................. 2MB ........ ....... . $199
Model T31 OOSX ......... ........ 4MB ................ $625
Model T3200SX .... .... .. ....... 2MB .............. .. $199
Model T3200SX ................. 4MB .............. .. $655
Model T3200 ...................... 3MB ................ $325
Model T5100 ..... ................. 2MB ................ $224
Model T5200, T8500 .......... 2MB ................ $224
Model T5200 , T8500 .......... 8MB ....... ...... $1 ,350

1200/1800 .................................. ... ....... .... CALL
GSX-140/200GX ........... ...................... ...... CALL
HSP-500/550 ..... ............ ............................ CALL
GSX 145 ..... .............................................. CALL

l'OmPAQ

1124/1180 .......... ................................. $275/158
1191 ........................... .................. ...... ...... .. $228
1624/ 1695 ........................................... $355/410
4420 ..... ....... ....... .. .. ....... ....... ....... ............... $789
4450 ................. .......... ........................ ..... $1 ,195
4455 ... ............. ... ..... .......... ... ................... $1 ,998

Portable LTE 286 .......... ..... 1MB ................ $175
Portable LTE 286 ........... .... 2MB ........... ... .. $275
SLT-286 ............................ . 1MB .............. .. $225
SLT ·286 ............................. 4MB .. .............. $950
SLT·386 .. ...... .... ......... ........ 1MB ................ $240
SLT-386 .. ............ .......... ..... 2MB ................ $410

>•aw

SuperSport 286 & 286e ..... 1MB .............. .. $195
SuperSport SX & 286e ...... 2MB .. .............. $335
SuperSport SX (A or B) .... . 2MB ................ $335
TurboSport ................. ........ 1MB ................ $269

NEC
ProSpeed 286/386SX-16 ... 1MB .............. .. $289
ProSpeed 286/386SX-16 .. . 4MB ................ $749
ProSpeed 386 ... .. .... ........... 2MB .. ...... ...... .. $489
ProSpeed 386 .................... 8MB ............. $1,675

TERMS & CONDITIONS: VISA, MC, UPS•
COO OR PREPAYMENT, CODs: Additional
S4.75 per shipping carton, cash or cashier's
ch!(k. A.C.T. is now serving the continental
U.S. and Europe. Prices and availability sub·
eel to change. Net 30. P.O.s accepted from
ocal, state. and federal gov'I agencies. all
olher net 30 requests are sublect to approval.

!

Circle 19 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 20).

$CITIZEN
F//jj'I

HEWLETT

a'.~ PACKARD

Laserjet Series Ill .............. ........................ CALL
Laseqet 1110 .. ...... ................................ ....... CALL
Lasel]et llP ................................................ CALL
Oeskjet 500 .................................. ............. CALL

Pml8SOl'lic

* 386SX 16/20 Mhz *
• 1 Megabyte of Memory
• 3.5' 1.44MB & 5.25' 1.2MB Floppy Drives
• BOMB Hard Disk Drive
e 16 bit VGA Video Card
386SX-16Mhz
• 14' VGA Color Monitor
$1,495
• Clock/Calendar
e 101 AT Keyboard
386SX·20Mhz
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel Port
$1,615

*MONITORS*

* HARD DRIVES *

&5'seagate
ST157A IOE 28ms 44MB 3.5' .................... $225
ST1102A IOE 19ms 89MB 3 .5" ............. ..... $375
ST1144A IOE 19ms 125MB 3 .5" ........... ... .. $460
ST1239A IOE 15ms 21 OMB 3 .5" .... ... ...... ... $750

l'V"••urn

NEC
MultiSync 2A VGA
MultiSync 30 VGA
MultiSync 40 VGA
Multisync 50 VGA

..... ....................... ............ $459
........................................ $579
...... .................... ....... ....... $990
..................................... $2,245

. .American
1111.i.
..-computer
Ir~ Technology

\nnwHsn

CP3024
CP3000
CP3184
CP3104

IOE 27ms 21 MB 3.5" ....... .......... .. CALL
IOE 25ms 42MB 3 .5" .................... $275
IOE 25ms 84MB 3.5" .............. .... .. $395
IDE 25ms 104MB 3 .5" .................. $450

HOURS: Monday- Friday
7:30-5:00 (PST)

(714)534-5144 Fax(714)534·5803
12492GALWAY#E,
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92466
JUNE 1991 • BYT E
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Buy with

ence
Reputable computer dealers
will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction . Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

This message is brought to you
by :

the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc .
6 E. 43rd St. ,
Purchasing Guidelines
New York, NY 10017
• State as completely and ac

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing a more
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:

curately as you can what
merchandise you want in
cluding brand name, model
number, catalog number.

MMC

• Establish that the item is in
stock and confirm shipping
date .

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL

of the Direct Marketing Association. Inc.

• Confirm that the price is as
advertised .
• Obtain an order number
and identification of the
sales representative.

• Make a record of your
order, noting exact price in
cluding
shipping, date of
Ask These Important
order,
promised
shipping
Questions
date and order number.
• How long has the company
If you ever have a problem,
been in business?
remember to deal first with the
• Does the company offer
seller. If you cannot resolve the
technical assistance?
problem, write to MAIL
• ls there a service facility?
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/ o
OMA, 6 E. 43rd St., New York,
• Are manufacturer's warran
NY10017.
ties handled through the
company?
• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?
• ls there an additional charge
for use of credit cards?
• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

rcJ Dirl'Cl Mnrkl'lini; Assucintiun. In c 1988

H. Co. Computer Products
America's Largest Selection of Memory
= ==.. =- =

A.Sr

====-= · ;
PRICE

Part HO

Worts With

78X8955 (128K)
1057035 (512K)
1057036 (2MB)
30F5348(512K)
30FS360 (2MB)
6450603 ( 1MB)
6450604 (2MB)
8450608 (2MB)
34F2933 (4M8)
6450375 ( I MB)
8450079 (2MB)
645 1060 (4MB)
6450902 (2M8)
6450128 (4 M8)
6450605 (2-8MB)
34F30n(2-16M8)
6450609(2- 16M8)

PS/2 25
PS/1
PS/1
30/286
30/286
50Z. SSSX. 70-EG 1. 10-121 . P-70
50Z. 55SX. 70-EGl. 70- 121 . P-70
70A21 , A61, 821 , 861
SSSX. 65SX. SSLS. 65l.S. 34F30n
80-041
80-1 11, 31 1
60A2 1, A3 1, A6 1
90. 95

90,95
70. BO
70. BO
50. SOZ, SSSX. 60, 65SX

$

19 00

$
7900
$ 299.00
$
49.00

s
s
s

13900
79.00
139.00

$

149.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

329.00

11 9.00

19900
469 .00
229.00
499.00
399.00
499.00
$ 419.00

s

romPAa"
Memoty Added

Part It EO

OP 386133, 4B6/25,
33 & System pro

2MBMOOULE
8MBMODULE
1MBBOARO
4MB80ARO
1M8MODULE
4MB MODULE

115144-001

OP 366120e, 20,
& 259. 25

OP 386s/16

I MB BOARD
4MDBOARO
I MB MODULE
4MBMOOULE

OP 286N. 386N
& 386SXl20

IMO MODULE
2MB MODU LE
4MBMOOULE
OK BOARD
1MB80ARO
2MB80ARO
4MB BOARD
8M880ARO

OP366116

-I

MATH CO-PROCESSORS

BRAVO 466/25
PREMIUM 386SXl 16,
SX20 & 386125. 33

PREMIUM JSOC.
WKST & BRAVO
PREMIUM286
Fas1ram

Fas1ram Kit

Adv. Fastram
Mv. Fas1mm Kit
PREMIUM386

,1 6561-001
113644-001
113645001
113131-001
113132-001
113633-001
\ 13634-001
113646-001
112534-001
118689-001
118689-00 1
118690-001
118700001
108069-001

108069Wn1
108070001
1oeo10JNm

PRICE
$ 159.00
$1,069.00
s

159 00

$ 409 00

s
s
s
s

109.00
319.00

15900
409.00
109.00
s 319.00
99.00
s

s

s

149.00

s 459.00
$ 99.00
279.00
399.00
s 599.00
$ 899.00

s
s

-I

Powormate SX Plus

MemotyAdded

Parf # EQ

1MBBOARO
2MBBOARO
4M880ARO
SMBBOARO

APC-HSSOE
& APC-H851E
APC-H852E
&APC-H853E

s 279.00
s 479.00
$ 759.00
$1 .299.00

2MBBOARO
2M880ARO
8MBBOARO
BMB BASEBOARD
2M8KIT
BMBKIT
2MBMODULE

APC-H655E
APC·H655X
APC-H6S6X
APC·H657X

s 499.00
s 499.00
St ,399.00
$1,449.00

OP-4108103
OP-4105202
OP-4105101

s 249.00
s 699.00
s 379.00

PRICE

Can

-maloSX/20

Po.Yermale 38&'20
f'o>M!rmale 386125

Po.Yormate 3861255

f'oMlmlote 366133E

Momory Added

Part fEO

MAC Classoc

1-3M8 80
2MBKIT
I MBKIT
2M8 KIT
4M8 KIT
llMBKIT
16MBKIT
4M8 KIT
16MBKIT
4M8 KIT

M636 1LUA
M0514ll·A
M0291LL·A
MOSl•LL·A
M0292LL·A
M0513LL·A
No#Avrulablo
M0376LL·A
No , Ava1lablo
M02707

MACllci. lts;
MACllsi
MACllci, lis;
~IACl !s>

MACllci. llsi

MACllfx
MAC SE . SE30.

PRICE

s

119.00
109.00
$
79.00
s 199.00
s 229.00
$ 799.00
Sl ,099.00
s 249.00
$1 , \ 99.00
s 229.00

$

500718-004

512· 2M880
5 12 UPGRADE
2-8MB80
2MBUPGRADE

500394-001
500510001
50056$-001
500510002

IMBKIT

500510003
500510004

500780-003
500780-004

$ 229 .00
$ 89 00
$ 499.00

500510-007
500510-008

s

$

89.00
27900

s 289:00
$ 5500
$ 62900
$ 139.00
$ 8900
s 299.00

x
x
x
x

256 8-10
256 9- 10
256 9-80
256 9-70
I XS.10
1 x 8-80
I X9· 10
1 9-80
1 XS-70
4 x 9-80
4 x 8-80

$
$
$
s

s
s

$
$

x

s

$
s

Partt

PRICE
17.00

PRICE
$ 5.50
$ 5 .75

1 x1·10

IB.00
19.00
21.00
50.00
50.00
55.00
54 .00
58.00
239.00
219.00

1x1-80
1x1·70

s
S
s
s
s
s
s
$
s

256- 10
256-80
256-70
256X4- 10
256X 4-80

4464-10
44&4-80
4 164-10

6 .00
I.BS
1.95
2 20
5 .50
6 00
2.20
2.50
2 00

(Up 10 50% las1er lh.tn lnlel)

Part I

"""'

PRICE

83567· 16
83567·20
83087-16
83087-20
83087-25
83087-33

$ 259 .00
$ 279.00
269.00
$ 299.00
369 00
459.00

s
s
s

Call for
Intel Prices

2C87·B
2C87- 10
2C87· 12
2C87·20
3C87SX· 16
3C87SX·20
3C87-20
3C87·25
3C87-33

PRICE
$ 149.00
$ 159.00
$ 179.00
s 229.00
s 249 00
s 269.00
$ 289.00
$ 359.00
s 449,00

LAPTOP MEMORY

T 1200XE
T1600
T3100SX
T3100
T3200SX
T3200
T5 100
T5200, 5200C.

8500

MemotyAdded

Partr EQ

IMBKIT
2MBKIT
4MBKIT
8MBKIT
2MBKIT
2MB KIT
2MBKIT
4M8 KIT
2MBKIT
2MB KIT
4M8KIT
3M8KIT
2MBKIT
2MBKIT
BMBKIT

PC14-PA831 IU
PC14-PA83 12U

$ 199.00
$ 279.00

PC-PA8306U
PC8-PA8302U
PC 1SPA8308U
PCl5·PA8310U
PC9-PA834 1U
PC 12·PA8307U
PC12-PA8309U
PC6-PA7137U
PC7-PA8301U
PC I OPA8313U
PC 10PA8313U

$ 649.00
$1 .099.00
$ 169.00
$ 169.00
s 169.00
$ 449.00
$ 169.00
s 189.00
$ 449.00
$ 279.00
$ 169.00
169.00
s 999.00

Modemllntcrlace
0-6M880
512 KIT
2MBKIT

107808-001
1078 11 -00 1
107331-001
107332-001

PRICE

s

romPAa ·

-

Portable Ill

LASER PRINTER MEMORY

H.P. LASEHJE I llP.
111, 1110

H .P. DESKJET
IBM 4019, 4019o

OKoLASER 400
OKo LASER 800. 620
PANASONIC 4450
PANASONIC 4420,
4450>
CANONLBP-4

APPLE
LASERWRITER
EPSON EPL6000
T l MK:ROLASER
IDSHIBA
PAGELASER6
OMS PS410

We Stock Memory for 99% of the
Available Computers & Printers
Ask for Upgrades not Listed
We Will Match or Beat any
Legitimate Advertised Price.
We Carry Floppy Drives.

1111tlll

io/~#11 1 1 T

(Up lo 50'\ laslor lhon ln lel)

TtOOOSE , XE
& 2000SX

DRAM

STANDARD SIMMS

Plus, 11, llcx , llx

1

Cyrix

TOSHIBA

CANON LBP-811

Modal

2MBSIMM
IMBMODULE
4MBMOOULE
8M8 KIT
I MBKIT
4M8 KIT

PRICE

CHIPS

486/25E

. Appk:'

Part I EQ

Model

H .P. LASERJET II, 110

NEC

MemotyAdded

4MBKIT

Part•

Model

17992 Sky Park Circle #F
Irvine, CA 92714

Information: 1-714-833-3222
FAX: 1-714-833-3389

Orders: 1-800-726-2477 Ext 200
Tech Support: 1-714-833-3364

MemotyAdded

Patt # EO

1M6MOOULE
2MBMOOULE
3M8MOOULE
4MBMOOULE
1MB MODULE
2M8 MODULE
4M8MOOULE
256K MOOULE
1MB MODULE
2MBMOOULE
3.5MB MOOULE
1MBMODULE
2MBMOOULE
1MBMODULE
2MBMOOULE
4M8MOOULE
1MBMOOULE
1MB MOOULE
2MB MODULE
4M8 MOOULE
IMBMODULE
1M8 EXP
1M8 BOARD
2MBBOARO
4M8 BOARD
lMBKIT
4M8KIT
2MB MODULE
•MB MODULE
1M8 MOOULE
2MBMODULE
4MBMODULE
1MBUPGRAOE
2MBUPGRAOE
4M8UPGRAOE

H33474B
HJ3475B
H334768
H33477B

$ 139.00
$ 189.00
$ 2311.00

Portablo LTE286

H33443B
H33444B
H334458

s 85.00
s 139.00
s 239.00

Porlablo LTE386S/20

1039136
1039137
1038675

$ 149 00
$ 189 .00
$ 275.00

SLT/386

700 14701
700 15801
700 16501

s 179 00
s 249 00

NEC

$ 179 00

P<espeed SX/20

PRICE

s

85.00

Porlablo 366/20

1MBKrT

SLT/286

Nol """1able
No ' Available
KXP440

s 249 00
s 359 00
s 190 00

KX443
KX441
No ii Available

s 169.00
s 219 00
s 329 00

563-2240
SSJ.2230
SSJ.1300
563-1880

s 189 00
s 189.00

Not Avaolable
M6005

M6006
16540 1
IB401f4
25598108001

s

9900
s 14900
s 269 00
s 89.00
s 299 00
s 199.00
s 329.00
s 8900
219 00
s 349.00
s 169.00
s 229.00
s 349.00

s

2600090903
2600090902
260009090 1

LIFETIME WARRANTY
ON ALL MODULES

Modemflnterface 1ono1-001

Prospeed 286.
386SX/ 16
Prospeed 386

4MBEXP
1MBBOARO
2M880ARO
4M880ARO
1M880ARO
4M 880ARO
1MBBOARO
4MBBOARO
1M880ARO
2M880ARO
4MBBOARO

107&51-001
107~ 1

117081-00 1
117081-002
117081-003
12112500 1
12 11 25002
110235-00 1
110237-00 1
11 8303-00 1

118304-001
11 8305-001

s
s

s
s

$

s

89.00
189.00
39.00
129.00
89.00

239.00

699.00
129.00
17900
699.00
349.00
s 999.00
$ 159.00
s 699.00
s 169.00
s 309.00
s 699.00
s

s
$
s
s

s

1MBBOARO
4MBBOARO
1MB BOARD
2M880ARO
4M8 BOARD
2MBCARO
8M8CARD

f>C.43.21
l'C-43-22
PC-21·21
PC·2 1·26
PC-21·22
PC-3 1·21
PC-31 ·22

2MBALPHA
2M88ETA
2M8 EXP
2MBCARO
4MBCARO
1M8 BOARD
4MBBOAAO

ZA· 18(HIS
ZA 180-87
ZA 180-64
ZA- 180-64
ZA· \8071
ZA.JOJ4-ME
ZA-3034-ME/4

1MBBOARO
2MBBOARO
3MBBOARO
4MBBOARO
1M8 SIMM
4M8SIMM
1MBBOARO

M0248
M0248/2
M024813
M0248/4
5008 14-00 1
500814-003
CE-6218

$ 239 .00
$ 699 .00
$ 899.00
Sl , 199.00

\MB BOARD
2MBMODULE
1MBCARO

2568034-000 I

s

CF·BA165

28900
$ 679.00
289.00
s 459.00
$ 679.00
s 459.00
$ 1,399.00

s

~
S~ISx

Shmport 286e
TurboSPort 386e

s

279.00
s 279.00
27900
279.00
s 699.00
249.00
599.00

s
s

s
s

OTHER LAPTOPS
MIC, Portable

ASr Executrve
Noleboo!!
SHARP PC-6220
Noleboo!!

Tl Travelma10 2000

~~~t:m~-~0.270

PCA-00053-00

s
s
s

109.00
599.00
189.00

189.00
s 399.00
s 249.00

TEAMS:
1. We accept P.O.s from universities. government agencies. and qualified firms.
2. MC , VISA , COD. prepay and approved P.O.s only.
3. We accept international orders.
4. We accept orders through the Fax.
5. 15% restocking fee on re turns within 30 days. No refunds after 30 days.
6. No software return.
7. All prices are fin a l after sale.
Trademarks are registered with lheir respective companies. Prices are subject to change.

Orders: 1-800-726-2477 Ext 200

Circle 141 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 142).
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EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue
Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears
Company, Paa:e #

Inquiry#

A

Access Technology, 171
Acer America, 25
Adobe Systems, 311, 325
Advanced Logic Research ,
36, 199, 255,282

1208

1036
1075
1172
Advanced Micro Devices , 10, 36
Agfa Compugraphic, 325
Alcorn , 74
1308
Aldus, 325
Alliant Computer Systems,
231 , 255
1035
Amazing Computing , 124
American Association for
Artificial Intelligence, 139
American Megatrends, 255
1037
American Mitac, 255
1038
Amkly Systems, 25
Aox, 255
1039
Apache Group, 25
Apple Computer, 25 , 42, 124,
139 , 151 , 357
1165
1167
1226
Applied Engineering, 68
1299
Apricot In Canada, 255
1040
Arche Technologies, 89, 255
1041
1149
Artel Informatica , 89
1155
ASG , 86
1283
AST Research, 36, 107, 282
1076
1173
Astronomical Research Network,
88
1284
Asymetrlx, 151
1227
AT&T, 124,139, 245
AT&T Computer Systems, 255 1042
Atari, 124

B

Beame & Whiteside , 25
Bltstream, 311
1209
Blue Sky Software, 80
1273
Blyth Software, 151
1228
Borland International, 25 , 52, 89,
139, 151, 171 , 301
1157
1170
1206
1229
Bowers Development, 139, 1511230
Brown-Waigh Publishing, 89
1159
Buick, 153
Bureau of Electronic Publishing, 369

c

Cadillac, 153
California Institute of
Technology, 199
Candlelight Software, 151
Canon , 25
Caseworks, 151
Cheetah Computer Systems ,
89
Chinon America, 369
Chisholm , 70
Chorus International, 153
Chrysler, 153
Claris, 139, 151

402

Club American Technologies,
36
CNS, 151
Cogent Research , 255
CogiTech , 66
Colenta America, 369
Commodore Am iga, 151
Commodore Business
Machines, 124
Compaq Computer, 25 , 107,
255
CompuAdd , 25
Computer Associates , 171
Computer System Architects,
255
Computervision , 305
Control Data, 25, 199
Convex, 255
Corel Systems, 89
Corollary, 199

1232
1150
1302

1233
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1235

1044

1045
976
1046
1154

D
DacEasy, 171
1047
Data General, 255
1048
Datapoint, 255
Datapro Research , 25
Dataquest, 124
1077
Dataworld , 282
Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, 231
Dell Computer, 25
Delta Tao Software, 258
1401
1290
DFM Systems, 66
Diamonex, 25
Digital Commun ications Associates,
1307
74
Digital Equipment, 25, 139, 199,
1049
209,255
Digital Research , 89 , 124, 151 1152
1236
Digitalk, 151
1237
OMA, 107
1224

E

Easel, 139, 151
Echelon, 153
Echelon Development, 139,
151
EE International Computer,
255
Electronic Arts, 258
Encore Computer, 219, 255
Ergo Computing, 25
Eureka, 70
Everex Systems, 25, 255, 282
Excel Software , 80
Ex1ended Systems , 74

1231

1174
1234
1043
1288

F
Ferrari, 153
Ford , 153
FormalSoft, 171
FTP Software , 25
Fujitsu , 10, 25

1238
1105
1239
1050
1402
1051
1304
1052
1078
1274
1310

G
Gage Applied Sciences , 70
GCC Technologies, 67
General Motors, 153
Genesis Integrated Systems,
67
GenSoft Development , 151
GeoWorks, 151
Glockenspiel , 139
Grabert, 86
Great Lakes Business Forms ,
70
Grid Systems, 282
Gupta Technologies, 139, 151

1305
1292

1293
1240
1241
1279
1303
1079
1243

H
Harris, 10
Hercules Computer Technology,
258
1403
Hewlett-Packard , 25, 52, 124, 139,
151, 3 11, 325, 351
1168
1210
1244
Hitachi, 25
Hitachi Sales Corp. of America, 369

I
IBM, 25. 139, 151 , 343

1146
1245

IBM Japan , 25
IGC, 25
Image Commun ications, 78
1312
1246
lmageSoft, 151
Information Resources, 171
lnformix Software, 171
Integrated Computer Solutions,
139, 151
1247
Intel, 10, 25, 36, 89, 245
1156
Intel Multiprocessor Consortium ,
196,245
Intel Scienti fic Computers,
231 , 255
1053
lntelliCorp, 139, 151 , 351
1160
1248
1278
lntelli llnk, 82
lnterCon, 25
Interlink, 25
IXI, 139, 151
1249

J
Jensen & Partners International, 139
JPI, 151
1250

K
Kinesix, 88
1285
Knowledge Garden, 139, 151,
351
1161
1251
Kobuta, 25

L
Laboratory Technologies, 88
Language Systems, 89
Laser Magnetic Storage
International , 369

1286
1153

LaserMasterTechnologies , 3511162
Leading Technology, 66
1291
Lexington Software Design,
139, 151
1252
Liberty Systems, 369
Locus Computing, 25 , 343
1147
Logitech , 139, 151
1253
Lotus Development, 25, 124, 171

M
Massachusetts General Hospital,
351
Mathematica, 258
1404
Matsushita, 25
Maxis, 89
1158
MCAE Technologies , 305
977
MOBS, 151
1254
Megahertz, 78 , 107
1221
1311
Meiko Scientific, 255
1054
Mercury Computer Systems,
255
1055
Micro Solutions Computer
Products, 369
Mlcroformatic U.S.A., 52, 151 1171
1255
1222
Mlcronics Computers, 107
Microrim, 82
1277
Microsoft, 25, 139, 151,
171 , 209
1256
MicroWay, 255
1056
MIPS Computer Systems, 25
MIT, 351
Mitsubishi, 25
Motorola, 153
Mozart Systems, 139, 151
1257
Mylex, 255
1057

N
NCR, 25 , 245, 294
Ncube, 255
NEC, 25
NEC Technologies, 369
NetFrame Systems, 255
Next, 25, 151 , 297
Nippon Denso, 153
Nissan, 153
NKK , 25
Northgate Computer Systems,
Novell, 107,363
NSTL's Commercial Test
Division , 171
Nth Graphics , 86
Numonics, 258

0

1205
1058

1106
1207
1258

25
1223

1281
1409

Oki Electric, 25
Okidata, 245
Olivetti, 25, 245
Open Software Foundation ,
124, 139, 151
1259
Oracle, 25 , 343
1148
Orange Micro, 68
1301
Oregon Advanced Computing
Institute, 199
Outbound Systems, 357
1164

Company, Pase#

Inquiry#

p
Pacific Image Communications,
74
1309
Parallan Computer, 255
1107
ParcPlace Systems, 80
1272
1059
Parsytec, 255
Patton Electronics, 78
1313
Personal Computer Open
Architecture Developers Group, 25
PH6Technologies, 68
1300
Phar Lap Software, 25
Phil ips, 25
Phoenix Technologies, 25
Pioneer Communications of
America, 89
1151
Precision, 82, 151
1260
1276
Prime, 25
ProtoVlew Development, 151 1261
Pyramld,25

Q

Quantum, 25
Quarterdeck Office Systems,
25, 107, 124, 151
1262
Queen's University at Kingston, 199

R
Raima, 139, 151
1263
RasterOps, 258
1410
Rational Systems, 25
Reddy Information Systems, 25
Reflection Technology, 25
Relisys, 67
1294
Rice University, 199
Ricoh, 25
Rockwell International , 153
Ryan-McFarland, 139, 151
1264

s

SAi Systems Laboratories, 66 1287
1265
Samna, 151
Samsung Information Systems
1080
America, 282
Sanyo, 25
Sequent Computer Systems,
255
1108
Serius, 139, 151
1266
Sharp, 25
Siemens Nixdorf
lnformationssystmes, 25
Silicon Beach Software,
139, 151
1267
Silicon Graphics, 25
Slnper, 171
SmethersBarnes, 139, 151
1268
Softdesk, 86
1280
SoftWorks International, 151
1270
Solbourne Computer, 255
1109
Sony, 25
Sony Corp. of America, 369
Sony Microsystems, 124
Spinnaker Software, 151
1211
Stanford University, 209, 219
Stony Brook Software, 139, 1511212
1160
Strategic Studies, 89
Sumitomo, 25
Sun Microsystems, 25, 124,
139, 151 , 351
1213
SuperMac Technology, 258
1405
Symantec, Symantec, 139, 1511214
Symbolics, 351

T

Tandberg Data, 67
1296
Tandem , 25
Tektronix, 258
1411
Tense Lectronix, 82
1275
Texas Instruments, 25, 153, 282,
~1
1081
TGV,25
The Gunakara Sun Systems,
139,151
1242
The Network Connection, 78 1314
The Santa Cruz Operation, 25
The Soltbridge Group, 139,
151
1269
The Software Organization, 80 1271
The Whitewater Group,
1217
139, 151
Thinking Machines, 231 , 245
nmeArts, 258
1406
1116
Topologix, 255
Torque Computer, 255
1110
Toshiba, 25, 107, 153, 369
Toshiba America Information
Systems, 66
1289
Toyota, 153
Transtech Parallel Systems, 231
Tricord Systems, 255
1111
Truevision, 258
1407
1412

u

U-Lead Systems, 351
1163
Unisys, 245, 255
1112
University of California at
Berkeley, 219, 363
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, 209
University of Toronto, 219
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
219
Unix System Laboratories, 151 1215
Unix Systems Laboratory, 25
USL, 245

v

Varian Research Center, 25
Vector Systems, 86
1282
1298
Ventek, 68
Videologic, 67
1295
Visual Edge Software, 139, 1511216

w

Wacom, 258
1413
Wang Laboratories, 25
Weitek, 25
Western Digital, 209
1218
WinSoft, 151
WordPerfect, 171
World Institute on Disability, 416
Wyse Technology, 255
1113

x

Xerox, 124
Xircom , 107
XVT Software, 139, 151

A MESSAGE
To OuR
SUBSCRIBERS

ROM TIME TO TIME WE
F make
the BYTE subscriber list
available to other companies who wish
to send our subscribers material about
their products. We take great care to
screen these companies, choosing on
ly those who are reputable, and whose
products, services, or information we
feel would be of interest to you. Direct
mail is an efficient medium for present
ing the latest personal computer goods
and services to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate
this controlled use of our mailing list,
and look forward to finding informa
tion of interest to them in the mail.
Used are our subscribers' names and
addresses only (no other information
we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of
this information is of benefit to our
subscribers, we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not
want to receive such promotional litera
ture. Should you wish to restrict the
use of your name, simply send your re
quest to the following address.

1225
1219

z

Zedcor, 258
1408
Zenith Data Systems, 25, 52, 107,
255,369
1114
1169
1297
Zeny Computer Systems, 68
Zortech, 139, 151
1220
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• Correspond directly with company.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Inquiry No.

PageNo.

I

313 R/E LTD
... 119
313 R/E LTD
. 111540A-B
'01 3EST ·USA . .
lllS-72
9 3M .......
.. .. 15
39 APO ....
.. .. 195
314 APO ...
.. .... . .. ... ....... 371
.. .. . 241
10 ABACUS . . ............
11 ABACUS
...................... 241
403 ABTECH
.. .. .. .. .. ..
lllS-73
404 ABTECH
lllS-73
127 ABTECH ................... 1150-19
121 ABTECH .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1150-19
12 ADD ON AMERICA .. .............. :lal
'OS AGC ELECTRONICS CORP ..... lllS-n
14 AK SYSTEMS . . .. .. .............. 394
"'8 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS .LTD llls-47
551 ALPC ... . ...... ..... ....... llMW·ll
552 ALPC .. .. • .. .. ............ llMW-11
15 ALA ..
. ................ 2,3
18 ALA .......................... 2,3
17 AMO .......... .. .. .. .... ...... 113
18 AMERICAN ADVANTECH . . . . . .. ... . 393
19 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH •..•.• 399
20 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH .. .. . • 399
21 AMERICAN MEGATRENDS .. ..... . . 211
22 AMERICAN MEGATRENDS ........ . 211
23 AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS .. • . . . 155
2< AMPLITECH,INC ................ . 195
25 AMPLITECH,INC .... .. ... .... . . . . 195
21 AMS .............
.. .... 398
395 AMS ........... .... ............ 398
27 AMT,INT'L . .. . .
. ........... 392
"'8 ANN & ANTHONY (DAJ)
111$-71
21 ANNABOOKS .................... 344
29 ANNABOOKS . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..... 371
30 ANNABOOKS . .
. . ••. 378
<09 AOC INT' L CORP ............. lllS-S7
31 ARTISOFT .
.. .... .......... 94
311 AT & T GRAPHICS 50nwARE .. .. . . 237
319 AT & T GRAPHICS SOFTWARE . ..... 237
412 ATICO .
1116-89
.. ........ 217
32 ATRONICS INT'L . ..
33 ATRONICS INT'L
.. . ..... 287
34 AUTOMATED COMPUTER ..... . 242 ,243
35 AUTOMATED COMPUTER .... . . 242,243
31 AVIEW TECHNOLOGY .. .... . ...... 295
37 AVIEWTECHNOLOGY ......... . ... 295
31 AVOCET SYSTEMS.INC ... ..••••.•. 393
'O A.S.P. COMPUTER PRODUCTS •• . .. 111
41 B & B ELECTRONICS .... .......... 371
42 B&CMICROSYSTEMS ............ 319
<3 BALER sonwARE ....... ........ 192
. . BECTEAM .. .. .. .. ....... ... .. . JM
413 BEHAVIOATECHCOMP.COAP
1116-83
<5 BEST POWER TECH .............. J71
BEST POWER TECH ..... • . llls-llOC-0
BINARY TECHNOLOGY .
. ...••. 391
BIX. .
. . . . .. 370,317
BIX . .
. ........ ..• . •. . 8850-14
BIX . . ... .. ...... ... . ..... ... llNE·14
BIX .
Ills.et
BIX .. .. .. .. •
. JU,J15
BIX (INT'L) .
.. ... .. ........ 34S
.. ....... llMW·U
553 B ~LIN K .. .. •
554 B ~INK ............... . .. .. 88MW-U
<I BLACK & WHITE INT 'L ... . .. .. ... .. 231
<7 BOFFIN LTD .. .. • .. ..
.. ....... 274
<8 BOFFIN LTD ..
.. ....... 27<
<9 BORLAND INT'L .. . . . .
. .. . .. . .... 11
SO BORLAND INT' L .... .. .. ....... .. .. 11
51 BORLAND INT'L
. . . . 133
....• 133
52 BORLAND INT' L
53 BP MICROSYSTEMS
... . .. 391
212 BAIER TECHNOLOGY (N.A.) . . . .... JJ5
253 BAIER TECHNOLOGY (N.A.) ........ 335
.
. llNE-23
S79 BRUNO BLENHEIM .
399 BUFFALO PROOi.JcTs (N.A.) ....... . 34S
54 BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUBL ..•. 100
55 BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUBL •..• 100
BUYERS MART .. . ............ Jn-313
809 BUZZWORDS INT'L ........... llPC-1S
BYTE BACK ISSUES .. ..
.. ... 352
BYTE BACK ISSUES . . . . . . . . • • . 111$-51
41< BYTE BITS
111$-78
BYTE CARO DECK ...... .... . . llNE-17
BYTE IDAC . ...... . ... .. .. . .. Ills.et
415 BYTE PUBLICATIONS
llls-80
57 BYTE PUBUOEMOLINK ......... . .. 373
BYTE SUB MESSAGE ...... ...... . J51
BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTER ..••• 337,<09
510 CADRE TECHNOLOGIES ....•... llNE-3
110 CADRE TECHNOLOGIES .. .. .
. llPC-9
58 CANON STILL VIDEO ..
. .. 130,131
..... 250
80 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
11 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT .
. 251
154 CASEWORKS
........ 141
IS CASEWORKS ..... ...... . .
. •• 141
&I CIPHERDATAPROOUCTS . . .. ....... 43
17 CIPHERDATAPROOUCTS .......... . 43
411 CLARION SOFTWARE ...... ... lllMS
< 17 CLARION SOFTWARE . . . • . . • • . lllMS
CLEO COMMUNICATIONS
.. 312
&I CNS.INC ............ ............ 14S
OI COBALT BLUE
... lllS-70
419 COMPEX .
. . .. . 1115-411
420 COMPEX . . .. . .. ........... llls-81
421 COMPEX INTERNATIONAL . . •. . lllS-72
19 COMPUAOO(INT 'L)
.... . C11,1

•so
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PageNo.

70
422
71
423
72
73
74
424
512

COMPUAOO .
.. . 113-111
COMPIJCLASSICS • .
1115-e
COMPIJCOM . .. .. ..
.. ..... . 31S
COMPUSAVE . . . . . .
1116-64
COMPUSERVE . .. . .. . ..
.. ... ... 350
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
. .... . 170
COMPUTER FRIENDS . ......... ... J54
COMPUTER QU ICK ....•. .. ... 881S-S2
COMPUTER SALES PROF ...... llNE·21
513 COMPUTER SALES PROF ...... llNE-21
COMPUTER SOLLITIONS .•. llls-80C-D
129 COMPUTEA&CTRLSOWTIONS . 1150-13
l30 COMPUTEA&CTRLSOLUTIONS .• NS0-13
75 COMPUTERLANE ............ .... J97
71 COMPUTERWISE ..... . .. .. .. .. ... 315
COMPUTER/BYTE BOOK CLUB • J21A-B
COMPUTER/BYTE BOOK CLUB ... .. 329
410 CONCORDCOMPUTERCORP .. llls-41
411 CONCORDCOMPUTERCORP .. 111$-41
CONTROL VISION ...... ........ .. 390
COPIA INTERNATIONAL . ... . .... .. 341
78 COREL SYSTEMS CORPORATION •••• <9
79 COREL SYSTEMS CORPORATION . . •. 49
80 COREL SYSTEMS CORP ........... 293
11 COREL SYSTEMS CORP .... .... ... 29J
12 CORTEX CORPORATION
.. 2. .
13 COVOX .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. ..
.. .. 385
154 covox .. . ....... . ............. . 385
15 CTX INT'L • .. .. .. • .. • .. ..
.. 218
11 CTX INT' L . ....... . .......... .. .. 218
17 CURTIS,INC ... . . .. ...... .. ...... J90
11 CYBEX (INT' L)
, . .. ....
19 CYBEX .... .... .. ............. .. 341
90 CYR~ . ..•• .. . . . ..••••.•. ..... . . 189
91 DACEASY,INC ...... ... .......... 195
514 DATATRANS SYSTEMS ..•...... llNE-9
1115 DATATRANS SYSTEMS . ••.... .. llNE-9
531 DATATRANSSYSTEMS
.. 1150-10
532 DATATRANS SYSTEMS ........ 1150-10
425 DATAVISION AG .. .. .. ..
lllS-75
92 DELL (N.A.) . .. .. . . . .. . ......... CU, I
5S5 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS .... llMW-20
558 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS .. . . llMW-20
133 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS .... 1150-24
634 DEABYTECH COMPUTERS .. . . US0.24
94 DIGITAL DECISION SERVICES ...... 308
95 DIG ITALK ... .... .... .. . .... . ..... 21
98 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH .. 347
99 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH .. 347
421 DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE LTD
lllS-34
100 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYS ...•.. 390
101 DOLCH COMPUTER SYSTEMS . . •.. . 47
427 OOHTY COMMUNICATIONS • • ... lllS-5
428 DR. HUGGLE & PARTNER • . . . • . 811$-41
429 DSS INNOVATIVE ELECT ... . . •. 1115-el
430 EAST COAST SOFTWARE LTD .. • 1815-9
557 EASTERN SYSTEMS .... . .... 88MW·13
518 EASTERN SYSTEMS .... ..... . llNE-14
4n EIZOCORP ............ ...... 881S-11
ELEX INTERNATIONAL .......... ... 46
102 ELEX INTERNATIONAL . ...... ...... 53
431 ELEX INTERNATIONAL . . • . . •
lllS-15
104 ELEXOR ............... ......... :lal
ELONEX ...... .............. lllS-S1
105 ERGO COMPUTERS .....•••.. . . '0,41
106 ESIX SYSTEMS ......... .... ... ... 91
432 ETAP INFORMATION TECH .•••• 1116-53
433 EUTRON .... ................ lllS-12
107 FALCO DATA PROOUCTS .. .. .. .. .. 103
434 FAST ELECTRONIC . . • • . . . • • . . lllS-51
108 FIRSTCOMPUTERSYS..INC ....... . 315
109 FIRST COMPUTER SYS.,INC ........ 315
110 FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL .... J95
111 FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL. ... 395
112 FIRSTMARK TECHNOLOGIES .. .. .. J71
11J FIRSTMARKTECHNOLOGIES ..... . 371
114 FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY .......... . 79
117 FOX SOFTWARE •...•..... . ... 121-123
379 FTP SOFTWARE.INC (INT' L) •....... . 71
380 FTP SOFTWARE.INC (INT' L) .•••..... 71
551 FUJI KAMA USA.INC •.•• . . ..... llMW-7
559 FUJIKAMIA USA.INC . •.•....••. llMW-7
131 GPDIGITAL,INC .... . ...... . . .. . .. 318
132 GP DIGITAL.INC . .. .. ... .... . ... .. 318
'02 G21.
...... ... . lllS-71
535 GAL.ACTICOMM .. ....... .•.. • llS0-7
531 GAL.ACTICOMM ..... . •...• . .. llS0-7
119 GAL.ACTICOMM,INC . •..•••. ..... . . 398
435 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS .... ... lllS-14
GATEWAY 2000 . .
. . 24A-D
120 GCOM ,INC .. .
. ....... J91
123 GENERIC SOFTWARE ...• . .. . ..... 309
438 GENITEC,INC .. .. ............ llls-82
437 GENITEC,INC .
. .•...•.... .. 881S-U
431 GETRONICS . . . . . . . . . .
1116-39
471 GFKHAMBUAG .. ...... .. .... 181$-74
124 GLENCO ENGINEERING ....•...•. . 340
439 GLOCKENSPIE L . . ..........•• lllS-20
125 GREENVIEW ............... ...... 90
128 'GREG LEWIS PROOUC'TIONS ....... 252
127 GREG LEWIS PRODUCTIONS ....... 252
440 GREY MATTER . .. ... . ........ lllS-71
587 GROUP 1 SOFTWARE .... . . . .. llNE-22
588 GROUP 1 SOFTWARE . . . . . ... llNE-22
811 GROUP 1 SOFTWARE .
.. .. llPC-18
812 GROUP 1 sonwARE •..•..• .. 88PC-11
121 GTEK .
. 387
129 GTEK .
. 387

n

n

Inquiry No.
130
133
134
135
131
137
131

PageNo.

GUI CLEARINGHOUSE . . . .... .. ... 353
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTERS .. . . ..... • <S
HAYES
............. 2&1,217
HOC COMPUTER CORP .. . ........ 223
HOC COMPUTER CORP . .... .... .. 223
HELIOS USA .. .. ..
.. . .... 358
HERCULES ...................... 143
HEWLETT-PACKARD NlWRK PROD CTR . 355
<80 HEWLETT-PACKARD PERIPHERALS . . 34,35
<81 HEWLETT-PACKARD PERIPHERALS .• 34,35
HEWLETT-PACKARD PERIPHERALS •. 98,99
394 HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES •...•... 391
139 HOME SMART COMPUTING .. . ... .. J91
l'O HOOLEON CORP . . ........... . ... 394
837 HSS .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . llSo-J
131 HSS • • . • . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . • . . . . llS0-3
141 H. CO. COMPUTER PRODUCTS • . •.. '01
1<2 H. CO. COMPUTER PRODUCTS . . ... 'Ot
14J IBM WORKSTATIONS ............ 11, 17
I .. IBM-ORAPHICS SOFTWARE .. .. .. ... 27
145 IC EXPRESS .. . .... .. ...... . . .. .. 391
. .1 1-COM/IOIOMA .. .. .. . .... .. .. lllS-71
171 llYAMA ...... ..
.. .. .... 321
1<8 IME .. .
. ....... 384
147 IME
............... .... 314
539 IMPLEMENTS ...
1150-11
14' INGENIO . .... .. ..... .. .. ........ 134
149 INTEGRANDRESEAACHCORP . . • . 202
150 INTEGRATED INFO TECH .......... 111
151 INTEGRATED INFO TECH . . . .. . . ... 111
152 INTEL . ............. ... . . ... 178,179
153 INTEL .. .. . .. .. • ..
. ....... 178, 179
154 INTEL .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. 247
155 INTEL .. . .. .. . .. . ..
.. .... ..... 247
151 INTEL .. .. . .. .. . .. . .
.. .. 98,97
157 INTEL .. ........ .. ....... ..... 98,97
151 INTEL CORP .. .. .
.. 371
. .2 INTEROUAD .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. lllS-5S
1S9 INVISIBLE SOFTWARE . . . .. ..... .. 3<8
180 IQ TECH .. .. .. . .. .
.. ...... 371
111 IOMEGA CORP ............ ... 231,239
. ... 231,239
112 IOMEGA CORP . . . . . .
113 IRWIN MAGNETICS .. ..
.. ....... 215
&40 ISLAND SYSTEMS .. .. .. .. . llS0-17
141 ISLANrSYl>"TEMS .......... 1150-17
. .J IXI LTD .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
lllS-21
1154 JAMECO . .. .. .. .. . .. ..
.. .. 251,257
4<4 JC IN FO SYSTEMS ..•.•• ..... • lllS-23
I JOA MICROOEVICES .......... 410,411
7 JOA MICRODEVICES ........ .. 410,411
115 JOR MICRODEVICES .. .. . .. ..... 371
1&1 JEMINI ELECTRONICS
.• •• .•. 31NI
117 JENSEN & PARTNERS ............. 303
119 K & M ASSOCIATES •
.. .. .. .... J91
170 KEA SYSTEMS LTD
..... .. .... . 95
. .5 KEYCRAFT • • . • . . . .
. .. 111$-70
.. .. 393
KILA .......
.. ... 331
311 KNAPCO . ..
317 KNAPCO . .. ...... .. ............. 331
171 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN .
. ... 339
172 LAGUNA CONVERSION SYS .....•• • 393
173 LAHEY .. .. .. .. .. ..
. 321
304 LANOMARK/SUPERSOFT .. .• . ••.•• 315
174 LINK COMPUTER .............. . .. 394
175 LINK COMPUTER ...... . . .. . ...... 394
1n LOG ICAL DEVICES ................ 393
171 LOGICAL DEVICES .... .. .... . ..... J93
391 LOGICAL DEVICES . . . .
. ...• 393
397 LOG ICAL DEVICES . .
. .... . • . 393
179 LOGITECH . . .............. .. . .... 55
180 LOGITECH
.......... 55
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP . 1&18,119
<48 LOYALTY FOUNDER ETRPRSE CO
1118-87
580 LUCKY COMPUTER CO . . . . . .. llMW-3
&11 LUCKY COMPUTER CO . . • . . .. 88MW-3
589 LUCKY COMPUTER CO ..•. .•• •. llNE-7
590 LUCKY COMPUTER CO •... . . . .. 18NE-7
11J LUCKY COMPUTER CO ... . .. . .. 88PC-1
114 LUCKY COMPUTER CO ......... llPC-1
1542 LUCKY COMPUTER CO . . . . .. . . llSo-5
143 LUCKY COMPUTER CO .. .... .. 1150-S
MANCHESTER EQUIP CO .. llNE-24A-B
591 MANCHESTER EQUIP CO .....• llNE-24
MARK WILLIAMS ................. . 17
111 MATHSOFT,INC .. . ...... .... ..... 311
112 MAYNARD ELECTRONICS.INC .. . .. . 111
153 MAYNAROELECTRONICS,INC ... . . . 111
184 MEASUREMENT & CNTRL PROD .... 180
115 MEASUREMENT &CNTRLPROD .. . . 180
. .7 MEGADATA ........ ....... .. . 8816-31
<48 MEGAOATA .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1116-31
118 MEGASOFT,INC . . . . .
. ... . . 390
117 MEGATEL COMPUTER TECH ...... . 290
188 MEMREL CORP .. .. ..
.. .... 253
119 MEMREL CORP .. .. ..
.. ........ 253
115 METAWARE ... . ........ ..... . llPC-3
190 MICRO SOLLITIONSCOMP.PROO ... 372
582 MICROCOMCOMPUTEAS .. .. 88MW· 17
592 MICROCOM COMPUTERS .. .. . llNE-11
MICAOCOMPUTER MKTG CNCL ... . 'OD
MICROCOMPUTER MK1G C.>;Ct •. 1150-22
191 MICROGAAFX,INC . ...... . ........ 291
193 MICROPRESS .. . • . .. .. ..
.. ... J72
194 MICROPAESS
.. 372
195 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD ....... 394
MICROSOFT . . .
. .. 1,9
MICROSOFT .. .. .. .. .
. .. 19
MICROSOFT .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..
. 72 , 73

Inquiry No.

111
191

199

200
201

. .9
202

203
<SI

452
453
204
205

553
514
59J
594
454

208

Pllge No.

MICROSOFT . . ............ ... 111,117
MICROSOFT CORP
. . . llPC-13
MICROSOFT SYS JOURNAL . llls-llOA-B
MICROTOUCH ............... .... 231
MICROWAY . ..... ............ . ... 230
MICROWAY . • .
. ........... 219
MICAOWAY ... .. ....... . ......•. . 359
MITCH HALL ASSOCIATES . .. . • llS0-11
MITSUBISHI ............ ......... 2J5
MITSUBISHI ..... ....... . .. . ..... 23S
MIX SOFTWARE .. ..... . ....... . .. 319
MKS . ....... . ........
111$-13
MOTOROLA .. . ... ........... 138,137
MOTOROLA
... 131,137
MOTOROLA/UDS . • . • . . • . . . . . . 181$-11
MOTOROLAIUDS • . •...•...... lllS-11
MSE LTD. (MASHOV) ..... ... .. 1116-35
MYLEX CORP .......... . ......... J23
MYLEX CORP .. ..
.. ..... .. 323
MYODA,INC
. llMW· 11
MYODA,INC ............... llMW-11
.. ..... 88NE·19
MYOOA,INC . ..
.... .. llNE· l t
MYODA.INC
M·TRAOE(U.K.)LTD .....•.. . . . 881$-29
NANNl ... ..
.. .. . 149

207 NANNl .....

.. ........... . . 1<9

. ... 254
208 NANTUCKET . .
. . . 380
Jn NATIONAL DESIGN . . .
371 NATIONAL DESIGN
...... 380
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS .. lllS-IOC-O
209 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS . • .. ...• . cm
210 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS ... .. ... . 376
211 NCI ............. ............... 311
212 NEC MONITORS ... . .... . ... . .. . 12,1J
213 NEVADA COMPUTER ... .. . ........ J91
214 NEW MEDIA GRAPHICS CORP ... ... 2<0
455 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP ..... 1115-33
451 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP ..... lllS-33
215 NEWPORT SYSTEMS ....•. .• .• . . . J33
... 394
211 NOHAU CORPORATION
217 NORAD CORPORATION .. .. .. . .. . . 271
211 NORAD CORPORATION .. .... . ... • 271
NORTHGATE ....... .... .. ....... 181
NORTHGATE
...... . 112,153
219 NORTHGATE .. .. .. .......... 1154,115
220 NORTHGATE .. .. .. ......... . 1&1, 117
221 NORTHGATE ....... . .... ........ I l l
222 NOVA ............ .. . . .. .. ...... . 253
NRUMCGRAW-HILL ........... 200A-B
.. .............. 81PC-11
117 NSTL ....
22J NU-MEGA TECHNOLOGIES ...... •• J13
22• OAKLAND GROUP,INC ............ 324
515 OFM COMPUTER SYS.,INC • .. . llMW-15
581 ONTAACKCOMPUTERSYS ... llMW-11
517 ONTAACKCOMPUTERSYS ..• llMW-16
S95 ONTAACK COMPUTER SYS ...• llNE-18
591 ONTAACKCOMPUTER SYS .. .• llNE- 11
111 ONTAACKCOMPUTER SYS ...• llPC-14
119 ONTAACKCOMPUTERSYS .... llPC-14
844 ONTAACK COMPUTER SYS . . . 1150-20
&45 ONTAACK COMPUTER SYS . . . llS0-20
225 OPENElWORK.... . .. . ... ........ 295
221 OPTIOUEST .. . .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. . 219
227 OPTIOUEST ........... ..... ..... 219
392 OPTIOUEST .. . .... ... .... ... . ... 330
39J OPTIOUEST .. . ..... ............ . 330
221 OVERLAND DATA ....... ...... .... 3&4
597 O ' REILLY & ASSOCIATES.INC .• llNE-20
SH O' REILLY &ASSOCIATES .INC •. llNE-20
229 PACIFIC COMPUTER ... . ... . .. . ... . 12
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
... . 205
. • . •. 29
230 PANASONIC MONITORS . • . .
. 101
231 PARA SYSTEMS .
.. ..... Jll
2J2 PATTON & PATTON .
233 PC COMPUTER RENTAL ..... ... . • . J90
234 PC TECH.INC . .. .. .. .. .. .. • . . ... 218
2J5 PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS.INC . . •.•. 321
231 PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS,INC .•• ... J21
237 PERISCOPE CO.,THE . ••.•• . •••••. 327
231 PERISCOPE CO.,THE .. . . ... .... .. 327
239 PERISOL TECHNOLOGIES .... •.. .. 314
249 PINNACLE MICRO .. ............... 11
.. . 11
250 PINNACLE MICRO ..
251 PKWARE,INC . ..... . ............. 206
252 Pl.US DEVELOPMENT ...... . ... . .. 135
...•••. 11S
2SJ POPKIN SOFTWARE
254 POTRANS INTERNATIONAL.INC •... 2S3
255 PRENTICE HALL PUBLISHERS .• .• . . 106
2SI PROCOMP USA,INC .. ............ 391
457 PROGRAMMERS ODYSSEY ... . lllS-10
257 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE ... •. ... 53
251 PROGRAMMER' S PARADISE .. ... 154,85
PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ... .... 271-281
259 PROTECH MARKETING ••.....••... 208
280 PSEUOOCORP .. ... .. ............ :lal
211 PUISSANCE,INC ................. J94
2'0 QUA TECH ........ .. ............ 374
2<1 QUA TECH . . .. . ..... .... ........ J74
................ 374
242 QUA TECH
.... 374
243 QUA TECH
2.. CUA TECH .. .. ................. 374
245 QUA TECH
... . .. ....... ... .... 374
....... 374
2<1 QUA TECH
. ........... 374
247 QUA TECH . .
................ 374
2<8 QUA TECH
.. ... .. 393
2154 OUALSTAR . .
21S QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYS LTD •... 109
211 QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYS LTD .... 109

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader
service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry
number listed with the advertiser. This index is provided as an additional service
by the publisher, who assumes no liability for errors or omissions.

Inquiry No.
297
261
299
270
4511
271
2n

saa
599
620
947
273
274
275
279
2n
271
519
570
B4B
649
459
4BO

279
BOO
290
211

492
214
285
219
217
2U

PageNo.

PageNo.

Inquiry No.

. . . . 22,23
OUARTERDECK .
R & R ELECTRONICS .
. ...... 39B
. . .... av
RADIO SHACK .
RAIMA .
. .. .. all
RAJMA CORPORATION .
... UIS-19
RAINBOW .
. . 93
RAINBOW ... . . .....
.. . . .. 93
REASONABLE SOWTIONS . 881$-80A-8
REASONABLE SOlUTIONS . .. aaMW-5
REASONABLE SOWTIONS .... aaNE·13
REASONABLE SOWTIONS . .. . . aaPC-7
aaS0-9
REASONABLE SOWTIONS .
RECOONITA CORPORATION . .. .. . 120
ROlANO DIGITAL .. .
. . .... 229
ROLAND DIGITAL ..
.. .. . 229
ROSE ELECTRONICS . ..
... . 296
.... . .. 102
ROYKORE ..• .. . .. .. .
SAFESOFT SYSTEMS .. ... ....... . 39B
. aauw.1
SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS
SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS . .. . aallW·1
SAINT CFIOIX COMPUTERS ..
aaso.1
SAINT CFIOIX COMPUTERS .
aaS0-1
SALFORD SOFTWARE MAKTNG LTD UIS-32
SAMPO TECHNOLOGY CORP . . Uls-49
SANTACRUZOPERATION ..
. . .. 71
SCOOP EAST ..
. aaNE·A,B
SCOOP EAST ..
. .. aaNE· 1
SEOUITER SOFTWARE .
.... .. . . 300
SILICON SHACK . . ... .
. 399
SMALL COMPUTER BOOK CLUB 2t9A-B
SMALL COMPUTER BOOK CLUB . ... 217
SMART LUCK SOFTWARE .
aa1s-12
SNW COMPUTERS & ELECT . . . .. .. 329
SOFTLINE .
. ... .. ... . ... aa15-43
SOFTWARE SECURITY .INC ..
. . . 331
SOFTWARE SPECTRUM .
. ..... 193
108
SOLA ELECTRIC ..
SOLNETICS .
.. . 311

289 SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS . . . . . . . . . . 379
290 SPECIALTY DEVELOPMENT CORP . . 175
291 SPECIALTY DEVELOPMENT CORP . . 1n
292 SPECTRUM .
. .... 342
. 344
383 SPIRAL SOFTWARE .
293 SPSS .
.... . . 150
294 STAC ELECTRONICS .
... 138
.. 138
295 STAC ELECTRONICS .
296 STATSOFT .
. 215
571 ST8 SYSTEMS.INC .
. . aaMW·9
sn STB SYSTEMS.INC .
. .. aallW·9
901 STB SYSTEMS,INC .
. aaNE-15
B02 ST8 SYSTEMS,INC . ..... ..... aaNE·15
. llPC-5
921 STB SYSTEMS.INC
.. ... llPC-5
122 ST8 SYSTEMS.INC .
aaS0-15
650 ST8 SYSTEMS.INC
651 ST8 SYSTEMS.INC . . . . . . . . aaS0-15
652 STERLING TECH ..INC . . .... aaso.21
653 STERLING TECH..INC .
. . . aaS0-21
297 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE ... ... .. 225
.. 225
296 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE .
299 SUMMAGRAPHICS .
. 304
300 SUMMAGRAPHICS .
. .. .. 304
301 SUMMAGRAPHICS .
. 304
302 SUNTEXNATIONAL .
. . . . . . 195
303 SUNTEX NATIONAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195
4B3 SURAH .
. ... .. . . . . . . . UIS-79
494 SWFTE.INrL .
. . ....... UtS-25
4B5 SWFTE.INT"L .
. .. .. . . 11115-25
305 TALKING TECHNOLOGY .
. 394
TANDON COMPUTER .
. . 50,5t
307 TANGENT .
. 39
TEAC .
... UIS-79
308 TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT .. . . . . . 384
497 TECHPOWER CO.• LTD
. Uls-31
... 59
309 TEKTRONllC
310 TEKTRONIX .
. 59
. . 227
311 TELCON .

--

Inquiry No.

PllgeNo.

Inquiry No.

312 TEST TECHNOLOGY .
. . 390
314 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ..
159
313 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ..
... 307
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS . . . ... .. 56A-8
315 TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS .
.. 51,57
ll03 THE NETWORK CONNECTION . aaNE·5
319 THE SOFlWARE LINK . .
. ... .. . 349
317 THE SOFTWARE LINK .
.... .... 349
499 TOP-I.INK COMPUTER .
... aa15-4-0
321 TOSHIBA AMERICA INFO SYS . .... 93-85
318 TOSHIBA(N .A.1.
..... 76,n
319 TOSHIBA (N.A.) .. ... .. ...
... 76,n
. 92
323 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS . .
TP ENTERPRISE LTD .
.. aa1s-54
329 TRANS ERA . .
. . . 191
327 TRANS ERA .
.... .. . . 198
470 TRIANGLE DIGITAL SERV LTD . . aa1s-11
329 TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS .
. .. .. 388
. 388
329 TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS .
330 TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS .
...... 388
331 TRIDENT MICROSYSTEMS .
2n
332 TRI-STAR ..
. .. . 7
.. . . 265
333 TAUEVISION.INC .
334 TRUEVISION ,INC .
. 265
335 TULIN CORPORATION ..
. .. JOB
339 TWINCOM .. ... ..... ... ......
. 110
383 TWIX INTERNATIONAL CORP . .
. 399
337 ULTIMA ELECTRONICS CORP .. ... . 394
. 317
338 UNICORN .
471 UNICOTT TECHNOLOGY CORP 11115-42
472 UNIPALM .
. .. 881$-2
473 UNITED HITECH CORP .
.. . . aals-37
340 UNIVERSAL MEMORY .
. .. ... 386
341 UNIVERSAL MEMIORY .
. . . 311
UNIXWORLD .
. .. 3BOA-8
UNIXWORLO
. . 311
342 UPGRADES.ETC ..
. 393
. 11115-50
47• UP-SAFE IND. CORP .

-

PageNo.

075 USA SOFTWARE .
. . UIS-27
. . . UllW·19
573 VOS INTERNATIONAL ..
574 VOS INTERNATIONAL .
.. aallW·19
gs., VOS INTERNATIONAL
. aaso.23
. . .. aaso.23
655 VOS INTERNATIONAL .
. 105
345 VENTURA SOFTWARE.INC .
91
349 VERBATIM .
347 VERBATIM .
.. 91
34& VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE .. . 31
349 VERMONT CREATIVE S/W ......... 207
350 VIOEX
356
351 VIOEX .. . . ... ..... .. ... .. ..... 3aa
.. 1IO
352 VISTA MICROSYSTEMS.INC .
. . 1IO
353 VISTA MICROSYSTEMS.INC ..
249
354 VLEERMUIS SOFlWARE RES ..
. 399
355 VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD .
079 V.D.S. .
8815-31
. 3t0
351 WACOM .
WATCOM PROOUCTS.INC .
. 75
112
359 WESTERN TELEMATIC .
. 112
3BO WESTERN TELEMATIC .
381 WIESEMANN & THEIS .
. ... 396
3B2 WINTEK .
. . .. 390
.. 147
384 XEC PRODUCTS.. .
. .. .. 147
385 XEC PRODUCTS . .
XELTEK .
393
... 29BA-11
389 ZEOS INTERNATIONAL .
373 ZORTECH.INC .
. . ... ... . ... . ... 33
315 ZOATECH.INC .
. .. 203
. . 216
37• ZVLAB CORPORATION . . .
375 ZVLAB CORPORATION
216
367 Z·WORLD
. .. 390
388 Z-WORLD .
. . 390

-

• Correspond directly with company.

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF:

Steven M. Vito, Associate Publlsher!V.P. of Marketing, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-9281
Arthur Kossack, Eastern Advertising Director, Two ~dentlal Plam, 180 North Stetson Ave., Chicago, IL60601, tel. (312) 616-3341
Jennifer L. Bartel, Western Advertising Director, 14850 Quorum Drive, Suite 380, Dallas, TX 75240, tel. (214) 701-8496
Liz Coyman, Inside Advertising Sales Director, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-2518
NEW ENGLAND
ME, NH, vr. MA, RI. er. ONTARIO
CANADA & EASTERN CANADA
Don Savage (617) 860-6344
Patricia Payne (60J) 924-2654
McGraw-Hill Publications
29 Har1wcll Avenue
Lcxing1on, MA 02173
FAX: (617) 860-6999

EASI'COAST
NY, NYC, NJ, DE, PA
Kim Norris (212) 512-2645
Ariane Casey (212) 512-2368
Patricia Payne (60J) 924-2654
McGraw-Hill Publications
1221 Avenue of the Amcricas28lb Floor
New York. NY 10020
FAX: (212) 512r207S
SOUTHEAST
NC.SC,GA, FL, AL. TN,VA.
MS, AR. LA, DC, MD, WV. KY
John Y. Schilin (404) 1143-4782
Patricia Payne (60J) 924-2654
McGraw-Hill .Publications
4170 Ashford -Dunwoody Road
Suite520
Atlanta, GA 30319
FAX : (404) 252-4056

MJ~F.SI'

IL, MO, KS, IA, ND, SD. MN ,
WI, NE, IN, Ml, OH
Kurt Kelley (3ll) 616-3328
MaryAnn Gouldi~ (60J) 924-2664
McGraw-Hill Publocations
Two Prudential Phu
180 North Stetson Ave.
Chicago, IL 60<i01
FAX: (312) 616-3370
SOUfHWEST,

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CO, OK, TX,
Alison Keenan (214) 701-8496
Barry Echavarria (603) 924-2574
McGraw-Hill Publications
14850 Quorum Drive
Suite380
Dallas, TX 7S240
FAX: (2 14) 991-6208

NORTH PACIFIC: Campbell, CA
SILICON VALI.EY. HI, WA, AK,
W.CANADA
Bill McAfcc (408) 879-43111
l..eslic Hupp (408) 879-QJ81
Mc<l111W· Hill Publications
1999 Soilth Bascom Ave.
Sui1el2IO
Campbell, CA 95008
FAX: (408) 879-9067
SOUfH PACIDC: Los Angeles, CA
LOS ANGBLf.S COUNTY, AZ,
NM, SOUTHERN NEVADA
Alan El Faye (213) 480-S24J
Jonathan Sawyer (60J) 924-2665
McG111W·Hill Publications
3333 WHshin: Boulevard #4-07
Los Angeles, CA 90010
FAX: (213) 480-S249

BYTE WTS (h:l)
Marl< Stooc (60J) 924-2695
BY1E Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

BYTEDttk
Ed Ware (603) 924-2596
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough. NH 03458

TKBuytr's Mart (lx2)
Joseph Mabe (603) '24-2656
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Pt1crborough. NH 03458

EURO-DECK
James Bail (60J) 924-2533
BYTE Publica1ions
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Ptterborough •.NH 03458

R.gional Advertising
Brian Higgins (60J) 924-1651
Barry Echavarria (60J) 924-2574
Larry Levine (60J) '24-2637
BYTE Publications
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

Catalog Showcase
BYTE lnltrlllltioml Dirtd
Response Postcards
El lcn Perham (603) 924-2598
BYTE Publiaitioos
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

SOUTH PACIFIC: Cos1a Mesa, CA
NORTH PACU1C: San FranciJco. CA ORANGE COUNTY,

NORTHERN CA. OR. ID. MT,
WY, NORTHERN NV
Roy J. Kops (415) 954-9728
McGraw-Hill Publications
425 Battery Stn:ct
San Francisco, CA 94111
FAX: (415) 954-9786

SAN DIEGO COUNTY, UT
Roa Cordel< (714) 75l-8140
Jonathan Sa"".Yer (603) '24-2665
McGraw-Hill Publications
15635 AllOn Parkway
Suite 290
Irvine, CA 92718
FAX: (714) 753-8147

P<ttrborougb, NH OITke
Inside Sales FAX: li03·924-268J
Advertising FAX: li03-924-7S07

International Advertising Sales Staff:

Vwe Kretzschmar, European Adwertlsing and Marketing Manager, BYTE Publications,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Wimbledon 8rk¥ Home, One Hartfldd Road, Wtmbledm, London, SW19 3RU, England, Tel: 44 81 543 1234, Fax: 44 81 540 3833
GERMANY, SWITZERLAND,
AUSTRIA
Uwc Kn:IZ$Chmar (44 815456268)
UNITED KINGDOM
Roz Wcyman(4481545 6269)
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Wimbledon Bridge House
One Har1ficld Road
Wimbledon, London SWl9 3RU
England
Tel: 44 815431234
FAX : 44 815403833
TELEX: 892191
BEN.EUJX
Ellen Pllrdedc
Ba1cnburg 103
3437 AB Nicuwegcin
The Netherlands
Tel : 31 340249496
FAX: JI 3402 37944

FRANCE, ITALY
Zena Ccupe. Amanda lllaslcdt
A·Z International Sales Ltd.
70 Chalk Farm Road
umdon NWJ SAN
England
Tel : 44 712843171
FAX: 44 712843174
LSRAEL
Dan Ehrlich
Ehrlich Communication
International
P.0. Box 11297
Tel Aviv 61112
Israel
Tel: (972)3449823
FAX: (9n)35468168

~N

Masalt.i Mori
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
Ovcr>eas Corp.
Room 1528
Kasumi~i Bldg.
3-2-5 Kasumigiiseki,
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo IOO. Japan
Tel: 8133 S81981 I
FAX: 8133 5814018
SWEDEN
Media Marketing AB
KarlbcrJsvagcn 89A
S-10031 Siockholm
STel : 468301280

HONG KONG
Stephen Marcopoto
Scavcx Ltd .
503 Wilson House
19-27 Wyndham Si.
Central. Hong Kong
Tel: 8S2 86820!0
Telex: 60904 SEVEX HX
FAX: 8S2 810 1283

TAIWAN
Summer Olien
Tina Lai
A£t< TWP Corp.
2 Fl., No. 19·1 , Lanc231
Fu-Hsin North Road
Taipei, Taiwan R.O .C.
Tel: 886 2 713 6959
Fax: 886 2 715 1950

SINGAPORE
Jocelyn Domingo
Scavcx Lid.
400 On:hard Road, II 0-0 I
Singaporc0923
Republic of Singapore
Tel: 6S 7349790
Tclcx: RSJSS39SEAVEX
FAX: 6S732 5129

AUSTRALIA
Ian McDonald
Hugh Andrnon Pty. Ltd.
119 Market Smet
South Mdbou.rne
Australia
Tel: 613-696-5411
FAX: 613-696-S692

KOREA
kon·Gl><HI Seo
DooBcc lntcrnatinal Umited
Center Building (Byulgwan)
l-1 I lcoog-<long, Chooog·ku
C.P.0 . Box 4557
Seoul, Korea
Tel: 822-776-2096
Tclcx: 787·27117
FAX: 822-755·9860
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HARDWARE
926
384
17
21
22
32
33
44

60
61

n

98
99
4n
432
131
132
478
133
138
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150
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152
153
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188
189
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204
205
214
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240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
281
291
294
295
571
572
601
602
821
822
850
651
308
323
488
470
331
333
334
346
347
352
353
476
367

ADD-INS
APO .
. ..... . .. 371
AMO .
. .. ... ........... 183
AMERICAN MEGATAENDS .
. .. . . 211
AMER ICAN MEGATAENDS .
. .. 211
ATRONICS INT"L .
. .. 287
ATAONICS INT'L .
. . .. . . ..... 287
BECTERM .
. ... 394
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT . . . .
. . . 250
CAPITAL EQUIPMENT ... . ... . ..... 251
CONTROL VISION ..... .. •. ... . . .. 390
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH .. 347
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH .. 347
EIZO CORP . ..
. . ..... 881$-18
ETAP INFORMATION TECH . . .. 881$-53
GP DIGITAL.INC ..
. .. .. 386
GP DIGITAL.INC. .
. ... 386
GFK HAMBURG . .
. ... . 881$-74
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTERS .
. . . . 45
HERCULES .
. . 143
HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES • .
. . 398
INTEGRATED INFO TECH
.. 181
INTEGRATED INFO TECH .. .... .. . . 181
INTEL
. 178,179
INTEL . . . . . . . . .
. . ... .. 178,179
JC INFO SYSTEMS .
. .. 8815-23
MEMREL CORP .. ........... . .... 283
MEMAELCORP ........ . .... . .... 263
MICROPROCESSORS UN LTD . . . .... 394
MICROWAY . .
. . ... ..... .. 230
MICROWAY
. 289
MYLEX CORP . . ................ 323
MYLEX CORP .
. . ... ... 323
NEW MEDIA GRAPHICS CORP ... . .. 240
PC TECH.INC .
. 288
PERISCOPE CO.,THE .
327
PERISCOPE CO.,THE . .
. .. . 327
PROCOMP USA.INC
. 398
QUA TECH . . ................... 374
QUA TECH
.... ...... . , .
. 374
QUA TECH .
. 374
QUA TECH
.... 374
QUA TECH
... . 374
QUA TECH
. . 374
QUA TECH . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
. .. 374
QUA TECH
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 374
QUA TECH . . • . .
. ..... . 374
SILICON SHACK ..... . ........... . 396
SPECIALTY DEVELOPMENT CORP .. 1n
STAC ELECTRONICS .
. ..... 138
STAC ELECTRONICS .............. 138
STB SYSTEMS,INC ...... ... .. 88MW·9
STB SYSTEMS.INC .
. .. ... 88MW·9
STB SYSTEMS,INC . .
. . 68NE-15
STBSYSTEMS,INC . .
. .88NE·l5
STB SYSTEMS.INC
. ..... 88PC.5
STB SYSTEMS.INC • .
. 88PC.5
STB SYSTEMS.INC . . . . .... 885().15
STBSYSTEMS,INC . . . .
. . 8850.15
TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT .
. .. . 384
TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS . .. ... ... .... 92
TP ENTERPRISE LTD . . ...... 881$-54
TRIANGLE DIGITAL SERV LTD .. 881$-78
TRIDENT MICROSYSTEMS .
. . 2n
TRUEVISION,INC .... ... ... .. .... 265
TRUEVISION,INC .
. 285
VERBATIM
... .. .. . .... 61
VERBATIM .
... . . .. .. .. .
. . Bl
VISTA MICROSYSTEMS.INC .. .. .... 160
VISTA MICROSYSTEMS.INC . . .. . . 160
v.o.s. . . . . .
. .... 881$-31
Z·WOALD . . . . .
. .... .. 390

927
21
22
47
48
262
263
88
87
182
183
190
239
928

DRIVES
AMERICAN MEGATRENDS . . . .... 211
AMER ICAN MEGATRENDS .
. . 211
BOFFIN LTD . . . .
. .. . 274
BOFFIN LTD ........ ... ......... 274
BRIER TECHNOLOGY (N.A.)
.. 335
BRIER TECHNOLOGY (N.A.) . . .... 335
CIPHER DATA PRODUCTS ........... 43
CIPHER DATAPRODUCTS ........ . . 43
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS.INC .
. . 111
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS,INC .. . .•. 111
MICROSOLUTIONSCOMPPROD ... Jn
PERISOL TECHNOLOGIES . . . .. .. 384
GRAPHICS TABLETS

299 SUMMAGRAPHICS
300 SUMMAGAAPHICS .
301 SUMMAGRAPHICS
929

HARDWARE PROGRAMMERS

28 ANNABOOKS . .... .
53 BP MICROSYSTEMS ..
128 GTEK . .. ... ... . .. .. .. .

406

. 304
. ..... 304
. 304

... 344
... • 398
367

BYTE• JUNE 1991

Inquiry No.
129
174
398
397
328
330
366
366

Page No.

GTEK ....
LINKCOMPUTER .
LOGICAL DEVICES .
LOGICAL DEVICES.
TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS
TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS .
XELTEK .
Z-WORLD .

930

. . 387
. .. . 394
. .. .. 393
. .... 393
. . 388
. . 388
. . 393
. ... .. . 390

INSTRUMENTATION

557
586
104
175
184
185
210

EASTERN SYSTEMS .
. 88MW-13
EASTERN SYSTEMS .......... 88NE-14
ELEXOR .
............
. . 388
LINK COMPUTER
.. 394
MEASUREMENT&CNTRLPAOD .... 160
MEASUREMENT& CNTRL PROD . . 180
NATIONALINSTRUMENTS . ...... .. 378
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS . . 881$-SOC-D
211 NCI .
. .. 388
. .. . 388
329 TRIBAL MICROSYSTEMS . .

931
412
413
179
180
196
299
300
301

KEYBOARDS/MICE
ATICO
.... 881$-69
BEHAVIOR TECH COMP.CORP . 881$-63
LOGITECH
... .. .. .. ...... .. 55
LOGITECH . .. . .... . ... . ......... 55
MICROSOFT .
. .. 8,9
MICROSOFT
.... . 72,73
MICROTOUCH . . . . . . . . . .. .
. . 238
SUMMAGRAPHICS .
. . 304
SUMMAGRAPHICS
. . . 304
SUMMAGRAPHICS
... 304

932
47
48
262
263
80
81
434
138
172
182
183
190
228
235
236
249
250
252
284
488

MASS STORAGE
BOFFIN LTD . . .
. 274
BOFFIN LTD . . .
. 274
BAIER TECHNOLOGY (N.A.) . ....... 335
BRIER TECHNOLOGY (N.A.) .
. . 335
COREL SYSTEMS CORP .
. 293
COREL SYSTEMS CORP .
. . . .. 293
FAST ELECTRONIC
. 881$-58
HERCULES .
. 143
LAGUNA CONVERSION SYSTE MS ... 393
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS.INC .. .. .. 111
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS.INC . .
. 111
MICAOSOLUTIONSCOMP.PROD .. . 372
OVERLAND DATA .
. .. . .. . 384
PERCEPTIVE SOWTIONS,INC ..... . 326
PERCEPTIVE SOWTIONS,INC
.. 326
PINNACLE MICRO . . .
. . ... 81
PINNACLE MICRO . . .
. .. 81
PLUS DEVELOPMENT
. 135
QUALSTAR .
. .... 393
TEAC .
. ... .. . . . .. .. 881$-79

933
401
39
14
406
580
810
83
84
87
88
90
140
145
150
151
161
182
183
388
387
216
217
218
254
288
274
275
288
290
305
311
335
336
348
347
358
934
89
71
94
119
134

MISCELLANEOUS
3EST ·USA .
APO . .. .

. .. 881$-72
. 195
. ..... 394
ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS.LTD 881$-47
CADRE TECHNOLOGIES .
. 88NE·3
CADRE TECHNOLOGIES .
88PC.9
covox .
. .... 385
covox .
..... 385
CUATIS,INC .
. . 390
CYBEX (INT'L) . .
.n
CYR~ .... . .
. . . 188
HOOLEON CORP .... .... ....... .. 394
IC EXPRESS . . . . . . . . .
. ....... 398
INTEGRATED INFO TECH .
. ... 181
INTEGRATED INFO TECH ... . .. .. .. 181
IOMEGA CORP ... . . .. ........ 238,239
IOMEGA CORP .
. . 238,239
IRWIN MAGNETICS
.... 285
KNAPCO .
. 338
KNAPCO .
. ... .. ... . ..... . .. 338
NOHAU CORPORATION . . .
. . 394
NORAD CORPORATION .
. . 271
NORAD CORPORATION .
. . 271
POTRANS INTERNATIONAL.INC ... . 253
R & R ELECTRONICS
...... 396
ROLAND DIGITAL. ................ 229
ROLAND DIGITAL . . . . .
. .... 229
SOLNETICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 388
SPECIALTY DEVELOPMENT CORP .. 175
TALKING TECHNOLOGY .. ......... 394
TELCON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... 227
TULIN CORPORATION .
. . 308
TWINCOM .
. . . . . . . . . . .. • . ... 110
VERBATIM
.... 61
VERBATIM
. 61
WACOM .
. .. 310

AK SYSTEMS . .

MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS
COMPUADD (INT'L) .
COMPUCOM . . . .
DIGITAL DECISION SERVICES
GALACTICOMM,INC...
HAYES .

. . Cll,1
. ..... 385
. . . . 308
. .. .. 396
. 266,267

Inquiry No.
156
157
447
448
451
452
467
311

Page No.

INTEL . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
. .. 96,97
INTEL .
. 96,97
MEGADATA .. . ... ........... 881$-38
MEGADATA
. ..... .. 881$-38
MOTOROLA/UDS
. . 881$-11
MOTOROLA/UDS .......... . .. 881$-11
TECHPOWER CO., LTD .
. . 881$-38
TELCON
.. 227

935
36
37
419
420
85
86
438
176
442
199
200
206
207
212
226
227
392
393
230
460
318
319
938
21
22
31
40
399
89
137
182
183
239
803
318
317
359
360
937

MONITORS
. ... .. . 295
AVIEW TECHNOLOGY . . .
AVIEW TECHNOLOGY . .
. .. 295
COMPEX .
. 881$-61
COMPEX .
. ..... 881$-61
CTX INT'L .
. ..... 218
CTX INT'L . .
. . .... 218
GETRONICS .
. 8815-39
llYAMA ..
. . . ..... 321
INTEAQUAD .
881$-55
MITSUBISHI .
. ..... . 235
MITSUBISHI .
. . 235
NANAO .
. . 149
NANAO .
149
NEC MONITORS .
. . 12,13
OPTIQUEST .
. ..... 269
OPTIQUEST
.. 269
OPTIQUEST .
. .. 330
OPTIQUEST .
. ... . 330
PANASONIC MONITORS .
. 29
SAMPO TECHNOLOGY CORP
881$-49
TOSHIBA(N.A.) .
. .... . ... .. 76,n
TOSHIBA(N.A.) . . .
. .. 76,n
NETWORK HARDWARE
AMERICAN MEGATRENDS . .
. 211
AMERICAN MEOATRENDS .
. .... 211
ARTISOFT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 94
A.S.P. COMPUTER PRODUCTS .. .. . 118
BUFFALO PRODUCTS (N.A.) .
. .. 345
CLEO COMMUNICATIONS .
. • 362
CYBEX .
. ... 348
HELIOS USA .
. ....... 358
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS.INC ...... 111
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS.INC ...•. 1) 1
PERISOL TECHNOLOGIES . . . . . .. 384
THE NETWORK CONNECTION . 88NE·5
THE SOFTWARE LINK .
. . . 349
THE SOFTWARE LINK ............. 349
WESTERN TELEMATIC .
. 112
WESTERN TELEMATIC .
. . 112
PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

480 HEWLETT-PACKARD PERIPHERALS . 34,35
481 HEWLffi·PACKAAD PERIPHERALS . 34,35
HEWLffi·PACKARD PERIPHERALS .. 98,99
591 MANCHESTER EQUIP CO ..... . 88NE·24
MANCHESTER EQUIP CO . . 88NE·24A-B
455 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP .
861$-33
458 NEWGEN SYSTEMS CORP
.. 881$-33
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS . .
. .. 205
483 SURAH .
. . . . 8815-76
309 TEKTRONIX .
. . 59
310 TEKTRONIX . .
. . 59
313 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS .
. 159

938

SCANNERSnMAGEPROCESSORS

58 CANON STILL VIDEO .. ..... .. 130,131
ELEX INTERNATIONAL .
. 48
438 GETAONICS . . .
881$-39
149 INTEGRAND RESEARCH CORP
.. 202
337 ULTIMA ELECTRONICS CORP
. 364
350 VIOEX
.... 366
351 VIDEX
... 368
939
433
124
566
567
595
598
618
819
844
845
259
271
2n
276
278
265
940
403
404
627
628
405
15

SOFTWARE SECURITY
EUTRON . . ....... .. . .... . . 881$-12
GLENCO ENGINEERING ........... 340
ONTRACK COMPUTER SYS . .. 86MW·16
ONTRACK COMPUTERSYS . .. 88MW-18
ONTRACK COMPUTERSYS . . . . 86NE·18
ONTRACKCOMPUTERSYS . .. 88NE·18
ONTRACK COMPUTER SYS . .. . 86PC.14
ONTAACKCOMPUTER SYS .. . . 88PC.14
ONTRACKCOMPUTER SYS .
88S0.20
ONTRACK COMPUTER SYS .. . 88S0.20
PROTECH MARKETING .
. ... 208
RAINBOW . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
RAINBOW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
ROSE ELECTRONICS .
. . .. 296
SAFESOFT SYSTEMS
... 396
SOFTWARE SECURITY.INC
. 331

.

Inquiry No.
18
27
409
412
34
35
553

™
69
70
582
583
829
630
410
411
82
584
585
631
632
92
555
558
633
634
105
107
108
109
114
558
559

438
437
438
139
637
638
141
142
143
442
188
170
448
187
562
592
563
564
593
594
219
220
221
617
565
269
569
570
648
649
460
652
653
306
307
311
314
315
469
321
332
383
471
573
574
854
655
384
365
369

ALA .
. .. .. . . 2,3
AMT,INT'L.
.. 392
AOC INT'L CORP
. . 861$-57
ATICO .
. .. . . .. 881$-69
AUTOMATED COMPUTER . . ... 242,243
AUTOMATED COMPUTER .. . ... 242,243
Bl·LINK
... . .. 88MW·14
B~LIN K .
. .. 88MW·14
COMPUADD (INT'L) .
. .. Cll,1
COMPUADD .
. .. ....... . .. 113-116
COMPUTER SALES PROF ...... 88NE·21
COMPUTER SALES PAOF . . .... 88NE·21
COMPUTER &CNTRLSOLUTIONS . 881$-13
COMPUTER&CNTRL SOLUTIONS . 881$-13
CONCORD COMPUTER CORP .. 881$-41
CONCORD COMPUTER CORP .. 881$-41
CORTE XCORPORATION . .. . . .. . .. 244
DATATRANS SYSTEMS
.. 66NE-9
DATATRANS SYSTEMS . . . ... . . 88NE·9
DATATRANS SYSTEMS
... 8850.10
DATATRANS SYSTEMS ...... . . 88S0.10
DELL (N.A.) .... . ............ .... Cll, 1
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS .... 88MW·20
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS . ... 86MW·20
DER BYTECH COMPUTERS .... 8850.24
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS . ... 8850.24
ERGO COMPUTERS . . .
. ... 40,41
FALCO DATA PRODUCTS .
. 103
FIRST COMPUTER SYSTEMS.INC .. . 365
FIRST COMf'UTER SYSTEMS,INC ... 385
FLYTECHTECHNOLOGY .
. 79
FUJIKAMA USA.INC .
88MW·7
FUJIKAMAUSA.INC .
. .... 88MW·7
GATEWAY 2000 .
. 24A-D
GENITEC,INC .
. . 881$-62
GENITEC,INC .. .. ... .. ..... .. 881$-62
GETRONICS .. . ... .. .. ...... . 881$-39
HOME SMART COMPUTING . . .. ... . 396
HSS .
. ............. 8850.3
HSS .
. • ....... 8850.3
H. CO. COMPUTER PRODUCTS .... 401
H. CO. COMPUTER PRODUCTS ..... 401
IBM WORKSTATIONS ............ 16,17
INTEROUAD
.. .. ..... 681$-55
JEMINI ELECTRONICS
. .. . . 398
KEA SYSTEMS LTD .
. 95
KILA ....... . ... . ............ . ... 393
LOYALTY FOUNDER ENTER CO . 881$-87
MEGATEL COMPUTER TECH ....... 290
MICROCOM COMPUTERS . . .. 88MW· 17
MICROCOM COMPUTERS ..... 88NE·11
MYODA, INC
..... 88MW·11
MYODA,INC .
. 88MW·11
MYODA,INC
..... 88NE·19
MYODA,INC . . .
. .. 88NE-19
NOATHGATE •
. 181-183
NOATHGATE
164, 165
NOATHGATE ....... .. ....... 188,167
NORTHGATE
... 188
NSTL ..... ........ . ... . .... 88PC.11
OFM COMPUTER SYSTEMS,INC88MW·15
RADIO SHACK .
. .. CIV
SAINT CROIXCOMPUTERS .. .. 88MW·1
SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS .. . . 88MW·1
SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS ... . 86$0.1
SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS ... . 8850.1
SAMPO TECHNOLOGY CORP .. 881$-49
STERLING TECH.,INC .
. . 8850.21
STEALING TECH.,INC .
. .. 8850.21
TANDON COMPUTER
.. 50,51
TANGENT . . . . .
. 39
TELCON .
. 227
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
. 307
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS .
. . . 56A- B
TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS ......... 58,57
TOP-LINK COMPUTER ...... . .. 881~0
TOSHIBA AMERICA INFO SYS . . . 83-35
TR~STAR
.... ... . 7
TWIX INTERNATIONAL CORP . ...... 398
UNICOTT TECHNOLOGY CORP . 881$-42
VOS INTERNATIONAL . .
. . 88MW·19
VOS INTERNATIONAL .
. . 88MW-19
VOS INTERNATIONAL ........ 8850.23
VOS INTERNATIONAL .
. . 8850.23
XEC PRODUCTS . . . . . .
. ..... 147
XEC PRODUCTS. . . . . . . .
. ..... 147
ZEDS INTERNATIONAL
.. . 296A- H

941

TERMINALS

78 COMPUTERWISE .
942

SYSTEMS

45

ABTECH .
. . . . 881$-73
ABTECH .
. .. 881$-73
ABTECH
. .. ..... ... 88S0.19
ABTECH . .
8850.19
AGC ELECTRONICS CORP . . . 881$-n
ALA . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... . 2,3

386
387
231
281
287
474

Page No.

. ..... 385
UPS

313 R/E LTD
BEST POWER TECH .
BEST POWER TECH
KNAPCO ..•.
KNAPCO .
PARA SYSTEMS .
PUISSANCE,INC
SOLA ELECTRIC ..
UP.SAFE IND. CORP .

. . . 661$-BOA-B
. ..... . 376
.. 881$-SOC-D
. ....... 336
. . .. 338
. ..... 101
....... 394
. .... 108
. ... 881$-50

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader
service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry
number listed with the advertiser. This index is provided as an additional service
by the publisher, who assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
Inquiry No.

Page No.

SOFTWARE
943

APPLE/MAC APPUCATIONS

Sclentlllc/Technlcal
209 NATIONAi. INSTRUMENTS ......... CUI
302 SUNTEX NATIONAi. ............... 195
303 SUNTEXNATIONAI. .............. . 195
944

APPLE/MAC - GRAPHICS

3" AT&T GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ...... 237
389 AT & T GRAPHICS SOFTWARE . ..... 237
945

IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS-

Bualneu Olllca
43
49
50
579
73
91
102
431
112
113
117
435
587

588
811
612
'
144
148
'
•
'
215
270
273
2n
288
345
374
375
946

BALER SOFTWARE ............... 192
BORLAND INrL ........... ... ..... 11
BORLAND INT'L . . . ... ............. 11
BRUNO BLENHEIM ....... . . .. 88NE·23
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES . ........ 170
DACEASY,INC ................... 195
ELEX INTERNATIONAL ............. 53
ELEX INTERNATIONAi. ........ 8815-15
FIRSTMARKTECHNOLOGIES ...... 371
FIRSTMARKTECHNOLOGIES ...... 371
FOX SOFTWARE .. ........ .. .. 121,123
GAMMA PRODUCTIONS ....... UIS-14
GROUP 1 SOFTWARE ..... . ... 88NE·22
GROUP 1 SOFTWARE . .... . ... UNE-22
GROUP 1 SOFTWARE . ...... . . 88PC.18
GROUP 1 SOFTWARE .....•... 88PC.18
HEWLETT·PACKARONTWRKPRODCTR . 355
IBM-GRAPHICS SOFTWARE •••. . •••. 27
INGENIO ... .. ...... .. ........... 134
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP . 1688,169
MICROSOFT ...................... 19
MICROSOFT . ................ 186,117
NEWPORT SYSTEMS ....... .. .... 333
RAJMA ... . ....................... 89
RECOGNITA CORPOFIATION ....... 120
ROYKORE . . .. ......... . ... ... ... 102
SOFTWARE SPECTRUM .... ....... 193
VENTURA SOFTWARE.INC ......... 105
ZVLAB CORPOFIATION . .
. ... 218
ZVLAB CORPOFIATION ... . . . ...... 216
IBM/MSDOS APPUCATIONS

Sclentlllc/Technlcal
24
25
2t
30

425
95
428
123
445
173
1n
178
181
223
224
253
292
383
293
298
328
327
'
382

947

AMPUTECH ,INC . ................ 195
AMPUTECH ,INC ......... . ....... 195
ANNABOOKS .................... 378
ANNABOOKS ... . . .. ... . .. ... . . . . 378
BINARY TECHNOLOGY ..•......... 398
COMPUTER SOLLJTIONS .. . 881s.&OC-O
DATAVISION AG ....... . ...... 8815-75
DIGITALK ........................ 21
DR. HUGGLE & PARTNER .•.... 8815-48
GENERIC SOFTWARE ......... ... . 309
KEYCFIAFT ... . .............. 8815-70
LAHEY .. .. .. ........... ....... 321
LOGICAL DEVICES ..... .. ....... . . 393
LOGICALDEVICES ................ 393
MATHSOFT,INC . .. . .............. 318
NU.MEGATECHNOLOGIES ........ 313
OAKlAND GROUP.INC ...•........ 324
POPKIN SOFTWARE .............. 185
SPECTRUM ...................... 342
SPIFIAL SOFTWARE ....... .. . ... . . 344
SPSS .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 150
STATSOFT ... .. ................ . 215
TFIANS ERA .. .. .. .. .. .......... 198
TRANS ERA . .. .. .. .. ..
.. ..... 1911
WATCOM PRODUCTS.INC . .... .. .... 75
WINTEK .. .
. .......... ..... 390
IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS

Mlacell1neoue
54
55
112
113
19J
194
2n
482
948

BUREAU OFELECTRONIC PUBL .. .. 100
BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUBL .... 100
FIRSTMARK TECHNOLOGIES . ..... J71
FIRSTMARK TECHNOLOGIES ...... J71
MICROPRESS .... . .............. Jn
MICROPRESS . . ... .............. Jn
ROYKORE ....................... 102
SMART UJCK SOFTWARE ...... 8815-n
IBM/MSDOSAPPUCATIONS-

Word Proceulng
J74 ZVLAB CORPORATION . . . .. . . . ... 218
375 ZVLAB CORPORATION ........ . ... 218
949
23
28
J95
123
950
100
430
119
170
454
472

IBM/MSDOS - CAD
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS ... .. . 155
AMS ..................... . ...... JN
AMS .......................... . . J98
GENERIC SOFTWARE ............. 309
IBM/MSDOS - COMMUNICATIONS
DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYSTEMS . J90
EAST COAST SOFTWARE LTD ... 8815-9
GALACTICOMM,INC . . .•... . . . ..... 398
KEASYSTEMSLTD
........ . 95
M·TRADE (U.K.) LTD .. . . ... .. .. 8815-29
UNIPALM ..................... 8815-2

Inquiry No.
970

Page No.
IBM/MSDOS - DATABASE

• Correspond directly with company.
Inquiry No.
958

Page No.
OTHER APPLICATIONS

Word Proceulng

117 FOXSOFTWAAE .............. 121-123
951

IBM/MSDOS - GRAPHICS

3" AT&T GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ..... . 237
389
47
48
51
52
579
78
79
1J5
138
144
3n
378
232
571
5n
601
602
621
822
650
851

AT&T GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ...... 237
BOFFIN LTD ..................... 274
BOFFIN LTD ...... ............... 274
BORLAND INT'L .......... ..... ... 13J
BORLAND INT'L .................. 133
BRUNO BLENHEIM ........... 88NE·2J
COREL SYSTEMS CORPORATION .... 49
COREL SYSTEMS CORPORATION . , . . 49
HOC COMPUTER CORP .. ......... 22J
HOC COMPUTER CORP .. .. ....... 22J
IBM-GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ......... 27
NATIONAL DESIGN ............... 380
NATIONAi. DESIGN .............. . 380
PATTON & PATTON ................ 388
STe SYSTEMS,INC ........... 88MW·9
STe SYSTEMS.INC ...... . .... 81MW·9
STeSYSTEMS,INC ........... 88NE·15
STBSYSTEMS,INC ........... 88NE·15
STB SYSTEMS.INC ............ 88PC-5
STe SYSTEMS,INC ...... . ..... 88PC.5
STB SYSTEMS.INC .......... 8850-15
STB SYSTEMS.INC . . . . ... . 8150-15
333 TRUEVISION,INC
.. . . .... . .. 285
334 TRUEVISION,INC ................. 285
348 VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE .... J1

952
102
431
128
127
159
202
20J
953
88
418
439
154
155
615
201
453
208
280
459
297

2911
355
373
385
971

IBM/MSDOS - LAN
ELEX INTERNATIONAL ............. 5J
ELEX INTERNATIONAi. ... . .... 8815-15
GREG LEWIS PRODUCTIONS .. .. ... 252
GREG LEWlS PRODUCTIONS .•.•..• 252
INVISIBLE SOFTWARE ............ J48
MOTOROLA ........ ......... 136,1J7
MOTOROLA ................. 136,137
IBM/MSDOS - LANGUAGES
CNS.INC ........................ 145
COBALT BLUE .............. . 8815-70
GLOCKENSPIEL .
. .... 8815-20
INTEL ........................ .. 247
INTEL .. ..
.. .............. 247
METAWARE . . .
. ....... . . 88PC.3
MIX SOFTWARE .................. 319
MSE LTD. (MASHOV) .•.. . ..... 8815-35
NANTUCKET .. . .. .
.. ......... 254
PSEUDOCORP ................... J88
SALFORD SOFTWARE MRKTNG LTD .• J2
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE . . . . ... 225
STONY BROOK SOFTWARE ...... . . 225
VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD ....... . 398
ZORTECH,INC ......... . ...... ... . 33
ZORTECH,INC .
.. ... .... .. 20J
IBM/MSDOS - SPREADSHEETS

43 BALER SOFTWARE
954

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Bualneu Office
449 MKS .......
.. ......... 8815-13
484 SWFTE,INT'L ............. ... 8815-25
485 SWFTE,INT'L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8815-25
956

OTHER APPUCATIONS

Sclentlllc/Technlcal
106 ESl.X SYSTEMS .............. ..... 91
191 MICRDGRAFX.INC ........... . . . .. 291
957

959

OTHER - CAD

191 MICROGRAFX,INC ....
960
609
120
639
158
169
279
349

.. . 291

OTHER - CROSS DEVELOPMENT
BUZZWORDS INT'L .
.. .. 88PC-15
GCOM,INC .
.. ...... 396
IMPLEMENTS ... . .
. ..... 88S0-18
INTEL CORP .. .. .. .. .
.. ... 376
K & M ASSOCIATES . .
.. ... J98
SANTA CRUZ OPERATION .
. ... . 71
VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE ... 207

961

OTHER-LAN

427 00\VTY COMMUNICATIONS ..... 8815-5

962

OTHER - LANGUAGES

440 GREY MATTER ............... 8815-71
167 JENSEN &PARTNERS . . .. . . . .. . . . 30J

963

OTHER - UTILITES

64 CASEWORKS .. . . .
65 CASEWORKS .. . .
125 GREENVIEW

964

. ' ...... 141
. . 141
... 90

EDUCATIONAU
INSTRUCTIONAL

10 ABACUS ...................... . 241
11 ABACUS ...................... 241
' BYTE BACK ISSUES . .. ..
. ...... J52
BYTE BACK ISSUES ... . .. .... 8815-56
414 BYTE BITS ................. 8815-78
BYTE CARD DECK .. .. .
.. . 88NE·17
BYTE SUB MESSAGE . .
. ... .. 358
BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTER ..... 337,409
COMPUTERIBYTE BOOKCLUB . 328.t.-B
COMPUTERIBYTE BOOK CLUB ...•. 329
616 MICROSOFT CORPORATION ... 88PC.13
' MICROSOFT SYS JOURNAL . 8815-80.t.-8
' NRVMCGRAW·HILL . .......... 200A-8
597 O'REILLY & ASSOCIATES,INC .. 88NE·20
598 O'REILLY & ASSOCIATES.INC .. 88NE·20
' SMALLCOMPUTERBOOKCLUB 216A-8
SMALL COMPUTER BOOK CLUB ... . 217
UNIXWORLD . ... ............ J60A-B
UNIXWORLD .................... 361
361 WIESEMANN & THEIS ...... ....... J96

965

MAIL ORDER/
RETAIL

... ..... .... 192

IBM/MSDOS - UTILITIES

8 313R/ELTD ..................... 119
48 BLACK &WHITE INT'L ............. 238
64 CASEWORKS .................... 141
as CASEWORKS .................... 141
416 CLARION SOFTWARE ......... 8815-45
417 CLARION SOFTWARE . . . . . . . . . 8815-45
' COPIA INTERNATIONAi. . ... . .... .. 346
91 DACEASY,INC . .. . . ........... . 195
95 DIGITALK ....................... . 21
379 FTP SOFTWARE.INC (INT'L) ......... 76
380 FTP SOFTWARE.INC (INT'L) ... . ... . . 76
125 GREENVIEW . . .. .. . .. .. .. ... . .. 90
840 ISLAND SYSTEMS ........... 8850-17
841 ISLAND SYSTEMS . . ..... .... 8850-17
171 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN ........ . ... 339
30-4 LANDMARK/SUPERSOFT ... . .... . . 365
224 OAKl.AND GROUP.INC ............ J24
225 OPENETWORK...
. . 295
251 PKWARE,INC .................... 206
267 QUARTERDECK ................ 22,2J
280 SEOUITER SOFTWARE ............ 300
312 TESTTECHNOLOGY .............. 390
342 UPGRADES.ETC ................ . J9J
955

J74 ZVLABCORPORATION ....
. . . . 216
J75 ZVLAB CORPORATION ............ 216

OTHER APPUCATIONS

Mlacelllneou1
443 IXI LTD ...
. ....... 8815-28
MICROWAY
.. . .... 359
464 SWFTE,INT'L ................ 8815-25
465 SWFTE,INT'L ................ 8815-25

12
551
552
18
19
20
27
408
29
30
34
J5
38
41
42
•
422
423
74
424
75
92
555

556
633
834
100
429
'
110
111
558
559
440
130
139
145
146
147
160
164
165
6
7
189

ADD ON AMERICA ................ 3"
ALPC . .............. ...... . 88MW·18
ALPC .................... .. 88MW·18
AMERICAN ACNANTECH ........... 393
AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH ...... J99
AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH ...... 399
AMT.INT'L . .. .
.. .... . 392
ANN & ANTHONY (DAI) .
.. . 8815-78
ANNABOOKS .. .. .
.. .
. J76
ANNABOOKS .. .. .. .. ......... .. 376
ALJTOMATED COMPUTER ... .. . 242,243
AUTOMATED COMPUTER .
242,243
AVOCET SYSTEMS.INC . ..... .. .... 393
B & B ELECTRONICS .. .
.. ..... 376
B & C MICROSYSTEMS ..... .. .. ... 389
BUYERSMART ....... .. .... . . Jn~
COMPUCLASSICS . . . . .
. . 8815-6
COMPUSAVE . . . . . . . . .
8815-64
COMPUTER FRIENDS . .
. .... 354
COMPUTER QUICK ........... 8815-52
COMPUTERLANE .
. ..... 397
DELL (NA ) ............
.. . CU,1
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS .... 88MW·20
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS .... 88MW·20
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS .... 8850-24
DERBYTECH COMPUTERS .... 88S0-24
DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYS ...... 390
DSS INNOVATIVE ELECT ....... 8815-88
ELONEX .. . . .. .. .
. ... . ... 8815-51
FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL .... J95
FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL. ... 395
FUJIKAMAUSA.INC ....
. . 88MW·7
FWIKAMA USA.INC ....
.. .. 88MW·7
GREY MATTER ............... 8815-71
GUI CLEARINGHOUSE .
. 353
HOME SMART COMPUTING
... J98
IC EXPRESS .. .. .
.. ..... 398
IME ....................... .. ... 384
IME ............................ 384
IOTECH ........................ 378
JAMECO .. .. . .. .. .. ..
.. . 256,257
JOR MICRODEVICiS .. ..... ... .... 376
JDR MICRODEVICES .......... 410,411
JDR MICRODEVICES .. ...
.. 410,411
K & M ASSOCIATES .. .. ..
.. .. 3911

Inquiry No.

Page No.

388 KNAPCO
......... 3Jf
387 KNAPCO
.. .
.. ..... 338
560 UJCKY COMPUTER CO . .... .. . 88MW·3
581 LUCKY COMPUTER CO ....... . 88MW..J
589 LUCKY COMPUTER CO ......... 88NE·7
590 LUCKY COMPUTER CO . .. ...... 88NE·7
61J LUCKYCOMPLJTERCO ......... 88PC.1
614 LUCKY COMPUTER CO ......... 88PC-1
842 LUCKY COMPUTER CO . . . . . . . . 8850-5
643 LUCKY COMPUTER CO ........ 8850-5
MARK WILLIAMS . ... ... .. .. . .... . . 87
118 MEGASOFT,INC ............. ..... 390
582 MICROCOM COMPUTERS ... . 88MW·17
592 MICROCOM COMPUTERS .... . 88NE·11
MICROCOMPUTER MKTG CNCL . ... 400
195 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTO ....... 394
MITCH HALL ASSOCIATES ..... 68S0-11
563 MYOOA,INC ....... . ... . .... 88MW·11
584 MYOOA,INC ................ 88MW·11
593 MYODA.INC ................. 81NE·19
594 MYODA,INC .. . .............. 81NE·19
21J NEVAOACOMPUTER .... . ......... 391
NORTHGATE ................... 181
NORTHGATE ................ 182,183
219 NORTHGATE .. .............. 184,185
220 NORTHGATE ...... .......... 188,187
221 NORTHGATE .. .. .
. ......... 188
229 PACIFIC COMPUTER ............... 62
255 PRENTICE HALL PUBLISHERS . ... .. 106
457 PROGRAMMERS ODYSSEY ...• 8815-10
257 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE ........ 63
251 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE . .... 64.65
PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ... .... 278-281
451 RAJMACORPORATION ........ 8815-19
588 REASONABLE SOLLJTIONS .... 88MW·5
599 REASONABLE SOLLJTIONS .... 88NE·13
820 REASONABLE SOUJTIONS ..... 88PC.7
847 REASONABLE SOLLJTIONS .. .• 8850-9
• REASONABLE SOLLJTIONS . 881S.SOA-B
589 SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS ... . 88MW·1
570 SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS .... 88MW·1
848 SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS .... 8850-1
849 SAINT CROIX COMPUTERS .... 8850-1
284 SNW COMPUTERS & ELECT ... . . . .. 328
SOFTLINE ................... 8815-4J
289 SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS ......... . 376
852 STERLING TECH.,INC . . . . .... 8850-21
853 STERLING TECH..INC ........ 8850-21
308 TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT ..... . •. 384
338 UNICORN ....... .. ..... . ........ 387
47J UNITED HITECH CORP .. . ..... 881S.J7
340 UNIVERSAL MEMORY .•...... ..... 386
341 UNIVERSAL MEMORY ......... .... 386
475 USA SOFTWARE .... ......... 8815-27
573 VOS INTERNATIONAL . . ...... 88MW·19
574 VOS INTERNATIONAi. ........ 88MW·19
854 VOS INTERNATIONAi. ........ 8850-23
855 VOS INTERNATIONAi. ........ 88S0-2J
354 VLEERMUIS SOFTWARE RES •..... 249
389 ZEOS INTERNATIONAi. . . ... . .. 296A- H

966

MISCELLANEOUS

9 3M ............................ 15
14 AK SYSTEMS .................... 394
BYTE IDRC .. ................ 8815-66
415 BYTE PUBLICATIONS .. ..... . 8815-80
82 CORTEX CORPOFIATION .......... 244
MICROCOMPUTER MKTG CNCL 8850-22
233 PC COMPUTER RENTAL . . . . •.•.... 390
• SCOOP EAST .............. 88NE·A,B
800 SCOOP EAST .. .
.. .... 88NE·1
348 VERBATIM . . . . .
. ........ 61
347 VERBATIM .
. ....... . 61

967

ON-LINE SERVICES

450 Bl.X ........... . ............ 314,J15
BIX .. . . ..
.. .. ........ 370,J87
Bl.X .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8815-88
BIX. .. .. ..
.. .......... 88NE·14
BIX........
.. ....... 8850-14
BIX (INT'L) .. . .............. ...... 345
57 BYTE PUBUOEMOLINK .. . ......... 373
COMPUSERVE .. . . ............... JSO
835 GALACTICOMM .. .. ..... . .... 8850-7
836 GALACTICOMM .............. 8850-7
441 1-COMllDIOMA
............ 8815-78

n

968

OPERATING
SYSTEMS

421
428
•
265

COMPEX INTERNATIONAL ..... 8815-n
DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE LTD . 8815-34
MARK WILLIAMS .................. 87
QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD109
2ee O\WiTUM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD109

969
402 G21.

RECRUITMENT
................ 8815-78

JUNE1991 •BYTE
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REQUEST FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION BY FAX
Just fax this page to 1-413-637-4343. Your request for information will be processed immediately!

Name
Title
Company

responsibility?
1 0 Senior-level
s 0 Middle-level
9 0 Professional

0. What operating systems are you currently
using? (Check all that apply.)
12 0 PC/MS-DOS
13 0 DOS + Windows
140 OS/2
1sO UNIX
160 MucOS
110 VAX/VMS
E. For how many people do you injlutnct the
purchase or hardware or sortware?
18 0 1- 25
19 0 26-50
20 0 51- 99
21 0 100 or more

C. Are you a reseller (VAR, VAD, Dealer,
Consultant)?
100 Yes
It 0 No

MAY 1991

A. What is your primary job
runction/principal area or responsibility?
(Check one.)
1 0 MIS/DP
2 0 Programmer/Systems Analyst
J 0 Administration/Management
• 0 Sales/Marketing
s 0 Engineer/Scientist
60 Other

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT.

,_

Address

B. What is your level or management
City
State/Province

Zip

Country
)
Phone Number

(

Fn< Number
Inquiry Numbers 1·495

1
12
23

2
13
24

34
45

35
46

56
67
7B

57
68
79

69 90
100 101
111 112
122 123
133 t34
144 145
155 156
166 t67
177 178
168 1B9
199 200
2t0 211
221 222
232 233
243 244
254
265
276
267
298
309
320
331
342
353
364
375
386
397
408
419
430
441
452
463
474
485

3
14
25
36
47
5B
69
BO
91
102
113
124
135
146
157
168
179
190
201
212
223
234
245

4
15
26
37
48
59
70
61
92
103
114
125
136
147
15B
169
180
191
202
213
224
235
246

5
16
27
36
49
60

71
82

93
104
115
126
137
148
159
170
161
192
203
214
225
236
247

255 256 257 258
266 267 268 269
277 278 279 2BO
286 269 290 291
299 300 301 302
310 311 312 3 13
321 322 323 324
332 333 334 335
343 344 345 348
354 355 356 357
365 366 367 368
376 3n 378 379
367 388 389 390
398 399 400 401
409 410 411 412
420 421 422 423
431 432 433 434
442 443 444 445
453 454 455 456
464 465 466 467
475 476 4n 478
486 4B7 488 489

6
17

7
16

26
39
50
61
72
83
94
105
116
127
138
149
160
171
162
193
204
215
226
237
248

29
40
51
62
73
64
95
106
117
12B
139
150
161
172
183
194

259
270
261
292
303
314
325
336

347
358
369
380
391
402
413
424
435

446
457

468
479
490

205
216
227
236
249

Inquiry Numbers 496-990

6
19
30
41

9
20
31
42

10
21
32
43

52
63
74
BS
96
107
118
129
140

53
64
75
BB
97
106
119
130
141

54
65
76
87
98
109
120
131
142

t52
163
174
1B5
195 196
206 207
217 21B
22B 229
239 240
250 251

153
164
175
186
197
20B
219

151
162
173
164

260 261 .
271 272
2B2 283
293 294
304 305
315 316
326 327
337 330
346 349
359 360
370 371
381 382
392 393
403 404
414 415
425 426
436 437
447 448
458 459
469 470
480 481
491 492

230
241
252

11
22
33
44
55
66

n
66
99
11 0
121
132
143
154
165
176
167
198
209
220
231
242
253

262 263 264
273 274 275
264 285 286
295 296 297
306 307 30B
317 318 319
32B 329 330
339 340 341
350 351 352
361 362 363
372 373 374
383 384 385
394 395 396
405 406 407
416 417 41B
427 426 429
438 439 440
449 450 451
460 461 462
471 472 473
482 463 464
493 494 495

499
510
521
532
543
554
565
576
587
596
609
620
631

496 497 496
507 506 509
516 519 520
529 530 531
540 541 542
551 552 553
562 563 564
573 574 575
584 585 586
595 596 597
606 607 SOB
617 61B 619
626 629 630
639 640 641 642

650 651 652 653
661 662 663 664
672 673 674 675
683 664 665 686
694 695 696 697
705 706 707 70B
716 717 71B 719
727 72B 729 730
738 739 740 741
749
760
nl
762
793
804
B15
826
837
648
859
B70
861
692
903
914
925
936
947
958
969
980

D I subscribe to BITE. D I do nor subscribe to BYTE. D

El\ITE m~

750
761
n2
783
794
B05
816
827
636
649
860

671
882
893
904
915
926
937

948
959
970
961

Remove this page or copy
thi s page clearly and
fax it to th e number above.

Print your name, address ,
and fax number clearly on
the form .

Check off the an swe rs to
questions "A" throug h " E".

Circle th e numbers on
Inquiry Card below which
match th e inquiry numbers
assigned to items of interest
to yo u .

500 501 502 503
511 512 513 514
522 523 524 525
533 534 535 536
544 545 546 547
555 556 557 55B
566 567 see 569
5n 57B 579 5BO
586 589 590 59 1
599 600 601 602
610 611 612 613
621 622 623 624
632 633 634 635
643 644 645 646
654 655 656 657
665 666 667 668
676 677 676 679
687 68B 689 690
696 699 700 701
709 7 10 711 712
720 721 722 723
731 732 733 734
742 743 744 745

751 752 753
762 763 764
n3 774 n5
764 785 786
795 796 797
806 807 BOB
817 81B B19
828 829 830
839 640 841
850 851 852
861 862 863
872 673 874
663 664 685
694 B95 898
905 906 907
916 917 91B
927 928 929
936 939 940
949 950 951
960 981 962
971 972 973
9B2 983 984

Inquiry Numbers 991-1479

504
515
526
537
546
559
570
581
592
603
614

505 506
516 517
527 526

536
549
560
571
5B2
593
604
615
625 626
636 637
647 648

539
550
561
572
583
594
605
616
627
638
649

65B 659 660
669 670 671
680 681 682
691 692 693
702 703 704
713 714 715
724 725 726
735 736 737
746 747 748

754 755 756 757 758
765 766 767 768 769
n6 7n nB n9 7BO
7B7 768 769 790 791
79B 799 800 601 602
809 61 0 611 B12 B13
B20 B21 822 823 B24
831 832 833 834 835
642 843 844 645 846
853 854 855 856 857
864 865 866 867 868
875 676 an 878 679
666 887 866 669 B90
B97 89B 899 900 901
908 909 91 0 911 912
919 920 921 922 923
930 931 ~32 933 934
941 942 943 944 945
952 953 954 955 956
963 964 965 966 967
974 975 976 9n 976
985 986 9B7 988 969

991 992 993 994 995 996 997 996 999 1000 1001
100210031004 1005 10061007 1006 10091010 1011 1012
1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 101B 1019 1020 1021 1022 1023
1~1~1m1ov1m1~1~1m1~1~1~

1035 1036 1037 1038 1039 1040 1041 1042 1043 1044 1045
1046 1047 1048 1049 1050 1051 1052 1053 1054 1055 1056
10~1~1~1~1~10621~ 1 0641~ 1 ~1~
1~1~1~1m1~1m1~1 on1m1~1m

1079 1080 10B1 1082 10B31064 1085 10B6 10B7 106B 10B9
1090 1091 1092 1093 1094 10951096 1097 109B 10991100
11011102 11031104 1105 110611071106110911101111
111211131114 1115 11161117111811191120 1121 1122
11231124112511261127112611291130113111321133
1134 1135 1136 1137 11381139 1140 1141 1142 11431144
11451146 1147 1148 1149 1150 1151 1152 1153 11541155
115611571158 11591160 116111621163116411651166
11511150 1169 1110 1111 1112 11 13 1114 1115 1116 11n
1176 1179 1180 1181 1182 11831164 1185 11B6 11871166
11B91 190 1191 1192 1193 1194 1195 11961197 119B 1199
1200 120112021203 1204 1205 1206 1207 1208 1209 121 0
1211 121212131214 12151216121 7 121B 121912201221
1=1~1m1~12261~1~122912301m12u

1233123412351236 1237 12361239 1240 124112421243

759

1~1~1~1~1~1~1=1~12521~1~

no

12551256125712581259 1260 12611262126312641265

7B1
792

1~1~ 1 ~1~01~1~1m1~1~1m1~1

603
814
825

1~1~1~12691~1m1~12n1m1~1~

12B812B91290 1291 1292 1293 12941295 12981297 129B
1m1~1~13021~1~1~1~1~t~1309

647

1310 1311 1312131313141315 1316 13171316 13191320
1321 1322 1323 1324 1325 13261 3271328 1329 1330 1331
1332 1333 1334 1335 1336 1337 1338 1339 1340 1341 1342

858

13431344134513461~1346134913501~1~1353

869
680
B91
902
913
924
935
946
957
968
979
990

1354
1365
1376
1367

836

1355 13561357
1366 1367 1368
1377 137B 1379
1388 1369 1390

1358
1369
1380
1391

1359
1370
1361
1392

1360 1361
1371 1372
1382 1383
13931394

13621363
1373 1374
1384 1385
1395 1396

1364
1375
1386
1397

1~1•1~1~1~1a1-1~ 1 ~1~ 1 ~

140914101411141214131414141514161417141B
1420 1421 14221423 1424 1425 1426 1427 1428 1429
1431 1432 1433 1434 1435 1436 1437 1438 1439 1440
144214431444 1445 1446 1447 1448 1449 1450 1451
1453 1454 1455 1456 1457 1458 1459 1460 1461 1462
1464 1465 14681467 1468 1469 1470 1471 14721473
1475 1476 14n 147B 1479

1419
1430
1441
1452
1463
1474

Please .1e11d me one year ofBYTE Maga;_i11efor $24.95 and bill me. Offer 1Glid in US. and possessions only.

J UNE 1991

The Cream.

There are plenty of places to get information in this
industry. Too many. But if you want the best quality
information, there's only one that rises to the top:
BYTE WEEK.
BYTE WEEK is a weekly newsletter from the same
professionals who produce BYTE Magazine. Each
week, the most important news and information
from the previous week is presented in a readable
and concise manner. BYTE WEEK offers you what no
other publication can: timely news on the rapidly
evolving computer industry as it happens with the
interpretation and evaluation that only BYTE's
experienced editorial staff can provide.

The Crop.

Subscribe now and take advantage of a special
subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and
Canada). Your subscription to BYTEWEEK also
includes a free subscription to BIX, BYTE's exclusive
on-line conferencing system. Don't miss this
opportunity!

For fastest service, call toll-free 1·800-258-5485 (in
N.H., call 603-924-9281) and charge to a major credit
card or we'll bill you.

One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
BYTE WEEK offers a money·back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied.

Clip Coupon Herc

---~--------------------------------------------------------

0

YES! Sign me up as a subscriber to the Cream of the Crop, BYTEWEEK at the special subscription
rate of $395 a year for 50 issues ($495 a year outside the U.S. and Canada).

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mail Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Business Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - 
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

0
0

MasterCard
Check enclosed

0
0

VISA
Bill me

Card#
Exp._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

YOUR MOTHERBOARD CONNECTION!
PARTI
4116-150
4164-150
4164-120
4164-100
TMS4464-12
41256-150
41256-120
41256-100
41256-80
414256-100
414256-80
1MB-120
1MB-100
1MB*80
1MB·70
1MB·80

S~E

SPEED

16384x1

150ns

65536x1
65536x1
65536x1
65536x4
262144x1
2621441(1

150ns
120ns
100ns
120ns
150ns
120ns

262144x1

1oons

262144x1

sons

262144x4
262144x4
1048576x1
1048576x1
1046.576x I
1048576x1
1048576x1

IOQns
eons
120ns
100ns

PINS
16
16
16
16
18
16
16
16
16
20
20
18
18

7Dns
60ns

18
18

eons

PRICE
1.49
1.59
1.89
1.99
3.49
1.85

1.89
1.99
2.19
6.95
7.95
6.89
6.95
7.95
8.95
9.95

18

16MHz MINI 386-SX
SIMM SIP MODULES
~E

PARTI
412SBA9B-80
421000ABB-10
421000A9B· 10
421 OOOA9B-80
421DOOA9B-60
258Kx9SIP-80
256Kx9SIP-60
1MBx9SIP·10
1MBx9SIP-80

SPEED
BOns
100ns
IOOns

256K x 9
1M8 x 8
1M81t9
t MS x9
IMBx9
256K X 9
256K X 9
1M8 x9
1MB x9

• NORTON SI 1tl.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 20.8

FDR
SIMM'1'C
SIMM/MAC
SIMM'1'C
SIMM'1'C
SIMM/PC
SI Pi PC
SIP/PC
SIP/PC
SIPtPC

eons

60ns
eons
60ns

IOOns
eons

PRICE
21 .95
64 .95
64.95
69.95
89.95
21 .95
25.95
64.95
69.95

·USES 16MHZ INTEL 80386SX CPU · EXPANDABLE TO BMB ON
BOARD · AMI BIOS· CHOOSE FAST 0 WAIT STATE OR 1 WAIT
STATE FOR ECONOM ICAL USE OF SLOWER RAM• FIVE 16-BIT
AND THREE B·BIT EXPANSION SLOTS· CHIPS & TECHNOLOGY
NEW ENHANCED ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY (NEAT) CH IPSET
· SOCKETED FOR 80387SX CO-PROCESSOR · 8.S- X 13" SIZE
FITS IN MINl·286 AND FULL·SIZE 286 CASES
MCT-386SX •••.• .•••.•.••.• •.• •.••.••.••.•• •.• •••• ••• ••••.•• .•• . $399.95
MCT-386SX-20 20 MHZ VERSION ......................... $ 499.95

intef MATH CO-PROCESSORS
•M-.1
.ac,,,_..,.
6UIH
•5 Y..- W.-?anty

PARTI
8087
8087·2
8087-1
80287-XL
80387-16
80387·20
80387· 25
80387·33
80387·SX
80387·SX20

PRICE
89.95
129.95
169.95
199.95
359.95
399.95
499.95
649.DD
299.95
399.95

SPEED
5MHz

8 tAHz
·oMHz
12MHz
16MHz
20MHz
25MHz
33 MHz
16MHz

20 MHz

CYRIX CO-PROCESSORS
STAT E-OF-THE-ART TO SAVE YOU LONGEVITY WORRIES!
MANUAL & SOFTWARE GUIDE. FULL 5-YEAR GUARANTEE!
83D87·33
33 MHz $549.DD
83087-1 6 16 MHz .. $299.95
83DB7·20 20 MHz .... 319.95
83587-16 (SX) 16 MHz .• 269.95
83087· 25 25MHz ...... 419.95
83587· 20 (SX) 20 MHz •. 329.95

UPRIGHT CASE

MORE MOTHERBOARDS•••
MCT M386-25 25 MHZ MINl·386
.. $799.00
MCT-C386-33 33 MHZ CACHE MINl·386 .......... ...... $1 ,299.00

.;f MOOULAR Cl!Clll TEClllOLOGY
• NORTON SI 14.0 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 15.9
• EXPANDABLE TO 4MB ON-BOARD USING SIMMS • FIVE
16·BIT AND THREE B·BIT SLOTS • 8.S- X 8.75" SIZE FITS
MINl·286 AND FULL·SIZE 286 C~SES
MCT-M286-12 ········· ·· ·· ·· ··· ·-· ···· ······················· $199 .95

CASE-100 •••••• ..••••••.••• •••.•..•• $24 9.95

MORE CASES•••
UPRIGHT HOLDS 11 DRIVES .
.... $499 .95
MINI-UPRIGHT W/200 WATI PS ........ $199.95
FULL-SIZE 286-STYLE CASE ... . ..• ... .. $89.95
MINI-SIZE 286·STYLE CASE ................ $ 59 .95
FLIP-TOP BOBB ·STY LE CASE ...
....... $39 .95
SLIDE-TYPE 8088-STYLE CASE ..•.....•. $39.95
MIN·SIZE CASE WITH 200W PS .••••... $149 .95

REPLACEMENT POMR SUPPUES•••
135WATIPSFOA8088(1101220V) .. ......... $59 .95
150WATIPSFOA8088 ( 11Dt220V)
.... $69 .95
200 WATI PS FOR 8088 ( 11Dt220V) ....•...... $89 .95
200 WATI PS FOR 2861386 ( I 1Dt220V) ...... $89 .95
250 WATI PS FOR 286138S (I 101220V) ..... $129.95

• ADDRESS DECODING LOGIC, DATA BUFFERING, 2 LSI CIR·
CUITS FOR PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL liO & COUNTER·TIMER
FUNCTIONS • LOGICALLY G liOUP EO • ACCESSES ALL l/O
SIGNAL CONNECTIONS • CLEARLY LABELLED BUS LINES
• ACCEPTS UP TO 24 FOURTEEN-PIN ICS • ACCEPTS 9, 15,
25 OR 37-PIN D·SUB CONNECTORS
PDS-601 •••••••••••••••• ••• ••• .••••• •• •• ••••. ••••·.••••••• ••••••• •••••• $79.95
POS-600 ABOVE CARO WITHOUT DECODE ••••••••• ••• $49.95
PDS-611 16·BIT BUS BREADBOARD WITH DECOD E . $89.95
PDS-610 ABOVE CARD WITHOUT DECODE ............ $59.95

MORE PROTOrYPE CARDS:
FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE WITH GOLD·PLATEO EDGE·
CARO FINGERS ANO SILK-SCREENED LEGENDS
JDR· PR1 S·BITWITH +5V AND GROUND PLANE_•••- •• $ 27.95
JDR· PA2 AS ABOVE. WITH llO DECODING LAYOUT •• $29.95
JDR PA2-PK PA2 BUFFERING/DECODE PARTS KIT ••• $8.95
JDR·PR10 16-BITWITH l/O D:COOING LAYOUT .••.••. . $34.95
JDR-PR1 O· PK PR10 BUFFERING/DECODE PARTS .,. $12.95
EXT-80286 286-COMPATIBLE EXTENDER CARD •• •••••. $39.95

EPROMS
,_,.
P~
A~
RT
~•~~~~S~~~E~~~S~
P~
E~
ED
~~
V.eJl
JSOns
25V
2716-1
2048"8
2732A
• 096xS
250ns
21 v

2764

8192x8

450ns

12.5V

2764-250
2764-200

8 192x8
8 192x8

250ns
200ns

12 SV
12 SV

27128A·200
27256

16384x8
32i68x8

200ns
250ns

12 SV
12 5V

27C256
27512
27C101 -20

32768x8
65536•8
131072'8

250ns
250ns
200ns

12.SV
12 5V
12 SV
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PINS

PRICE

24

4.95

24
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
32

3.95
4.49
4.95
4.95
5.95
5.95
17.95

3.95

3.95

DATARASE II EPROM ERASER $

HOST ADAPTOR CARD/CABLE

$29 95

• UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR THE .PROGRAMMING MOD·
ULES ·SELECTABLE ADDRESSES PREVENT CONFLICTS
MOD-MAC

8-BIT SOLDERLESS 8088
BREADBOARD WITH DECODE

TURBO AND RESET SWITCHES
SPEED DISPLAY. POWER. DISK LEDS
MOUNTING HARDWARE. FACEPLATE$
ANO SPEAKER INCLUDED

410

MCT-M286-12N 12 MHZ 286 WINEAT CH IPSET •..•.. $269.95
MCT-TURB0-10 IOMHZ8088
..................... $99.95

W• 1 •LOT10 l'llOllRAM U'llO/ff,.PflOllU, PAU. _ ,
PDS·60 1

250 WATI POWER SUPPLY
MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY ANO
4 HARD DRIVES

PS-135
PS-150
PS-200X
PS-200
PS-2 50

MCT-C386-25 25 MHZ CACHE MINl-386 ............... $1 , 199.00
MCT-386MBC-33 FULL SIZE 33MHZ CACHE 386 . $1 ,195.00
MCT· 386MBC· 25 25 MHZ CACHE 386 .
.......... $999.00
MCT M 2 86-20N 20 MH2 286 W/N EAT CH IPSET ...... $389 .95
MCT-M286-16N 16 MHZ 286 Wi NEAT CH IPSET ..... . $289.95

MCT'S MODULAR
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

FOR STANDARD. FULL SIZE AND
MINI-MOTHERBOAR DS

CASE-200
CASE-120
CASE-70
CASE- SO
CASE-FLIP
CASE- SLIDE
CASE..JA-200

• LANDMARK AT SPEED U41
HIGH·PEAFOAMANCE MOTHERBOARD FOR CAD/CAMICAE
WORKSTATION. LAN SEAVERS, MULTI -TASKING . MULTI-USER
OR XENIX APPLICATIONS •INTEL 80486 CPU WITH INTERNAL
MATH CO -PROCESSOR ANO SK CACHE • 128KB CACHE
MEMORY ON BOARD• EXPANDABLE TO 16MB ON BOARD
USING 1MB X 9 SIMMS OR 256K X 9 SIMMS (0KB INSTALLED)
· SOCKETED FOAWEITEK 4167 MATH CO-PROCESSOR ·EIGHT
16·BIT BUS SLOTS• AMI BIOS • SOFTWARE SELECTABLE
SPEEDS • FULLY COMPAT IBLE WITH 0512. NOVELL. DE SOVIEW.
XENIX. WINDOWS ANO WINDOWS 3.0
MCT-486MB25 25 MHZ VERSION ..
..... $1 ,995.00
MCT-486MB33 33 MHZ (LANDMARK . 151 .0) ...... $2 ,495 .00

PROTOTYPE CARDS

s2499s

25MHz CACHE 486

39 95

CONVENIENT POCKET·SIZEI
ERASES ALL SIZES OF EPROM
UPT04ATATIME
WALL PLUG POWER SUPPLY
DATARASEll

REQUEST OUR FREE 100-l'G CATALOG
FOR OUR ENTIRE DEVELOPERS UNEI

UNIVERSAL
MODULE
95

$499

• PROGRAMS EPROMS.
EEPAOMS, PALS, Bl·POLAR PROMS,
8748 & 8751 SERIES DEVICES: 16V8 ANO
20V8 GALS (GENERI C"ARAAY LOGIC) FROM
LATIICE, NS. SGS •TESTS TIL & CMOS IC"S: DYNAMIC
AND STATIC RAM · LOAD DISK. SAVE DISK, EDIT. BLANK
CHECK, PROGRAM , AUTO, READ MASTER, VE RIFY & COM·
PARE • TEXTOOl SOCKET FOR .3"-6• WIDE ICS (8 • 40 PINS)
MOD-MUP ........................................................ $ 499 .95
MOD-MUP·EA • · UNIT ADAPTOR .••• ••• .•• •••.•••••• ••••• • $ 99.95

EPROM MODULE

s119ss

· PROGRAMS 24-32 PIN EPAOMS. CMOS EPROMS & 16K TO
1024K EEPROMS • HEX TO OBJ CONVERTER • AUTO.
BLANK CHECKIPROGRAMNERIFY • VPP 5. 12,5, 12.75, 13, 21
& 25 VOLTS· NORMAL. INTELLIGENT. INTERACTIVE & QUICK
PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
MOD-MEP ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• $119.95
MOD-MEP-4

4-EPROM PROGRAMMER ••.•••••. ...••.,. $169.95

OTHER PROGRAMMING MODULES•••
MOD-MPL
MOD-MMP
MOD-MIC
MOD-MBP

PAL PROGRAMMING MODULE .•....••••...•• 249,95
MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMER •••. 179.95
DIGITAL IC & MEMORY TESTER •.••••...••.• 129.95
Bl·POlAR PROM PROGRAMMER ·-··-.. 259.95

PAL DEVELOPMENT SOf'TWARE
ENTRY LEVEL CUPL PAL DEVELOPMENT KIT.
MOD-MPL-SOFT

Circle 6 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 7).

2400 BAUD MODEM

$8995
101 ·KEY WITH 12 FUNCTION KEYS · 286f.l86/486 COMPATIBLE
BTC· 5339 •.•..•..........•..•..•...••.......••..•... ......•........••. $69.95
FC-3001 101·KEY,12 F·KEYS & CALCULATOR ............. $74.95
BTC-5060 84-KEY WITH 10 FUNCTION KEYS ......•....... $59.95

OS)> Seagate

,::$239

VIVA 2400 BAUD MODEM

$119 95

• 400 OPI 16·COLOR DITHER MODE;
200 OPI 16-SHADE GRAY·SCALE
MODE • MONO MODE FOR B&W LINE
ART AT 100, 200. 300 OR 400 OPI
• ZSOFT PC PAINTBRUSH VI PLUS

• 2400/1200/300 BAUD OPERATION • HAYES AT
COMMAND SET COM PATIBLE • EXTENDED
S·REGISTEA PROGRAMMING • SPEAKER &
2ND PHONE JACK • STD AS-232C INTERFACE
VIVA·24E .................... ............ $119.95
VIVA-24MNP ERROR CORRECTING VERSION ....... . $149.95

CHS-4000........... ... .... .....$599.00
HS-3000 32 GRAY SCALE SCANNER WIPAINT ..... .
OCR· SOFT CARETS OCR SOFTWARE

PROMETHEUS MODEMS

LOG/TECH PRODUCTS
LOGC9
l0GC9·P
l 0GC9-WIN
LOGB9
l0GB9-P
TRACKMAN
TRACKMAN-B

SERIAL MOUSE .............................. ..... $98.95
SERIAL MOUSE WIPAINTSHOW ..... $109.95
SERIAL MOUSE WIWINDOWS 3.0 ... $149.95
BUS MOUSE ........................................ $89.95
BUS MOUSE WIPAINTSHOW ........ ... $104.95
SERIAL TRACKBALL ........................... $99.95
BUS TRACKBALL ................................. $99.95

MONITORS
NEC-MULTl-3D
• 1024X768 RESOLUTION •.28MM OCT PITCH • COMPATIBLE
WITH 8514A, SUPER VGA. APPLE MAC II, VGA. EGA & CGA
NEC·MULTl-30 ................................................... $649.00
JDR·MULTI 14" MULllSYNCH MONITOR ................... $429.95
CM-1440 SEIKO 14" DUAL FIXED FREQUENCY ......... $599.00
CM·1450 SE IKO14"NON·INTERLACEOVEASION .... $749.00
VGA-MONITOR W VGA MONITOR ............................ $379.95
MONO-VGA 14· PAPERWHITE VGA MONITOR ........ $139.95
EGA-MONITOR 14" EGA MONITOR ............................ $339.95
GM·1489 14" SCREEN MONOCHROME ....................... $139.95
MONO-SAMSUNG 12· FLAT SCREEN ............. .......... $129.95
VGA- PKG 14" VGA MONITOR & CARD 640X480 RES $499.00

PCEM7296 INTEL 9600 BPS EXTERNAL MODEM ..... $599.00

PR0·96EF
PRO-MAXI
PR0· 241
PR0· 24MNP
PR0-24EMNP
PR0-24E
PR0-24ME
PRO-EFXM-96

9600
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400
2400

BPS EXTERNAL WITH FAX ..... $679.00
BPS INTERNAL W/9600 FAX ... $199.95
BPS INT. WITH PROCOMM ........ $99.95
BPS INT. WiERROA CORR. ..... $129.95
BPS EXT. WIERROR CORR. ... $159.95
BPS EXTERNAL ....................... $139.95
BPS MINl·EXTERNAL ............... $109.95
BPS MINl·EXT. WIFAX SEND .. $169.95

1024X 768
VGA PACKAGE

$599

~

RELYSIS 9514 MONrrOR
• UP TO 1024 X 768 RESOLUTION
• 1·1 ASPECT RATIO AT 640 X 480

& 1024 X 768 • .28 OCT PITCH
• 14" NON ·GLARE SCREEN
• VGA. EGA. CGA, MOA, HGC COMPATIBLE

J.024 X 168 INTERFACE CARD
• 8116·BIT 8088/286/3861486 COMPATIBLE
• 512K VIDEO RAM EXPANDABLE TO 1MB
• ALfTO MOOE SWITCHING • 256 COLORS FROM 262.000
• WINDOWS 3.0 COMPATIBLE • INCL. SOFTWARE DRIVERS
VGA-PKG-1024+ .......................................... ...... $599.00

,;t MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY INTERFACE CARDS
1.44MB FLOPPY
CONTROLLER

$4995

• B0881286 COMPATIBLE
• SUPPORTS 2 FLOPPIES
(360K. 720K, 1.2MB & 1.44MB)
• USER SELECT AS PRIMARYOR SECONDARY (3 RO OR 4TH)
FLOPPY
MCT-FDC·HD ..................................................... $49.95
MCT· FDC· HD4 4 FLOPPY VERSION .......................... $59.95
MCT·FDC FLOPPY CONTROLLER ............................... $29.95
MCT· HDC HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER ...................... $79.95
MCT-Rll ALL HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER .............. $89.95
MCT-IDE IDE HARO DRIVE CONTROLLER ................ $39.95
MCT- ESDI 16-BIT ESOI DRIVE CONTROLLER ........ $149.95

18-SIT FLOPPY/HARD
CONTROLLER
• 1:1 INTERLEAVE FOR
...I
c
.. ,
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
Ci!
0
• CONTROLS 2 HARD DRIVES
AND 2 FLOPPY DRIVES
• CONC URRENT OPERATION
OF 1 FLOPPYn HARO DR IVE
MCT· FAFH ......................................................... $ 149.95
MCT· AFH·Rll 16·BIT FIH ALL CONTROLLER ......... $199.95
MCT·IDEFH IDE FIH CONTROLLER ............. ................ $69.95
MCT-SCSl· FH SCSI FIH CONTROLLER ....................... $79.95
MCT- IDEIO 16-BIT IDE MULTl l/O CARD ....................... $89.95
MCT-AIO 8·BIT 2861366 MUL Tl l/O CARO ...................... $59.95
MCT-10 6-BIT 8088 MULTI UO CARD .............................. $59.95

Circle 6 on Inquiry C~.~ (RESELLERS: 7).

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS CARD

$4!J95
WORKS WHEN SOFTWARE i:;aliliQI
286/3861486 COMPATIBLE
PLUG INTO SLOT, READ LE O
DISPLAY ANO CHECK YOUR BIOS
MANUAL FOR ERROR CODE
VIEW LEOS ON-BOARD OR ON BACK·PANEL
PCODE ................................................................. $49.95
PCODE+ INCLUDES OA• VERSION 3.12 ..................... $69.95
MCT-EEMS 16·BIT EEMS CARD ................................ $ 149.95
MCT·AEMS 16·BIT EMS CAAO(USES 1MB DRAMS) . $129.95
MCT· AEMS-256 USES 41256 DRAMS ..... .. ............... $129.95
MCT EMS 8·BIT EMS CARD 2MB CAPAC ITY ............ $1 29.95
MCT RAM 8-BIT 576K RAM CARD ......
...............• $49.95

8/16-BIT VGA

$14!195

• 8088 OR 28613861466 PC COMPATIBLE • 800 X 600 IN 16
COLORS· 256K VIDEO RAM· SUPPORTS ANALOG ANO ITL
MCT-VGA ........................................................... $149.95
MCT· VGA· 8 6·BIT VERSION ................. ... ...... ... ... $ 149.95
MCT· VGA-1024 1024 x 768 VGA .................. .... ... $169.95
MCT- VGA- 1024+ 1024 X 768 IN 256 COLORS ... ..... $ 199.95
MCT·MGEIO MONO MULTI l/O, IOE FIHCARD ........ $129.95
MCT·MGP MONOGAAPHICSIPRINTER CARO ............ $49.95
MCT-CGP CGA GRAPHICS FOR RGB MONITOR ........ $49.95
MCT-EGA EGA CARD WITH 256K RAM
.... $149.95

OS)> Seagate

HARD DRIVES

:fs $199 ft1r $369
'IJs$239 :f/$529
FORM

MODEL

SI ZE

J.1/2"
5-1/ 4"
3-1 / 2"
3- 1/ 2"
3· 1/2"
t-5-11.,,
:--c- 1.,.
·· _
5·1 / r
3- 1/ 2"'
3-1 / 2"
,_..,.
5-_l /_4_··_
5· 1/ 4..
5·1 / 4"
3- 1/ 2..
3-1 / 2"
3-1/ 2"

ST- 12S A
ST· 225

21.4 ~1 8

21AM B

FOR.\ -\A T

IDE
!'--11').1

ST 138A
32 l ~iB
IDE
ST· l38N
32.IMB
SCSi
ST· l38R
32.I M B
Rl.L
_,,
sT,..·2_3_8_ _3~
2 7MB
Rl.L
ST-251 · 1
43 IMB ~ff. A
ST· 157A
4 1.6MB
llJ.,
ST·1S 7N
-18 6~ 1 6
SC ~i
_ST_·_2 77·
_ _ 1_ _65.51".
_ _ 1_
B _ Rll.
ST-4096
8-0 :!1-IB
~ I P. :
ST-296N
11-1 0 ~ 18
5(51
ST· 1102A
81MB
IDE
ST· 11UA
125M B
IDE
ST· 1201A
1 80~18
1!1F

A\'C.

!l'llD_ ~R ICF
~.C:'

o0

':::

5219

: :;

5 199

~5Sll9
.iov ;; $259

.rn\ 15

$7.49

.;<:.IS

521?

:·"'<sf.I?
?>.VS
.;r•'.'S
:' ~.~iS

5239
Sl'l9
$289

~. ~ -s~.9

:< ·5

s1r,9

1'.. 5
! . I \t:

!'1

"vs s 29
~ :; ;~~

i}

$9995
1.44MB
HIGH DENSITY
3-1/2" DRIVE
• 80 TRACKS • 135 TPI
• READ AND WRITE 720K DISKS. TOO
• INCLUDES ALL NECESSARY MOUNTING HARDWARE
FDD· 1.44X BLACK FACEPLATE .........
. $99.95
FDD-1 .44A BEIGE FACEPLATE
. $99.95
MF355A 3·112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB. BEIG E .
... $1 29 .95
MF355X 3·112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB, BLACK ..
.. $1 2 9.95
FDD-360 5· 114" DOUBLE·SIDEO DO 360K ........ ... ...... . $69.95
FD-558 5· 114" TEAC OOUBLE·SIDED DD 360K . . . .. . ... $89.95
FDD-1 .2 5·114• DOUBLE-SIDED HO 1.2M .............
...• . $89.9 5
FD-55GFV 5-114" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED HO 1.2M
..... $99.9 5

WHILE SUPPUES LAST/

40Mb28ms
HARD DISK
WITH
WESTERN DIGITAL C NTi OLl,ER
INCREDIBLE SAVINGS ON TWO OF OUR MO. , OP\J LAR
HARD DISK CO!olPONENTSI
• INCLUDES FAST WD1006V-MM2 FLOPPY/HARD DISK
CONTROLLER WITH BK LOOK· AHEAD TRACI! C ACHE
• SEAGATE 40MB 28MS HARD DISK DRIVE
• ALL NEW COMPONENTS · NO REFURBS!
• BACKED BY OUR 1 YEAR WARRANTY
HDKIT40 .......................................................... ~ $299.00
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continued from page 322

value i valuez value3 ... valuenstop
value

Listing 3: The functions for finding and adding words to the trie.

(a) Function FindWord(w:string[l .. n] of characters):LetterNodePointer;
{This function will find the right leaf corresponding to a path from
the root to the nth character of w.}
var
CurrentNode:LetterNodePointer;
CurrentLevel:integer;
begin
Set CurrentNode to the root corresponding to w[l].
CurrentLevel:=2;
StillSearching:=true;
{We are now at a list of the branches at CurrentLevel.}
while w[CurrentLevel) is not past the end of the word do begin
Scan along this list started by CurrentNode until the letter
corresponding to w[CurrentLevel] is found.
If the letter is found, then set CurrentNode to the down pointer
here. Increment CurrentLevel.
Otherwise, exit.
end;
if the loop exits because it finds the leaf of the last letter,
return this leaf.
else return ni l;
end;
(b) Function AddWord(w:string[l .. n] of characters):LetterNodePointer;
{This function will add a word. It is similar to FindWord, except it
will insert new nodes.}
var
CurrentNode:LetterNodePointer;
CurrentLevel:integer;
begin
Set CurrentNode to the root corresponding to w[ l).
CurrentLevel:=2;
StillSearching :=true;
{we are now at a list of the branches at CurrentLevel.}
while w[CurrentLevel) is not past the end of the word do begin
Scan along this list started by CurrentNode until the letter
corresponding to w[CurrentLevel) is found.
If the letter is found, then set CurrentNode to the down pointer
here. Increment CurrentLevel.
Otherwise, add the correct letter and the rest of the word.
end;
when the loop exists because it finds (or adds) the leaf of the last
letter, return this leaf.
end;

NODE STRUCTURES
a)

I•

P~i~ter to •Hi""f :~lue
1

; ;

[

next node
b)

~I·~;::~:~~:~:~~·I ~I·~;::~:~~:~:~~·I ~

t

Pointer
down

[Pointer to
next node

EF

Leaf Letter stored
Boolean in node

This can save plenty of space, but it is not
easy to add and remove values when the
index is being constructed or updated.
The lists can also easily grow into each
other as new values are added, and the
program must be able to repack them
another bit of complexity. In my index,
there are over 35,000 of these continual
ly changing lists, and it just doesn't make
sense to try and keep track of the begin
nings and ends of these lists as they
merge into each other. On the other
hand, if you are indexing a CD-ROM and
the lists will never change, a simple
string of values is quite appropriate .

Memory Management
For each of the three major structures of
this index application, the program uses
data structure nodes that include point
ers , and these nodes are allocated as
needed. It is possible to use the native
malloc or new functions to create new
nodes on the fly , but this is often very
slow because these memory allocation
routines must maintain many system
wide tables .
This implementation does its own
memory management for the sake of
speed. At the beginning of the program,
a new memory block is built for each of
the three sections. Large segments of
memory are allocated in one step and
broken up into nodes by the implementa
tion. The pointers are not absolute but
simply measure the offset from the be
ginning of the memory chunk. On one
hand, this slows down the program, be
cause looking up a value at a pointer can
not happen until the relative location of
the pointer can be converted in the real
location in memory. On the other hand, it
makes node allocation much faster.
The memory chunks are initialized by
filling them with a chain of empty nodes
of the appropriate size. One of the point
ers in each node points to the next empty
node in the chain. When a new node is
required, the program calls its own inter
nal memory allocation routine, which
pulls off one of the nodes from the front
of the list. When a node becomes free, it
is placed at the front of the list. This
primitive form of garbage collection
manages and recycles memory by using
the actual structures.

Limiting the List
Figure 3: (a) The packing structure for a list node: 22 bits for the pointer and 10for

the value. (b) The packing structure for a letter node: 3 bytes for a pointer, a bit for a
Boolean, and a byte to hold a character.
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The current implementation of the pro
gram stores only the uppercase version of
the words (recall that there are only 26
roots in the trie). Lowercase letters are

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED

converted into their uppercase equiva
lents, and punctuation and other non-let
ter characters are converted into spaces.
This substantially reduces the keyword
list size by increasing the redundancy in
the sources. A function it adds is that the
searches do not need to be case specific.
Even with all the efficiencies built in,
the index may be too large to be efficient.
A smaller index means a less precise in
dex, but if compactness is what you want,
it can be done by not including some en
tries . One good way of thinning the list is
to leave out words that appear in most of
the files-say, greater than 50 percent of
them. When that threshold is reached,
the word gets deleted. This leaves out
many glue words that have grammatical
meaning but provide little information
(e.g., the, down, have, and almost).
Another way to reduce the keyword
list is to compress similar entries into
one. The disadvantage of this technique
is that the ambiguity must be resolved
when the word is looked up, and the re
turning filenames must be searched to
see if they really contain the correct
word. For an extreme example of this
technique, only the first letter of each
word would be stored. The words slow
and sanguine would be converted into s.
The index would be very small-26 en
tries-but when it came time to look up
slippery, the index would return a list of
files that contained at least one word be
ginning with the letters. Obviously, an
extreme such as this would not be very
useful, but a conservative application of
this method can produce a useful index.
This index program has several pa
rameters for controlling the size of the
index. The parameters set minimum and
maximum bounds on the length of the
words that are stored. There are many
small words like and, or, a, and the,
which are used repeatedly in almost all
files. Setting the minimum word length
to four characters removes these.
The maximum word count can also af
fect the size of the index in different ways
depending on how the program deals
with larger-than-normal words. The pro
gram can be set to truncate long words or
to break them into overlapping (or non
overlapping) chunks. For example, if the
maximum word length is set to three
characters, the word Carter is stored as
CAR if you choose to truncate. If you
choose the overlapping option, it is
stored as CAR, ART, RTE, and TER. If
you choose the nonoverlapping option, it
is stored as CAR and TER. Naturally ,
when the words are truncated, 'informa
tion is lost. (FOOTBALL and FOOT
ODOR index as the same word if the

Listing 4: (a) The junction for adding a file number to the list offiles found
with a keyword and (b) the function that indexes a file .

(a) Procedure AddValue(ListStart:ListNodePointer ; value:integer);
{A file is given a number . This function adds this number to the
list in the correct, sorted order.}
begin
ScanningPointer:=ListStart;
while Value is less than the value at the node pointed to by
ScanningPointer do
ScanningPointer:=ScanningPointer.next;
If the value is already there, do nothing.
Otherwise, Allocate a new node apd i nsert it here.
Move the pointers.
end;
(b) Procedure DoFile(filename:string);

{Opens up the file and adds all their words to the structures.}
var
wl:string;{The Word . }
Location:LetterNodePointer;
begin
Add the filename to the filename structure by breaking it up into
the path names and using AddFileName.
Open up filename;
Set FileNumber to a new number from the file number structure;
while the end of the file has not been reached do begin
Set wl to the next word;
Convert it to Uppercase;
Locat ion: =AddWord(wl);
Call AddValue with the down pointer at Location and File Number.
Note that the down pointer here is now pointing in the list
structure.
end;
end;

maximum word size is set to four letters.)
An advantage of using a trie for the
word list is that you can easily find words
that begin with a specific prefix by find
ing the roots underneath the prefix. That
means you can easily search for all words
that begin with post. The subtree con
tains post, postal, post office, and many
others. Many hashing schemes lose the
information about the structure of the
words, because they are tuned to give an
even distribution.

Freely Available
A working version of this indexing pro
gram is available on BIX or in a variety of
formats (see page 5 for details). The
source code is about 10,000 lines of
Think Pascal for the Macintosh. Anyone
who wishes to port the code to another
system must pay particular attention to
the memory allocation routines. It is sub
stantially easier to deal with large blocks
of memory on the Macintosh than on
DOS machines. My 5-MB system will
build an 1800K-byte index without much
problem. This amount of memory is be
coming more common, so I did not try to
save any more by making the structures
more efficient. Implementing the pro

gram on a smaller system without virtual
memory will require building in some
swapping of structures to disk or using
tighter structures. Implementing it under
another operating system also requires
modifying the file access routines.
This index system is nearly complete,
but it is by no means finished or perfect.
For further reading, see The Design and
Analysis of Computer Algorithms (Aho,
Alfred; Hopcroft, John; and Ullman,
Jeffrey. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,
1974). It is possible to use other algo
rithms (e.g ., hashing) to build smaller
indexes, but they would probably have
some degradation in performance. It is
also possible to add a third pointer to the
alphabet trie to turn the list of letters at
the same level into a binary tree. This
would certainly speed things up, but at
the expense of memory. There are many
other possibilities for the optimal trade
off between speed and space, but this
is an exercise left for the ambitious
reader.•
Peter Wayner is working toward a Ph.D.
in computer science at Cornell Univer
sity. You can contact him on BIX as
"pwayner."
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APassage from India
East meets West on the level plane of mathematics,
as described in the biography of an Indian genius
n A Mathemati c ian 's Apology
(1940), intensely personal though it
plainly is, G. H. Hardy di scloses
next to nothing about himself. So, 20
years after Hardy's death, to orient
readers of a fourth printing, his
friend C . P. ("Two Cultures") Snow
supplied a biographical foreword. And
since Hardy once said that discovering
Ramanujan was " the one romantic inci
dent in his life, " Snow gave eight pages
to the Ramanujan story . His 2000-word
version is the one most nonmathemati
cians know. In its mythic simplicity it
has proven pretty hard to forget.
Briefly: A 25-year-old clerk in Ma
dras, India , nearly devoid of formal edu
cation, mails 10 handwritten pages to
G . H. Hardy at Cambridge. The package
arrives early in 1913. The covering letter
requests Hardy's opinion of some mathe
matical discoveries. All the rest of the
sheets are crammed with theorems,
"most of them wild or fantastic-looking,
one or two already well-known, laid out
as though they were original. There were
no proofs of any kind ." Hardy , at 36 al
ready world famous , was routinely pes
tered by cranks. Therefore, he shrugged
and resumed his usual routine: check the
cricket scores in the Times, do 4 hours'
work, lunch lightly, play some tennis.
But the letter nagged at him , and that
evening he thought it worrh showing to
his colleague and collaborator, Edward Littlewood .
" Before midnight they knew , and knew for certain. The
writer of these manuscripts was a man of genius." (Hardy
would later class Ramanujan 's natural gifts with those of Gauss
and Euler; of one group of unproven theorems he remarked ,
"They must be true because, if they were not true, no one
would have the imagination to invent them .") So Ramanujan
must be brought to England! And Hardy went into action.
The rest is lamentably brief. Ramanujan arrived in April
1914. Hardy had to teach him math elements English school
boys learned in the upper forms. But soon they were in collabo
ration : "Five papers of the highest class." At 30, Ramanujan
was a Fellow of the Royal Society , a Fellow of Trinity. Then he
came down with tuberculosis. "It was difficult , in war-time, to
move him to a kinder climate." So he shriveled in English hos
pitals till war's end, then took a boat home, to die .

I
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(Hardy would visit his wasting protege in a Putney hospital.
One day he was fumbling for small talk: "The number of my
taxi-cab was 1729. It seemed to me rather a dull number ." And
Ramanujan : "No, Hardy! No, Hardy! It is a very interesting
number. It is the smallest number expressible as the sum of two
cubes in two different ways! " )
You can see why that's held the attention even of readers
whom a whiff of algebra can stun. Why Ken Russell never
made a film version is unclear . (Perhaps for lack of someone to
play Hardy? Leslie Howard was a look-alike, but he's long
dead.) More important: Why did no one, in all these years, ever
undertake a book-length expansion? Well, Robert Kanigel has;
and it's a pleasure to report that The Man Who Knew Infinity: A
Life ofthe Indian Genius Ramanujan (Charles Scribner's Sons,
1991 , $24 .95) is in the "1729 " class: the most luminous ex
pression ever of two three-dimensional lives along both per
ILLUSTRATlON. NANCY FREEMAN © 1991

sonal and professional axes. As a presentation of genius inter
was Godfrey Harold Hardy who said yes.
acting with genius, I've seen nothing to compare with it.
Which brings us to another strength of Kanigel's book, that
The theme of interaction stimulates Kanigel . His Apprentice he ' ll not omit equations from his pages, nor shirk the task of
to Genius, subtitled The Making ofa Scientific Dynasty, details helping his reader understand why such things fired the passion
the web of relationship-sponsor, colleague, apprentice-in a of his two heroes. You'll not learn number theory from the
front-rank biology lab. And Hardy did all his best work in col
book, but you 'II learn, via specific instances, what it's about,
laboration. (Forced to listen to some pompous bore, he would and gather how it might consume someone's life . Contrast the
say to himself, "Well, I have done one thing you could never strategy of bubbly popularizers like Pamela McCorduck, plac
have done, and that is to have collaborated with both Littlewood ing human color in the foreground, hiding technicalities under
and Ramanujan on something like equal terms .")
any handy rug . No, the technicalities were what these persons
Call him "Rah-MAH-na-jun," the stress on that second syl
Jived for; there's no evading that, short of settling for melo
lable very light. Situate him a thousand miles south of the Gan
drama.
ges, in Kumbakonam, where they wove silk saris and detailed
A quotable instance: "Proof is no mere icing on the cake.
fine metalwork, and supported a fine English-language high Take the sequence of integers 31, 331, 3331 , 33331 , 333331,
school, to which he was admitted at age 10. His parents eked 3333331. Each is a prime number. So is the next in the se
out meager funds by boarding college students, whom he'd pes
quence. Have we hit upon some hidden pattern? No , the pattern
ter for math books from the coflege library. By 13 he'd mas
self-destructs with the next in line," which is divisible by 17 .
tered a trig text and somehow glimpsed
"A mathematician with an insufficiently
something that it didn't offer: That trig
ironclad proof is a little like the police
functions are more than line ratios; they
lieutenant in the movies, convinced of
emerge from infinite series.
the butler's guilt but brought up short by
And at 16 Ramanujan came upon a
his boss 's caution, Yeah, but that won't
magic book: G . S. Carr's Synopsis ofEl
convince a jury."
ementary Results in Pure and Applied
And Ramanujan in his notebooks
Mathematics : simply, some 5000 theo
Ramanujan's
"had proclaimed a thousand versions of
rems-known results-so arranged that
the butler did it. " Most of the time he was
if you understood, say, the first 47, you
theorems are still
right, and the butler had done it. But, so
were ready to tackle number 48 . There
Littlewood remarked, "the clear-cut idea
being worked on.
were no proofs; the thing was meant sim
of what is meant by a proof. . . he perhaps
ply as a cram-book for the notorious
did not possess at all." Luckily, Hardy's
Cambridge math exam, the Tripos, one's
insistence on rigor "had sent him off al
ranking in which could shape one's ca
most singlehandedly to reform English
reer for life. Ramanujan set out to work .
mathematics." He had told Bertrand
his way through it, devising methodsRussell how happy a real proof made
and notation-as he went along. By 20, when his refusal to him: "If I could prove by logic that you would die in five min
bother with anything but math had flunked him out of two col
utes , I should be sorry you were going to die, but my sorrow
leges, he'd accumulated much of the famous notebooks from would be very much mitigated by pleasure in the proof." So,
which he'd skimmed what he sent to Hardy: on hypergeometric "Ramanujan, Intuition Incarnate , had run smack into Hardy,
series, continued fractions, singular moduli .... He was short, the Apostle of Proof."
and squat, and bulky like a sumo wrestler. And jobless.
And, " In what, in some ways, was his greatest achievement,
As to how we know all this, and much, much more-well, Hardy brought Ramanujan mathematically up to speed without
anyone who wants insight into the methodology of a solid job muzzling his creativity or damping the fires of his enthusiasm.
should study Kanigel's source-notes. His narrative is woven It would have been easy to sniff at his shortcomings and duti
from many dozen sources, including much gleaned during five fully correct them, like a bad editor who crudely blue-pencils
weeks in South India. ("I toured the house in which he grew up , his way through a delicate manuscript. But he knew that Ra
participated in opening exercises at his alma mater, wandered manujan' s insight was rarer by far than even the most formida
through the grounds of the temple in Namakkal to which he ble technical mastery."
For math is not a deductive art. It checks its intuitions by
came at a turning point in his life, and saw the room in which he
died in Madras.") He even talked with Ramanujan 's very aged deduction. But you need the intuition. You need a theorem to
widow.
prove in the first place. Some of Ramanujan's are still being
And iflndia is a strange country, so is England; hence, much worked on.
of the story' s tension. So a 50-page minibiography of Hardy lo
His miserable last years are tactfully handled; the epilogue is
cates him in Britain's class and academic structure, where he's wise in locating on the map of learning the importance of what
in some ways as much of an oddity as his Brahman protege was we've read. And everywhere, the story C. P. Snow outlined is
in India.
enhanced by countless new details . For instance, take the
Ramanujan indulged "in mystical disquisitions that few "1729" anecdote. In what two different ways can we express
understood, and in mathematics that no one did." And Hardy? that as the sum of two cubes? Snow omits to tell us; Kanigel
Blessed with gorgeous good looks , yet "to his own eyes so re
doesn 't. Try l Z3 and l3, or else 10 3 and 9 3 • A proof that 1729 is
pulsively ugly" he couldn't bear a mirror, "Always, he kept the the smallest such number may be left (Hardy would have said)
world at bay. The obsession with cricket·, the bright conversa
as an exercise. •
tion, the studied eccentricity, the fierce devotion to mathemat
ics-all of these made for a beguiling public persona, but none Hugh Kenner is a professor ofEnglish at Johns Hopkins Univer
encouraged real closeness."
sity. He writes for publications ranging from the New York
Hardy was proud to claim that not a particle of his math
Times to Art & Antiques. His recent books include Mazes and
"real" math, and rigorous-was even remotely "useful." No, Historical Fictions. He can be contacted on BIX as "hkenner. "
it was solely art . And after two eminent Cambridge mathemati
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor,
cians had brushed aside written appeals from Ramanujan, it BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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WINDOWS OF
VULNERABILITY

ver the past five years, the disabled have en
joyed a new electronic independence in the
form of the personal computer. We achieved
an electronic bill of rights (s.ee " Opening
Doors for the Disabled" in the August 1990
BYTE) . As a person who is legally blind, I believe that
some of this newly obtained and hard-won freedom is
in danger of being revoked in the name of the graphical
user interface (GUI) . To retain this freedom, we need
to take some bold steps toward adaptation .
Thousands of blind , deaf, and physically handi
capped people now benefit
Will the graphical
from many forms of adap
tive technology , including
user interface
speech synthesis , large
print processing , braille
deny the blind and
desktop publishing , TDD
modems, voice recognition,
learning-disabled
and custom switches. The
access to computers? sad fact, however , is that
almost none of thjs exotic
hardware and software is GUI-compatible.
According to the World Institute on Disability in
Oakland , California, there are over l . 7 million blind or
severely visually impaired Americans. Unfortunately,
the talking hardware and software products used by the
blind to access computers work in a text-only mode and
are mute if you use graphics.
The implementation of GUis and GUI-related appli
cations may actually benefit some groups (e.g., the
motor-disabled, who do not usually thrive in a key
board-intensive environment). However, GUis may ef
fectively lock the blind out of future personal comput
ing, because currently there is no method to add voice
synthesis to graphics .
Speech-synthesis systems allow the blind user full
access to every byte on the screen , but they are power
less to describe icons, images, and complex graphics. If
the GUI becomes the accepted standard for all com
puter software , the blind will be confined to using only
specially written talking programs , and they will grad
ually pursue a path away from the mainstream. And
they may not be on this road alone.
Hundreds of thousands of learning-disabled people
also find graphics confusing , and a picture does not
mean the same thing to everybody . Does that cylinder
at the bottom of your screen mean a "trash can" or a
" coffee cup " ? This question may sound ridiculously
simplistic, but it is a valid issue for those with learning
disabilities . Even if the user is not learning-disabled,
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every person does not interpret pictures in the same
way, and adding speech to GUis could help learning
disabled users solve this problem.
The use of a mouse for GUI systems also may present
a potential stumbling block to those with dyslexia, be
cause dyslexics often have a difficult time with eye
hand coordination. Therefore, does the adoption of
GUI systems mean the end of personal computing for
the learning-disabled as well?
Just as Scrooge was given a second chance, this state
of affairs does not have to spell disaster, and there are
many ways to avoid this potentially gloomy future. If
we take the time to adapt the GUI for the disabled , the
future is undoubtedly one we can all look forward to. It
is essential that hardware and software companies do
such adaptation , especially if they want to market their
products to the federal government. Section 508 of the
Federal Rehabilitation Act states that no vendor can
market to the government unless its equipment is fully
accessible to the disabled community.
It won 't take a great deal of effort to implement this
all-important adaptation process. For example, the
mouse was a lonely creature until it became an accepted
standard among software developers. All it took was
the writing of some device drivers and the generation of
extra code in the application to make the rodent come to
life . A speech synthesizer is just another device that ,
with major vendor support , would rapidly become an
industry mainstay.
You can configure a speech synthesizer to emulate a
parallel or serial port. For these devices to become
widely accepted, software developers need only write
code to support them. Programmers could write soft
ware with built-in voice labels for icons . The disabled
could then enjoy the power and flexibility that voice
accessible GUis have to offer. This type of environment
for the disabled would forever slam this potential win
dow of vulnerability. •
Joseph J. Lazwro is the cofounder ofTalking Computer
Systems in Watertown , Massachusetts. He is currently
project director for the adaptive-technology program at
the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind in Boston.
You can reach him on BIX as " /autJro. "

Stop Bir is a forum for informed opinion on personal com
puting topics. Th opinions expressed are those ofthe au
thor and not necessarily those ofBYTE. Your co111rib111ions
and comments are welcome. Write ro: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
ILLUSTRATION. TIM CLARK © 199 1

You can automate your
system with 30-year old
technology,
or . ..

Process Control

Audio and Vibration

Chromatography

Manufacturing and Production

BRING IT TO LIFE WITH IABVIEW®2
Tired of wrestling with cryptic text-based programming languages?
Then make the switch to labVIEW 2 on the Macintosh.
LobVIEW 2 is the most celebrated application software for data
acquisition and instrumen control. It recently won the MocUser
magazine Editors' Choice award. Five years ago, lobVIEW
introduced the combination of front panel interfaces and graphical
programm ing . Today, engineers and scientists around the world use
lobVIEW 2 for a brood spectrum of applications.
Unlike other graphical packages , LobViEW 2 does not sacrifice
power and flexibility for ease of use . With LobVIEW 2, you quickly build
block diagram programs and odd your own blocks to expand upon our
libraries. You also create front panel user interfaces and import pictures
to customize the panels. Yet LobVIEW 2 virtual instruments run as quickly
as compiled C programs. Coll us to fi nd out how lobVIEW 2 con bring
li fe to your system .

For a free labVIEW 2 Demo disk, call:
(5121794-0 l00 or

(800) 433-3488
(U.S and Canada)
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PERFORMANCE IN A6.7-lb. PORTABLE
Continuing our tradition of innovation, the Tandy 2810 HD is a lightweight laptop fo r heavy
use - at the office , at home, or on the road. With extremely durable construction, it 's built for
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